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ABSTRACT 

Without well-educated and trained personnel, industrial activities are impossible. This is 

obviously true for the nuclear industry where a large set of skills, competences and attitudes 

are needed in all technology fields, not only nuclear. In addition, training of specialists in 

nuclear sciences and engineering is of outmost importance.  This is why, during the last 

decades, in Europe, considerable efforts have been made by the higher education institutions 

supported by the states, the European Union and the industry to offer young students updated 

curricula internationally recognized, embedded in high quality research environment. These 

efforts took place in a difficult context that is described in the first part of this paper, a context 

whose lessons need to be considered for the present and the future.   

Since this difficult context is linked to the reluctance of a significant fraction of the 

European Society to recognize the benefits of nuclear fission in the de-carbonated energy mix, 

the second part of this paper is devoted to the necessary dialogue about sustainability with the 

general public and the public authorities. The analysis includes all three aspects of nuclear 

energy sustainability, namely ecological, economic and social, as well as some key issues for 

gaining in trustworthiness. Communication about nuclear research appears to be one of these 

key issues, a challenge for all of us.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The first part of this paper is dedicated to the evolution of nuclear higher education in 

Belgium and in Europe during the twenty years following the Tchernobyl accident. One can 

observe that this evolution took place in parallel with the development of the organisation of 

nuclear safety and security and partly resulted from the internationalisation of higher 

education. During the same period, at least in several countries, nuclear energy was put in 

question, or even, phase out was decided. This created an obstacle for the developing new 

nuclear courses, and a risk of lack of human resources for industry and safety authorities.  

The question can be asked how a more efficient dialogue on nuclear issues can be 

developed between experts and the public opinion and governments. Based on the results of 

some published inquiries, the paper shows that universities and research centres benefit in fact 

from a capital of trustworthiness and recognised competence by Society. It is suggested that 

they should open the dialogue and share their knowledge and interrogations on nuclear energy  

with the general public.  Some conditions are suggested for an effective dialogue in terms of 

language, attitude and ethics. The conditions for a sustainable nuclear energy are discussed, 
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and, as a conclusion, it is proposed to further explore the combination of Generation IV 

concepts and Small & Modular Reactor (SMR) technologies. 

2 LOOKING BACKWARDS: HOW BNEN AND ENEN WERE CREATED 

Let us first briefly examine the context in which the BNEN Consortium and the ENEN 

Association were born, using the time line of fig. 1 extending over 20 years, from 1986 to 

2007. 

Two unpredicted events had a lot of consequences on nuclear energy and on higher 

education, as we will see below: 

 

 Tchernobyl accident on 26th April 1986 shocked the whole world at a time where the 

TMI-2 accident was almost forgotten. 

 On November 9, 1989, the Berlin wall fell, symbol of the end of the cold war. A new 

Europe was born. 

 

Figure 1: Time line of significant events 

   

The Tchernobyl accident seems to have stimulated the creation of a number of 

organisations related to safety/security in Europe. Let us mention: 

 SNSA, the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration is established in 1987. 

 A first international reaction to the Tchernobyl accident is the creation of WANO, the 

World Association of Nuclear operators, in May 1989 in Moscow with the purpose 

of mutual support, exchange of information on best practices, performing benchmarks, 

etc. Today WANO has 130 members.  

 In Belgium, the law of 15th April 1994 on protection of population and environment 

against the dangers of ionizing  radiations, establishes the Federal Agency for 

Nuclear Control (FANC/AFCN), taking over the missions of Association Vinçotte 

Nucléaire (AVN). 
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 Five years later, the Western European Nuclear Regulation Association, in short 

WENRA is created with 10 countries; today, this association involves 17 countries 

and 9 Observers.  

 Let us include in the reactions after the Tchernobyl accident the creation of  the 

Generation IV International Forum (GIF), a co-operative international endeavour, 

that is set up in 2001 at the initiative of the US DOE to carry out the research and 

development needed to establish the feasibility and performance capabilities of the 

next generation nuclear energy systems, with high level of safety as one of the major 

goals. GIF has presently 13 members having signed the charter: Argentina, Brazil, 

Canada, France, Japan, Korea, South Africa, The United Kingdom, and The United 

States, the 2001 founding members later joined by Switzerland, Euratom, the Russian 

Federation and China. 

 ENSRA, the European Nuclear Security Regulators Association is created in 2004; 

it includes 15 Member States and 2 Observers. 

 ETSON, the European Technical Safety Organisations Network is founded in 

2006 by GRS, IRSN and Bel V (then AVN). ETSON has expanded to currently 16 

members, mainly from the European Union, supporting their national Regulatory 

body. 

 Finally, in 2007, ENSREG, the European Nuclear Safety Regulators Group  is 

established after a decision of the European Commission.  

We see how the internationalization process in the field of nuclear safety and security 

has expanded in addition to the only partially mentioned national efforts, with the deployment 

of an impressive set of associations over the 20 years period that we examine.  

 

The Tchernobyl accident, occurring at a time where the Three Miles Island accident had 

almost vanished from the memories, played also an important role on the nuclear energy in 

Belgium, a country where more than 50% of the electricity is produced (still today) by nuclear 

power plants. 

 In 1988 the Belgian government cancels the construction of an eighth nuclear power 

plant (Doel V or N8).  

 Ten years later, a temporary interruption of High Level Waste (HLW) reprocessing is 

decided by the Belgian government. No decision taken for the future. This sort of 

moratorium still exists today.  

 The year 2000 should have been crucial for the nuclear in Belgium, with the 

publication of the conclusions of the AMPERE commission (Analyse des Modes de 

Production de l’Electricité et le Redéploiement des Energies), a commission that had 

been created the year before, and was chaired by Prof. Jean-Marie Streydio and Prof. 

Jean-Pierre Pauwels. The conclusions were simply ignored by the green Minister of 

Energy whose policy was the exact opposite of the final recommendations.  

 The Phase-out law is voted by  the Parliament in 2003 without any credible plan to 

substitute the nuclear power plants by any other production means. Yes, I know, the 

first three plants had to be shut down in 2015…the government had still 12 years in 

front of him to solve the problem…almost an eternity ! 

 At the end of 2005, a new commission (bis repetita placet), the Energy 2030 

Commission chaired  by Prof. William D’haeseleer is created  to objectify the debate, 

starting from the most complete possible technical, economic, social and 

environmental evaluation of the results of the various scenarios of energy policy, with 

a special attention given to the supply security and the independence of the country. 
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The conclusions were presented in June 2007:  the Commission advised among others 

to keep the nuclear option open and to reconsider the nuclear phase out.  

In Belgium, the present situation is as follows: the three oldest reactors, that should 

have shut down in 2015 according to the law have received a ten years life extension, and the 

phase-out law has been confirmed in the sense that no new plant can be built. 

  

With such a political environment, what can we expect for the nuclear higher education 

in Belgium ? Since nuclear higher education is part of the academic responsibilities, let us 

first investigate the huge evolution on the academic side. Here the European Commission has 

played a major role and the fall of the Berlin wall had major consequences. 

 The European Region Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students, in short 

ERASMUS programme is created in the EU in 1987. It will soon become a big 

success. It forces the universities to compare their programmes and establish between 

courses some classes of equivalence as one says in algebra. Networking becomes an 

important activity for the academics who have now to travel a lot around Europe 

launching new European educational projects in all areas. 

 In 1990, the European Council decides on the  Trans European Mobility Program for 

University Studies (TEMPUS programme) as part of the PHARE programme1. 

Among the objectives: the modernisation of higher education in Central and Eastern 

Europe: reduction of the numbers of teaching subjects in a given programme, more 

specialization and thus also… less polyvalence. 

 At that time, in the North of Belgium:  two universities organize each year a common 

one-year postgraduate nuclear programme in Dutch, and, in the South four universities 

organize a similar common one-year postgraduate nuclear programme in French. Both 

programmes had small numbers of students, but retrospectively both were very useful 

for those who accessed a position in the nuclear field and are still active today.   

 In the EU, the success of the networking of universities results in the development of 

new ideas about harmonization of the higher education systems, the programme 

quality assessments, the ranking of institutions. In 1998, the Sorbonne Declaration 

on harmonization of the architecture of the European higher education system is 

signed by the ministers of four countries, namely France, Germany, UK and Italy. The 

aim of the Declaration is to create a common frame of reference within the intended 

European Higher Education Area, where mobility should be promoted both for 

students and graduates, as well as for the teaching staff. Also, it was meant to ensure 

the promotion of qualifications, with regard to the job market. 

 The next year the Bologna Declaration is signed by 29 countries, adopting a system 

based on two main cycles, undergraduate and graduate, the degree awarded after the 

first cycle having also to be relevant to the European labour market as an appropriate 

level of qualification. The European Credit Transfer System is created to promote 

student mobility. 

 The first academic ranking of world universities by the Shanghai Jiao-Tong 

University is published in 2003, illustrating the insertion of the academic institutions 

in the competitive economic world. 

Let us now describe the creation of BNEN2 and ENEN3 in this environment. 

                                                 
1 Originally, PHARE meant  “Poland and Hungary Assistance for the Restructuring of the Economy”. 
2 BNEN is the acronym of  “Belgian Nuclear higher Education Network”. 
3 ENEN Is the acronym of “European Nuclear Education Network”. 
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 My idea of merging the two Belgian nuclear postgraduate engineering programmes 

into a single programme taught in English at the premises of SCK•CEN was discussed 

first among the colleagues and we decided to invite representatives of the Belgian 

nuclear sector together at the SCK•CEN headquarters to discuss the issue. They 

agreed to support our efforts, and negotiations started in 2000 with six universities and 

the Belgian Nuclear Research Centre around the table.  

 Having the quality of the BNEN programme internationally recognised at the time 

where the ERASMUS – SOCRATES programmes flourished and many university 

networks were created, meant that BNEN should become part of a new network with 

top level European institutions. The next step consisted thus in inviting a number of 

our Colleagues from different countries of the European Union for a meeting in 

Brussels in April 2000 to discuss this networking issue. The result of the discussion 

was the decision to prepare a project, the ENEN project; with the enthusiastic support 

of Georges Van Goethem and the nice cooperation of our European Colleagues, 

including the Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI), we applied for this ENEN project. 

 The first academic year of BNEN started two years later, after the signature of the 

consortium agreement.     

 The Belgian concerns about nuclear education were shared by the international 

community as shown by reports from the European Commission and from the OECD. 

In 2000, the CCE-Fission Working Group on nuclear education, training and 

competence prepared a report that was issued in 2001. Here is a paragraph that states 

the problem:  “Although the number of nuclear scientists and technologists may 

appear to be sufficient today in some countries, there are indicators (e.g. declining 

university enrolment, changing industry personnel profiles, dilution of university 

course content, and high retirement expectations) that future expertise is at risk. In 

most countries, there are now fewer comprehensive, high quality nuclear technology 

programmes at universities than before. The ability of universities to attract top 

quality students, meet future staffing requirements of the nuclear industry, and 

conduct leading-edge research is becoming seriously compromised”. 

 Finally, the ENEN project generated the ENEN Association  on 22nd September 2003 

under the French law. This success is due for a large part to the hard work and 

enthusiasm of Frans Moons, a researcher of SCK•CEN  who coordinated the ENEN 

project, and the team in charge of the project, among whom Dr. Borut Mavko and Dr. 

Leon Cizelj of JSI.  

In conclusion of this part of the paper, one can say that the national organisations in 

charge of safety / security on the one hand, and the academic institutions providing education 

in nuclear science and engineering on the other hand did a great job of organisation and 

internationalisation in a somewhat chaotic situation where the European Commission, whose 

area of competence is limited with respect to the policies of the member states,  was made 

unable to propose a clear energy policy including nuclear fission energy, a situation that 

persists until today. Though, at the end of the twenty year period, the nuclear community was 

confident in positive signals that could announce a nuclear Renaissance. Nuclear Renaissance 

and the need for more human resources were even the topics of conferences like NENE. 

Unfortunately, a few years later, the Fukushima-Daichi accident destroyed these signals. The 

lack of resistance of the NPP’s against external events became the central concern, and the 

public opinion was shocked again.  
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3 ON THE NECESSARY DIALOGUE BETWEEN NUCLEAR SCIENTISTS AND 

SOCIETY 

Fairy electricity is the subject of a famous 360° painting of Raoul Dufy at the Museum 

of Modern Art in Paris. Electricity in 1937: the good fairy, an inspiring concept, a dream, 

making possible the future of mankind…But what happened ? The good fairy gave birth to a 

monster “the nuclear”. Today, in some European countries if answering their questions you 

tell people that you work on research in nuclear (I mean nuclear fission energy), they 

suddenly look at you with suspicion, asking if you seriously believe that there is a future for 

this energy. And if you try to start a discussion, a part of your audience considers that in any 

case, since you are working on nuclear topics, you are not objective. 

 
  

3.1 Trustworthiness and competence 

IRSN (Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire) and SCK•CEN periodically 

launch an inquiry about the public opinion on the perception of risk and security, called the 

barometer. Similar surveys are conducted by JSI. Fig. 2 shows some results of the 6th edition 

of the SCK•CEN barometer published in 2016 [1], for which the investigation took place in 

September – October 2015. For the actors they declared to know, the respondents were asked 

to state their level of agreement with the statements that the actor “is telling the truth about 

risks and benefits of nuclear technologies”, and the actor is “technically competent in this 

domain”. Five answers noted from 1 to 5 were possible: strongly disagree, disagree, neither 

agree nor disagree, agree, strongly agree, plus a sixth one: do not know / no answer. Averages 

of the results are presented in figure 2. The first quadrant (green) groups the actors who were 

globally considered as competent and  trustworthy. The second quadrant (upper left) includes 

the competent actors which are less trustworthy, notably the nuclear operator. In 2011, IRE 

(Institut des Radioéléments)  and  NIRAS  (Belgian National Agency for  Radioactive  Waste    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Perceived competence of different actors versus trustworthiness in Belgium, 

according to [1]. 
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and enriched Fissile Material) belonged also to this second quadrant. They have moved to the 

first quadrant. They have thus gained trustworthiness. In the third quadrant we find the 

Belgian government,  the least trustworthy actor, and the journalists the least competent actor.  

The persistence of this ranking of the government and the journalists over the years is a 

disturbing observation. Finally the fourth quadrant is empty: it seems logical that no actors 

considered as incompetent could also be trustworthy.  

 

We note that the researchers from universities are seen as the most competent and the 

most trustworthy. This is an important message delivered by this barometer. It supports the 

idea that researchers have a role to play in the dialogue on nuclear risk and security. 

 

The results of the French investigation (Baromètre IRSN, 2016) [2] are similar but not 

identical to the Belgian results. In fig. 3, the data give the percentage of positive answers of  

  

 

Figure 3: Trustworthiness of different actors versus perceived competence in France, 

according to [2]. 

 

the respondents. The nuclear industry (EDF, AREVA) is perceived as competent but not very 

trustworthy, as in Belgium, while CNRS doubles up both skills as well as IRSN and CEA. 

The maximum level of trustworthiness is much lower than the maximum level of competence, 
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a questioning aspect of the results of this investigation. Finally, when they are compared to 

the results of the similar investigation published in 2012, one notes an increase of both skills 

for those actors who have the highest levels, and a decrease for those who have a low level. 

For instance, the perceived competence of the journalists has decreased by 11,2% and their 

trustworthiness by 3,9% ; the perceived competence of IRSN has increased by 4,3% and its 

trustworthiness has increased by 10,5%, a remarkable progress.  

 

We observe that in both barometers, the results for researchers and journalists are 

almost the opposite of each other. Can we conclude that journalists have something to learn 

from researchers, at least on nuclear energy ? Can we also conclude that scientists have to 

engage more in dialogue with Society ? What would be the conditions for a fruitful dialogue? 

3.2 Some conditions for a more effective dialogue 

3.2.1 Emotions 

A simplistic and ethically questionable way to communicate is to play with human 

emotions: it is the recipe of the lobbies. It consists in putting forward frightening images, or 

on the contrary in showing reality through rose tinted glasses. The two images of fig. 4 are 

typical examples of this. They are equally misleading. On the left, the image of a nuclear 

cemetery is a pure imaginative composition, the cooling towers being not necessarily those of 

an NPP. On the right, the image of an NPP surrounded by a flowered hill and the blue ocean 

hides the danger of the tsunamis. This kind of trick should be banned. It violates the ethics of 

the researchers as well as that of the journalists, or… of any other professionals. One surely 

needs images to communicate, but the images should not intentionally hide reality. 

 

 
Figure 4: Don’t play with emotions 

 

3.2.2 The scale of risks 

Explaining that the scale of risks is logarithmic helps showing the mathematical 

foundation of the expression: “the zero risk does not exist”. However, explaining that the risk 

of a nuclear accident is lower by that many decades than another risk occurring in current life, 

does not help much. Indeed, first of all people do not “feel” what you mean, because 

probabilities are unfortunately still out of the understanding of common people, and secondly 
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because the feeling given by a risk is much more complex than what can be given by a single 

picture (voluntary risk versus imposed risk, very low probabilities, etc.), especially when you 

think that solutions for a decent life exist without taking this risk. Social science studies have 

shown that risk perception is more strongly influenced by contextual variables such as risk-

related characteristics (e.g. dread of possible consequences, familiarity with the risk, nature of 

risk: human vs. natural), or situation-related characteristics (e.g. personal control, 

voluntariness, distribution of risks and benefits, trust in institutions), than by the expected 

number of fatalities and losses [3].  

 

 

3.2.3 The exposure of human beings to radiations 

The radiation units, with the concept of effective dose need to be explained to the lay 

people for a fruitful discussion. The logarithmic scale showing the doses related to natural and 

artificial radiation sources, including the medical ones, is useful. The journal “Repères” [4] of 

IRSN  published one such simple and clear scale in 2016 (fig. 5). Adapt it to the data of your 

country.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Examples of sources of exposure (from “[4]). 

 

However, when radiation doses come into play, it is necessary to explain the general 

public the two principles that govern the use of radioactivity: the justification principle and 

the ALARA principle. Both are matters for debate: the first because on the one hand, who are 

the people entitled to propose and assess the justification ? This is a subject for debate.  On 

the other hand, the ALARA principle includes the word “achievable” which can lead to 

discussions on the relevance of the reasons for not being able to achieve a lower level, and the 
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question of the effects of low doses themselves. All of these issues are complex and depend 

on societal choices. The researcher in physics or chemistry has to be very careful when 

entering into such discussions. A listening attitude is recommended.  

 

 

3.2.4 The ethics of sustainable development   

According to Brundtland Commission's report, a sustainable development is a 

“development which meets the needs of current generations without compromising the ability 

of future generations to meet their own needs". This raises three difficult questions:  

 

 What were the energy needs yesterday ? Can we reasonably state that they were 

satisfied? 

 What are the current energy needs ? With so many people still lacking electricity, and 

so many wasting it, who can estimate the current needs ? 

 What will be the energy needs in the future ?  

Can we all agree that from the ethical point of view, the answers to these questions 

should satisfy the ALARA principle, i.e. the principle of temperance (ancient Greek: 

σωφροσυνη), which is the opposite of excess (or ὑβρις)?  

A measure of the required temperance might be the need to limit the anthropic energetic 

consumption to the growth rate of the capital of exploitable energy of the planet, including the 

primary materials associated to this exploitation. 

This implies first the recycling of all materials used for the construction of power plants 

of any kind (renewables or not). Then, it suggests the preferential use of renewable energies 

on the one hand, and on the other hand, for non-renewables low emitters of greenhouse gases, 

the limitation of their consumption to the growth rate of convertible primary energy into 

electricity.     

For instance, a sustainable consumption of Uranium would be a consumption that would 

be limited to the increase of the fraction of Uranium industrially convertible into electricity 

resulting from technological progress. Two possible examples are the Gen IV systems 

increasing the convertible fraction thanks to a better efficiency or a better fuel cycle, and the 

use of Uranium from the sea.  

In the just mentioned result of technological progress, one should include the increase in 

the identified resources obtained thanks to geological surveys. Otherwise, no need any more 

to work on geological surveys…  

Of course, the required temperance also imposes to limit the waste production to the 

capacity of the eco-systems to accept them.  

 

3.2.5 Sustainability, a multidimensional concept 

Besides the ethical aspect, sustainability criteria of energy production include 

ecological, economic and social aspects. It is important that the general public realises that 

these aspects need to be evaluated in the context of the advancement of sciences and 

technologies, and in connection with particular life cycles.  

Integrated sustainability assessments of technologies and scenarios  based on statistics 

or probabilities involve the use of “indicators”, in particular “costs indicators”. (See for 

example the  remarkable studies of  Dr. Stefan Hirschberg  and co-workers  of  the Laboratory  
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Figure 6: Greenhouse gas emissions in 2050,  from S. Hirschberg [5] 

 

for Energy Systems Analysis at the Paul Sherrer Institute - CH). For instance, the Energy 

System Accident Risks and Indicators submodule of PSI investigates a wide spectrum of 

energy technologies—including centralised, decentralised, fossil, renewable and nuclear—

that may be affected by technical failures, human failures, intentional attacks, and natural 

hazards. This research contributed to the energy-related severe accident database (ENSAD)—

the very comprehensive database on accidents in the energy sector developed by PSI—in both 

content and scope of analytical methods for comparative evaluation. Integrated sustainability 

assessments are thus the product of long lasting research worth to be communicated to 

journalists and citizens in the framework of the dialogue subject of this section. Fig. 6 shows 

the predictions of the greenhouse gas emissions from different types of energy systems 

technologies in 2050 for different countries [5].  

 

3.2.6 Ecological aspects of sustainability: observations and trends 

Natural fissile / fertile substances have no other foreseeable peaceful use than fission 

with applications to healthcare and energy production. They are relatively well distributed 

around the planet. However the future of their availability is sometimes the subject of fanciful 

statements. 

Like many other resources, Uranium and Thorium resources include identified 

(reasonably assured and inferred), undiscovered (prognosticated and speculative) and 

unconventional resources. Data on Uranium resources, production and demand are regularly 

updated and reports are publicly made available by OECD-NEA and IAEA [6].  From 2005 to 

2015, the identified resources at a price lower than 130 USD/kg U have increased by 20%, 
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from 4743 Mt to 5719 Mt, while the world reactors requirements decreased from 67.3 Mt/y to 

56.6 Mt/y, corresponding respectively to 70.5 and 101 years of consumption with the present 

technologies. If one includes the estimated undiscovered resources which have decreased 

during the same period, the numbers of years of consumption increase to about 170 years. The 

evolution of production and requirements are plotted in fig. 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Annual Uranium production and requirements  according to [6] 

 

Even if the lifetimes corresponding to the identified Uranium resources can be doubled 

if one includes the Thorium resources, one sees that the current once through uranium fuel 

cycle is unsustainable. It will have to be changed soon or later. The general public must learn 

that presently, the fuel discharged each year from a large PWR (1.3 GWe) contains: 33 t of 

slightly enriched Uranium (~0.9 %), 360 kg of Plutonium, 1.2 t of fission products, and 27 kg 

of minor actinides. These 27 kg include 14 kg of Neptunium, 12 kg of Americium and 1 kg of 

Curium. Thus only 2% of the initial total mass of Uranium has been used if no processing is 

foreseen or allowed, and most of the highly active material has to be declared as waste. 

Scenarios of multi-recycling of Uranium and Plutonium with fast and thermal reactors 

and the use of MOX fuel are studied in many parts of the world from the points of view of 

feasibility and economics; the application of such scenarios would considerably increase the 

sustainability of nuclear fission energy, going from 100 years to several thousands of years.  

This is one of the facts that needs to be better advertised.  

The question of the long lived high level wastes is a very sensitive ecological issue. 

Here again, the discussion should be put on the right tracks. On the one hand, it must be 

reminded that the quantities at play are limited; on the other hand efforts have to made to 

diminish as much as possible the long radio-chemo-toxicity of wastes, including the military 

Pu-stock.  

In order to give an order of magnitude of the total quantity of long lived high level 

wastes production, one can take as example the total volume of the so-called category C 

wastes produced in Belgium during 40 years of nuclear reactor operation, having generated 

about 50% of the electricity of the country, i.e. 4.500 𝑚3. This figure includes vitrified wastes 

and spent fuel stored in the plants; it represents 40 cl per inhabitant, i.e. 1 cl/year/inhabitant. Is 

it large or small ? 
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Figure 8: Relative radiotoxicity of HLW as a function of time according to three 

scenarios: no reprocessing, spent fuel reprocessing to recover U and Pu from the wastes, 

transmutation of the spent fuel in addition to reprocessing, recovering the minor actinides and 

burning them. 

 

 

The HLW lifetime radiotoxicity can be reduced by reprocessing and even more by 

partitioning and transmutation of the minor actinides in fast neutron reactors and/or dedicated 

ADS systems (ADS = Accelerator Driven System). Fig. 8 illustrates the expected reduction in 

lifetime and in volume of the HLW, the justification of research programmes like MYRRHA. 

The development of such ecological strategy for the wastes depends on the possibility to 

deploy fast neutron reactors. More information to the general public is necessary.  

 

3.2.7 Some economic aspects of sustainability 

Recent experiences of building GEN III reactors confirm that they require very large 

financial investments and long time periods of construction. The electricity generating costs 

have to be put in perspective of the financial and political risks associated. 

Indeed, long time periods are a major characteristics of the nuclear systems: durations 

for design and construction of large power plants are difficult to reduce,  the life of existing 

plants can be extended, their dismantling is also a long term issue, practical solutions for the 

wastes are generally postponed leading to in plant storage for years, etc. The long time scales 

are not stimulating decisions to be made by the governments whose life times are much 

smaller, and think that they have more urgent affairs… 

In addition, the internalisation of the external costs is not easy to estimate: the cost of 

waste processing and storage increase with time,  and the periods of time are long.  The 

availability of funds for decommissioning, dismantling and waste storage is not necessarily 
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guaranteed over the very long periods of time during which the owner of an installation may 

have disappeared from the market.  

Finally, as noted by Jean-Pol Poncelet [7], the European deregulation of the electricity and 

gas market has destabilised this market. Europe is too much dependent of external supplies of 

energy, and the competitiveness of several industrial sectors is endangered. Paradoxically, the 

UK, which stimulated deregulation in the past, is now showing the example with its 

Electricity Market Reform (known as EMR), the Government’s programme to respond to the 

trilemma facing the UK: decarbonising electricity supply, security of supply, and minimising 

the cost of energy to consumers. EMR has been legislated for via the Energy Act 2013. It 

involves Contracts for Difference which support new investment in all forms of low-carbon 

generation (renewables, nuclear, CCS) and have been designed to provide efficient and cost-

effective price stabilisation for new generation, by reducing exposure to the volatile wholesale 

electricity price. It introduces a carbon tax, and strict limitations for carbon emissions. 

Finally, the Capacity Market works by offering the opportunity to all capacity providers (new 

and existing power stations, electricity storage and capacity provided by demand side 

response) of a steady, predictable revenue stream on which they can base their future 

investments. 

Is it the responsibility of the Commission and the Council to set in place the conditions for a 

safe and secure supply of electricity in the European Union? Where are we going to ? 

3.2.8 Some social aspects of sustainability 

 
Sources: after Burgherr, 2011; Burgherr et al., 2013; Burgherr et al., 2014; Burgherr & 

Hirschberg, 2014 

 

Figure 9: Severe accident fatality rates and maximum consequences, from S. Hirschberg 

[5]. 
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Safety and security are major subjects of concern after Tchernobyl and Fukushima. In 

the first part of this paper, we have reminded some of the efforts made to organise the 

regulatory bodies and their support organisations. One should also mention the development 

of nuclear safety culture. The regulations have evolved to protect the workers of the 

installations and the public outside. The question remains: are these efforts sufficient? Will 

they prevent the repetition of severe accidents which, even if they do not cause too much 

damage to the health of people, neutralise large pieces of land for very long periods. What 

would have happened in Japan in 2011 if the winds had blown in the direction of Tokyo ? 

S. Hirschberg and his team, already mentioned, estimated the severe accident fatality 

rates (fatalities / kWh) for different technologies, and the maximum consequences (fatalities) 

(fig. 9). It is shown  that GEN III reactors have much lower rates, but the maximum 

consequences are similar as those of GEN II.  Obviously, this is linked to the size of the GEN 

III plants. 

Research to practically eliminate by design the need for evacuation in case of a severe 

accident is under progress at CEA (France) and other places. It is too early to conclude about 

this research. Moreover, some researchers believe that reducing the size of the plants would 

help reducing drastically both  the fatality rates in case of severe accident and the financial 

risk of building new plants.  

Fig.10, from E. Mund [8] illustrates the historical size increase of the NPP’s that 

resulted from considerations about their economic competitiveness. Nowadays Small and 

Medium Size Reactors (SMR’s) water, gas, sodium or lead cooled are studied and tested in 

different parts of the world. They are intended to be built in a modular way, and possibly be 

operated more flexibly than the big NPP’s.  They offer or are aimed at offering the following 

advantages from the sustainability point of view:     

• a reduced complexity in design; this is partly compensated by the difficulty of 

licensing new concepts; 

• an enhanced safety (intrinsic safety) and reliability features; 

• shorter site construction times;  

• incremental cost benefits from modular factory construction; 

• the fitness to meet the demand requirements for smaller electricity markets, and to 

match demand growth by incremental supply of units; this is partly compensated by 

the financial risk of innovation; 

• the fitness for remote locations electricity/process heat supply; 

• options with longer fuel cycles (concept of nuclear batteries); 

• underground reactor vessels to improve security (terrorism); 

• incorporating off-site refueling and off-site spent fuel storage. 

 

Let us give two relevant examples of the success of the SMR’s.  

 

On 31st December 2016, NuScale Power has asked the US Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission (NRC) to approve the company's small modular reactor (SMR) commercial 

power plant design. This is the first-ever SMR design certification application to be submitted 

to the NRC. The first commercial 12 PWR- module NuScale power plant, 12 x 50 MW,  is 

planned to be built on the site of the Idaho National Laboratory (INL). On 15th March 2017, 

the NRC announced that it had accepted NuScale Power’s application for Design Certification 

of its innovative Small Modular Reactor (SMR) design. 
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Figure 10: Historical trend of NPP size, from E. Mund [8] 

 

 

According to GIF 2016 Annual Report [9], following a number of preliminary studies, 

the UK government launched a techno-economic assessment of SMRs, which was completed 

during 2016. The study encompassed both LWR based SMRs, as well as metal cooled fast 

reactor, molten salt reactor and gas-cooled high-temperature reactor designs. In March 2016, 

the government launched the first phase of a competition to gauge market interest among 

technology developers, utilities, potential investors and funders in developing, 

commercialising and financing SMRs in the United Kingdom. 

  

Assessments should be carried out in other parts of the European Union in order to 

determine in practical cases whether building several SMR modules at a given site would be 

safer and/or more economic that one large reactor. This remains an open question, whose 

answer is most probably size, site and technology dependent.  

Combining SMR and GEN IV, one potentially creates a technological product much 

more sustainable than the present generation of reactors. Will this product gain interest from 

the European public? 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper describes the beginning of the internationalisation process of nuclear higher 

education that took place during the twenty years following the Tchernobyl accident and the 

fall of the Berlin wall. One could pursue this description by considering the next twenty years, 

i.e. until today. Such work could better be done later in order to benefit from some distance 

with respect to the historical facts. At the present time, it is still too early to assess for 
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example the long term impact of  the Fukushima-Daichi accident on the energy policy of/in 

the European Union.  

The results of inquiries about the public opinion have shown that a dialogue between 

journalists and scientists could be beneficial for a more reliable information. The success of 

such dialogue depends on the ability to explain pros and cons in relatively simple terms 

without distorting reality, putting numbers and figures into context. The discussions about the 

complex ecological, social and economic issues of sustainability and temperance are of 

paramount importance. In this paper we tried to show that the answers depend on the success 

of technological research, in particular the R&D carried out on generation IV systems and the 

Small and Modular Reactors.  

The place of nuclear fission in the future European energy mix is not clear. Research on 

the promising technologies needs to be better advertised without overconfidence. Quo vadis 

Europa ? 
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ABSTRACT 

After the reactor accident in Fukushima (Japan) in 2011, the German parliament decided, 

based on a broad societal consensus, to terminate nuclear electricity production with the last 

nuclear power plant in Germany to be shut down in 2022. Nevertheless, the research programme 

NUSAFE, Nuclear Waste Management, Safety and Radiation Research performed by the three 

Helmholtz-Centers Forschungszentrum Jülich, Helmholtz-Center Dresden-Rossendorf and 

KIT, represents an integral part of national provident research and addresses the new challenges 

arising from these new constraints. Therefore, core competences on the internationally highest 

level of science and technology regarding nuclear safety research, together with an appropriate 

participation in international programmes and expert groups (e.g. IAEA, OECD NEA) is 

ensured.  

Reactor Safety Research at KIT together with the two other Helmholtz-Centers includes 

research for the safe operation of nuclear power plants in Germany and abroad as well as design-

basis and beyond-design basis accidents in nuclear power plants or nuclear facilities. This 

expertise in nuclear technology is maintained and further developed. It enables Germany to 

maintain its influence in international safety organisations. In terms of safety standards and 

design issues, German interests can be represented effectively. The further development and 

validation of simulation programmes required for this purpose include extensive experimental 

studies of accident phenomena in the primary circuit and the containment up to severe accidents 

with release of fission products to the environment. With the further development of severe 

accident integral codes such as ASTEC, risks are quantified and the scientific results are 

transferred to plant application and incorporated into models that define the basis of a uniform 

and harmonised emergency management.  

Additionally, the scientific and technological basis for the safety assessment of innovative 

concepts, such as SMRs or facilities for the partitioning and transmutation strategy will be 

further explored mostly together with European partners, thus providing sufficient scientific 

know-how for a comprehensive evaluation of its feasibilities, advantages and drawbacks in the 

European context and world-wide. 
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ABSTRACT 

Major reactor accidents such in Japan 2011 tend to shift reactor safety programmes 

toward low-probability, high-consequence scenarios and rare phenomena associated with core 

melt. One reason for this is that closing knowledge gaps in severe accident behaviour and 

adding (mitigative) safety features is widely perceived as an effective approach to increase 

safety. Although important, this approach has somehow put back the fact that there are also 

operational effects not sufficiently understood or analysed such as increased corrosion of fuel 

rod cladding, neutron flux fluctuations in PWRs and fuel assembly bowing. Germany’s central 

Technical Support Organisation GRS has made sure that in its reactor safety research 

programme both is addressed appropriately: (severe) accident related topics and operational 

issues. The presentation addresses the current research status of the aforementioned operational 

issues and points out further work to be done in these fields. In addition, two examples of 

research activities concerning accidents are discussed. One is the estimation of radioactive 

materials releases during severe accidents in the spent fuel pool. The results gained from this 

analysis can be used e.g. for the Fast Source Term Prognosis tool FaSTPro developed by GRS 

for decision-making during emergency situations. Another topic described in the presentation 

is a new method of statistical assessment of loss-of-coolant accidents, answering a 

recommendation of the German Reactor Safety Commission. 
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ABSTRACT 

The European Roadmap to the realisation of fusion energy breaks the quest for fusion 

energy into eight missions. For each mission, it reviews the current status of research, identifies 

open issues, proposes a research and development programme and estimates the required 

resources. It points out the needs to intensify industrial involvement and to seek all 

opportunities for collaboration outside Europe.  

A long-term perspective on fusion is mandatory since Europe has a leading position in 

this field and major expectations have grown in other ITER parties on fusion as a sustainable 

and secure energy source. China, for example, is launching an aggressive programme aimed at 

fusion electricity production well before 2050. Europe can keep the pace only if it focuses its 

effort and pursues a pragmatic approach to fusion energy. With this objective the present 

roadmap has been elaborated. The roadmap covers three periods: The short term which runs 

parallel to the European Research Framework Programme Horizon 2020, the medium term and 

the long term.  

ITER is the key facility of the roadmap as it is expected to achieve most of the important 

milestones on the path to fusion power. Thus, the vast majority of resources proposed for 

Horizon 2020 are dedicated to ITER and its accompanying experiments. The medium term is 

focussed on taking ITER into operation and bringing it to full power, as well as on preparing 

the construction of a demonstration power plant DEMO, which will for the first time supply 

fusion electricity to the grid. Building and operating DEMO is the subject of the last roadmap 

phase: the long term. It might be clear that the Fusion Roadmap is tightly connected to the ITER 

schedule. A number of key milestones are the first operation of ITER (presently foreseen in 

2025), the start of the DT operation foreseen in 2035 and reaching the full performance at which 

the thermal fusion power is 10 times the power put in to the plasma.  

DEMO will provide first electricity to the grid. The Engineering Design Activity will start 

a few years after the first ITER plasma, while the start of the construction phase will be a few 

years after ITER reaches full performance. In this way ITER can give viable input to the design 

and development of DEMO. Because the neutron fluence in DEMO will be much higher than 

in ITER (atoms in the plasma facing components of DEMO will undergo 50-100 displacements 

during the full operation life time, compared to only 1 displacement in ITER), it is important to 

develop and validate materials that can handle these very high neutron loads. For the testing of 

the materials a dedicated 14 MeV neutron source is needed. This DEMO Oriented Neutron 

Source (DONES) is therefore an important facility to support the fusion roadmap  
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The presentation will focus on the strategy behind the fusion roadmap and will describe 

the major challenges that need to be tackled on the road towards fusion electricity. Encouraging 

recent results will be given to demonstrate the outcome of the focused approach in European 

fusion research. 
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ABSTRACT 

The EDF group is an integrated energy company with a presence in a wide range of 

electricity-related businesses: nuclear, renewable and fossil-fuel fired energy production, 

transmission, distribution, marketing as well as energy management and efficiency services, 

along with energy trading. EDF is France’s leading electricity operator and has a strong position 

in Europe (United Kingdom, Italy, countries in Central and Eastern Europe), making it one of 

the world’s leading electrical providers as well as a recognized player in the gas industry.  

The main goals of the EDF group’s Research and Development (R&D) Division are to 

contribute to the improvement in the performance of the operational units, to identify and 

prepare mid and long-term growth vectors and to anticipate the major challenges facing the 

Group in the global energy context. EDF’s R&D works for all the businesses of the Group. It 

provides technological solutions or innovative and economic business models that improve the 

performance of the businesses and prepares the long-term future of the Group through medium 

and long-term anticipatory programs. It contributes to making EDF a worldwide industrial 

group of carbon-free electricity networks.  

In this context, R&D has a crucial role in finding solutions to all of these challenges. Its 

research areas focus on three major priorities:  

- to consolidate and develop competitive low-carbon production mixes. One of the key 

issues is to ensure the effective coexistence of conventional means of production, in particular 

by further improving the safety, performance and operating lifespan of existing nuclear power 

plants, alongside the development and renewable energy;  

- to develop and experiment new energy services for customers enabling a flexible and 

low carbon demand-side management: energy efficiency, promotion of new effective uses of 

electricity, often in combination with renewable energies (heat pumps, electric mobility, etc.), 

development of technical and economic modelling to engineer buildings, industry and 

sustainable cities, development of uses and consumption being integrated into the electricity 

system itself through the use of smart grids and appropriate pricing;  

-to adapt the electricity systems by improving network asset management, optimization 

models and economic scenarios for new transmission infrastructure projects, integrating 

intermittent energy and developing smart grids.  

As concern Nuclear Technology, EDF R&D has developed innovative initiatives to 

improve the performance of existing plants, to support the commissioning of EPR fleet with 
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Flamanville , to extend the operation of nuclear plant towards 60 years , and to prepare the 

future of new nuclear fleet.  

EDF R&D supports also international project in Europe such as UK, Germany , but also 

in RP China , USA , South America , and Middle East countries . EDF R&D is of course sharing 

its research with countries, universities, research institutes and main suppliers. Innovation is 

also coming for the economic network using startup and SME solutions.  

The innovation initiative aims at facing very tough economic environment, to improve 

competitiveness of Nuclear.  

The Nuclear for the Future Initiative covers many aspects out of which the main are  

- Safety , reducing severe accident impact and improving operation margins  

- Use of Digital and and data analysis in Nuclear processes  

- New material and fabrication modes for maintenance and new built  

- New reactors design and construction modes  

EDF R&D has major challenges to achieve to answer to the needs of existing and new 

built plants and make Nuclear a sustainable solution for low carbon energy. 
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ABSTRACT 

In PWR’s, internals made of austenitic stainless steels (Cold Worked (CW) 316 austenitic 

steels for bolts, 308 for welds and Solution Annealed (SA) 304 for baffle plates, former and 

core barrel) are subjected to irradiation embrittlement with doses that will reach up to 80 dpa 

locally after 40 years of operation at temperatures between 280°C and 380°C. The irradiation 

exposure alters the nanostructure and so consequently do the mechanical properties of stainless 

steels: it increases the yield strength, decreases ductility and promotes plastic instabilities. 

Moreover, neutron irradiation at low temperature generally causes a reduction in fracture 

toughness of stainless steels. In addition, these changes seem to be the basis of an increased 

sensitivity to stress corrosion cracking said to be assisted by irradiation (IASCC). The tensile 

properties evolutions are commonly ascribed to the formation of a high density of nano-sized 

irradiation defects clusters mainly fine dislocation loops in stainless steels. Others defects (e.g. 

precipitates, bubbles and voids) may develop at higher doses. Homogeneous deformation that 

is observed for virgin material or at low doses is shifted to heterogeneous deformation at higher 

doses. Ductility loss is mainly ascribed to increased plastic strain localization. So far, much 

effort has been made to identify radiation effects on material microstructure and to determine 

experimentally the evolution of mechanical properties. Security and reliability of nuclear power 

plants have become a main issue and a better understanding of the physical mechanisms leading 

to the change in mechanical properties is now required. In addition it is also necessary to 

develop micromechanical constitutive equations to be able to carry out numerical simulations 

of core internals structures to improve safety and better study the possibility of extending the 

lifetime of nuclear power reactors.  

This talk will present some recent works developed to assess the irradiation embrittlement 

of austenitic stainless steels in PWR’s environment.  

In the first part of the paper, recently proposed crystal plasticity physically-based 

constitutive equations for neutron-irradiated austenitic stainless steel that have been used in this 

study are described. Tensile curve predictions are presented and compare to experimental data.  

Irradiation leads to voids formation in grains of austenitic stainless steel. When these 

austenitic stainless steels are subjected to loadings, ductile fracture happens as the results of 

void growth and coalescence.  

The second part of this talk will be devoted to the description of a multiscale modelling 

of growth and coalescence of pre-existing voids leading to transgranular ductile fracture of 

irradiated austenitic stainless steels.  

Last part of the paper will be devoted to IASCC. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC) was created by the Euratom Treaty in 

1957and in its early years all its efforts were directed towards nuclear or nuclear-related 

research. Since the late 1960s the JRC has diversified its activities to include a wide range of 

strategic research areas that are of importance to EU policy initiatives. The Euratom Treaty 

established the ability to pursue Framework Programmes (FPs) for nuclear research and training 

activities. Euratom FP is organised in two parts (or ‘Specific Programmes’): one corresponding 

to ‘indirect actions’ on fusion energy research and nuclear fission and radiation protection; and 

a second investing in ‘direct’ research activities that is carried out by the Joint Research Centre 

in the field of nuclear safety and security. The general objective of the current Euratom 

Programme 2014-2018 is to pursue nuclear research and training activities with an emphasis 

on continuous improvement of nuclear safety, security and radiation protection, notably to 

potentially contribute to the long-term decarbonisation of the energy system in a safe, efficient 

and secure way. The activities of the JRC are developed in full alignment and complementary 

with the research programmes implemented by various EU MS and are based on the following 

specific objectives:  

(a) improving nuclear safety including: nuclear reactor and fuel safety, waste 

management, including final geological disposal as well as partitioning and transmutation; 

decommissioning, and emergency preparedness;  

(b) improving nuclear security including: nuclear safeguards, non-proliferation, 

combating illicit trafficking, and nuclear forensics;  

(c) increasing excellence in the nuclear science base for standardisation;  

(d) fostering knowledge management, education and training;  

(e) supporting the policy of the Union on nuclear safety and security.  

 

These objectives are aiming essentially to develop and assemble knowledge in order to 

provide input to the debate on nuclear energy production, its safety and reliability, its 

sustainability and control, its threats and challenges – including the assessment of innovative 

future reactor systems.  

 

JRC contribute to maintaining competences and expertise in the EU by ensuring access 

to its infrastructures to other researchers, training young scientists and fostering their mobility 
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to sustain nuclear know-how in Europe. In this context, a close cooperation with ENEN is 

developed and several agreements with national research organisations and universities are 

established. At international level, co-operation with partner courtiers (US, Japan, China,..) and 

organisations (IAEA, OECD/NEA) has been reinforced and grows in major international 

initiatives such as Generation IV international Forum. 
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ABSTRACT 

The structural integrity of a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is an important issue for 
nuclear safety.  Pressurized thermal shock (PTS) is one of the occurrences that may affect the 
lifetime of nuclear power plants.  The understanding of this phenomenon is particularly 
important during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA), in which emergency core cooling system 
injects cold water into the hot RPV through the cold legs.  In combination with high pressure, 
significant stresses in the RPV wall are developed due to thermal gradients caused by the 
water flowing over hot vessel walls.  The accurate prediction of PTS is particularly important 
in life-management of aged reactors – susceptibility to brittle fracture is higher due to material 
ageing and increased neutron irradiation.  In this work, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
package FLUENT was used to study a postulated guillotine break in one of the hot legs in 
a prototypical RPV.  Due to the large break LOCA (LB-LOCA) situation considered here, the 
RPV depressurizes fast and all water evaporates quickly.  Once the safety injection pumps 
and accumulators are engaged, they are injecting liquid water into the cold legs and into the 
downcomer which contains only steam.  The interface between liquid water and steam is 
resolved with the volume of fluid method, and the turbulence is modelled with the 
k-ε model.  The initial and boundary conditions for the CFD study were obtained from the 
precursory RELAP5 simulations.  The final purpose of this study is to supply the stress 
analysis software with temperature field in order to examine stresses resulting from thermal 
gradients. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) in nuclear power plants (NPPs) are exposed to neutron 
irradiation.  This occurrence may lead to embrittlement of ferritic steel.  Since RPVs are 
considered as non-replaceable components during the lifetime of the power plant, their 
integrity is a limiting factor for the operating time of an NPP.  High emphasis is put on the 
aged reactors, in which a possibility of brittle fracture is higher due to material ageing and 
increased neutron irradiation.  One of the potential risks that may result in brittle fracture of 
ferritic steels is pressurized thermal shock (PTS).  This phenomenon may be caused by 
several accidents in NPPs, such as loss of coolant accident (LOCA) or break in the main 
steam line.  Severe conditions for PTS transients occur when emergency core cooling 
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system (ECCS) injects water into the RPV.  Cold water from safety injection pumps (SIPs) 
and from accumulators flows in the cold legs and subsequently along the downcomer.  The 
LOCA scenario is particularly dangerous for the RPV wall, as rapid phase change 
mechanisms occur due to depressurization.  Cold liquid streams from emergency core 
cooling (ECC) injection reach the downcomer and cause significant thermal gradients in the 
RPV walls.  As a result, cracks may propagate and in the worst case scenario they can lead to 
brittle fracture.  Furthermore, breaks in hot legs are more severe than breaks in cold legs of an 
RPV because in the latter case part of the water flows throughout the break and decreases the 
harmful effect of the cooling plume developed in the RPV walls [1]. 

Since thermal mixing of the plumes in the downcomer is a strongly three-dimensional 
phenomenon, one-dimensional system codes such as RELAP5, cannot provide an accurate 
prediction of flow and temperature fields during a LOCA.  In this work we used 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations to get the three-dimensional predictions of 
flow patterns and associated temperature fields.  Boundary conditions are defined from the 
RELAP5 simulation of the entire transient.  The CFD results will be used in structural 
analysis as a further part of the probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) study. 

2 COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS ANALYSIS 

2.1 Transient description 

Large break LOCA with a postulated guillotine break in one of the hot legs is 
investigated in this work.  The studied transient is considered to occur in a two-loop 
pressurized water reactor.  As the break size is large, it is followed by significant pressure 
drop.  As a result, ECCS accumulators are actuated very fast and they inject water with large 
mass flow rates.  As the primary pressure is significantly lower, temperature-induced stresses 
are more severe than pressure-induced stresses.  In the considered LOCA scenario main 
reactor coolant pumps trip off at start and coast down over 45 seconds.  An emergency 
shutdown of the nuclear reactor (SCRAM) occurs due to low pressure signal from the full 
power.  Safety injection pumps (SIPs), here called A and B, inject water into both loops 
at 30oC when reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure drops below 10 MPa.  An additional SIP, 
here called D, injects water at 30oC into both loops when RCS pressure drops below 8.4 MPa.  
Moreover, two accumulators are actuated below 5 MPa.  Accumulator A injects water at 10oC 
into loop A and accumulator B injects water at the same temperature into loop B.  It is 
considered that main steam valves remain close, isolating steam generators (SGs). 

2.2 Computational domain 

The computer aided design (CAD) three-dimensional model with an exact 
representation of the two-loop RPV is used as a computational domain for the purpose of the 
PTS analysis during the LB LOCA scenario.  It represents a real RPV in which four injection 
lines are connected to the cold legs.  The positions of all SIPs and accumulator entries to the 
RPV are given in Figure 1.  Each loop consists of two safety injection lines.  A thin line 
connects primary SIPs A and B with both loops.  A thick line connects accumulators and the 
additional SIP D.  The entering point is located at the same length of the cold legs but the 
connection lines are opposed to each other.  Phenomena occurring in the cold legs influence 
the further behaviour in the downcomer.  The curved part of the cold leg has an impact on the 
flow separation, which contributes to the induced stresses.  Thus, high emphasis has been put 
on the exact representation of the cold legs and the inlet nozzles in the model.  Their 
computational domain ends at a distance of two pipe diameters from the jets.  As water is 
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injected into the cold legs, the further part of the hot legs is considered not to be particularly 
relevant for the PTS investigation.  Thus, they are not fully modelled and their computational 
domain ends at the RPV outlet nozzle. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Computational domain 
 

Another important part of the RPV is the neutron shield, which is a cylindrical wall 
surrounding the vessel (Figure 2).  It is located between the core barrel and the internal RPV 
wall. The shield has a non-negligible impact on the flow along the downcomer.  The injected 
cold water hits the shield and splits into two parts.  One of them flows attached to the core 
barrel wall, whereas the other flows down hitting the walls of the RPV.  It has an impact on 
mixing phenomena and thermal stresses in the RPV. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Neutron shield in the RPV, shown in yellow (cross-sectional view) 
  

In order to adequately simulate the behaviour of fuel assemblies in the present work, 
they are represented as a porous zone.  The exact representation of the structural details in the 
core is not important, as the flow of ECC injection in the case of LOCA is significantly lower 
than the core flow during the normal operation.  As a result, pressure drop in this region is 
significantly smaller.  Moreover, it has been proven that it is impractical to resolve all the 
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details in the vicinity of the fuel assemblies due to the significant increase in the number of 
grid cells, which results in a high computational effort [2].  

2.3 Computational mesh 

In order to obtain flow field aligned with the mesh and to reduce numerical diffusion 
during calculations, computational grid made of hexahedral cells is used.  Both fluid and solid 
parts are meshed (Figure 3).  Solid parts are depicted in pink, whereas fluid parts and 
interfaces are shown in blue (Figure 4).  Moreover, appropriate mesh refinements are 
implemented in the zones of crucial importance for the PTS analysis, namely: downcomer, 
lower plenum, core barrel, cold legs at the nozzles.  The total number of cells in the grid is 
equal to 5.1 million.  Some mesh interfaces are created with a different refinement on each 
side.  Fluid domain consists of approximately 4.4 million cells and solid domain consists of 
0.7 million cells. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Total computational mesh 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Computational mesh.  Left: fluid domain, right: solid domain 
 

2.4 Physical models 

Simulations are performed with a two-phase volume-of-fluid (VOF) model with sharp 
interface formulation.  Turbulence is modelled by implementation of the Reynolds averaged 
Navier Stokes (RANS) k-ε approach.  The transient boundary conditions for CFD simulations 
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are obtained from RELAP5.  User-defined functions read mass flows and temperatures from 
ECCS and insert them in the corresponding planes in the CFD model.  The most important 
boundary and initial conditions are summarized in Table 1.  Simulations start with lower 
plenum filled with water and the rest of the RPV with steam, both at saturation temperature. 

Table 1: Boundary and initial conditions for the CFD simulation 
Initial pressure [MPa] 6.9 
Initial temperature [K] 558 
Vapor volume fraction 

[dimensionless] 
1 (except for the lower plenum – 0) 

Velocity throughout the 
whole domain [m/s] 

0 

Cold legs, inlet BC Zero velocity, no heat flux 
Hot legs, outlet BC Pressure outlet 

Walls, BC Zero velocity, no heat flux 
SIPs A, B and D temperature 

[K] 
303.15 (30oC) 

Accumulators temperature 
[K] 

283.15 (10oC) 

 

The transient CFD simulation begins at the actuation of ECC injection – eight seconds 
after the transient has begun.  At that time, virtually all water from the RPV has evaporated, 
and the fill-up with cold water from ECCS starts.  The simulation lasts 32 seconds.  The mass 
flow rates from ECC injection are not summarized in the table because they vary over 
time (Figure 5).  Small discrepancies in the mass flow rates from ECC injection between the 
loops are visible.  However, their impact on PTS is negligible and the injection is considered 
as symmetrical. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: ECC injection mass flow rate 
 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Numerical simulations provide the three-dimensional results of the two-phase flow 
during LB-LOCA.  Temperature in the internal RPV wall is emphasized, but in order to 
capture all details of the mixing in the cold legs and the flow separation along the downcomer 
caused by the neutron shield wall, the analysis of the volume fraction is provided in this work. 
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3.1 Cold leg behaviour 

Emergency core cooling injection starts in the cold legs and has a significant influence 
on the further flow behaviour in the downcomer and thermal loads in the internal RPV walls.  
Two different mass flow rates interfere with each other in the close vicinity of the jets and the 
volume fraction changes rapidly from the beginning of ECCS actuation.  The injected water 
interacts with vapour in the cold legs and mixing phenomena occur (Figure 6).  The volume 
fraction is depicted with respect to vapour – value equal to one (vapour volume fraction).  
Vivider colours represent iso-surfaces and show the movement of the injected water towards 
the downcomer. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Vapour volume fraction in the beginning of ECC injection (loop A) 
 

3.2 Downcomer behaviour 

Two different behaviours in the downcomer can be distinguished depending on the 
mass flow rate of the injected water (Figure 7).  In the beginning, when the mass flow rate is 
small, the flow is attached to the internal RPV wall.  Later in the transient, when the mass 
flow rate increases, the water starts to detach from the inner RPV wall.  Subsequently, the 
complete detachment is observed.  As a result, a more significant amount of water starts to 
reach core barrel wall, which is beneficial in terms of PTS – the effect of the cooling plume 
on the internal RPV wall is mitigated.  It leads to lower thermal gradients.  The influence of 
ECC injection along the downcomer is additionally affected by the neutron shield – shown 
here in black.  This component is responsible for splitting the cold water stream into two 
parts.  Moreover, it causes additional mixing at the bottom of the downcomer where both 
water streams interfere before entering the lower plenum. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Vapour volume fraction in the downcomer (cross-sectional view – loop A) 
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3.3 Thermal analysis 

Temperature in the whole computational domain varies from 283.15 K (10oC) up to 
558.15 K (285oC).  The former represents temperature of the water injected by accumulators, 
whereas the latter is equal to saturation temperature at 6.9 MPa – initial conditions.  In the 
beginning of ECC injection, when the amount of water in the RPV is small, the injected cold 
water flows attached to the internal RPV wall.  As a result, only small thermal gradients in the 
upper part of the downcomer are visible (Figure 8).  After few seconds, the situation is 
changed and due to the increased mass flow rate, detachment from the vessel wall occurs.  
Consequently, the upper part of the downcomer is not cooled down but small thermal 
gradients establish at the bottom of the RPV instead.  This occurrence is intensified by the 
presence of the neutron shield, which is responsible for the flow separation along the 
downcomer.  In the region slightly above the lower plenum, water streams from both sides of 
the shield interfere and cool down the bottom of the internal RPV wall – 15 seconds.  
Subsequently, as the amount of water from ECC injection increases, formation of the cooling 
plume in the vessel wall begins – 18 seconds.  The developed thermal gradients start to be 
more significant with the increasing ECC injection mass flow rate and after 21 seconds of the 
transient, when the maximum value is reached (Figure 5), the cooling plume in the internal 
RPV wall is fully developed.   

 

 
 

Figure 8: Temperature in the internal RPV wall 

 

Initially, it affects temperatures only along the height of the downcomer.  Two regions 
with significant thermal gradients are established – below the cold legs’ inlet nozzles and at 
the bottom of the downcomer.  However, two seconds later safety injections from both loops 
start to interfere at the bottom of the downcomer and from that time, the multidirectional 
movement of the cooling plume occurs.  As a result, an additional region with high thermal 
gradients in the middle of the RPV, below the hot leg, establishes.  Due to the high neutron 
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irradiation, adequate calculation of thermal loads in this zone is required.  Subsequently, the 
direction of the cooling plume changes again.  After 30 seconds of the transient, the cold legs 
are fully covered with water and the range of the cooling plume is the most significant in the 
whole transient.  From this time, temperature field becomes more uniform and after 40 
seconds, when the RPV is virtually fully covered with water, the simulation finishes.  Further 
results are considered to be less relevant in terms of mechanical analysis. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This work summarizes results obtained through the CFD simulation for analysing PTS 
phenomena in the RPV model of a PWR consisting of two loops.  Boundary and initial 
conditions were obtained from the precursory RELAP5 simulation. 

The main emphasis has been put on the temperature distribution, required to study 
stresses resulting from high thermal gradients occurring in the RPV.  The transient CFD 
simulation was based on two-phase VOF model with RANS k-ε turbulence approach.  
Through the calculations, details of the symmetric safety injection from ECCS are obtained.  
Phenomena occurring in the cold legs and along the downcomer have a large impact on the 
stresses developed in the RPV walls.  Moreover, formation of the cooling plume in this region 
is visible.  It has a significant impact on thermal loads in the internal RPV wall.  Moreover, 
the important effect of the neutron shield located between the core barrel and the RPV walls is 
emphasized.  Maximum thermal gradients occur slightly below the cold legs’ inlet nozzles, at 
the bottom of the downcomer, and in the regions below the hot legs – due to the ECC 
injection interference from both loops.  However, temperature field varies significantly over 
time and a comprehensive investigation of stresses resulting from thermal gradients is 
required.  

In this work it was also illustrated that one-dimensional calculations do not provide 
sufficient details for an accurate PTS analysis.  Due to the three-dimensional behaviour of the 
cooling plume developed in the RPV after ECC injection, the investigation of PTS is 
a complex process.  RELAP5 system code is not capable of capturing all details of the flow.  
Consequently, it is not conservative for determining thermal loads for the fracture mechanics 
analysis.  As a result, CFD analyses are considered to be particularly important for 
a comprehensive stress integrity analysis of the RPV during PTS transients. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this work, a multi-physics OpenFOAM solver for the study of the Molten Salt Fast 

Reactor (MSFR) is presented. A particular focus is devoted to the analysis of the helium 

bubbling system of the MSFR and of its effect on the reactor dynamic behaviour. Neutronics is 

modelled with the multi-group diffusion equation, while thermal-hydraulics is described with 

an Eulerian-Eulerian approach. The void reactivity feedback coefficient is evaluated on the 

basis the bubble spatial distribution, pointing out differences with respect to simulations carried 

out with uniform void fractions. The outcomes of this analysis constitute the starting point for 

further research on the MSFR dynamics and transient analysis, with a particular focus on the 

design of the reactivity control systems and the optimization of the reactor as well. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Molten Salt Fast Reactor (MSFR) developed in the framework of the H2020 

SAMOFAR Project (http://samofar.eu/) is a circulating fuel nuclear reactor in which a mixture 

of molten thorium and uranium fluorides acts as fuel and coolant simultaneously [1,2]. From a 

computational point of view, the simulation of nuclear reactor dynamics is a complex multi-

physics task, needing accurate solution for both neutronics and thermal-hydraulics and 

considering the coupling between them. This is even more important in circulating fuel nuclear 

reactors, in which the velocity field of the fuel salt mixture has a significant impact on the 

distribution of the precursors, affecting the reactor kinetics. In addition, a bubbling system is 

envisaged in the MSFR to efficiently remove the gaseous fission products in the salt. The gas 

bubble injection is also foreseen as a possible option for the reactivity control of the MSFR, 

exploiting the void reactivity feedback of the air bubbles in the fuel mixture. This design choice 

rises new challenging issues that must be addressed carefully in order to evaluate the feasibility 

of this option. Currently, there is a lack in the literature about the effect of the bubbling systems 

on the neutronics and the reactor dynamics as well. As for the fluid dynamics, the salt mixture 

compressibility can have a relevant impact on the dynamics of the system, especially in fast 

transients in which the fuel temperature is not in equilibrium with the velocity [3]. 

http://samofar.eu/
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In the light of the previous considerations, in this work we present a multi-physics 

OpenFOAM [4] solver for the MSFR dynamics, which is aimed at addressing the above issues. 

In particular, a two-phase Euler-Euler thermal-hydraulic model is coupled with the multigroup 

diffusion equations to account for the presence of the bubbly flow inside the reactor, both from 

a fluid dynamics and neutronics point of view.  

In Section 2, the implemented mathematical models of the system neutronics and thermal-

hydraulics are presented. In Section 3, the solver is tested by means of a simplified model of 

the MSFR. To this aim, the void reactivity feedback coefficient is evaluated, highlighting the 

impact of the bubble spatial distribution and providing a tool to estimate the effect of the helium 

bubbling system on the neutronics and on the reactor dynamics as well. 

2 STRUCTURE OF THE SOLVER 

At each time step, the thermal-hydraulics and the neutronics of the system are solved in 

two different cycles (Figure 1). The thermal-hydraulics sub-solver is based on the standard 

OpenFOAM solver “twoPhaseEulerFoam” for the compressible fluid and the bubble 

modelling. The neutronics sub-solver implements the multi-group diffusion equation for the 

flux and the transport equations of the delayed neutron precursors. 

 

Figure 1: The structure of the solver 

At the beginning of the time step, the thermal-hydraulics cycle solves for the phase 

fractions, for the velocity of both phases, for the pressure and for the temperature. Picard 

iterations are performed until convergence is reached for the solution of the thermal-hydraulic 

part of the problem. Then, the neutronics cycle begins, solving for the flux, for the delayed 

neutron precursors and for the decay heat. Once the flux (the fission power in turn) and the 

decay heat are known, the volumetric power source field is updated and the energy equation is 

solved again. Once the new temperature and density fields of the fuel are calculated, the cross 

sections are updated and the cycle is repeated with Picard iterations until convergence is 

reached. 

2.1 Neutronics 

The neutronics module adopted in the GeN-Foam tool has been adapted to be used in this 

solver [5]. The multi-group diffusion approach is selected for estimating the neutron flux. In 

particular, for each energy group, the neutron flux is described by the following equation [6]: 
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1

𝑣𝑖

𝜕𝜑𝑖
𝜕𝑡

= 𝛻 ∙ 𝐷𝑖𝛻𝜑𝑖 − 𝛴𝑟,𝑖𝜑𝑖 + �̅�𝛴𝑓,𝑖(1 − 𝛽)𝜒𝑝,𝑖𝜑𝑖 + 𝑆𝑛,𝑖(1 − 𝛽)𝜒𝑝,𝑖 + 𝑆𝑑𝜒𝑑,𝑖

+ 𝑆𝑠,𝑖 
(1) 

In the previous equation, 𝑆𝑛,𝑖, 𝑆𝑑,𝑖, 𝑆𝑠,𝑖 are explicit terms which represent the fission 

neutrons coming from the other energy groups, the delayed neutrons and the neutrons scattered 

from the other groups, respectively: 

           𝑆𝑛,𝑖 =∑�̅�𝛴𝑓,𝑗𝜑𝑗
𝑗≠𝑖

 

           𝑆𝑑 =∑𝜆𝑘𝑐𝑘
𝑘

 

           𝑆𝑠,𝑖 =∑𝛴𝑠,𝑗→𝑖𝜑𝑗
𝑗≠𝑖

 

(2) 

Due to these explicit terms, an iterative procedure among the several groups is required 

to achieve convergence for the neutronics description. The number of the energy groups can be 

easily changed and the cross-sections exhibit a logarithmic dependence on the temperature and 

a linear dependence on the density and on the bubble fraction in order to model the Doppler, 

the density and the void reactivity effects (see Section 2.3).  

The precursor balance equations include the diffusion and the transport term to allow for 

the fuel motion: 

           
𝜕𝑐𝑘
𝜕𝑡

+ (𝒖 ∙ 𝛻)𝑐𝑘 = 𝛻 ∙ ((
𝜈

𝑆𝑐
+
𝜈𝑡
𝑆𝑐𝑡
)   𝛻𝑐𝑘) + 𝛽𝑘∑�̅�𝛴𝑓,𝑖𝜑𝑖

𝑖

− 𝜆𝑘𝑐𝑘 (3) 

The turbulent Schmidt number 𝑆𝑐𝑡 is set to 0.85, even if no data are specifically available 

for the diffusion of species in the MSFR salt.  

In order to properly consider the decay heat during accidental transients, the solver is 

provided with equations that consider the behaviour of the isotopes responsible for the decay 

heat, subdivided in “decay heat groups” in a manner similar to the precursor groups. Actually, 

the equations implement the balance for the precursor concentration multiplied by the average 

energy released by that decay group: 

          
𝜕𝑑𝑙
𝜕𝑡

+ (𝒖 ∙ 𝛻)𝑑𝑙 = 𝛻 ∙ ((
𝜈

𝑆𝑐
+
𝜈𝑡
𝑆𝑐𝑡
)   𝛻𝑑𝑙) + 𝛽ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑙∑𝐸𝑓𝛴𝑓,𝑖𝜑𝑖

𝑖

− 𝜆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑙   (4) 

2.2    Thermal-hydraulics 

The need for a two-phase compressible solver is due to the role that the salt 

compressibility could play in fast transients, and to the presence of the online bubbling system 

foreseen for fission product removal and reactivity control. To this aim, the 

“twoPhaseEulerFoam” solver available in the OpenFOAM library is used, which implements 

an Euler-Euler approach [7]. Each phase is treated as a continuum interpenetrating each other 

and is described with averaged conservation equations. Due to the averaging process, phase 

fractions are introduced into the governing equations. 
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The mass and momentum conservation for the two phases reads: 

         

{
 

 
𝜕(𝜌𝑗𝛼𝑗)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑗𝛼𝑗𝒖𝑗) = 0                                                                                                          

 
𝜕𝜌𝑗𝛼𝑗𝒖𝑗

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑗𝛼𝑗𝒖𝑗𝒖𝑗) = ∇ ∙ 𝛼𝑗 [−𝑝𝑰 + (𝜇 + 𝜇𝑡)(∇𝒖 + (∇𝒖)

𝑇) −
2

3
𝜇𝑰 𝑑𝑖𝑣 𝒖] +𝑀𝑗

 (5) 

A term 𝑀𝑗 appears in the averaged momentum equations of each phase due to non-

linearity, which requires closure equations. This term takes into account the momentum transfer 

between the two phases, due to the forces acting at the liquid-gas interface, namely the lift, the 

drag, virtual mass forces and turbulent dispersions. Several models are implemented into the 

solver to describe the inter-phase terms and to close the momentum equation. 

The energy equations for the “twoPhaseEulerFoam” reads: 

     
𝜕𝜌𝑗𝛼𝑗ℎ𝑗

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑗𝛼𝑗𝒖𝑗ℎ𝑗) +

𝜕𝜌𝑗𝛼𝑗𝑘𝑗

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛻 ∙ (𝜌𝑗𝛼𝑗𝒖𝑗𝑘𝑗) =

= 𝛼𝑗
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑡
+

𝛼𝑗

𝜌𝑗𝐶𝑝,𝑗
𝛻 ∙ ((𝐾 + 𝐾𝑡)𝛻ℎ𝑗) + 𝐿∆𝑇 + 𝜌𝑗𝛼𝑗𝒈 ∙ 𝒖𝑗 + 𝑄𝑓 + 𝑄𝑑 

(6) 

where 𝐿 is an inter-phase heat transfer coefficient resulting from the averaging process 

and ∆T is the temperature difference between the two phases. Also in this case, different models 

are implemented and can be chosen to describe 𝐿, closing the energy equation. The eddy 

viscosity models are also modified with the addition of new terms to incorporate the effect of 

the dispersed phase on turbulence.  

2.3    Coupling between neutronics and thermal-hydraulics 

The neutronics affects the thermal-hydraulics through the power source term in the energy 

equation. The source term is formed by the contributions of the fission power 𝑄𝑓 and of the 

decay heat 𝑄𝑑: 

           𝑄𝑓 = (1 − 𝛽ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡)∑ 𝐸𝑓𝛴𝑓,𝑖𝜑𝑖
𝑖

 

           𝑄𝑑 =∑ 𝜆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡,𝑙𝑑𝑙
𝑙

 

              

(7) 

On the other hand, the thermal hydraulics affects neutronics through the temperature and 

density effects and the void feedback. The expression of the macroscopic cross section for a 

generic reaction j and for the energy group i can be expressed as follows: 

           𝛴𝑖,𝑗=[𝛴𝑖,𝑗
𝑜 + 𝐴𝑖,𝑗𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
]
𝜌

𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑓
(1 − 𝛼𝑏) (8) 

The expression is constituted by a constant term, a logarithmic term (accounting for the 

temperature effect), the ratio between the actual density and a reference density (accounting for 

the density effect), and a correction term for the void fraction. 
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2.4    Power iteration cycle for the evaluation of the multiplication factor 

A power iteration routine based on the k-eigenvalue method is also implemented, in order 

to evaluate the system multiplication factor. At each iteration, the governing equations of the 

different physics are solved for steady-state conditions (i.e., setting the time derivatives to zero). 

According to the k-eigenvalue method, the mean number of neutrons produced per fission �̅� in 

Eqs. (1) and (3) is scaled by the multiplication factor k: 

          𝛻 ∙ 𝐷𝑖𝛻𝜑𝑖 − 𝛴𝑟,𝑖𝜑𝑖 +
1

𝑘
[�̅�𝛴𝑓,𝑖(1 − 𝛽)𝜒𝑝,𝑖𝜑𝑖 + 𝑆𝑛,𝑖(1 − 𝛽)𝜒𝑝,𝑖] + 𝑆𝑑𝜒𝑑,𝑖 + 𝑆𝑠,𝑖 = 0            (9) 

           −(𝒖 ∙ 𝛻)𝑐𝑘 + 𝛻 ∙ ((
𝜈

𝑆𝑐
+
𝜈𝑡
𝑆𝑐𝑡
)   𝛻𝑐𝑘) + 𝛽𝑘∑

�̅�

𝑘
𝛴𝑓,𝑖𝜑𝑖

𝑖

− 𝜆𝑘𝑐𝑘 = 0          (10) 

where k is calculated as the ratio of the neutron fission source in two subsequent power 

iterations: 

           𝑘 =
∫∑ �̅�𝛴𝑓,𝑖𝜑𝑖𝑑𝑉𝑖 |

𝑛

∫∑ �̅�𝛴𝑓,𝑖𝜑𝑖𝑑𝑉𝑖 |
𝑛−1

          (11) 

At each iteration, the neutron flux is normalized to the desired power level (in this work, 

a nominal power of 3000 MW is adopted). The above procedure is iterated until k converges to 

the solution. 

3       ANALYSIS OF THE MSFR HELIUM BUBBLING SYSTEM 

In this section, the solver is used to analyse the MSFR helium bubbling system, 

highlighting its impact on the system reactivity. The presence of the bubbly flow causes a 

negative reactivity insertion into the system due to the negative void coefficient. A preliminary 

evaluation of this contribution can be made considering a uniform void fraction. On the other 

hand, the real distribution of the bubbly flow inside the reactor is not uniform since the bubble 

are transported by the fluid flow, i.e., the void reactivity feedback coefficient  

           𝛼𝑣=
∆𝜌

∆�̅�𝑏
 (12) 

needs to be calculated accounting for the spatial and importance dependence of the bubbles 

void feedback. The developed solver, thanks to the coupling between the neutronics and the 

two-phase thermal-hydraulic physics, is suitable to study the mentioned aspect of the void 

reactivity feedback.  

A Monte Carlo analysis of the MSFR was carried out in [8] on a simplified geometry, in order 

to evaluate the main neutronics parameters of the reactor. A void reactivity feedback of about -

160 pcm/% was evaluated using different cross section libraries (i.e., JEFF-3.1 [9], ENDF/B-

VI [10], ENFD/B-VII [11]). The same geometry is adopted in this work, in order to be able to 

compare the outcomes of the present analysis with the results of the Monte Carlo simulations. 

The multiplication factor is estimated at different void fractions with the power iteration routine, 

assuming both a uniform and the real bubble distribution in the core. Group constants generated 

with the Monte Carlo code Serpent 2 [12] are used, and a thermal power of 3000 MW is chosen 

for the flux normalization. The values of the multiplication factor, of the reactivity and of the 

void reactivity feedback coefficient are listed in Table 1. On one hand, the uniform bubble 
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distribution results show a good agreement with the value of about -160 pcm/% obtained in the 

Monte Carlo simulations, which also assume a uniform void fraction. On the other hand, if the 

void reactivity feedback coefficient is evaluated in the light of the real bubble spatial 

distribution (Figure 2), calculated with the coupled solver, the values of the multiplication factor 

and of the void reactivity feedback coefficient show significant differences compared to the 

simulations carried out with uniform void fractions. These outcomes highlight a strong 

dependence of the void feedback on the bubble spatial distribution as well as on the neutron 

importance. In particular, the void reactivity coefficient is higher compared to the uniform void 

fraction case, due to the larger bubble concentration in the central region of the core, where the 

neutron importance is higher. In addition, due to these spatial and importance effects, significant 

non-linearities arise between the reactivity and the void fraction. 

Table 1: Reactivity change vs. core average void fraction (uniform bubble distribution) 

Void 

fraction (%) 

Multiplication factor 𝛼𝑣(pcm/%) 

Uniform bubble 

distribution 

Real bubble 

distribution 

Uniform bubble 

distribution 

Real bubble 

distribution 

0 1.00066 1.00066      -      - 

0.286  1.00021 0.99995 -157.19 -270.80 

0.635 0.99964 0.99897 -162.21 -279.11 

1.019 0.99902 0.99800 -162.73 -243.41 

1.415 0.99837 0.99733 -165.07 -180.10 

 

 

Figure 2: Power density and bubble distribution at 0.286% (left) and 1.415% (right) void 

fraction 
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4       CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a multi-physics OpenFOAM solver of the MSFR is presented. Particular 

focus is dedicated to the analysis of the helium bubbling system, envisaged for a more efficient 

removal of the gaseous fission products and for the reactivity control. The void reactivity 

feedback coefficient is calculated: (i) using a uniform void fraction; and (ii) in the light of the 

real bubble distribution in the core. Significant differences arise between the outcomes of the 

two approaches, pointing out that spatial as well as importance effects have a strong impact on 

the void reactivity feedback of the bubbles. These results highlight that an accurate calculation 

of the bubble spatial distribution is required to evaluate the void reactivity feedback coefficient 

of the reactor and, as a consequence, to develop coherent control strategies. 

The outcomes of this work constitute the starting point for further research on the MSFR 

dynamics and transient analysis, with a particular focus on the analysis and the development of 

the reactivity control systems as well as of the optimization of the most relevant design features 

of the reactor (notably, the fuel composition, the operating temperatures, and the fuel flow rate). 

Future developments will focus on the investigation of the impact of the fuel salt 

compressibility on the reactor dynamics. In fact, due to the presence of bubbles, the fuel mixture 

is likely to exhibit a relatively high compressibility and a lower speed of sound, compared to 

the pure salt. Hence, delays in the salt expansion feedbacks are expected to affect the reactor 

behavior in super-prompt-critical transients [3]. In this regard, the effect of compressibility will 

be studied, considering its dependence on the bubble spatial distribution. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

Latin symbols 

𝑐 Delayed neutron precursor concentration, m-3 

D Neutron diffusion coefficient, cm 

𝑑 Decay heat precursor concentration, W m-3 

𝒈 Gravitational acceleration, m s-2 

ℎ Specific enthalpy, J kg-1 

K Modified thermal diffusivity, J m-1 s-1 K-1 

𝑘  Multiplication factor 

L Inter-phase heat transfer coefficient, W m-3 K-1 

𝑀 Inter-phase momentum transfer, kg m-2 s-2 

𝑝 Pressure, Pa 

𝑄 Power source density, W m-3 

∆𝑇 Inter-phase temperature difference, K 

𝑡 Time, s 

𝒖 Velocity, m s-1 

𝑣 Neutron velocity, cm s-1 

    

         Greek symbols 

𝛼 Void fraction 
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𝛽 Delayed neutron precursor fraction 

𝛽ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 Decay heat energy fraction  

𝜆 Delayed neutron precursor decay constant, s-1 

𝜆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡  Decay heat precursor decay constant, s-1 

𝜇 Dynamic viscosity, Pa s 

𝜑 Neutron flux, m-2 s-1 

𝜌 Density, kg m-3 

∑ Macroscopic cross section, cm-2 

𝜈 Kinematic viscosity, m2 s-1 

�̅� Mean neutrons per fission 

𝜒 Neutron yield 

 

Subscripts-superscripts 

𝑏 Bubble 

𝑑 Delayed  

𝑓 Fission 

𝑖 Neutron energy group 

𝑗 Phase 

𝑘 Delayed neutron precursor group 

𝑙 Decay heat precursor group 

𝑝 Prompt 

𝑟 Removal 

𝑠 Scattering 
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ABSTRACT 

Confidence in the computational tools and establishment of their validity for a given 
application depends on the assessment. The purpose of this study is therefore to independently 
assess the TRACE computer code for hot leg break test. A pressurized water reactor (PWR) hot 
leg break loss-of-coolant accident experiment SB-HL-02 was performed on the Large Scale 
Test Facility (LSTF) in the Rig of Safety Assessment-IV (ROSA-IV) program with a break size 
equivalent to 10% cold leg cross sectional area. For calculations the latest RELAP5/MOD3.3 
and TRACE V5.0 computer codes were used. The RELAP5/MOD2 input model was obtained 
within the framework of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Coordinated Research 
Project (CRP) on Evaluation of Uncertainties in Best Estimate Accident Analysis (2006-2010). 
The obtained input model was first adapted to RELAP5/MOD3.3 and then converted to TRACE 
using Symbolic Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP), requiring also manual corrections. The 
LSTF simulates a Westinghouse-type four-loop 3423 MW (thermal) PWR by a full-height and 
1/48 volumetrically-scaled two-loop system. The results suggest that TRACE calculation is 
comparable to RELAP5 calculations and that results obtained by both codes agree well with 
the experimental data. Finally, it was also demonstrated that advanced SNAP graphical user 
interface has the capabilities to graphically present complex phenomena like collapsed liquid 
level distribution in the loop, helping to understand natural circulation flow in different regimes. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Confidence in the computational tools and establishment of their validity for a given 
application depends on the assessment. For independent assessment of the RELAP5 and 
TRACE computer codes, the SB-HL-02 hot leg break test was selected, which has not been 
used by code developers for TRACE code assessment. During such test natural circulation 
phenomena in the primary loops, including those in the two-phase stratified and countercurrent 
flow regimes could be investigated. Because these phenomena are significantly dependent on 
facility scale and geometry, large-scale tests in a primary system geometry representative of 
operational nuclear power plants are required. The Rig of Safety Assessment (ROSA)/Large 
Scale Test Facility (LSTF) is the world largest integral test facility and therefore satisfies 
requirement regarding large-scale tests. For calculations the latest RELAP5/MOD3.3 and 
TRACE V5.0 computer codes were used. In this way the TRACE computer code agreement 
with the experimental data could be qualitatively compared to RELAP5 computer code 
agreement with the experimental data. The post test simulations with RELAP5 have been 
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already performed in the past. For example, the study [1] simulates the test with 
RELAP5/MOD3.2, while study [2] simulates with earlier version of RELAP5/MOD3.3. 
However, the author is not aware of TRACE assessment against ROSA/LSTF SB-HL-02 hot 
leg break test, which is main purpose of this paper. 

2 METHODS USED 

2.1 ROSA-IV/LSTF facility description 

The ROSA/LSTF [4] was designed to simulate thermal-hydraulic phenomena peculiar to 
small-break loss-of-coolant accidents (SBLOCAs) and operational transients by having 
prototypical component elevation differences, large loop-piping diameters, prototypical 
primary-pressure levels, and simulated system controls. The ROSA/LSTF has volumes scaled 
at 1/48 of a typical 3423 MWt 4-loop pressurized water reactor (PWR) plant. The four primary 
loops in the reference PWR are represented by two symmetric loops in the ROSA/LSTF, each 
one including an active steam generator and an active reactor coolant pump. The component 
elevations are preserved in full scale to simulate natural circulation phenomena peculiar to 
SBLOCAs and transients. The LSTF initial core power is 10 MW because of the limitation in 
the capacity of the power supply in the test facility. This initial power corresponds to 14% of 
the volumetrically scaled (1/48) nominal core power of the PWR. To obtain prototypical initial 
fluid temperatures, core flow rate in LSTF is set to 14% of the scaled nominal flow rate of the 
PWR. Besides the major components, the reactor protection systems and equipment controls, 
the secondary and various auxiliary systems are included, too. These systems include 
emergency core-cooling systems, feedwater, condensate and steam systems together with 
component service systems such as the cooling water, instrument air, water purification, etc. 

2.2 Description of SB-HL-02 test 

The SB-HL-02 test was conducted on June 30, 1987 using the LSTF facility in ROSA-
IV program. The break size was equivalent to 10% cold leg break using 31.9 mm ID sharp-
edge orifice at downstream of horizontal pipe connected to hot leg break nozzle in loop without 
pressurizer. The break size of 10% is the largest among integral experiments on PWR break 
loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) that are being performed at the ROSA/LSTF. Total failure 
of high pressure injection system and auxiliary feedwater as well as loss of off-site power 
concurrent with the scram were assumed as the experimental conditions. Detailed thermal-
hydraulic data on a PWR hot leg break LOCA were obtained through the ROSA/LSTF 
experiment. The hot leg break LOCA transient was characterized by vapor condensation on 
accumulator coolant in cold legs induced loop seal clearing and effectively enhanced core 
cooling thereafter. The experimental data were open to publics through publishing the data 
report [3]. The transient started with break valve opening at 0 s. At pressuriser pressure 12.97 
MPa and 12.27 MPa the scram and safety injection signal are simulated, respectively. At 42 s 
core power decay is started. At 160 s cold leg fluid started flashing and primary pressure is 
lower than steam generator (SG) secondary-side pressure. Then primary coolant pumps were 
stopped at 261 s. At 300 s to 350 s the core uncovered and superheating occurred, with loop 
seal clearing at 340 s. At 900  s low pressure injection (LPI) system in loop is initiated at 
pressurizer pressure 1.29 MPa. The measured data have been provided for 1000 s.  

2.3 Computer code input models used 

For calculations the latest TRACE and RELAP5 computer codes were used, TRACE 
Version 5.0 Patch 4 using extension of Ransom and Trapp critical flow model (default) and 
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RELAP5/MOD3.3 Patch 5 using Henry-Fauske critical flow model (default) and Ransom-
Trapp critical flow model (Option 50). Sample input deck for RELAP5/MOD3.2 code analysis 
of ROSA/LSTF experiment has been obtained in the frame of International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Evaluation of Uncertainties in 
Best Estimate Accident analysis [3]. The RELAP5/MOD3.2 input model was first adapted to 
RELAP5/MOD3.3 computer code, for which also animation model has been created using 
Symbolic Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP) [6]. The adapted RELAP5 input model of 
ROSA/LSTF consists of 159 SNAP Hydraulic Components and 44 Heat Structures. The 
TRACE input model was obtained from RELAP5 through conversion by SNAP. The TRACE 
input model, shown in Figure 1, consists of 171 Hydraulic Components and 44 Heat Structure. 
Manual corrections like break model, tees for accumulator connection, and corrections for 
steady-state calculation have been performed. 

 

Figure 1: TRACE input model of ROSA/LSTF represented by SNAP 

2.4 Selected scenarios 

As has been already mentioned, the RELAP5/MOD3.3 calculations have been performed 
using Henry-Fauske critical flow model (R5_HF label) and Ransom-Trapp critical flow model 
(R5_RT label). TRACE has only default critical flow model, which is extension of Ransom and 
Trapp critical flow model (TRACE label). Both RELAP5 and TRACE have option to select 
user-defined critical flow model coefficients. The values of break flow model coefficients used 
in selected six calculations are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: The break flow model coefficients used for RELAP5 and TRACE calculations 

Calculation ID Break flow model coefficients Case 
R5_HF(1.0_0.14) CD=1.0, C=0.14 base 
R5_HF(0.75_0.14) CD=0.75, C=0.14 tuned 
R5_RT(1.0_1.0) CD1=1.0, CD2=1.0 base 
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R5_RT(0.9_0.9) CD1=0.9, CD2=0.9 tuned 
TRACE(1.0_1.0) CHM12=1.0, CHM22=1.0 base 
TRACE(1.0_0.7) CHM12=1.0, CHM22=0.7 tuned 

The meaning of abbreviations in Table 1 is: CD is discharge coefficient and C is thermal non-
equilibrium constant, CD1 is subcooled discharge coefficient, CD2 is two-phase discharge 
coefficient, CHM12 and CHM22 are subcooled and two-phase multipliers, respectively. As 
shown in Table 1, with each code and critical flow model calculations two cases have been 
performed, by default coefficient of critical flow model (base case) and coefficients selected by 
user, which gave the best agreement for pressurizer pressure between calculation and 
experiment tuned case). Namely, the sequence of events strongly depended on the primary 
(pressurizer) pressure. 

3 RESULTS 

The results are shown in Table 2 and Figures 2 through 4. In Figure 2 the pressurizer 
pressure is shown for all six calculations due to visibility reasons. Comparison between 
calculations and experimental data is made separately for base cases using code default break 
flow coefficients and tuned cases using user-defined break flow coefficients. Figure 3 shows 
base cases comparison of main to experimental data and Figure 4 shows tuned cases comparison 
to experimental data. 

Initial and boundary conditions shown in Table 2 show good agreement between 
calculated and measured data for steady state calculation. 

Table 2: Initial and boundary conditions for SB-HL-02 test 
Parameter Measured  

(loop 1 / 2) 
RELAP5 TRACE Unit 

Initial core power 10.06 10.06 10.06 MW 
Initial hot leg fluid temperature 598.6 / 598.8 598.2 / 598.2 597.5 / 597.5 K 
Initial cold leg fluid temperature 563.5 / 563.5 564.6 / 564.4 563.9 / 563.7 K 
Initial mass flow rate 26.4 / 25.62 26.4 / 25.62 26.4 / 25.66 kg/s 
Initial PRZ pressure 15.5 15.5 15.5 MPa 
Initial PRZ liquid level 2.7 2.7 2.7 m 
Initial secondary-side pressure 7.34 / 7.37 7.35 / 7.35 7.1 / 7.1 MPa 
Initial secondary-side liquid level 9.75 / 9.65 9.74 / 9.65 9.73 / 9.66 m 
Initial main steam flow rate 2.63 / 2.62 2.78 / 2.69 2.75 / 2.68 kg/s 
Initial main feedwater flow rate 2.58 / 2.77 2.58 / 2.77 2.58 / 2.77 kg/s 
Main feedwater temperature 495.4 / 495.4 495.4 / 495.4 495.4 / 495.4 K 
Accumulator water temperature 318.8 / 323.7 318.8 / 323.7 318.8 / 323.7 K 
LPI system fluid temperature 311.8 311.8 311.8 K 

 
Figure 2 shows that in the base case calculations the pressure drops earlier than in tuned 

case calculations, after saturation pressure is reached around 100 s. The pressurizer pressure is 
mainly influenced by the break flow. It can be also seen that RELAP5 and TRACE behave 
similarly when default break flow models with default critical coefficients are used, while 
calculated pressurizer pressure obtained by optional RELAP5 Ransom-Trapp critical flow 
model is in better agreement (‘R5_RT(1.0_1.0)’ case). For tuned cases the best agreement was 
achieved for RELAP5 Henry-Fauske critical flow model (‘R5_HF(0.75_0.14)’ case). When 
looking TRACE calculated results of pressurizer pressure, they are comparable to RELAP5 
calculated results of pressurizer pressure. 
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Figure 2: Comparison between calculations and experiment – pressurizer pressure 

 

 
Figure 3: Comparison between base case calculations and experiment: (a) PRZ pressure, 

(b) SG no. 1 pressure, (c) break mass flow, (d) integrated break mass, (e) Hot leg no. 1 temp., 
(f) cold leg no. 1 temp., (g) core collapsed liquid level, (h) rod surface no. 7 temperature 
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Figure 3 showing base case calculations confirm that better pressure agreement with 
experimental data also mean better time agreement of minimum core collapsed liquid level (see 
Figure 3(g)) and peak cladding temperature occurrence with experimental data (see Figure 
3(h)), which are the main safety parameters. On the other hand, Figures 3(c) and 3(d) clearly 
show that the break flow is initially overpredicted comparing to experimental data for 
‘R5_HF(1.0_0.14)’ and ‘TRACE(1.0_1.0)’ cases with earlier pressure drop. Also most of other 
parameters are best predicted for ‘R5_RT(1.0_1.0)’ case matching break flow until core 
uncover occurrence. The only exception is steam generator pressure, which is best predicted in 
‘TRACE(1.0_1.0)’ case. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison between tuned case calculations and experiment: (a) pressurizer 

pressure, (b) SG no. 1 pressure, (c) break mass flow, (d) integrated break mass, (e) Hot leg 
no. 1 temperature, (f) cold leg no. 1 temperature, (g) core collapsed liquid level, (h) rod 

surface no. 7 temperature 
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Figure 4 showing tuned case calculations confirms that with similar pressure agreement 
obtained by similar break flow to experimental data until the core uncovery all calculations are 
similar. The only qualitative difference between RELAP5 and TRACE is steam generator 
pressure, which is closer to the experimental values after core uncover in the case of TRACE 
and core collapsed liquid level which is underpredicted comparing to experimental data, while 
the RELAP5 predictions agree well with experimental data. The reason for TRACE core 
collapsed liquid level underprediction is higher TRACE predicted pressurizer pressure (see 
Figure 4(a)) causing lower accumulator injection in the period before loop seal clearing. 

When comparing base case calculations with tuned case calculations, shown on Figure 3 
and 4, respectively, it can be seen that with proper break flow modelling the results are in good 
agreement with experimental data both for RELAP5 and TRACE calculation. Tuning of break 
flow mostly influences the timing of peak cladding temperature occurrence, while values of 
peak cladding temperatures are in all cases underpredicted comparing to the experimental data. 
Finally, Figure 5 demonstrates the capabilities of SNAP to represent physical phenomena. 
Comparison between RELAP5 and measured data for core collapsed liquid level distribution is 
shown at 300 s for ‘R5_RT_(1.0_1.0)’ case, when the core is uncovered. The agreement is very 
good. Liquid is represented by blue color (black shaded in case of measured data) and steam by 
white color. Such comparison gives deep insight into natural circulation flow in different 
regimes. By this the advancement of graphical presentation in the last 30 years is effectively 
demonstrated. 

 
Figure 5: Collapsed liquid level distribution at 300 s 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A pressurized water reactor (PWR) hot leg break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) 
experiment SB-HL-02 was performed on the Large Scale Test Facility (LSTF) in the Rig of 
Safety Assessment-IV (ROSA-IV) program with a break size equivalent to 10% cold leg cross 
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sectional area. For calculations, the latest RELAP5/MOD3.3 and TRACE V5.0 computer codes 
were used for base and break flow tuned calculations. The results suggest that TRACE 
calculation is comparable to RELAP5 calculations and that results obtained by both codes agree 
well with the experimental data. Finally, it was also demonstrated that the advanced Symbolic 
Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP) graphical user interface has the capabilities to graphically 
present complex phenomena like collapsed liquid level distribution in the loop, helping to 
understand natural circulation flow in different regimes. Even more, comparison with measured 
values could be done if data available. 
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ABSTRACT 

The application of two-phase closed thermosiphons as passive heat removal device can 

contribute to the safety of spent fuel pools. An experimental investigation of two 10 m-long, 

stainless-steel thermosiphons (di=32 mm; di=45 mm) has been carried out to study their heat 

transfer characteristics due to the influences of the inner pipe diameter, the temperature of the 

heat sink, the heat input and the filling ratio. The working fluid for the experiments is water. It 

is shown that especially for high filling ratios and low heating power the operation of the 

thermosiphons is dominated by geyser boiling effects. In this paper, a filling ratio of 70 % of 

the evaporation section is examined and compared for both pipe diameters. The transition from 

a pulsating geyser boiling to a steady-state nucleate boiling is observed.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The removal of decay heat from spent fuel pools is presently dependent on an active 

cooling system. In case of a station blackout with loss of active cooling modes, a passive heat 

removal system based on two-phase closed thermosiphons (TPCT) can maintain an adequate 

spent fuel pool cooling and hence can significantly contribute to nuclear reactor safety. Because 

of their high heat transport capability by latent heat transfer and their simple design, TPCT have 

a great potential to satisfy as basic components the demands of a reliable and independent 

passive heat removal device.  

TPCTs are sealed, wickless pipes, which transfer heat by an internal evaporation and 

condensation cycle driven by the natural forces of buoyancy and gravity. The working fluid 

within the pipe is ideally vaporized by nucleate boiling from the evaporation section. The steam 

rises along the adiabatic section driven by temperature and pressure gradients and condensates 

on the wall of the condenser section. By gravity the condensed liquid flows back in an annular 

film to the evaporation section.  

The thermo-fluid dynamics of a TPCT is affected by several design and operational 

parameters like the filling ratio (FR), pipe diameter, inclination angle, working fluid, etc.. A 
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review on the basic operation principles and the heat transport limitations of a thermosiphon is 

given by [1]-[3].  

One of the limitations in thermosiphons is the entrainment limit. The uprising steam 

entrains droplets from the annular film, which can lead to the flooding of the condenser and the 

dry out of the evaporator. Seo and Lee [4] analyzed in their experimental study the length effect 

on entrainment limitation of vertical thermosiphons. It is proved that the ESDU correlation [5] 

fits well for thermosiphons with an L/D (length-to-diameter-ratio) up to 180. The 

thermosiphons investigated in the present paper have L/D 220 and L/D 312, and the entrainment 

limit is not reached in any following presented experiment. Latatoui and Jemni [6] investigated 

the influence of the filling ratio in stainless steel thermosiphons. It is observed that especially 

the temperature of the cooling fluid of the heat sink has a meaningful effect on the temperature 

distribution along the thermosiphon. An increase in the input heat load or the cooling fluid 

temperature results in a progressive increase in the wall temperature. The concept of passive 

spent fuel pool cooling by sub-atmospheric loop heat pipes was experimentally investigated by 

Xiong et al. [7]. The examined loop had an 8.3 m long evaporator section with a diameter of 

65 mm. Thus it was possible to remove 10 kW of heat by a single loop at 80 °C heat source 

temperature. For low heat source temperatures and low heat input, a thermal-pulsating 

operation occurred. This geyser boiling phenomena was also investigated by Khazaee et al. [8]. 

Particularly thermosiphons with small diameters tend to geyser boiling. Besides the pipe 

geometry this effect is greatly influenced by the filling ratio and the temperature of the 

evaporation section.  

 

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE  

A schematic of the laboratory test setup is shown in Figure 1. Two vertical installed pipes 

of inner diameters di = 32 mm and di = 45.1 mm are investigated. The pipe material is pickled 

stainless steel. Both pipes are approximately 10 m long with a 1 m long evaporation section at 

the bottom and a 0.6 m long condenser section at the top equipped with a double-pipe cooler as 

heat sink. The cooler is connected to a process thermostat for thermal regulation of the heat 

sink and calorimetric heat transport measurements. The evaporation and condensation section 

are connected by a remarkable adiabatic section length of 8 m. Tubular cartridge heaters on the 

evaporation section electrically heat the pipes.  

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup 
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The thermosiphons are instrumented with PT100 resistance thermometers at different 

heights to monitor the temperature distribution. A more detailed description of the setup and 

the filling procedure of the thermosiphon is described in [9].  

For the experimental procedure, the thermosiphons are heated with constant heat input in 

steps from 1000 W to 3000 W. The temperature of the heat sink is kept constant at 10 °C, 20 

°C and 30 °C. Thereby, the influence of the temperature of the heat sink is investigated. The 

filling ratio is defined as the fluid inventory volume to the volume of the evaporation section 

and is set FR=70 % for both pipes.  

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

In a proper working thermosiphon, steady-state nucleate boiling evaporates the working 

fluid from the liquid pool. At this state, the temperature distribution becomes nearly isothermal 

and the fluctuation of the temperature is below 1 K. Figure 2 gives examples for two different 

operation modes of the examined thermosiphons. Both diagrams show results from the pipe 

with di=32 mm, FR=70 % of the evaporator volume and a constant heat sink temperature 

Tc_in=20 °C. The lines T1 to T5 are the measured wall temperatures in the evaporation section, 

T6 to T13 give the wall temperatures along the adiabatic section and T14, T15 are below and 

above the double pipe cooler in the condenser section. Tc_in and Tc_out are in the cooling fluid 

at the flow inlet and outlet of the double pipe cooler. T_evap and T_cond are measured 

temperatures within the pipe approximately 200 mm from each end of the pipe.  

  

Figure 2: Temperature distribution for pulsating geyser boiling at 1400 W (left) and 

steady-state nucleate boiling at 2400 W (right), FR=70 % FR and heat sink temperature 20 °C 

At constant heat input of 1400 W an oscillating overheating of the evaporator pipe wall 

with flashing of the fluid inventory along the thermosiphon occurs. The temperatures at all 

measurement points fluctuate according to the boiling retardation. The average evaporator wall 

temperature (T1-T5) is 64 °C and is 13.5 K overheated compared to the fluid pool (T_evap). 

For a constant heat input of 2400 W, steady-state nucleate boiling is reached and the measured 

temperatures are stabilized. In this case, the overheated evaporator wall is with 85 °C in average 

approximately 33.5 K higher than the measured pool temperature (T_evap) and the temperature 

spread between T1 to T5 in the evaporation section increases. The overall temperature 
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difference rises from 44 K to 65 K, while the temperature difference between evaporator and 

condenser (T_evap – T_cond) drops from 16 K to 8 K with increasing heat load. The average 

temperatures of the adiabatic section (T6-T13) and T_cond rise from 34.5 °C to 43.5 °C, 

whereas the evaporator pool temperature T_evap is for both cases approximately 51 °C.  

In general, by increasing the heating power the boiling behaviour shifts from a pulsating, 

non-steady-state evaporation to steady-state nucleate boiling. During this transition the 

evaporator wall temperatures rises strongly while the fluid pool temperature almost stays at the 

same level, i.e. the stabilization of the boiling mode is mainly due to the increase of the 

evaporator wall temperature respectively increase in the overheating. The courses T6 to T13 

and T_cond lie stacked for both experiments, which confirms the isothermal temperature 

distribution along the thermosiphon.  

Each configuration of parameters is investigated for constant heat load in a range from 

1000 W to 3000 W. The temperature of the heat sink is adjusted by the process thermostat and 

kept constant in each measuring campaign. For the application of thermosiphons in spent fuel 

pools (SFP) the ambient atmosphere outside the nuclear power plant should serve as ultimate 

heat sink, therefore the heat sink temperatures 10 °, 20 ° and 30 °C are focused. In [9] first 

experimental results for the thermosiphon di=32 mm with FR=100% is presented. In Figure 3 

current experimental results for FR=70 %, namely the calorimetric determined transferred heat 

over the driving temperature difference between the averaged evaporator wall temperature and 

the heat sink temperature, are depicted. The fluctuation bars of each measurement point picture 

the oscillation of the temperature and therefore likewise the transferred heat.  

 

Figure 3: Heat transfer vs. driving temperature difference at heat sink temperatures 

10 °C, 20 °C and 30 °C of the thermosiphon di=32 mm and FR=70 % 
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First of all, a linear relation between the heat transfer and the corresponding driving 

temperature difference can be noticed. The more the heat input is increased, the higher the wall 

temperature overheats, and therefore increases the temperature difference between the heat 

source and the heat sink. With rising heat sink temperatures, more heat is transferred at minor 

driving temperature differences. Finally, the heat sink temperature primarily influences the 

operation temperature of the thermosiphon.  

The transition in boiling state is marked in Figure 3 by a steady-state nucleate boiling 

line. The change from non-stable to steady-state boiling is dependent on the heat input and the 

wall overheating in the evaporation section. The temperature level of the heat sink and 

consequently the operating temperature in the thermosiphon effects a shift of the transition. For 

high heat sink temperatures, steady-state nucleate boiling establishes at lower heat input and 

less temperature difference compared to a low heat sink temperature level. Some representative 

temperature data obtained from measurements in the transition region to nucleate boiling are 

listed in Table 1. From 30 °C to 10 °C heat sink temperature, the required heating input for 

stable boiling increases. While the temperature difference inside the thermosiphon (ΔTTS) as 

well as the wall overheating (ΔTOV) and the overall temperature difference (ΔT) increase, the 

temperatures inside condenser (T_cond) and evaporator (T_evap) as well as an averaged 

evaporator wall temperature (TAWT) decrease with decreasing heat sink temperature (THS).  

Table 1: Temperature data at transition from non-steady-state to steady-state nucleate 

boiling 

THS [°C] 30 °C 20 °C 10 °C 

Q [W] 1700 1800 1900 

ΔTTS [K] 7 9 11 

TAWT [°C] 80 74 71 

ΔTOV [K] 25 25.5 27 

T_evap [°C] 55 48.5 44 

T_cond [°C] 48 39.5 31 

ΔT [K] 50 54 61 

 

Identical measurement campaigns to thermosiphon with di=32 mm are performed for the 

thermosiphon di=45 mm. The general linear trend of determined heat transfer at each heat sink 

temperature as well as the offsets between the heat transfer curves due to the variation of the 

heat sink temperature is comparable to the results of thermosiphon di=32 mm presented in 

Figure 3. In Figure 4 the measurement data for both inner diameters di, FR=70 % and heat sink 

temperature 20 °C are shown. The gradient of the heat transfer curve of di=45 mm is 

approximately a factor 1.5 steeper than for di=32 mm, i.e. higher amounts of heat are transferred 

at less increase of driving temperature difference. Nevertheless, the thermal operation mode of 

the thermosiphon is not stationary in terms of isothermality until a driving temperature 

difference at 48 K at heat input 3200 W is reached. The measured pool temperature (T_evap) 

is 55 °C at a corresponding averaged evaporator wall temperature of 70 °C, which means an 

overheating of 25 K, whereby the associated temperature difference between evaporator and 

condenser section (ΔTTS) amounts to 10 K. The length of the evaporation section of both pipes 

is 1000 mm, hence the heated area of the thermosiphon with di=45 mm is 1.4-times larger. It is 

reasonable that a larger heat transfer area leads to an increase in heat transfer.  
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Figure 4: Heat transfer vs. driving temperature difference of thermosiphons di=32 mm 

and di=45 mm, both with FR=70 % at heat sink temperature 20 °C 

4 CONCLUSION  

An experimental study on the operation behaviour of two long (10 m) two-phase closed 

thermosiphons (standard stainless-steel pipes) with different inner diameters (di=32 mm and 

45 mm), water as working fluid and filling ratio 70 % has been carried out. The influences of 

the heat input and heat sink temperature on the stable operation of the thermosiphons is 

investigated.  

The experimental results show, that an overall driving temperature difference between 

heat source and heat sink of at least 45 K for the pipe with di=45 mm respectively 50 K for the 

pipe with di=32 mm is needed to reach the steady-state nucleate boiling operation of the 

thermosiphons. Below these temperature differences, non-steady-state boiling characteristics 

can be observed with distinct oscillating temperature fluctuations. In both cases, one half of the 

driving temperature difference is consumed by thermosiphons’ wall overheating to initiate 

steady-state nucleate boiling. Furthermore, the thermosiphon with di=45 mm has higher heat 

transfer rates, in general twice as much, at noticeably lower driving temperature differences in 

comparison to the thermosiphon with di=32 mm. 

In the context with an application of thermosiphons in spent fuel pools for passive heat 

removal, the so far obtained results demonstrate that with respect to stable thermosiphon 

operation a pool temperature of greater than 60 °C is needed which fits presently only to 

abnormal respectively accidental thermal spent fuel pool condition. To overcome this limitation 

further experimental investigations will be performed in future varying for instance the working 

fluid, the filling ratio and the wall surface roughness of thermosiphons so that their operational 

capability may reach the requirements of normal thermal spent fuel condition. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper the effects of simple support grids, without mixing vanes, on flow through a 1 x 3  

rod bundle has been investigated with CFD methodology, and the most appropriate turbulence 

model reflecting the physics of the flow has been determined. Experimental studies performed 

in the flow laboratories of Penn State University have been referenced in comparison with the 

simulation results, (Wheeler, 2014) where single-phase flow in the subject rod bundle was 

examined. In the first part of the study, choice of computational grid study has been carried out 

on tetra, hybrid and poly type meshes in order to determine the most appropriate type and 

density. In this section, only 𝑘 − 𝜀 standard and RSM LPS turbulence models have been 

utilized. In the second part, using the mesh determined in the first section, comparison has been 

made covering all turbulence models examined in the study. Velocity and turbulence intensity 

distribution in the center of the rod pitch, upstream and downstream of the spacer grid at –3dh, 

+3dh and +40dh locations have been examined and compared with the experimental data. The 

results of the study reveal the effects of the mesh type on calculations, where the hybrid mesh, 

having the greatest number of structured elements, exhibits better performance than the others. 

Comparison between numerical and experimental results of rod central velocities shows an 

overall agreement with all turbulence models, while complex models (except 𝑘 − 𝜀 RNG) 

present better results than the two-equation models. As a result of this study, flow through a 

simple support grid has been examined and the most appropriate turbulence model reflecting 

the physics of the flow has been determined.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In nuclear reactor analysis, understanding the effects of spacer grids on flow is important 

in determining the reactor thermal-hydraulic performance and ensuring that the reactor works 

under safe operating conditions. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods which can 

reflect the physics of the real flow are capable of producing precise analysis results. In this 

regard, experimental studies performed on a 1x3 rod bundle with simple support grid setup [1] 

have been referenced in order to determine the numerical model that will best reflect the real 

flow and present guidance for further computational analysis in reactor core rod bundles. 

Analysis cover mesh convergence study for tetra, poly and hybrid types of meshes in the first 

section and determination of the most appropriate turbulence model compatible with the 

experimental results in the second section. 

In the literature, several studies have been conducted concerning the effects of mixing 

vanes on flow. However, fewer efforts have been made to numerically model the effect of 

simple grid structures, such as springs and dimples. Ikeda and Hoshi [2] investigated single-

phase fluid behaviour and DNB phenomena in a 5 x 5 fuel rod bundle with mixing vane grids. 

CHF performance of the fuel rods has been predicted in comparison with the enthalpy increase 

of the flow on rod adjacent area. The 𝑘 − 𝜀 standard model has been adopted in the analysis, 

where results achieved are in good agreement with the experimental data. Cui and Kim [3] 

studied the effect of the vane angle on the flow by CFD methodology. RANS turbulence models 

were tested, among which 𝑘 − 𝜀 standard presents the most accurate data obtained from 

convective heat transfer. Study results show that increasing the bending angle of the vanes 

induces cross flow, which enhances heat transfer. Lee and Choi [4] used Reynolds-stress model 

(RSM) to investigate the effects of different spacer grid structures producing small and large 

scale vortex flows (SSVF / LSVF) to the thermal hydraulic performance on a 17 x 17 rod 

bundle. Liu and Freng [5] investigated thermal-hydraulic characteristics in a 5 x 5 PWR fuel 

rod bundle with mixing vanes and a simple support type grids by CFD methodology. They 

considering appropriate mesh, and used RANS turbulence modelling and wall treatment. Heat 

transfer results reveal that using enhanced wall treatment instead of standard wall functions 

improves accuracy for all turbulence models used. Studies on simple support grids with 

standard wall function provided the best results with 𝑘 − w SST and RSM turbulence models. 

Gandhir and Hassan [6] used Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜀 and 𝑘 − w SST in addition to Conner’s [7] 

studies on spacer grid induced cross flow along 5 x 5 rod bundle. Although Conner [7] 

highlights 𝑘 − 𝜀 RNG as the best option to simulate flow in rod bundles, Gandhir and Hassan 

[6] achieved decent results with 𝑘 − w SST model compared with the experimental data. As 

both researchers used the same geometric model Conner [7] used a poly mesh, while Gandhir 

and Hassan [7] adopted a hexahedral mesh in their studies. Turbulent mixing in fuel rod bundles 

has been investigated in OECD/NEA-KAERI rod bundle CFD benchmark exercise on MATiS-

H experiments, aiming to provide guidance for a CFD analysis tool which can reliably monitor 

CHF margin in operation and/or predict DNB in accident scenarios [8]. The benchmark 

presented a vast amount of experimental data for flows with split and swirl type spacer grids on 

various mesh types, turbulence models and setup parameters. Results reveal that transient 

analysis with complex turbulence models like hybrid SAS-SST and LES-Smagorinsky and 

RSM, which ran on a structured mesh, present the most accurate results. Other RANS 

turbulence models had less accurate estimates in general. 

Modelling of flow through simple support grids are not common in computational 

analysis, this paper will provide an understanding to the physics of flow through dimples and 

springs by computational means and provide a reference for future studies.  
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2. MODELLING METHODOLOGY  

2.1.  Geometry and Mesh 

The geometry is a 1 x 3 rod bundle with a simple support grid section inside. Ansys 

Design Modeler has been used to prepare the geometry that is in conformity with the 

experimental setup. While generating geometry, only the fluid volume has been generated. 

Solid parts have been omitted. The total length of the model prepared is 203.1 cm which consists 

of upstream, spacer grid and downstream sections having lengths and hydraulic diameters of 

60.9 cm (27 dh), 20.3 cm (10 dh) , 121.9 cm (54 dh) respectively. Rod diameter is 31.7 mm and 

the pitch length is 44.4 mm. In the grid section, the flow is separated into three individual 

channels by a wall (strap) with a thickness of 0.8 mm. Each channel contains four dimples and 

two springs that hold the rods, similar to a conventional PWR spacer grid. In the experimental 

facility and in the model, the dimples and springs have a generic, simplified ring shape. In order 

to create a robust geometry and simplify mesh generation at the intersections, dimples and 

springs are slightly embedded into the rod bundle. The grid section and the location of the 

dimples and springs are shown in Fig. 1. 

The first objective of the study is to define an appropriate type and density of mesh to be 

used for the analysis. In this context, three types of mesh have been prepared which will be 

called “tetra”, “poly” and “hybrid” meshes. The tetra mesh is made of tetrahedral cells in the 

core covered with prism layers on the surfaces. The poly mesh is generated by converting the 

tetrahedral mesh into poly elements in the Ansys Fluent module and the hybrid mesh is 

generated by converting the tetrahedral cells into hexahedral cells. While the poly mesh 

smoothly adopts surface prism elements, hexahedral cells in the core are connected to surface 

prism elements by tetrahedral cells in the hybrid mesh. A cross-section of each type of mesh at 

different elevations are given in Fig. 2. Special care has been taken for meshing the region 

around the dimples and springs as the geometry here is complex. Therefore, a smaller mesh size 

and prism length is adopted near edges. Three boundary layers are generated on the walls and 

𝑦+ ≅30 everywhere except the intersection area between dimple/spring and the rod. As a rule 

of thumb, the cell growth ratio is taken as 1.2. Mesh properties are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summary of Mesh Properties 

Property Value 

Total number of cells (mil.)  

Hybrid mesh 8.7 

Tetra mesh 9.5 

Poly mesh 4.6 

Cell size (mm)  

 Upstream Section 0.22 

 Grid   0.15 

 Downstream Section 0.22 

Surface cell size 0.25 

Boundary layer number 3 

y+ value 30 

A choice of mesh study has been carried in order to determine the most appropriate density and 

to ensure that the results are independent from mesh size. Each mesh is regenerated 1.5 times 

denser than its predecessor until mesh convergence is achieved. Depending on mesh type, in 2 

to 3 steps, mesh size independent results were achieved. 
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Fig. 1. 1x3 rod bundle model geometry 
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Fig. 2. a) Hybrid mesh at downstream section 

b) Tetra mesh at the mid-section of dimples  

c) Poly mesh at the mid-section of springs

2.2  Model Setup 

Steady state calculations on several Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

turbulence models have been investigated in this study. The turbulence models used in 

calculations are; 𝑘 − 𝜀 standard (SKE), 𝑘 − 𝜀 renormalization group (KE-RNG), 𝑘 − 𝜀 

realizable (RKE), 𝑘 − 𝜔 standard (SKW), 𝑘 − 𝜔 baseline (KW-BSL), 𝑘 − 𝜔 shear stress 

transport (KW-SST), transition 𝑘 − 𝑘𝑙 − 𝜔, transition SST, and Reynolds stress model - linear 

pressure strain (RSM-LPS). Standard model constants used in Ansys Fluent are preserved in 

calculations. Wall functions are used in near-wall treatment in all turbulence models. At the 

grid section, y+ around dimples and springs cannot be established homogeneously because of 

the geometry. Therefore, scalable wall functions are implemented to model the boundary layer 

at all y+ values in high Reynolds number turbulence models.  

At the inlet of the upstream section, uniform axial velocity of 3 m/s is assumed as in the 

experiment corresponding to a flow Reynolds number of ~67.000. A turbulent intensity ratio 

of 5% and a turbulent viscosity ratio of 10 are applied at the inlet. A pressure outlet condition 

is set at the outlet of the downstream section. All other boundaries including rods, channel 

walls, springs and dimples are specified as wall. 

Single-phase water at room temperature is the fluid medium, hence a pressure-based 

solver is implemented for resolving incompressible fluid behavior. As calculations will be held 

on an isothermal condition, no energy equation is solved in the simulations. Semi-Implicit 

Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLEC) is selected for pressure-velocity coupling 

with second order upwind discretization schemes applied for the model equations. 

Convergence criteria is set on a 10-4 residual basis; residual behavior has been evaluated and 

additionally mass flow rate at the outlet section is monitored before judging on convergence. 

A smooth residual decay is expected in the results, and mass flux difference below 1% is 

required in a robust solution. 

 

 

Dimple 

Velocity inlet 
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3. RESULTS 

Experimental data presents laser Doppler anemometry measurements of velocity and 

turbulence intensity distributions at the center of the rod gap, perpendicular to the rod pitch. 

Data was acquired between the center and rightmost rods upstream and downstream of the 

spacer grid at –3dh, +3dh and +40dh elevations (that is, 3dh before, 3dh after, and 40dh after the 

spacer grid). 5% uncertainty was included in the experimental results as expected by the 

Wheeler[1]. The first part of this section presents the results of studies on mesh structure. 

Converged mesh results on tetra, hybrid and poly type meshes has been compared with the 

experimental data in order to determine the most appropriate mesh type and density. Only 𝑘 −
𝜀 standard, representing the two-equation models and RSM-LPS, representing the other 

complex models have been utilized in this section. In the second part, using the mesh 

determined in the first section, velocity and turbulence intensity distribution results have been 

compared with the experimental data to reveal the most appropriate turbulence model reflecting 

the real flow through simple support grids. 

3.1 Results on Mesh  

Velocity distribution results at +3dh elevation belonging to three mesh types is given in 

Fig. 3. Comparison of results demonstrates the effects of mesh type on calculation, where 

results for each turbulence model change significantly with different types of mesh. In terms 

of turbulence model; 𝑘 − 𝜀 standard presents close results between tetra and poly mesh with 

two identical  velocity peaks, while the poly mesh estimates a lower valley in the middle. The 

hybrid mesh, on the other hand, was able to slightly predict the oblique velocity profile which 

is likely caused by the dimples and springs, and presents lower velocity magnitudes compared 

to the tetra and poly meshes. RSM-LPS rather estimates independent results per mesh type, the 

hybrid mesh presenting the most accurate among all. In terms of mesh structure; RSM and 𝑘 −
𝜀 models with the tetra mesh present nearly the same velocity distribution and likewise the poly 

mesh presents similar evenly distributed results with both turbulence models. In contrast to 

these, RSM results with hybrid mesh is significantly improved compared to 𝑘 − 𝜀 model 

showing decent agreement with experimental results. 

Evaluating the results obtained, it can be seen that none of the models with either mesh 

type could precisely capture the flow profile in the channel, but the hybrid mesh presents the 

most accurate and reliable results among other mesh types. The underlying reason likely the 

structured hexahedral cell meshing in the core region of the geometry, which avoids numerical 

diffusion. Similar results in other studies support this idea, favoring a fully structured mesh [8]. 

Therefore, the hybrid mesh is selected to be used in the second section of the study for 

determining the best turbulence model. On the other hand, the tetra and especially the poly 

mesh could also be preferred  to give an insight of the flow structure considering the ease of 

mesh generation and superior calculation time.

 
Fig. 3. Velocity distribution at +3dh elevation with different types of meshes 
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3.2 Results on Turbulence Models 

Velocity distribution profiles at -3dh, +3dh, +40dh elevations for all turbulence models 

used in analysis are given in Fig. 4. As can be seen from Fig. 4. a) all of the estimates at -3dh 

elevation are over 5 – 15% of the experimental results and form a valley in the center of the 

channel that is incompatible with the experimental data. However, Wheeler noted insufficient 

inlet conditions as a result of experimental setup, which adversely affect the flow on the 

upstream section. Therefore, the velocity increases toward the rear half of the channel at -3dh. 

In an evenly distributed inlet flow condition, a slight decrease in velocity at the center is 

expected, similar to that presented in the simulation results. Omega-based models present 

weaker estimates, where the 𝑘 − 𝑘𝑙 − 𝜔 model deviated more than 15%. On the other hand, 

𝑘 − 𝜀 models and RSM presented better estimates but still overestimate the experimental data 

by 5 – 10%. At the +3dh elevation, all turbulence models captured the two-peak velocity 

distribution, but underestimated velocity magnitudes at the center of the rods. RSM-LPS, KW-

SST and Transition SST captured the asymmetric velocity distribution with dissimilar peaks, 

while other turbulence models estimated a symmetric distribution and deviated more from the 

experimental results. RSM-LPS presented the most accurate 

a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
Fig. 4. Axial velocity distribution a) at -3dh 

elevation b) at +3dh elevation c) +40dh 

elevation 

a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
Fig. 5. Turbulance intensity distribution a) 

at -3dh elevation b) at +3dh elevation c) 

+40dh elevation
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results. Experimental results at +40dh show that the effect of dimples and springs continues, in 

that  velocity magnitudes are higher on to the front section of the rod bundle. Most of the 

models estimated within the accuracy range of the experimental results. At this elevation, RKE, 

KE-RNG, RSM and KW-BSL capture the asymmetric velocity profile and have better 

estimates on velocity magnitude while the rest of the models present a symmetric two-peak 

velocity distribution. On the other hand, KW-SST and Transition SST show weaker estimates 

than the other models despite their better performance at +3dh. 

Turbulence intensity results are generally weaker than velocity results for all turbulence 

models. Simulation results at -3dh elevation have a reasonable distribution considering the 

adverse inlet conditions in the experiment, and show two valleys as expected. However, except 

𝑘 − 𝑘𝑙 − 𝜔, all models underestimate the valley magnitudes, while SKE and KW-BSL 

overestimate at the mid-section. At +3dh and +40dh elevations all turbulence models widely 

overestimate the experimental data. At the +3dh elevation RSM-LPS, RKE, KE-RNG were 

able to capture the slight increase of turbulence intensity to the rear side of the rod bundle, [x: 

2.8 to 3.9 cm] which is considered to be caused by the dimple and springs. Instead, all models 

present higher turbulence intensity levels at the front side of the rod bundle. 

An important outcome of the study is that more complex models like RSM, Transition 

𝑘 − 𝑘𝑙 − 𝜔 and Transition SST have slightly fluctuating results of 2 – 4% after support grids 

at +3dh elevation which decay to less than 1% at +40dh. The fluctuations are in both time and 

space domains. This is also confirmed with residual behaviour, which show repeated 

fluctuating patterns although the convergence criteria is reached and mass flux is stable. This 

result may indicate a transient flow occurring, similar to vortex shedding structures and most 

probably caused by the dimples and springs. Similar unsteady behaviour is also reported at 

some other studies [8,9].  

An overall assessment on the above results reveal RSM-LPS to be the most accurate 

model for simulating the flow through simple support grids, while considerable improvement 

is required to fully capture the physics of the flow. The presence of steep changes and lower 

velocity estimates at the channel center were similarly revealed in previous studies [8] showing 

the general drawbacks of the turbulence models. Transition SST, k-w SST, and KE-RNG 

predict the velocity distribution relatively well, while KE-RNG performed better on turbulence 

intensity. Even though Conner [7] adopted KE-RNG in his study and indicated this model as 

the best option, and Ghandir and Hassan [6] achieved decent results with 𝑘 − 𝜔 SST model in 

a 5 x 5 rod bundle geometry with grids, this paper concludes that both models perform worse 

than RSM considering the similar internal single-phase flow through rod bundles with support 

grids.  

4. CONCLUSION  

Flow through a 1x3 rod bundle with a simple support grid has been investigated in this 

study in order to determine the best available technique for resolving the behaviour of the 

single-phase fluid through support grids by computational methods. The effect of mesh type 

on results has been demonstrated in the first section of the study. Then, available turbulence 

models in Fluent 17.0 have been tested and compared with the experimental data in the second 

section. 

Results reveal that mesh type has a significant effect on the results, as the hybrid mesh 

(having the greatest number of structured cells) presented better conformity with the 

experimental data than tetra and poly meshes. The poly mesh has a significant improvement in 

calculation time but a structured mesh is recommended for better precision, which is achieved 

by reducing the numerical diffusion. Turbulence models, on the other hand, present similar 

flow behaviour but indicate important differences. RSM-LPS shows more accurate estimation 

than other models and seems to capture the details of the flow, in that it resolves the anisotropy 

generated by dimples and springs. Even so, the most accurate model presented could not fully 
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capture the physics of the flow and needs improvement. Adjusting the model constants is one 

potential way to achieve this improvement. Near-wall treatment might adversely affect the 

performance of omega-based models, so the author recommends further investigation on this 

issue. In addition, transient analysis might reveal unsteady flow behaviours that appear to exist 

near the outlet of the spacer grid. 
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ABSTRACT

In vertical churn flow of gas and liquid in a cylindrical pipe, one of characteristic phenom-
ena observed are large periodic liquid waves travelling upwards along the wall. The flow mecha-
nisms can be associated with the onset of flooding phenomena or counter-current flow limitation
encountered during a loss-of-coolant accident in pressurized water nuclear reactors. The present
study proposes two new analytical functions for the shape of a critical liquid wave in vertical
churn flow regime. The proposed models are based on two analytical functions: Lorentzian
and hyperbolic secant. Both functions offer better agreement with the measured wave shape
than simpler hemispherical and sinusoidal models, or more complex Gaussian model recently
proposed by Wang et al. [1], whilst preserving the simplicity of the analytical terms of the wave
model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Flooding or counter-current flow limitation (CCFL) is one of many intricate phenomena
of steam and water flow that could occur during the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in pres-
surized water reactor (PWR) and is particularly important for safety analyses. Due to the loss
of pressure in the primary system, part of coolant inventory suddenly evaporates (flashes) to
steam. In such event, the reflux condenser mode of cooling is an important process which re-
moves residual heat from the reactor core. Steam produced due to evaporation in the reactor
core condenses (and discharges heat) in the vertical U-tubes of the steam generator and the
condensate flows back as a liquid film along the pipe wall. At sufficiently high flow rate, the
upward current of steam in the core region of the pipe can limit the downward stream of liquid
on the conduit wall. Flooding (or CCFL) occurs when the flow of liquid film reverses and can-
not penetrate further downwards into the primary system of the reactor. Consequently, flooding
inhibits the residual heat removal mechanism.

Historically, a vast amount of work has been dedicated to the research of flooding and
related phenomena [2]. In order to accurately predict the onset of flooding conditions, a thor-
ough understanding of its initiating mechanisms is essential. In contrast to the commonly used
empirical correlations that are usually based on experimental data obtained in a specific set-
ting, mechanistic models derived from the fundamental physical mechanisms of the phenom-
ena promise a broader range of applicability and improved accuracy. Still, even for the simplest
cases, the prediction of the phenomena remain rather uncertain.
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Throughout the literature, the term ”churn flow” is not unanimously defined and is used
to designate different two-phase flow patterns in vertical pipes. To investigate liquid waves
in churn flow, several authors [1, 3, 4, 5] used an experimental setup that is commonly em-
ployed for the study of the flooding phenomena in vertical pipes. The underlying mechanisms
of churn flow, in particular the dynamics of liquid waves, and the onset of flooding phenomena
are closely related [6, 7, 8, 9]. In the present work, the churn flow is considered in the sense of
the definition used by the authors of experiments used for the model assessment [1, 3, 4, 5].

Periodic liquid waves of large amplitude travelling upwards along the wall of a vertical
pipe are one of characteristic phenomena observed in vertical churn flow of gas and liquid. The
distinction between large and disturbance liquid waves can be made on the basis of the main
mode of upward wave transport. The inter-phase shear force between gas and liquid, caused by
the difference in the relative velocity between phases (velocity gradient on the interface) plays
a dominant role in the upward transport of disturbance waves [4]. Conversely, in the churn flow
regime the main mechanism of flooding type wave transport upward is the force due to pressure
differences, which opposes the downward weight force of the liquid wave. As demonstrated by
several analytical models [1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10] and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations
[11], the driving force occurs due to the pressure difference between windward and leeward side
of the wave, caused by a reduction of the gas flow area due to the liquid wave.

Wave amplitude is defined as the distance between the pipe wall and the crest of the wave.
Initially travelling downwards due to gravity, a liquid wave reaches it‘s critical amplitude,
when the wave velocity reverses its direction upwards. Travelling up, the wave collects the
liquid trailing from the preceding wave. At the same time, the travelling wave releases the
liquid film behind and, as it topples, ejects liquid droplets that are entrained in the gas flow. The
wave maximum amplitude is defined as the amplitude, at which the rate of liquid entering the
wave is balanced by the rate of liquid exiting the wave.

Shearer et al. [6] performed measurements and proposed a theory which predicts the
shape and amplitude of a standing liquid wave formed in a counter-current flow of air and
water over a vertical surface of wetted wall column. Measurements of average wave amplitude,
and mean liquid film thickness were performed by Hewitt et al. [3] in the churn-annular flow
of trichlorethylene and air in a vertical pipe. Observed shapes of travelling waves were in
agreement with prediction of the stationary wave model [6]. Barbosa et al. [4] studied the churn
flow regime of air-water flow in 32 mm internal diameter (i.d.) vertical tube with the emphasis
on flooding-type wave formation and motion. Quantitative measurements of wave frequency
and wave velocity were obtained in the experiments with video post-processing analyses [4].
Wang et al. [1, 5] performed similar churn flow experiments in 19 and 34 mm i.d. pipe and
measured critical and maximum amplitudes of waves under different flow conditions.

Based on the force balance over a wave with an assumed shape, an analytical model of
liquid wave propagation can be developed, and several examples can be found in the literature
[1, 3, 4, 11, 10]. Typically, the assumed shape of the wave is either a simple hemispherical
shape [11] or a sinusoidal shape [3, 4, 10]. Detailed measurements of the wave shape are
relatively rare in the literature. Studies in the annular flow suggest, [12, 13] that the shape of the
wave might follow a log-normal distribution curve, which is quite difficult to incorporate in an
analytical model. Nevertheless, using sinusoidal shape and empirical correlations from churn
flow to derive the force terms, the critical and maximum amplitudes predicted by the model of
Wang et al. [10] match experimental data rather well with reported average absolute deviation
of ±8%.

Recently, Wang et al. [1] measured the profile of a critical (standing) wave in the churn
flow and presented a Gaussian-based model for the analytical shape of such wave. Compared to
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simpler models, Gaussian model provides increased accuracy in respect to the wave shape. At
the same time, the model is simpler than the log-normal distribution curve in analytical terms.

In the present contribution, we propose two new models for the shape of a critical (stand-
ing) wave in vertical churn flow regime of air and water. The proposed models are based on
two analytical functions: Lorentzian and hyperbolic secant. In the similar way as the Gaussian-
based model, both functions offer increased accuracy of the analytical wave shape compared to
the simpler hemispherical and sinusoidal models, whilst preserving the simplicity of the analyt-
ical terms of the wave model.

2 THE WAVE MODEL

2.1 Shape of the wave

The shape of the wave with amplitude a and wavelenght λ is described with the distance
function from the pipe wall

δ(z) = δb + af(z;λ) , (1)

where δb is the thickness of the base liquid film and f(z;λ) is a dimensionless function that
describes the shape of the wave from z = 0 to z = λ. Assuming a symmetric wave requires
that f(0) = f(λ), and f(λ/2) = 1.

2.2 Volume of a wave

By rotating the area between plane curves h(z) and g(z) around z-axis we obtain a solid
of revolution with volume

V = π

z2∫
z1

∣∣h(z)2 − g(z)2
∣∣ dz , (2)

where z1 and z2 represent bottom and top extent of the body, respectively. An axisymmetric
wave in vertical pipe with radius R along z-axis has the volume of a solid of revolution with
h(z) = R and g(z) = R − δ(z) from z1 = 0 to z2 = λ. Using Eq. (2) we obtain the wave
volume

V = π

λ∫
0

δ(z) (2R− δ(z)) dz . (3)

To simplify the calculation we can consider only the variable part of the wave shape by setting
h(z) = R′ = R − δb and g(z) = R′ − δ′(z), where δ′(z) = δ(z) − δb = af(z;λ). Analogous
to the derivation of Eq. 3 we obtain the partial volume of the variable part of the wave

V ′ = π

λ∫
0

δ′(z) (2R′ − δ′(z)) dz . (4)

The total wave volume of the wave is V = V ′ + Vb, where the volume of the base film using
Eq. (3) is Vb = πλ(2Rδb − δ2b ).
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Continuing on from Eq. (4), the integral can be split in two parts

V ′ = π

λ∫
0

2R′af(z)dz − π
λ∫

0

a2f(z)2dz . (5)

Next we introduce the change in integration variable z = λ(z∗ + 1/2) which yields

V ′ = 2πR′aλ

1/2∫
−1/2

f(z∗)dz∗ − πa2λ
1/2∫

−1/2

f(z∗)2dz∗ . (6)

To calculate the volume of a wave, we need to know how to evaluate the following two integrals:

f1 =

1/2∫
−1/2

f(z∗)dz∗ , and f2 =

1/2∫
−1/2

f(z∗)2dz∗ , (7)

given an analytical shape of the wave described by dimensionless function f(z∗). By rearanging
terms in Eq. (6) we can see that the volume of a wave is a product of four contributions –
circumference 2πR′, wavelenght λ, wave amplitude a and the dimensionless wave shape (terms
with f1 and f2):

V ′ = 2πR′ · λ · a ·
(
f1 −

a

2R′
f2

)
. (8)

The second term in Eq. (8) vanishes at small amplitudes or in pipes with large diameter, since
a/R′ → 0.

2.3 Lorentzian function

We define the analytical shape of the wave based on Lorentzian function as

f(z∗) =
1

1 +
(
λ
γ
z∗
)2 , (9)

where γ is a scaling parameter and 2γ represents full width at half maximum (FWHM) property
of the Lorentzian function. Using definition Eq. (9) we calculate the first integral from Eq. (7)
as

f1 =

1/2∫
−1/2

dz∗

1 +
(
λ
γ
z∗
)2 =

2γ

λ
arctan

(
λ

2γ

)
, (10)

and the second integral as

f2 =

1/2∫
−1/2

dz∗(
1 +

(
λ
γ
z∗
)2)2 =

2

4 + (λ/γ)2
+
γ

λ
arctan

(
λ

2γ

)
. (11)
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It is convenient to relate the scaling parameter to the wave amplitude a, since the wave lenght
and amplitude can be related with ratio λ/a. Among many possible choices in this case we can
set 2γ = a to obtain

f1 =
a

λ
arctan

(
λ

a

)
, f2 =

1

2
(
1 + (λ/a)2

) +
a

2λ
arctan

(
λ

a

)
. (12)

Wang et al. [1] measured the ratio λ/a in vertical pipe with 19 mm diameter with different
flow conditions with gas superficial velocities from 6 to 13 m/s and liquid superficial velocities
from 5.75 · 10−2 to 8.78 · 10−1 m/s, respectively. The measured ratio was mostly distributed
between 4 and 6 without any significant relation to different gas and liquid flow rates. Their
recommendation is to use the approximate λ/a ≈ 5, around which the values are distributed.
This further simplifies the result from Eq. (12), since arctan(5) ≈ 1.3734 . . . which lies on the
interval between 3π/7 and 4π/9, where both limits are about 2% off.

Using obtained values for integrals f1 and f2, the volume of the variable part of the wave
can finally be calculated from Eq. (8) as

V ′1 = 2πR′a2
(

arctan(5)− a

4R′

(
arctan(5) +

5

1 + 52

))
, (13)

where we could further approximate arctan(5) ≈ 4π/9 and 5/(1 + 52) ≈ 1/5.

2.4 Hyperbolic secant

Our second analytical shape of the wave is based on hyperbolic secant function which is
defined in terms of hyperbolic cosine function as

f(z∗) = sech

(
πλ

2h
z∗
)

=
1

cosh
(
πλ
2h
z∗
) =

1

cosh
(
πλ
a
z∗
) , (14)

where 2h is the scaling parameter of the function, which can again be related to the wave
amplitude as 2h = a conveniently exposing the ratio λ/a, as before. Evaluating integrals f1
and f2 from Eq. 7 with function from Eq. 14 we obtain

f1 =

−1/2∫
1/2

dz∗

cosh
(
πλ
a
z∗
) =

4

π

a

λ
arctan

(
tanh

(
πλ

4a

))
, (15)

and

f2 =

−1/2∫
1/2

dz∗

cosh2
(
πλ
a
z∗
) =

2

π

a

λ
tanh

(
πλ

2a

)
. (16)

For the ratio λ/a in the range from 4 to 6, the value of both tanh(πλ/4a) and tanh(πλ/2a)
can be approximated to one with less than 1% error. This further simplfies the result, since
arctan(1) = π/4 which gives

f1 = a/λ , and f2 = 2/π · a/λ = 2/π · f1 . (17)

Using Eq. (5) and obtained values for integrals f1 and f2 we can finally calculate the volume as

V ′2 = 2πR′ · λ · a
(
a

λ
− a2

πλR′

)
= 2a2 (πR′ − a) . (18)
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2.5 Reference shapes

As the first reference case for a simple wave shape commonly used in the literature [1, 11],
we consider a symmetric hemispherical shape which is described by piecewise function

f(z∗) =

{√
1− (ρz∗)2 ; |z∗| ≤ ρ ,

0 ; else
, (19)

where the scaling parameter is defined as ρ = λ/a. Evaluating the integrals from Eq. (7) as
f1 = π/4 and f2 = 2/3 we obtain the volume

V ′0 = πR′a2
(
π − 4a

3R′

)
. (20)

The second reference shape is based on the Gaussian shape recently proposed by Wang et al.
[1]

f(z∗) = exp
(
−18z∗2

)
(21)

with the following volume according to Eq. (8)

V ′3 = 2πR′λa

(
1

3

√
π

2
Erf
(

3/
√

2
)
− a

4R′
1

6
Erf (3)

)
, (22)

which can be further simplified with Erf(3/
√

2) ≈ Erf(3) ≈ 1.

3 RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the comparison of proposed Lorentzian and hyperbolic secant shapes with
measurements of Wang et al. [1] together with reference wave shapes. Plot axes are normalised
with wavelength in terms of dimensionless coordinate z∗ = z/λ and distance from the pipe wall
y∗ = (R′ − r)/λ. Based on the measurements from experiment [1], we set the following wave
properties: λ = 20 mm, λ/a = 5, and R′ = 8.84 mm.

 0
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Figure 1: Measured wave shape [1] compared with analytical shapes: hyperbolic secant –
Eq. (14), Lorentzian – Eq. (9), Gaussian – Eq. (21), hemispherical – Eq. (19).
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Comparing the shapes directly is not representative, since in cylindrical geometry points
closer to the pipe centre contribute less to the error in calculated wave volume. To compare
the accuracy of analytical shapes in respect to the wave volume, we need to approximate the
reference wave volume Ṽ from the points measured in the experiment. However, we are missing
two boundary points at z∗ = −1/2 and z∗ = 1/2 to be consistent with the chosen wavelenght
λ used in the analytical models (see Fig. 1). To simplify, we set these two points to zero.

The integrals from Eq. 7 can be calculated numerically using the trapezoidal rule

f̃1 =

1/2∫
−1/2

f(z∗)dz∗ ≈
N∑
k=1

∆z∗k
2

(fk−1 + fk) , (23)

f̃2 =

1/2∫
−1/2

f(z∗)2dz∗ ≈
N∑
k=1

∆z∗k
2

(
f 2
k−1 + f 2

k

)
, (24)

where ∆z∗k = z∗k − z∗k−1 and fk are the dimensionless values of the wave shape at N + 1 points
derived from the measured shape δk as fk = (δk − δb)/a.

Following from Eq. 8, the ratio between the analytical volume and the reference model is

V ′/Ṽ = f1/f̃1

(
1− a/2R′ · f2/f1
1− a/2R′ · f̃2/f̃1

)
, (25)

since only the shape parts of wave models are different. At the same time we should remem-
ber that the total volume of the wave should include the volume of the base film Vb. Table 1
shows the calculated volume ratios. Since the volume of the base film can represent a sig-
nificant portion of the total volume, we also introduce the ratio between the total volumes
(Vb + V ′)/(Vb + Ṽ ). At this point we should note that a different scaling constant for the
Gaussian shape in Eq. 21 might fit the measured wave shape better, however, we intentionally
preserved 18 as the one chosen by Wang et al.[1].

Table 1: Volume ratios calculated to three significant digits.
hemispherical lorentzian hyper. sec. gaussian

V ′ V ′0 V ′1 V ′2 V ′3
V ′/Ṽ 3.24 1.13 0.825 1.72
Vb/V

′ 0.270 0.715 1.00 0.451

(V ′ + Vb)/(Ṽ + Vb) 2.11 1.07 0.895 1.44

4 CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, two analytical wave shapes based on the Lorentzian and hyperbolic
secant functions were proposed in order to approximate the volume of a static critical liquid
wave in vertical churn flow of air and water. Analytical framework developed in this work can
be readily used with an arbitrary dimensionless wave shape function, especially if the result-
ing linear and quadratic parts of the volume integral are described by a simple analytical term.
Compared to a simple hemispherical wave model, the proposed hyperbolic secant function sig-
nificantly increases (tenfold) the accuracy of the calculated wave volume, whilst preserving the
analytical simplicity of the wave model.
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the analysis of international standardized problem ISP 27 using APROS 
process simulation software is presented. ISP 27 also known as Bethsy 9.1b was performed on 
Bethsy test facility, which is a scaled down model of a three loop, 900 MWe Framatome PWR. 
The test simulates small LOCA, with 2-inch cold leg break combined with High pressure 
Injection System (HPIS) failure and state oriented approach, which requires operators to start 
an Ultimate Procedure.  Model was built in APROS using elementary (branch, nodes…) and 
complex (advanced steam generator, pipes with heat structure…) modules in order to describe 
the volumes, heat structures and regulation of the test facility.  

The verification of APROS model was made on heights, volumes and mass of heat 
structures. The events and actions were triggered with modelled regulation. The results 
presenting core cladding temperature, time integrated break mass flow, core liquid level and 
pressurized pressure…, are in good agreement with experimental data. The results clearly show 
all the processes such as loop seal clearing, core uncover and rise of cladding temperature and 
other processes taking place in the experiment. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Betsy is an integral test facility whose purpose is to research PWR accident transients. It 
is located at the Nuclear Center of Grenoble in France. The Bethsy design aims to contribute to 
validating computer safety code and to check the relevance of the physical bases of the 
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP). It represents a scaled down  Framatome PWR, with 
three loops and thermal power of 2775 MW (900MWe) [1].  

In this paper, the results of simulation of the test 9.1 b, using APROS 6.06 computer code 
are presented. The test 9.1 b (ISP-27) involves a 2-inch cold leg break, combined with the High 
Pressure Injection System (HPIS) failure. The state oriented approach requires operators to start 
an Ultimate Procedure, which consists in fully opening the Steam Generator (SG) atmospheric 
dumps as soon as they are informed of the unavailability of the HPIS.  
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2 BETHSY MAIN FEATURES 

BETHSY facility is a 3-loop replica of a reference 2857 MW thermal (900 MWe) 
FRAMATOME PWR, with following characteristics [2]:  

• 428 heater rod core simulation, electrically heated, 

• 3 secondary steam generators designed with 34 U-tubes of original dimensions, 

• primary system pressure up to 17.2 MPa, secondary side pressure up to 8 MPa, 

• initial power level of test section allows for 10 % of scaled nominal full power, 

• heat losses controlled by external heater system, 

• HPIS and LPIS available (HPIS not available in test 9.1b). 

   

Scaling Information: 

• power and volume scaling is 1/100, 

• full length core simulator, decay power level and nominal flow rates scaled are 
1/100, 

• geodetical elevations of all components preserved 1/1 to simulate gravitational head 

• loop piping diameter of hot legs dimensioned to preserve FROUDE number 
criterion of full size plant 

3 APROS MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Model of Bethsy was built in APROS version 6.05 and was later exported into APROS 
version 6.06.  

The thermohydraulcal model consists of: 760 Points, 60 Nodes, 71 Branches, 159 Heat 
structures X, 48 Heat pipes, 18 Pipes, 38 Heat transfer modules, 3 Common pumps, 5 Basic 
valves, 2 Accumulators and 3 Steam generators. Volume is represented by 293 NO6_NODES 
(volumes) and 6-equation model is set for all the volumes. 

Reactor pressure vessel 

The volumetric model of Reactor pressure vessel was built using nodes and branches. 
Wall materials are represented with HEAT_STRUCTURE_X module. Core, which are 
electrical heaters at Bethsy facility are also represented with HEAT_STRUCTURE_X. Their 
relative power is regulated according to events and time tables in order to follow the power of 
the experiment. 

Reactor cooling system 

Reactor cooling system consists of three loops. In comparison to loop one, loops two and 
three have accumulator and low pressure injection, whereas pressurizer is connected to loop 
one. The break is located 332 mm downstream of the outlet flange of the pump in loop one. For 
the break, which is represented by a branch, critical flow feature was enabled. Reactor coolant 
pumps are represented with common pipe module in combination with calculation level 
modules MO1_MOTORE and PU2_PUMP. Heat structures are simulated within heat pipes and 
are connected with HEAT_TRANS module to point that represents environment. Accumulators 
are modelled using ACCUMULTOR module and are using Calculation mode 1 of node 
velocity. 
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Pressurizer 

Pressurizer volumetric model was built using nodes and branches. Wall materials and 
electrical heaters are represented with HEAT_STRUCTURE_X module. Spray system is not 
modelled. 

Steam generator 

The model consist of three advanced steam generator modules. Heat structures (except 
for u-tubes) are modelled using HEAT_STRUCTURE_X. Due to limitations of the module 
advanced steam generator additional two branches and one node was added to simulate upper 
part of the node. This was done in order to minimize the difference of volumes that are above 
the riser, compared to the real Bethsy steam generator. 

Feedwater and auxiliary feedwater  

Feedwater and auxiliary feedwater are modelled using pipes and pipes with heat 
structures. 

Main steam and steam dump 

Main steam and steam dump are modelled using pipes, pipes with heat structures and 
basic valves. 

Regulation 

Regulation was built in order to initiate and simulate events in timely manner that is in 
compliance with experiment. There are three separate automations: for pressurizer power, for 
core power and one that is responsible for controlling all other system. The last is responsible 
for control of feedwater, auxiliary feedwater, accumulator injection, reactor coolant pump trip, 
low pressure injection, main steam, steam dump and safety valves on main steam. 

Regulation for pressurizer power is used only for achieving steady state. After the 
simulation start the pressurizer heaters are switched off. Core power regulation enables to 
simulate decay heat according to the table that was obtained during experiment. 

 

 
Figure 1: Reactor pressure vessel (left); Cooling loop 2 (right) 
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Figure 2: Steam generator with main steam, Feedwater and Auxiliary feedwater system (left); 

Pressurizer (right) 
 

The verification of APROS model was made on heights, volumes and mass of heat 
structures. 

4 BETHSY 9.1B TEST DESCRIPTION 

Test 9.l b is categorised as multiple failure transient (Beyond Design Basis Accident), and 
is involved in Accident Management studies. According to newer (IAEA, EUR) terminology 
the transient is categorized as Design Extension Condition A - without core damage. The test 
begins with a 2 inch cold leg break, while high pressure safety injection system (HPIS) is 
assumed to be unavailable. This leads to a large core uncovery and fuel heat-up, requiring the 
implementation of an Ultimate Procedure. 

In the 9.1b scenario, the start of the procedure is delayed. When the maximum heater rod 
cladding temperature reaches 723 K (trigger criterion), the 3 S.G. steam dumps to atmosphere 
are fully opened (condenser is unavailable). This cause the depressurization of the primary 
coolant circuit, up to the accumulator injection threshold, then to LPIS actuation. The test ends 
as soon as a safe state of the primary coolant circuit is recovered, i.e. when the conditions 
required for the actuation of the Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) are obtained [1]. 

Electrical trace heating in experiment, located on almost every component and piping of 
the primary coolant system is provided until accumulator injection starts. In model trace heating 
is considered in the way heat transfer to the environment starts after injection (before there is 
no heat transfer to the environment). 
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5 SIMULATION RESAULTS 

The model was brought to steady state that was in good agreement with experimental 
data. The experiment starts with break, which was done by prescribing new boundary condition 
to break point (PO114A) (Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3: Break 

After the break there is fast drop of pressure and when it drops to 13 MPa Scram signal 
is initiated. The core power decay heat starts 17 s later. When pressure reaches 11.9 MPa Safety 
injection signal is triggered, consequently feedwater is shut off auxiliary feedwater is initiated, 
RCP pump coastdown... The timing of all events can be seen on Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Table of events 

Events Time 

Experiment APROS 

Transient initiation : Break opening 0 s 0 s 
* P+P = 13.1 MPa : Scram Signal (AU) 41 s 32 s 

Pressurizer is empty 50 s 82 s 
* P+P = 11.9 MPa : Safety Injection Signal (IS) 54 s 62 s 

Main feedwater off, turbine bypass 59 s 67 s 
Core power decay starts (17 s after AU signal) 58 s 49 s 
Auxiliary feedwater on (30 s after IS signal) 82 s 92 s 
Pump coastdown starts 300 s after IS signal 356 s 362 s 

Start of the first core level depletion 1830 s 1800 s 
First loop seal clearing in loop 2 1944 s 1874 
Start of the second core uncovery 2180 s 1964 s 
• Ultimate procedure initiation by 2562 s 2453 s  

atmospheric steam dump opening (3 SG) 2567 s 2458 s 
Loop seal reformation in loop 2 2750 s 2510 s  

• P+P = 4.2 MPa : Accumulator injection starts 2962 s 2894 s 
Primary mass inventory is minimum (400 kg) 2970 s (400 kg) 2890 s (465 kg) 

Second loop seal clearing in loop 2 3040 s 3041 s 
Maximum core clad heatup  3053 s (995 K) 3027 s (765 K) 

Loop seal reformation in loop 2 3680 s  3605 s 
• P+P = 1.5 MPa : Accumulator isolation 3831 s 3849 s 

* P+P = 0.91 MPa : LPIS starts 5177 S 5357 s 
* End of the test (RBRS stable operating condition) 8200 s 8566 s 
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Comparison of results from APROS with experimental values can be seen on Figure 4, 
Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9. The results clearly show all the processes 
such as loop seal clearing, core uncover and rise of cladding temperature and other processes 
taking place in the experiment. However there are some minor deviations of APROS model. 
The minimal liquid level and the maximum cladding temperature of core is higher in APROS 
(Figure 5, Figure 6). The temperature rise of core cladding begins earlier and cools down more 
slowly. There is also a difference in steam generator mass inventory in time between 500 s and 
3000 s. This is the consequence of limitation of advance steam generator module, which has a 
displacement of volumes above riser in regard to experiment steam generator.  

 

 

Figure 4: Pressurizer pressure 

 

 

Figure 5: Core liquid level 
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Figure 6: Maximum cladding temperature 

 

 

Figure 7: Integral break flow 

 

 
Figure 8: Steam generator 2 mass 
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Figure 9: Primary mass inventory 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the analysis of international standardized test ISP 27 using APROS process 
simulation software is presented. ISP 27 also known as Bethsy 9.1b was performed on Bethsy 
test facility, which is a scaled down model of a three loop, 900 MWe Framatome PWR. Model 
of Bethsy was built in APROS version 6.05 and was later exported into APROS version 6.06. 
The thermohydraulcal model volume is represented by 293 NO6_NODES (volumes) with 6-
equation model. The test begins with a 2 inch cold leg break, while high pressure safety 
injection system (HPIS) is assumed to be unavailable. This leads to a large core uncovery and 
fuel heat-up, requiring the implementation of an Ultimate Procedure. Despite some differences 
the results are in good agreement with experimental data. The results clearly show all the 
processes such as loop seal clearing, core uncover and rise of cladding temperature and other 
processes taking place in the experiment. 
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ABSTRACT

An open source multi-physics platform for the steady state and transient analysis of nu-
clear reactors is currently being developed at the Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Systems
Behaviour at the EPFL. With regard to the thermal-hydraulics, the application of coarse-mesh
methodologies based on a porous medium approach is envisioned to have a number of advan-
tages. First, it provides substantial benefits in terms of reduction of the computational load of
the simulations compared to standard CFD approaches. Secondly, it provides some 3-D mod-
elling capabilities when compared to 1-D legacy codes. The ultimate goal is the treatment of
both single and multiphase flows with said methodologies, though only single-phase capabili-
ties are currently implemented. Sodium Fast Reactors are selected in this work as an interesting
application of coarse-mesh methodologies due to the significant 3-D effects that are expected to
arise from the high thermal conductivity of the coolant. In particular, the case under investiga-
tion consists in the partial coolant flow blockage in a Sodium Fast Reactor assembly at various
reactor power and flow levels. The system is modeled as a bundle of seven assemblies, namely
a central assembly subject to partial flow blockage and unblocked surrounding assemblies. The
assemblies are separated by an inter-assembly gap. The impact of blockage is assessed for var-
ious reactor power and flow levels based on coolant temperatures, and on the onset of boiling.
The effect of coolant flow in the inter-assembly gap is investigated parametrically as a function
of unblocked assembly coolant flow velocity.

1 INTRODUCTION

Sodium Fast Reactors are characterized by peculiar features such as the large core power
density (exceeding 200 MW m−3) and the high thermal conductivity of the coolant (exceeding
60 W m−1 K−1). This is expected to give rise to substantial 3-D effects which might prove ben-
eficial to core cooling in the event of flow blockage within one of the reactor assemblies. The
objective of this work lies in a preliminary quantification of these beneficial effects through
computational means on a simplified geometry, while contributing to the development of said
means. In fact, approaches based on 1-D legacy thermal-hydraulic codes have limited capabili-
ties to resolve 3-D effects. These premises motivate the need for a 3-D approach in the treatment
of this scenario. In particular, the OpenFOAM®-based thermal-hydraulic solver of the GeN-
Foam multi-physics code [1] is used for this purpose. In Section 2 a theoretical overview of the
coarse-mesh methodology used in GeN-Foam is provided. In Section 3 various computational
aspects are discussed, ranging from model setup to the implementation of new features in GeN-
Foam. In section 4 the investigation methodology and simulation procedures are discussed and
the results presented in Section 5. Concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
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2 COARSE-MESH METHODOLOGY

2.1 Theoretical Aspects

From an engineering and computational perspective, complex structures can be investi-
gated with the use of a coarse mesh by applying a volume averaging over volumes sufficiently
large to include both the fluid and the structure. Sub-scale models are employed to describe the
interaction of the fluid with the structure (i.e. porous medium approach). This provides consid-
erable advantages in terms of the reduction of the computational load of the simulation while at
the same time retaining a 3-D description of the system. After the application of such averaging,
the resulting equations for mass, momentum and energy conservation become [2][3]:

∂(γρ)

∂t
+∇ · (γρu) = 0 (1)

∂(γρu)

∂t
+∇ · (γρu⊗ u) = ∇ · (µt∇u)− γ∇p+ γFg + γFss (2)

∂(γρe)

∂t
+∇ · (γu(ρe+ p)) = ∇ · (γkt∇T ) + γu · Fss + γQ̇ss (3)

In the equations above, u is the fluid velocity, ρ is the fluid density, γ is the medium porosity (i.e.
volume fraction occupied by the fluid over total medium volume), µt is the turbulent viscosity,
p is the fluid pressure, Fg is the volumetric gravity force, Fss is the sub-scale momentum sink,
e is the internal energy per unity mass of the fluid, kt is the turbulent thermal conductivity of
the fluid and Q̇ss is the sub-scale volumetric heat source. These equations strongly resemble
the RANS equations, yet with the presence of new terms arising from the porous modelling. In
fact, Fss is the volumetric drag force exerted by sub-scale structures (i.e. anything that is not
resolved by the coarse mesh, such as fuel pins, etc.), while Q̇ss is the volumetric heat source
due to sub-scale structures. In order to couple and solve equations (1) through (3), these new
terms require appropriate modelling.

2.2 Implementation

In this subsection the key aspects of the coarse-mesh methodology implementation in
GeN-Fam will be presented. For a full discussion, refer to [1].

Porosity Treatment Modelling nuclear systems with a coarse-mesh methodology results in
defining different porosities for different regions of the system. Thus, porosity is discontinuous
at the interface between different regions. Because of continuity, the velocity field u is discon-
tinuous as well at such interfaces. To overcome potential numerical problems that might arise
due to such discontinuities, a continuous Darcy velocity field uD is defined so that:

uD = γu (4)

The solver solves equation (1) through (3) for the Darcy velocity field and then derives the real
velocity field u back through equation (4). It is worthy of notice that the presence of the porosity
in spatial derivatives can still constitute an issue at interfaces. These can be solved using special
techniques (e.g. baffles). As no region interfaces are modelled in this work, refer to [1] for a
complete discussion.
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Sub-Scale Momentum Sink Modelling As previously mentioned, the sub-scale momentum
sink and heat source terms need appropriate modelling. In GeN-Foam, the momentum sink Fss

is computed as:

Fss = κ(u, Re) · u (5)

where κ is a drag tensor which depends on the velocity field. For a proper choice of the ref-
erence frame, the drag tensor can usually be diagonalized and its components computed via
adequate correlations involving the Reynolds number [4]. For this reason, GeN-Foam offers the
option to specify a different reference frame for each region of the model1. The implemented
correlation coefficients are user selectable, and different coefficient sets can be selected for the
laminar and turbulent flow regimes.

Sub-Scale Heat Source and Fuel Treatment While fuel pins are not geometrically resolved
in the model, they are modelled separately and coupled to it through the volumetric heat source
term Q̇ss in equation (3). For the case of fuel, is computed as:

Q̇ss = AV,och(Toc − T ) (6)

with AV,oc being the total volumetric surface area of the fuel pins which interfaces with the
fluid, h the heat transfer coefficient between the fuel pin and the fluid, Toc the outer cladding
temperature. The volumetric surface area of the fuel pins depends on the assembly geometry
and has to be manually specified while the heat transfer coefficient h is computed via a velocity-
weighted average of direction-dependent heat transfer coefficients hi obtained as:

hi =
Nuikt
Dh

(7)

with Dh being the hydraulic diameter of the assembly and Nui the Nusselt number for the i-th
direction. The former is user specified while the latter is computed via correlations with user
selectable coefficients. Different sets of coefficients can be specified for laminar and turbulent
flow regimes. The cladding and fuel temperatures are obtained by a coupled axial-symmetric 1-
D radial thermal conduction solver. A volumetric power field in the fuel can be either specified
by the user or computed by the coupled neutronic solver (not used in the present work, refer to
[1] for a further discussion).

Turbulence Modelling In structures treated as porous media, the pressure drops and heat
transfer are usually dominated by the interaction with the sub-scale structure. For this rea-
son an accurate modelling of the turbulence phenomena proves inessential within such media.
Nonetheless, the prediction of the k and ε at the outlet of a porous medium and inlet of a clear
fluid region is important. This motivates the current implementation of the k − ε model in
coarse-mesh regions, which instead of solving the k − ε equations, forces k and ε to converge
to equilibrium values at a user selected convergence rate λ.

Concluding Remarks on the Solver Equations (4) through (6) are coupled and solved through
the PISO-SIMPLE (known as PIMPLE) algorithm [5][6].

1Once Fss is calculated in the local reference frame, it is rotated back in the global reference frame before
employing it in equation (2).
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3 COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

3.1 Model Geometry and Mesh

In order to resolve the effects that could arise from the presence of surrounding unblocked
assemblies, the model includes a total of seven assemblies: a central assembly and its six neigh-
bours. Axially, only the fuel region of each assembly is modelled, since it is the dominant heat
source within an assembly. Inter-assembly gaps are modelled in order to assess the impact of
sodium flow in this region. The geometric parameters of the model are those of the European
Sodium Fast Reactor (ESFR) [7]. A coarse-mesh modelling of the system results in the fol-
lowing choices. The assemblies are modelled to represent the inner wrapper flat-to-flat region
(i.e. the assembly volume excluding the wrapper), while the wrapper itself is included in the
gap. Both regions are thus treated as porous media. A uniform mesh of 25 cells is chosen
axially while the cross sections of the assemblies and gap sides are meshed with 24 and 4 cells
respectively. The meshed geometry is reported in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Cross sections of the model geometry: perpendicular to the Y axis (left) and perpen-
dicular to the Z axis (i.e. flow direction, right).

3.2 Development of Boundary Conditions for the Assembly Wrapper

In order to model the heat transfer between the assemblies and the inter-assembly gap
across the assembly wrapper, a new boundary condition is needed. In fact, the choice of a coarse
mesh leads to the inability to directly resolve wall effects, which need to be treated with corre-
lations. The developed boundary condition is a modified version of the standard OpenFOAM®
thermalBaffle1D boundary condition, which simulates 1-D heat conduction across a thin
baffle with specified thickness and thermal conductivity. In particular, the modifications consist
in defining a custom heat transfer coefficient for each of the two sides of the wrapper, computed
as in equation (7). In particular, the chosen correlation for the computation of the Nusselt num-
ber is that obtained by Skupinski et al. [8]. The same correlation is employed to treat the heat
transfer between the fuel pins and coolant.

3.3 Approximations and Solver Setup

The sodium flow is treated as an incompressible flow with constant density. Thus, any
buoyancy-related effects which might not be negligible at high blockage levels are not inves-
tigated in the present work. Furthermore, since both the density and cross sectional areas are
constant across the geometry, the continuity equation translates into a constant velocity field.
For this reason, only the energy equation is solved over a fixed velocity field and fixed volumet-
ric fuel power field. The volumetric fuel power profile is uniform radially within the assembly
and cosine-shaped axially. For the actual values used for the various correlations mentioned so
far and other system variables, refer to [1].
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4 INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY

Each simulated case is identified through four parameters, namely: 1) p : reactor power
expressed as a fraction of reference full reactor power P ; 2) f : total sodium flow through the
core expressed as a fraction of the reference sodium flow at full power F ; 3) fB : sodium ve-
locity in the central assembly expressed as a fraction of the sodium velocity in the surrounding
unblocked assemblies u = |uub|; 4) fG : sodium velocity in the inter-assembly gap expressed
as a fraction of the sodium velocity in the surrounding unblocked assemblies u = |uub|. A
parametric approach with respect to this quantity is justified by the lack of data regarding inter-
assembly gap velocity magnitudes. In particular, for each choice of f , fB, the unblocked as-
sembly velocity u = |uub| is constrained by continuity so that:

fF = u(NA − 1)SA + fBuSA (8)

where NA is the total number of assemblies in the core and SA is the cross sectional area of a
single assembly. In this way, the flow in the inter-assembly gap is neglected in the total flow
balance. This is done so to characterize and isolate the effects of the inter-assembly gap flow
on the central assembly. For each set of parameters p, f and fG defining a case, a steady state
simulation is performed first with no blockage (i.e. fB = 1). If the simulation does not reach
steady state (i.e. if the combination of the chosen reactor power level and flow level results
in sodium boiling), the case is discarded. Then, for each case that reaches steady state a new
case with a central velocity fraction fB < 1 is run until either a new steady state or boiling are
reached. The sodium outlet bulk temperature Tb of the central assembly is computed if boiling
is not reached. Otherwise, the time-to-boil tb is obtained via interpolation. Furthermore, the
obtained results are compared against cases in which wrappers are treated adiabatically. This
is done in order to thoroughly characterize the effects of the inter-assembly gap flow, and the
impact that neglecting such flow might have.

5 RESULTS

To clarify the investigated processes, a cutaway of the temperature distribution at steady
state of a case with reactor power fraction p = 0.05, flow fraction f = 0.05, central assembly
sodium velocity fraction fB = 1.00, inter-assembly gap sodium velocity fraction fG = 1.00 is
reported below in Figure 2 as an example.

Figure 2: Temperature distribution within a cutaway of the assemblies at steady state for the
case p = 0.05, f = 0.05, fB = 1.00, fG = 1.00. The flow is in the positive direction of the Z
axis. The geometry is cut along the X-Z plane, passing through the centerline of the geometry.
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The direction of the flow is in the positive direction of the Z axis. Within each assembly,
a radial temperature gradient arises because of the heat transfer between the assembly and the
inter-assembly gap through the assembly wrapper. For the same reason, the inter-assembly gap
exhibits an axial temperature gradient, yet it is considerably smaller in magnitude when com-
pared to the assemblies. Since fB = 1.00, the flow in the central assembly is unobstructed, and
no differences in its temperature distribution can be observed with respect to the surrounding
assemblies.

Next, results regarding the characterization of the effects of the inter-assembly gap sodium
flow are presented and discussed for the most relevant investigated cases.

5.1 Full-power, Full-flow Case

A full-power full-flow case (i.e. p = 1.00, f = 1.00) is investigated first. The results
for the central assembly bulk temperature Tbulk and the time-to-boil tboil for different values of
the central assembly velocity fraction fB and the inter-assembly gap velocity fraction fG are
reported in the left and center plots in Figure 3 respectively. It is found that boiling is reached
for fB < 0.35. The time-to-boil tboil spans from 1.17 s at fB = 0 to 17.06 s at fB = 0.30.
No appreciable dependence of either Tbulk or tboil on fG can be observed from the specified
plots. Thus, to properly assess the effect of the inter-assembly gap flow, a comparison against
a case with fully adiabatic wrappers is performed. The difference between the Tbulk obtained
by the adiabatic case and the Tbulk obtained by the non-adiabatic case (referred to as ∆Tbulk)
is reported in the right plot in Figure 3. From a physical perspective, the shape of ∆Tbulk is

Figure 3: Assembly outlet bulk temperature Tbulk (left), time-to-boil tboil (center) and differ-
ence between adiabatic and non-adiabatic bulk temperature ∆Tbulk (right) for different inter-
assembly gap velocity fractions fG and blocked assembly velocity fractions fB at reference
power p = 1.00 and flow level f = 1.00. Please note that the fG, fB axes differ in scaling and
orientation between the plots in order to optimize the viewing angle.

justified. By considering a constant central assembly velocity fraction fB, an increase in the
inter-assembly gap velocity fraction fG results in a higher heat transfer coefficient between
assembly and inter-assembly gap. Thus, the Tbulk of the non-adiabatic case decreases with
respect to the adiabatic case, in which the dependence on fG is null by definition. Similarly,
for a constant fG, a reduction in fB results in an increase of Tbulk in both cases. However, in
the adiabatic case Tbulk increases more that in the non-adiabatic case because of the lack of a
further heat transfer channel, namely the inter-assembly gap. Interestingly enough, at fG = 0
(i.e. stagnant sodium in the inter-assembly gap), ∆Tbulk is numerically within a null value. This
means that the combined thermal resistance of the assembly wrapper and the stagnant sodium in
the inter-assembly gap is comparable to an adiabatic wrapper at the considered power and flow
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levels. As a further remark, it is reported that the difference in the time-to-boil tboil between
the non-adiabatic and the adiabatic case (not reported in Figure 3) is below the tolerance of
1× 10−2 s for all values of fB, fG. This could indicate that the heating process takes place
so rapidly that it can be approximated as an adiabatic one. To test this hypothesis, a case at a
considerably lower reactor power level is investigated next.

5.2 Low-power, Low-flow Case

Low-power (e.g. residual power after shutdown), low-flow (e.g., natural circulation) levels
of p = 0, 05, f = 0.05 are assumed. The results for Tbulk and tboil for different values of fB
and fG are reported in the left and center plots in Figure 4 respectively. It can be observed
that the dependence of Tbulk, tboil on fG in this case is considerably larger than what is seen for
the full-power, full-flow scenario, especially at low values of fB. In particular, it is seen that
for 0.275 < fB < 0.352, boiling can be avoided entirely depending on the value of fG. The
right plot in Figure 4 reports the difference in tboil, denoted with ∆tboil, between an adiabatic
case and the non-adiabatic case. Recall that it is hypothesized that in the full-power, full-flow
case, the inter-assembly gap flow has no appreciable influence on tboil because of the rapidity
of the boiling process, thus treatable adiabatically. To test this, compare the center plot (tboil)
and right plot (∆tboil) in Figure 4 (attention must be paid to the different orientation of the
axes). It can be observed that ∆tboil is substantially reduced (i.e. boiling in the non-adiabatic
case is substantially delayed with respect to the adiabatic case) for those values of fB, fG for
which tboil ' 100 s. In particular, at fB = 0.30, for fG ≥ 50 boiling is avoided entirely in the
non-adiabatic case with respect to the adiabatic case. Thus, the slower the boiling process, the
more of an effect the inter-assembly gap flow will have. This fact supports the hypothesis and
highlights the importance of modelling inter-assembly heat transfer at low power levels.

Figure 4: Assembly outlet bulk temperature Tbulk (left), time-to-boil tboil (center) and difference
between adiabatic and non-adiabatic time-to-boil ∆tboil (right) for different inter-assembly gap
velocity fractions fG and blocked assembly velocity fractions fB at p = 0.05, f = 0.05. Please
note that the fG, fB axes differ in scaling and orientation between the plots in order to optimize
the viewing angle.

6 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The coarse-mesh-based thermal-hydraulic solver of the OpenFOAM®-based GeN-Foam
code was further developed and applied to an engineering case of interest regarding coolant
flow blockage in an ESFR assembly. This work provided a first-estimate of the inter-assembly

2Calculations with a finer interval spacing for fB are needed to properly establish these boundaries.
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gap effects on assembly cooling. In particular, it was found that at full reactor power the inter-
assembly gap flow does not affect the time-to-boil appreciably, independently of its magnitude.
Nonetheless, at full-power, bulk temperatures for various blockage levels can be overestimated
up to 10 K if inter-assembly heat transfer is neglected. At low reactor power, the inter-assembly
flow proves considerably more relevant as the onset of boiling can be substantially delayed or
completely avoided in a reasonable range of blockage levels, depending on the inter-assembly
flow magnitude. This analysis yielded results that, albeit preliminary, encourage the further de-
velopment of such work. In particular, on the solver side, the implementation of a temperature-
dependent density treatment is envisioned in the short term, while a proper treatment of two-
phase sodium boiling is planned in the long term. On the applicational side, an investigation of
the inter-assembly gap effects at intermediate power and flow levels will be performed in the
short term, while full-core simulations are envisioned in the long term.
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ABSTRACT 

Conjugate heat transfer represents the actual thermal coupling between a fluid and a solid 

part. It is of prime importance in nuclear industrial applications where fluctuating thermal 

stresses are a concern, e.g. in case of a severe emergency cooling (Pressurized Thermal Shock) 

or long-term ageing of materials such as thermal striping occurring in T-junctions. For such 

complex applications, numerical investigations often rely on Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes 

(RANS) or wall-modelled Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approaches. RANS models for 

conjugate heat transfer are relatively recent (2010). Using Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), 

the authors and coworkers have recently established that the dissipation rate associated with the 

halved temperature variance is discontinuous at the fluid-solid interface in case of conjugate 

heat transfer (2017). Actually, there is currently no coupled RANS model for conjugate heat 

transfer taking this discontinuity into account. As a result, from an industrial perspective, LES 

remains the best option for thermal fatigue prediction but needs refinement at the wall, which 

makes it very expensive if not unaffordable, at high Reynolds numbers. In this paper, we will 

assess the ability of wall-resolved LES to estimate this discontinuity of εθ on turbulent channel 

flows (𝑅𝑒 = 7060, 𝑃𝑟 = 0.71) using Code_Saturne, EDF in-house and open-source CFD 

software. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Conjugate heat transfer describes the thermal coupling between a fluid and a solid. It is a 

major topic in some industrial applications where fluctuating thermal stresses are a concern. As 

far as the nuclear industry is concerned, relevant applications include severe emergency cooling 

(Pressurized Thermal Shock) or long-term ageing of materials (T junctions). For those 

applications, characterized by high Reynolds number, investigations often rely on experiments, 

high Reynolds RANS or wall-modelled LES. However, experimental data on conjugate heat 

transfer are scarce as walls in lab rigs are often made of Plexiglas and the transported scalar 

studied is often a dye. The development of RANS models for conjugate heat transfer is 

relatively recent (Craft et al., [1]). 

In [2-3], the authors have established that in case of conjugate heat-transfer, the 

dissipation rate (εθ) associated with the halved variance of the temperature (θ’2/2) is 

mailto:cedric.flageul@ijs.si
mailto:iztok.tiselj@ijs.si
mailto:sofiane.benhamadouche@edf.fr
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discontinuous at the fluid-solid interface; thus, challenging the ability of (U)RANS models to 

investigate configurations with conjugate heat-transfer. From an industrial perspective, LES 

remains the best option for thermal fatigue prediction but needs refinement at the wall, which 

makes it very expensive if not unaffordable, at high Reynolds numbers. 

Experimental data on conjugate heat transfer are scarce, expensive and difficult to carry 

out in order to obtain fine quantities such as εθ. This makes DNS and wall-resolved LES the 

only solutions to obtain such data. In this paper, in order to deal with higher Reynolds numbers 

than in DNS, we will assess the ability of wall-resolved LES to estimate this discontinuity of εθ 

on channel flows using Code_Saturne, EDF in-house and open-source CFD software. This is a 

step forward towards a rich validation database for future RANS models adapted to conjugate 

heat transfer. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. In the second section, governing equations are 

presented alongside with their numerical discretization. In the third section, the cases simulated 

are fully described. In the fourth section, the results are presented. In the fifth section, they are 

further discussed alongside with their consequences for RANS and LES modeling. 

2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND DISCRETIZATION 

The equations presented hereafter assume that the fluid is Newtonian with constant 

physical properties and that the flow is incompressible. They also assume that the thermal 

properties in the solid domain are constant, although they may differ from the fluid ones. 

Naturally, the discontinuity of εθ at the fluid-solid interface holds for compressible flows or 

when physical properties are variable. 

2.1 Governing equations 

The continuity equation reads: 

𝜕𝑘𝑈𝑘 = 0 (1) 

The momentum equation for direction 𝑖 reads: 

𝜕𝑡𝑈𝑖 = −𝑈𝑗𝜕𝑗(𝑈𝑖) − 𝜕𝑖𝑝 + 𝜕𝑗[(𝜈 + 𝜈𝑡)𝑆𝑖𝑗] + 𝑓𝑖  with  2𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝜕𝑗𝑈𝑖 + 𝜕𝑖𝑈𝑗 (2) 

The source term 𝑓𝑖 is a constant pressure gradient and is active only in the streamwise 

direction. When using the WALE model, the subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulent viscosity 𝜈𝑡 is 

defined by: 

𝜈𝑡 = 4√2(𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙)
2/3(𝐶𝑤)

2
(𝑆𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗
𝑑)

3/2

(𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗)
5/2

+(𝑆𝑖𝑗
𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑗

𝑑)
5/4  with  𝐶𝑤 = 0.25 (3) 

In equation (3), 𝑆𝑖𝑗
𝑑  is the traceless symmetric part of the square of the velocity gradient 

tensor, as defined by Nicoud and Ducros, [4]. In case of conjugate heat transfer, the energy 

equation reads: 

𝜕𝑡𝑇𝑓 = −𝑈𝑗𝜕𝑗(𝑇𝑓) + 𝜕𝑗 [(𝛼𝑓 +
𝜈𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑡
) 𝜕𝑗(𝑇𝑓)] + 𝑓𝑇  in the fluid domain  𝛺𝑓. (4) 

𝜕𝑡𝑇𝑠 = 𝜕𝑗[𝛼𝑠𝜕𝑗(𝑇𝑠)]  in the solid domain  𝛺𝑠. (5) 

𝑇𝑓 = 𝑇𝑠  and  𝜆𝑓𝜕𝑛𝑇𝑓 = 𝜆𝑠𝜕𝑛𝑇𝑠  at the fluid-solid interface  𝜕𝛺𝑓 ∩ 𝜕𝛺𝑠. (6) 

In equation (4), the turbulent Prandtl number 𝑃𝑟𝑡, is set to 0.5 (Grötzbach [5]) and the 

source term 𝑓𝑇 is as defined by Kasagi et al., [6]. In equation (6), 𝜕𝑛 is the derivative along the 
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vector normal to the fluid-solid interface. This equation is a direct transcription of the continuity 

of the temperature and heat-flux across the interface. 

Following Tiselj and Cizelj, [7], 2 independent dimensionless numbers describe this 

fluid-solid thermal coupling: 

𝐺 =
𝛼𝑓

𝛼𝑠
  and  𝐾 =

𝜆𝑓

𝜆𝑠√𝐺
 (7) 

In equation (7), 𝐺 is the fluid-to-solid thermal diffusivity ratio and 𝐾 is the thermal 

activity ratio, which is also the fluid-to-solid thermal effusivity ratio. The thermal properties 

ratios (alongside with the Reynolds and Prandtl number) used in our simulations are further 

described in section 3. 

Following Flageul et al., [2-3], in case of conjugate heat transfer, εθ is discontinuous at 

the fluid-solid interface and satisfies: 

εθ,s

εθ,f
=

𝜕𝑛𝑇𝑓
′𝜕𝑛𝑇𝑓

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑓
′𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑓

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝐾2 + (1 −
𝜕𝑛𝑇𝑓

′𝜕𝑛𝑇𝑓
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑓
′𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑓

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )
1

𝐺
  at the fluid-solid interface  𝜕𝛺𝑓 ∩ 𝜕𝛺𝑠. (8) 

As equation (8) is a convex combination, the ratio of the solid-to-fluid dissipation rates 

at the fluid-solid interface is bounded by 𝐾2 and 1 𝐺⁄ . Equation (8) holds as long as the vector 

normal to the fluid-solid interface is well-defined, which means any flat or curved interface. It 

becomes ill-defined only at edges or corners. 

In [2-3], equation (8) was derived in the absence of SGS model (𝜈𝑡 = 0) using dissipation 

rates defined by: 

εθ,f = 𝛼𝑓𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑓
′𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑓

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  and  εθ,s = 𝛼𝑠𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑠′𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑠′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (9) 

In this paper, we will examine the validity of equation (8) for wall-resolved LES of the 

turbulent channel flow using the WALE model, a constant turbulent Prandtl number of 0.5 and 

dissipation rates defined by: 

εθ,f = (𝛼𝑓 +
𝜈𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑡
) 𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑓

′𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑓
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
  and  εθ,s = 𝛼𝑠𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑠′𝜕𝑖𝑇𝑠′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (10) 

ε, the dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy is similarly defined by: 

ε = (𝜈 + 𝜈𝑡)𝜕𝑖𝑢𝑗′𝜕𝑖𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (11) 

2.2 Discretization 

Our LES are performed with the open source solver Code_Saturne (www.code-

saturne.org), an unstructured collocated finite volume solver for incompressible flows. It uses 

a SIMPLEC algorithm for pressure-velocity coupling, which requires Rhie and Chow 

interpolation to avoid odd-even oscillations. Since version 5.0, Code_Saturne can be used 

stand-alone to perform conjugate heat-transfer with simultaneous solving of the fluid and solid 

temperature. 

As our meshes are made of orthogonal hexahedra, no gradient reconstruction sweeps are 

needed. In addition, the existing slope-test by default is deactivated for the scalars. As a result, 

for the velocity and the temperature, a fully centered scheme is used, combined with a Crank-

Nicolson time scheme. The convective term is linearized and the transporting velocity uses an 

Adams-Bashforth time scheme. Further details about Code_Saturne can be found in 

Archambeau et al., [8]. 

file:///D:/Users/Flageul/Documents/Rapports/2017_08_03_nene2017/full%20paper/www.code-saturne.org
file:///D:/Users/Flageul/Documents/Rapports/2017_08_03_nene2017/full%20paper/www.code-saturne.org
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3 CASE SETUP 

In the present study, x, y and z stand for the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise 

directions, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the directions x and z. For all 

the configurations, the extension of the solid domain in the directions x and z is identical to the 

fluid one. Cases studied correspond to a Reynolds number of 7060 based on the bulk velocity 

(395 based on the friction velocity) but the thickness of the solid part differs. 

All the DNS and LES are performed with a Prandtl number (𝑃𝑟 = 𝜈 𝛼𝑓⁄ ) of 0.71. The 

Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒) based on the bulk velocity is defined with the kinematic viscosity 𝜈, the 

channel half-height and the averaged bulk velocity, the two latter equaling unity in the present 

study. For cases with conjugate heat transfer, an imposed heat flux is always used at the outer 

wall. For each case, 2 LES are performed: one without SGS model (𝜈𝑡 = 0) and one with the 

WALE model combined with a constant turbulent Prandtl number (𝑃𝑟𝑡) of 0.5. Table 1 

summarizes the simulation parameters. 

Table 1: Simulation parameters 

 Present DNS 

Fluid domain extension [6.283, 2, 3.142] [6.283, 2, 3.142] 

Solid thickness 1 (0.375) 1 

Grid [81, 106, 81] [256, 257, 256] 

Δy
+ [1, 15] [0.03, 4.8] 

[Δx
+, Δz

+] [30, 15] [9.6, 4.8] 

Time step in wall-units 0.22 0.016 

Duration in wall-units 220'000 (132’000) 9’500 

For the first case (case 1), we have performed a DNS with the pseudo-spectral code 

previously used by Tiselj and Cizelj, [7]. Case 1 and the DNS contain only 3 scalars. The first 

satisfies an imposed temperature at the fluid-wall (isoT), the second an imposed heat flux at the 

fluid-wall (isoQ) and the third fluid-solid coupling with the same thermal properties in the fluid 

and in the solid. 

For the second case (case 2), the solid domain is thinner (values between brackets in table 

1), thus allowing us to reduce the duration of our simulation. In wall-units, the solid domain 

remains thick enough so that there is no impact of the boundary condition used at the outer wall 

on the statistics at the fluid-solid interface. As the duration of the simulation is reduced, we can 

transport more scalars while keeping the computational cost of the simulations within 

reasonable bounds. 

For case 2, 51 scalars are transported. One satisfies an imposed temperature at the fluid-

wall (isoT), the second an imposed heat flux at the fluid-wall (isoQ) and the 49 others fluid-

solid coupling. 7 values for the thermal diffusivity ratio and the thermal activity ratio are 

examined. For both parameters 𝐾 and 𝐺, the same range was examined, spanning 2 decades 

and centered around unity: [0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10]. 

4 RESULTS 

4.1 Case 1 

The averaged velocity and dissipation rate ε in Figure 1 show a relatively good agreement 

with DNS. The agreement is only qualitative for the Reynolds stresses, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1. Left: averaged velocity. Right: ε. Black solid line: DNS. Red dashed line: No 

SGS. Blue dotted line: WALE. 

 
Figure 2. Reynolds stresses. Black solid line: DNS. Red dashed line: No SGS. Blue 

dotted line: WALE. 

Hereafter, the fluid (solid) domain is located at y+>0 (y+<0). In figure 3, the temperature 

variance shows a qualitative agreement with the DNS. Our LES compare favorably with the 

DNS in the solid domain and at the fluid-solid interface. For the dissipation rates εθ plotted 

Figure 4, our LES results show reasonable agreement with the DNS data, especially at the fluid-

solid interface where the WALE model outperforms the simulation without SGS model. For 

the relative wall-normal contribution in εθ, Figure 5 suggests that our LES overestimate it at the 

fluid-solid interface for conjugate cases. 
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Figure 3. Left and right: temperature variance. Black: DNS. Red: No SGS. Blue: 

WALE. Dashed lines: isoT. Dotted lines: isoQ. Solid lines: G=1, K=1. 

 

Figure 4. Left and right: εθ. Black: DNS. Red: No SGS. Blue: WALE. Dashed lines: 

isoT. Dotted lines: isoQ. Solid lines: G=1, K=1. 

 

Figure 5. Left and right: wall-normal contribution in εθ,f. Black: DNS. Red: No SGS. 

Blue: WALE. Dashed lines: isoT. Dotted lines: isoQ. Solid lines: G=1, K=1. 

4.2 Case 2 

Due to the very large number of scalars transported, only partial results supporting the 

main conclusions are presented here. Figure 6 shows that in the fluid domain, the variance of 

the temperature depends mostly on the thermal activity ratio K. It is similar for the dissipation 

rate, which has a more complex behavior in the solid domain (Figure 7). 
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Figure 6. Left and right: temperature variance. Left: G=0.2. Right: K=0.2. Black: DNS. 

Red: No SGS. Blue: WALE. Dashed lines: isoT. Dotted lines: isoQ. Solid lines: Conjugate 

cases. 

 
Figure 7. εθ. Left: G=0.2. Right: K=0.2. Black: DNS. Red: No SGS. Blue: WALE. 

Dashed lines: isoT. Dotted lines: isoQ. Solid lines: Conjugate cases. 

5 DISCUSSION 

Qualitatively, the results show that our wall-resolved LES can quantify the discontinuity 

of εθ at the fluid-solid interface. Using equations (8) and (10), the error in our statistics can be 

evaluated. However, our statistics are defined at the cell center. As a result, we have no direct 

access to the quantities present in equation (8) as the fluid-solid interface is located at faces of 

cells. Fortunately, our LES are wall-resolved, so those quantities can be reconstructed with a 

relatively small error (first order in space) using Taylor expansion. 

For most of the scalars considered here, the combination of the statistical error and the 

reconstruction approximation is limited to a few percent, or less. However, cases with a high K 

and a high G give rise to higher errors. High values of G are associated with large time scales 

for the temperature fluctuations in the solid domain. Therefore, the present results at high G 

and K may be biased by statistical convergence and need deeper analysis. 

At the fluid-solid interface, θ’2 is less than 10% of the isoQ value for all the conjugate 

cases with K≤0.2, and for the cases with K=0.5 and G≤0.2. From this perspective, the present 

conjugate cases quickly converge towards the isoT case for thermal activity ratios below unity. 

The maximal value of θ’2 is around 84% of the isoQ one and is obtained with K=10 and G=10. 

One may conclude that the thermal properties ratios studied here are not far enough from unity 

to reach the isoQ case. However, as already stated, the present results at high G and K may be 

biased by statistical convergence and need deeper analysis. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

The results presented here show that wall-resolved LES can be used to quantify the 

discontinuity of εθ at the fluid-solid interface in case of conjugate heat transfer. The combination 

of the WALE SGS model and a constant turbulent Prandtl number of 0.5 showed good 

agreement with available DNS results. Using equations (8) and (10), combined with Taylor 

expansion, we also propose an indicator allowing one to evaluate the error at the fluid-solid 

interface. This indicator is useful as it is stand-alone and derived solely from the continuity of 

temperature and heat flux at the fluid-solid interface. 

From the perspective of a rich validation database for future (U)RANS models for 

conjugate heat transfer adapted to the discontinuity of εθ, this is encouraging as more complex 

configurations, closer to industrial applications, can be investigated on the basis of the present 

work, which uses a relatively simple SGS model. The proposed error indicator will give an 

objective criterion to assess the accuracy of the statistics in the aforementioned future database. 

However, much more work remains necessary to confidently assess industrial challenges. 

Aside from more complex geometries, an interesting perspective is the extension towards active 

scalar cases for which the fluid-solid coupling can potentially change the whole flow and heat 

transfer. This will require a careful examination to make sure the present SGS model handles 

correctly variable fluid properties, such as the ones encountered in supercritical applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the capability of Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes 

(URANS) approach for prediction of mean and instantaneous flow characteristics of turbulent 

impinging jets at Reynolds number of 20000. The numerical simulations are conducted with 

the open-source CFD code OpenFOAM using the two-equation Shear Stress Transport (SST) 

turbulence model. The URANS simulations are validated against well-resolved LES results. A 

relatively good agreement for first and second order flow statistics and turbulence budgets can 

be observed, while the transient behaviour shows that URANS is unable to predict unsteady 

flow phenomena that characterizes turbulent impinging jets.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Turbulent impinging jets are characterized by one of the highest heat transfer rates among 

conventional forced convection flows. As such, the method has many practical applications and 

is also proposed for cooling of Helium cooled divertor of future fusion demonstration reactor 

DEMO [1]. Enhanced heat transfer is attributed to intensive flow dynamics near the 

impingement surface that constantly disturb the growth of the thermal boundary layer [2]. Shear 

driven interactions due to high velocity gradients at jets’ edges play decisive role in the unsteady 

flow behaviour of turbulent impinging jets. The exponential growth of initially small 

disturbances at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers leads into the roll-up of the shear layer that 

eventually results in formation of three-dimensional flow structures. These large-scale 

structures travel downstream, interact with each other and impinge the target wall. In systems 

with multiple jets, additional interactions between adjacent wall jets and effects due to self-

induced cross flow by spent flow of internal jets additionally disturb already vivid flow 

dynamics.  

Though the main features of the jet impingement flow can be reproduced by the time-

averaged models, transient phenomena play a decisive role at the near wall flow dynamics and 

heat transfer characteristics. Both have been rather accurately simulated in our previous studies 

using the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) [3]. LES analysis elucidated the importance of large-

scale flow structures in the near wall flow dynamics of multiple impinging jets, and, among 

others successfully predicted the key flow phenomena of multiple turbulent impinging jets [4], 
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like increased production of wall-normal stresses in the stagnation region, negative production 

of turbulence closer to the wall and the high production of shear stresses in the shear layer. But 

this approach requires high amount of computational resources that are hardly affordable. The 

need for less expensive but still transient simulation methods is therefore obvious. One of the 

most commonly used methods for simulations of turbulent flows (including impinging jets) is 

the so-called URANS approach where Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) 

equations are solved together with the turbulence closure model. Another, very promising 

method is the so-called Detached Eddy Simulation (DES), the hybrid approach that combines 

conventional steady-state RANS approach with the LES methodology [5].  

In this work, the ability of URANS approach for simulation of the selected test case with 

13 turbulent jets in hexagonal configuration is presented and discussed. Simulation results, 

obtained with the open-source code OpenFOAM using the two-equation Shear Stress Transport 

(SST) turbulence model [6] are validated against the well-resolved LES benchmark. The 

validation study includes the grid refinement analysis and the study of inlet boundary 

conditions, both assessed in the a-priori steady-state RANS analysis. The finest grid was 

afterwards used for the URANS transient simulation. Discussion of the URANS results includes 

both, mean and instantaneous flow characteristics.  

2 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL MODEL 

2.1 Governing Equations 

The flow of impinging jets is considered to be three-dimensional and incompressible. 

Governing equations of fluid motion consist of continuity and momentum equation. Reynolds-

averaged form of continuity equation reads as  

 
𝜕�̃�𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= 0, (1) 

where �̃�𝑖 is the averaged i-th velocity component and 𝑥𝑖 is the i-th spatial coordinate.   

Symbol tilde “~” denotes a Reynolds-averaged quantity obtained by time averaging over the 

selected time period. Reynolds-averaged momentum equation reads as   

 
𝜕�̃�𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕(�̃�𝑖�̃�𝑗)
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𝜕𝑥𝑖
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𝜕
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𝜈 (
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𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕�̃�𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
) −

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗̃ , (2) 

where 𝑡 is the time and 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity. The first term in momentum equations 

represents the time derivative that makes URANS approach different from the conventional 

steady-state RANS equations. Time-averaging at URANS is applied on the individual time step. 

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) represents the turbulence effects on the mean 

flow variables that are modelled by the two-equation eddy viscosity type SST turbulence model 

[6]. 

Governing equations are numerically solved by the Finite Volume (FV) method on 

collocated grid, using an open-source CFD code OpenFOAM. The steady-state RANS solution 

has been obtained by using the SIMPLE algorithm [7]. Preliminary numerical validation, 

considering the numerical schemes and the selection of numerical mesh was performed on the 

RANS simulation. Due to numerical stability issues, pure second-order schemes for convective 

terms were avoided, instead the stable RANS solution was obtained using the so-called 

“limiter" option, by which, a certain amount of first-order accurate differencing (i.e. numerical 
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dissipation) is added to second-order scheme - depending on the steepness of the gradients in 

numerical solution. For details see [8], and references therein.  

The URANS transient solution was obtained using the PIMPLE algorithm [7], where the 

Crank-Nicolson temporal discretization with an off-centering coefficient 0.9 was applied due 

to the stabilisation issues. Other discretization schemes and solver settings were kept similar to 

RANS case. The PIMPLE algorithm used adaptive time step, based on the Courant-Friedrichs-

Lewy (CFL) number kept around 5 to faster obtain sufficiently long statistics.  

2.2 Numerical Model 

The computational domain is presented in Figure 1. The fluid enters the domain through 

the nozzle plate (inlet) and leaves the domain through four vertical boundary planes (outlet). 

The nozzle diameter is equal to 0.013 m, with the pitch-to-pitch distance 𝑠/𝐷 equal to two, and 

the nozzle-to-plate distance equal to four nozzle diameters. Detailed description of the 

simulation case (including LES setup) can be found in [2]-[4]. Origin of the coordinate system 

is located at the geometric center of the target plate, with the y-axis pointing towards the nozzle 

plate. As such, the U and W denote the wall-parallel velocity components (in x; z directions), 

while V denotes the axial velocity (in y direction). Numerical results are presented in 

characteristic plane P-1 which intersects the axes of the central jet and one of its closest 

neighbour, the so-called neighbour jet.  

Flat velocity profile is prescribed at the domain inlet while zero gradient boundary 

condition is used at the outlet. Both, the nozzle plate and the target surface are modelled as no-

slip walls. The Neumann boundary condition for pressure is used at all boundaries where the 

velocity is prescribed, and the pressure at the outlet is set to zero.  

 
Figure 1: Computational domain  

3 VALIDATION TESTS – RANS STUDY 

The validation of steady-state RANS simulations is performed on the time-averaged results 

from our previous well-resolved LES benchmark case [3]. 

3.1 Grid Refinement Study 

Grid refinement study involved five different numerical grids, with total number of cells 

ranging from 765297 to 7692216. Fully structured hexa grids were built in ANSYS ICEM CFD 

meshing tool [9]. After associating to the model geometry, the initial blocking was further 

subdivided and manipulated (see Figure 2-left). The so-called “O-grid” meshing was applied to 

all blocks corresponding to jet locations (see Figure 2-right). Grid spacing in both wall-parallel 

(x and z) directions is kept relatively uniform in the central region of the computational domain, 
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while grid refinement in vertical direction towards both plates is applied, aiming to achieve a 

desired grid resolution especially near the target plate. The grid topology is kept similar for all 

tested grids - only the number of grid nodes in particular direction and/or the size of the first 

near-wall cells next to the target plate were varied. The information on tested numerical grids 

is summarized in Table 1. 

    
Figure 2: Top-side view of the mesh segment (left). Close-up view of the grid topology in the 

jet (right). 

 

Table 1: Grid summary 

 # cells 

(total) 

# cells 

(across jet) 

# nodes  

(vertical) 

First node 

distance 

from target 

wall [m] 

Y+
max 

(dimension-

less wall 

distance) 

Use of wall 

functions 

G1 765297 23 40 1𝑒 − 03 118 Yes 

G2 765297 23 40 1𝑒 − 04 8.3 Yes 

G3 765297 23 40 1𝑒 − 05 1.25 No 

G4 1667484 23 80 5𝑒 − 05 3.1 No 

G5 7692216 46 100 1𝑒 − 05 1.25 No 

RANS results for all tested grids are shown in Figure 3. No significant differences 

between the RANS simulations on different meshes can be observed. Profiles of normalized 

axial velocity 𝑉/𝑉𝑐𝑙, presented at different heights above the target plate in plane P-1 are shown 

in Figure 3, left. It can be seen that the formation of the central jet is well predicted by RANS.  

 

Figure 3: Profiles of the mean axial velocity 𝑉/𝑉𝑐𝑙 (left) and mean turbulence kinetic 

energy 𝑘/𝑉𝑐𝑙
2  (right) at different heights above the impingement plate in plane P-1. The jets 

are sketched schematically for easier understanding of discussion.  
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This is especially true in the upper part of the confinement (𝑦/𝐷 > 2), while closer to 

the target wall a slightly slower decay of the mean axial velocity for the RANS cases can be 

observed. This may be attributed to lower turbulence levels 𝑘/𝑉𝑐𝑙
2  in the shear layer (Figure 3- 

right). Agreement between RANS and LES results is worse for the neighbour jet where RANS 

simulations predict bigger jet bending, i.e. bigger radial displacement of the jet core radially 

outward.  From profiles of mean turbulence kinetic energy 𝑘/𝑉𝑐𝑙
2 , presented in Figure 3 - right, 

it can be concluded that RANS simulation with laminar inlet is unable to reproduce the mean 

turbulence characteristics of individual impinging jet. Note that the same (laminar) inlet 

specification was used also in LES [2]-[4]. In general, the most significant discrepancy between 

all tested grids and LES can be observed in the near wall region of neighbour jet.  

3.2 Specification of Inlet 

The influence of the inlet specification on RANS results is presented in Figure 4. The 

analysis involved five different simulation cases, one simulation run with the laminar inlet and 

others with turbulent inlets with turbulence intensities ranging between 1 % and 20 %. This 

study was conducted on grid G4. Results show that faster decay of axial velocity occurs when 

higher turbulence intensity is used at the inlet (see Figure 4 - left) due to the faster shear layer 

growth, which is in agreement with observations from LES study [2]. The comparison of k 

profiles (Figure 4 - right) shows that simulations with highly turbulent inlets (turbulence 

intensity equal to 10 % or 20 %) better predict the near wall turbulence characteristics of central 

jet, while upstream (closer to the nozzle plate) such inlet specification is evidently 

inappropriate.  

 

Figure 4: Profiles of the mean axial velocity 𝑉/𝑉𝑐𝑙 (left) and mean turbulence kinetic energy 

𝑘/𝑉𝑐𝑙
2  (right) at different heights above the impingement plate in plane P-1. 

4 URANS RESULTS 

The URANS simulation was conducted with grid G5 and 1 % of turbulence intensity at 

the inlet. The simulation was initialized from the RANS solution in order to save computational 

time. URANS statistics is collected for 0.1 seconds of physical time. This is sufficient, taking 

into account that the time of individual jet needed to hit the target wall after being dispensed 

from the nozzle is 50 times lower (approximately 2 milliseconds).   
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Profiles of mean axial velocity 𝑉/𝑉𝑐𝑙 and mean turbulence kinetic energy < 𝑘 >/𝑉𝑐𝑙
2 at 

different heights above the target plate in plane P-1 are presented in Figure 5. URANS solution 

is compared with RANS results and LES benchmark. URANS time-averaged velocity profiles 

(Figure 5 - left) show very similar evolution of individual jet than the RANS results. The same 

conclusion can be drawn also for the mean turbulence kinetic energy profiles (Figure 5 - right). 

The URANS k profiles include both contributions of turbulence kinetic energy, the modelled 

and the resolved one, the latter being much smaller comparing to the modelled part. 

 
Figure 5: Profiles of mean axial velocity 𝑉/𝑉𝑐𝑙 and mean turbulence kinetic energy < 𝑘 >/𝑉𝑐𝑙

2  

at different heights above the target plate in plane P-1.  

Contours of normal-stress production term (𝑃𝑥𝑥 + 𝑃𝑦𝑦) in plane P-1 are presented in 

Figure 6. Results show that URANS simulation correctly predicts some essential phenomena 

of impinging jets [4], such as high stress production in the stagnation region of individual jet 

(region A) and increased production in regions where wall-jets collide (region B). It should be 

noted that negative production of (modeled) turbulence kinetic energy very close to the target 

wall cannot be predicted by the SST model due to the limitations of eddy-viscosity assuption 

[10].  

 

Figure 6: Normal production term (𝑃𝑥𝑥 + 𝑃𝑦𝑦) ∗ (𝐷/𝑉𝑐𝑙
3) in plane P-1. 

Snapshots of instantaneous axial velocity and vorticity fields at the given time are 

presented in Figure 7. Results show that URANS simulation predicts very stable jet dynamics. 

The potential core in individual jet is well defined and individual jet retains its circular shape, 

A 

B 
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with no significant disturbances from the shear layer. Velocity vector plot indicates the 

occurrence of a recirculation zone close to the location where adjacent wall-jets collide, as well 

as the formation of fountain flow. Vorticity contours show well-developed shear layer. 

However, no individual flow structures (discrete regions with increased vorticity) can be found 

in rather smooth vorticity field.  

 
Figure 7: Instantaneous velocity vector field overlaid by the axial velocity contour (left) and 

snapshot of vorticity magnitude (right), both recorded at the same instant of time in plane P-1.  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This work investigates the predictive character of the URANS approach in simulations of 

multiple impinging jets at Reynolds number equal to 20000. Preliminary steady-state RANS 

analysis was performed to define main simulation parameters (numerical schemes and grid 

resolution). Sufficiently accurate results can be obtained already with rather low resolution 

grids. However, slightly better agreement with LES results in the region of neighbour jets is 

obtained with finer grid. In addition, the effect of inlet boundary condition was analysed 

showing that simulations with highly turbulent inlet better predict the near wall turbulence 

characteristics, while on the other side, such inlet specification does not properly represent the 

local flow characteristics near the nozzle plate.  

In general, both, RANS and URANS simulations provide sufficiently accurate results to 

describe the essential mean flow characteristics of impinging jets. However, they fail to capture 

negative production of turbulence in the stagnation region of individual jet due to limitations of 

the turbulence model used.  

Transient results show that URANS simulation is unable to reproduce one of the essential 

phenomenon of impinging jets, i.e. the development of flow instabilities in the shear layer that 

govern the unsteady jet dynamics near the target surface and lead to formation of large-scale 

flow structures. Moreover, predicted instantaneous flow by URANS is rather very steady, and 

thus the resolved turbulence kinetic energy is very low. This might be attributed to a rather 

“too” large time step (maximal Courant number equal to five) which has been used to speed up 

the simulation in order to simulate longer time of the transient, sufficient to perform meaningful 

statistics. This topic will be addressed in our future work.  
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ABSTRACT 

A numerical simulation of pool scrubbing phenomena in a vertical cylindrical tank is 
presented. The basic phenomena and main features of the pool scrubbing processes are 
described. Then, the POSEIDON-II experiment performed at Paul Scherrer Institute in 
Switzerland is presented. The results of the numerical simulation are compared with 
POSEIDON-II results. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During a hypothetical severe accident in a nuclear power plant, the reactor fuel could 
melt and there is a possibility, that some of the radioactive material could be released as 
particles to the surrounding area. The highest risk of contamination comes from aerosols 
(particles with diameter below 1 µm; however, as the released particles can be also larger than 
1 µm, the term »particles«, which also includes aerosols, is used for consistency throughout 
this paper). The releases of radioactive material can be reduced with the application of pool 
scrubbing, where the released contaminated gas is filtered through a pool of liquid water. The 
interfacial particle transfer from gaseous bubbles to liquid water removes most of the particles 
from gases and greatly reduces the amount released to the environment. 

Some challenges and specifics of pool scrubbing modelling in nuclear power plants are 
their sheer size and the complexity of interactions. Because of the complexity of interactions 
between particles and fluids and their behaviour in different flow regimes, knowledge in the 
field, both phenomenological and predictive, is still lacking despite decades of research. 

In the present work, numerical simulations of pool scrubbing in the OpenFoam solver 
reactingMultiphaseEulerFoam were performed, using Euler-Euler approach. The solver was 
used as it is and presents the first step to the new solver which will be used in further research 
of CFD studies of pool scrubbing phenomena. 

2 BASIC PHENOMENOLOGY OF POOL SCRUBBING 

The goal of pool scrubbing is to remove as much as possible radioactive substances 
(which can be gasses or particles) from a mixture of condensable and non-condensable gases 
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that pass through the liquid (in most cases water). An additional purpose is to condense steam 
and, with this, reduce a possible pressure surge in the nuclear power plant. 

The main factor in pool scrubbing is the scrubbing or filtration efficiency ( ) which can 
be expressed in terms of the Decontamination Factor ( ), which is defined as the ratio of the 
radioactive material mass entering and leaving the pool: 

 
1

1
,  (1) 

where  represents the mass entering the pool and  the mass leaving the pool. 

Because of the different behaviour of mixture and scales of interactions, three regions 
can be defined [1,2]: injector region around the inlet, rise region and surface region. The DF is 
also highly affected by the pool temperature, which is especially true for installations with 
higher steam fraction in the mixture entering the pool [3]. The overall DF factor can be 
calculated as a product of DF factors for each region.  

3 POSEIDON-II EXPERIMENT  

The POSEIDON-II experiment [4] was the continuation of the POSEIDON experiment 
which started in 1987 at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. The objectives of the 
POSEIDON-II integral experiments were: 

 To quantify the dependence of the low-subcooling pool scrubbing processes on the 
carrier gas steam mass fraction, the water height and particle size. 

 To test the BUSCA simulation code [4] against the obtained data. 

The POSEIDON-II test section (Figure 1) consists of four main components: the 
particle laden gas injection system DRAGON, the POSEIDON tank, the water heating and 
wall temperature control system, and the collector system. The injector tray system, which 
houses a number of vertical injectors with different sizes (ranging from 3 to 20 mm in 
diameter), is located inside the POSEIDON tank. All the runs reported in [5] were performed 
with the 20 mm diameter injector. The POSEIDON tank, which simulates the scrubbing pool, 
is a 5 m high, 1 m in diameter cylindrical vessel. The chosen POSEIDON-II experimental run 
was PA12. With the DRAGON system, particles of different compositions or combinations of 
up to three components can be generated. The aerosol particle material is insoluble SnO2 with 
an aerodynamic mass median diameter (AMMD) of 0.3 mm. In the chosen run, the DRAGON 
system provided particles carried by nitrogen gas. At the inlet of the POSEIDON tank, the 
mass flow of carrier gas and particles is measured, whereas at the outlet only the mass flow of 
particles is measured. The DF factor is calculated from inlet and outlet particle mass flows. 

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

The importance of the theoretical modelling, using numerical simulations, for the 
investigation of pool scrubbing is increasingly growing and contributing to the experimental 
investigations, which are costly and time consuming. Computers are still not powerful enough 
to directly solve the Navier-Stokes equations for multi-phase flows in large spaces [6,7]. 

One of better-suited approaches for relatively large systems, to be modelled using a relatively 
small amount of numerical cells, is two-fluid (or multi-fluid) modelling [1,8]. Both (or all) 
phases are treated as inter-penetrating continua, represented by averaged conservation 
equations. The averaging process adds the phase fraction for each phase into the equation set, 
which is defined as the probability that this phase is present at the observed location. The 
inter-phase momentum transfer is phase-fraction dependent and is determined from the 
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instantaneous forces acting on the dispersed phase, comprising drag, lift and virtual mass. 
Problems arise from complex interactions between the fluids, which have different 
interactions depending on the volumetric fraction of each fluid at the observed location. 

 
Figure 1: Setup of POSEIDON-II test section [5]. 

In order to obtain a numerical solution, the calculation domain has to be divided in 
calculating cells. Because the larger number of cells directly corresponds to the longer 
computation time, models for subgrid scales are used in most simulations. Because these 
models do not need large numbers of cells to run, they are well-suited for use in industrial and 
nuclear installations. The current state of modelling techniques is properly described in [9]. In 
short, the particle transport is modelled with the use of transport equations, which take into 
account size distribution, coagulation, deposition and mechanical resuspension of particles. 

The simulation of pool scrubbing was performed using the transient multiphase solver 
reactingMultiphaseEulerFoam, which is part of the open-source Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) software OpenFOAM 3.0.0 and is based on the finite volume method of 
equation discretization. In the simulation, a fully three-dimensional case for three 
incompressible fluids (particles, water and air) was calculated. There was no mass transfer 
between the phases. 

The multiphase solver uses standard multiphase balance equations for mass, momentum 
and energy for each phase, which are solved by the PIMPLE coupling algorithm. 

Mass equation: 

 ,  (2) 

where is the volumetric fraction of phase i, 	  the phase i density,  the phase i velocity 
and	  the inter-phase mass transfer rate of phase i. 
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Momentum equation: 

 ̿ Γ 	,  (3) 

where  is the pressure gradient of phase i, ̿  the average viscous stress of phase i,  the 
Reynolds stress of phase i,  the gravity and  the average inter-phase momentum transfer 
of phase i. 

Energy equation: 

 Φ 	,  (4) 

where  is the enthalpy of phase i,  the conductive heat flux,  the turbulence enhanced 

heat flux,  the reversible rate of enthalpy change due to compression ,  the conductive 

heat flux between phases,  the interfacial area concentration and Φ  the heat source for 
phase i. 

In the simulation the lift, virtual mass and turbulent dispersion were turned on and the 
used coefficients were 0.5 for lift and virtual mass and 0.05 for turbulent dispersion. The used 
drag model was the Schiller-Naumann model:  

 3
4

  (5) 

 24 1 0.15 .

, 1000

0.44 , 1000
 

 
(6) 

The surface tension was only applied on the air-water interface. The particle phase was 
simulated as a dispersed liquid phase with a droplet diameter of 3.5 10 	m. 

Numerical meshes representing the vertical cylindrical tanks with diameters of 1 m and 
heights of 1 m and 4 m were developed. Both inlets have a diameter of 0.02 m. The meshes 
were made using OpenFoam utility snappyHexMesh and are composed of around 15000 
(mesh with the height of 1 m, Figure 2) and 46000 (mesh with the height of 4 m) cells. The 
inlet region in both meshes was refined with 8 times denser mesh in the shape of cube with 
the edge length 0.1 m. 

The initial conditions was whole tank filled with water with velocity field 0 m/s with 
initial seeding for every other phase (particles, air with volumetric fraction 10-12) to prevent 
discontinuity. The boundary conditions at the inlet were air volumetric fraction 0.6, particles 
volumetric fraction 5 10  and water volumetric fraction 0.4. The inlet gas velocity was set 
the same for all phases (153 m/s), as was the velocity in the chosen case of the POSEIDON-II 
experiment. The outlet was specified as an opening with constant pressure 105 Pa. The walls 
were treated with no-slip condition.  

The decontamination factor is calculated as the quotient of instantaneous mass flow 
fluxes of particles through inlet and outlet,  

 
	

∑
∑

, 
 

(7) 

where  is the cell surface in the inlet or outlet and 	  the vertical velocity through the cell.  
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Figure 2: Horizontal and vertical cross-section of the computational domain for mesh with 1 m height. 

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To compare the numerical results with experimental ones, the decontamination factor 
has to be determined. It should be noted that the decontamination factor from the experiment 
represents only the quotient between masses flowing in and out of the pool and has no time 
resolution. However, the analysis of the time-dependent decontamination factor provides a 
more detailed insight into the basic mechanisms of the decontamination process. 

To determine the decontamination factor of the numerical simulation, calculated with 
the reactingMultiphaseEulerFoam solver, the instantaneous decontamination factor was 
calculated in time intervals of 0.5 s. These results of the numerical simulation are shown on 
Figures 3, 4 and 5. 

On Figure 3, all the values of the decontamination factor for 4 m water tank height case 
are shown. It can be seen, that in the first 5 s the decontamination factor falls steeply, because 
the particles from the inlet need some time to travel through the liquid. Thus, the 
decontamination can be considered only after the first particles have reached the water 
surface. Although efficient decontamination could have started earlier, the arrival of some 
particles to the surface is a sign, that the simulation has run for a sufficient time. 

Figure 4 shows the same results as Figure 3 but in a narrower range, because the first  
10 s were scrapped as this time corresponds to the needed time for establishment of velocity 
profile and initial spreading of particles. Also, for the calculation of the average 
decontamination factor only results shown on Figures 4 and 5 are used. From Figures 4 and 5, 
it can be seen that the calculated decontamination factor is oscillating around the mean value 
of 0.99 ± 0.014 for 1 m height and 1.11 ± 0.27 for the height of 4 m. The experimental 
decontamination factor obtained in [5] was 3.42 ± 0.62 for the tank with water height of 1 m 
and 10.6 ± 2.38 for 4 m water height. 

From Figure 5, the time-dependency of the decontamination factor in water tank with 
height of 4 m can be seen. To understand what is happening, the figures of void fractions 
(Figure 6) and velocity fields (Figure 7) of particle phase in 1 s intervals from 50 s to 60 s are 
shown. Figures 6 and 7 represent side cross-section of the calculating domain of the water 
tank with height of 4 m. In addition, Figures 8 and 9 represent the detailed view on the top 
portion of the geometry (top 17 cm) to really show the time-dependent behaviour of the 
decontamination factor. It can be seen the velocity field is quite stable while particle void 
fraction variations are responsible for most of the time-dependency of the decontamination 
factor. Together, both figures give an indication of the time-dependent phenomenon of 
particle movement in 4 m high water tanks that corresponds to spikes in the decontamination 
factor on Figure 5 (such as between 50 s and 60 s). Further study is needed. 
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Figure 3: Instantaneous calculated decontamination factor for simulation with water tank height 4 m. 

 

 
Figure 4: Instantaneous calculated decontamination 

factor for simulation with water tank height 1 m 
(values from 10 s on). 

 
Figure 5: Instantaneous calculated decontamination 

factor for simulation with water tank height 4 m 
(values from 10 s on). 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

A first attempt to simulate pool scrubbing using multi-fluid modelling (which, to the best of 
the author’s knowledge, has not been described yet in the open literature) was presented. The 
results of the numerical simulation (specifically, the decontamination factor) using the 
reactingMultiphaseEulerFoam solver and a very simple model, differ quite strongly from the 
ones obtained with the experimental study. A possible reason is that the used solver calculates 
only forces that arise on the interface between two fluids and does not incorporate main pool 
scrubbing features. In further studies, a new solver will be developed which will also take into 
account the main pool scrubbing features. Possible sources of error are also the chosen 
turbulent dissipation coefficient and the numerical errors. In the current numerical case, only 
the decontamination factor of the inlet and rise regions could be calculated and the surface 
region is left out altogether. Despite the observed discrepancies between simulation and 
experimental results, the proposed approach seems promising and will be further continued. 
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Figure 6: Particle void fraction in 1 s intervals from 50 s to 60 s for simulation with water tank height 4 

m. 
 

 
Figure 7: Particle phase vertical direction velocity field in 1 s intervals from 50 s to 60 s for simulation 

with water tank height 4 m. 
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Figure 8: Particle void fraction in 1 s intervals from 50 s 

(top) to 60 s (bottom) for simulation with water tank 
height of 4 m (top 17 cm). 

 
Figure 9: Particle phase vertical velocity field in 1 s 

intervals from 50 s (top) to 60 s (bottom) for simulation 
with water tank height of 4 m (top 17 cm). 
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ABSTRACT 

A Model of Krško Nuclear Power Plant (NEK) Intermediate Building (IB) was developed 
in computer code Apros 6. In order to validate the model, simulations performed in Apros 6 
environment were compared to similar calculation results made with the coupled RELAP5 and 
GOTHIC codes.  

A double-ended Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) in IB model was simulated in Apros 6, 
representing best estimate analysis of transient. The break was assumed between Steam 
Generator (SG) outlet and Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV), so the blowdown of affected 
SG could not be prevented. In first part, Apros stand-alone IB model results was compared to 
selected reference mass energy release vectors used in GOTHIC calculations. After stand-alone 
IB model was validated to GOTHIC results, Stand-alone IB model was integrated into large 
Apros model, for simulation of primary and secondary systems response of NEK model to 
MSLB transient. MSLB energy release in coupled Apros model of NEK was adjusted on the 
point of break to achieve similar mass release parameters than previous GOTHIC reference 
vectors, previously used to validate stand-alone model of MSLB in IB. 

Simulated results of Apros MSLB in IB transient present pressures, temperatures and 
break flows in IB rooms. Large coupled model presents additional comparison of multiple NEK 
primary and secondary system response parameters to MSLB transient for first 5000 seconds.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Best estimate analysis of Nuclear Power Plant Krško (NEK) Main Steam Line Break 
(MSLB) Analysis in computer code APROS 6 [1] was performed. Stand-alone model of NEK 
Intermediate Building (IB) was developed in APROS version 6.05.12, on the basis of geometry 
from described in coupled RELAP5-GOTHIC (R5G) model [2]. Stand-alone APROS model IB 
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was validated on the basis of comparison of APROS 6 results to the reference Blowdown 
vectors, representing energy release during MSLB transient, obtained by RELAP5/MOD3.3 
code that has been coupled with GOTHIC 7.2b code [2]. 

Validated model of NEK IB building was coupled to the Apros6 model (ModInt_094) of 
NEK comprised of primary system, regulation and part of secondary system, with Core design 
of the NEK 26th cycle. Full APROS model of NEK (RCS+ IB building) was originally built in 
APROS 6.04.07.19 updated in accordance with the modification changes due to the Resistance 
Temperature Detector (RTD) Bypass Elimination (RTDBE) project and Reactor pressure vessel 
Up-Flow Conversion (UFC) modification. 

Full APROS model of NEK was imported into APROS version 6.05.12 and connected to 
previously validated Stand-alone model of IB environment building. Point Kinetics model of 
reactor heat generation is used in Full APROS model of NEK. Boundary and initiating 
conditions (BIC) of APROS 6 model were set to almost equal values used in RELAP5/MOD3.3 
model conditions described in RELAP5-GOTHIC (R5G) model analysis [2]. 

2 APROS MODEL OF IB BUILDING 

The APROS 6 model for the part of NEK IB at ground elevation influenced by 
hypothetical MSLB accident transient is prepared on RELAP5/MOD3.3 POST-RTDBE Steam 
Line Break Analysis (cycle 26) [2], [3].  

2.1 APROS IB model basics 

There are 5 control volumes in APROS model representing various rooms of NEK IB 
building. Volume 1 is room IB-24, volume 2 is representation for room IB-25, volume 3 is 
representing air outside of the building, and volumes 4 and 5 are used for modeling of the rooms 
IB-26 and IB-27 which can be seen on Figure 1.  

The free room (volume) is based on the geometry of the room and estimation of the space 
occupied by the main equipment in the room. Hydraulic diameter is estimated according to the 
geometry and main flow path orientation. The initial conditions in the volumes are the same, 
46 °C, 101.325 kPa, 60 % RH, zero liquid fraction. The outside air is at 27 °C, 101.325 kPa and 
60% RH (p21, [2]).  

Each APROS node representing a control volume is connected to APROS sump module 
representing floor of the node, needed to correctly simulate gathering of condensate during 
MSLB transient.  

IB volumes are connected with two APROS Heat Structure (HS) modules, representing 
concrete walls of building, so that realistic heat transfer between control volumes can be 
simulated. Additional APROS node (IB_OUTSIDE_V3) represents outside environment 
atmosphere parameters, which are defined as boundary condition of model. This node is used 
to receive and dissipate heat from IB control volume nodes. Nodalization of stand-alone IB 
model in APROS 6 environment configuration Process diagram can be seen on Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Nodalization of Stand-alone IB model in APROS 6 

 

The control volumes are connected using APROS gas branch modules (representing flow 
between IB volumes). There are 14 flow paths connecting four APROS volumes IB24 to IB-
27. There are 2 blow-out panels in room IB-24 and 3 blow-out panels in room IB-25. The 
approximate flow area of one blow-out panel is 4x4=16 m2. 

IB building heat structures were modeled as 18 different heat structures, according to NEK 
Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR). Only the heat structures representing concrete walls, 
floor and ceiling in the rooms are modeled. Initial temperature of all heat structures is 47 °C. 
The metal surfaces of blow-out panels are not modeled due to early opening of blow-out panels 
(p22, [2]). 

APROS 6 model of IB uses mass diffusion theory for the heat and mass transfer between 
the structure and gas region based on the Ackermann's approximate corrections 
(HSX_GAS_HT_OPT_1 = 4). In case of forced convection, the correlation for average Nusselt 
number is used.  

2.2  MSLB inside IB transient description 

The transient starts with a break of the main steam line that results in an initial increase 
of the steam flow which increases the energy removal from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). 
The break of a MSLB is a major steam line rupture and is classified as an ANS Condition IV 
event. Decay heat would slowdown the cooldown, thereby reducing the return to power. Despite 
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these facts, for the purpose of simulator benchmark analyses (realistic simulation), the initial 
condition for MSLB was for operation at 100% power. 

APROS Blowdown model is used to simulate MSLB release transient. When water from 
higher pressure (e.g. primary system) is injected to lower-pressure containment, the steam 
separation (flashing) is calculated.  

In IB stand-alone model, Main Steam Line Break Analysis (MSLB) analysis transient 
representing the liquid and gas mass flows, corresponding enthalpies and pressure upstream of 
the break are calculated from coupled RELAP5-GOTHIC vector and recalculated to APROS 
Blowdown input table. The Blowdown module type is used to specify the time-dependent input 
source table(s) for water/steam mass flow rate and enthalpy. 

In second case, validated stand-alone Apros 6 IB model and full NEK model were 
imported into new APROS version 6.5.12 and connected with a single Basic TH-CONT valve 
module representing point of (MSLB) break named IB_MSLB valve module. Used module 
enables connection of thermohydraulic and Containment mathematical models of separated 
Process diagrams Apros 6 environment. Valve module accuracy level is equal to connected 
Apros Point module and in our case, where IB_MSLB valve is connected between pipes 
MS_V451 and MS_V453 (just above SG1), where calculation accuracy level 6 is used. 
Connection between IB process diagram and rest of NEK model is connected with IB_MSLB 
valve (point of break) is presented on Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Connection between IB nodalization and full NEK model 

 

Double-ended break was assumed on the main steam line between the SG outlet and the 
Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV), so the blowdown of the affected SG couldn't be prevented. 
The rapid steam flow increase (from break on SG1 steam line) cause the overcooling of the 
primary system. The Reactor trip and the Safety Injection (SI) signal were actuated immediately 
after the accident initiation. The Steam generator isolation actuation were initiated on low steam 
line pressure signal (p30 [2]).   

 

2.3 Comparison of APROS vs RELAP-GOTHIC results for MSLB in IB 

Simulation results of MSLB transient of full NEK model with IB model were compared 
to RELAP-GOTHIC results. Response of NEK model to MSLB transient is presented as time 
sequence of events ([2], Error! Reference source not found.) presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Time sequence comparison between RELAP-GOTHIC and APROS - MSLB in IB 

Time sequence of main events ‐ MSLB in IB  RELAP  APROS 
Event  Comment  Time of event  Time of event 

reactor trip  on SI signal  0,377  0,190

turbine trip  on SI signal  0,078  0,195

Safety Injection (SI) signal  low SL1 pressure  0,068  0,190

Steam Line (SL) isolation  low SL1 pressure  0,078  0,190

FeedWater (FW) isolation  on SI signal  0,078  0,990

containment isolation  on SI signal  0,078  0,190

Pressurizer heaters shut off  PRZ level < 18 % NR  18,496  13,570

Reactor Coolant Pump trip     /  / 

Charging isolation  containment isolation  0,073  0,650

Letdown isolation  containment isolation  0,073  0,650

Auxiliary Feed Water (AFW) started  on SI signal  25,076  28,070

 

Results show the automation response of Apros NEK model with connected IB model to 
MSLB transient. Comparison between Apros 6 and RELAP5/GOTHIC simulation results of 
MSLB transient inside full NEK model with connected IB, where influence on model RCS, 
secondary and other support systems can be observed. 
 

 
Figure 3: Pressure increase in PRZ, SG1 and SG2 (MSLB in IB) 
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Figure 4:Mass of steam flow in SG1 and SG2 (MSLB in IB) 

 

  
Figure 5: pressure increase in rooms IB24 and IB25 (MSLB in IB) 
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Figure 6: Temperature increase in rooms IB24 and IB25 (MSLB in IB) 

 

3 CONCLUSION 

Pressure increase in PRZ, SG1 and SG2 between RELAP and Apros 6 results on Figure 
3 show similar good match with matching trends. Total collapse on pressure on SG1 pressure, 
where MSLB occurs can be observed, while pressures in SG2 and pressurizer calculated in 
Apros 6 do not drop as low as results in RERLAP5 calculations. Mass of steam flow in SG1 
and SG2 on Figure 4 show good match with a clearly visible spike around 30 seconds after 
MSLB break in Apros results, as a results of Auxiliary Feed Water (AFW) pump actuation. 

Pressure increase in rooms IB24 and IB25 presented on Figure 5 show larger difference 
between peak values of Gothic and Apros results with same general trends. Comparison of 
Apros and RELAP/GOTHIC simulation result of MSLB in stand-alone and connected IB model 
are mismatched at peak values, but have the same general trends. Results are therefore 
acceptable, because of complex phenomena calculation of two phenomena (MSLB break and 
opening of Blow-out panels) in 1st second of simulation. 

For easier (and more transparent) comparison of simulated values, only Apros droplet 
temperature of containment modules (CN1_DROPLET_TEMPERATURE) is presented on 
Figure 6, which is best representation of temperatures achieved during first seconds of MSLB 
transient. It is very important that the parameter (CN1_DROPLET_MODEL_CHOICE) is set 
to TRUE, which enables calculation of Apros droplet temperature inside containment modules 
[5], [6]. 

GOTHIC presents the temperature which are artificially measured in the middle of node 
(it is average temperature of volume), while Apros does not. Apros 6 calculates liquid and gas 
phase for every containment module node separately and presents them as gas temperature 
(CN1_TEMPERATURE) and Droplet temperature (CN1_DROPLET_TEMPERATURE). 
This separation of fluid phases is clearly seen during MSLB transient, as a sharp rise of 
containment module gas temperature (CN1_TEMPERATURE), which does not include any 
liquid from MSLB transient which can lead to misleading results if overlooked. Apros full 
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connected model default node temperatures parameters (CN1_TEMPERATURE), show 
misleading gas phase (with no liquid fraction included in calculation) which is necessary if 
MSLB is calculated.  

For easier comparison of simulated values, only Apros droplet temperature of 
containment modules (CN1_DROPLET_TEMPERATURE) is presented during analysis, 
which is best representation of temperatures achieved during first seconds of MSLB transient. 
It is very important that the parameter (CN1_DROPLET_MODEL_CHOICE) is set to TRUE, 
which enables calculation of Apros droplet temperature inside containment modules. 
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ABSTRACT 

Heavy Liquid Metals (HLM) are objects of interest in the nuclear research sector 
because of their optimal thermal and neutronic properties; the development and the validation 
of models allowing to predict their behaviour are fundamental for the future development of 
the Generation IV energy systems. 

An experimental facility named SESAME-stand, is planned to be operated at Research 
Centre Rez (RC-Rez) under the framework of SESAME project. The aim of the facility is to 
study the solidification of Lead under GEN-IV Heavy Liquid Metal pool type nuclear reactors 
relevant conditions and to provide a database for the benchmarking and validation of 
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numerical models. Corresponding CFD models are developed using commercial software and 
are used for the pre-test assessment and to support the experimental work. The aim of this 
paper is to describe the CFD models, explain how they are tested and used in order to define a 
valuable experimental matrix that will be needed in order to run the facility itself. First of all, 
the facility is introduced together with the range of foreseen investigations. The numerical 
models are then presented. Emphasis is given to the geometrical and physical assumptions. 
Different approaches of modelling are compared and discussed. Results from the pre-test 
simulations are illustrated. Encountered challenges and their relevance with regard to the 
experimental matrix and setup are commented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Development, validation, and licensing of computational models for simulations of 
liquid metal thermal-hydraulic and freezing phenomenon is essential for development of 
liquid metal cooled Gen IV reactors and for their safety assessment ([1], [2], [3]). For this 
purpose, an activity focused on development and validation of computational models 
simulating a liquid lead natural convection and freezing is on-going within H2020 SESAME 
project. The first step of this work package is to develop a suitable computational model, 
which will be then validated on the experimental data obtained from an experimental stand, 
which will be operated within the project at RC-Rez in the next phases. The main goal of this 
article is to describe two CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) models, which were 
developed in parallel using different software and approaches for this application. Results of 
pre-test calculations obtained with the two models will be presented and compared.  

2 SESAME EXPERIMENTAL STAND 

 The SESAME-stand facility [4] consists of a steel-casted Experimental Vessel (EV) in 
which all the thermal-hydraulic and freezing processes take place, electric heating rods inside 
the vessel itself provide the heating power while an obstacle enhances the natural circulation; 
an Air Channel (AC) designed to cool down the system works as a heat sink from the outside 
of the steel vessel, the cooling air-exposed region of the vessel is finned in order to increase 
the heat exchange area.  

In the first experimental phase the temperature field, and therefore the solidification 
front, is monitored using 21 thermocouple (TC) probes with totally 110 measuring points. In 
the second experimental phase the planned transient ends with the fast draining of the liquid 
Lead, the vessel’s cover is removed together with the connected internals and the obtained 
solidified structure is scanned using a 3D scanner and compared with the CFD results. In this 
second phase, the frozen Lead cannot reach the upper TC probes, the obstacle, and the heaters 
to allow the vessel’s opening.  

3 COMPUTATIONAL MODELS 

The two numerical models were built in parallel with two different commercial CFD 
codes. RC-Rez used ANSYS 17 [5] and CRS4 used STAR-CCM+ [6]. RC-Rez’s CFD model 
was created using ANSYS Design Modeler, ANSYS Meshing and ANSYS Fluent 17.  

3.1 RC-Rez’s modelling strategy 

Due to different behaviour of the two fluids (Lead and Air), three different modelling 
approaches have been considered. The first approach consists of one CFD model including 
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only the EV. This solution implies heaters and a convection boundary condition on the finned 
surface to simulate the cooling air flow. The heat transfer coefficient can be calculated using 
proper correlations while the air’s bulk temperature can be assumed equal to the inlet 
temperature. This approach does not allow accurate transient calculations because the 
behaviour of the air is heavily simplified.  

A second approach is a CFD-CFD coupling. In the first model, the AC is simulated and 
provides a boundary condition for the EV, which is simulated in the second CFD model. This 
approach can grant higher sensitivity to the physical phenomena occurring in the system than 
in the previous case due to the exchange of information iteration after iteration between the 
two domains, and an additional great advantage: the different fluids are kept separated in the 
two models which can be set with different turbulence models and physical properties 
according to the specific fluid. The turbulent Prandtl number, for instance, is around 0.85 for 
air and 4 for Lead. On the other hand, this system is the slowest because of the time needed to 
exchange the data between the two calculations.  

The third approach features one CFD model in which the two different fluids are 
simulated together, which introduces difficulties in the solver settings. This implies a good 
compromise in the calculation's time consumption and accuracy.  

After the introduction of the k-ε RNG turbulence model in the calculations and after a 
careful tuning of the solver settings, the third approach was chosen. K-ε RNG includes a 
formulation able to calculate the turbulent Prandtl number as a function of the local variables: 
this feature allowed the proposed model to overcome one of the critical points presented.  

3.2 Geometry and mesh with Fluent 

EV and AC are the considered components and have been simplified with respect to the 
real geometry due to mesh generation needs and computational time economy. A first step 
toward those targets is the central symmetry applied: only ¼ of the domain was modelled.  

The vessel’s bottom in the real facility accommodates the draining pipe for the liquid 
Lead and was designed to help HLM’s flow (2° of inclination). The filling and draining 
procedures are not of interest, consequently the bottom was supposed flat and the draining 
hole not included. On the contrary, the fitting connecting the bottom to the finned region of 
the vessel was carefully designed according to the original geometry: the solidification starts 
in this corner and is fundamental in the physics of the phenomenon. The level of the liquid 
metal is supposed constant for any operating condition. Thermocouples probes are not 
included in the geometry due to mesh requirements. The cooling heat flux is assumed to be 
only on the finned surface. Argon is simulated as a solid without any convective behaviour.  

Detailed results and indications about the inner temperatures of the heaters were highly 
prioritized both for protection of the hardware and benchmarking reasons. To reach that target 
the heaters were modelled including the whole inner structure and the relative materials.  

The volumes were designed and split to allow the mesher to create a structured mesh 
(Hexahedral) in the widest domain possible. Preliminary calculations revealed that a 
conformal mesh is required in the EV to get a stable transient simulation. This is not needed 
between the AC and the EV: a Coupled Wall was created on the finned surface. Details of the 
mesh are given in Figure 1. A grid independency study was performed in two steps using the 
operating conditions: air mass flow rate equal to 0.156 kg/s and heating power 3 kW. In the 
first step three different refinements of the air channel were tested while the EV’s mesh wasn't 
modified; the considered variables are maximum and minimum temperatures and maximum 
velocity in the Lead volume: the results are summarized in the plots illustrated in Figure 2.  
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Figure 1: Mesh’s symmetry, detail of the bottom region (left). Heater’s internal 

structure, structured and conformal mesh (right) 

 

Figure 2: Grid independency study: Min, Max Temperatures and Max Velocity 

A temperature difference of 3K between the finest and the medium mesh was 
considered acceptable and the medium mesh was chosen for further calculations. In the 
second step, the number of elements of the chosen mesh was doubled only in the EV. The 
differences in the output variables were negligible and the medium grid was confirmed. The 
quality of the final mesh is described using parameters contained in Table 1. 

Table 1: Quality metrics for the final mesh 

Maximum/Average Aspect ratio  61/5.7 

Minimum/Average Orthogonal quality  0.45/0.87 

Maximum Y+ 4.2 

3.3 Solver settings in Fluent 

ANSYS FLUENT’s Solidification Module can be activated only with the pressure-
based solver. Consequently, the PRESTO! scheme was chosen [5] as suggested in buoyancy 
driven flows. For pressure-velocity coupling SIMPLE scheme was used. Physical properties 
suggested within the SESAME consortium were assumed [7].  

The k-ε RNG turbulence model was considered as a first choice. In this model, Full 
Buoyancy Effects option is available, this is suggested in non-zero gravity simulations and 
implies the inclusion of buoyancy effects in the ε equation [5]. Enhanced Wall Treatment was 
selected, which means that the variables in the boundary layer are modelled numerically and 
not using wall functions. The maximum acceptable value of the Y+ output was set to 5. The 
main advantage of the RNG model is the built-in analytical formula for the local turbulent 
Prandtl number, that is appropriate for modelling of two fluids characterized by very different 
values of this variable [5]. Calculations were performed on the EV mesh (Convection BC) 
comparing k-ω SST and k-ε RNG results. The results are shown in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Results of turbulence models’ comparison 

Turb Model k-ε RNG k-ω SST 

Tmin Lead [K] 613.9 614.0 

Tmax Lead [K] 666.2 665.5 

Max Lead Velocity [m/s]  0.050 0.055 

Maximum and minimum temperatures are within 0.1% of difference between the two 
calculations. This result means that the different turbulence models are agreeing about the 
temperature field inside the liquid metal volume. On the other hand, the difference in the 
maximum velocity is not negligible. A difference was expected because the turbulent Prandtl 
number has great importance in the momentum equations and k-ω SST has no built-in 
formulation for it.  

The solidification module [8] was set using the default mushy constant and the solidus 
temperature was set equal to the liquidus temperature as suggested for pure materials in [9].  

3.4 CRS4’s CFD model 

The 3D geometrical model was built with the STAR-CCM+’s 3D-CAD modeler, 
according to the dimensions issued by RC-Rez. The CFD model includes the EV and the 
cooling air duct. The experimental vessel is formed by: solid wall, fins, main heater, 
thermocouple probes, obstacle, lead and argon. The heater is formed by four heating rods 
placed in the centre of the EV, around the central thermocouples pipe. The heating rods are 
simple steel cylinders with the outer diameter of 10 mm. Inside the pool there are 12 bottom 
pipes and 8 top pipes which host the thermocouples. In the numerical model, the pipes hosting 
the thermocouples have a hexagonal geometry instead of circular, for better mesh matching at 
the interfaces with the fluid. The argon occupies the upper part of the vessel’s internal for 40 
mm of height above the lead volume. The bottom of the vessel considers the 2 degrees 
inclination. Thanks to the central symmetry, a quarter of the domain was modelled (Figure 3).  

          

Figure 3: Geometry and mesh in the CRS4’s model 

Once the geometrical parts have been assigned to the regions and the interfaces between 
the various solids-fluids, solid-solid, fluid-fluid regions have been defined, the surface and 
volume mesh have been generated. The Surface Remesher and the Polyhedral Mesher where 
used with the surface size of 3-4 mm. For the fluid regions, the Prism Layer Mesher is added, 
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including 3 prism layers with the thickness of 1.5-2.5 mm. The total volume mesh 
representation accounts for 0.7 million of control volumes. 

 
3.4.1  Solidification model and numerical set-up  

The procedure to bring the system to the desired minimum temperature near the 
solidification point (601 K) is the following one:  

 the heat transfer between the outlet and the inlet of the cooling air channel is measured 
and monitored; 

 the total enthalpy of the lead is calculated; 
 the volumetric heat source to be applied to the heater is determined such that to bring the 

system to the desired enthalpy:  
 

	 , 	 . ∗ , ,	  
where 
HS is the heat source, 
HF is the heat flux removed by the cooling air, 
H is the total enthalpy of the lead, 
H0 is the target enthalpy of the lead.  

The minimum temperature of 601 K is reached for a heat source of 3.12 kW. The Volume of 
Fluid (VOF) model is enabled in an Eulerian multiphase configuration with lead as single 
phase. The Argon zone at the top of the lead is treated as a separated continuum. In the VOF 
framework, the Melting-Solidification model is enabled with the following settings:  

 Latent heat of fusion=23070 J/kg 
 Liquid temperature=600.6 K 
 Solidus temperature=598.6 K 
 Prandtl number=0.9 

4 RESULTS 

The steady state calculations have been used to find both the optimal initial and final 
working conditions for the experimental runs. The desired initial condition consists of two 
goals: a minimum temperature a few Kelvins above the freezing point and a heating power 
able to grant a fast transient to the freezing of the Lead volume. This means a limited power at 
the Heaters. A general hypothesis was assumed: during both steady state and transient 
calculations, only the cooling air mass flow rate must be modified to make the results easily 
understandable.  

4.1 Steady-state results 

For the initial condition, 100 % molten Lead, an air mass flow rate of 0.145 kg/s and a 
heating power of 3 kW were chosen. In the CRS4’s model, for the same mass flow rate of the 
cooling air, the minimum temperature above the freezing point (601 K) is reached for a heat 
source of 3.12 kW. The difference in the heat source entity may be given by the geometrical 
difference between the two models. An interesting final state for an experimental run was 
found for 0.176 kg/s of cooling mass flow rate and again 3 kW of heating power: the 
solidification front arrives very close to the internals (heaters and obstacles) without reaching 
them. This allows the operators to open the vessel and to scan the solidification front. 
Similarly, in the CRS4’s model, this condition is reached for a mass flow rate of 0.178 kg/s 
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and 3.12 kW. The velocity and the temperature fields are shown on the same scale in Figure 4 
and Figure 5 in the case of 100% molten Lead and in Figure 6 in the case of the higher 
cooling air mass flow rate. 

                      

Figure 4: Velocity field: 100% molten lead in STAR-CCM+ (left) and FLUENT (right) 

                          

Figure 5: Temperature field: 100% molten lead in Star-ccm+ (left) and Fluent (right) 

          

Figure 6: Temperature and velocity fields: 

33% Frozen Lead –STAR-CCM+ (Left) - 42% Frozen Lead – FLUENT (Right) 

The comparative results from the steady state calculations in the two models are 
summarized in  The 33% frozen fraction has been chosen as a conservative final condition for 
the Phase 2 experimental run, to certainty allow the opening of the EV. 
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Table 3. The 33% frozen fraction has been chosen as a conservative final condition for 
the Phase 2 experimental run, to certainty allow the opening of the EV. 

 

Table 3: Comparative results of the steady state calculations 

 Fluent Star-ccm+ Fluent Star-ccm+ 

Air Mass Flow Rate [kg/s] 0.145 0.146 0.176 0.178 

Tmax [K] 695.27 695.90 651.65 652.90 

Tmin [K] 606.40 601.10 547.05 550.06 

Vmax Lead [m/s] 0.0373 0.0362 0.0392 0.0398 

Frozen Fraction of lead [%] 0 0 42 33 

4.2 Transient results 

The transient calculation was started after reaching the convergence of the initial steady 
state. Rather long time (260 seconds) of transient stabilization keeping the initial boundary 
condition was needed to obtain a stable transient calculation after it. The stabilization finishes 
once the residuals are showing an ordinated and harmonic behaviour. The same procedure 
was applied in the CRS4’s model. The steps consisted in switching the steady state simulation 
just before the beginning of the solidification to unsteady state and initiate the solidification 
with a small time step (10-3s), a large number of inner iterations (20) and with smaller under 
relaxation factors in the velocity and pressure solvers. Further on, the time step is 
progressively increased, until 0.1s, the inner iterations are diminished and the under relaxation 
factors are set to the initial default values. For the simulation of the solidification, the air 
cooling boundary condition is switched to the maximum reachable from the blower: 0.5 kg/s, 
in both models. This test was performed in order to evaluate how much time is needed to 
reach some specific fraction of frozen volume. The result of the transient simulation indicates 
that a frozen fraction of 33% (the maximum considered for the Phase 2 experimental run) is 
reached after 21 minutes in FLUENT and 27 minutes in STAR-CCM+.  

An upper limit for the solidified volume was considered for the Phase 1 runs and was 
set to 67%. In the FLUENT model, this value is reached after 37 minutes while in STAR-
CCM+ after 48 minutes. The curves of the solid volume fraction of lead, in litters and 
percentage, are shown in Figure 7. The trend of the solidification curve agrees with the curve 
of the heat flux removed by the cooling air which is slowly decreasing towards the thermal 
equilibrium. The temperature and the velocity fields and the isosurface with the solidification 
front at 67% are shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7: Frozen fraction of lead in the two models 

 

   

                             

Figure 8: Temperature and velocity fields and the isosurface of the solidification front at 
67% in the STAR-CCM+ model (top) and in the Fluent model (bottom) 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Two computational models able to simulate the behaviour in case of solidification of the 
Liquid Metal Coolant inside the SESAME-stand facility were developed using Fluent and 
STAR-CCM+.  

An agreed procedure to reach convergence in every working condition was defined 
between the two simulation codes. Possible initial and final steady state conditions for the 
experimental runs were found according to the technical needs.  

A first transient simulation was successfully performed. The results in the two models 
are very similar in steady state while there are differences in the transient calculations 
(particularly the same percentage of frozen lead being reached slower in the CRS4’s model).  

The differences might be caused by different approaches in the geometry 
simplifications, mesh or by numerical uncertainties. The suitability of the codes will be 
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evaluated in the following stage of the SESAME project, which is focused on collection of 
experimental data and the codes benchmarking.   
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ABSTRACT 

Experimental tests S-NC-2 and S-NC-3 were used to assess the RELAP5/MOD3.3 
Patch05 computer code. The code developers reported that the calculated mass flow rate 
showed a slower increase with decreasing mass inventory and that major importance appeared 
to be related to the interphase drag for the S-NC-2 test cases. Therefore the purpose of the 
present study was to perform sensitivity study by varying interphase drag in the primary 
system. 

The natural circulation experiments were performed in the Semiscale Mod-2A test 
facility, which is a small-scale model of the primary system of a four-loop Pressurized Water 
Reactor (PWR). The tests selected were Semiscale natural circulation tests S-NC-02 and S-
NC-03. For sensitivity calculations, the latest RELAP5/MOD3.3 Patch computer code has 
been used. The ASCII input deck was obtained in the frame of RELAP5 code distribution for 
the auto validation purposes. The Symbolic Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP) graphical user 
interface animation mask has been created to better understand the influence of varying 
interphase drag on natural calculated physical phenomena and processes. The results for S-
NC-2 test showed that interphase drag coefficient has some influence on the mass flow during 
natural circulation, but smaller than suspected by code developers. The results for S-NC-3 test 
suggest to perform additional calculations with equating the height and distribution of the 
two-phase mixture in calculation within the U-tubes with the experimental condition. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The S-NC-2 and S-NC-3 tests performed in the Semiscale Mod-2A test facility were 
used to assess the RELAP5/MOD3.3 Patch05 computer code. Namely, the code developers 
reported [1] that the calculated mass flow rate showed a slower increase with decreasing mass 
inventory and that major factor appeared to be related to the interphase drag for the S-NC-2 
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test cases. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to perform sensitivity study for 
RELAP5/MOD3.3 Patch 05 best-estimate system thermal-hydraulic code by varying 
interphase drag in the hot leg and steam generator (SG) U-tubes. 

2 METHODS USED 

2.1 Semiscale Mod-2A Test Facility Description 

The natural circulation experiments were performed in the Semiscale Mod-2A test 
facility, which is a small-scale model of the primary system of a four-loop pressurized water 
reactor (PWR). The facility incorporates the major components of a PWR including steam 
generators, vessel, downcomer, pumps, pressurizer, and loop piping. 

The Mod-2A facility was the first Semiscale Mod designed specifically to run small 
break experiments. The inclusion of the Type II- full-length steam generator in the intact loop 
made possible almost complete 1:1 scaling of elevation that is critical for natural circulation 
type phenomena. For the first time, external band heaters were used on the loop piping to 
offset heat loss, which is critical in a small-scale high pressure facility such as Semiscale. The 
heat loss is on the order of the core decay heat for much of the transient, therefore external 
heating is needed to reduce heat loss. A bypass line between the vessel upper head and 
downcomer inlet annulus contained an adjustable valve to set the core bypass flow rate. In the 
Semiscale Mod-2A single loop configuration, the intact loop pump was replaced with a spool 
piece containing an orifice that simulated the hydraulic resistance of a locked pump rotor. In 
addition, the vessel was modified from the normal Mod-2A configuration for all the 
experiments by removing the vessel upper head to ensure a uniform heatup of the entire 
system and to avoid condensation in upper-head structures (i.e. the upper vessel was capped 
in the normal Mod-2A). 

2.2 Description of S-NC-02 and S-NC-03 Natural Circulation Tests 

The S-NC-02 tests simulated were performed at 60 kW (6% of full Semiscale core 
power). The objective of the steady-state S-NC-02 natural circulation test was to study 
thermal hydraulic response during the three modes of natural circulation: single-phase, two-
phase, and reflux. The secondary side conditions were constant, while on primary side the 
mass inventory was varied, influencing the natural circulation. At this power level, 16 
different steady-state conditions were obtained.  

The S-NC-3 tests were performed at a core power of 62 kW and a constant primary 
system mass inventory 91.8% varying steam generator secondary side mass inventory. By 
varying the steam generator secondary mass, the effective heat transfer area from primary to 
secondary was changed. The objective of the test was to study the effect of different steam 
generator secondary condition on two-phase natural circulation. There were a series of 10 
steady state conditions obtained. 

2.3 RELAP5 Input Model Description 

Transient simulations were performed using an ASCII input deck prepared by the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory to analyse the S-NC-2 natural circulation experiments [1], 
which was imported into Symbolic Nuclear Analysis Package (SNAP) [2]. The nodalisation 
scheme of the MOD-2A Semiscale facility consisted of 62 Hydraulic Components and 9 Heat 
Structures as shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: RELAP5 input model of Semiscale Mod-2A single loop represented by SNAP 
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The reactor vessel is modelled with external downcomer, lower plenum, lower head, 
active core, upper plenum, upper head bypass line, simulated guide tubes and support column. 
The intact loop was modelled with a hot leg, an intermediate leg, a pump spool piece, and a 
cold leg. This intact loop hot leg is connected to the reactor vessel upper plenum volume and 
cold leg is connected to the volume at a reactor downcomer. The pressuriser surge line is 
connected to hot leg. The secondary side was modelled with feedwater downcomer, boiling 
space, a separator, steam dome, a normal steam discharge and an auxiliary feedwater source. 

2.4 Selected scenarios 

The 16 cases were selected to be analysed in the frame of the S-NC-02 test, with 
reducing the primary mass inventory from 100% to 61.2%: C1 - 100.0%, C2 - 97.6%, C3 - 
96.3%, C4 - 95.2%, C5 - 94.2%, C6 - 93.1%, C7 - 90.9%, C8 - 87.8%, C9 - 84.8%, C10 - 
83.6%, C11 - 80.6%, C12 - 77.6%, C13 - 74.4%, C14 - 71.4%, C15 - 66.3%, and C-16 61.2%. 
The time dependent junction and volume were connected to the cold leg. The primary fluid 
was drained out of the system through this junction, with the controllers allowing outflow 
until the desired primary side mass inventory was achieved and then stopping the further 
flow.  

For S-NC-3 the specific value of 91.8% was chosen from the result of test S-NC-02 
which is corresponding to the primary side inventory in which mass flow rate in the primary 
side was at its peak. After the system reached equilibrium, the mass inventory in the steam 
generator secondary side was reduced step-by-step. In the process of the reduction of mass 
inventory in the steam generator secondary side, the primary side natural circulation was 
allowed to stabilize. The major parameters examined were natural circulation flow rate and 
system temperature distribution. Ten cases with different heat transfer area in the steam 
generator secondary side were used in this study. The value of 100% secondary mass means 
the normal narrow range level in the steam generator. The cases simulated were C10 - 
100.0%, C11 - 99.1%, C12 - 86.9%, C13 - 75.5%, C14 - 67.4%, C15 - 55.5%, C16 - 43.6%, 
C17 - 33.2%, C18 - 22.7% and C19 - 15.2%. 

For both tests in the frame of sensitivity study the interphase drag coefficient in the hot 
leg and SG U-tubes was varied for two cases: ‘R5(drag=0.8)’ in which the drag coefficient 
was multiplied by 0.8 and ‘R5(drag=1.2’ in which the multiplication factor 1.2 was used, 
using RELAP5 values for uncertainty analysis. Calculations using default interphase 
coefficient were labelled ‘R5(base)’. 

3 RESULTS 

The results are shown in Figures 2 through 5. The sensitivity results for S-NC-2 test are 
shown in Figure 2. The calculated results are compared to experimental data for mass flow 
rate, hot leg fluid temperature, primary side steam generator outlet fluid temperature, and 
primary system pressure. The difference of density is the only driving force for natural 
circulation. The fluid density differences occur as a result of fluid heating in the core region 
(causing the liquid to become less dense) and cooling fluid in the steam generators (causing 
the fluid to become more dense). Natural circulation will occur in a PWR primary loop (in the 
absence of pumped flow) whenever buoyant forces caused by differences in loop fluid 
densities are sufficient to overcome the flow resistance of loop components (steam generators, 
primary coolant pumps, etc.). Progression from the single phase mode through the two phase 
and reflux condensation modes occurs as primary system liquid mass inventory decreases. 

The calculated results agree well with the experiment in the 97% to 100% mass 
inventory range. Between 70% and 94% of inventory, there is a two-phase region, while 
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reflux mode is between 60% and 70% of the inventory. For a slower increase of mass flow 
when inventory is decreasing from 97% to about 88% the code documentation report [1] 
states that it is suspected that the interphase drag allowed more liquid to be carried up in the 
hot leg, thus affecting the density head difference and resulting in a slower mass flow rate. 
The slower mass flow rate (see Figure 2(a)) in turn affected the fluid temperature and pressure 
response as shown in Figures 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d). However, the impact of drag variation is 
rather small in the 88% to 97% mass inventory range. It may be seen that impact of drag 
variation is larger in the 70% to 82% mass inventory range. In the reflux mode the mass flow 
was oscillatory (see also Figure 3), therefore mean value of oscillation is shown. The 
calculated and measured data agree well during reflux mode (60% to 70% mass inventory 
range). 

The sensitivity of mass flow on drag variation is shown in Figure 3. Smaller drag (case 
‘R5(drag=0.8)’) has an influence on the mass flow, the largest in the two-phase region (see 
Figure 3(f), Case C11 with inventory 80.6%). 

  
Figure 2: Comparison between RELAP5 calculations and experiment for S-NC-2 test: 

(a) Primary system mass flowrate, (b) Hot leg fluid temperature, (c) SG outlet temperature, 
(d) Primary pressure 

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the calculated results and the experimental data 
(mass flow rate, hot leg fluid temperature, primary side steam generator outlet fluid 
temperature, and primary system pressure) for S-NC-3 test. The calculated results are less 
sensitive to drag variation that in the S-NC-2 test. This means vapor-liquid interphase drag 
looks not a major reason to explain the discrepancy in natural circulation mass flow rate. This 
is also in agreement with the recent findings for Korean SPACE computer code [3].  
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Figure 3: Sensitivity calculations for mass flowrate for S-NC-2 test cases: (a) C1, (b) C3, (c) 

C5, (d) C7, (e) C9, (f) C11, (g) C13, (h) C15 

When the effective heat transfer surface area was degraded (less than 55%), in the 
experiment the mass flow rate decreased. This was not so evident in the RELAP5 
calculations. According to RELAP5 documentation [1], it is suspected that the calculated 
liquid entrainment carried more liquid over the top of the steam generator U-tubes and thus 
maintained the higher density difference to drive the flow.  
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Figure 4: Comparison between RELAP5 calculations and experiment for SC-N-3 test: 
(a) Primary system mass flowrate, (b) Hot leg fluid temperature, (c) SG outlet temperature, 

(d) Primary pressure 

The higher mass flow rate (see Figure 4(a)) resulted in lower calculated fluid 
temperatures and a lower primary system pressure as can be seen from Figures 4(b), 4(c) and 
4(d). 

Finally, Figure 5 shows liquid distribution on the primary and secondary side for the 
C10 and C18 case, in which effective heat transfer area was reduced from 100% to 22.7%. 

First, it can be seen that in the calculation the SG heat transfer area (HT) was slightly 
smaller. It may be seen that in the U-tubes there is mostly liquid, indicating non-degrading 
conditions in the calculation for the base case. The study [3] for SPACE computer code 
indicated that matching the height and distribution of the two- phase mixture within the U-
tubes relative to the height and distribution of secondary side liquid should be very important 
to predict correctly the degraded heat transfer phenomena observed in the S-NC-3 test. The 
quantitative agreement between calculated and measured primary flow rate has improved 
when the primary mass inventory used in the calculations was set to 87% rather than 92%. 
This finding suggests that similar should be verified for our study using RELAP5 computer 
code and that liquid entrainment as suggested by code developers [1] is not the main reason. 
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Figure 5: Animation mask for S-NC-03 calculated Case 10 (left) and Case 18 (right) showing 
void fraction (C10 and C18 with exp. SG heat transfer area 100% and 22.7%, respectively) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The RELAP5/MOD3.3 Patch05 computer code calculations of Semiscale S-NC-2 at a 
different primary side mass inventory test and S-NC-3 in the degraded heat transfer condition 
test have been performed and compared to the experimental data. The sensitivity study was 
performed for interphase drag coefficient. The results for S-NC-2 test showed that interphase 
drag coefficient has some influence on the mass flow during natural circulation, but smaller 
than suspected by code developers. The results of sensitivity study on Semiscale natural 
circulation test S-NC-3 in the degraded heat transfer condition test showed that interphase 
drag coefficient has minor influence on calculation results. For future work it is suggested to 
follow the findings obtained for Korean SPACE computer code. Namely, it seems that 
equating the height and distribution of the two-phase mixture in calculation within the U-
tubes with the experimental condition is essential to predict correctly the degraded heat 
transfer phenomena observed in S-NC-3 test.  
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ABSTRACT 

In case of Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), containment pressure is an important factor 
to determine the core behaviour and Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) performance 
during reflood phase. In the existing ECCS evaluation methods for audit calculation in Korea 
Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS), the containment pressure and discharge flow of coolant was 
calculated independently with conservative assumption. However, it is necessarily required to 
analyse the containment pressure and discharge flow of coolant with realistic estimate, because 
both parameters effect each other simultaneously. To enhance the accuracy of analysis for 
containment pressure and discharge flow of coolant, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) - 
Containment coupled analysis applies with Dynamic-Link-Library (DLL) method. The RCS 
and Containment of APR-1400 Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) are modelled with MARS-KS and 
CONTEMPT4 computational code. With this model, Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident 
(LBLOCA) of APR-1400 NPPs is simulated and thermal-hydraulic effects of parameters 
related with containment are estimated. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis and Best-estimate 
calculation of ECCS performance are conducted with regard to containment design parameters. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Containment is an air-tight building, which contains a nuclear reactor and its pressurizer, 
reactor coolant pumps, steam generator, and other equipment or piping that might otherwise 
release fission products to the atmosphere in the event of an accident. In case of Loss of Coolant 
Accident, containment pressure is an important factor to determine the core behavior during 
reflood phase and ultimately a performance of ECCS [1]. It is necessarily required to analyze 
the ECCS performance with a coupled method of RCS and containment for a realistic estimate 
[2]. 

The ECCS performance is influenced by the recovery rate of reactor core water level, 
which is called the reflood rate. This reflood rate could be explained with the capacity that ECC 
water extrude saturated/supersaturated steam to containment, and containment pressure is one 
of major factor to affect the reflood rate. If containment pressure is remained low during reflood 
phase, specific volume of steam generated from the reactor core increases and friction between 
steam and structure also increases. In this circumstance, the amount of steam pushed out to 
containment decreases and the reflood rate also decreases, which means ECCS performance is 
degraded consequently. 

In this study, for the analysis of the ECCS performance and containment pressure 
behavior, the RCS-containment coupled analysis model is developed and verified with MARS-
KS and CONTEMPT4 computation code. . With this model, LBLOCA of APR-1400 NPPs is 
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simulated and thermal-hydraulic effects of parameters related with containment are estimated. 
Moreover, the sensitivity analysis and Best-estimate calculation of ECCS performance are 
conducted with regard to containment design parameters. A target nuclear power plant is 
Shinkori unit 3, 4 which represent APR-1400 model. As an accident scenario of LBLOCA, the 
double-ended guillotine break at the pump discharge line is selected. 

2 DEVELOPMENT OF RCS-CONTAINMENT COUPLED ANALYSIS MODEL 

To develop the RCS-containment coupled analysis model, first, a model for containment 
should be established with the CONTEMPT4 computational code. Since then, a RCS of APR-
1400 NPPs is simulated with the MARS-KS computation code. Lastly, RCS-Containment 
coupled analysis model using dynamic-link-library method is described. 

2.1 Containment Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis Model 

CONTEMPT4 is a digital computer code that predict the long-term thermal hydraulic 
response of light water reactor containment systems during postulated LOCA condition [3]. 
The CONTEMPT4 code provide the time variation of compartment thermodynamic state, heat 
structure temperature distribution and mass and energy inventories in response to postulated 
LOCA conditions described by user input. Containment spray, fan/pump, fan cooler are also 
provided. With these function, one big compartment, containment spray system, four fan 
coolers, and twenty-one heat structure are modelled to simulate the APR-1400 NPPs. Detailed 
information is developed with a reference from Final Safety Analysis Report of Shinkori unit 3 
and 4 [4].  

A heat transfer coefficient from containment atmosphere to heat structure is calculated 
by Tagami and Uchida correlation in CONTEMPT4. Because the Tagami correlation was 
developed for a turbulent flow heat transfer, it is applied during blowdown phase. The Tagami 
correlation is described as follow, the constant a and n are decided from Tagami, Kolflat and 
Chitteden test result.  

  (1) 

The Uchida correlation is applied after blowdown phase because it was developed for a 
laminar flow heat transfer. The Uchida heat transfer coefficient is calculated by followed 
equation. 

 	 ∆  (2) 

2.2 RCS Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis Model 

RCS of APR-1400 NPPs is composed with a pressurizer, two steam generators, four 
reactor coolant pumps, four safety injection tanks and pumps. Especially, for an effective 
emergency core cooling, fluidic device is installed at the bottom of safety injection tank and 
emergency core cooling water is injected through Direct-Vessel-Injection pipe to upper reactor 
vessel. This APR-1400 NPPs are modelled with MARS-KS computation code. MARS-KS is a 
code designed for realistic analysis tools based on best estimate modeling for application in the 
thermal hydraulic analyses of nuclear reactor systems [5]. Figure 5 shows the nodal of APR-
1400 model. 
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Figure 1: Nodalization of MARS-KS input 
 

2.3 RCS-Containment Coupled Analysis Model 

It is essential to analyse simultaneously both the reactor coolant system and the 
containment system for the realistic evaluation of ECCS performance during LOCA because 
the containment pressure and discharge flow of coolant effect each other simultaneously. To 
enhance the accuracy of analysis for ECCS performance, CONTEMPT4 code is coupled with 
MARS-KS code by utilizing the Dynamic-Link-Library method. As shown in Figure 4, Overall 
configuration of the code system is designed so that MARS-KS will be a main driver program 
which use CONTEMPT4 as associated routines [6].  

In the MARS-KS code, the containment is modeled as the pseudo time-dependent 
volumes, connected to each location of the breaks, while the break flows from reactor coolant 
system serves as source/sink in CONTEMPT DLL. The total pressure, liquid and vapor internal 
energy, quality, etc. in the vapor region of the compartment adjacent to the break is calculated 
by the CONTEMPT DLL routine, and is transferred to MARS-KS through the interface module. 
MARS-KS code updates the properties in the pseudo time-dependent volumes at every data-
exchanging time step. On the other hand, the mass and energy discharge rates of liquid, vapor, 
air calculated by the MARS-KS, and is provided to the CONTEMPT4 routines through the 
interface module. Time advancement for containment analysis is proceeded using the 
mass/energy source by calling the CONTEMPT4 routines in MARS-KS. Coupling with 
CONTEMPT4 code can be also realized by the calling the interfacing routines in DLL at the 
appropriate MARS-KS calculation step. 
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Figure 2: Configuration of Coupled Analysis System [6] 
 

For the development of the RCS-Containment coupled analysis model, the CONTEMPT4 
model mentioned in chapter 2.1 is used for the containment side and a MARS-KS model 
mentioned in chapter 2.2 is used for the RCS side. 

3 EVALUATION OF LBLOCA FOR APR-1400 

With the coupled analysis model, LBLOCA of APR-1400 NPPs is simulated and thermal-
hydraulic effects of parameters related with containment are estimated. Moreover, the 
sensitivity analysis and best-estimate calculation of ECCS performance are conducted with 
regard to containment design parameters. 

3.1 Validation of Coupled Analysis Model 

In the existing ECCS evaluation method for audit calculation in KINS, the containment 
pressure and discharge flow of coolant was calculated independently with conservative 
assumption. To validate the coupled analysis model, existing ECCS independent evaluation 
method and coupled ECCS evaluation method are compared with same conservative 
assumption. Figure 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 shows the result of comparison for containment pressure, 
discharge mass flow rate, integrated discharge mass flow and energy, reactor core level and 
peak cladding temperature. During blowdown phase (about until 30 seconds), a difference of 
containment pressure could not affect the other result, because choked flow is built in the break 
area. On the other hand, during reflood phase (about after 30 seconds), all result has a difference 
with coupling method and independent method. Most important distance is that the peak 
cladding temperature of the coupling method (864.0�) is 66.4� higher than that of the 
independent method (797.6�). In the Figure 3 and 4, the discharged water mass from 50 second 
to 60 second of coupling method is greater than that of independent method, thus, the core level 
is collapsed rapidly and finally, the hottest cladding is reheated. As a result, the existing 
independent method under-predict the peak cladding temperature during the reflood phase. 
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Figure 3: Containment pressure                    Figure 4: Discharge mass flow rate 

 

   
 

Figure 5: Integrated discharge mass flow              Figure 6: Integrated discharge energy 
 

   
 

Figure 7: Reactor core level                        Figure 8: Peak cladding temperature 
 

 

3.2 Sensitivity analysis for containment parameters 

To identify an influence of containment parameters to the ECCS performance, a 
sensitivity analyses are conducted for containment parameters with the RCS-containment 
coupled analysis model. Those parameters are selected from the CONTEMPT4 model, which 
are initial temperature, initial pressure, a free volume, a mass flow of spray, surface areas of a 
passive heat sink and a condensation heat transfer coefficient. 
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To analyse an appropriateness of the containment design, not the ECCS performance, a 
peak pressure analysis of containment during LOCA is conducted. In this case, conservative 
assumption to enhance the containment pressure is applied, directly opposite condition for 
ECCS performance. Therefore, both conservative assumption are applied for the each 
containment parameter. The sensitivity analysis is conducted for three conditions, which are for 
peak containment pressure condition (Max), for minimum containment pressure condition (Min) 
and a nominal value from those maximum and minimum value (Nom). Table 1 shows 
parameters and conditions of sensitivity analysis for ECCS performance and result of reflood 
PCT. In the reflood PCT, B1 and C1 cases are resulted relatively high temperature, however, it 
is hard to find a tendency of each parameter. In this result, the containment parameters have to 
be analysed synthetically during reflood phase. 

Table 1: Parameters and conditions of sensitivity analysis for LBLOCA 

Parameter Condition 
Blowdown 

PCT (℃) 

Reflood 

PCT (℃)

A. Initial temperature 
(Atmosphere, passive 
 heat sink, spray water) 

1. Max: 48.9  910.03 781.70 
2. Nom: 29.4  910.03 789.04 
3. Min: 10.0  910.05 785.55 

B. Initial atmosphere 
pressure 

1. Max: 1.165 bar 910.13 814.01 
2. Nom: 1.085 bar 910.03 789.04 
3. Min: 1.004 bar 910.19 786.06 

C. Net free volume 
1. Max: 8.857 10  910.04 797.74 
2. Nom: 9.242 10  910.03 789.04 
3. Min: 9.628 10  910.06 787.15 

D. Mass flow rate of 
 spray 

1. Max: 965.3 kg/sec 910.04 783.51 
2. Nom: 1555.2 kg/sec 910.03 789.04 
3. Min: 2145.1 kg/sec 910.04 786.23 

E. Surface area of passive 
    heat sink 

1. Max: Minimum area 910.06 787.41 
2. Nom: Median value 910.03 789.04 
3. Min: Maximum area 910.04 787.95 

F. Condensation heat  
    transfer coefficient 

1. Max: Tagami( 1.0)/Uchida( 1.0) 910.03 783.56 
2. Nom: Tagami( 2.0)/Uchida( 1.1) 910.03 789.04 
3. Max: Tagami( 4.0)/Uchida( 1.2) 910.04 787.94 

3.3 Simple Random Sampling Calculation for Containment Parameters 

To analyse the effect of containment parameters for best-estimate calculation of ECCS 
performance comprehensively, simple random sampling calculation is conducted for six 
containment parameters. MOSAIQUE computer program is used to make a combination of 
variables. A normal distribution is applied to the initial temperature and the initial atmosphere 
pressure, and a uniform distribution is adopted for the others. To assure at least a 95% 
probability at a 95% confidence level, 59 calculations are conducted for the different variable 
set and the first reflood peak cladding temperature is selected. Figure 9 shows the result of 59 
simple random sampling calculation. A bold red line shows the result of base (nominal) case. 
The first reflood peak temperature is 831.1� at 25th case, which is 33.5� higher than that of 
independent analysis with conservative assumption (797.6�) and 32.9� lower than that of 
coupling analysis with conservative assumption (864.0�). 
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Figure 9: SRS calculation for 6 containment parameters 
 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

To enhance the accuracy of analysis for containment pressure and discharge flow of 
coolant, RCS-Containment coupled analysis applies with Dynamic-Link-Library method. The 
RCS and Containment of APR-1400 NPP are modelled with MARS-KS and CONTEMPT4 
computational code. With this model, LBLOCA of APR-1400 NPP is simulated and thermal-
hydraulic effects of parameters related with containment are estimated. The peak cladding 
temperature of the coupling method (864.0�) is 66.4� higher than that of the independent 
method (797.6�) and the existing independent method under-predict the peak cladding 
temperature during the reflood phase. The sensitivity analysis for the containment parameters 
is conducted to evaluate ECCS performance, but it is hard to find a tendency of each parameter, 
therefore, the containment parameters have to be analysed synthetically during reflood phase. 
Best-estimate calculation of ECCS performance are conducted with regard to containment 
design parameters. Simple random sampling calculation is applied and a reflood peak 
temperature is 831.1� at 25th case, which is 33.5� higher than that of independent analysis 
with conservative assumption (797.6�) and 32.9� lower than that of coupling analysis with 
conservative assumption (864.0�) 
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ABSTRACT 

New experimental test facility for heat transfer and fluid flow studies during single-

phase and two-phase flows in different systems and on different scales has been designed and 

is currently under construction at Reactor Engineering Division of Jozef Stefan Institute. 

Motivation behind the construction of such device was to acquire reliable experimental 

measurements on CFD scale where the existing experimental data are scarce. The new 

database will help them better understand and model local heat transfer and fluid flow 

governing mechanisms. It is, however, no easy task to build such a device. In this context, 

building process of the apparatus with emphasizes laid on key decision criteria during the 

designing phase are explained and discussed in the present paper. With the goal to operate in 

wide range of test conditions and to acquire experimental results at the highest accuracy 

levels, the main design parameters were set. The first implies, but is not limited to, the use of 

various working fluids at broad range of mass flow rates, control over the diabatic wall heat 

flux, wall temperatures and variable gravity to flow direction angles. It enables instantaneous 

supply of the test section with the subcooled liquid and superheated vapor at arbitrary 

thermodynamic states. Besides, the design offers an insight into the velocity field within the 

boundary layer at the diabatic wall where local heat transfer coefficient is measured. The 

second, though, infers the use of highly accurate instruments, adoption of appropriate state-of-

the-art measuring techniques and thoughtful run of experiments. As the construction of the 

apparatus is approaching the completion, the forthcoming preliminary experiments are about 

to judge the success of the designed apparatus described herein. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Research in the field of heat transfer and fluid mechanics represents an important asset 

for the reliable, efficient and secure operation of the process and power engineering systems 

such as nuclear power plants, thermal power plants, as well as different types of heat engines 

powering vehicles on the ground, in the air and on the water. Consequently, convective heat 

transfer including flow boiling studies, critical heat flux and convective condensation of pure 

fluids or mixtures are not new areas of research. Results from some studies have been widely 

used for almost a century ([1], [2]), and yet, it is no easy task to obtain consistent data nor 

build an experimental device, which would produce reliable set of experimental results. This 

becomes even more obvious, when two-phase diabatic flow is considered or when 
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temperature oscillations in the fluid adjacent to the wall and inside the wall that give rise to 

thermal fatigue of materials, become important. In this context, building process of the 

apparatus with emphasizes laid on key decision criteria during the construction phase are 

explained and discussed through different design aspects in the present paper. 

2 THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

With the goal to operate in wide range of test conditions and to acquire experimental 

results at the highest accuracy levels, the main design parameters were set. The first implies, 

but is not limited to, the use of various working fluids at broad range of mass flow rates, 

control over the diabatic wall heat flux, wall temperatures and variable gravity to flow 

direction angles. It enables instantaneous supply of the test section with the subcooled liquid 

and superheated vapor at arbitrary thermodynamic states. Besides, the design offers an insight 

into the velocity field within the boundary layer at the diabatic wall where local heat transfer 

coefficient is measured. 

2.1 The experimental test rig 

The main purposes of the experimental test rig (Figure 1) are namely two. The first is to 

supply the test section with the working and the secondary fluids at wide range of test 

conditions, i.e., working with different fluids, flow rates, temperatures and pressures. The 

second is to obtain reliable and accurate measurements of the set boundary conditions for the 

experiments. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The experimental test rig 

Table 1: A list of typical experimental test conditions and the associated uncertainties. 
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Boundary condition Typical Value Comment 

Temperature range from 5°C to 90°C when water is used ± 0.05°C … (regularly calibrated onsite) 

*Prim. Fluid Flow Rate - max 

Prim. Fluid Flow Rate - min 

Water Flow Rate - max 

Water Flow Rate - min 

440 kg h
-1

 ...MGP (CMFr1+CMFr2) 

1.83 kg h
-1

 ...CMFr2 (1/60 of span) 

1770 kg h
-1

 ...CMFw3 

5.5 kg h
-1

 ...CMFw4 (1/60 of span) 

± 0.44 kg h
-1

 (± 0.1 % of meas. value) 

± 0.0037 kg h
-1

 (± 0.2 % of 1/60 of span) 

± 1.77 kg h
-1

 (± 0.1 % of meas. value) 

± 0.011 kg h
-1

 (± 0.2 % of 1/60 of span) 

Water Temp. Difference 

Wall-Ref. Temp. Diff. 

2°C - 20°C …4-junction thermopile 

2°C - 10°C …2 thermocouples 

± 0.03°C (calibrated onsite) 

± 0.1°C 

Pressure 20 bar …system press. (MGP head) ± 1.25 kPa (0.05 % of span - 25 bar) 

Pressure Difference 0.1 bar ...  ± 0.01 kPa (0.1 % of span - 0.1 bar) 

Wall Surface Temperature 

Distribution 

< 0.03°C (spectral range: 7.5-9 µm) 

at 640x512 ... IR camera 

high sensitivity to local temperature 

variations 

*Coriolis-effect mass flow meters are used for mass flow rate measurements of the primary fluid and water 

 

In this context, subcooled fluid is pumped into the test section (TS) through two 

branches, each equipped with the Coriolis-effect mass flow meter (CMFr) and the tube-in-

tube heat exchanger (HE). The two paths are asymmetric in terms of the fluid flow capacities 

and thermal power of the heat exchangers. In this way, the test rig can be used for extremely 

wide range of flow rates, which enables accurate studies both in single minichannel and in 

conventional pipes. Such design also enables feeding the TS instantly with the working fluid 

at two arbitrary states and flow rates. Fluid exiting the test section closes the loop in the flat 

plate heat exchanger (condenser) where it is completely condensed and subcooled. For the 

smallest flow rates and for the fine tuning of the flow, part of the working fluid is recirculated 

through the condenser. Another peculiarity of the experimental test rig is associated with the 

system pressure control. Indeed, the system pressure, which at given test condition correspond 

to the amount of the fluid within the loop, is controlled with the saturation temperature in the 

specially designed pressure vessel (PV). For this respect, we use special thermal bath capable 

of keeping the set temperature in the PV constant within 0.01 °C. 

2.2 The test section 

Once the desired boundary conditions have been taken care of, one shall design and 

build the test section with the studied physical phenomena in mind. In this respect, two 

conceptual designs of the test sections have been set. One is currently under construction. It is 

designed for experimental heat transfer and fluid flow studies during single-phase flow, 

convective condensation, flow boiling and critical heat flux. The primary goal was to design 

such a test section that would make measurement of the local heat transfer coefficient 

possible, while studying the velocity field and possibly the temperature field in the near wall 

region. The test section with 12 mm in diameter heated cylindrical wall and with integrated 

heat exchanger inside was found a good compromise for the transparent annular test section 

resembling a fuel rod geometry. Experiments in the annulus will be performed at various 

velocities, pressures and thermphysical properties of the flow, by adoption of various fluids. 

The experimental test conditions and the associated uncertainties set the geometrical 

constraints of the test section. Limited to around 10 kW of the heating power and with the 

desired fluid’s mass velocity of around 2000 kg m
-2

 s
-1

 within the annulus, the internal 

dimeter of the adiabatic wall was set to 20 mm. Adoption of the secondary fluid in 

experimental heat transfer studies brings along two important advantages. The first is 

associated to controlled wall temperature studies while the second refers to relative 

indifference whether fluid is used as heat source or heat sink. However, this freedom comes 

together with an importantly more complicated setup of the experiment and data acquisition. 
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3 DATA ACQUISITION 

  

 

Figure 2: Enhanced heat transfer on the secondary side increases wall to fluid temperature 

difference (left) that reduces experimental uncertainty of the local HTC measurements (right). 

Local heat transfer coefficients will be measured instantaneously at the same location 

where the velocity field in the near wall region will be acquired. For this purpose, two 

techniques are adopted and combined. The first one has been successfully applied by 

Cavallini and co-workers at their local heat transfer studies inside a single minichannel [3]. 

The second one is taken from the PTV experiments in the fluid performed unprecedentedly 

close to the wall by Estrada-Perez and Hassan [4]. In order to reduce experimental uncertainty 

of the HTC measurements (Eq. (1)) several aspects have been carefully integrated into the 

design of the test section [5]. One of these was to enhance heat transfer on the secondary side, 

i.e., reducing thermal resistance on the secondary side and thus increasing wall to primary 

fluid temperature difference (Figure 2). 
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This was accomplished with a specially designed structure within the tube (Figure 3). 

There, the enhancement is achieved with a torturous path of the water flow with constantly 

interrupted boundary layer and notably increased heat transfer surface. Increased turbulence 

of the secondary fluid assures good mixing of the flow; hence, reliable water temperatures are 

measured along the test tube. Accurate measurements of the later are essential for precise 

calculation of the local heat flux that is derived from the local temperature gradient of the 

water flowing through the test section (Eq. (2)). 
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However, to properly account for the thermal losses and suitably address the overall 

heat balance within the structure of the device, several corrections have to be taken into 

consideration during the calculation of the local heat flux [5]. 
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Figure 3: Insight into selected details of the experimental test section resembling fuel rod 

geometry. 

 

The above test section refers to an isothermal boundary condition where copper rod is 

heated with the use of the secondary fluid. Its intended use is focused on convective 

condensation, flow boiling and critical heat flux studies. However, there was another 

conceptual design proposed for the test section intended for conjugate heat transfer studies in 

literally the same geometry (Figure 4). Conjugate heat transfer addresses temperature fields in 

the liquid and in the wall simultaneously, which permits to study penetration of temperature 

fluctuations from the liquid to the wall and in the opposite direction, possibly leading to 

thermal fatigue. Significant added value of the conjugate heat transfer research is limited to 

selected systems with long lifespans due to the slow advancing process of the thermal fatigue, 

and to the systems where the replacement of the key components is not feasible. 

The new test section will be integrated into the existing test rig that can operate in wide 

range of test conditions, i.e., at various flow velocities, pressures, temperatures and thermos-

physical properties of the studied fluids. However, when surface temperature fluctuations will 

be measured with high-speed IR camera, only turbulent superheated vapour flow will be 

studied in the annulus. Wall surface temperature field will be measured by means of high-

speed infrared camera and micro thermocouples integrated in the thin wall surface. With a 

substantial number of micro thermocouples calibrated on-site a reliable information on wall 

surface temperature distribution will be obtained. On the top of that, small fluctuations will be 

acquired with the IR camera, referring always to the array of the locally measured surface 

temperatures. In this way, substantial amount of data received from the dynamic response of 

the array of the wall thermocouples will give sufficient insight into the instantaneous diabatic 

wall surface temperature field. This information will be later used, when experiments with 
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liquid phase; opaque in IR spectra, will be performed. Indeed, here, in conjunction with the 

wall surface temperature response, velocity field in the near wall region will be studied with 

the PIV technique. Such studies were until recently only the visionary thoughts of the 

researchers, both those who were engaged in the experiments, and those who performed 

numerical simulations. With recent advances in non-intrusive measurement techniques and 

the increase in computing power, these studies become viable. 

However, in the design, different concepts had to be taken into account. Surface 

temperature fluctuations are damped when thermal activity of a given fluid is much smaller 

than the solid wall [7]. This is particularly true when solid wall is thick and secondary fluid is 

used as a heat source. In contrast, higher thermal activity ratio (Eq. (3)) leads to larger wall 

temperature fluctuations in response to turbulent heat transfer. Since thermal effusivity ratio 

cannot be reached infinitely high during the experiment, particular care must be put to build 

the test section with a very thin wall. Here, the conceptual design of the test section envisages 

electrically heated thin metallic foil, which is kept in the form of a cylinder by excess pressure 

within the internal cavity. 

 𝐾 = √
𝜌𝑓 ∙ 𝑐𝑝𝑓 ∙ 𝜆𝑓

𝜌𝑤 ∙ 𝑐𝑝𝑤 ∙ 𝜆𝑤
 (3) 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Scheme of the test section for conjugate heat transfer studies at isoflux thermal 

boundary condition. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Many of the process and power engineering systems must avoid the occurrence of 

critical heat flux. The phenomenon characterized with sudden decrease of heat transfer 

coefficient may eventually lead to the system failure in a rapid manner. Quite less rapid but 

persistent degradation of the system components due to thermal fatigue may also lead to 

serious failures in the industry. However, good understanding and reliable prediction of the 

said phenomenon is crucial for reliable, secure, and efficient operation of such systems. In 

order to confront these challenges head on, more research has to be done in this respect. In 
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this context, a distinctive experimental approach for local critical heat flux and conjugate heat 

transfer studies has been presented herein. The device, which is here presented in considerable 

detail, is being built at the Reactor Engineering Division of the Jožef Stefan Institute. 

Experimental results obtained from the designed apparatus will enable better understanding 

and modelling of the governing physical mechanisms that come along with the said 

phenomena. 
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ABSTRACT 

Materials and components used in the neighbourhood of high power targets for spallation 
neutrons and radioisotopes production work in a very radioactive environment, characterized 
by intense neutron and gamma fields. The absorbed doses may induce substantial degradation 
of their physical and mechanical properties, which can lead to a premature structural failure, 
compromising machine operations. The European Spallation Source project (ESS) in Lund, 
Sweden and the SPES (Selective Production of Exotic Species) project of the Italian Institute 
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of Nuclear Physics (INFN) in Legnaro, Italy are currently in the construction phase. Among the 
polymeric materials, known to be the most radiation sensitive, lubricating greases are crucial 
for a reliable operation of their target stations. Experimental campaigns aimed at testing the 
neutron radiation-induced lubricants degradation are ongoing. Data from post-irradiation 
examinations are used to estimate the radiation resistance of the materials in operation, leading 
to the best product choice. Irradiations are performed in the Central Thimble of the TRIGA 
Mark II research nuclear reactor of the LENA laboratory of the University of Pavia. The reactor 
neutron and photon mixed field is used to reproduce as close as possible the actual 
environmental service conditions. Considered materials were previously tested for radiation 
hardness mainly in gamma radiation fields.   

1 INTRODUCTION 

The ESS project, under construction in Lund, Sweden, aims at the construction of the 
most intense accelerator-driven neutron spallation source in the world [1]. The target system, 
where the spallation process takes place and neutrons are generated, consists of a tungsten 
wheel measuring 2.6 m in diameter and estimated to weigh 4 ton suspended from a 6 m long 
shaft (see Fig.1), A 2.5 GeV proton beam with 5 MW beam power impinges on the target, 
which rotates with a constant speed of 0.39 Hz. The total mass of the system is about 11 tons. 
Effective lubrication of such a challenging structure is fundamental for its steady operation. 
About 3000 tons of steel are used to shield high-energy neutrons escaping from the target area. 
The shaft driving and the bearing systems, requiring lubrication, are located at a significant 
distance from the high radiation area and behind the shielding (see Fig.1). Fast neutron fluxes 
in this area are expected to be of the order of 1012 particle/(cm2 year) [2].  

In different positions, choppers are used to block fast neutrons and prompt gamma rays. 
These radiations represent an unwanted signal for the detectors. The pulse is blocked by closing 
the beam with a thick absorber and to open it quickly to select neutrons having the desired 
speed. The component experience high rotational speeds and absorbs high integrated doses. 
Lubrication is fundamental to ensure proper operation [1]. 

   
Figure 1: Left: the SPES Target Chamber. Center: the SPES Front-End; the Target Chamber is removed. Right: 

the ESS target system; the red spots indicate the position of the most relevant lubricated components. 

The SPES facility, under construction at the Legnaro National Laboratories (LNL) of 
INFN, is a second generation accelerator for the production of neutron rich Radioactive Ion 
Beams (RIB) [3]. The radioactive nuclear species are produced by fission of a 238U target. A 
200 A primary proton beam of 40 MeV energy impinges on a series of 238UCx thin porous 
disks, inducing fission at the foreseen rate of 1013 fission/s [4] [5]. A highly radioactive 
environment is generated, with fast neutron and gamma fields whose fluxes in the target 
neighbourhood are of the order of 1010 particle/(cm2 s).  
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In the Target and Ion Source (TIS) complex (Fig.1), containing the 238UCx disks, the 
generated unstable atomic species are extracted and ionized to be subsequently selected and 
accelerated to produce the RIBs [6]. The TIS is connected to the rest of the Front-End 
supporting structure (FE) by means of two VAT valves (Fig.1). The Target Chamber is designed 
in such a way as to be removed and replaced at the end of a 15-day operation followed by 15-
day cooling period. VAT valves are needed to isolate the Target Chamber when removed. Due 
to the high residual radioactivity of the chamber, the handling system must be completely 
automatic. Pneumatic motors, acme screws, rolling bearings, ball bearings, rotating speed 
reducers, sliding shaft and VAT valves need appropriate lubrication to ensure the regular 
operations of the FE and the Target Chamber removal.  

The introduction of non-metallic components in the design of facilities where neutron 
radiation fields are so intense represents a largely unexplored challenge. Materials and 
components constituting the ESS drive unit and choppers, the SPES TIS complex and the FE 
structures are expected to experience severe radiation-induced modifications due to the great 
absorbed doses. Polymeric materials are known to be the most sensitive to ionizing 
radiation [7]. The most critical categories of components are represented by elastomeric 
vacuum O-rings, lubricant oils and greases, cable insulators, optical fibers, etc. A premature 
failure of these components due to the radiation damage can lead to a shutdown of the entire 
system. This scenario is tragic both from the nuclear safety and the operational points of view, 
implying important risks for the projects. 

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND METHODOLOGY 

The problem of the radiation-induced materials damage was largely investigated in the 
last decades, driven by nuclear physics research, development of accelerator technology and 
space applications. Among all, one of the most remarkable references on this topic is 
represented by the Yellow Reports produced at CERN [8]. Generic usability radiation 
thresholds were experimentally determined for every component to be used in high-energy 
accelerators. The data sheets of products whose radiation resistance is somehow declared are 
currently used as a reference as well. As notable limitations of these studies, many of the 
products tested at CERN are no longer present on the market and most of the data are obsolete, 
whereas information on radiation resistance provided by producers contains large uncertainties. 
Moreover, radiation resistance tests are in general performed using gamma radiation only, 
according to a generally adopted rule assuming that all types of radiation are equally effective 
in damaging polymeric materials. This statement must be considered as a rough first 
approximation and cannot be considered as generally reliable [7]. 

Elastomeric materials used for the construction of vacuum O-rings were identified as the 
main criticality for SPES. The results of an experimental study focused on these materials are 
reported in previous works [6] [9]. Lubricating oils and greases were selected as the second 
critical type of product to be tested. A specific irradiation and testing protocol was developed. 

The evaluation of materials lifetime in radiation environment is necessarily performed 
via accelerated ageing tests, whose predicting capability is influenced by several factors. The 
type of radiation field, the dose rate effect, the presence and penetration of oxygen in the 
material, synergistic effects of radiation and temperature, sample geometry, etc., can strongly 
affect the radiation-induced modifications of the physical properties. Therefore, to achieve 
significant information, the testing conditions must be carefully chosen to reproduce the same 
degradation processes occurring in operation [10] [11] [12]. 
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In the Central Thimble facility of the TRIGA Mark II research reactor, where materials 
are irradiated, mixed neutron and photon fields are present. This way, the main radiation field 
components expected in the ESS and SPES systems in operation are provided. This represents 
an original feature in the experimental approach of the present radiation hardness study.  

3 SELECTION OF MATERIALS FOR RADIATION HARDNESS TESTS 

In Tab.1 five lubricating greases selected for experimental radiation tests are listed. The 
products fit the requirements for use in the ESS system and in the SPES FE applications: 
consistency NLGI grade ranges between 0 and 3, general purpose, high-vacuum, high load 
and extreme pressure (EP) products are included. Temperature expected in operation ranges 
from 0°C to 80°C and rotational speeds are mostly low. The products represent a broad 
selection of typologies. Some of them have a radiation resistance declaration provided by the 
producer. However, producer declarations consider only the total absorbed dose as the 
relevant parameter. Moreover, testing conditions and usability thresholds are not clearly 
specified. Radiation hardness tests are mainly performed in gamma fields. 

Table 1: Greases selected to be tested for radiation hardness in reactor mixed fields. Generic indications about 
the chemical composition provided by the producers are reported. Mineral oils, commonly employed as base oils 

for grease blending, are light mixtures of higher alkanes from mineral sources, manly made of C and H atoms. 
Producer and Product  Base 

Polymer 
Thickener Consistency Radiation 

Hardness 
Quality 

Lubcon 
Grizzlygrease No.1 

Mineral oil Li/Ca 
special soap 

NLGI 0 1.2 MGy 
gamma 

Used at CERN 

Kluber 
Petamo GHY 133 N 

Mineral oil 
 

polyurea 
 

NLGI 2 Not present ESS & SPES 
priority 

Moresco 
RG-42R-1 

Polyphenyl 
ether 

Polycarbonates, 
silica additive 

NLGI 1 15 MGy 
gamma 

Very high 
rad-resistance 

Lubcon 
Turmopolgrease 2 

Polyglicol Li soap NLGI 2 Not present General 

Kluber 
Klüberlub BE 41-542 

Mineral oil Special Li soap NLGI 2 Not present ESS priority 
EP 

4 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING PROTOCOL 

A specific set-up and procedure was designed, developed and validated to test grease 
samples in the Central Thimble facility of the TRIGA MARK II research reactor of the 
University of Pavia, Italy. The Central Thimble is a 3.8 cm diameter aluminium pipe located in 
the very centre of the reactor core, where the total neutron flux reaches 1.7 1013 n/(cm2 s).  

4.1 Facility Description and Dosimetry Calculations 

Dosimetry calculations in the most relevant lubricated positions of the SPES FE are 
achieved using a model realized with the Monte Carlo code MCNPX, developed for radiation 
transport [13]. The absorbed dose in a mixed field strongly depends on the material composition 
and in particular on the hydrogen content via elastic scattering of fast neutrons on light nuclei. 
The main elements composing the selected products are measured via CHN analysis allowing 
the carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen content in mass percentage to be determined. The hydrogen 
content ranges from 9.68% to 12.42%. The gamma dose component is, on the contrary, roughly 
irrespective of the specific composition for this kind of materials. Specific neutron and photon 
dose rates are calculated with MCNPX for every material using the measured fraction of carbon, 
hydrogen and nitrogen. According to the base polymer and thickener composition declared by 
the producer, the remaining mass is assumed to be oxygen.  
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The most critical positions for lubricants used in the SPES FE are represented by the main 
screw of the Target Chamber pulling system and by the associated ball bearings system. These 
positions are the closest to the 238U target. In the 7-year long operating period foreseen for the 
FE, the total expected absorbed dose is about 26.6 MGy (dose rate 1.06 kGy/h). The neutron 
component of this dose rate, mainly due to fast neutrons contribution, is 87%, the photon one 
is 13%. This dose levels seriously raise the issue of materials radiation stability as well as of 
the scheduled maintenance periods for the mechanical assemblies. Concerning the ESS, the 
chopper assembly seems to be the most critical position where lubricants are used. Expected 
mixed dose is about 5 kGy/y [2]. Despite this lower value relative to SPES conditions, it must 
be highlighted that the ESS system is intended to work for tens of years and integrated doses 
can reach critical values. The accumulated dose is hazardous for lubricants performance. 

The average dose rate absorbed by the selected greases during irradiation ranges from 
0.760 MGy/h for the material with the lowest hydrogen content to 0.889 MGy/h for the more 
hydrogenated one. The neutron components of this dose rates rages from 66% to 70%, the 
photon one ranges from 34% to 30%. The reactor facility delivers, in accelerated way, a neutron 
dose comparable to the ones expected in operation  

4.2 Preliminary results 

A set of preliminary tests is accomplished on small lubricant samples to verify possible 
problematic radiation-induced effects. Tests on neutron-induced activation, gas evolution, 
development of acid products are accomplished. Concerning material activation, both Neutron 
Activation Analysis (NAA) and contact dose measurements are performed. Traces of long 
lifetime isotopes are usually found in commercial materials. In particular, 65Zn is found in all 
the activated materials. As a consequence, they must be treated as radioactive waste needing 
disposal. However, after 10-15 cooling days, the contact dose rate of the irradiated samples is 
usually only about 0.1-0.2 Sv/h, comparable with natural background. This result is 
encouraging, since post-irradiation samples handling does not imply limiting radiation 
protection procedures. Grease containment during irradiation is particularly problematic due to 
the important radiation-induced gas evolution. Acid gases are in some cases released, with the 
risk of corrosion of the environment. These phenomena, combined with the inefficient grease 
handling and the small available volume inside the irradiation facility, made the realization of 
a working and suitable set-up more challenging than foreseen.  

Grease samples are irradiated at four dose values. Chosen irradiation times are 
10 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours. One irradiation hour corresponds to a range 
0.760 MGy-0.889 MGy depending on the considered material. About 8 mL of grease are 
uniformly distributed on the inner surface of a 20 mL syringe. Due to the chosen set-up and to 
the high radiation-induced grease mobility, irradiation is likely realized in oxygenated 
conditions.  

The defined protocol is designed to test the evolution of relevant mechanical and physical 
quantities of the examined material as a function of the absorbed dose. Greases are semi-fluid 
to solid systems originating from the dispersion of a thickener in liquid oil. The result is a two-
phase system. The most common property used to characterize the grease quality is consistency, 
defined as the degree of resistance to movement under stress. Consistency is measured 
according to ASTM 1403 using a penetrometer whose cone penetrates under its weight into the 
flat surface of the material. The cone penetration is measured in tenths of millimetre. A 
consistency class from 000 (softer) to 6 (harder) in NLGI scale can be associated to the result 
of the measurement and it is usually considered as a relevant parameter for grease classification.  
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For greases, consistency is expected to exhibit a complex behaviour as a function of the 
absorbed dose. At lower dose values, the grease is expected to soften, reaching higher 
consistency (penetration) values, because the dominating effect of radiation interaction is the 
scission of the chemical bonds constituting the gelling structure of the thickener, more radiation 
sensitive. At higher dose values, the grease is expected to harden, featuring lower consistency 
values, because of the radiation-induced cross-linking of the base oil [7].  

 

 
Figure 2: Relative consistency variation as a function of the total absorbed dose. Dotted lines are used when 

greases become almost fluid and the absolute consistency value is out of the instrument range. 

A first irradiation and testing campaign is ongoing. Results for five lubricants available 
at present are reported in Figure 2. Consistency variation relative to the non-irradiated materials 
is reported as a function of the total absorbed dose in the Central Thimble facility. The error 
associated to the consistency values is estimated on the base of repeated measurements 
performed on non-irradiated greases and it is lower than 5%. The error associated to the 
calculated dose depends on the error on the measured fluxes in the central thimble, being equal 
to 10%. A 10% consistency variation generally implies a change in the consistency class and 
can be considered as a usability threshold. Klüberlub BE 41-542 exhibits a progressive 
consistency increase and class variation is reached at 1.75 MGy. Petamo GHY 133 N and 
Moresco RG-42R-1 greases are almost stable up to respectively 1.77 MGy and 1.52 MGy and 
remain in their original class. This is not surprising for the Moresco product, whose radiation 
resistance is declared by the producers up to 15 MGy of gamma dose. On the contrary, Petamo 
has no radiation resistance declarations. The colour of some of the tested greases darkens by 
irradiation. This phenomenon is particularly evident for Petamo grease (see Fig.3). Despite its 
stability in consistency, the outstanding colour change evidences modifications at the 
microscopic scale. Remarkable consistency variations are reported for Grizzlygrease No.1 and 
Turmopolgrease 2. After a 2-hour long irradiation they appear definitely less consistent, almost 
fluid, with much higher values of cone penetration. Class variation is reported at 0.42 MGy and 
at 0.13 MGy respectively. The consistency variation is so glaring that can be easily appreciated 
simply by visual examination of the sample (see Fig.3). In particular, Grizzlygrease consistency 
abruptly increases after 0.42 MGy only. This is an intriguing result, since the product is declared 
by the producer as radiation resistant up to a gamma dose of 1.2 MGy. The reported 
macroscopic difference could be attributed to the different radiation field employed or to 
different testing conditions, maybe related to the dose rate.  

According to the literature, the radiation stability of greases should be predominantly 
determined by the chemical nature of the base oil. Polyphenyl Ether based products are claimed 
to be more resistant than mineral oil based ones [7]. The stability of the Moresco grease seems 
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to confirm this statement. As a general trend, radiation-induced consistency increase is reported 
for most of the tested products. In many cases, the materials become almost fluid, suggesting 
that the thickener is the most sensitive grease component and that its role in assessing radiation 
resistance is not negligible. As a consequence, radiation stability of the grease is more likely 
dependent on both the chemical nature of base oil and thickener one, along with their mutual 
interaction at the microscopic scale. Investigations on the radiation induced viscosity 
modifications of some base oils are foreseen, to complete the results already achieved on the 
greases. Moreover, the unexpected degradation of the Grizzlygrease product suggests that the 
efficiency of fission neutrons in damaging its specific thickener can be higher than the gamma 
efficiency. Deeper investigations of the mentioned effects are interesting both in the scientific 
and in the practical point of view.  

 

 
Figure 3: Grizzlygrease No.1 irradiated at 0.14 MGy (left) and 0.42 MGy (center). The consistency variation is 

evident. Petamo GHY 133 N non-irradiated and irradiated at 0.44 MGy (right).   

4.3 Further Activities 

Longer irradiations are planned in the near future to reach 10 MGy of total dose and test 
radiation resistance of some products at higher dose values.  

The measurement of physical properties is foreseen as well: variations of rheological 
properties can investigate the non-Newtonian behaviour of greases, leading to the measurement 
of significant model parameters. NMR measurements can put in evidence the radiation-induced 
modification of the hydrogen chemical bonds. Preliminary tests have already been performed 
successfully on non-irradiated grease samples.  

To consider the radiation damage dependence on the dose rate, a second experimental 
campaign is ongoing, in a lateral facility placed within the radial reflector of the TRIGA Mark II 
research reactor. The about 13-time lower dose rate in this irradiation facility is closer to the 
operational irradiation conditions present in the final applications. A comparison between 
samples irradiated up to the same total dose delivered with different dose rates will help to 
investigate the dose rate dependence of radiation damage mechanisms induced by mixed fields 
on polymeric materials. This will add important information to the present study.  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental studies of radiation resistance of lubricating greases in reactor mixed 
neutron and photon fields to be employed in the ESS and SPES projects are ongoing. 
Preliminary results achieved on five products report an interesting scenario. Some greases, both 
radiation-resistant and generic, exhibit stable consistency. Others show a critical evolution of 
the consistency as a function of the absorbed dose, despite their radiation resistance declaration. 
Contrarily to a generally accepted but unproved assumption, the radiation damage induced by 
reactor mixed field seems to be different from the one induced by pure gamma fields.  
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In the final user point of view, it is important that the used grease maintains consistency 
values belonging to the same consistency grade. Among the greases tested so far, Moresco 
RG- 42R-1 shows the most stable consistency behaviour.  

The results of the present work, in addition to the significance for the ESS and the SPES 
projects, provide an original sample of radiation resistance data of technological polymeric 
materials in irradiating conditions different from the ones usually employed for accelerated 
irradiation ageing tests.  
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ABSTRACT 

Elmont d.o.o. Krško – We have spread our main scope of the services from electrical 

maintenance, modifications implementations and quality control to cable testing area. The 

main reason for expanding our scope was to support Nuclear Power Plant Krško Cable 

Management program and the world trend of LTE (Life Time Extension) in power plants. 

Scope of work – We are identifying potential downgraded conditions for safety and 

operational important cables in special areas (heat, water, radiation). Our main scope is visual 

control, and testing with analysis. 

 For low voltage cables the main testing method is Line Resonance Analysis (LIRA). 

LIRA technology is based on the transmission line theory, through the estimation and analysis 

of the complex line impedance as a function of the applied signal frequency. We can monitor 

the global, progressive degradation of the cable insulation due to harsh environment 

conditions (high temperature, humidity, radiation) and detect local degradation of the 

insulation material due to mechanical impacts or local abnormal environmental conditions.   

For medium voltage cables we are using new methods with a power generator that uses 

Very Low Frequency – 0,1Hz (VLF). The main reason for this is that the measurement unit 

needs 500 times less energy than the unit which uses 50Hz frequency (50/0,1=500). With this 

power source we are performing dielectric loss measurements – Tan delta (TD) and Partial 

discharge measurements (PD). 

TD measurements show the severity of Water treeing in the measured cable. Water trees 

mainly come from moisture and are therefore present in cables that lie in manholes filled with 

water or they submerged in any other way. 

PD measurements show the severity of voids or other types of defects in cable 

insulation. These defects can arise during the manufacturing of the cable or they can arise 

during the installation of the cable or from an accident with the cable during the operational 

time. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cable integrity is vital to the safe and efficient operation of a nuclear power plant or 

facility, especially as a plant enters into long-term operation of 40 years or more. Despite their 

importance, cables typically receive little attention – they are considered passive, long-lived 

components that are very reliable. However, cable failures have caused plant shutdowns, 

safety concerns and loss of revenue. Performance and safety concerns demand proactive and 
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preventative approaches to cable integrity and reliability. A cable health and aging 

management program anticipates and addresses cable aging issues, helps reduce maintenance 

costs, avoids unscheduled shutdowns and repairs, incorporates industry best practices and 

addresses regulatory requirements.  

Field testing (such as tan delta, partial discharge, LIRA) provide a basis for establishing 

appropriate maintenance. 

For low voltage cables our main testing method is Line Resonance Analysis (LIRA). 

The LIRA technology was developed by the Institute for energy Technology (IFE) in Halden, 

Norway in the early 2000’s. It was initiated by the need of non-destructive test and condition 

assessment methods for cables in nuclear power plants. Many cable condition assessment 

technologies in the market today are potential destructive, and cannot be regarded as an 

alternative test method for cables where cable destruction leads to time consuming and cost 

driving maintenance operations. Other technologies are non-destructive, but provide too little 

information and security related to the continued operation of the relevant cable. 

 AC power frequency test sets are relatively large, heavy, and expensive and they 

require large impractical amounts of power in the field to energize cables. The reason why 

cables require so much power to energize at power frequency is because they are essentially 

seen as “capacitors” to an AC power source. The longer the cable, the larger the capacitance 

becomes. The cable capacitance is mainly dependent upon the geometry and dielectric 

constant of the insulation. For most cables, a rough guide for a cable capacitance is 300pF per 

meter of cable. The power required to energize, even relatively short sections of cable, at 

relatively low test voltages, will soon overload a standard AC power supply. The only 

practical component that can be adjusted to reduce the power requirement is that of the 

applied frequency. The reactive power required by an applied test voltage level at 0.1Hz is 

500 times lower than that at 50Hz. This was originally the main driving force behind the 

development and use of VLF for testing capacitive loads such as cables, generators etc. 

For medium voltage cables we are using high voltage system HVA28 from b2 

electronic GmbH company with a power generator that uses Very Low Frequency (VLF) – 

0,01- 0,1Hz . 

 

1 LINE RESONANCE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

 

LIRA BASIC 

The LIRA (Line Resonance Analysis) Technology is a cable condition assessment, 

cable fault location and cable aging management system that works in frequency domain 

through advanced proprietary algorithms. LIRA is based on the transmission line theory, and 

calculates and analyze the complex line impedance as a function of the applied signal for a 

wide frequency band. It detects and locate changes in the cable impedance and makes it 

possible to perform fault location and cable condition monitoring on I&C, low, medium and 

high voltage cables even in inaccessible challenging environments. The applied frequency 

band is a 5V signal, and is harmless to the cable. LIRA will detect and locate local 

degradations in the cable, which is specific to certain sections of the cable and caused by 

mechanical stress and damages, or by heat-induced oxidation and radiation. It will also detect 

global degradation in the cable, which is applicable for the entire cable, and is caused by 

general aging, influenced by external and internal environmental conditions. 
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LIRA MESUREMENTS 

 

For a complete cable analysis, LIRA provides the following tools: 

 

 Input impedance spectrum check (Imp) - The spectrum is used to adjust the used 

bandwidth so that the high frequency part of the spectrum still contains useful 

information, or, in other words, it does not completely fade out because of the 

cable attenuation.  

 

 DNORM view (DNORM) - This is the severity assessment tool in LIRA. Any 

feature, visible in the signature, is tagged as green, orange  or red, according to 

the estimated severity. The DNORM tab shows a normalized graphical 

interpretation of the finding along the measured cables length, without the start 

and end terminations shown. Bars are shown in red when they exceed the double 

of the threshold (default: 10), orange from 80% of the threshold to the red 

threshold, otherwise in green. Our test cable isolation was cut at approximately 

20m, what is visible as green bar ( Figure 1.). Cable also had two splices (22m 

and 28m ) visible as red bars  in Figure 1. 

 
 

Figure 1. DNORM view of test cable 

 Global parameters - The estimated cable parameters, C (dielectric capacitance), 

L (cable inductance), Att (cable attenuation), Z0 (characteristic impedance) and 

VR (phase velocity ratio) can be compared to the expected values to increase the 

measurement reliability.  

 Cable trend graphs - The frequency trends are provided for the following 

parameters: Characteristic impedance (Z0), Velocity Ratio (VR),  Attenuation  

Resistance, Dielectric capacitance, Cable inductance. 

 Termination assessment (BTS) - is based on the Fourier transform of the cable 

impedance spectrum, at the maximum bandwidth allowed by the applied 

maximum frequency. While the output of the Fourier analysis for the LIRA 

signature is a power spectrum, for the BTS analysis the complex output is 
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preserved. The ratio between the difference of the imaginary and real component 

of the transformation function (also called the BTS signature function) has a 

significant diagnostic value and it is bounded between +    and –  .  

2 VLF MEASUREMENTS 

 

TAN DELTA (TD)  BASIC      

Tan Delta ( Loss Angle or Dissipation Factor) testing, is a diagnostic method of testing 

cables to determine the quality of the cable insulation. This is done to try to predict the 

remaining life expectancy and in order to prioritize cable replacement. If the insulation of a 

cable is free from defects, like water trees, electrical trees, moisture and air pockets, etc., the 

cable approaches the properties of a perfect capacitor. It is very similar to a parallel plate 

capacitor with the conductor and the neutral being the two plates separated by the insulation 

material.  

In a perfect capacitor, the voltage and current are phase shifted 90 degrees and the 

current through the insulation is capacitive. If there are impurities in the insulation, like those 

mentioned above, the resistance of the insulation decreases, resulting in an increase in 

resistive current through the insulation.  The current and voltage will no longer be shifted 90 

degrees. The extent to which the phase shift is less than 90 degrees is indicative of the level of 

insulation contamination, hence quality/reliability. This “Loss Angle” is measured and 

analyzed. 

Tangent delta can be calculated according to: 
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Figure 2 :Tan Delta 

Dielectric losses are mainly dominated by the conductive losses that occur in the 

insulation material. In simple terms, the insulation resistance is inversely proportional to Tan 

Delta. 

TD MEASUREMENTS 

For our measurements we have selected a powerful unit – high voltage (HV) source 

with integrated TD measuring equipment. The unit has following specifications:  

- Output voltage 28kVpeak, 20kVrms; 

- Pure sinusoidal output voltage(load-independent); 

- Output current 20mA max; 

- Highest test capacity of 10μF; 
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- Internal TD measurement with high accuracy (1 x 10
-4

); 

- Tan Delta measurement with various frequencies (0,01 – 0,1 Hz); 

- Cable testing according to the standards: 

CENELEC HD 620/621,IEEE 400.2-2004, IEEE 400-2001, etc. 

 

On each phase-line of cable we perform a measurement in four steps. Each step has five 

measurements or takes two minutes. For the test to start we need additional info from the 

cable manufacturer and/or user so that we can determine the appropriate voltage levels and 

acceptance criteria. 

For acceptance criteria we use standard IEEE 400.2 – IEEE Guide for Field Testing of 

Shielded Power Cable Systems Using Very Low Frequency (VLF). 

All results can be displayed on-line on a personal computer or on the instrument. 

Calculating the appropriate voltage levels: 

   
  

  
           (2) 

 

   – Output voltage 

 

   – Nominal voltage of one phase 

 

Table 1: Course of steps 

step voltage 

1 0,5 U0 

2  U0 

3 1,5 U0 

4 2 U0 

 

PARTIAL DISCHARGE BASIC 

Partial Discharge (PD) is a localized dielectric breakdown of a small portion of a solid 

or fluid electrical insulation system under high voltage stress, which does not bridge the space 

between two conductors. PD affect the surrounding isolating material through heat, chemical 

reaction, light emission. Damaged isolation material leads often to the formation of electrical 

trees with the subsequence of breakdown. 

A long high voltage cable behaves as a wave guide. The cable has a conductor, a 

dielectric and a coaxial neutral (Screen copper tape or lead) which forms an ideal wave guide. 

The dielectric creates a large capacitor. The longer the cable, the more of these capacitors are 

in parallel. These PD waves travel down the wave guide – one PD wave to the one end of the 

cable and the other PD pulse to the opposite end. If we now place a capturing device – a 

coupling capacitor and a Digital Storage Oscilloscope at the one end, it is possible to view the 

“time of flight” of these PD pulses.  
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                   Figure 3: Typical XLPE cable            Figure 4: PD schematic representation 

 

The 1st PD pulse in the echogram below (emanating from the PD source) arrives first at 

the coupling unit (see Figure 5. blue pulse ) whilst the 2nd pulse travels to the far end, travels 

the full length of the cable and arrives at the coupling unit (see green pulse). The 1st pulse 

reflects out of the coupling unit and travels to the far end and reflects back hence 3rd pulse. 

Δt2 is therefore the time differences between these two incoming pulses and the time to the 

PD source from the far end. If we now know the velocity of propagation of the PD pulse in 

the cable we can calculate the distance to the PD source (Dist = Velocity x time) 

 

 

Figure 5: PD pulse travel diagram         Figure 6: Distance to PD calculation 

Unfortunately on very long cables the subsequent reflections may be attenuated to such an 

extent that they are not visible. Joint/splices also attenuate these pulses. PILC cables have a 

greater attenuation on these traveling PD waves than that of a similar XLPE cable. If the 

returning pulse (2nd) is not visible it is not possible to do a location. The 1st pulse only 

indicates that there is a discharge on the cable.  By examining the rise times of the calibration 

pulse and this PD pulse it is possible to determine if it is from the near end termination or not. 

 

PD MEASUREMENTS 

For measurement we need a high voltage power supply, for that we use the unit used for 

TD measurements. Additionally we need a PD detector to detect the partial discharges and 

calibrator to get the accurate cable length so that we can determine the location of the fault.  

During the measurement all results are transmitted directly to the PC. There we can 

define the noise level, filters, calibrate the cable set - length, measure the PD events and 
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analyze the results. PD measurements take more time and results are much more complex to 

analyze. The definition of the voltage steps is the same as used in TD measurements. 

 

Figure 7:  PD Measurement setup 

There is not yet any standard from where we can get the acceptance criteria. There are 

only b2 electronic GmbH standards shown in Figure 8. The best practice is to monitor the 

cables and look at the trending – sudden changes in the cable insulation. Therefore we 

actively participate in international conferences and courses related to this topic where we can 

exchange knowledge and experience.  

 

Figure 8:  b2 standard for PD Tolerance Levels for MV Cables 

Results analysis 

The analysis of the results for TD is done according to standard IEEE 400.2 – IEEE 

Guide for Field Testing of Shielded Power Cable Systems Using Very Low Frequency (VLF). 

We are also cooperating with other companies and utilities with whom we compare the 

results. The results of the measurements depend on the type of the insulation that is used in a 

cable. Analysis of the PD events is a completely different matter. There is no standard for the 

acceptance criteria for Field Testing of Shielded Power Cable Systems Using Very Low 

Frequency (VLF). Mainly look at the peak values that occur repeatedly at the same place and 

then we summarize and analyze them. Additional info matter can be found when we are 

measuring the Inception and Extinction voltage, Impulse rate n, PD level : 

- Ui Inception voltage   - the first PD occur at Inception voltage  

- Ue Extinction voltage - Test voltage slowly decreased – PD stops at extinction voltage  

- Impulse rate n             - Number of PD impulses / time range  

- PD level                      - Strength of the PD signal measured.  

With analysis of the parameters above we can predict the severity of the PD event. 
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Figure 9: Example report of PD measurement 

 

In Figure 9 we can see a cable set that has 2 locations with many PD events. After the 

visual inspection we determined that location 2 is a splice location in a manhole. The other 

one is a dilatation conduit that has moved slightly during the years of operation of the power 

plant. All measured results had a very low peak value, therefore it was advised to look at the 

trending if the cable is degrading with years. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

LIRA is a frequency domain system for condition monitoring of electrical cables. This 

paper shows some laboratory and field cases where LIRA was used to successfully detect 

locations where the cable insulation was degraded because of thermal, electrical or 

mechanical stress. The system is used for assessing the conditions of installed signal, medium  

and high voltage cables. 

Tan Delta ( Loss Angle or Dissipation Factor) testing, is a diagnostic method of testing 

cables to determine the quality of the cable insulation. The analysis of the results for TD 

presented in this paper is done according to standard IEEE 400.2. 

Analysis of the PD events is a complex matter. The best practice that other utilities are 

performing is to do as many measurements as possible and to compare the results and also 

repeat them periodically.  
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ABSTRACT 

The hexavalent molybdenum isotope fractionation using polyamine type weakly basic 
anion exchange resin (WA20(Cl form) resin) was investigated in aqueous solutions at 338 K. 
The plateau of hexavalent molybdenum concentration in the eluted fraction samples was 
obtained using displacement chromatography. We can confirm that the concentration of 
hexavalent molybdenum increases and decreases sharply in the front and rear band region, 
respectively. It was found that the experiments on the hexavalent molybdenum isotope 
fractionation in adsorption-desorption reactions using hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide 
are available. The isotope separation coefficients per unit mass (ε/⊿Mass) of hexavalent 
molybdenum species were calculated by using the isotope fractionation curve of hexavalent 
molybdenum species with WA20(Cl form) resin. The ε/⊿Mass values were compared with 
those obtained from another temperature condition. As a result, it was confirmed that the 
ε/⊿Mass values at 338 K are smaller than those at 298 K which we had obtained before and the 
degree of decrease of ε/⊿Mass values obtained under our series of experiments is approximately 
consistent with that estimated from the equation related to the Bigeleisen Mayer approximation 
to the logarithm of the separation factor. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Diagnostic nuclear medicine is in remarkable progress. In the world, the number of 
nuclear medical diagnostics has reached more than 30 million per year. Especially, 99mTc, a 
metastable isomer of 99Tc, is of great interest from the viewpoint of the medical use of nuclear 
diagnostics due to the half-life of T1/2 = 6.015 h by emitting the 143 keV γ-ray [1]. The 
diagnostics using 99mTc accounts for ca. 80 % among them. In case of Japan, 99Mo, a raw 
material of 99mTc, has been imported from foreign countries such as Canada, Netherlands, and 
Belgium, etc. [2]. Nowadays, most 99Mo is produced by using nuclear research reactors with 
highly enriched 235U, which has intrinsically some serious worries for nuclear proliferation. 
These reactors have been getting decrepit and the realistic costs for specialized facilities for 
chemical treatments, storages, and the disposal of large amounts of highly radioactive wastes 
are not reasonable [3]. To overcome these problems, the low-enriched 235U has been used to 
produce 99Mo in Australia’s Open Pool Australian Lightwater reactor. Meanwhile, some 
researchers have suggested that 99Mo can be produced using the respective reactions of 98Mo(n, 
γ)99Mo, 100Mo(n, 2n)99Mo, and 100Mo(p, x)99Mo reactions [2-4]. Before their nuclear reactions, 
it has also been required to enrich 98Mo or 100Mo isotope for preparation of the enriched 99Mo 
isotope because of comparatively lower natural abundance of 98Mo (24.39 %) and 100Mo 
isotopes (9.82 %). 

The chemical enrichment of various nuclides by using chromatography has been studied 
for industrial applications [5-17]. However, the chemical data on isotope fractionation of 
medium-heavy elements such as Mo are not well-known. Hence, in analogy of them, we have 
also performed some chromatographic isotope separation experiments of hexavalent Mo 
species using the synthesized benzimidazole-type anion-exchange resin embedded in high-
porous silica beads (AR-01(Cl form)) in HCl solutions [18]. As a result, the plots of the slope 
coefficients of Mo(VI) species against the corresponding b values, which are parameter of the 
adsorbent-adsorbate relative affinity in the adsorption process, were found to have a good linear 
relationship. The isotope separation coefficient to evaluate the degree of the isotope 
fractionation, is proportional to the reciprocal square of the atomic weight, known as mass shift 
effect [5]. However, the values of isotope separation coefficients of Mo(VI) species obtained 
by using the isotope fractionation curve of Mo(VI) species was found to be insufficient 
practically. In other words, the systematic understanding of adsorption and desorption behavior 
of Mo species is inevitable in the Mo isotope separation reactions, compared with other 
elements [18]. Hence, we have subsequently examined the effect of different valence states on 
chromatographic fractionation of Mo isotopes in HCl solutions [19]. The isotope separation 
coefficients of Mo(VI) species were obtained by using the isotope fractionation curve of 
Mo(VI) species with AR-01(Cl form) and weakly basic porous-type WA20(Cl form) resins. On 
the other hand, we could not observe clearly the Mo(VI) isotope fractionation in case of 
PA316(Cl form) resin, which is one of porous-type strongly basic anion-exchange resin and the 
Mo(V) isotope fractionation using these three resins. These tendencies for the Mo isotope 
fractionation may be caused by the weak adsorption of Mo(VI) species onto PA316(Cl form) 
resin and the strong adsorption of Sn species used for reduction of Mo(VI) species to Mo(V) 
species for these resins. By using the suitable resin, more than 15 % of the isotope separation 
coefficients of Mo(VI) species can be improved but the degree still has not been sufficient for 
applications [19]. It has been known that Mo species has various chemical forms in aqueous 
solutions and seven stable isotopes in nature. In addition, it can be regarded that the ion size of 
MoO4

2- is smaller than that of Mo7O21(OH)3
3-. Accordingly, we have prepared MoO4

2- in 
neutral and weakly basic aqueous solutions [20]. For the preparation of the single Mo isotope 
such as 98Mo and 100Mo species, MoO4

2- may be desirable and little information on the effect 
of reaction temperature on chromatographic fractionation of Mo isotopes in neutral and basic 
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aqueous solutions is available. In addition, the Mo isotope fractionation in chemical reactions 
is also particularly interesting for geochemists [22-23]. Our works for investigating the 
mechanisms of Mo isotope fractionation in common aqueous solutions, may contribute to the 
understanding the nature of the isotope fractionation of Mo in the natural world. 

From these backgrounds, we have examined the effect of reaction temperature on Mo(VI) 
isotope fractionation behavior using WA20(Cl form) resin in aqueous solutions over a wide 
temperature range. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reagents 

Na2MoO4·2H2O (Purity: 99.0 %), HCl (Purity: 35 %), and NaOH (Purity: 93.0 %) were 
purchased from Nacalai Tesque, Inc.. The Mo(VI) salt was used without further purification. 
WA20(OH form) resin (Figure 1) was obtained from Mitsubishi Chemical, Co., Ltd. and the 
structural details and chemical properties have been described elsewhere [21]. All chemicals 
for analyses were of special pure grade. 

2.2 Sample preparations 

The aqueous solutions with 0.5 M (M = mol/dm3) Mo(VI) species were prepared by 
mixing with ultrapure water produced with a Merck Millipore apparatus (Milli-Q Integral 3 
Water Purification System). The value of specific electrical resistance and concentration of total 
organic carbon of the used ultrapure water were ≥ 18.2 MΩcm and ≤ 3 ppb (ppb = ng/g), 
respectively. The acidic and basic concentrations in aqueous solutions were adjusted to 0.5 M 
using HCl and NaOH for Mo(VI) chromatographic experiments. These sample solutions were 
prepared to prevent any contamination. The WA20(OH form) resin was used for Mo(VI) 
chromatographic experiments as shown in Figure 1. We found a small amount of fine 
WA20(OH form) particles floating in H2O when they were immersed into H2O. These 
suspended solids were removed by using a decantation method and they were not used for the 
experiments. 

 

Figure 1: Structural formula of anion-exchange resin. 

2.3 Chromatography Experiments 

Seven glass columns connected in series were used for the Mo(VI) chromatographic 
isotope fractionation experiments. All columns were equipped with water jacket made of glass 
(Figure 2). This jacket was used to maintain the inside of columns at constant temperature. 
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These columns were obtained from Nihon Seimitsu Kagaku, Co., Ltd. The length of each 
column was 1.0 m and its inner diameter was 8.0 mm. All apparatuses were connected in series 
with the polytetrafluoroethylene tubes with 2.0 mm inner diameter. The above-mentioned resin 
was packed into these glass columns. The total weight of embedded WA20(Cl form) resin was 
137.3 g. By using the circulator, the reaction temperature was kept constant at 338 K for 
WA20(Cl form) system. The set of apparatus for the Mo(VI) chromatographic experiments is 
illustrated in Figure 2. The column chromatography experiments using aqueous solutions 
containing 0.5 M Mo(VI) species were performed under constant flow rate of 1.8 mL/min. The 
flow rate was controlled by a high-pressure pump equipped with an analogue pressure gauge 
(NP-KX-210, Nihon Seimitsu Kagaku, Co., Ltd.). The chemical form of WA20 resin was 
converted into the Cl form using 0.5 M aqueous HCl solution. As the mobile phase, the aqueous 
solution with 0.5 M Mo(VI) species (300 cm3) and aqueous solution containing 0.5 M NaOH 
(4000 cm3) were let into the column in order. The eluent solution passed through the columns 
were taken every 10.0 g by using the fraction collector (CHF161RA, Advantech) as samples to 
measure Mo concentration and Mo isotope ratio. The pH of each collected sample solution was 
measured using the pH meter model pHSpear. The Mo(VI) concentration and its isotope ratio 
were measured by using ICP/MS (7700x, Agilent). By varying the concentration of metal ions 
and kinds of solvents and their concentration, we have observed the effect of the Mo isotope 
discrimination in ICP/MS measurements [15]. Hence, the concentration of Mo species in the 
sample solutions was adjusted to ca. 10 ppb for the Mo isotope ratio measurements. The 1.0 
wt% HNO3 solution was used as a diluent for all ICP/MS measurements. WA20(Cl form) resin 
does not adsorb Na ion. Hence, the dead volume was obtained by measuring the concentration 
of Na ion in the mobile phase. The Mo species adsorbed on the resin in the columns were 
completely eluted by using 0.5 M NaOH after all chromatographic experiments. We also 
confirmed their complete removal from the recovery of Mo species. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic of Mo isotope separation system. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Chromatographic Isotope Fractionation 

The Mo(VI) isotope separation experiments using displacement chromatography were 
carried out to evaluate the temperature dependence of Mo(VI) isotope fractionation in aqueous 
solutions at 338 K. Figure 3 shows the plateau of Mo(VI) concentration in the eluted fraction 
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samples using WA20(Cl form) resin in aqueous solutions at 298 and 338 K. In case of T = 298 
K, all data was referred to our pervious works [20]. We can confirm that the concentration of 
Mo(VI) species increases and decreases sharply in the front and rear band region, respectively. 
Both plateau’s shapes were analogous. These results indicate that the experiments on the 
Mo(VI) isotope fractionation in adsorption-desorption reactions using HCl and NaOH are 
available. We can confirm that the amount of Mo(VI) species calculated from the elution curves 
were consistent with that added as the mobile phase under the experimental condition. The 
typical isotope fractionation of Mo(VI) species is shown in Figure 4. Mo(VI) isotope ratio 
deviation was defined as the isotopic ratios of Mo-100/Mo-92 over effluent volume. The 
fractionation behavior of Mo-98/Mo-92 isotope ratio was analogous to that of Mo-100/Mo-92 
isotope ratio. The original isotope ratios of Mo-100/Mo-92 and Mo-98/Mo-92 were 0.789 and 
1.88, respectively [20]. It was found that the 100/92 Mo(VI) isotope ratios decrease sharply 
with an increase of effluent volume and the ratios eventually approach the original values in 
case of the front band region. This behavior means that the heavier Mo(VI) isotopes are 
disproportionately enriched in the solution phase. Compared with our previous works in which 
simple decrease of the ratios was observed [18,19], we have confirmed the more complicated 
and gradual decrease of the of Mo(VI) isotope ratios, as shown in Figure 4. Namely, the 
phenomenon implies that the Mo(VI) species form individually Mo7O23

4- and MoO4
2- around 

pH = 5.5 and pH = 6.5 or above because the chemical form of Mo(VI) species strongly depend 
on the pH in aqueous solutions [18]. On the other hand, the depletion phenomena of the Mo(VI) 
isotope ratios were also confirmed in the rear band region. 

Based on these results, the isotope separation coefficients (ε) per unit mass (ε/⊿Mass), 
which have been frequently used for the analysis of isotope fractionation using ion exchange 
chromatography, are calculated by using the isotope fractionation curve of Mo-98 and Mo-100 
in sample solutions. In addition, the corresponding height equivalent to a theoretical plate 
(HETP) derived from the theory of displacement type chromatographic enrichment in the 
isotopically transient state, is estimated by using the obtained ε values. The slope coefficient 
(ks) is also experimentally determined by plotting of ln (ri - r0) against XBi [12]. The r0 and XB 
values are the original isotopic ratio and the distance from the front boundary. The r value can 
be defined as Mo-100/Mo-92 and Mo-98/Mo-92 isotope ratios, and the subscripts i and 0 denote 
the fraction number and original sample respectively. Thus, the ks values for Mo-98/Mo-92 and 
Mo-100/Mo-92 isotope ratios in aqueous solutions were calculated to obtain the HETP values. 
The ε/⊿Mass and HETP are respectively defined as Eqs. (1) and (2) [11,14,16, 19, 20]. 

 
∆
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| |
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| |
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where α, MassH, MassL, qi, Ri, and Q are the isotope fractionation factor, the mass of heavier 
isotope, the mass of lighter isotope, the amount of Mo(VI) species in the fraction sample, the 
isotopic percentage of Mo(VI) species, the total amount of adsorbed Mo(VI) species on WA20 
resin, respectively. The superscripts of H and L denote the heavier isotope and the lighter 
isotope and the indication of fraction number is i = 0, 1, 2…. As a result, the calculated values 
of (ε/⊿Mass) of Mo-100/Mo-92 and Mo-98/Mo-92 at 338 K were found to be 3.0 × 10-5 and 
3.8 × 10-5 in the front band region, respectively. In addition, those values at 298 K were also 
1.0 × 10-4 (100/92Mo(VI)) and 8.7 × 10-5 (98/92Mo(VI) in the same band region [20]. The order 
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of magnitude indicates that the (ε/⊿Mass) values of Mo(VI) species are proportional to the 
reciprocal square of the atomic weight [5]. In brief, these ε/⊿Mass values were analogous to 
those obtained from acid conditions [18,19]. Moreover, the ln α	values in the mass shift effect 
is proportional to the reciprocal square of the reaction temperature, while the ln α values in the 
nuclear field shift effect is the reciprocal proportion of the reaction temperature [5,7]. If our 
hypothesis is reasonable, the obtained ln α values should decrease drastically with an increasing 
reaction temperature. As a result, the ln α values for 100/92 and 100/98 Mo(VI) at 298 K and 
338 K varied from 1.0 × 10-4 and 8.7 × 10-5 to 3.0 × 10-5 and 3.8 × 10-5, respectively. Therefore, 
the degree of decrease of ε/⊿Mass values is attributable to the mass shift effect because the 
degree of variation is too large to accept the nuclear field shift effect. The ε/⊿Mass values at 
338 K, 2.6 × 10-5 for Mo-100/Mo-92 ratio and 4.1 × 10-5 for Mo-98/Mo-92 ratio were calculated 
from the rear band region. The obtained HETP values were found to be more than 1.0 mm. The 
ε/⊿Mass values were small and the HETP values were too large. Much larger ε/⊿Mass and 
much smaller HETP values are required to apply the Mo isotope separation system for nuclear 
medicine applications. 

 

Figure 3: Profile of Mo(VI) concentration in the eluted fraction samples. 

 

Figure 4: Profile of Mo(VI) isotope ratios in the eluted fraction samples. 
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4 CONCLUSION 

The chromatographic isotope fractionation of Mo(VI) species using polyamine-type 
weakly basic anion exchange resin (WA20(Cl form) resin) was investigated to understand the 
temperature dependence of the Mo(VI) isotope separation behavior in aqueous solutions at 338 
K. The plateau of Mo(VI) concentration in the eluted fraction samples was obtained using 
displacement chromatography and it was found that the concentration of Mo(VI) species 
increases and decreases sharply. Therefore, it was clarified that the Mo(VI) isotope 
fractionation experiments in adsorption-desorption reactions using HCl and NaOH are 
available. The ε/⊿Mass of Mo(VI) species were obtained by using the isotope fractionation 
curve of Mo(VI) species. The ε/⊿Mass values were compared with those obtained under 
another temperature condition. As a result, it was confirmed that the ε/⊿Mass values at 338 K 
are smaller than those at 298 K and the degree of decrease of ε/⊿Mass values obtained from 
our earlier experiments is approximately consistent with that estimated from the equation 
related to the Bigeleisen Mayer approximation to the logarithm of the separation factor. In the 
chromatographic isotope fractionation of Mo(VI) species in aqueous solutions, the behavior of 
Mo(VI) isotope separation in the mass shift effect is found superior to that of the nuclear field 
shift effect. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper is focused on the experimental measurement equipment of the neutron 
emission rate with manganese sulphate bath technique, which has been constructed at the 
Institute of Nuclear and Physical Engineering. The measurement system consists of two main 
parts. The first is spherical shaped plexiglass bath vessel, where the neutron source is placed 
during measurement, and the second is special aluminum beaker, where the gamma detector is 
placed. NaI(Tl) and HPGe detectors are used to measure the activity of 56Mn, the isotope which 
is formed by neutron absorption on 55Mn. Due to the finite dimensions of the spherical bath 
vessel, significant portion of neutron leaks from the system, therefore this effect needs to be 
assessed by the measurement or calculation of correction factors. The paper proposes correction 
factors for spherical bath vessel and aluminum Marinelli beaker-type container. Furthermore, 
both detector responses (NaI(Tl) and HPGe) are compared and the first experimental results of 
the activity of the manganese aqueous solution are presented in the paper. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The manganese sulphate bath technique is a principal method for determination of the 
neutron source emission rate. This paper describes the fundamentals of this technique and a 
new experimental instrumentation developed at the Institute of Nuclear and Physical 
Engineering (hereinafter INPE). 

The principle of the neutron emission rate measurement using the manganese sulphate 
bath technique is to place the neutron source into aqueous solution of manganese sulphate 
monohydrate (MnSO4·H2O), where the emitted neutron could be captured by 55Mn (Eq. 1).  

 →
~ .

 (1) 

The neutrons emitted from the source are slowed down on hydrogen nuclei and can be 
absorbed by oxygen and sulphur ((n,α) and (n,p) reaction probabilities with sulphur and (n,α) 
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for oxygen). Afterwards, thermal neutrons can be captured by all nuclei in the bath [1,2]. The 
neutrons emitted with high energies, which are thermalized close to the plexiglass shell and 
residual fast neutrons in the bath, may escape from the bath. 56Mn activity of the bath vessel is 
detected and is proportional to the neutron source emission rate. However, as mentioned above, 
not all of the emitted neutrons are captured by 55Mn, therefore correction factors have to be 
determined. The method used for estimation of the correction factors presented in the paper 
involves Monte Carlo calculations to evaluate the absorption rate of neutrons on 55Mn in the 
bath vessel. Next section describes the proposed methodology of the neutron emission rate 
estimation. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

The principal scheme of the experimental measurement equipment with manganese 
sulphate bath technique is shown in Fig. 1. The neutron source is placed at the center of the 
spherical plexiglass bath vessel, which is filled with the aqueous solution of MnSO4·H2O (purity 
of MnSO4·H2O is greater than 99% in dry residue). The spherical plexiglass bath vessel 
constructed at INPE has diameter of 80 cm (Fig. 2). Four types of measurement are performed 
for estimation of the neutron emission rate. First measurement is realized by the 76x76 mm 
cylindrical NaI(Tl) gamma detector which is placed in the Marinelli beaker measurement 
channel. After reaching the activation saturation of 56Mn in the bath vessel, the circulation of 
radioactive solution starts by the pump with a flow rate higher than 1 ℓ.min-1 through Marinelli 
beaker (cylindrical container with volume approximately 23 ℓ). The purpose of the continuous 
flow of manganese aqueous solution through the beaker is to decrease the gamma ray 
measurement error. To ensure homogenous manganese concentration in the solution, mixing 
equipment is placed inside the spherical vessel. Next three types of measurements by high 
purity germanium detector (HPGe) are necessary for estimation of the Marinelli beaker 
correction factor ( ) which was designed at the INPE. The circulation time of the 
manganese solution is also not negligible during continual measurement of the activity, 
therefore the sample specific activity measurement is performed from the front and the back 
side of the Marinelli beaker.  

 

  
 

Figure 1: Principal scheme of the manganese sulphate bath system 
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Figure 2: View of the manganese bath facility (1 - manganese sulphate bath; 2 - stirrer; 
3 - demi-water supply inlets; 4 - aqueous solution storage; 5 - cylindrical beaker with lead 

shielding; 6 - NaI(Tl) detector with multichannel analyzer placed in the measurement channel; 
7 - circulation pump; 8 - solution sampling nozzles for HPGe measurements) 

 

It is assumed that the mean specific activity (hereinafter M) measured from the front and 
the back side of the beaker is the correct value measured by NaI(Tl) detector. The last type of 
measurement is static activation (hereinafter S), where the sample is taken under condition, 
when the circuit and the stirrer are turned off and the stirrer is used after appropriate activation 
time, just for homogenization of the solution. The measured decay for each type of 
measurement is 56Mn γ-emission with the energy 846.754 keV and the yield 98.87% [3]. The 
calibration of the HPGe detector was performed by solution of 54Mn with the well-defined 
activity 4.127 kBq on the day of measurement. The energy of gamma emitted during the 54Mn 
decay is 834.848 keV with the yield 99.97546% [3]. It is assumed that the intrinsic photopeak 
efficiency (the photofraction is not considered) of the HPGe detector is the same for 54Mn and 
56Mn. The activity of both nuclides (54Mn and 56Mn) is not constant during the measurement by 
HPGe detector due to the radioactive decay. Therefore, the initial activity at the beginning of 
the measurement can be calculated by Eq. 2, where the decay process of radionuclide is 
included. 

 
∗

/ ∙

∙

/ ∙ /
∙

 
(2) 

where  is the time of the measurement,  equals to the integral of measured activity 
during whole measurement time and /  represents half-time of radioactive decay. 
Afterwards, the initial value of the sample specific activity including the transportation of the 
sample for the measurement by HPGe detector can be simply calculated by Eq. 3. 

 
∗ ∙ /

∙
 (3) 

where ∗ is the initial activity at the beginning of the measurement and  stands for 
the transportation time between the sample withdrawal from the bath vessel and start of 
measurement. The estimation of Marinelli beaker correction factor ( ) can be divided into 
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two stages. The first stage (R1) describes the ratio of mean specific activity from the front and 
the back side (M) determined by HPGe detector to specific activity determined by NaI(Tl). The 
second stage (R2) is the ratio of the specific activity during the static measurement (S) to the 
mean specific activity from the front and the back side (M). The final correction factor of the 
Marinelli beaker with combined 1σ uncertainty could be calculated by Eq. 4. 

 ∙ ∙  (4) 

where  is the measured HPGe static specific activity,  represents the mean of specific 
activity measured by HPGe from the front and the back side of the beaker (the particular 
standard deviations,  and , include the uncertainty of HPGe intrinsic photopeak 
efficiency) and  is the specific activity measured by NaI(Tl) detector with  as a 
standard deviation. According to [4], the tank with the diameter of 98 cm and with a hydrogen 
to manganese atom ratio NH/NMn ≈ 30 is sufficiently large to ensure almost complete absorption 
of the emitted neutrons. The plexiglass bath vessel constructed at INPE has diameter of 80 cm 
with atom ratio NH/NMn ≈ 836 of aqueous solution in the bath. Therefore, the MONACO code 
used in the MAVRIC sequence [5] is involved for the estimation of the last correction factor 
that describes the portion of neutrons absorbed on the nucleus of 55Mn in the bath ( ). After 
above described procedure, it is possible to estimate the neutron emission rate together with 1σ 
uncertainty from the following formula (Eq. 5) by the measurements of 56Mn nuclei activity on 
the NaI(Tl) detector.  

 

Ф
∙ ∙

 

Ф
∙ ∙

 

(5) 

where Ф Ф is the neutron emission rate under 4π sr in n.s-1,  is the 
56Mn specific activity (measured by NaI(Tl) detector) in Bq.cm-3 when the bath is at saturation, 

 represents the volume of the bath vessel in cm3,  stands for 
Marinelli beaker correction factor described in Eq. 4 and  is correction factor 
calculated by MONACO code which describes the portion of neutrons absorbed on the nucleus 
of 55Mn. The input data for MONACO calculation are presented in next section. 

3 SIMULATION INPUT DATA 

The measurement proposed in the paper was performed with the 239Pu-Be neutron source 
with the atomic enrichment 95% of 239Pu to total Pu ratio (including 241Am). The diameter of 
the cylindrical source is approximately 2.5 cm and the length is 4 cm. The neutron energy 
spectrum is unknown for the used neutron source during the measurement. The main aspects 
influencing the 239Pu-Be neutron spectra are the dimensions of the source and, obviously, the 
nuclide composition. The real neutron source spectrum data used in experiment is essential for 
accurate calculation of the  correction factor by Monte Carlo simulation. To assess the 
influence of different 239Pu-Be neutron source spectra to the  correction factor, three 
neutron source spectra were investigated. In all cases, the 239Pu-Be source was simulated as 
volumetric neutron emitter. The first simulated neutron spectrum distribution in Fig. 3-a) 
belongs to M-591 source taken from [6,7]. The atomic enrichment of 239Pu is 95% (the diameter 
is 2.8 cm and the length is 5.6 cm) and total mass of Pu in the source is 79.8 g. The so called 
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source size effect on the spectra of 239Pu-Be sources may occur for large sources as M-591, 
resulting in the increase of low energy neutrons number from the fission of plutonium and the 
(n, 2n) reaction with beryllium [6].  

 

a) Pu-Be neutron source spectra 

 

b) Pu-Be gamma source spectrum [9,10] 

Figure 3: Neutron and gamma spectrum for different Pu-Be sources 

 

The neutron spectrum of M-591 was measured by nuclear emulsion technique in 1961 
and corrections for the change in yield, resulting from the ingrowth of 241Am, has to be taken 
into account (increase in neutron emission rate 1.1% per year). In this case, this effect was not 
considered and slight differences in the neutron spectrum would be expected because the 
neutron yield of source M-591 has increased about 10% since the time, when the emulsion 
experiment was done [7]. The second simulated neutron spectrum in Fig. 3-a) represents the 
M-977 source with smaller Pu mass (13.5 g with 92% atomic enrichment of 239Pu) with 
diameter of 1.9 cm and length of 1.9 cm [7]. The source size effect is considered also for M-
977 source. The last simulated spectrum from the Fig. 3-a) corresponds to the UNVL source 
with the mass of 239Pu 32 g (with 95% atomic enrichment of 239Pu). The diameter of UNVL 
source is 2.56 cm and the length is 5.42 cm [8]. Low emission rate of low energy neutrons 
(< 0.31 MeV) is typical for this neutron spectrum. Currently, it is difficult to say, if the source 
size effect is significant for 239Pu-Be source available at INPE, therefore the influence of three 
neutron spectra was investigated. The gamma spectrum of the 239Pu-Be source was taken from 
[9,10] (Fig. 3-b)). According to [11], the neutron emission rate per α-particle is in the order of 
6.10-5 and corresponding α-activity results into numerous gamma emission events. The primary 
gamma energies emitted from the 239Pu-Be source are 38.661 keV, 51.624 keV, 129.296 keV, 
203.55 keV, 332.845 keV, 345.013 keV, 375.054 keV, including the 9Be(α, nγ)12C reaction 
with the gamma emission at the energy 4439 keV (Fig.3 -b)). 

4 RESULTS 

4.1 Results of MONACO Simulation 

The plexiglass bath vessel filled with aqueous solution of manganese sulphate 
monohydrate (MnSO4·H2O) was modeled in the MONACO code with MAVRIC sequence 
within the SCALE code system. The calculations were performed with various concentrations 
of MnSO4·H2O between 500 to 15000 g with calculation step 500 g and for different 239Pu-Be 
sources, discussed in section 3 (Fig. 3-a)). The case with M-591 source was calculated twice 
with different source strength (105 and 2.105 neutrons). All calculations were performed with 
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10000 histories per 400 batches (cycles). The standard SCALE cross section library, referred 
as v7.1-28n19g [5], was used. It is based on ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluated data and uses 28 neutron 
energy groups and 19 photon energy groups. Manganese divalent state was assumed in 
MnSO4·H2O, even if the valence state of manganese could be easily changed in aqueous 
solution. The different values of the manganese valent state could result in the formation of 
another product than the MnSO4·H2O, however the neutron absorption cross section of the 
manganese in the solution should not be changed significantly. Fraction of neutron absorbed on 
55Mn (MT = 27 – absorption cross section is investigated) is shown in the Fig. 4.  

 
 

Figure 4: Neutron absorptions on 55Mn for different MnSO4·H2O concentrations and 239Pu-Be 
sources 

 

In case where no error bar is shown in Fig. 4, the mark representing the data point is larger 
than the associated error bar. According to the MONACO calculation of the SCALE code 
system, the total absorption of neutrons in the spherical plexiglass vessel (with diameter 80 cm) 
at INPE is more than 95% for the atomic ratio of NH/NMn ≈ 836, which corresponds to a solution 
density during the NaI(Tl) and HPGe measurements (the value represents the mass 5.9 kg of 
MnSO4·H2O in the solution and the aqueous solution density is 1.013 g/cm3). The results of the 

 correction factor by the MONACO simulation are shown in Tab. 1 for the given 
concentration 5.9 kg of MnSO4·H2O in the solution. 

Table 1: Correction factors calculated by MONACO simulation for different neutron spectra 
of the source at the concentration of 5.9 kg MnSO4·H2O 

Value ± 
Uncertainty 

Correction factor for 
M-591 source with 

105 neutrons 
M-591 source with 

2.105 neutrons 
M-977 UNVL 

Value (fabs) 0.0430537 0.0430537 0.0423496 0.0420738 
Uncertainty (σabs) ±0.0000241 ±0.0000241 ±0.0000240 ±0.0000239
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The maximal relative difference of correction factors ≈ 2.33% is observed between the 
calculation done with M-591 neutron spectrum (2.105 neutrons) and UNVL neutron spectrum, 
when the UNVL correction factor was taken as reference value. The lowest value of the 
correction factor can be observed for UNVL neutron spectrum (0.0420738) due to the absence 
of the low energy neutrons in the neutron energy distribution in Fig. 3-a). In this case, the higher 
energy neutron spectrum results in the increase of the leakage from the bath vessel. 

4.2 Results of Measurement 

As mentioned in section 2, the calibration of the HPGe detector was performed by 
solution of 54Mn. The intrinsic total efficiency (the photofraction is not considered) was 
evaluated and describes the ratio of the total number of events which are detected by HPGe 
detector to the total number of γ-ray photons incident on the detector. The result of HPGe 
intrinsic total efficiency is 1.5045 ± 0.0015 [%]. Consequently, the measurements of the 56Mn 
specific activity in the aqueous solution of MnSO4·H2O by HPGe detector could be estimated 
(Tab. 2). Each result of measurement option was estimated from three particular measurements. 
The static activation measurement produced 10.26% higher specific activity than the mean of 
specific activity from the front and the back side of the beaker. According to [7,12], the nearest 
concrete wall around the bath may result in the increase of the low energy neutrons. 

Table 2: Specific activity of the manganese solution with 5.9 kg of MnSO4·H2O 

Measurement option 
Specific activity [Bq.cm-3] 
Value Uncertainty (σ) 

HPGe front side measurement 0.078440 ±0.000575 
HPGe back side measurement 0.072142 ±0.000538 

HPGe static activation measurement (S) 0.083896 ±0.000581 
Mean value of the front and the back side measurement (M) 0.075291 ±0.000788 

In our case, the nearest concrete wall is the floor and it is assumed that the local maximum 
of low energy neutrons is located in the bottom of the bath. Moreover, the manganese chemical 
products are settled down in the bath according to [13], thus the local maximum of low energy 
neutrons is located in the region with the highest concentration of manganese. This behavior 
could be the reason for the highest specific activity during the static activation measurement. 
The measured specific activity of the NaI(Tl) detector is 0.333429 ± 0.003867 [mBq.cm-3] 
during continuous flow of MnSO4·H2O. The specific activity of the HPGe static measurement 
(S) is assumed as the correct value for the estimation of neutron emission rate. The Marinelli 
beaker correction factor can be calculated by Eq. 4 together with measured specific activity in 
Tab. 2 and the value is  = 251.61491 ± 5.04108. The final results of the neutron emission 
rate can be calculated be Eq. 5 and the results are summarized in Tab. 3 for different neutron 
source spectra. 

Table 3: Estimated neutron emission rate of 239Pu-Be for different neutron source spectra 

Value ± Uncertainty 
Emission rate to 4π [s-1] 

M-591 source with 
105 neutrons 

M-591 source with 
2.105 neutrons 

M-977 UNVL 

Value (Ф) 522356 522355 531040 534522 
Uncertainty ( Ф) ±12324 ±12324 ±12529 ±12611 

Error [%] 2.3592324 2.3592324 2.3592449 2.3592508

The highest emission rate is achieved when the UNVL source spectrum is applied. The 
absence of low energy neutrons decreases the correction factor, what results in the increase of 
neutron leakage. This behavior overestimates the final neutron emission rate when the UNVL 
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correction factor is used. According to the MONACO calculation, the strength of the source 
does not influence the neutron emission rate significantly. Moreover, all estimated errors are 
on the same level ≈ 2.359%. The biggest contributors to the total uncertainty of neutron 
emission rate are the measurements by NaI(Tl) detector (48.3%) and HPGe detector (47.6%). 

5 CONCLUSION 

The paper describes the experimental measurement equipment of the neutron emission 
rate with manganese sulphate bath technique at the Institute of Nuclear and Physical 
Engineering. Although the manganese sulphate bath technique is known form the 60’s of last 
century, the determination of the neutron source emission rate with uncertainty around 1% is a 
challenging issue especially for laboratory without previous experience with this type of 
measurements. After having the neutron spectra data selected, the models of the MONACO 
calculation were simulated to assess the correction factor for the neutron emission rate by the 
activity of 56Mn in the solution. The additive uncertainty caused by the neutron spectra data 
should be added to the total uncertainty in the future. However, the calculated correction factor 
simulated by 105 particles (neutrons) proved its ability to effectively predict the activation of 
56Mn in the bath vessel. After the measurement of the 54Mn activity, the estimate intrinsic 
photopeak efficiency (the photofraction is not considered) of HPGe detector is 1.5045 ± 
0.0015 [%]. The series of 56Mn activity measurement assessed the emission rate of 239Pu-Be 
source in the range 5.22~5.35×105 neutrons per second into 4π sr. Although, the σ uncertainty 
of the provided neutron emission rate measurement is approximately 2.359%, we believe that 
our further results may contribute to the world wide database of neutron emission rate 
measurements. 
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ABSTRACT 

The influence of the power spectral density (PSD) profile of fluid temperature 

fluctuations on thermal fatigue predictions of pipes is analysed in this paper. The fatigue 

assessment employs the improved spectral method for the generation of synthetic temperature 

histories, simplified one-dimensional pipe model and codified rules for fatigue design 

together with the rainflow counting method. The lifetime predictions are compared to the 

sinusoidal method. The results of the analyses show that, for water and stainless steel pipe, 

shorter fatigue lives are obtained for peaks in the PSD located at frequencies below 10 Hz and t
hat the most damaging peaks are located at about 1 Hz. The analyses moreover verify the 

ability of the rainflow method to identify damaging events in complex stress histories. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Thermal fatigue has been the cause of primary water leakages in the safety related 

piping of nuclear power plants [1]. In several cases, the structural damage due to thermal 

fatigue has evolved in T-junction piping where fluids at different temperatures turbulently 

mixed [2]. Under these circumstances, the frequency content of the temperature fluctuations 

near the pipes is an important factor driving the fatigue damage. 

The power spectral density (PSD), computed with temperature readings from 

experiments and simulations of the mixing fluids, is used to characterize the temperature 

fluctuations in the frequency domain [3,4]. It is known that the turbulent temperature 

fluctuations have a multi-frequency and variable amplitude content and that higher amplitudes 

are located in the low frequency range. Fatigue predictions of structures under multi-

frequency and variable amplitude loadings (spectrum loading) have been performed using the 

PSD as the input data. Examples include fatigue predictions with numerically obtained PSD [
3,5], with simplifications of the turbulent spectra [3,6-8] and with PSD derived from the 

theory of turbulent flows [4,9,10]. An upgraded approach to that proposed by Hannink and 

Timperi [4] has allowed evaluating the effects on fatigue predictions from several factors such 

as the history time-length, the level of temperature fluctuations and the distributions of fluid 

temperatures [10]. However, the theoretical PSD roughly describes the measured PSD. The 

main differences between the two include the peaks in the frequency range between 1 and 10 

Hz and the lower PSD levels in the frequencies above 10 Hz, observed in experimental and 

numerical PSDs. 

The aim of this paper is to study the influence on lifetime predictions of the main 

differences between theoretical and measured PSDs through dedicated sensitivity analyses. 

Additionally, the influence of multi-frequency and variable amplitude fluid temperature 

histories on the thermo-mechanical response of the pipe wall is also investigated. The fatigue 
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analyses employ synthetic fluid temperature histories, the one-dimensional (1D) pipe model 

for the heat transfer and mechanical analyses and the codified ASME rules for fatigue design 

together with the rainflow counting method. The fatigue assessment is briefly described in 

Section 2. In Section 3, the results of the sensitivity analyses are presented and the lifetime 

prediction results are evaluated through comparison with the sinusoidal (SIN) method [1], 
which assumes single frequency temperature fluctuations. At the end, the conclusions are 

given in Section 4. 

2 FLUID TEMPERATURES, THERMO-MECHANICAL AND FATIGUE 

ANALYSES 

The synthetic fluid temperatures are generated with an improved spectral method, 

similar to that proposed by Hannink and Timperi [4], which additionally limits the fluid 

temperatures to the cold (𝑇f
cold) and hot (𝑇f

hot) temperatures of the mixing fluids. This is 

achieved through an optimization process of the harmonics’ phases allowing non-Gaussian 

temperature distributions [11]. Thus, sets of temperature histories with given mean 

temperature, 〈𝑇f〉, variance, 𝑇f
var, and PSD profile are generated that preserve the physical 

limits of the mixing fluid temperatures. The non-dimensional temperature, mean temperature 

and root-mean-square (rms) temperature are defined as: 

 

�̃�f(𝑡) =
𝑇f(𝑡)−𝑇f

cold

∆𝑇
  

〈�̃�f〉 =
〈𝑇f〉−𝑇f

cold

∆𝑇
  

�̃�f
rms =

1

∆𝑇
√𝑇f

var  

(1) 

where ∆𝑇=𝑇f
hot-𝑇f

cold is the temperature difference of the mixing fluids. The expression of the 

theoretical PSD, used by Hannink and Timperi [4] in fatigue evaluations under turbulent fluid 

mixing applications, is: 

 𝑃(𝑓) = 0.475 
𝑇f

var

𝑓0
[1 + (

𝑓

𝑓0
)

2

]

−5 6⁄

 (2) 

where 𝑓0 is the transition frequency. The synthetic fluid temperatures act as a thermal 

boundary condition near the inner surface of the stainless steel pipe with the geometrical, 

physical and material properties given in Table 1. A convection heat transfer coefficient h = 

15,000 W/m2K is assumed between the fluid water and the pipe. The time-dependent radial 

temperatures of the pipe wall are then obtained by solving numerically the 1D heat equation 

with the insulated outer surface of the pipe. The initial temperature of the pipe wall is set to 

the mean temperature of the fluid. 

The pipe wall temperatures are the input to calculate the time-dependent thermal 

stresses (𝜎) with the analytical expressions for the linear-elastic, 1D long pipe with free-end 

conditions [12]. Under these conditions, the equi-biaxial stress state is obtained at the inner 

pipe surface. The circumferential (or axial) surface stress histories are the input to the fatigue 

analyses following the ASME – design by analysis – varying principle stress criterion [13]. 
The fatigue life is estimated with the rainflow cycle counting method to obtain the list of 

stress amplitudes from the complex stress history. Partial damages induced by the amplitudes 
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above the endurance (𝑆𝑒) are computed with the 2010 ASME fatigue design curve [14] and 

linearly accumulated. The damage rate is then obtained by the accumulated damage over the 

time-length τ of the stress history. Finally, the fatigue life is derived as the invers of the 

damage rate. The reader may refer to Refs. [10,15] for the detailed description of the 

procedure. 

Table 1: Austenitic stainless steel pipe characteristics 

Inner / Outer radius 12.7 / 13.6 cm 

Thermal conductivity 14.7 W/mK 

Specific heat 480 J/kg K 

Density 7,800 kg/m3 

Thermal expansion coefficient 16.4x10-6 K-1 

Young’s modulus 177x103 MPa 

Poisson’s ratio 0.3 

Fatigue endurance (𝑆𝑒) 93.7 MPa 

3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES OF PSD PROFILES 

The analyses employ 15 fluid temperature history samples for each of the PSD profiles 

considered. All samples are generated with a time-length 𝜏=81.9 s and the non-dimensional 

mean and rms statistics equivalent to a sinusoidal signal, i.e. (〈�̃�f〉, �̃�f
rms)=(1 2⁄ , 1 2√2⁄ ). 

3.1 Transition frequency in the theoretical PSD 

The theoretical PSD with different values of the transition frequency, 𝑓0 in Eq. (1), is 

first considered. Some examples of temperature fluctuations PSDs of the fluid and of the 

inner surface (𝑟𝑖) of the pipe are shown in Fig. 1, left and right, respectively, for selected 𝑓0 

values. Note that the PSDs of the pipe surface temperatures have been obtained as the result 

of the heat transfer analyses. It can be observed in Fig. 1 that the fluctuation power of surface 

temperatures at higher frequencies is more attenuated than at lower frequencies, which 

remains at similar level than in the fluid. 

 
 

Figure 1: Temperature fluctuations PSD of the fluid (left) and of the inner pipe surface (right) 

for selected values of the transition frequency 𝑓0 in the theoretical PSD. 

The distributions of fluid temperatures for selected 𝑓0 values are shown in Fig. 2a. The 

higher probability of the limiting fluid temperatures for 𝑓0=10-1 and 1 Hz can be observed. 

This may be explained by the higher �̃�f
rms of these 𝑓0 cases. The effective �̃�f

rms of the 

generated fluid temperature signals as a function of 𝑓0 can be seen in Fig. 2d. This figure 
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indicates that the effective �̃�f
rms of signals with 𝑓0 values between 0.02 and 3 Hz are above 

90% of the input value (1 2√2⁄ ) but the rest have lower values. This is due to the 

discretization of the frequency domain which, for the signals time-length of 𝜏=81.9 s 

composed of 4096 temperature readings with a time step of 0.02 s, is limited by the minimum 

(interval) frequency of 0.0122 Hz and the Nyquist frequency of 25 Hz. Because the level of 

temperature fluctuations may considerably influence the fatigue life predictions [10,15], it is 

expected that this will affect quantitatively the results while the qualitative effect of 𝑓0 should 

remain the same (see Fig. 3). 

 
 

Figure 2: Distributions of normalized fluid temperatures (a), inner surface temperatures (b) 

and stresses (c) for selected 𝑓0 values in the theoretical PSD. For a ∆𝑇=160°C, �̃�=0.5 

corresponds to 𝜎≈330 MPa. Ratios of the signals �̃�f
rms to the input value (1 2√2⁄ ) (d). 

It is clear that the PSD profile brought by the different 𝑓0’s has an important influence 

on the distributions of surface temperatures, �̃�w(𝑟𝑖), given in Fig. 2b. The distributions are 

wider for the lower 𝑓0 values. In Fig. 2c, the distributions of normalized surface stresses, 

computed as �̃�(𝑟𝑖) = 𝜎(𝑟𝑖)
(1−𝜐)

𝛼𝐸∆𝑇
, are shown to follow a similar trend as the surface 

temperatures except in the distribution tails for the lower 𝑓0 values. 

Figure 3 shows the average fatigue lives 〈𝐹𝐿〉 calculated with the 15 fluid temperature 

history samples for each 𝑓0 considered and the assumed fluids’ temperature difference of 

∆𝑇=160°C. The results are compared with the SIN-method, obtained with the same 1D, 

thermo-mechanical, pipe model. Figure 3 shows qualitatively similar fatigue lifetime results 

than the SIN-method. The reasons for the similar behaviour of the selected multi-frequency, 

variable amplitude temperature histories and the SIN-method are two-fold: the same input 

�̃�f
rms (or very similar, Fig. 2d) and the theoretical PSD profile, where the harmonics of lower, 

and more harmful, frequencies have higher amplitudes. Moreover, in Fig. 3 the lifetime 

predictions are also compared to the theoretical PSD with an effective �̃�f
rms equal to the input 
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value (1 2√2⁄ ), i.e. scaling the input �̃�f
rms with the results in Fig. 2d. The results show the 

same qualitative effect of 𝑓0 regardless of the effective �̃�f
rms of the fluid temperature signals. 

 
 

Figure 3: Average fatigue life predictions for different 𝑓0 in the theoretical PSD (symbols) 

compared to the SIN-method predictions (full line). Theoretical PSD with lower (black 

squares) and equal (red circles) effective �̃�f
rms to the input value (1 2√2⁄ ). ∆𝑇=160°C. 

3.2 Narrow band peak in a flat PSD 

In this section, an artificial PSD is constructed from a narrow band (0.1 Hz wide) 

located at various frequencies superimposed to a flat profile, as shown in Fig. 4, left. In all 

cases, the narrow bands provide 5% of the total variance (1/8). Note that the fluid temperature 

histories are generated with the same (〈�̃�f〉, �̃�f
rms)=(1 2⁄ , 1 2√2⁄ ) statistics. The aim of this 

exercise is to analyse the effect on fatigue life predictions from the peaks in the PSD in multi-

frequency and variable amplitude temperature histories. Furthermore, this exercise should 

demonstrate the ability of the rainflow counting method [16] to detect the presence of relevant 

harmonics in complex stress histories. The results, for the sake of clarity, are presented in the 

same form as for the theoretical PSD above. 

 
 

Figure 4: Temperature fluctuations PSD of the fluid (left) and the pipe inner surface (right) 

for various locations of the superimposed narrow band. 

The PSDs of the fluid and pipe surface temperature fluctuations are shown in Fig. 4, left 

and right, respectively. As in the theoretical PSD in Fig. 1, the fluctuation power of surface 

temperatures at higher frequencies is clearly more attenuated than at lower frequencies. 
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The location of the superimposed narrow band has almost no influence on the calculated 

distributions of fluid temperatures, see Fig. 5a. However, the effects become more visible in 

Fig. 5b, where narrow bands located at lower frequencies produce wider distributions of 

surface temperatures. Similarly, the distributions of surface stresses, shown in Fig. 5c, 

become slightly wider. It is worth pointing out that the effective �̃�f
rms of all temperature 

histories are, in this case, equal to the input value (1 2√2⁄ ). 

 
 

Figure 5: Distributions of normalized fluid temperatures (a), surface temperatures (b) and 

stresses (c) for selected locations of the superimposed narrow band. For a ∆𝑇=160°C, �̃�=0.5 

corresponds to 𝜎≈330 MPa. 

Figure 6 presents the average fatigue lives 〈𝐹𝐿〉 calculated with the 15 fluid temperature 

history samples generated for each location of the narrow band and the assumed fluids 

temperature difference of ∆𝑇 =160°C. The results are again compared with the SIN-method. 

 
 

Figure 6: Average fatigue life predictions for various locations of the superimposed narrow 

band (symbols) compared to the SIN-method predictions (full line). ∆𝑇=160°C. 
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In Fig. 6, the lowest fatigue lives predicted with single (SIN) and multi-frequency 

signals differ by a magnitude (~3 compared to ~30 days). A factor 2, from ~30 to ~60 days, 

can otherwise be expected from the location of the narrow band within the flat PSD profile in 

the multi-frequency signals. An asymptotic increase of fatigue life towards ~60 days is 

observed when the band is shifted towards high frequencies. Approximately 60 days is 

therefore the expected lifetime for the flat PSD without the narrow band, i.e. when the thermal 

response of the wall becomes insensitive to the harmonics of such high frequencies. The 

frequency of the minimum lifetime for the flat PSD with superimposed narrow band also 

closely matches the frequency of the SIN-method minimum lifetime. This proves that the 

rainflow counting method is able to identify the harmonics with higher amplitudes and, 

therefore, the damaging events out of the complex stress histories. The results in Figs. 3 and 6 

moreover show that the fatigue lifetime is very dependent on the PSD considered. It may thus 

be expected that lifetime predictions of pipes under turbulent fluid mixing are rather flow case 

specific. Note that these results could furthermore be extended to include different 

width/height ratio of the superimposed narrow band and different band/PSD area ratios. 

Spectral methods are promising tools to evaluate the lifetime, and the related uncertainties, 

when comparatively short load histories to the estimated lifetimes are available from 

experiments or simulations of the mixing fluids. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the fatigue analyses of pipes under fluid temperatures with multi-

frequency and variable amplitude (spectrum loading) content. Fluid temperature history 

samples with different PSD profiles are generated with the improved spectral method and the 

pipe wall temperatures and stresses obtained with the 1D pipe model. The fatigue analyses are 

performed following codified rules and rainflow cycle counting method. The lifetime 

predictions for the considered PSD profiles are shown to be consistent with the results of the 

SIN-method. Namely, for water and stainless steel pipe, shorter fatigue lives are obtained for 

peaks in the PSD located at frequencies below 10 Hz and the most damaging peaks are 

located at about 1 Hz. This yields a very important outcome of this work, being that the 

rainflow counting method is able to identify damaging events in the complex stress histories, 

which were imposed by the frequency content of the temperature fluctuations. The results also 

show that the lifetime predictions are very dependent on the characteristic PSD of the fluid 

temperatures. 
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ABSTRACT 

Most of the nuclear power plants use zirconium cladding for fuel. The cladding is a barrier 
which prevents the release of radionuclides from the pellet to the environment. Operational 
experiences of reactors demonstrate that these zirconium alloys reliably perform their protective 
role. At the same time, the neutron radiation, the high temperature and pressure result in 
structural changes in the cladding material. Using new methods and equipment more, detailed 
knowledge can be obtained about the structural changes of the material in a new research 
program launched in Hungary. 

A consortium established by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences Centre for Energy 
Research, NUBIKI Nuclear Safety Research Institute Ltd., TÜV Rheinland InterCert Ltd. and 
Eötvös Loránd University received a grant from the National Research, Development and 
Innovation Office of Hungary. The contract supports a three-year research project started in 
January 2017. The primary purpose of the project is the evaluation of the effects of structural 
changes in zirconium alloys used in nuclear power plants and investigation of their 
consequences on the integrity of fuel elements and on environmental loads. 

The research program consists of four main parts: 

 Experiments will be performed with zirconium claddings in order to simulate the loads that 
may take place during normal reactor operation, storage and accident conditions. The 
measurement program includes oxidation, hydriding of different Zr specimens as well as 
zirconium tube irradiation in the Budapest Research Reactor. 

 Mechanical and material structural tests will be performed to identify the mechanisms that 
can lead to the loss of cladding integrity.  
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 Using the measured data numerical models will be developed in order to predict changes in 
the cladding under operating conditions, accidents and storage.  

 A new instrument will be developed which can be used for X-ray diffraction testing of 
irradiated zirconium cladding for checking the integrity of the zirconium alloy. 

The Zirconium Material Science Studies project (with Hungarian abbreviation: CAK) 
will contribute to the safety of using and handling of nuclear fuels under operating condition, 
during spent fuel storage and disposal in final repository.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays more than 400 nuclear power reactors operate in the world and most of them 
use zirconium cladding for fuel. The cladding is a barrier which prevents the release of 
radionuclides from the pellet to the environment. Zirconium is the best structural material 
currently due to its beneficial properties, such as high mechanical strength, corrosion and 
radiation resistance and low thermal neutron absorption cross section.  Since the operational 
time of nuclear fuel is getting longer and longer, the requirements on the mechanical properties, 
radiation and corrosion resistance of alloys increase. 

In high burnup fuel, a number of changes in the zirconium cladding occur due to 
irradiation, corrosion and mechanical load, which reduce the load bearing capacity of the 
cladding. The cladding is a barrier which prevents the release of radionuclides from the pellet 
to the primer coolant. That is why detailed knowledge of the properties and expected behaviour 
of cladding is required under normal operating conditions, accidents and storage conditions. 
Additionally, reliable computer models are required to predict damages or to estimate the 
expected release from damaged fuel elements. 

2 CREATION OF THE CAK PROJECT 

The safe use of zirconium-based nuclear fuel elements is well established by the 
manufacturer's measurements, experiments and analyses, as well as experience of using this 
type of fuel for several thousands of reactor years. Strict regulatory requirements have to be 
defined when new types of fuel elements are introduced, so detailed examination of processes 
of the fuel and fuel cladding are required during the licensing process.  Examinations of the 
changes of processes which occur in zirconium fuel cladding at macroscopic level are adequate 
to support safe operation of NPPs. Consequently it is not necessary to know the micro- or 
nanostructural processes of each phenomenon for the practical application of Zr alloys. At the 
same time, these processes are interesting from a scientific point of view and the deeper 
knowledge can contribute to the further development of the currently used alloys or to optimize 
their use. 

The Hungarian zirconium material researches have been conducted in the laboratories of 
the MTA EK until now [1-8]. The main objective of their work was to develop numerical 
models using the measured data which were originated from investigation of the fuel cladding 
and used in Paks Nuclear Power Plant.  

National Competitiveness and Excellence Program was called in 2016 by the National 
Research, Development and Innovation Office of Hungary. This program provided an 
opportunity to analyse the material structure changes in zirconium alloys used in nuclear power 
plants and evaluate their effects from the point of view of the integrity of the fuels and the 
environmental load. 

A consortium established by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences Centre for Energy 
Research (MTA EK), NUBIKI Nuclear Safety Research Institute Ltd. (NUBIKI), 
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TÜV Rheinland InterCert Ltd. and Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE). The contract supports a 
three years research project started in January 2017.  

3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

The research program consists of four main parts. The first is to investigate the specific 
relationship between the microstructural parameters of zirconium alloys with the mechanical 
properties of the fuel claddings, corrosion resistance, and the resistance to radiation damage. 
Developing or improving of these three requirements by appropriate modification of the 
microstructural parameters is the second part. The third is the development of computer 
programs which can predict the behaviour of the alloy and verify their reliability. And finally 
the development of a new tool represents the fourth objective of the project. 

The research work to be carried out has been divided into four groups in the CAK project: 
 Experiments will be performed with zirconium claddings in order to simulate the loads that 

may take place during normal operation, interim storage and accident conditions. The 
measurement program includes oxidation, hydriding of different Zr specimens as well as 
zirconium tube irradiation in the Budapest Research Reactor. Most of the experiments are 
designed with small zirconium specimens. Furthermore two integral tests with electrically 
heated fuel bundles will be performed in the CODEX (COre Degradation Experiment) 
facility. 

 Mechanical tests and material structural examinations will be performed to identify the 
mechanisms that can lead to the loss of cladding integrity. The members of the consortium 
will use a variety of measurement methods and tools (eg. optical and electron microscopy 
including TEM, SEM and EBSD, ellipsometry, mechanical resonance, prompt gamma 
activation analysis, X-ray diffraction, nanoindentation).  

 Numerical models will be developed or validated using the measured data in order to predict 
changes in the cladding under operating conditions, accidents and storage. Behaviour of 
fuels will be simulated with numerical models, e.g. FUROM, FRAPTRAN, 
TRANSURANUS codes. The TSKGO code will be applied for the simulation leaking fuel 
rods and severe accident codes will be used support experiment preparation and safety 
analyses of NPPs. Several computer simulations are planned to provide microstructural 
interpretation of the movement of line defects responsible for plastic deformation 
(dislocations), taking into account increased exposure to irradiation. 

 A new instrument will be developed which can be used for X-ray diffraction testing of 
irradiated zirconium cladding for checking the integrity of the zirconium alloy.  

In addition, TÜV Rheinland InterCert Ltd. will develop a test methodology based on 
results of CAK experiments and in line with the implementation of the project. It is expected 
that the new methodology would be applicable to other materials, too. 

4 TASKS OF THE PROJECT 

The CAK project has many challenges for the participants. Below, the types of tasks to 
be performed in the project per consortium member will be described. 

4.1 MTA EK activity 

MTA EK will execute a lot of different kinds of experiments and tests with zirconium 
claddings in the framework of CAK project, such as 

 hydrogen charging of Zr samples (Figure 1); 
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 thermal treatment in inert atmosphere;  

 air oxidation and steam oxidation; 

 irradiation in the Budapest Research Reactor; 

 ring compression tests (Figure 2); 

 CODEX integral  severe accident experiments (Figure 3); 

 measurement of optical properties of Zr and its oxide by ellipsometry; 

 H/Zr atomic ratio determination by prompt gamma activation analysis; 

 H content determination with thermoelectric voltage measurement; 

 H and O content determination by SEM-BEI, EDX;  

 simulation of pellet-cladding interaction by Mandrel tests; 

 cladding creep tests with different loads at high temperature; 

 numerical modelling of fuel rod cladding behaviour in operational condition by FUROM 
code, in accident conditions by FRAPTRAN code and simulation of CODEX by 
TRANSURANUS code. 

Furthermore, MTA EK will provide oxidized and hydrogenated zirconium cladding 
samples and irradiated zirconium tube samples for consortium members’ test. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Hydrogenation gas system with furnace 

 
 

Figure 2: Ring compression test in 
tensile test machine 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Electrically heated VVER bundle in CODEX experiments 
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4.2 ELTE activity 

ELTE will carry out different kinds of cladding microstructure examinations, for example 

 oxide layer+cladding and irradiated Zr cladding examination by X-ray diffraction 
(Figure 4); 

 oxide surface examination by FEI Quanta 3d dual beam scanning electron microscope 
(SEM/FIB) (Figure 5); 

 local hardness measurement within the grains by nanoidentation equipment (Figure 6) and 

 dislocation structures numerical modelling. 

 

 
Figure 4: RIGAKU X-ray diffractometer 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5: FEI Quanta 3D dual beam 
scanning electron microscope 

(SEM/FIB) 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Nanoidenters used for nanohardness measurements 
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4.3 TÜV RHEINLAND INTERCERT LTD. activity 

TÜV RHEINLAND INTERCERT LTD. will perform material testing of untreated and 
treated Zr tube sample, such as 

• Eddy current tests (Figure 7); 
• ring compression tests; 
• axial and ring tensile tests at room and high temperatures; 
• metallographic examinations. 

Furthermore, they will develop the new instrument which can be used for X-ray 
diffraction testing of irradiated zirconium cladding. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Portable eddy current equipment 

4.4 NUBIKI activity 

NUBIKI will use severe accident codes to simulate severe accident situations of nuclear 
fuels in experiments and in NPP accident scenarios. The numerical analyses will support the 
preparation of CODEX experiments, and the models will be used to analyse and evaluate the 
result of CODEX experiment. 

Based on the results of the CODEX experiments, the Zr clad models of the severe accident 
code will be improved and validated. 

5 EXPECTED RESULTS OF THE PROJECT - SUMMARY 

Such a complex investigation, like in The Zirconium Material Science Studies project 
will focus on the in depth study of cladding structural. It will be unique project that includes 
the application of different experimental and modelling tools and will cover many aspects of 
zirconium cladding related phenomena. 

The results of the CAK project will contribute to the development of new computer 
models which can describe more exactly the behaviour of nuclear fuel than was simulated 
before, so the operation with the fuel elements can be planned more reliably. 

Furthermore, a comprehensive experimental database will be established by the project, 
which will contain the results of measurements made with zirconium cladding in a systematic 
form. This database will unique on international level. 

Some of the material testing methods designed within the project are completely new, 
which have not been used for testing of zirconium alloys. Therefore, the planned measurements 
may generate unique know-how that may be suitable for investigation of other materials, too. 
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Results of CAK project contribute to reducing potential harmful environmental impacts 
from nuclear power plants and the safety of using and handling of nuclear fuels under operating 
condition, during spent fuel storage and deposing in final repository.  
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ABSTRACT

This work concerns a comparison between Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations
and Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) based simulations on an irradiated austenitic stainless steel
(SA304L) currently used as material for internals in nuclear reactors. The main objective was to
model the elasto-viscoplastic behavior of this material with 3-dimensional numerical full-field
simulations of polycrystals. An existing constitutive law for the grains of the polycrystals has
been used for the selected steel at 330oC and 13 dpa. JSI have performed FEM simulations with
Abaqus software while IRSN and LMA have jointly performed FFT simulations with CraFT
software. Polycrystalline aggregate models have been generated upon Voronoi tessellations
with periodicity in all 3 directions of the space and random grain orientations. Simple tension
with fixed strain rate has been imposed. A good agreement has been observed between FEM
and FFT results on macroscopic tensile curves and also on grain averaged stresses. This work
is performed as a specific contribution in the frame of the general SOTERIA H2020 research
project.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Severe irradiation conditions in nuclear reactors may limit the operational life of internal
structural components supporting the reactor core. Neutron irradiation of austenitic stainless
steels that constitute internal structures of reactors may result in the deterioration of mechan-
ical and fracture properties. In combination with corrosive environment of the primary water,
irradiation induced changes in microstructure and microchemistry may make those steels more
sensitive to Irradiation-Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking (IASCC). IASCC has led to several
failures of baffle-to-former bolts in pressurized water reactors, by initiation and propagation of
intergranular cracks [1]. The safe operation and reliable structural integrity of nuclear power
plants (NPPs) require precise prediction of the initiation and propagation of IASCC to estab-
lish a strategy for inspection and replacement, especially for long life operation over 60 years.
While predictive models of irradiation-induced hardening are available, reliable predictions of
IASCC sensitivity are currently unavailable.

To account for IASCC issue (and other issues connected to irradiation effects on nuclear
structural materials) a research project SOTERIA1 [2] was initiated in 2015 under Euratom
research and training programme 2014-2018. The overall aim of the SOTERIA project is to
improve the understanding of the aging phenomena occurring in reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
steels and in the internal steels (internals) in order to provide crucial information to regulators
and operators to ensure safe long-term operation of existing European NPPs. SOTERIA has
set up a collaborative research consortium which gathers the main European research centres
and industrial partners who will combine advanced modeling tools with the exploitation of
experimental data to focus on four technical objectives: (i) to explore, by experiments, flux and
fluence effects on RPV and internals in pressurized water reactors, (ii) to assess the residual
lifetime of RPV taking into account metallurgical heterogeneities, (iii) to assess the effect of
the chemical and radiation environment on cracking in internals and (iv) to develop modeling
tools and provide a single platform integrating developed modeling tools and experimental data
for reassessment of structural components during NPPs lifetime.

The three partner institutions – JSI, IRSN and CNRS/LMA – working in the SOTE-
RIA project have overlapping roles in the development of modeling tools (point (iv) above)
for elasto-viscoplastic behavior of irradiated stainless steel. However, two different numeri-
cal full-field approaches are being used in the teams: JSI uses Finite Element Method (FEM)
simulations with Abaqus software [3], while Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) based simulations
with CraFT software [4] are used by IRSN and CNRS/LMA. It is the purpose of this study to
compare the two approaches, applied to irradiated austenitic stainless steel SA304L currently
used for internals in nuclear reactors, and to identify the advantages and disadvantages of each
of the methods.

2 CONSTITUTIVE LAW FOR IRRADIATED STEEL

To study nonlinear mechanical effects in deformed neutron-irradiated austenitic stainless
steel, a micromechanical crystal plasticity (CP) model recently developed by CEA [5, 6] is used
in this study. The model, based on dislocation dynamics inferred mechanisms and finite strain
theory, is able to capture the irradiation-induced hardening followed by softening during plastic
deformation. In collaboration between CEA and JSI [7], the model was used in finite element

1SOTERIA – Safe long-term operation of light water reactors based on improved understanding of radiation
effects in nuclear structural materials – is a research project in the field of nuclear safety. This project received
funding under the Euratom research and training programme 2014-2018 under grant agreement No 661913.
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simulations of realistic stainless steel wire aggregate obtained from X-ray tomography, leading
to distributions of stresses at grain boundaries [8, 9, 10]. These local stresses are the driving
force of intergranular cracking and need to be accurately determined in order to reliably predict
IASCC.

The material model for irradiated stainless steel at crystal scale consists of elastic and
plastic parts. The anisotropic elasticity is governed by Hooke’s law. The corresponding stiff-
ness tensor has three independent parameters, C11, C12, C44, which are well known for SA304L
(see Tab. 1). The plastic model takes into account the evolution of dislocation densities and
irradiation defects – Frank loops [11]. A more detailed description of the model may be found
in [5, 6, 7, 9].

The shear flow adopted here for irradiated conditions is of visco-plastic type and repre-
sents isotropic hardening,

γ̇α =

〈
|τα| − ταc

K0

〉n

sign(τα), with 〈x〉 =

{
x ;x > 0
0 ;x ≤ 0

(1)

where γα is shear strain in slip system α (α = 1 . . . 12 for face-centered-cubic lattice) and τα

and ταc are respectively the resolved shear stress and critical resolved shear stress. Parameters
K0 and n regulate the viscosity of the shear flow.

The critical resolved shear stress is additively decomposed into components that con-
tribute to hardening,

ταc = τ0 + τae
− |γα|

γ0 + µ

√√√√√ 12∑
β=1

aαβrβD + µαL

√√√√ 4∑
p=1

rpL. (2)

Here, rαD is normalized dislocation density in slip system α, τ0 is lattice friction stress that
remains constant for a given temperature, while µ and aαβ are respectively the macroscopic
shear modulus and a 12× 12 matrix (with 6 independent parameters) of long-range interactions
between dislocations. In the irradiated material, an additional hardening is expected due to
presence of Frank loops. Here, rpL is a normalized Frank loop density in slip plane p and αL is
an effective force on the Frank loop obstacle. To account for a dislocation unlock mechanism
[5, 6], an additional phenomenological term has been proposed along with a dose dependent
shear stress τa required to unlock the dislocations and coefficient γ0 to adjust the speed of the
avalanche after unlocking the dislocations.

The evolution of dislocation density is modeled with a multiplication and an annihilation
term,

ṙαD =

1

κ

√√√√√ 12∑
β=1

bαβrβD +
1

κ

√√√√Kdl

4∑
p=1

rpL −Gcr
α
D

 |γ̇α| (3)

where bαβ is a matrix of interactions between dislocations, being of the same shape as aαβ .
Parameter κ is proportional to the number of obstacles crossed by a dislocation before being
immobilized and Gc is a proportional factor that depends on the annihilation mechanism of
dislocation dipoles. The irradiation effects are modeled by adding a term to the multiplication
part, with Kdl being a coefficient of effective interaction between dislocations and Frank loops.

The evolution of Frank loop density is modeled by [12]

ṙpL = −AL(rpL − rsatL )

 3∑
α∈plane p

rαD

  3∑
α∈plane p

|γ̇α|

 (4)
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Table 1: Model parameters for SA304L stainless steel at 330oC and irradiated at 13 dpa (dpa –
displacements per atom). Parameters are taken from [9].

C11 199 GPa
C12 136 GPa
C44 105 GPa
µ 65615 MPa
K0 10 MPa
n 15
τ0 88 MPa
Gc 10.4
κ 42.8

a1 0.124
a2 0.124
a3 0.070
a4 0.625
a5 0.137
a6 0.122

b1 0
b2 1
b3 1
b4 1
b5 1
b6 1

r0
D 1.03 10−11

r0
L 4.90 10−6

Kdl 2.50 10−7

γ0 5.00 10−3

αL 0.57
AL 5.55 108

rsatL 3.23 10−6

τa 61.2 MPa

where AL is the annihilation area of Frank loops and rsatL is a stabilized value of normalized
defect density which depends on the irradiation dose. Since scanning of Frank loops by mobile
dislocations occurs only within the plane of the loop, only slipping in this plane can contribute
to the evolution of defect density (thus α ∈ plane p).

The above presented constitutive equations were implemented in codes Abaqus [3] and
CraFT [4]. Abaqus implementation uses finite strain theory with semi-implicit time integration
scheme [7] and CraFT implementation uses small strain theory with a fully-implicit time inte-
gration scheme [13] (a fully-explicit version is also implemented in CraFT [13] but is not used
here). The parameters for SA304L stainless steel used in this study are listed in Tab. 1.

3 FEM VERSUS FFT-BASED METHOD: SOME PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A full comparison between FEM and FFT CP methods may be found, e.g., in [14]. In
short, a variational solution is achieved in FEM CP for the equilibrium of the forces and the
compatibility of the displacements using the principle of virtual work for a volume that is dis-
cretized into finite elements. In FFT CP, a FFT-based algorithm is applied in conjunction with
Green’s function method to solve the governing equations for heterogeneous media. This ap-
proximation solves the equilibrium equations under the constraint of strain compatibility for
materials with periodic microstructure, which can be generated by periodic repetition of a unit
cell. No meshing is needed in FFT CP. Instead, model geometry (e.g., the microstructure) is
described by an image composed of voxels. In general, for the same spatial resolution, the
FFT CP approach is a very efficient alternative compared with FEM CP with periodic boundary
conditions. This higher numerical performance of FFT CP is related to the repetitive use of the
efficient FFT algorithm, avoiding the time-consuming inversion of large matrices, needed under
FEM CP.

4 SINGLE-CRYSTAL VALIDATION

A series of simple tensile tests have been simulated to validate and assess the accuracy
of the integration schemes in Abaqus and CraFT. Figure 1 shows the calculated tensile curves
obtained for four different crystallographic orientations denoted by three Euler angles. A very
good agreement between FEM and FFT results is found for all four cases. However, small dis-
crepancies observed for two highly symmetric orientations (ori1 and ori2) at higher strains are
attributed to numerical issues (bifurcations) due to simultaneous activation of eight slip systems.
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Figure 1: Single-crystal tensile curves (true stress versus engineering strain) calculated for
four different crystallographic orientations at strain rate 3 10−4 s−1. A comparison is shown
between FEM and FFT simulations. In FEM simulations one single element (C3D8) is used.
Correspondingly, one homogeneous cell is considered in FFT simulations.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Three different Voronoi aggregate models with 100 grains denoted by different colors.
The models are periodic in all three directions of the space and have random grain orientations.

It can therefore be concluded that both methods (and their implementations) are consistent with
each other.

5 POLYCRYSTALLINE MODELS

FEM and FFT methods are furthermore compared in polycrystalline simulations of irra-
diated stainless steel SA304 L. In this respect, three different periodic microstructures are built
upon Voronoi tessellations as shown in Fig. 2. Software package Neper [15] is used to build
the corresponding geometries. Each microstructure corresponds to a cubic Voronoi aggregate
with 100 grains that is periodic in all three directions of the space. The same material properties
are assigned to all the grains but with random crystallographic orientations, thus providing zero
texture to the aggregate. Grain boundaries are not modeled explicitly. In FEM a mesh of 503

linear hexahedral elements (C3D8) is generated while 1283 voxels are used in FFT.
Regarding loading and boundary conditions, an incremental tensile displacement is im-
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Figure 3: A comparison of polycrystal tensile curves (true stress versus engineering strain)
between FEM and FFT simulations. (a) Effects of using three different microstructures from
Fig. 2. (b) Effects of using different boundary conditions in FEM simulations.

posed in FEM simulations along the axial direction (3-axis) to all the nodes on a front surface,
while the nodes on a back surface are constrained to have zero axial displacement. The side
surfaces of the model are assumed to be either free of constraints (open boundary conditions –
OBCs) or forced to be flat (flat boundary conditions – FBCs) in order to mimic periodic bound-
ary conditions (PBCs) used in FFT. In FFT simulations, however, the loading is imposed by
setting the direction of the overall stress (Σ33 6= 0 other Σij = 0). In both cases the applied
nominal strain rate (the −33 component) is set constant to 3 10−4 s−1. A maximum nominal
strain of 0.03 is achieved in all simulations.

6 FEM VERSUS FFT: POLYCRYSTALLINE RESPONSE

In Fig. 3 a comparison of tensile curves is shown between FEM and FFT simulations. A
good (macroscopic) agreement is observed for all three microstructures (see Fig. 3(a)). FEM
simulations seem to provide systematically slightly lower stresses which can be attributed to
softer boundary conditions (OBCs in FEM versus PBCs in FFT). This is confirmed in Fig. 3(b)
where considerably stiffer response is observed when side surfaces are imposed flat during the
deformation (FBCs). As expected, FFT results are located in between OBCs and FBCs FEM
results. Although FBCs in FEM simulations assure the periodicity in all three directions of the
space, such boundary conditions seem to be too stiff (or conservative) compared to true PBCs
used in FFT simulations.

In Fig. 4 the agreement between the two methods is checked on a lower, mesoscopic
scale. This is achieved by calculating average stress components for each grain k, 〈σij〉k, at the
end of simulation and then using them in a histogram distribution. Again, a good (mesoscopic)
agreement is observed for all stress components, however, with larger stress differences than
shown in Fig. 3 between macroscopic tensile stresses. A similar agreement is found for other
two microstructures (not shown). Note that finite distribution widths observed in Fig. 4 originate
from the elasto-plastic anisotropy of the grains.

A comparison of local intergranular stresses obtained with FEM and FFT simulations on
grain boundaries will be part of the future research work in the SOTERIA project.
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Figure 4: A comparison of grain-averaged stress distributions between FEM and FFT simula-
tions calculated for microstructure #1 (Fig. 2(a)) at E33 = 0.03. The 〈σij〉k denotes average
stress σij in grain k.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, FEM and FFT-based numerical simulations have been performed and com-
pared on polycrystalline aggregates for stainless steel SA304L irradiated to 13 dpa at 330oC.
Three Voronoi microstructures with 100 grains, random grain orientations and periodic bound-
ary conditions have been generated. A constitutive law obtained from literature has been used
to describe the elasto-viscoplastic behavior of the grains. The implementations of the law in
Abaqus (FEM) and CraFT (FFT) solvers have been shown to give practically the same single-
crystal tensile stress responses. Very good agreement has been observed also between FEM and
FFT results on polycrystalline aggregates. Small discrepancies in stresses have been attributed
to different boundary conditions applied in FEM and FFT simulations.
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In 1991 the CSNI published the first State-of-the-Art Report on In-Vessel Core
Degradation, which was updated to 1995 under the EC 3rd Framework programme. These
covered phenomena, experimental programmes, material data, main modelling codes, code
assessments, identification of modelling needs, and conclusions including the needs for
further research. This knowledge is relevant to such safety issues as in-vessel melt retention
of the core, recovery of the core by water reflood, H2 generation and fission product release.

In the following 20 years, there has been substantial progress in understanding, with
major experimental programmes finished, e.g. the integral Phébus FP tests and the QUENCH
series on reflooding degraded rod bundles, while others have many tests completed, e.g. LIVE
on melt pool behaviour in the lower head. These is a similar situation regarding integral
modelling codes such as MELCOR and MAAP (USA) and ASTEC (Europe), which
encapsulate current knowledge in a quantitative way. After the two EC-funded projects on the
SARNET network of excellence, now continuing in the NUGENIA association, it is timely to
take stock of the knowledge gained both in the experimental and modelling areas.

The CoreSOAR project in NUGENIA/SARNET draws together the experience of 11
European partners to update the state of the art in core degradation over the next two years.
The review of available data being well advanced, attention is now focussed on summarising
the status of the main modelling codes covering in-vessel core degradation, which enable the
knowledge gained to be applied to reactor accident situations in light water reactors. The
codes considered here include MAAP, MELCOR and ASTEC as well as other independent
codes such as ATHLET-CD and SCDAPSIM. The final CoreSOAR report will serve as a
reference point for ongoing research programmes in NUGENIA, in other EC research projects
such as in Horizon2020, and in CSNI, e.g. the Fukushima benchmark BSAF2.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of all the core degradation codes considered is to model, in an integral
way the main physico-chemical processes that take place during the in-vessel phase of a
severe accident in a light water reactor (LWR), as summarised for example in [1]. These
include material interactions including oxidation of the Zr-alloy cladding in steam and air,
eutectic interactions amongst clad, fuel and structural materials, oxidation of the resulting
compounds, material relocation in-core through to the lower head, debris bed formation, melt
pool behaviour in the lower head including natural convection, stratification and crust
formation, and finally lower head failure with relocation of the corium to the cavity. The
codes are subject to detailed verification and validation against experimental data and by
benchmarks based on reactor transients. They differ in the amount of detail in their modelling,
depending on their intended applications, as shown below.

2 CODE SUMMARIES

Five major integral codes are considered here: ASTEC, MELCOR, MAAP, ATHLET-
CD and the SCDAP family of codes. The first three can model accident progression from
initiating event through to radioactive release to the environment, while the latter two are
more concerned with degradation and thermal hydraulic phenomena in the vessel and primary
circuit, up to lower head failure. All are used for reactor accident sequence analysis, and are
extensively validated on small-scale and integral experiments, in benchmarks, and by plant
calculations, as summarised in section 3 below. Historical versions of relevant codes are
summarised in the original CSNI [2] and EU [3] State-of-the-Art Reports (SOARs).

2.1 ASTEC

The ASTEC integral code (Accident Source Term Evaluation Code) [4] has been jointly
developed by IRSN (France) and GRS (Germany) from the late 1990s and is exclusively
developed by IRSN today. ASTEC simulates entire Severe Accident (SA) sequences in a
nuclear water-cooled reactor from the initiating event through the release of radioactive
elements out of the containment, including severe accident management (SAM) by
engineering systems and procedures. ASTEC progressively became the reference European
severe accident integral code for water-cooled reactors, profiting from new knowledge
acquired in the frame of the SARNET European Network of Excellence from 2004 to 2013
(6th and 7th Framework Programmes (FWPs) of the European Commission (EC)), with
validation such as under the CESAM project from (2013 to 2017, 7th FWP). Main ASTEC
applications are source term determination, Level 2 Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSA2),
accident management studies and physical analysis/interpretation of experiments.

The scope of application covers in mechanistic detail the important physical phenomena
involved all through severe accident sequences, except steam explosion and mechanical
response of the containment (ex-vessel, so not considered further here), and includes fission
product release and transport, including iodine chemistry. The latest version V2.1 [4] includes
a heavily re-engineered in-vessel coupling technique between the reactor coolant system
thermal hydraulics module and the core degradation module, new core degradation models
addressing Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR)
specific phenomena, as well as several other physical modelling improvements: reflooding
severely damaged cores (determination of the quench front location and calculation of the
wall to fluid heat fluxes above the quench front due to droplet projection), Zr-alloy oxidation
in air (breakaway phenomenon and increased reaction rate when nitrogen is mixed with
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oxygen at low temperatures, nitride formation at high temperature in nitrogen-rich
atmospheres), source term evaluation (harmonization of fission product/structural material
transport and chemistry between the circuits and containment domains, improvement in RCS
gas phase chemistry kinetics and in iodine chemistry in the containment according to recent
better understanding of gaseous iodine formation processes). The code, along with others, has
also recently been extended to spent fuel pool accidents (SFPs).

2.2 MELCOR

MELCOR is a fully integrated, engineering-level computer code whose primary
purpose is to model the progression of accidents in light water reactor nuclear power plants,
from initiating event through to release of radioactive fission products to the environment. It
is developed by Sandia NL under USNRC sponsorship. A broad spectrum of severe accident
phenomena in both boiling and pressurized water reactors is treated in MELCOR in a unified
framework. Current uses of MELCOR include estimation of fission product source terms and
their sensitivities and uncertainties in a variety of applications. Versions in use range from
version 1.8.6 [5] used in various production applications, through to the current development
version 2.2 [6].

The code is composed of an executive driver and a number of major modules, or
packages, that together model the major systems of a reactor plant and their generally coupled
interactions. The main in-vessel core degradation phenomena covered are: thermal hydraulic
response of the primary reactor coolant system, core uncovery (loss of coolant), fuel heat-up,
cladding oxidation, fuel degradation (loss of rod geometry), with core material melting and
relocation; heat-up of reactor vessel lower head from relocated fuel materials and the thermal
and mechanical loading and failure of the vessel lower head, and transfer of core materials to
the reactor vessel cavity. Fission and structural material release and transport are also covered.
For modelling of atmospheric dispersion, MELCOR can be coupled to the MACCS code.

2.3 MAAP-PWR and VVER

MAAP (Modular Accident Analysis Program) [7] is an integral, modular code
developed by FAI (Fauske and Associates Inc.) for EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute),
to study accident situations. It is possible to simulate an overall severe accident scenario in a
short computational time. PWRs, BWRs, VVERs and CANDUs can be completely simulated,
each type with its own code version. The main severe accident phenomena are modelled,
essentially on thermal hydraulics (mass transfer, chemical reactions, core degradation etc.)
and fission products (grouped into 18 families).

EDF acquired a licence for the code in the early 90’s and has used it for its PWR severe
accident studies. In addition to FAI’s work, EDF performs development and validation
activities, and thus MAAP-EDF versions with specific features have been developed.

For example, regarding corium in-vessel behaviour, a new state of the art model
involving stratification of chemically reacting immiscible layers has been developed at EDF.
Based on experiments with prototypical corium, it deals with the pool evolving to equilibrium
and going through an intermediate three-layer configuration: heavy metal, oxide and light
metal. Kinetics of such an evolution were introduced into the modelling as well. Besides, to
account for uncertainty on the behavior (formation and stability) of the upper crust, two options
were developed for molten steel relocation path during the transient: 1) default option when the
steel lumped into the pool in-equilibrium, 2) conservative option when ablated steel forms an
out-of-equilibrium layer, which is responsible for the “Focusing Effect”.
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EDF also improved modelling of cladding degradation in air and steam, improving
simulation of oxidation and H2 production. Improvements were made to quantify the increase
of cladding porosity under air and air/steam conditions, which can increase the oxidation rate.
In air-steam, or in steam at 1200-1250 K, the porosity progressively increases, and
correlations were derived describing the resulting increase in oxidation rate. Better agreement
was obtained with experimental data, especially during reflood.

For VVER applications, modifications have been made for VVER-specific features.
These include treatment of horizontal steam generators and control rod fuel follower models
(in VVER-440 designs). After core melt, the fuel follower mass is added to the lower head
corium pool. Account is also taken of the presence of 6 RCS loops in VVER/440-213 and -
230 designs, and of hexagonal fuel geometry and fuel can designs.

2.4 ATHLET-CD

The system code ATHLET-CD (Analysis of THermal-hydraulics of LEaks and
Transients with Core Degradation) [8] describes the reactor coolant system thermal-hydraulic
response during severe accidents, including core damage progression as well as fission
product and aerosol behaviour, to calculate the source term for containment analyses, and to
evaluate accident management measures. It is developed by GRS in cooperation with IKE,
University of Stuttgart. ATHLET-CD includes also the aerosol and fission product transport
code SOPHAEROS, developed by IRSN, and is coupled with the GRS code COCOSYS/AIM
for modelling thermal hydraulics and iodine behaviour in the containment.

The code structure is highly modular to include a manifold spectrum of models and to
offer an optimum basis for further development. ATHLET-CD contains the original ATHLET
models for comprehensive simulation of the thermo-fluid-dynamics in the coolant loops and
in the core. The ATHLET code comprises a thermo-fluid-dynamic module, a heat transfer and
heat conduction module, a neutron kinetics module, a general control simulation module, and
a general-purpose solver of differential equation systems called FEBE. The thermo-fluid-
dynamic module is based on a six-equation model, with fully separated balance equations for
liquid and vapour, complemented by mass conservation equations for up to 5 different non-
condensable gases and by a boron tracking model. Alternatively, a five-equation model, with
a mixture momentum equation and a full-range drift-flux formulation for the calculation of
the relative velocity between phases is also available. Specific models for pumps, valves,
separators, mixture level tracking, critical flow etc. are also included in ATHLET. The rod
module ECORE consists of models for fuel rods, absorber rods (AIC and B4C) and for the
fuel assemblies including BWR canisters and absorbers. It describes mechanical rod
behaviour (ballooning), Zr-alloy and B4C oxidation (Arrhenius-type rate equations), Zr-UO2

dissolution and melting of metallic and ceramic components. Melt relocation (candling) is
simulated by rivulets with constant velocity and cross-section, starting from the node of rod
failure. The models allow oxidation, freezing, re-melting, re-freezing and melt accumulation
due to blockage formation. Feedback to the thermal hydraulics considers steam starvation and
blockage formation. Besides convective heat transfer, energy can be exchanged by radiation
amongst fuel rods and to surrounding core structures.

2.5 SCDAP/RELAP5 & SCDAPSIM

SCDAP/RELAP5 (USNRC/Idaho NL) [9] is a combination of the detailed mechanistic
RELAP5/MOD3 code for thermal hydraulics and SCDAP for severe accident related
phenomena. RELAP/SCDAPSIM (Innovative Software Services, ISS), [10], [11], is a direct
descendant of SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.2, which includes a phenomenological treatment of
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the oxidation of molten material. RELAP/SCDAPSIM MOD3.4 is used for production safety
analysis whereas MOD3.5 is used by researchers to support severe accident related activities
including the influence of air ingression, and includes improved correlations for fuel rods,
B4C control rods and electrically-heated simulator rods, with the ability to model generalised
structures. MOD3.6 incudes PHWR-specific models, while MOD4 is used for advanced
reactor and fluids systems model development and analysis. It also includes additional user
options like advanced 3D graphical user interfaces, integrated uncertainty analysis,
standardized interfaces for user-supplied codes or modules (i.e. user-supplied 3D reactor
kinetics), and the option to use modified (NIST) or original water properties.

The numerical solution technique in all versions of SCDAP/RELAP5 makes it possible
to use Courant-violating time-steps during slowly changing phases of the sequence. This
attribute is inherited and further developed in RELAP/SCDAPSIM. An additional feature of
RELAP/SCDAPSIM MOD3.5 and later versions is the on-screen display of the calculation as
it is running, with some interactive features to modify the display, pause/restart the
calculation, and limited capability to modify the boundary conditions.

3 SYNTHESIS OF CODE CAPABILITIES

Analysis of the results of the TMI-2 exercise [12] and of previous benchmarks (the
recent Phébus-FPT1 [13] and QUENCH-11 [14] benchmarks were chosen) have led to
evaluate the quality of the codes for a PWR transient.

For the initial transient, up to the primary system pumps trip, the calculated results are
in good agreement. The states of the core and the primary circuit calculated by all codes are
very similar at the time of pump trip. The main discrepancies are in the calculation of the void
fraction in the core but they are considered acceptable.

For the degradation phase, up to the reflooding of the core, the results show a rather
good agreement between all participants for integral parameters such as total hydrogen
production and total mass of molten materials. The variability in these results is not only
much lower than the results obtained in the benchmark exercise performed 25 years ago, but
is also comparable or even lower than the variability that was obtained in benchmarks on
integral tests (Phébus-FPT1 and QUENCH-11). This shows a significant improvement of the
codes in the last two decades. They now include assessed models to describe the main
physical processes of degradation as well as robust and consistent numerical schemes which
make them reliable to calculate a severe accident sequence with acceptable results.

For the reflooding phase, there is a general agreement on the calculated pressure increase, on
the total hydrogen mass produced during this phase, and on the increased rate of core
degradation. However, although all codes agree, some results may be questionable as they are
apparently in contradiction with experimental observations (LOFT and QUENCH for
example) and with the TMI-2 assumed evolution. In addition, there is a lack of agreement on
the calculated efficiency of quenching. Some codes calculate a fast and complete quenching
while other codes calculate the existence of uncoolable regions in the core. It can be
concluded that, despite considerable improvement in codes abilities, more modelling and
assessment should be done before codes can be considered reliable enough to calculate the
reflooding phase.

Sensitivity studies performed by participants have shown that variations of some key
empirical model (such as the cladding failure criteria) could induce a variation in some
calculation results (such as hydrogen production) obtained by a single participant, which is of
the same order of magnitude as the variation obtained when comparing different codes and/or
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participants. This indicates that some physical processes are still poorly known and
inadequately modelled. Such conclusion also raises the issue of the importance of adequate
user training, in particular for utilities and TSOs who submit safety studies to regulatory
bodies. Also it raises the issue of having good user manuals and guidelines, which must
reduce to a minimum user’s uncertainty and “guessing” when building inputs.

The code scattering in the calculation of some phenomena revealed some model
weaknesses. Three major phenomena are concerned. The first one is the oxidation of molten
mixtures and their relocation. The second one is the prediction of fuel rods melting and the
progression of molten corium. The third one is the core coolability and the behaviour of hot
corium when the vessel is entirely reflooded.

MELCOR ASTEC

Figure 1 – Core temperature field - fuel temperature in active zone for MELCOR (left)
and core temperature in active zone and lower plenum (except hemispherical bottom

modelled by single control volume) for ASTEC (right) [16], [17]

More recently, the benchmark calculations of Fukushima reactors gave some indications
about the capabilities of current codes to deal with the specific features of BWR core
degradation. In particular, a crosswalk between MAAP and MELCOR [15] investigated the
details of melt progression and cooling. It was concluded that different modelling of debris
slumping into the lower plenum make the interpretation of discrepancies quite difficult.
However, they cannot be directly correlated with the divergent simulation results identified in
the crosswalk study. The primary reason for this is that the nature of debris slumping into the
lower plenum is significantly different in the two code simulations. MAAP5 estimates
approximately 80% of the core forming debris that is held up above the core plate.
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Approximately 60% of the debris relocating into the lower plenum is molten, at temperatures
exceeding 2500 K. The predicted relocation occurs radially, by perforation of the core baffle,
as in the TMI-2 scenario. MELCOR, by contrast, estimates a lower rate of debris relocation
into the lower plenum, with the debris largely in the form of solid particulates. The relocation
is axial, through the core support plate. Peak temperatures in MELCOR debris are around
2100 K, which is below typical eutectic temperatures for U-Zr-O oxidic debris mixtures.

More recent comparisons between ASTEC and MELCOR [16], [17] have shown that
ASTEC tends to be closer to MELCOR results for the relocation which is also predicted to be
axial, through the core support plate. But ASTEC predicts peak temperatures of debris which
are comparable to MAAP results, Figure 1. Lower plenum heat transfer is also key area where
modelling differences between the codes influence the timing of vessel failure. In addition, a
new benchmark as been conducted based on TMI-2 [18].

The weaknesses of codes in the prediction of fuel rod melting/slumping, progression of
molten corium, debris coolability and heat transfer in lower plenum are not surprising because
experimental data are scarce and the physical understanding is still incomplete. Experimental
programmes are currently under way or planned to provide a better insight of those
phenomena. But such experiments are difficult to perform and collaborative actions are
necessary in order to be successful.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has given a summary of the three main integral codes in use in Europe for
severe accident simulation in power reactors, namely MAAP, MELCOR and ASTEC as well
as two other independent codes, ATHLET-CD and SCDAP-based codes (SCDAP/RELAP5
and SCDAPSIM). The synthesis shows that on the basis of code comparison studies based on
integral experiments (Phébus FP, QUENCH) and plant comparison studies (TMI-2,
Fukushima) that the codes have improved over the last few years, as exemplified by improved
agreements with data. However further development remains to be done, particularly
concerning relocation of melt to the lower head, behaviour of the melt in the lower head and
associated heat transfer processes, and these are the focus of current research efforts on a
collaborative basis, for example in NUGENIA Technical Area 2 (SARNET).
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ABSTRACT 

The wet storage building of the nuclear power plant Gösgen/Däniken is the first 
building for the long term wet storage of spent nuclear fuel in Switzerland. Due to the 
Swiss moratorium against the export of spent nuclear fuel in 2006 it was necessary to 
store the spent fuel locally at the nuclear power plant site. The prolongation of this 
moratorium in 2016 does not allow reprocessing of spent fuel in the next years. As a direct 
conclusion from this moratorium it was decided to build a wet storage pool at 
Gösgen/Däniken which entered operation in 2008 with a capacity of 504 fuel assemblies. 
In a second stage of completion another 504 fuel assemblies can be stored in the pool. 
Two cooling towers will be available for the cooling of the wet storage pool with a 
maximum cooling capacity of 1.5 MW after the second stage of completion. 

The present work describes postulated severe accidents with total loss of cooling 
in the wet storage pool (WSP) of the Gösgen/Däniken nuclear power plant. The accident 
progression in a spent fuel pool and even more in a wet storage pool is very slow due to 
the low nuclear decay heat. Therefore the investigation of such kind of accident was not 
assumed to be of high importance for a long time. The overall accepted assumption of an 
energy recovery after at least 24 hours would not lead to boiling of a spent fuel pool due 
to the low decay heat. 

The severe accident in Fukushima Daiichi (11.03.2011) following the great 
Eastern earthquake and the related tsunami has shown that the power recovery can be 
delayed much longer, for more than a week. This long time of loss of cooling could 
endanger a spent fuel pool especially if the whole core is unloaded into the pool like in 
Fukushima Dai-Ichi unit 4 at the time of the accident. 

Main goal of the work is to achieve information about the timing of postulated 
severe accidents in the wet storage pool and to define time frames for accident 
management measures to prevent fuel damage and fission product release.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The wet storage pool of the NPP Gösgen/Däniken is placed in a separate building 
to provide long-term cooling for spent fuel assemblies, which were stored before in the 
spent fuel pool inside the containment of the nuclear power plant for about four cycles. 
After each cycle the oldest batch of the fuel assemblies inside the spent fuel pool will be 
transferred into the wet storage pool to empty the required place for the high burnup fuel 
removed from the reactor. 

Due to the fact that severe accident codes in principal were written for the 
simulation of accidents in the reactor pressure vessel some models are used outside of 
their validated regions. The ongoing accident progression, if no accident management 
measures were taken, becomes more and more uncertain. The oxidation of the cladding 
at low temperatures after fuel uncovery and its heat up is a slow process, but only few 
experimental data exist below 1000 K. The chemical heat due to oxidation can strongly 
exceed the nuclear heat of the fuel and can be the main contributor to the heat up and fuel 
degradation. 

As starting event for a severe accident an earthquake is assumed which destroys 
the cooling pipes (connection to the cooling towers) and additionally the external and 
internal power equipment. No SAMG is available for mitigation of bundle degradation 
and fission product release. Due to the loss of cooling the wet storage pool starts to heat 
up and boil down. Regarding the total decay heat of the spent fuel inside the pool the 
water heats up and boils down. 

A set of calculations with the severe accident code MELCOR 2.1 has been 
performed to calculate the progression of a severe accident in the wet storage pool. 
Different heat loads and different amounts of fuel assemblies in the pool were selected to 
cover the full range of boil down scenarios. 

Experimental data were used [1] to receive reasonable data for the buoyancy 
driven gas flow through the bundles after complete boil down of the pool water. For the 
radial heat loss two extreme storage policies, hot neighbor and cold neighbor storage, 
were used.  

2 MODELING 

All structures of the wet storage building and the wet storage pool were modeled 
as heat structures to allow steam condensation and heat conduction through the walls to 
achieve realistic conditions (Fig. 1). The environment is modeled as time independent 
volume connected to the building walls and the flow path of the air conditioning system 
which will fail by overpressure. The fuel is modeled in six groups with different heat load 
to reflect the storing times of the different batches. The distribution of the fuel assemblies 
in the spent fuel racks is modeled in two different storage policies, the hot neighbor 
storage and the cold neighbor storage (Fig. 2). The heat radiation between the different 
groups is modeled according the number of contact areas of the FA's. Here the radiation 
area between each two neighboring groups has to be multiplied with a view factor. A 
view factor of 0.5 was extracted from the results of the Sandia fuel experiment [1] to 
reflect the radiation barrier of the racks between the neighboring fuel elements. The 
MELCOR code calculates the heat radiation regarding the given radiation area. 
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The FA's are stored in 7x8 spent fuel racks with 18 racks placed in the pool. For 
the accident sequences six different heat loads were used (0.25 MW, 0.5 MW, 0.75 MW, 
1 MW, 1.25 MW and 1.5 MW). The lowest three heat loads were calculated with the pool 

filled with 50% of fuel assemblies 
(504) and the highest heat loads 
were calculated with full pool (1008 
FA's). 

For the completion of the 
modeling in the MELCOR code also 
two cavities were modeled, one 
representing the bottom of the wet 
storage pool and the other 
representing the floor of the 
building. The calculation of the 
accident sequence starts at four 
cycles after shut down, to remove all 
the short living nuclides from the 

fission product inventory. 

 

Figure 1: Model of wet storage building

Figure 2: Hot (left) and cold (right) neighbor storage pattern for full wet storage pool 
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With the MELCOR2.1 code up to 300 days of accident sequence were calculated 
for all cases from the initiation of the accident until the end of the calculation. 

3 RESULTS 

The base calculations performed for the different heat loads of the wet storage 
pool show, as expected, a strong dependency of the heat up rate of the pool water. The 
highest allowed heat load of 1.5 MW of the spent fuel needs almost 4 days to reach boiling 
conditions in the pool (Fig. 3). The heat up curves of the water are no straight lines 
because of the heat conduction of the concrete walls which takes heat from the water 
especially at higher temperatures close to boiling conditions. 

The water level 
(Fig. 4) rises due to the 
density change during heat 
up and after reaching boiling 
conditions the water 
evaporates according the heat 
load of the spent fuel and 
level decreases below the top 
of the racks (dashed line) 
after several days. Even with 
the highest heat load more 
than three weeks passes until 
top of the racks is reached. 
The calculations with hot and 
cold neighbor storage did not 
show visible differences, 
because the heat load 
difference between the hottest 
group and the group stored 
longest in the wet storage 
pool was not more as a factor 
of two. In a spent fuel pool, 
where also recently unloaded 
fuel is stored, the differences 
can be easily a factor of ten 
and more. In a spent fuel pool 
the storage policy can have a 
reasonable influence on the 
fuel degradation [2]. 

The results for the 
lowest heat load and the 
highest heat load will be 
presented on the following 
pages. The case with 0.25 MW 

Figure 3: Temperature history of pool water for  
                different heat load of the spent fuel 

Figure 4: Water level in wet storage pool for base cases  
                with different heat load 
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and 504 FA's stored in the wet 
storage pool shows a very low 
accident progression with 
boiling of the pool after about 
one month (Fig. 5). The low 
steam production leads to 
condensation on the walls of 
the building and almost all 
steam remains inside the 
building. Part of the 
condensed water flows back 
into the pool and part of the 
water flows into the lower 
hall of the wet storage 
building. The heat conduction 
through the concrete walls 
removes most of the decay 

heat produced by the spent fuel. The water level of the wet storage pool reaches top of 
active fuel after about half a year of boil down. Between 200 and 240 days from the onset 
of the accident the cladding starts to heat up and oxidizes in steam atmosphere. Due to 
the large amount of steam produced during the boil down of the pool water, the air inside 
the building is replaced by steam and therefore the hydrogen production does not produce 
enhanced possibility of deflagration because of the missing oxygen. The oxidation of the 
cladding results in degradation of the fuel as up to 90% of the cladding thickness is 
oxidized. This happens for the lowermost axial fuel node and therefore the program 
changes the state of the fuel from intact geometry to debris. The temperatures reached by 
the degraded fuel are far below the melting temperature of the steel liner of the wet storage 
pool, so that core concrete interaction cannot start in this accident simulation. The final 
state after 300 days of accident progression (Fig. 6) shows water in the lower building 
and in the transfer pool, but not any more in the wet storage pool. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Water levels at different locations in the wet  
                storage building for 0.25 MW case 

Figure 6: Final state of the wet storage building for the 0.25 MW case after 300 days of  
                accident progression (orange: debris, blue: water) 
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For the base case 
with 1.5 MW decay heat 
of the spent fuel, a full 
pool with 1008 fuel 
assemblies was 
modeled. Again the fuel 
was organized in six 
groups with different 
heat load to represent the 
different storing time of 
the spent fuel in the wet 
storage pool. The heat 
up of the pool water is 
now much faster 
because of the six times 
higher decay heat and 
leads also to a faster boil 

down of the pool water. The steam production is higher by about a factor of six and 
therefore the condensation capacity of the wet storage building is strongly exceeded. The 

steam mostly 
escapes into the 

environment 
which means, that 
less condensed 
water can flow 
back into the wet 
storage pool. The 
time of core 
uncovery (Fig. 7) 
is reached in this 
case after about 
three weeks and 
then the cladding 
heat up and 

oxidation starts in steam atmosphere. The chemical energy generated by cladding 
oxidation added to the nuclear decay heat leads to a strong temperature excursion which 
results in melting of the corium and onset of a dry molten-core-concrete-interaction 
(MCCI) inside the wet storage pool. After more than one week the bottom of the pool is 
eroded in the MELCOR calculation (Fig. 8) and the corium is released into the lower part 
of the building which was modeled as second cavity. 

The amount of water condensed in the building and flowing to the floor of the 
building is lower than in the case with 0.25 MW decay heat due to the extensive steam 
release into the environment, but it is still enough to cool down and arrest the corium after 
failure of the wet storage pool (Fig. 9). 

The final state of the accident calculation for the 1.5 MW case (Fig. 10) with the 
arrested corium in the lower part of the wet storage pool building and a small amount of 

Figure 7: Water levels in wet storage building for the 1.5 MW 

Figure 8: Core-Concrete-interaction in wet storage pool for the 1.5 MW 
      case after melting of the steel liner 
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water in the entrance area of the building. The temperature of the corium very slowly 
increases after the cool down after failure of the wet storage pool due to MCCI, but could 
not reach temperatures to reactivate the core-concrete-interaction in the 300 days until 
end of the calculation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 DISCUSSION 

The postulated severe accident calculations for the wet storage building of 
Gösgen/Däniken nuclear power plant have shown that the scenarios with given boundary 
conditions can be calculated with the MELCOR 2.1 severe accident code. The 
calculations have to be interpreted carefully having in mind that some results might be 
uncertain because of the extrapolation of models used in the code. Especially the corium-
concrete interaction might be uncertain because of the low temperature of the corium. 

Fig 9: Corium temperature history in wet storage pool and lower hall 

Figure 10: Final state of the wet storage building for the 1.5 MW case after 300 days of accident     
                   progression (red: corium, blue: water) 
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The main goal of this study was the definition of time frames for accident 
management measures to prevent fuel damage. As shown for different heat loads in the 
wet storage pool plenty of time is available (Tab. 1) before water has to be added into the 
pool to stop the accident progression. The amount of water needed to replace the water 
loss by steam production is in all cases less than 1 kg/s, which can easily be delivered by 
fire water pumps. 

 
Table 1: Timetable of important events during severe accidents in a wet storage pool 

Power/Event
Onset of
Boiling

7 m
Water loss
at boil down

Top of rack
Top of

active fuel

0.25 MW 31.8 d 145 d 0.092 kg/s 178 d 186 d
0.50 MW 13.5 d 62 d 0.20 kg/s 76 d 80 d
0.75 MW 8.5 d 39 d 0.32 kg/s 49 d 51 d
1.00 MW 6.1 d 28 d 0.42 kg/s 35 d 36 d
1.25 MW 4.7 d 21.9 d 0.53 kg/s 27.4 d 28.4 d
1.50 MW 3.8 d 17.9 d 0.64 kg/s 22.4 d 23.3 d  

 

The sensitivity calculations with different storage configurations, hot neighbor 
storage or cold neighbor storage, did not show large differences because of the small 
change in the heat load for the different fuel groups. 

The atmospheric composition in the late phase of the unmitigated accident is very 
uncertain because the wet storage building is not a closed containment. Air ingression 
into the building may happen by change of the weather conditions (environmental 
temperature) or by open doors. In the present calculation only the failed ventilation 
system (0.6 m2) was used for exchange of the building atmosphere and the environment. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes recent experimental works in KAERI on the penetration tube failure 

for APR1400 and Fukushima Daiichi NPP. The main objectives are to investigate the integrity 

of the penetration tubes during a core meltdown severe accident and to verify the penetration 

failure analysis programs. The experimental data are used for the code validations of KAERI 

penetration failure analysis program ‘PENTAP plus’ and Japanese integral analysis program 

‘SAMPSON’ to analyze the Fukushima accident. The penetration tube specimens were 

manufactured according to the standard manufacturing process with the same materials and 

dimensions as for the real reactors. They interact with prototypic corium melt at around 2500°C, 

which is generated in a cold crucible by induction heating. The temperature distributions along 

the penetration tube and reactor vessel were measured during the melt-specimen interactions, 

and the penetration failure phenomena were visualized. The penetration weld failure, which is 

followed by the tube ejection if the tube ejecting pressure force is larger than the binding shear 

force at the tube-reactor vessel interface, occurred for the APR1400 in-core instrumentation 

nozzle. However, the tube ejection did not take place in the present experimental conditions. 

Moreover, an external reactor vessel cooling was found effective to prevent reactor vessel and 

tube failures by maintaining low temperatures. Meanwhile, a melt discharge was found for the 

penetration tubes of Fukushima Daiichi NPP, and the tubes were blocked partially or 

completely by solidified melt ingot. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Korean APR1400 has 61 ICI (in-core instrumentation) penetration nozzles at the RV 

(reactor vessel) lower head. They are attached to the RV lower head by a partial weld, and a 

sensor assembly is inserted through the nozzles to monitor the in-core status of core exit 

temperature and neutron flux [1, 2]. In general, BWR (boiling water reactor) has more 

penetration tubes at the RV lower head than PWR (pressurized water reactor) because of the 

structural complexities at the RV upper head [3, 4]. Fukushima Daiichi NPP (nuclear power 

plant) has more than one hundred penetrations at the RV lower head such as ICM-GT (in-core 
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monitoring guide tube), CRGT (control rod guide tube) and drain tube. All of these penetrations 

are considered as weak parts during a severe accident, and the tube failure provides initial and 

boundary conditions for the post ex-vessel accident progression [5]. 

This paper describes recent penetration failure experiments performed at KAERI for the 

APR1400 ICI, ICM-GT (specifically SRM/IRM source/intermediate range monitors) and 

CRGT of Fukushima Daiichi NPP. One of the main objectives is to verify the integrity of the 

APR1400 ICI penetration under the ERVC (external reactor vessel cooling) conditions, and 

validate KAERI stand-alone penetration failure program ‘PENTAP plus’ [6]. The other is to 

estimate the current status of penetration failure of Fukushima Daiichi NPP and validate 

Japanese integral analysis code ‘SAMPSON’ [7] by performing the ICM-GT and CRGT failure 

experiments. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The VESTA experimental facility is represented in Fig. 1. Melt and interaction crucibles 

in the upper and lower vessel, respectively, are surrounded by an induction coil, to which an 

electrical power (maximum limit 450 kW) with high frequency (~ 100 kHz) is supplied for the 

melt generation and reheating. There are two methods to perform the melt-penetration specimen 

interaction. One is to deliver melt from the melt crucible to the interaction crucible, and to make 

the penetration specimen interact with the delivered melt. The other is to make the penetration 

specimen be heated simultaneously (without melt delivery) while the melt is generated in the 

interaction crucible. The former was adopted for the APR1400 ICI experiments, whereas the 

latter for the SRM/IRM and CRGT experiments. 
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Fig. 1: VESTA experimental facility 

2.1 Penetration Test Specimens 

The assemblies of a penetration specimen and an interaction crucible are shown in Fig.2 

for APR1400 ICI and Fig. 3 for SRM/IRM and CRGT. All the specimens were manufactured 

according to the standard manufacturing process with the same materials and dimensions of the 

real reactors by DOOSAN and Hitachi-GE. The APR1400 ICI nozzle is a single-tube type 

without a thimble tube, and the center hole is blocked to create an ejecting pressure force. The 

SRM/IRM tube is a double-pipe type and the CRGT consists of five tubes. Tens of 

thermocouples are installed along the tube and RV (see red dots in Figs. 2 and 3).  

For the APR1400 ICI experiments, the melt materials are charged in an interaction 

crucible, and the specimen is heated and eroded during the melt generation process under no 

ERVC (left in Fig.2) or ERVC conditions (right in Fig.2). In the ERVC condition test, the 

bottom of the RV and ICI nozzle are cooled by water at constant flow rate (~2.5 m3/hr). The 

SRM/IRM (left in Fig. 3) and CRGT (right in Fig. 3) experiments were performed at 

atmospheric pressure condition without ERVC. They are heated suddenly by delivered melt 

and eroded gradually during the melt reheating process.  

 

Fig. 2: APR1400 ICI experiments (left: without ERVC, right: ERVC) 
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Fig. 3: SRM/IRM (left) and CRGT (right) experiments  

2.2 Test Matrix 

The experimental conditions are given in Table 1. For the APR1400 ICI tests, ZrO2 or 

UO2/ZrO2 melts were used, and the specimen was pressurized gradually after the rapid increase 

of penetration weld temperature. In the SRM/IRM and CRGT tests, UO2/ZO2 mixture melt was 

generated in the melt crucible, and the specimens interacted with the delivered melt under 

ambient pressure and no ERVC conditions.  

Table 1: Test matrix 

Test ID APR#1 APR#2 APR#3 FD#1 FD#2 

Penetration test specimen ICI ICI ICI SRM/IRM CRGT 

Melt delivery No No No Yes Yes 

ERVC No No Yes No No 

Melt composition ZrO2 ZrO2 UO2/ZrO2 UO2/ZrO2 UO2/ZrO2 

Charged material mass [kg] 51.7 40.9 103.3 150.3 160.7 

Max. melt temperature [°C] 2445 2594 2639 2474 2314 

Max. ejecting pressure [bar] 1.3 2.6 2.9 0 0 

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 APR1400 ICI  

The experimental results of APR#1 and APR#2 (no ERVC cases) are very similar. Fig.4 

shows the APR#2 test results: the temperature distributions along the penetration weld (PW1-

PW4) and RV near the center hole (RVH5-RVH11). In addition, the temperatures at the upper 

part of the penetration tube (P8-P11) and reactor vessel (RV8-RV10) reached nearly 1400°C - 

1500°C as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In Figs. 4, 7 and 8, the some temperature data after reaching 

the maximum limit (~ 1400°C) shows large fluctuations due to the thermocouple failure, which 

means they are meaningless. As shown in Fig. 4, the penetration weld was heated gradually and 

finally went beyond the melting point (~ 1350°C), which implies the penetration weld failure 
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occurred. Tube ejection begins with degrading the penetration weld strength to zero as the weld 

is exposed to temperatures as high as its melting point [3].  

As shown in Fig. 5, the upper part of the ICI nozzle and penetration weld was ablated in 

both APR#1 and APR#2 tests. Furthermore, we confirmed the weld failure occurrence by 

investigating the cross-section for the specimen. The red-dotted shinny region in Fig. 6 was 

initially a part of a RV wall (carbon steel - corrosive material). However, it seems that non-

corrosive melt mixture from the ICI nozzle, penetration weld and stainless steel cladding 

penetrated into this region. Despite the weld failure and high ejecting pressure up to 2.6 bar, the 

penetration tube was not ejected. 

Temperature distributions of the penetration weld and RV wall for APR#3 (ERVC case) 

is shown in Fig. 7. Based on the ERVC water flow rate and temperature difference between 

inlet and outlet water temperatures, the maximum removal heat flux by ERVC was evaluated 

about 0.47 MW/m2. As shown in Fig. 7, the penetration weld temperature increased very rapidly 

after 3000 s and the weld failure occurred as observed in APR#1 and APR#2. However, the 

penetration weld and RV below the RV surface maintained at relatively low temperatures 

compared to APR#2 (Fig. 4) owing to ERVC. A binding shear force at the ICI nozzle-RV gap 

exerted by the different thermal expansion between the ICI nozzle and RV materials was 

estimated by ‘PENTAP plus’ not to resist the ejecting pressure force at 2.9 bar because of low 

temperature differences between them. However, the tube ejection did not take place in the end. 

Further research is still needed to solve this discrepancy between the experimental results and 

‘PENTAP plus’ analysis. Nevertheless, ERVC seems to be an effective means to prevent 

reactor vessel and tube rupture failures by mainlining low tube and RV temperatures. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Temperature distributions of the 

penetration weld and RV wall (APR#2) 
 

Fig. 5: Test specimens before and after 

the experiment (APR#1 and APR#2) 
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Fig. 6: Cross-section of the APR1400 ICI test 

specimen after the experiment (APR#2) 

 
Fig. 7: Temperature distributions of the 

penetration weld and RV wall (APR#3) 

3.2 SRM/IRM and CRGT of Fukushima Daiichi NPP 

Fig. 8 shows the temperature distribution of the SRM/IRM tube (FD#1 test) above the 

RV surface after melt delivery (see Fig. 3 for the measuring points). The tube temperatures 

above the RV surface increased very rapidly within a few minutes by sudden contact with the 

delivered melt to reach 1500°C. Consequently, the tube above the RV surface was completely 

melted, as shown in Fig. 9. In addition, some melt was released first from the gap between the 

inner and the outer tubes, and some minutes later from the center hole of the inner tube. 

As observed in the SRM/IRM failure test, the CRGT above the RV surface was seriously 

melted by delivered melt as shown in Fig. 10. However, the CRGT was not completely but 

partially melted because it is very large compared to the SRM/IRM tube and consists of several 

thick tubes. We observed that the metallic melt from the melted tube and oxidic melt from the 

delivered melt flowed into the multiple gaps between the inner tubes. It is noted that the 

innermost tube is fully filled with particulate oxidic ingot, while the other gaps between the 

inner tubes are blocked partially with metallic ingot.  

 

 
Fig. 8: Tube temperature distribution above the RV 

surface (FD #1) 
 

Fig. 9: Configuration of the solidified 

ingot in the interaction crucible and 

melt discharge (FD #1) 
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Fig. 10: CRGT test specimen after the experiment (FD#2) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper summarizes the recent experimental results on the penetration failure for 

APR1400 ICI, ICM-GT (SRM/IRM) and CRGT of Fukushima Daiichi NPP.  Tens to more than 

one hundred kg of prototypic corium melts were generated and the penetration tube specimens 

interacted with the melts. We investigated the integrity of the APR1400 ICI penetrations with 

a focus on the tube ejection failure mode, and the efficacy of ERVC to prevent the tube ejection. 

The penetration weld failure occurred in all APR1400 ICI tests and the ICI nozzle was 

pressurized at maximum 2.9 bar; however, the tube ejection phenomenon was not observed. 

Therefore, the integrity for the APR1400 ICI penetration was confirmed in the present 

experimental conditions. Even though further research is needed to draw a definite conclusion, 

ERVC was found to be an effective means to prevent reactor vessel and tube failures by 

maintaining low temperatures.  

The SRM/IRM and CRGT experimental results showed that they could be damaged early 

by corium melt without any coolant inside the tube and ERVC. Moreover, it showed that the 

penetration failure could lead to large amount of corium release out of the reactor vessel. The 

compositions of the released melt and solidified melt ingot inside the tubes are very important 

to clarify the penetration failure mechanism, and to take the proper actions during the 

decommissioning of the Fukushima Daiichi NPP. The inspections of the failed tubes including 

the ingot configurations inside the tubes and chemical analysis for the solidified ingot are still 

left as future work. 
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ABSTRACT 

For the conception of the ASTRID fast neutron sodium-cooled reactor by CEA and its 
partners, severe accidents have to be taken into account. We focus here on a particular 
phenomenon that could occur during a severe accident sequence: the Fuel Coolant Interaction 
(FCI) or vapor explosion. A FCI would take place if corium (mixture of hot (~3000°C) 
molten core materials) came into contact with the more volatile liquid sodium which would 
lead to heavy corium fragmentation and to a pressure wave that could threaten the reactor 
structures, depending on the physical conditions. In the aim of precisely assessing the 
consequences of FCIs in the ASTRID reactor, CEA has started the development of the 
SCONE1 mechanistic computer code. In this paper, we briefly recall the physics that will have 
to be represented, describe the object-oriented architecture that was designed for our needs, 
explain our first numerical choices for SCONE before showing first results of the architecture 
capabilities. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The ASTRID reactor (Advanced Sodium Technological Reactor for Industrial 
Demonstration) is a technological demonstrator, currently designed by CEA and its partners, 
with very high levels of requirements. The conception of this reactor has to take into account 
the possible occurrence of a severe accident. To do so, different accident families are assessed 
in the ASTRID safety analysis, where it is supposed that the reactor core remains covered 
with sodium [1]. This means that, during the reactor core degradation process, the hot mixture 
generated by the melting of the core materials (corium = molten UO2-PuO2-steel, T ~3000°C) 
will encounter sodium (T~400°C at first) at the following scales: 

- At the pin scale, when the fuel melts down and the steel pin clad fails: molten fuel is 
then ejected into the inter-pin channel, small masses are in contact but the FCI may 
have consequences on the neighbouring pin holding, the molten fuel relocation and on 
the accident propagation. 

- At the assembly scale, when a corium pool is generated within the hexagonal canister 
(hexcan) containing the fuel pins and that this hexcan eventually fails. In this case, 

                                                 
1 Software for COrium-Na interaction Evaluation 
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corium can flow out of the hexcan into the inter-assembly channel or sodium can re-
enter into the assembly. Both contact modes lead to a FCI, having consequences on the 
mechanical holding of the surrounding assemblies, on the corium relocation and, here 
again, on the accident propagation. 

- At the core scale, where large masses of corium and sodium can be brought into contact. 
This can happen within the core region but, in the ASTRID design, mitigation devices 
(Mitigation Transfer Tubes, M-TTs) are designed to decrease the core reactivity as early 
as possible after the accident initiation. These tubes are planned to be inserted into the 
reactor core to guide large masses of corium into the lower plenum. FCI will then occur 
in the lower plenum, having consequences on the mechanical holding of the reactor 
structures and leading to the generation of fine debris for which coolability will have to 
be ensured. 

Corium-Sodium Interaction (CSI) has to be analysed for Sodium Fast Reactors (SFR) 
safety studies, its occurrence having a clear impact on the accident scenarios. That is the 
reason why CEA has started the development of the SCONE software which aims at being 
mechanistic in order to be as predictive as possible. After recalling the main physical 
phenomena that will have to be modelled with the SCONE code to represent the interaction, 
the code requirements will be explained in terms of software and numerical needs and our 
first choices will be discussed. 

2 CORIUM-SODIUM INTERACTION PHYSICS OVERVIEW 

2.1 General description 

During a FCI, a hot liquid (the fuel) transfers its internal energy to a colder, more 
volatile liquid (the coolant2) during a very short period of time. The fast transfer is caused by 
the hot liquid fragmentation and by the resulting increase of the exchange surface area 
between the two liquids. The temperature and the pressure of the coolant increase, the vapor 
production becomes very intense, generating a pressure wave that expands doing work on its 
surrounding ([2] and [3]). On a phenomenological point of view, the interaction is generally 
described in four phases: 

- The premixing phase during which the fuel is coarsely fragmented. A film boiling 
regime of sodium around the liquid corium particles is then initiated. The presence of 
the vapor film limits the heat exchanges between the corium and the coolant. However, 
due to the thermal properties of corium and sodium, the vapor film has an unstable3 
nature and is difficult to maintain especially if the sodium is subcooled. Liquid/liquid 
contacts occur, increasing the exchanged corium/liquid sodium heat fluxes. When these 
contacts become too numerous and/or too long, the complete film destabilization leads 
to the next phase of the interaction which, with sodium is spontaneously triggered. Note 
that it is essential to properly describe this phase since it determines the masses (and 
physical conditions) of the constituent that will be premixed and then that can 
participate to the interaction itself. 

- The triggering and fine fragmentation phases: once the vapor film is completely 
destabilized and cannot reform around a particle, the direct liquid/liquid contacts induce 
the fine fragmentation of the corium particles. The typical sizes obtained here are of the 

                                                 
2 At 1 bar, the sodium saturation temperature is 880°C. 
3 Contrary to corium-water interaction where the vapor film is rather thick and stable. 
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order of 150 m causing the heat exchange area between corium and sodium to 
suddenly increase again and vapor production to be intensified. 

- The propagation phase: the initiating events described above lead to the temperature and 
pressure rise within the coolant that becomes compressible. This generates relative 
movements between the corium and the coolant inducing hydrodynamic phenomena 
that enhance the fine fragmentation of the corium particles, the exchange surface area, 
the generation of a pressure wave that destabilises vapor films of the neighbouring 
droplets, and leads to the explosive sodium vaporisation. 

In CSI, the sodium temperature is one of the key parameters. Indeed, past experimental 
programs have shown that, when molten fuel was brought into contact with subcooled 
sodium, several mild interactions where usually observed wheareas with sodium close to 
saturation (either heated up by previous interactions or as an initial condition) there was a 
change in phenomena, behaviors (in terms of pressure time rise and higher mechanical energy 
release) were more similar to corium-water interactions [4]. Another important result of these 
past programs is that, whatever the levels of the energy releases, the corium fragmentation is 
always intense, generating very fine particles (typical mean Sauter diameter ~150 m). 

One of the main challenges of the FCI studies is to evaluate the mass of corium that will 
actually participate in the interaction. That is why, for real accidental situations, the prediction 
of the premixing phase remains a delicate point of the FCI calculation since it determines the 
condition for the explosive phase that, with sodium, is instantaneously triggered by the 
physics. All of the experiments have also shown that the actual interaction develops with a 
certain delay after the contact between the two bodies, this delay time ranging from a few 
milliseconds to a few hundreds of milliseconds [4]. 

The aim of the SCONE software is to model as precisely as possible the physical 
mechanisms involved in the interaction, briefly described hereunder. 

2.2 Overview of the physics to represent in SCONE 

The different phenomena involved are sorted according to the type of transfer (mass, 
heat or momentum) that they represent. For some of them, the physics is still not well known 
and dedicated experimental programs are necessary. For the development and the validation 
of the SCONE software, we will mainly rely on the PLINIUS2 experimental platform and 
program under conception at CEA [5]. Only phenomena involving corium are described 
hereunder but, for the sodium, vaporization/condensation will be taken into account as well as 
fragmentation and coalescence of the liquid droplets and the vapor bubbles. 

2.2.1 Fragmentation of a coherent corium mass (primary breakup) 

As explained before, it is difficult for a coherent corium mass to penetrate into 
subcooled sodium. Fragmentation occurs, heat exchanges with sodium contribute to its 
heating before a corium jet can actually flow down into sodium. This configuration could be 
encountered in the ASTRID lower head if a sufficiently renewed mass of molten materials 
flows through the M-TTs. The first contacts between liquid corium and subcooled sodium are 
still difficult to characterize either on heat exchange point of view or on fragmentation point 
of view; experimental observations are needed. In the PLINIUS2 program, some of the 
foreseen experiments include an X-Ray system allowing a better assessment of the 
phenomenology.  

For hot sodium, the behaviors become more similar to corium-water interaction for 
which research is more advanced. We have then foreseen to base our modelling on the 
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Namiech's analysis of a corium jet fragmentation [6]. This model mainly relies on the results 
from the boundary layer theory and linear stability calculation. It will have to be adapted to 
sodium and its hypothesis reviewed but should provide a serious basis to our future modelling 
of corium jet fragmentation in SCONE. 

2.2.2 Corium particle fragmentation (secondary breakup) 

The primary breakup of corium gives birth to a particle population that will fragment 
again under the influence of varied processes. These processes are usually sorted out 
according to the source of the driving force for fragmentation [7] and their existence can be 
verified by observing the morphology of the debris analysed after experiments. Some debris 
display round, regular shapes (mainly for metal debris) that suggest a liquid state 
fragmentation (hydrodynamic and/or boiling); others exhibit fractured shapes evoking solid 
state fragmentation (mainly for oxide debris) [8]. For SCONE, we will consider both 
mechanisms even if fragmentation at the solid state may be delayed and play a secondary role 
in the pressure build-up. 

Hydrodynamic effects: this process is related to the velocity differences between a 
population of particles and the carrier fluid. When vapor is generated in the system, the 
sodium becomes biphasic, more compressible which leads to an increase of the relative 
velocities between liquid, vapor and the transported particles. The corium droplets then 
undergo an acceleration phase that may induce shear stresses that may not be compensated by 
surface tension which induces breakup. For SCONE, we will base our modelling on the Pilch 
approach [9] but we will complete it with the work proposed in [10] where the Ohnesorge 
number is introduced in the classification of the fragmentation regimes. It is a way to take into 
account the viscosity effect that may slow down the deformation-fragmentation of the 
droplets. 

Thermal effects: we will consider here two different mechanisms: 

- Fragmentation and solidification: as pointed out in [11], several experimenters have noted 
that rapid quenching leads to surface solidification which may result in a thermal stress-
initiated fragmentation process. Various models can be found in literature (see [11] for a 
review) that will give us hints for the most appropriate approach to retain for SCONE. 
Analytical experiments will also be needed to help us precising the modelling and 
validating it. Such experiments are planed in the PLINIUS2 program [5]. 

- Fragmentation and boiling: several boiling regimes occur during FCI depending on the 
corium and sodium temperatures. When sodium is subcooled, some authors link the 
fragmentation to the violent transition boiling regime that they observed, mentioning a 
bubble growth/collapse cycles [8]. As explained for the coherent mass fragmentation, very 
few are known about this type of fragmentation and, here again, filling knowledge gaps 
requires experiments. 
Fragmentation also occurs when a film boiling regime is initiated (warmer sodium) and the 
vapor film completely destabilizes, initiating the explosive phase of the interaction. The 
model we intend to implement in SCONE will be based on the approach that Leclerc 
developed for the fine fragmentation phase of corium-water interaction [12]. In this model, 
the development of instabilities at the vapor/liquid interface is calculated as well as the 
local pressurization of the melt due to vapor bubble nucleation at liquid coolant/corium 
contact points. The resulting corium deformation and fragmentation are then calculated. 

2.2.3 Heat and momentum exchanges  

Before estimating the heat and momentum exchanges, we will have to identify which 
phases are in contact and transfer energy and/or momentum. For this we will rely on a three-
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phase flow pattern map (the corium jet is not considered in this map) that, depending on the 
vapor volume fraction in the system, will tell us if: 

- the liquid sodium is the continuous phase, the vapor being the discrete phase both located 
around the corium particles as a film and dispersed into the liquid as bubbles; 

- the sodium vapor is the continuous phase carrying corium particles and dispersed liquid 
droplets of sodium; 

- both configurations coexist and have to be considered in the exchange calculations. 

Work is foreseen on the boundary values of the vapor volume fraction for the transition 
between theses three regimes even if, as a starting point, we may adopt the values used by 
other FCI codes [13]. 

Heat exchanges: In film boiling configuration, precise assessment has started at CEA by the 
development of a stable film boiling model based on a double boundary layer approximation 
[15]. This model was partially validated against the Farahat experiment, unique experiment 
available [16], and we now need to go further. Theoretically, a stability analysis of the base 
flow established in [15] has to be realised in order to determine the conditions of appearance 
of liquid/hot sphere contacts; experimentally, a set up similar to the Farahat one has to be 
performed with extended parameter ranges (forced convection in particular) in order to 
understand the physics and fully validate the theoretical approach. This is the only way to 
provide SCONE with reliable correlations for film boiling exchanges which are key FCI 
phenomena. 
Note that this study will also give us the heat partition of the emitted flux between liquid 
sodium heating and vaporization.   

In droplet flow configuration, convection between the vapor flow and the corium particles 
will be considered along with radiation transport from corium particles to liquid sodium 
droplets. Even if, to start with, we may consider sodium vapor as transparent, it is planned to 
take into account its participation to radiation transfer, especially when the pressure increases 
in the system. 

Momentum exchanges: the drag coefficients between the continuous flow and the dispersed 
phases will be calculated according to the Ishii and Zuber formulations [17]. Friction will also 
to be taken into account at the wall surfaces. 

3 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS 

3.1 General considerations 

As seen before, the different stages of the CSI cannot be considered separately since 
they evolve with the sodium temperature which induces a change in the phenomenology. For 
this reason, we have decided to treat the overall CSI process with one single software. 

The systems that SCONE will have to represent will include up to four main different 
phases: liquid sodium, sodium vapor (large pockets or dispersed bubbles), continuous liquid 
corium or dispersed corium particles (liquid or solidified). These systems involve different 
materials, different heat and mass transfer regimes at different time and space scales; tight 
couplings between the hydrodynamic and thermal phenomena have to be considered. 
Moreover, complex configurations will have to be described, especially for reactor cases 
when the presence of internal structures can limit the interaction domain and the expansion of 
the pressure wave. SCONE will then have to be a 3D, multi-phase, multi-material, multi-
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regimes and multi-scale tool able to treat very fast transients (a few milliseconds to a few 
seconds) in compressible multiphase flows in which it is required to: 

- precisely locate the corium and the sodium at each time step and know their physical 
state and properties, 

- follow the vapor production, the pressure build-up and the pressure wave expansion.  

The bases of such a hydrodynamic model are the mass, energy and momentum balance 
equations that have to be written and solved for the four phases in presence [18]. The mass, 
momentum and total energy conservation will then have to be ensured as well as robustness 
(numerical artefacts are to be avoided). In our model, these equations are coupled by the 
volume fraction of each phase and a unique pressure field in the calculation domain.  

3.2 Constraints and software needs: our choices 

As previously seen, CSI physics is not fully understood. Dedicated experimental 
programs and theoretical studies are needed to clarify the physical phenomena involved. This 
implies that the SCONE software development is a long term project for which it is necessary 
to build a flexible, architecture so that new physical models can be easily implemented either 
for the phase representation or for the closure laws (physics). In this aim, we have chosen for 
SCONE an object-oriented architecture in which we have tried to separate professions in 
terms of numerics and physics so that both aspects could evolve conveniently during the 
software lifetime.  

This architecture has been thought so that the "profession packages", identified during 
the object-oriented analysis phase of the conception process, clearly appear and the links 
between the different elements that will be manipulated for the modelling (fields, phases, 
physical or mathematical laws…) already exist. Design patterns have been implemented to 
build and handle dedicated classes so that new objects can be declared and automatically dealt 
with. 

As far as software performances are concerned, one of the main requirements is 
parallelism which has to be efficient and able to follow the computer evolutions. In order to 
lower our efforts on this aspect but also on the management of different types of meshes, we 
have chosen to rely on DUNE-GRID which is one of the elementary bricks of the DUNE 
platform ([19] and [20]). This numerical platform, based on a C++ template programming, 
works with an abstract definition of grids, conformal or not, which allows quite easily to 
change the type of meshes, provided the numerical scheme is adapted. It manages parallelism 
which is for now based on the MPI paradigm. DUNE has been encapsulated4 into the SCONE 
architecture so that we could, if necessary in the future, conveniently evolve to more complex 
(unstructured, refined) meshes and numerical schemes and benefit from improvements 
concerning the adaptation of parallelism to future computers. Such a programming way 
should also simplify the software maintenance, ensuring a certain quality of the development 
and validation tasks during the project lifetime.  

We also have to mention that the use of modern pre- and post- processing tools have 
been considered by writing the SCONE input deck in the XML format and performing 
graphical outputs under the VTK format. 

                                                 
4 DUNE is encapsulated in the object-oriented way, meaning that the detailed of the implementation are 

hidden and protected, leaving only the necessary tools available to the numerical analysist-developers and to the 
physicist-developers. 
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4 REPRESENTATION CHOICES AND NUMERICAL SCHEME 

4.1 Phase representation 

For all the phases of the system, the balance equations are written in their average time-
dependent form for mass, momentum and energy. Our general modelling viewpoint consists 
in calculating the phase evolutions through such balance equations without assuming 
mechanical or thermal equilibria. Only pressure is relaxed instantaneously at each time step. 
Each phase has a representation on a unique common fixed domain where the equations are 
expressed in the Eulerian formulation. However, if liquid sodium and sodium vapor are 
represented by purely Eulerian fields, the corium particle and the corium coherent mass 
representations are completed as follows: 

- Corium particles: to consider their polydispersion resulting from fragmentation processes, 
a multi-fluid model will be implemented in which the phase is described by several sub-
phases, each one having its own size, velocity, and physical state. In particular, it will 
facilitate and make more precise the modelling of particle solidification and breakup. 

- Corium coherent masses: the interface separating the corium surface from the multi-phase 
environment will be a diffuse interface [21] where the numerical diffusion will have to be 
controlled by applying a sharpening procedure (not selected yet) on the approximation of 
the advection terms.  

As for the static structures (the limiting walls of an experimental section or the reactor lower 
head wall containing other walls representing, for example, the corium core catcher), they will 
be considered as a particular phase, motionless, with no mass evolution, no volume fraction 
evolution. Thermal conduction within the structures will be calculated since, for example, 
heat-up (and even melting) of the structures was observed in the CORECT II experimental 
program [4]. In SCONE, it is not planned yet to calculate steel melting and relocation but the 
wall temperature has to be followed in order to better estimate the boundary conditions of the 
interaction zone. 

The closure laws of the balance equations carry the physics of the interaction. They contain 
the modelling of the different phenomena described in paragraph 2.2. 

4.2 Numerical engine 

The numerical engine under development for SCONE has been chosen to follow the 
Implicit Continuous-fluid Eulerian method for the solving of the balance equations [22] since 
this scheme has shown its robustness in previous FCI applications [23]. The discretization is 
based on a structured, staggered, Cartesian grid where all the variables are stored at mesh 
centres, excepted the normal velocities that are evaluated at mesh faces. The balance 
equations for mass and energy are discretized using the upwind finite volume method and the 
momentum balance equations are discretized using a finite difference method. 

With usual choices of time dependencies, the new velocities only depend linearly on 
pressure in the momentum equations so that they can be eliminated in the other equations. 
These, together with the equations of state and the volume conservation constraint form a 
non-linear system where the unknowns are the system unique pressure field, the phase volume 
fractions and temperatures. A Newton-Raphson method is then used to solve the system. 
Finally, velocities are computed. 

Before implementing this coupled solving algorithm, an explicit version, obtained by 
choosing an explicit pressure dependence in the momentum equations, has been coded in 
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order to perform the first tests within the newly designed architecture. In this explicit version, 
a correction of the scheme has been included to ensure its conservativeness and the 
convergence to the right solution for shock calculations [24]. For now, the scheme is only at 
first order in space, the next step being to evolve advection terms to second order. 

5 FIRST RESULTS OF THE ARCHITECTURE AND NUMERICAL SCHEME 

The development of the software has reached an intermediate level in which the architecture 
and a preliminary numerical engine are operational, and all specific physical terms have been 
reviewed but are to be implemented. Since no CSI physics is coded yet in SCONE, the 
following 2D calculation is only an example of the operationality of the object-oriented 
architecture designed at CEA. It aims at demonstrating the capacity of SCONE to represent 
various phases, the links between the different phases and fields so that the coding work of 
the future physical models could be alleviated. It is then possible to represent and handle 
multi-phase systems such as the one described below. 

 

Figure 1 : System initialisation 

In this example, only mass transport (pure 
advection) is calculated. We have defined 
a system described in Figure 1. 
It contains three main phases: a carrying 
phase (volume fraction between 0 and 1,  

density = 1 kg/m3), a high volume fraction phase (volume 
fraction=1, density = 1000 kg/m3) which is "injected" 
(boundary condition) and a low volume fraction phase 
(density = 1000 kg/m3) emulating a polydispersed phase. 
This latter is composed of 2 sub-phases (volume fraction = 
0.2 and 0.3). Each phase (and sub-phase) has been 
initialized with constant axial and radial velocities, the 
carrying phase being at rest. 
The imposed velocity leads the two low density clouds to 
mix which generates a low volume fraction region for the 
carrying phase (clear rectangle area in frames 1, 2 and 3, Figure 
2). The upper cloud keeps progressing downwards, being the 
first to reach the lowest part of the domain (frame 4).  

 

   

Figure 2 : System evolution with time 
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This simulation illustrates the capacity of the architecture to consider particle crossing 
which is not possible with usual one-velocity Eulerian description of a dispersed phase. 
Moreover, a phase can be followed with a sharp interface, such as the injected one in the 
example, with a limited numerical diffusion as it is the case here in the radial direction (due to 
low radial velocity and mesh thinness). 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

CEA has started the development of a new software dedicated to the precise calculation 
of corium-sodium interaction. The physics to implement have been identified as well as the 
gaps in knowledge. For this long term development process, dedicated R&D programs are 
necessary either on a theoretical or on an experimental point of view.  

A versatile software architecture has been developed in order to provide us with a solid 
basis to build the FCI application without being limited by the choices of phase representation 
all along the project lifetime. First results have shown the ability of the architecture to meet 
our needs and requirements for the development of a 3D, multi-phase, multi-components 
physics software. 
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ABSTRACT 

The sCO2-HeRo provides breakthrough options with scientific and practical maturity, 

which will be proven by means of numerical tools, like advanced CFD, and small-scale 

experiments to determine the performance of the components like a compact heat exchanger 

and a turbo-machine set. A demonstration unit of the sCO2-HeRo system will be installed in a 

unique glass model in order to demonstrate the maturity of the system. Finally, the potential of 

this system to deal with a range of different accident scenarios and beyond-design accidents 

will be shown with the support of the German nuclear code ATHLET. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The “supercritical CO2 heat removal system”, sCO2-HeRo is a very innovative reactor 

heat removal concept as it improves the safety of both currently operating and future BWRs 

and PWRs through a self-propellant, self-sustaining and self-launching, highly compact cooling 

system powered by an integrated Brayton-cycle using supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) as 

its working fluid. Since this system is powered by the decay heat itself, it provides new ways 

to deal with beyond design accidents. The turbine of a Brayton-cycle provides more energy 

than necessary to drive the compressor, which means that the sCO2-HeRo system provides 

electricity in addition. Therefore, this system can be an excellent backup cooling system for the 

reactor core in case of a Fukushima-like scenario, with a combined station blackout (SBO), loss 

of ultimate heat sink (LUHS), or loss of emergency cooling. In addition, this system might also 
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be used as a heat removal system for the reactor in hot stand-by condition, removing the decay 

heat by keeping the reactor pressure vessel at operation temperature and pressure.  

2 THE SCO2-HERO SYSTEM 

Figure 1 depicts the scheme of the sCO2-HeRo retrofitted into the BWR [1, 2]. In case of 

a SBO or LUHS accident, driven by natural convection, the primary steam from the reactor 

pressure vessel flows upwards to the compact heat exchanger, which is located inside the 

containment. The steam condenses and the liquid water flows back into the reactor pressure 

vessel due to gravity. The decay heat is warming up the sCO2 on the secondary side of the heat 

exchanger (1-2) and flows to a turbine (2-3), located in the reactor building (Figure 1). After 

expansion of the working fluid, it continues to an air-cooled heat exchanger (3-4). Air-fans, 

powered with electricity produced directly by the Brayton cycle, are intended to improve the 

heat transfer between the air-cooled heat exchanger and the air. The cooled sCO2 flows to a 

compressor (4-1), where it is compressed, before it re-enters the condenser. 

 

 

Figure 1: sCO2-Heat Removal System [1] 

Venker et al. [1-6] have studied the feasibility of this approach extensively. The result 

was that such a system attached to a BWR could possibly enlarge the grace time for interaction 

in case of an accident to more than 72 hrs.  

3 THE PROJECT SCO2-HERO  

Within the European project “sCO2-HeRo”, six partners from three European countries 

are working on the assessment of this cycle. The objective is to investigate the potential of the 

heat removal system and to assess its operation at laboratory scale (Technology Readiness 

Level (TRL) 3) [7]. This goal will be reached by integrating a small-scale sCO2-HeRo system 

into the PWR glass model at GfS, Essen, Germany. In total six work packages have been 

defined (see Figure 2), four of them related to technical aspects of the sCO2-HeRo system, 

which will be explained as follows, and two non-technical aspects (WP5: Exploitation and 

Dissemination and WP6: Management), which are not explained here.  
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Figure 2: Organisation of the sCO2-HeRo Project 

 

3.1 Work Package 1: System Integration and Simulation 

In work package 1 of this project, led by IKE, University of Stuttgart, Germany, cycle 

calculations are carried out to evaluate, how this heat removal system would work under 

different operating conditions. The main task is to define the boundary conditions given by 

the glass model and design a small-scale system meeting these boundary conditions.  

 

Figure 3: Flow chart of the sCO2-HeRo attached to the Glass Model. 

 

Figure 3 depicts the layout of the sCO2-HeRo system attached to one steam generator 

of the PWR glass model. A primary loop is connected to the glass model containing a motor 

driven valve and a compact heat exchanger (CHX). The steam is condensed in the CHX and 

flows back, gravity driven, into the steam generator. The heat is transferred to the sCO2 

(secondary loop), where it drives the compressor and the turbine. The ultimate heat sink is 

ambient air. For more details, see Straetz et al. [8]. The main cycle parameters are given in 

the following Table 1. It shows that the system primarily fulfills the safety function by 

transporting the decay heat safely from the core to the environment (air). Although being 

low, as long as a positive thermal efficiency will be maintained under all operation 

conditions, the decay heat will be safely transferred to the ultimate heat sink.  
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Table 1: Design data of the small-scaled sCO2-HeRo system 

Variable Value Unit Description  

p1 7.83 MPa pressure - inlet compressor 

T1 33.0 °C temperature - inlet compressor 

ηC,is 65 % isentropic efficiency compressor 

p4 11.75 MPa pressure - inlet turbine 

T4 200.0 °C temperature - inlet turbine  

ηT,is 75 % isentropic efficiency turbine 

ṁ 0.65 kg/s sCO2 mass flow 

Q̇in,el 195.56 kW heat input - heater 

Q̇out -186.83 kW heat output - UHX 

Pel -8.7 kW excess electricity - generator 

ηtherm 4.5 % thermal efficiency  

Q̇in,gm 6 kW heat input - glass model  

 

3.2 Work Package 2: Heat Exchanger 

In work package 2, led by Technical University of Delft, The Netherlands, the compact 

heat exchanger for the glass model is designed. The compactness shall be demonstrated having 

in mind the limited space inside a reactor containment. The heat exchanger consists of stacked 

plates (Figure 4) with straight channels of 2x1 mm for the condensing steam and Z-shaped 

channels of the same size for the sCO2. Several plates are diffusion-welded to form the heat 

exchanger.  

 

Figure 4: Heat exchanger plates. 

The two-plate configuration (Figure 4, right side) was tested at the SCARLETT test 

facility in Stuttgart [9], which provides supercritical carbon dioxide for experimental purposes. 

The objective of this testing was to investigate the heat transfer capabilities of heat exchanger 

plates with small channels. The two-plate configuration was designed to remove 420W. In 

Figure 5, the heat removal QsCO2 is depicted over the heat input QH2O through the condensing 

H2O for three different pressures of sCO2 and an inlet temperature of about 40°C as an 

exemplary test case. Figure 5 clearly shows that the heat transfer capability of the two-plate 

configuration exceeds the required 420W quite well, providing a suitable heat transfer margin. 

Additionally, taking the uncertainties of the measurements into account, the heat transferred 

from the H2O-side to the sCO2-side can be predicted very well with less than 10% error. Based 

upon these test results, a compact heat exchanger has been manufactured. In total 14 two-plate 

configurations are diffusion welded and equipped with inlet- and outlet plena and flanges. 

Figure 5 depicts a CAD model of the heat exchanger on the left hand side and a photo of it on 

the right hand side. The heat exchanger has been tested for leak tightness up to 18 MPa and is 

ready for shipping to GfS where it will be installed and tested.  

steam plate sCO2 plate stacked plates 
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Figure 5: Heat removal capability of downscaled heat exchanger plates. 

The experiments are accompanied by the development of advanced computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) models by TU Delft. Conventional CFD methods usually apply either to 

(almost) constant-density fluids or to compressible gasses, but sCO2 is neither. In combination 

with the strongly varying material properties, this means that numerical analysis of sCO2 flows 

has proved difficult. To address this problem, an innovative discontinuous Galerkin method is 

developed. The numerical scheme will be equipped with a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model. 

This will produce numerical heat transfer correlations, which can be used as input parameters 

by the German nuclear code ATHLET. 

  

Figure 6: Compact Heat Exchanger (CHX) 

3.3 Work Package 3: Turbo-Machine Set 

In work package 3, led University Duisburg-Essen, Germany, the turbo compressor 

system (TCS) is designed [10]. Figure 7 shows the CAD drawing of the TCS on the left hand 

side, the real machine is shown on the photo on the right hand side. In the sketch, the compressor 

is depicted in green whereas the turbine is shown in red. Both components are quite small, their 
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diameter a bit larger than a 2 Euro coin. The generator is located on the same shaft between 

compressor and turbine (yellow). The shaft is supported by angular ball bearings and rotates at 

a design speed of 50,000 rpm. The pressure in the central housing (around the generator, light 

brown) can be adjusted to reduce the windage losses. Labyrinth seals are used to reduce the 

leakage losses. The generator is cooled by the leakage flow from the compressor. A cooling 

jacket (grey) to the central housing is installed to be able to provide additional cooling. Basic 

cold commissioning tests like pressure tests (18 MPa), vibrations and over speed tests have 

been conducted with pressurized air. The first hot commissioning tests with sCO2 are currently 

carried out in the SUSEN sCO2-loop in Rez, Czech Republic. 

 

Figure 7: Turbo-Compressor System. 

 

3.4 Work Package 4: Integration into Glass Model 

In work package 4, led by GfS, Essen, Germany, the components of the sCO2-cycle will 

integrated into the PWR glass model shown in Figure 8. The electrically heated model (scale 

1:10) of a reactor pressure vessel is visible in the centre of the picture, made of glass.  

 

Figure 8: PWR Glass model [11] 
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Its maximum power is 60kW. In the background two glass vessels are visible: The right 

one representing the pressurizer, the left one the pressure relief tank. On the left hand side and 

right hand side of Figure 8, the steam generators are visible. U-tubes made of glass transfer the 

heat to the secondary loop. The generated steam is condensed in a special condenser located on 

the rooftop. The sCO2-HeRo system will be attached to one of the pressurizers. The evaporating 

steam will be condensed in the compact heat exchanger. The condensate flows back gravity-

driven into the steam generator. The heat drives the sCO2-turbine, which generates excess 

power. Two fan-driven air coolers will be installed outside of the building to transfer the heat 

to the ultimate heat sink. It is planned to execute the first commissioning tests at GfS, Essen in 

autumn 2017.  

After the commissioning tests, the sCO2-HeRo will undergo a comprehensive test matrix: 

Start-up and shut-down procedures will be tested, full load and part load conditions will be 

applied. Steady state and transient behaviour will be investigated. The sCO2-HeRo system will 

be equipped with many pressure transducers, thermocouples and mass flow meters. With these 

data, the cycle calculations and later ATHLET simulations will be validated. In addition, 

running these tests will help to gain operation experience of this innovative decay heat removal 

concept.  

 

4 SUMMARY 

The “supercritical CO2 heat removal system”, sCO2-HeRo is a very innovative reactor 

heat removal concept as it improves the safety of both currently operating and future BWRs 

and PWRs through a self-propellant, self-sustaining and self-launching, highly compact cooling 

system powered by an integrated Brayton-cycle using supercritical carbon dioxide as working 

fluid. ATHLET simulations of the system attached to a BWR demonstrated that the grace time 

for interaction in case of an accident possibly be enlarge to more than 72 hrs. Within the 

European project “sCO2-HeRo”, six partners from three European countries are working on the 

assessment of this cycle. The objective is to investigate the potential of this heat removal system 

and to assess its operation at laboratory scale (Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 3). To reach 

this objective, a small-scale sCO2-HeRo system shall be attached to the PWR glass model at 

GfS, Essen for demonstration purposes. The project is progressing very well. Cycle calculations 

were carried out (WP1) defining the target cycle parameters. A compact heat exchanger has 

been designed and manufactured (WP2). Downscaled steam condensation experiments in the 

SCARLETT facility at University of Stuttgart, Germany, demonstrated that the sCO2 is 

removing the latent heat easily. An innovative turbo-compressor system (WP3) has been built 

and is currently tested at the SUSEN sCO2-loop in Rez, Czech Republic. After testing, the 

components are shipped to Essen, where the cycle will be installed and used for gaining 

operation experience and for demonstration purposes.  
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ABSTRACT 

In severe accident analysis in nuclear power plants, when studying fuel-coolant 
interactions a melt jet pouring into a coolant pool is the geometry most widely studied. In the 
complementary stratified configuration, a continuous layer of melt lies beneath water and both 
layers are separated by a steam film. In the past, this configuration was believed to be incapable 
of creating a significant premixed layer and producing strong explosions. However, the results 
from recent experiments performed at the PULiMS and SES facility (KTH, Sweden) with 
corium simulant materials contradict this hypothesis. A clearly visible premixed layer and 
strong spontaneous vapour explosions were observed in some of the tests. 

In this paper, the premixed layer formation in the stratified melt-coolant configuration is 
discussed and the experimental results are presented. As of now, no validated models for the 
description of the premixed layer formation exist. Among the mechanism, that can cause 
instabilities on the melt surface, the bubble growth, expansion and collapse seems to be the 
most plausible. 

In this paper, the simulation capabilities of the MC3D computational code (IRSN, France) 
for the premixed layer formation are also described. Using the available models, the formation 
of the premixed layer, qualitatively similar to the experimentally observed one, was simulated 
with a parametric approach. Simulation results showed that the mass of melt drops and their 
volume fraction in the premixed layer oscillate, probably because of the applied Eulerian 
description of the melt drops with only one velocity field. As a possible solution, the application 
of two velocity fields for the melt drops is proposed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During a hypothetical severe accident in a nuclear power plant, the molten reactor core 
may come in contact with the coolant water. The consequence can be a rapid transfer of the 
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molten corium thermal energy to the mechanical energy of the coolant in a time scale smaller 
than that for the pressure relief of the created and expanding steam. Such a phenomenon is 
known as a steam explosion and it can jeopardise the integrity of the reactor containment and 
the components inside. Behind the shock wave front, the melt drops can be finely fragmented, 
which causes a significant increase of the interface area and consequently an increase of the 
heat transfer between both liquids. An important condition for the possibility of an energetic 
steam explosion and the self-sustained process of the shock wave propagation is the existence 
of a premixture of fragmented melt and coolant. 

In nuclear safety, steam explosions are mostly analysed in the melt jet-coolant pool 
geometry [1]. In that case, the pre-existing coolant pool is deep enough that the melt jet 
completely breaks up, which leads to the premixing of the melt drops and the coolant. In a 
stratified melt-coolant configuration, which was less analysed, a layer of melt lies below a layer 
of coolant. However, this configuration can be formed in several scenarios during a severe 
accident in a nuclear power plant. One possibility is when the corium melts thorough the reactor 
pressure vessel and is poured as a jet in a coolant pool, which is not deep enough to break up 
the jet completely. After reaching the bottom of the pool, if the temperature of the melt is high 
enough, the melt spreads and forms a melt pool at the bottom. Another possibility is using an 
initially dry cavity under the reactor vessel. After the melt spreads on the floor, it can be from 
the top. In this case, if the mass flow rate of the coolant is low, a crust may form on the top of 
the melt layer, preventing the direct contact between coolant and the still liquid melt, before the 
melt is significantly flooded. The probability for the development of a steam explosion is 
decreased in this case. 

The stratified melt-coolant configuration was believed to be incapable of producing a 
strong energetic interaction between the melt and coolant. This belief was based on a theoretical 
and some experimental studies, where the lack of the interfacial instabilities and consequently 
the lack of an explosive premixture was determined. Experiments, supporting this statement, 
were mostly performed with melt at low temperature (much lower as in the case of the melt in 
the reactor core). Those experiments resulted in a low energy conversion efficiency. However, 
in some experiments, interface instabilities were observed. In most cases, they were marked as 
undesirable and were sometimes even suppressed [2]. The recently performed experiments in 
the PULiMS (Pouring and Underwater Liquid Melt Spreading) and SES (Steam Explosion in 
Stratified melt-coolant configuration) facilities at KTH (Sweden) raised interest in stratified 
steam explosions because they resulted in relatively strong spontaneous steam explosions [3,4]. 
In these experiments with high melting temperature corium simulants materials and subcooled 
water, a premixed layer of melt and coolant was clearly observed. 

To better understand the premixed layer formation, the performed experimental work in 
the stratified configuration was reviewed and summarized. For each experiment, the possible 
mechanisms for the premixed layer formation are assessed according to their relevance. A 
preliminary simulation of the premix layer formation was performed with the MC3D 
computational code (IRSN, France) [5]. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Even though in nuclear reactor safety steam explosions are primarily related to the melt 
jet-coolant pool configuration, some experimental work had been done in the past related to the 
stratified configuration (presented in Table 1). Presented are only the experiments with 
observed premixed layer formation and/or steam explosion. Conclusions from past experiments 
proposed that steam explosions in stratified configurations do not present a major safety issue 
for the nuclear power plants since this geometry was thought to be incapable to produce strong 
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spontaneous explosions. However, the results from the recently performed PULiMS and SES 
experiments are contradictory to this belief with strong explosions and premixed layer visually 
observed. However, the mechanisms behind these observations are still uncertain. 

Table 1: List of experimental work with observed premixed layer formation and/or 
steam explosion, related to stratified melt-coolant geometry. 

Experiment Steam 
explosion 

Interface 
instability

Description 

Board and 
Hall, 
1973 

triggered and 
spontaneous 

yes At lower temperature of tin, the interaction was 
spontaneous but at higher temperature, it had to be 
triggered. After the first explosion more secondary 
explosions followed along the interface [6]. 

Sagev, 
1978 

triggered and 
spontaneous 

N.A. Large pressures and impulses were observed at 
temperatures of the interface higher than the temperature 
of spontaneous nucleation [7]. 

Greene et 
al., 
1983 

spontaneous yes At temperature of melt above minimum film boiling 
temperature, a considerable mixing interface was observed 
[8]. 

Berman, 
1983 

spontaneous yes Water was poured onto thermite. Before explosion, severe 
eruptions of water ejected water and melt [6]. 

Frölich, 
1987 

spontaneous yes Many explosions occurred during the injection of water 
into tin. In cases where the film above the tin was stable, 
the water trapping was probably due to deformations of the 
surface due to local film collapse and direct liquid-liquid 
contact [6]. 

Anderson 
et al., 
1988 

spontaneous yes Water was poured onto tin in a narrow channel. About 
35 mm interaction zone at the interface was visually 
observed and spontaneous explosions were observed 
before and after the triggering [6]. 

Bang and 
Corradini, 
1989 

triggered and 
spontaneous 

yes Water was poured onto Freon R-12. With temperature 
higher than 59 °C, vapour film was formed and 
spontaneous explosion took place. The mixing layer was 
believed to be less than 10 mm high [6]. 

ALPHA, 
1990 

spontaneous yes Water was poured onto thermite. An explosive interaction 
was observed at about 9 s after the initiation of the water 
injection, when the water layer was about 3.6 cm deep. Just 
prior to the explosion consecutive eruptions were observed 
[9]. 

Ciccarelli 
et al., 
1991 

triggered and 
spontaneous 

N.A. Molten tin and water in a narrow channel and in a 
cylindrical tank. The vapour film was stable but not 
uniform [10]. 

Sainson et 
al., 
1993 

triggered yes Experiments with liquid nitrogen and water with increased 
waviness of the liquid were able to support self-sustained 
propagation [11]. 

Meeks et 
al., 
1997 

spontaneous yes With adding air in a stratified geometry with water and 
refrigerant-134a explosions were suppressed [12]. 

Theofanous 
et al., 
1998 

no yes Gas sparging from the molten core concrete interaction 
was simulated. It was found that premixing could be 
suppressed by high viscosity of glycerine [3]. 

S3E, 
2000 

no yes Interaction between flowing melt and coolant causes 
fragmentation of the melt, which resulted in a porous layer 
[13]. 
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KATS, 
2000 

no yes Melt spreading was observed. In test with 1 cm of water 
on top, micro steam explosions were detected [13]. 

WETCOR, 
2009 

no yes Addition of water resulted in an intense bulk cooling 
phase, during which dispersion of melt drops into the 
overlaying coolant was visible [14]. 

PULiMS, 
2012 

spontaneous yes High temperature eutectic melt poured as a jet into shallow 
pool of subcooled water. Premixed layer was clearly 
observed [3,4]. 

SES, 
2014 

spontaneous yes High temperature eutectic melt poured as a jet into shallow 
pool of subcooled water. Premixed layer was clearly 
observed [15]. 

3 MODELING OF PREMIXED LAYER FORMATION 

The premixed layer formation covers the interaction of the melt layer or melt drops with 
the water prior to any steam explosion occurring. The premixed layer is a mix of fragmented 
liquid melt and coolant, which is necessary for the self-sustainable process of steam explosion 
shock wave propagation [15]. However, the premixed layer formation is not necessary followed 
by an explosion. 

Different mechanisms for the premixed layer formation, proposed in the literature are 
briefly reviewed hereafter according to their relevance to the experiments. One possible 
mechanism is the growth, expansion and collapse of steam bubbles. During the bubble collapse, 
water at the bubble interface accelerates towards the melt surface and the water impact can 
produce splashes. At certain frequency of the bubble collapse events, sufficient momentum flux 
can be transferred to the melt in order to sustain the premixed layer [4]. Buchanan [16] presented 
a five-stage model for the premixed layer formation due to the bubble growth and collapse. In 
the first stage, the liquids come in contact because of some triggering mechanism. In the second 
stage, the vapour bubble expands and then collapses as a result of the condensation in the 
subcooled coolant. Therefore a jet of liquid coolant is formed. In the stage three, the coolant jet 
penetrates into the fuel and disintegrates. Consequently, the contact area is increased rapidly. 
In the fourth stage, heat is transferred from the fuel to the coolant jet. The heat transfer rate 
increases rapidly with the increasing surface area. The fifth stage represents the sudden 
vaporization of the coolant jet and a high-pressure vapour bubble is formed. The bubble 
expands into the subcooled coolant and the process proceeds from the stage two again. 
According to the available information about other experiments, presented in Section 2, this 
mechanism seems to be the most plausible. Also Konovalenko et al. [17] describe that in the 
PULiMS experiments, in the early stage of the melt propagation, water bubble formation, 
growth and collapse in the subcooled water was clearly observed. 

However, other mechanisms might add some instabilities. Explosive boiling in the 
entrapment water region would provide the trigger to initiate a propagating steam explosion at 
the melt – coolant interface. This shock is transverse through the melt and then destabilises the 
steam film between melt and coolant [18]. However, in some experiments with observed 
premixed layer, the initial geometry is stable and the melt is not flowing, therefore not trapping 
any water below. Hence, this mechanism cannot be the only one responsible, but can add some 
level of instabilities, as was concluded also by Konovalenko et al. [17]. 

Melt dispersal can occur by the concrete decomposition gases. The bubbles cause an 
instability on the melt surface or they can carry the melt through defects in the crust to the 
overlying coolant [14]. In the COMAS experiments, intense gas and vapour release was 
observed in the case of melt spreading on a concrete [13]. In the S3E experiments, the 
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videotapes revealed that both unbound and bound water in the concrete was driven out and the 
viscous glassy-like melt has substantial gas bubbles passing through. Also it appears that 
combustible gases (such as CO) were being generated since the upper surface of the melt was 
on fire [13]. However, many of the experiments with observed premixed layer did not have any 
concrete in the experimental facility. 

If the solubility of dissolved gases in the melt decreases with decreasing temperature, 
rapid release of the gases from the melt can serve as a source of instabilities [4]. In addition, 
oxidation of the metal component and pyrolysis of paints act as a source of the non-condensable 
gases. With the increased non-condensable gas production the protection from explosion 
triggering is enhanced [18,19]. However, in the PULiMS and SES video recordings no 
significant amounts of non-condensable gases escaping the melt were detected [4]. 

Another source of instabilities is the jet breakup and impingement on the melt surface. 
Melt falling down has a momentum, that is transferred to the melt pool and agitates its surface. 
This mechanism is not very sensitive to the coolant subcooling, therefore the effect of the 
coolant subcooling on the premixed layer formation phenomena should be minor, which is 
contradictory to the results of the SES-E3 and other tests [4]. 

It seems that more mechanisms can cause instabilities on the melt surface. According to 
the experimental data, the most plausible mechanism is bubble growth, expansion and collapse 
while other mechanisms can act as an additional source of instabilities, which seems to be in 
agreement with the conclusions by Grishchenko et al. [3]. 

4 MODELING OF PREMIXED LAYER FORMATION WITH MC3D 

To simulate the premixed layer formation, the MC3D computer code was applied [5]. The 
code is devoted to the multiphase thermal-hydraulic flow studies and evaluations in the field of 
nuclear safety. Its major use is in the evaluation of fuel-coolant interaction phenomena. 

As of now, no validated models for the description of the premixed layer formation exist 
yet. Thus, we tried to simulate the formation of the premixed layer formation using already 
incorporated models for the jet fragmentation. In the code, two models are available for the jet 
fragmentation in the melt jet-coolant pool geometry, where the jet phase equals to the 
continuous melt phase. They drive the fragmentation of the continuous melt jet to melt drops, 
which form the premixed region. 

The global CONST jet breakup model has a constant fragmentation rate. In the model, 
local velocities are not taken into account, whereas the temperatures, densities and viscosities 
are. In the model, the fragmentation rate, the initial melt drops velocity and their diameter can 
be pre-described. The second one, the Kelvin-Helmholtz jet breakup model is based on the local 
velocity differences and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities as a consequence. This model has a 
strong feedback as the fragmentation changes the environment and the environment affects the 
fragmentation. Additionally, a numerical fragmentation is incorporated in the code, which 
transfers some minor dispersed amount of the jet to the drops, preventing the accumulation of 
the jet around the domain. A reverse process, the coalescence of the falling drops back into the 
jet occurs, when the volume fraction of the drops is high enough or as an agglomeration of the 
melt drops on a wall. 

For the simulations of the premixed layer formation, the CONST jet breakup model in 
the MC3D V3.8 code was used, to parametrically simulate the formation of the mixture layer 
of melt and coolant. Using the option for the fragmentation to occur also if the velocity of the 
melt is zero, enables us to simulate the fragmentation of the stationary melt layer below the 
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layer of water. Since the fragmentation in the code is used for the jet geometry, the 
fragmentation is modelled only in the x direction. Therefore, our stratified geometry of the melt 
pool under water was virtually rotated and the gravity was prescribed in the –x direction (Figure 
1). The simulation domain of 1 m in the x and z directions and 0.1 m in the y direction in 
Cartesian coordinates was chosen. For the calculations, a mesh with 40×40 cells was selected, 
justified with the convergence analysis. Initially, 0.1 m of melt, i.e. jet phase, lies under 0.4 m 
of water and 0.5 m of vapour. The mesh was moved for half of the cell towards the bottom of 
the jet for the boundary cells at the jet-water interface to be half-full of jet and half-full of water. 

 
Figure 1: On left, convergence analysis of mass of melt drops for different meshes is shown. 

On right, used simulation domain with chosen mesh of 40×40 cells is shown (blue colour 
represents water, red vapour and jet, while green cells are half-full of jet and half-full of 

water). 

In order to obtain a premixed layer similar as in the experiments, a parametric analysis of 
the fragmentation rate and initial melt drops velocity was performed. With a fragmentation rate 
of 0.01 m3/m2s and initial melt drops velocity of 2 m/s, a premixed layer was formed with a 
maximum height of 0.1 m, an average height of around 0.03 m and an average melt drops 
volume fraction of 9 %, similar to what was visually observed in the experiments. The diameter 
of the melt drops was set to 10 mm. The fragmentation initially occurs in the boundary half-full 
cells with a constant rate. As seen in Figure 2, the melt drops rise evenly thorough the entire 
height of the jet, except in the lowest cell, where the fragmentation is zero (due to the specifics 
of the modelling in the code). After the drops reach the highest position, they fall back down 
and they take with them all the drops below, which seems to be unphysical and is probably 
related to the Eulerian description of the melt drops with only one velocity field as described 
below. Those falling drops disturb the jet interface, which can be seen as the wavy blue line in 
Figure 2. After the melt drops coalesce back to the jet, the fragmentation process starts again. 
The cyclical behaviour is presented in Figure 3. Even after some time, the process is still nearly 
synchronised all over the surface. Therefore, the mass of the melt drops in the premixed layer, 
on which the energy of steam explosion depends, oscillates. Consequently, the steam explosion 
would greatly depend on the time, when it would be triggered. Therefore, it would be 
convenient to enable the modelling of the premixed layer formation in a way, that melt drops 
volume fraction would be more constant. Those oscillations might be related to the Eulerian 
nature of the code, where in one cell all the drops can go only up or down with the same velocity. 
Therefore, the drops on the top pull also the drops below them back to the jet, before they reach 
the same height as the previous ones. One possibility to overcome the problem might be in 
using two melt drops groups, each with its own velocity field, with a transfer between them. In 
that way, the drops falling down (second group of drops) would not interact with the drops 
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going up (first group of drops) and thus an approximately constant melt mixture might be 
established. 

 
Figure 2: Snapshot of the continuous melt fragmentation. Mass transfer rate (coloured), 

continuous melt surface (blue line) and volume fraction of melt drops (green contour) are 
shown (only the lower part of simulation domain presented). 

 

Figure 3: Cyclical behavior of premixed layer formation. Only the lower part of the 
simulation domain is shown where continuous melt layer (red), melt drops (green) and water 

volume fraction is presented (blue). 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

Even though conclusions about steam explosion experiments in stratified configuration 
in the past suggested that only low energetic events could occur, the recently performed 
PULiMS and SES experiments indicate the possibility for a strong energetic interaction 
between the melt and coolant. Because such events were considered of low importance and 
because of the complexity of the phenomena, no validated models for the description of the 
premixed layer formation exist yet. Some mechanisms were determined as a possible source of 
the instabilities, amongst which the most plausible seems to be the bubble growth, expansion 
and collapse. 

To simulate the premixed layer formation, the MC3D computational code was applied. 
Using the CONST jet breakup model, the premixed layer was simulated parametrically. The 
code was capable of simulating the formation of the premixed layer with selected parameters 
of the mixture. However, using only one velocity field for the melt drops, the mass of the melt 
drops unphysically oscillates. As a possible solution of this problem, the application of two 
velocity fields for the melt drops is proposed for future investigation. 
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ABSTRACT 

A loss-of-coolant accident in a spent fuel pool (SFP) model, based on the SFP of the 
unit 4 of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant (Japan), was simulated with the ASTEC 
code. The specific phenomena concerning fuel rods were simulated using the parts of the 
code, originally intended for simulating phenomena in the reactor core. The results of the 
simulation, including the timeline of events, the peak cladding temperatures and the mass of 
generated hydrogen, are presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Spent fuel pools (SFPs) are large structures equipped with storage racks designed to 
temporarily store irradiated nuclear fuel removed from the reactor of a nuclear power plant 
(NPP). SFP severe accidents in SFPs have long been considered as highly improbable since 
the accident progression is slow (in comparison with reactor core accidents) and leaves 
sufficient time for corrective operator actions. However, the accident at the Fukushima 
Daiichi NPP (Japan) in 2011 has highlighted the vulnerability of nuclear fuels that are stored 
in SFPs in case of prolonged loss-of-cooling accidents [1]. The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
accident has consequently renewed interest in the safety of SFPs [2]. 

In the frame of the NUGENIA-PLUS project Air-SFP within the NUGENIA 
association, a benchmark was organised, in which participants simulated two accident 
scenarios (loss-of-coolant and loss-of-cooling) in the Fukushima SFP, using severe accident 
codes that were basically designed to model the degradation of the reactor core during a 
severe accident. The purpose of the benchmark was to assess the applicability of these codes 
to SFP accidents. This issue has already been considered earlier [3]. The Jožef Stefan Institute 
participated in the benchmark with the ASTEC severe accident code [4]. The benchmark 
results are presented in the corresponding reports [5,6], as well as in a conference paper [7]. 

mailto:ivo.kljenak@ijs.si
mailto:marko.matkovic@ijs.si
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In the present paper, the contribution of the Jožef Stefan Institute to the benchmark is 
presented. The developed input model of the Fukushima SFP for the ASTEC code is 
presented first. Then, the results of the simulation of the loss-of-coolant accident are 
presented and discussed. 

2 FUKUSHIMA SPENT FUEL POOL AND SIMPLIFIED MODEL 

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the Fukushima Daiichi unit 4 SFP layout. Different 
colours correspond to different powers of fuel assemblies (FA). 

 

Figure 1. Fukushima Daiichi unit 4 spent fuel pool layout [5,6]. 
 

For simulation results to be comparable, it was necessary that all participants of the 
benchmark use the same simplified model. Thus, although there are different types of fuel 
assemblies in the SFP, the specification of the benchmark stipulated that the layout shown in 
Figure 2, with 72 fuel rods, should be modelled. Also, although there are different spent fuel 
racks, the layout shown in Figure 3 had to be modelled. 

 

 
Figure 2: Model fuel 

assembly layout [5,6]. 

 
Figure 3: Model spent fuel rack layout [5,6]. 
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Although the power of the fuel assemblies is distributed within a range from 0.16 kW to 
3.60 kW (as shown in Figure 1), the benchmark specification stipulated, that the distribution, 
shown in Table 1, should be applied in the modelling. 

 
Table 1. Distribution of fuel assembly power. 

Fuel assembly Number Total power (MW) Specific power (kW) 
Hot 548 1.9 3.47 

Cold 783 0.5 0.64 

Fresh 204 0.0 0.00 

3 SPENT FUEL POOL MODEL FOR ASTEC CODE 

3.1 Modelling of reactor core in ASTEC code 

The ASTEC code does not model entire reactor cores, as that would entail extremely 
complex input models and long simulation times. Instead, only a few representative fuel rods 
are considered, enclosed in channels filled with water. Each representative fuel rod is 
prescribed a ”weight”, which denotes how many such rods it represents. The various steel 
walls in fuel assemblies and racks are also modelled. The ratio of the cross-sections of 
modelled fuel rods, channels filled with water and steel walls should correspond to the ratio in 
the actual reactor core (or, in the present case, to the ratio in the actual spent fuel pool). 

3.2 Model of Fukushima SFP 

The SFP of the Fukushima Daiichi unit 4 was modelled with the severe accident code 
ASTEC V2.1.0.3. The entire model consists of the following volumes (Figure 4): 

— spent fuel pool, 
— environment, 
— outlet pipe (needed to model the loss-of-coolant accident - LOCA). 

 

Figure 4. Schematic of volumes that comprise the entire model and corresponding ASTEC modules. 
 

The geometrical characteristics of the volumes are provided in Table 2. The 
ICARE/CESAR modules of the ASTEC code were used to simulate thermal-hydraulic 
phenomena inside the SFP and the degradation of the structures that are contained inside. The 
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thermal hydraulic behaviour of the environment was simulated with the CPA module of the 
ASTEC code. 

 
Table 2. Geometric characteristics of volumes. 

 Volume 
(m3) 

Base area 
(m2) 

Height / Length 
(m) 

Spent fuel pool 1425.0 120.8 11.8 
Pipe 1.00 4.91 0.204 
Environment 15000000 1500000 10.0 

 

 

 

The flow path from the SFP into the environment was modelled as a bidirectional flow 
path of 1 m2 cross-section. For the LOCA calculation, the SFP was connected to a pipe, 
modelled as a CESAR volume, with a boundary condition at its end (type: BREAK). There 
were no pressure losses in the pipe. 

The SFP was modelled as a cylinder, enclosed in a steel liner. There were no modelled 
floor structure (in the sense of heat transfer). The axial mesh consisted of 10 nodes with equal 
heights between elevations 0.0 m and 11.8 m. Simulations were also attempted with a more 
meaningful nodalisation, with a denser axial mesh in the fuel region, and a coarser mesh 
above the fuel, but there were problems with convergence right from the start of the 
simulation. 

The inside of the pool is divided (in the sense of modelling, not physically) into 3 
(three) concentric channels (Figure 5). The inner channel contains the recently unloaded 
assemblies (total heat load: 1.9 MW), the middle channel the older fuel assemblies (total heat 
load: 0.5 MW), and the outer channel the fresh fuel assemblies (no heat load). Empty racks 
are not modelled. The base areas of the channels are in the same proportions as the number of 
respective fuel assemblies. Details are provided in Table 3.  

 

 

Figure 5: Model of spent fuel pool (horizontal cross-section). The numbers of each 
representative rod correspond to figures in Table 1. 
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Table 3. Vertical channels in SFP model. 

Channel External diameter 
(m) 

Internal 
diameter (m) 

Area 
(m2) 

Nb of FA & 
rack walls 

Nb of fuel & 
cladding 

Channel with hot fuel 7.40 0.00 43.01 548 548 X 72 
Channel with cold fuel 11.54 7.40 59.06 783 783 X 72 
Channel with fresh fuel 12.40 11.54 18.69 204 204 X 72 

 
 
Fuel assemblies were modelled as groups of 72 rods (fuel and cladding) inside 

cylindrical walls. The geometric characteristics are provided in Table 4. The cylindrical walls 
represent the fuel assembly canister, the inner wall in the fuel assembly rack and the outer 
wall of the fuel assembly rack put together. They were modelled as made from zirconium 
(Zr). The wall thickness of 0.0055 mm is the sum of: 
— thickness of fuel assembly canister: 0.0025 m, 
— thickness of rack inner wall: 0.0025 mm, 
— average thickness of rack outer wall for each inner wall: 0.0025 mm X 26 / 120, as 26 of 

the 120 inner walls in a rack face the outer wall. 

 
Table 4. Structures in SFP model. 

Structure Internal 
diameter (m) 

Thickness 
(m) 

Bottom 
elevation (m) 

Top 
elevation (m) 

Nodes 
(vertical) 

Steel liner 12.40 0.00635 0.0 11.80 1 — 10 
FA canister and rack walls 0.237 0.00550 0.1969 4.4729 1 — 4 
Cladding 0.0096 0.00070 0.3689 4.0789 1 — 4 
Fuel — — 0.3689 4.0789 1 — 4 

 

No other structures (such as rack feet and base plates) were modelled. The water 
channel inside the fuel assembly was also not modelled. 

Heat transfer by axial and radial conduction in solid structures and by convection 
between solid structures and fluid was modelled. Fuel claddings can be oxidized by steam, 
with the onset temperature for Zr oxidation set to 700 °C. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The loss-of-coolant accident was simulated until a little after the first gap release, 
following rupture of the fuel cladding. The timeline of events is presented in Table 5.  

Figure 6 shows the gradual decrease of the total water mass (liquid water and steam) in 
the pool. The minor contribution of the loss by boiling to the total loss shows, that the mass 
decrease is basically a hydrodynamic phenomenon, not much related to severe accident 
phenomena. 

The curve in Figure 7, which shows the collapsed liquid level in the SFP, is related to 
Figure 6. After the start of boiling, the collapsed liquid level does not decrease slower (like 
the water mass in Figure 6), as the steam generated by boiling but still present within the 
liquid pool is not considered in the level. 
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Table 5: Timeline of events. 

Event Time (h) 
Beginning of boiling  29.36 
Water level at top of rack  36.48 
Water level at top of fuel assembly 38.42 
Pool dry out  78.59 
Start of hydrogen production  68.93 
First gap release  99.72 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Water inventory and loss in SFP.  
Figure 7: Collapsed liquid level in SFP. 

 

Figures 8 and 9 show the peak cladding temperatures of the hot and cold fuel rods, 
respectively.  The curves have a similar pattern, which could be expected. However, the 
influence of the higher power of the hot rod is clearly discernible. Nevertheless, both 
temperatures are very similar at the end of the simulation. 

 

 
Figure 8: Peak cladding temperature of hot 

fuel. 

 
Figure 9: Peak cladding temperature of cold 

fuel. 

 

Figure 10 shows the atmosphere temperature in the SFP.  It is very similar to the peak 
cladding temperature of the cold fuel (Figure 9). This could be expected, as a lumped-
parameter modelling is used to model the atmosphere and the liquid pool in the SFP. On one 
hand, such a result (that is, homogeneous temperature) is probably not realistic. On the other 
hand, a simulation with a Computational Fluid Dynamics code, which would simulate non-
homogeneous temperature fields, would not necessarily provide tangible benefits for the 
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simulation of the degradation of the fuel rods, which is the essential purpose of the 
simulation. 

Finally, Figure 11 shows the cumulative mass of generated hydrogen, which is one of 
the nefarious consequences of such an accident. One may see that hydrogen generation starts 
some 30 hours after the water level reaches the top of the fuel assembly, but then proceeds 
very fast during the final drying of the pool. The start of hydrogen generation is of course 
related to the time, when the peak cladding temperature reaches the prescribed temperature 
for Zr oxidation. 

 As there are no experimental results, the validity of the simulation results cannot be 
assessed in detail. Nevertheless, the obtained results seem sensible, which supports the use of 
models, developed for simulating reactor core degradation, to simulate accidents in SFPs. 

 

 
Figure 10: Atmosphere temperature in SFP. 

 
Figure 11: Mass of generated hydrogen. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

A loss-of-coolant accident in a model spent fuel pool (SFP), based on the Fukushima 
Daiichi unit 4 SFP, was simulated using the modules of the ASTEC code, intended for 
simulation of the degradation of the reactor core. As there are no corresponding experimental 
results, the validity of the simulation results cannot be assessed in detail. However, the results 
indicate that, in the absence of a specific code designed for SFPs, a code intended for the 
reactor core can provide reasonable estimates of the course of such an accident in an actual 
SFP. 
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ABSTRACT 

Safety analysis is a crucial part of nuclear safety, both for the licensing and the design 
assessment of new, as well as for existing nuclear power plants. Particular interest has been 
drawn to severe accident analyses after the accident in Fukushima. Key points of the analyses 
are the time required to reach core degradation, the extent of the degradation and the release 
and transport of radioactive material first into the containment, later possibly to the 
environment. Another main interest of the analyses is to assess the possible counter measures 
preventing core degradation and eventually the radioactive release.  

The simulation environment AC2 contains the thermal hydraulic system codes 
ATHLET, ATHLET-CD (severe accident module) alongside with the containment code 
COCOSYS and the interactive analyses simulator ATLAS. It is being developed by GRS 
(Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit gGmbH) for the analysis of the whole 
spectrum of operational transients, design-basis accidents and beyond design-basis accidents 
anticipated for nuclear energy facilities. The main advantage of this code system assembly is 
its capability to simulate severe accidents as a whole, starting from the normal operation 
throughout the core degradation phase, and finally the assessment of the containment 
behavior, enabling the user to determine the source term released to the environment.  

Present study focuses on a severe accident scenario in a German generic PWR. The 
simulated scenario is a medium break cold leg LOCA during a station blackout. The aim of 
the study has been to assess the extent of core degradation and radioactive release into the 
containment. The calculations have been performed with the code system AC2. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The reliable simulation of all relevant phenomena occurring during severe accidents in 
nuclear power plants (NPP) is an ongoing challenge for the development of computer codes. 
Particular interest has been drawn to severe accident analyses after the Fukushima accident 
and ever since, more and more interest is paid to analyzing scenarios and possible mitigation 
concepts during accidents involving core degradation.  
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The code system AC2, including the modules ATHLET, ATHLET-CD, COCOSYS and 
ATLAS, is an integral simulation environment capable of simulating accident sequences, 
including the whole spectrum of operational transients, design-basis accidents and severe 
accidents anticipated for nuclear power plants, including the assessment of the source term 
into the environment.  

The present paper aims to show some first results of the application of AC2 during a 
severe accident scenario in a generic German PWR. First a short description of the simulation 
environment is provided followed by the specification of the accident scenario alongside with 
the model developed for the problem. Finally, the results of the calculation are presented. 

2 THE CODE SYSTEM AC2 

The nuclear simulation environment AC2 consists of four GRS developed applications: 
the thermal-hydraulic system codes ATHLET and its severe accident variant, ATHLET-CD, 
the containment module COCOSYS, and a simulator and visualization tool ATLAS. It is 
being developed for the whole spectrum of leaks and transients in light water reactors. The 
main code features are the following: 

 advanced thermal-hydraulics,  

 modular code architecture,  

 separation between physical models and numerical methods,  

 pre- and post-processing tools,  

 portability to the prevalent computer platforms.  

ATHLET (Analysis of Thermal-Hydraulics of Leaks and Transients) is composed of 
several basic modules for the simulation of the different phenomena involved in the operation 
of light water reactors, i.e. the thermo-fluid-dynamics (TFD), the heat transfer and heat 
conduction (HECU), the neutron kinetics (NEUKIN), and the control and balance-of-plant 
(GCSM), together with the fully implicit numerical time integration method FEBE. Other 
independent modules (e.g. 3-D neutron kinetics or containment modules) can be coupled by 
means of a general interface [1]. 

ATHLET-CD (Core Degradation) is being developed for the modelling of severe 
accident phenomena, including melting processes, the release and transport of fission 
products (FP), as well as the late phase phenomena [2]. The thermo-fluid dynamics is 
calculated by the same modules as in ATHLET, while the core degradation module ECORE 
replaces the ATHLET ROD module and calculates the core heat-up, cladding oxidation, as 
well as the melting, freezing, and relocation processes in the core. The nuclide properties are 
calculated by the modules OREST (stationary) and FIPISO (transient). The module FIPREM 
calculates the release of FPs and aerosols, while their transport is simulated by a module 
based on SOPHAEROS, developed by IRSN [3]. For the modelling of the late phase 
phenomena the modules AIDA (lower plenum model) and MEWA (debris bed behavior), the 
latter one developed by IKE Stuttgart [4], are available. 

COCOSYS (Containment Code System) is based on mechanistic models for the 
comprehensive simulation of all relevant processes and plant states during severe accident, as 
well as DBAs, in the containment of LWRs. The three main modules are the thermal 
hydraulic module for the simulation of the thermodynamic behavior and transient processes; 
the aerosol fission product module for the simulation of the fission product behavior, decay 
heat release and chemical reactions; and the corium-concrete interaction module for the 
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simulation of the corium behavior, concrete erosion, releases from and chemical processes 
inside the corium. Further modules are also available (such as e.g. LAVA for the melt 
relocation calculation) to accurately model the in-containment processes [5]. 

The systematic validation of the AC2 modules is based on a well-balanced set of 
integral and separate effect tests.  

3 ACCIDENT SCENARIO AND MODELLING APROACH  

The accident sequence in question is a medium break LOCA in the cold leg, alongside 
with an SBO in a German generic PWR (4 loop concept). The nominal plant operating 
parameters are given in Table 1 and a schematic representation can be found in Figure 1. 
After a 500 s of nominal operation (to ensure steady conditions in the simulation) the break is 
initiated. It is situated in Loop 1 (the loop with the pressurizer), at the middle of the cold leg 
loop seal. The size of the break is 400 cm2, which corresponds to about 9% of the cold leg 
cross section. Due to the assumption of a station blackout, no active emergency core cooling 
systems are available, only the hydro-accumulators work as intended.  

 

 

Figure 1 Primary circuit of a German 
generic PWR 

Table 1 Nominal operating parameters 

Parameter Value 
Reactor power 3750 MWt/1400 

MWe 
Operational pressure 157 bar/ 65 bar 
Core inlet/outlet T 292°C/325°C 
Number of fuel 
assemblies 

193 

Coolant mass flow 19.8 t/s 
 

 

The AC2 model of the reactor consists of a detailed 4 loop dataset including the steam 
generators and the secondary side. The core region is represented by four parallel channels. 
To each thermo-fluid channel belongs a concentric core ring (ECORE) model representing the 
fuel. The inner ring of Douter=0.8 m represents 14700 rods, while the outer three rings consist 
of 14400 rods each, with an outer diameter of 1.15 m, 1.49 m, and 1.72 m, respectively. The 
active core has been modeled with 10 axial nodes. The critical discharge flow rate is 
calculated by ATHLET finite-difference model CDR1D. Altogether the model consists of 198 
thermo-fluid objects and 172 heat conduction objects, corresponding to 747 control volumes 
and 540 heat slabs. Figure 2 depicts the applied nodalization of the primary system (pressure 
vessel, loops 1-4, pressurizer, and break position). The steam generator U-tubes have been 
divided into three groups with different heights and tube lengths to model the heat exchange 
more realistically. 
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The break has been modeled with the help of a single junction pipe and valve 
combination. The boundary conditions (enthalpy, pressure, gas composition in the 
containment) for the discharge calculation are provided by the containment model 
(COCOSYS). Moreover, it calculates the BCs for the heat losses as well. The model of the 
containment consists of 289 zones, 954 junctions and 577 structures.  

In all, 25000 s has been simulated with Code System AC2, comprising 
ATHLET/ATHLET-CD 31A patch 2 version coupled to COCOSYS V2.4v5.  

 

 

Figure 2 AC2 Nodalization of the Primary Circuit 

 

4 RESULTS OF THE CALCULATION 

The main sequence of events is presented in Table 2. After the break the SCRAM signal 
occurs only a few seconds delayed stopping the nuclear heat generation in the reactor. At the 
same time SBO is assumed, therefore no high or low pressure injection is available making 
the accident progress much faster and more severe than it would be if at least one of the 
systems would be available. The oxidation starts at around 3670 s and by the end of the 
simulation time it is responsible for the generation of about ~675 kg of hydrogen. The first 
failure of the cladding material occurs at 4341 s when Rod #1 bursts, while the first fuel 
failure takes place at about 6385 s. 

Figure 3 shows the break mass flow rate. The initial high discharge of subcooled water 
leads to the fast decrease of the primary system pressure (Figure 4), which yields to lower 
discharge rates. The one phase liquid break mass flow is followed by two-phase flow and later 
on, one-phase vapor is discharged. By the end of the simulation time almost no water is to be 
found in the primary circuit. 
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Table 2 Main sequence of events 

Event Time [s] 
Break opening 500 
Reactor SCRAM 502 
1st LSC 1760 
Beginning of oxidation 3670 
1st clad failure 4341 
1st fuel failure 6385 

 

After the initiation of the break the primary side pressure quickly decreases during the 
blowdown phase as shown in Figure 4. The size of the break is big enough to rapidly reduce 
the pressure in the primary system, whereas, in the secondary side the process is slower, due 
to primary side vaporization and consequently low heat transfer. The injection of the ACC 
system occurs only about 390 s after the break, when the primary pressure reaches 26 bar. In 
about 130 s all water reservoir in the hydro-accumulators is injected into the primary system. 
The effect of this measure can be clearly seen on Figure 4. 

Figure 3 Discharge rate Figure 4 Primary and secondary pressure 

Some temperatures of Rod#1 at different axial locations are shown as an example in 
Figure 5. The behavior of the other rods is similar. After the break opening the fuel 
temperature first decreases to the value of the cladding temperature due to the fact that the 
nuclear heat generation is successfully stopped by the SCRAM signal and the core is, at this 
point, still fully covered by water ensuring the heat removal. The core heat up starts 
depending on the position between 3600-4200 s. Due to the gradual heat up the fuel 
temperature reaches the melting point and the core gradually melts.  

The composition of the molten mass in the core throughout the accident scenario can be 
seen in Figure 6. The “Total molten mass” (red curve) shows all material, which has been 
molten at one point of the calculation. The other six curves show the behavior of the different 
materials in the core (e.g. melting, crust formation). Melt formation starts already around 
4400 s, but at this point its source is solely the absorber and guide tubes materials. The first 
ceramic melt (UO2) appears around 6400 s. Afterwards the main molten mass consists of 
ceramic melt, while the mass of the metallic melt stays practically constant after 8000 s. Some 
crust formation can be observed, but most of the material stays molten throughout the 
simulation time. The melting process in the core can also be followed in Figure 7. The first 
fuel rod failure occurs at around 6385 s in the middle of the core (Rod#1). At this point most 
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of the control rods are already molten and some metallic melt can also be seen originating 
from the melting of the cladding material. As time progresses the middle section, being the 
hottest part of the core, melts, while by the end of simulation all four groups of fuel rods are 
almost completely molten. 

Figure 5 Fuel temperature during the 
accident 

Figure 6 Melt and crust behavior in the 
core 

 

Figure 7 Melting progress throughout the accident scenario 

Another important aspect of a severe accident analyses is the prediction of fission 
product (FP) and aerosol behavior. The behavior of two of the most important elements, 
Iodine and Cesium, throughout the accident scenario is depicted in Figure 8 and Figure 9, 
respectively. In both cases the main release from the core happens at the beginning of the 
severe accident (melting of the core material) and after 10000 s no further release from the 
core can be observed. As it can be seen the majority of the release is retained in the primary 
circuit and does not reach the containment. In both cases about 16-18% of the release to the 
RCS reached the containment.  

The predominant phenomenon responsible for the retention of the FP and aerosols is 
settling, which corresponds to about 85% of the deposition. As Figure 10 shows, the majority 
of the settling process takes place at strong geometric changes (bends): at the entrance and 
exit of the steam generator, and in the U-turn of the steam generator tubes.  
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Figure 8 Iodine behavior Figure 9 Cesium behavior 

 

Figure 10 Settling in the primary circuit 

 Figure 11 Hydrogen production 

The generation of hydrogen and the risk of hydrogen combustion represent a complex 
safety issue in relation to accident management. In order to be able to plan appropriate 
accident measures (recombiners, etc.) it is essential to have a reliable prediction of hydrogen 
generation during severe accidents. The system code AC2 is able to follow the whole progress 
of hydrogen behavior including its production, as well as its complex behavior in the 
containment. Figure 11 depicts the hydrogen generation in the core. Some oxidation of the 
cladding takes place already before 4200 s, but the hydrogen produced is negligible. Strong 
oxidation starts around 4700 s, when most of the core reaches 1200-1300°C. By the end of the 
simulation time ~675 kg hydrogen is produced which corresponds to about 20% of the 
zirconium being oxidized. Figure 12(b) depicts the hydrogen concentration in the containment 
at 5500 s. It can be clearly identified how hydrogen distributes in the containment, as well as, 
which recombiners are active (red squares). As time progresses hydrogen becomes more 
homogenously distributed in the containment and more recombiners become active. The 
hydrogen concentration stays throughout the simulation time below the critical concentration. 

Figure 12(a) depicts the temperature distribution 15 s after the break opening, which 
shows the direct of the discharged hot coolant. In the postulated scenario, the containment 
fulfilled its purpose and no radioactive release to the environment has taken place. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12 Temperature distribution at 515 s (a) and Hydrogen concentration at 
5500 s (b) in the containment  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The presented calculation showed the ability of AC2 to model and simulate a complex 
severe accident scenario. A medium size cold leg break alongside an SBO in a German 
generic PWR has been successfully modelled and simulated. The prediction of the primary 
and secondary circuit behavior, as well as the melting and relocation processes in the core is 
plausible. The transport and deposition in the circuit, as well as the containment behavior are 
successfully simulated. 
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ABSTRACT 

The coolability of particulate debris beds is a major issue in severe accident (SA) research. 

As an accident mitigation strategy for several designs of light water reactors (LWR), a deep 
pool of water is foreseen in the cavity below the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), with the aim of 

cooling the core melt materials discharged from the RPV after its failure. The molten corium 
jet into water will fragment, solidify and settle at the bottom as a porous particle bed, which 
generates residual heat due to the radioactive decay of the fission products. The preeminent 

goal becomes how to prevent the re-melting of the debris in consequence of insufficient cooling. 
One of the main factors determining the ability of decay heat removal is the geometrica l 

configuration of the bed. For this purpose, the present work is part of ongoing numerical and 
experimental investigations into the formation process of debris beds by particles deposition 
and relocation. The numerical model is based on depth-integrated conservation equations 

describing a rapid flow of granular material over two-dimensional topography. A series of 
experiments were conducted to validate the numerical results using different shaped and mult i-

size mixtures of particles. The comparison between the model prediction and the experimenta l 
observations shows a good agreement.          

1 INTRODUCTION 

The efficient decay heat removal from core debris is preeminent for termination of severe 

accident progression in light water reactors. Evidences from the TMI-2 accident [1] and the 
FARO experiment [2] have shown that, by contact with water, the core melt materials released 
from the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) will fragment, solidify into particles and settle at the 

bottom of the water pool under the vessel, forming a porous debris bed. The particles properties 
and the geometrical configuration of the bed are among the most significant factors determining 

the capacity of heat removal by natural circulation of the coolant.   

The investigation of the debris bed coolability has gained much attention in the last years. 
However, the past most of the theoretical and experimental works have taken the shape of the 

bed as predefined, and the particles are assumed to be fixed, not considering the specifica t ion 
of each accident scenario [3-7]. In order to obtain a realistic shape of the debris bed, the process 

of particles deposition and relocation has to be modeled taking into account the physical 
properties of the solid particles and coolant (such as particle size distribution, morphology, 
density, viscosity) and the geometrical boundary conditions. 

The goal of this work is to develop a numerical model simulating the bed formation 
process from particle deposition and relocation and to validate it with experimental data 
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considering all of the above-specified conditions. The remainder of this paper is structured as 

follows. In Section 2, the numerical model will be presented. Section 3 briefly presents the test 
facility and the used techniques for results interpretation. Before concluding the paper and 
outlining future work, we detail some of the obtained results in Section 4.   

2 THE NUMERICAL MODEL 

At least for fully fragmented melt jet, the solidified particles are assumed to behave 

similarly to the behavior of granular materials. When the grains are poured on a vertical surface 
from a single point, a conical shaped pile will be most probably formed. The steepness of the 

pile is given by the maximum angle of repose, which is the slope angle at which particles are at 
rest. By exceeding this maximum, particles will flow down the slope within a thin layer on the 
top of a nearly quiescent pile.  

2.1 Governing equations 

 

Figure 1: Sketch of the flowing layer 

The two-dimensional mathematical model is based on depth-averaging of the 

conservation equations in the flowing particles layer. The explanations of the basic assumptions 
in this model and its mathematical derivation are provided by Hilali et al. in [8]. Assuming a 

constant density in the layer, a uni-directional flow, and small curvature effects, the continuity 
equation is provided by the following equation: 

𝜕𝛿

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕(𝛿𝑢)

𝜕𝑥
= 𝑣𝑦(𝑦=0)

− 𝑣𝑦(𝑦=𝛿)
 

      (1) 

Where 𝛿 = 𝛿(𝑥,𝑡) is the local thickness of the flowing layer (as shown schematically in 

Figure 1) and 𝑢 = 𝑢(𝑥) is the average velocity in the layer. The first velocity term on the right 
side of the equation describes the absorption and erosion of particles into and from the quiescent 
bed and the second term represents the velocity of the falling particles from the top. The 
averaged momentum balance equation is defined in the x-direction as follows:  

 

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝛿𝑢) +

4

3

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝛿𝑢2 ) = −6𝑑𝑝

𝑢2

𝛿
+ 𝑔𝛿

sin(𝛽 − 𝛽𝑠)

cos 𝛽𝑠

−  2𝑢𝑣𝑦(𝑦=𝛿)
       (2) 

Where 𝑑𝑝 is the mean particle diameter and 𝛽𝑠 is the static angle of repose. In [8], the 

authors could deduce also a relation between the layer thickness and the mean velocity under 

the assumption of having a thick layer (𝛿 ≫ 𝑑𝑝 ): 
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𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = [
𝑔 cos(𝛽) sin(𝛽𝑚 − 𝛽𝑠)

𝑀𝑑𝑝 cos(𝛽𝑚) cos(𝛽𝑠)
]

1/2
𝛿

2
= 𝛾

𝛿

2
 

 

     (3) 

The dynamics of the bed-layer-interface ℎ(𝑥,𝑡) can be concluded geometrically from 
Figure 2 as follows: 

𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑡
= −𝑣𝑦(𝑦=0)

cos(𝛽) ; 
𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑥
= −𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝛽) 

 
      (4) 

The equations (1)-(4) form a complete model for the description of the debris bed 

formation, and all the parameters (bed height, local angle of repose, surface layer thickness and 
particles velocities) can be numerically solved with the indication of the appropriate boundary 
and initial conditions. Regarding the real case conditions, it will be needed to define the material 

properties (the mean particle diameter, the static angle of repose, etc. ), the geometrica l 
configuration and boundaries of the drywell and also the positions and the velocities of the 

poured particles. 

2.2 Numerical solution 

In vector notations, Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) take the form: 

𝑤𝑡 + 𝑓𝑥 =  𝑠        (5) 

with: 

  𝑤 = (
𝛿

𝛿𝑢
)   , 𝑓 = (

𝛿𝑢
4
3 𝛿𝑢2

) , 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑠 = (
𝑣𝑦(𝑦=0)

− 𝑣𝑦(𝑦=𝛿)

−4𝑀𝑑𝑝
𝑢2

𝛿 + 𝑔𝛿
sin(𝛽 − 𝛽𝑠)

cos 𝛽𝑠
−  2𝑢𝑣𝑦(𝑦=𝛿)

) 

 

(6) 

This form is more convenient for numerical analysis than that of (1) and (2). This 
hyperbolic equation system is discretized locally on a one-dimensional regular grid along the 

x-axis (see Figure 2). By knowing the vector 𝑤𝑖
𝑛 at the time step (𝑛) and at the point (𝑖), we 

compute its value at the time (𝑛+1) with an explicit numerical scheme as follows:   

𝑤𝑖
𝑛+1 = 𝑤𝑖

𝑛 −
Δ𝑡

Δ𝑥
[𝑓

𝑖+
1
2

𝑛 − 𝑓
𝑖−

1
2

𝑛 ] + 𝑠𝑖
𝑛∆𝑡 

     
       (7) 

The vector 𝑓𝑖+1 2⁄
𝑛  denotes the convection flux at the cell boundary (𝑖 + 1 2⁄ ). One of the 

proposed numerical solutions for the evaluation of this flux is the Roe solver [9], which is a 
linearized Riemann solver with a special kind of averaged state at the interface. These state 
variables are defined as: 

�̃� =
√𝛿𝑅𝑢𝑅 + √𝛿𝐿𝑢𝐿

√𝛿𝑅 + √𝛿𝐿

 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿 = √𝛿𝑅𝛿𝐿 
 

         (8) 

Note that (∙)𝑅 and (∙)𝐿 denote respectively the right and left states of the primitive variable 
at each inter-cell boundary. The averaged Roe-flux is then given by the following equation: 

𝑓𝑅𝑂𝐸 =
1

2
[𝑓(𝑤𝑅) + 𝑓(𝑤𝐿) − ∑ |�̃� 𝑖|�̃�𝑖�̃�𝑖

2

𝑖=1

] 
 

(9) 
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𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ �̃�𝑖 = 𝑙𝑖(𝑤𝑅 − 𝑤𝐿 ) (10) 

where �̃�𝑖, �̃�𝑖 and 𝑙𝑖 are respectively the eigenvalues, right and left eigenvectors of the 

locally averaged Jacobian matrix  𝐴 = 𝐴(�̃�) = 𝜕𝑓 𝜕𝑤⁄ .     

3 BED FORMATION EXPERIMENT 

3.1 BeForE-facility  

The primary goal of the BeForE-facility (Bed Formation Experiment) is to study visua lly 
phenomena of particulate sedimentation and relocation forming debris bed with the water 

presence and an upward-flowing gas. The schematic of the experimental facility is illustra ted 
in Figure 2. The facility apparatus consists of three main parts: (i) the main vessel, (ii) the 
pouring system, and (iii) the air injection system. 

 

Figure 2: CAD-model of the BeForE facility: (a) the air injection cubes (b) the main 
apparatus  

The main vessel is a quasi-two dimensional bin with vertical Plexiglas walls separated by 

a gap T=100 mm. The adoption of a vessel with a gap thickness of 100 mm achieves a good 
balance between experimental operations, physical requirements (wall effect on particle flow), 

and the reliability of experimental results within 2D conditions. The transparent walls are 1950 
mm in height and 1450 mm in width. At the top of the vessel, the particle pouring system is 
placed on a separate structural base at the height of 3200 mm. It consists of a funnel and a 

motor-driven screw conveyor, serving as a variable rate feeder. The funnel is reliably designed 
to ensure the targeted discharge rate and to avoid the bridging and channeling of the particles 

flow. The particles are poured into the vessel through a flexible tube with a variable diameter 

and which can also be horizontally displaced on the upper side of the bin. At the height ℎ =
450 𝑚𝑚 inside the main vessel, the air injection system is placed to hold the falling particles 
and to inject compressed air uniformly into the bed, with the aim to simulate the steam 
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production. This system consists of 7 separated Plexiglas cubes, which are perforated on the 

upper side (0.5 mm diameter). Motor driven control valves can independently control the gas 
supply to each cube. Depending on the height of the bed on the top of the cube, air flow rate is 
so monitored and adjusted in time to simulate the corresponding amount of steam produced by 

such amount of debris. In order to have similar conditions for both gases, the steam and air flow 
should have the equivalent Blake- und Euler-number. 

3.2    Experimental condition and procedure  

The present study aims at investigating bed formation characteristics and validating the 
numerical model detailed in Section 2. Solid particles and water simulate the fragmented debris 

and coolant, respectively. A series of experiments were conducted using gravel and aluminum 
particles having a variety of sizes and shapes. Table 1 summarizes the main physical properties 

of these particles.  

Table 1: Physical properties of particles 

 aluminum sand fine gravel coarse gravel 
Particles morphology irregular edge rounded 

Bulk density [g/cm3] 2.33 2.54 
Size distribution [mm] 2.0 - 4.0 1.0 - 2.0 2.0 - 3.15 5.6 - 8.0 

Equivalent diameter [mm] 3.75 1.45 2.13 6.48 
Static angle of repose [°] 40° 30° 32° 35° 
Porosity [−] 35.3% 38.3% 40% 39.3% 

 
The equivalent diameter can be determined according to the Ergun’s law [10] from 

pressure loss measurement in a dedicated test facility (Debris air/water experiment).  Figure 3 
illustrates the test section, which is a water/air single and two-phase flow loop for porous media 

(the experiment is described in details in [11]). The static angle of repose [12] and the porosity 
are also determined experimentally in other dedicated small test facilities. 

 

 

Figure 3: A photograph and a schematic diagram of the “Debris air/water experiment” 
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The experimental procedure in BeForE was conducted as follows. In the beginning, a 

specific mass of particles is measured to obtain the bed porosity, the equivalent diameter, and 
its static angle of repose. Then the particles are packed in the funnel. Second, the particles 
pouring rate is adjusted with the screw feeder, and the particles are poured into the vessel, where 

the water level is held at the constant level 1850 mm. In some test series, compressed air was 
injected from the bottom of the bed and changed in time according to the local bed height on 

the top of every Plexiglas cube. The air flow rate and pressure gradients were monitored and 
measured by a dedicated data acquisition system, and the whole experimental process is 
recorded with a digital video camera aiming at identifying the bed geometry visually.   

3.3 Image acquisition and processing 

  One of the most significant features of the BeForE-facility is the visual access that 

allows for non-intrusive video recording of the bed formation process. To determine the bed 
geometry and its progress in time, a digital video camera is employed. It is able of recording 
tens of frames per second. The bed dimensions (height and width) have to be clearly 

distinguished from the background. Therefore, an optical arrangement with good contrast is 
preferred. A LED panel is then mounted at the back of the vessel to ensure a high-quality record. 

Upon recording, each image needs to be analyzed using image processing techniques as 
described in Figure 4. The first step is to separate the formed bed and the moving particles from 
the static background. Then, the resulting images have to be converted to binary images using 

local adaptive thresholding, and the contrast is artificially increased. Afterward, a flood-fil l 
operation on background pixels of the input binary image is performed to fill the empty spaces 
in the recognized (white) forms [13].  In the next step (Figure 4.c), small objects are filtered 

and extracted from the results, by setting the condition of having a surface area bigger than few 
particles diameters. From the remaining objects, the program has to detect in this step the one 

with the biggest area, which should be the formed particles bed (Figure 4.d). In the last step, 

the exterior boundaries are traced, and the dimensions (width 𝑤(𝑡) and heights ℎ(𝑥,𝑡)) of the 
bed are saved in order to compare it with the numerical results. 

 

Figure 4: The image processing techniques 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to validate the numerical model and to gain insight into the bed formation 
process, we initiated a series of experimental runs, by discharging the same amount (20 liter) 
of particles with various sizes (coarse gravel: 5.6-8 mm/ aluminium: 2-4 mm/ fine gravel: 2-

3.15 mm /sand: 1-2 mm) and shapes (rounded edges and irregular shaped) into the two-
dimensional water vessel.  Figure 5 depicts the effect of particle diameter [(a)-(c)] and the shape 

[(b) and (d)] on the bed formation process and the motion of the particles in the water.  
 

 

Figure 5: Time sequence snapshots of bed formation for several particles (V=20L)   

 
4.1 Test results interpretation and discussion 

Based on the quantitative observations of the recorded runs, characteristics of the bed 
formations behavior were analyzed and compared to all the runs. It is found, that due to the 
different interactions between solid particles and the water vessel, different particles deposition 

and relocation regimes could be identified. In addition to the assumption taken in Section 2 that 
the falling particles will settle around the centre to slide down the slope within a thin layer on 

the top of a nearly quiescent bed (see the red arrows in Figure 5 (a)), a pool convection could 
be also observed for smaller particles (see Figure 5 (b)-(d)). This convection is caused by the 
entrainment of debris into the water driving the particles laterally in the vessel. The particles 

are also forced by the continuous inflow of the following particles to be pushed away from the 
center forming two small mounds at the bottom (see Figure 5 (b) t=15s). This lateral relocation 
of the particles has a big influence on the final dimensions leading to the leveling of the bed 

and its extension horizontally. It could also be observed, that the smaller particles (<1 mm) are 
ejected by the jet flow and suspended around the vessel due to their light weight and settle 

uniformly on the bottom. This small particles suspension leads to the flattering of the bed and 
diminution of the height. 
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Figure 6: The effect of particles properties on bed height profiles (20L of particles): (a) 

effect of particles size, (b) effect of particle shape  

 
Figure 6(a) shows qualitatively the influence of the particle size on the bed height profiles 

of sand/gravel particles. Here, the y-axis indicates the bed height, while 𝑥/𝑊 stands for the 

distance to the vessel centre line (normalized by half of the vessel width 𝑊). It shows that the 
bed becomes flatter and wider for decreasing particle sizes. As discussed in the previous 

paragraph, the coarse gravel particles; due to increased inertia; become more difficult to be 
suspended or to be driven to the sides by the convective flow. 

 

Another finding that can be understood from Figure 6(b) is the effect of the particle shape 
on the bed formation. The fine gravel and alumina particles have an equivalent size range and 

comparable densities but different forms. It is found that for rounded-edged particles (fine 
gravel) the height is much less than for the aluminum bed. It can be explained by the decreasing 
effect of particle-particle and particle-bottom friction. Less friction drives the bed to have a 

smaller angle of repose and to have more particles sliding down the slope.  
 

4.2 Numerical model validation 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of the bed height between the numerical and experimental results 

Figure 7 shows a comparison between the experimental results and the numerical simulat ions 
for the fine and coarse gravel. The model could give a good numerical prediction of the bed 

height (with a mean error of 17.5% for coarse gravel and 27% for fine gravel). The model is 
overestimating the bed height and underestimating its width. It can be explained by the fact that 
this continuum model is only taking into account the particles sliding and cannot simulate the 
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convection flow or the suspension of individual particles. Therefore, the numerical simula t ion 

is in better agreement with the reality for the case of the coarse gravel, which should be owing 
to the absence of these phenomena. Nevertheless, it can still deliver a very good prediction of 
the reality for smaller particles.    

  
From Figure 5 and 6, it could also be pointed, that; unlike in the numerical results; the angle on 

the summit is lower than the base angle. In addition to the explained phenomena, it can also be 
explained by the effect of the collision of the falling particles on the summit.  

5 CONCLUSION 

Studies on the debris bed formation behavior are crucial for the improved evaluation of 
debris bed coolability. To clarify the mechanisms, this work is concerned with experimenta l 

and numerical modeling of debris bed formation. The BeForE facility has been designed and 
built to simulate phenomena of particles deposition and relocation. A series of experiments 

have been conducted in order to study the key parameters of the bed formation and to validate 
the numerical model. It could be evinced, that in addition to the modeled particles sliding the 
smaller particles (<3mm) are subject to the influence of a suspension and convection flow, 

which is influencing the final bed form. The comparison between the numerical and the 
experimental results has shown a very good agreement between them especially for the cases 

where the two last mentioned phenomena are not present. 
In the next step in our experimental research with the existing test facility, it is planned 

to perform a set of tests to simulate the effect of the decay-heat-induced coolant boiling and to 

adapt the developed code to consider this aspect. 
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ABSTRACT 

A steam explosion is an energetic fuel-coolant interaction process, which may occur 
during a severe reactor accident when the molten core comes into contact with the coolant 
water. An important condition for the occurrence of a steam explosion is the initial coarse 
premixing of the melt and the water. In nuclear reactor safety analyses steam explosions are 
primarily considered in the melt jet-water pool configuration, where due to the melt jet 
fragmentation the required premixture is efficiently produced. It was long believed that in the 
stratified melt-water configurations no sufficient premixture is formed which could produce 
strong steam explosions. However, the recently performed experiments in the PULiMS and 
SES (KTH, Sweden) facilities with corium simulant materials revealed that strong steam 
explosions may develop spontaneously also in stratified melt-water configuration. To better 
understand the stratified steam explosion phenomena, especially the characteristics of the 
premixture formation, the SES-S1 test has been performed within the frame of the EU 
SAFEST project. Recent investigations brought up the question whether the apparent 
additional premixture is formed just before the explosion or also during the explosion 
propagation, and one of the external indicators of the way the premixture is formed is the 
explosion duration. 

In the paper, the stratified steam explosion duration is studied by the analysis of 
experimental observations and by computer simulations with the MC3D code in the SES-S1 
experimental conditions. The explosion duration characteristics are analysed firstly by 
varying the available melt mass in the premixed layer. A parametric analysis is performed 
varying some material properties and experimental conditions to see, what influences the 
explosion duration the most, and to answer the question, why such a different explosion 
duration is observed for two similar referential material compositions used in the PULiMS 
and SES tests, WO3/ZrO2 and WO3/Bi2O3. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During a hypothetical severe accident in a pressurized water reactor the molten core 
may be released from the failed reactor vessel into the flooded reactor cavity. The resulting 
fuel-coolant interaction may lead to an energetic steam explosion (SE). The SE occurs when 
due to the melt fine fragmentation feedback mechanisms the heat transfer between the melt 
and the water becomes so rapid that the heat transfer time scale becomes shorter than the 
pressure relief time scale [1]. In nuclear reactor safety analyses SE are primarily considered in 
the melt jet-water pool configuration, where sufficiently deep water pool conditions provide a 
complete jet breakup [2]. In this way a melt-water premixture is efficiently produced, which is 
a necessary condition for the possible occurrence of an energetic SE. 
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The recently performed experiments in the PULiMS and SES (KTH, Sweden) facilities 
with high melting temperature corium simulants have challenged the basic assumptions 
regarding the steam explosion in stratified melt-coolant configuration and its implications to 
plant safety. It was assumed previously that there is no premixing of melt and water in the 
stratified melt configuration. The amount of melt which can participate in the explosion is 
thus limited and a strong explosion cannot develop [3]. The PULiMS and SES experiments 
revealed that strong steam explosions may develop spontaneously also in stratified melt-water 
configuration. In the tests where an explosion occurred, the development of a considerable 
melt-water premixed layer above the spread melt was clearly visible, and efficiencies reached 
as high as those reported in the experiments carried out in the classical melt jet-water pool 
configuration with prototypic corium materials and a strong external trigger. Several 
hypotheses about possible mechanisms responsible for premixing were suggested [3], [4], [5]. 
First simulation analyses showed that despite the premixed layer formation, some melt mass 
might still be mixed just before the explosion or during the explosion propagation, where the 
latter can influence also the explosion duration [6]. On the other hand, the measured explosion 
characteristics may depend also on the specifics of the force measurement approach. To better 
understand the stratified SE phenomena, the SES-S1 test has been performed recently within 
the frame of the EU SAFEST project, based on the proposals by EDF and JSI [7], [8]. The 
improved instrumentation was used to investigate the characteristics of the premixture 
formation and to measure the energetics of the spontaneous SE. An underwater melt release 
configuration was set up to prevent the possible effects of the melt jet impact and the jet 
fragmentation [9]. 

The explosion duration can be an important indicator, from which we may infer the 
velocity and the nature of the explosion propagation. First simulation studies of the stratified 
SE with the PULiMS-E6 experimental conditions and the simulant material WO3/Bi2O3 gave 
approximately an order of magnitude narrower and an order of magnitude higher maximum 
force signal compared to the experimental one at the same explosion strength - in terms of the 
gained total impulse exerted on the bottom plate of the test section [6]. Additionally, another 
parametric analysis showed that the explosion duration can differ considerably for two similar 
referential material compositions used in the PULiMS and SES tests, WO3/ZrO2 and 
WO3/Bi2O3 [10]. The simulations with the simulant material WO3/ZrO2 gave force signals 
with larger duration which is nearer to the experimental results [10], [11]. On the other hand, 
preliminary 2-D simulations of the latest SES-S1 experimental test with WO3/Bi2O3 gave a 
comparable explosion duration as well [9]. The most notable difference between the 
PULiMS-E6 and the SES-S1 test, where the same material was used, is the explosion 
strength, which has been quite lower in SES-S1. The first simulations imply that the explosion 
duration reduces with increasing the explosion strength. Up to now, the latter is not really 
reflected in the experiments, as we will firstly show. However, we can at least investigate 
what influences the explosion duration under the controlled simulation conditions, i.e. with 
predefined premixed layer and with fixed melt superheat or initial melt temperature. Firstly, 
the experimental findings regarding the explosion duration are analysed. After that, the 3-D 
simulations with the MC3D code are performed, [12], [13], varying the available melt mass in 
the premixed layer and investigating some material and experimental conditions’ influence. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

Figure 1 compares the dynamic force sensors’ readings and total impulse for 
PULiMS-E6 and the latest SES-S1 test, where the same material, WO3/Bi2O3, was used in 
rather similar experimental conditions. The explosion in the SES-S1 test occurred a lot earlier 
than in PULiMS-E6, and thus roughly 10 times smaller amount of melt mass was available at 
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the explosion occurrence. The explosion in SES-S1 was roughly 7 times weaker, and 3 times 
lower maximum total force was reached. The explosion duration in terms of the total force 
signal width was 4 ms in SES-S1 and 10 ms in PULiMS-E6, [4], [9]. In general, in 
PULiMS-E6 with larger available melt mass, a stronger explosion occurred and the explosion 
duration was longer. 

Because the 4 dynamic force sensors were placed in the legs of the support frame, the 
force measurement might reflect also the dynamics of the entire support frame, which could 
result in the increase of the duration of the force signal and the decrease of the peak force. In 
the SES-S1 test, 4 dynamic pressure sensors were added at each corner inside the test section 
also to address this question. The measured pressure pulse inside the test section was at least 
as long as the recorded explosion by the force sensors, implying that the force sensors give a 
credible measurement of the explosion duration [9]. 

 
Figure 1: Force signal from 4 dynamic sensors: SES-S1 (left) [9] and PULiMS-E6 (right) [4]. 

The explosive PULiMS/SES tests’ results together with some relevant experimental 
conditions are summarized in Table 1 [5], [9]. For the available melt mass in SES-S1 the 
average of the estimated boundaries is given [9]. Additionally, the ratio of the reached 
explosion impulse to maximum force is added, which can represent an alternative indicator of 
the explosion duration next to the measured force signal duration. In the PULiMS-E3 and E5 
tests the force was not measured yet, therefore the impulse was estimated from the bottom 
plate deformation [4]. But the explosion duration could not be estimated for these two tests. 

The comprehensive graphical representation of the results in Table 1 is shown in Figure 
2. The explosion duration and explosion strength as a function of the estimated available melt 
mass in the water and the estimated available thermal energy are depicted for four chosen 
tests: two with material WO3/Bi2O3, i.e. P-E6 and SES-S1 (blue, Bi), and two with material 
WO3/ZrO2, i.e. SES-E1 and SES-E2 (orange, Zr). The points for each material composition 
are connected to see the direction of the change more easily. The impulse to force ratio (I/F) is 
depicted with the full line and the force signal duration estimation with the dashed line (upper 
diagrams). The explosion strength in terms of the gained impulse is shown in the bottom 
diagrams. The material properties (melting temperature, specific and latent heat) are 
summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 1: Explosive PULiMS/SES test conditions and main results (strength, duration) [5], [9]. 
 Units PULiMS SES E SES S 
Experiment  P-E3 P-E5 P-E6 SES-E1 SES-E2 SES-S1 
Material composition  WO3/Bi2O3 WO3/ZrO2 WO3/Bi2O3 WO3/ZrO2 WO3/ZrO2 WO3/Bi2O3 
Initial melt temperature K 1349 1804 1322 1675 1679 1303 
Superheat K 206 300 179 171 175 160 
Subcooling K 25 28 25 30 14 25 
Melt mass at explosion time kg 72 15 19 7.5 12 1.25* 
Thermal energy MJ 38 17.5 9.8 8.2 13.1 0.64 
Explosion strength – Impulse Ns 4550 1650 3050 1000 725 422 
Peak force kN - - 546 710 170 175 
Duration (signal) ms - - 10 3 10 4 
Duration (Impulse/Peak force) ms - - 5.6 1.4 4.3 2.4 

* average of the estimated boundaries 
 

 
Figure 2: Explosion duration (upper diagrams) and explosion strength in terms of impulse 
(bottom diagrams) as a function of the melt mass (left) and available thermal energy (right). 

Table 2: Material composition and properties [4], [5]. 

Material  WO3/Bi2O3 WO3/ZrO2 
Material composition  57.4% / 42.6% 84.3% / 15.7%  
Melting temperature K 1143 1504 
Density kg/m3 7811 6866 
Specific heat J/kgK 380 591 
Latent heat kJ/kg 155 322 
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The material properties in Table 2 are based more or less on estimations [4], [5]. 
Therefore, in Figure 2, besides the available melt mass in the tests, especially the calculated 
available energy for each test can be quite uncertain. However, some horizontal variations of 
the points in the diagrams cannot really affect the general findings. It may be observed that 
the explosion duration and the explosion strength are increased with increasing the available 
melt mass and the corresponding thermal energy for material compositions ‘Bi’ and ‘Zr’ 
respectively. A discrepancy is observed for the SES-E2 test with higher melt mass and lower 
explosion strength than SES-E1. This is probably due to the lower subcooling than in other 
tests (Table 1), as it was shown in [5]. The strength of the PULiMS-E5 test is added in the 
bottom left diagram to show that in general the increasing trend may be expected also for the 
material with ‘Zr’ with similar subcooling. However, the PULiMS-E5 test was performed 
with quite higher superheat compared to other tests, which could have contributed to the 
higher explosion strength. Thus, suggesting that the same increasing trend for the explosion 
strength applies also for the ‘Zr’ material is more like intuitive than confirmed with certainty 
from the available experimental results. 

3 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS 

The SES test section is an open stainless steel rectangular tank, 0.8 m deep, with 1x1 m2 
square bottom area and with the impact plate supported by a separate reinforced construction 
standing on 4 dynamic force sensors. The SES facility was set up to study specifically the 
stratified SE and it succeeded a bit larger PULiMS test section (2x1x0.8 m). The melt is 
delivered into the funnel by tilting the induction furnace and usually released 0.2 m above the 
water level into the 0.2 m deep water pool. In the SES-S1 test, the melt was released under the 
water through the additional release tube, 3 cm above the spreading plate, into a 0.25 m deep 
water pool, Figure 3 [5], [9]. 

The simulations were performed with the MC3D v3.8 computer code, which is being 
developed by IRSN, France [12], [13], in the SES geometry (Figure 3) and SES-S1 
experimental conditions with material WO3/Bi2O3 (Table 1 and Table 2). The explosion phase 
calculations were performed in the 3-D Cartesian coordinate system. To reduce the time costs 
of the explosion calculation, only half of the square test section was considered with the 
applied symmetric boundary condition. Currently no method exists for the prediction of the 
premixed layer formation in stratified melt-coolant configuration. Thus only the explosion 
phase was simulated with the prescribed premixed layer conditions at explosion triggering. 
The 26 cm diameter of the premixed layer was defined based on the reconstruction of the 
spread melt area from the thermocouples’ temperature readings [9], [14]. A 5 cm layer height 
was chosen and a homogenous mixture with 0.1 volume fraction of void (vapour) was defined 
[6], [10]. The percentage of the melt droplets was varied and the rest was water. In the 
simulation, the explosion was initiated by a pressurized trigger capsule with 2 MPa. In 
general, the default MC3D calculation models and parameters were chosen [13]. The size of 
the prescribed droplets (Sauter diameter) in the premixed layer is 10 mm [5], [6]. 
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Figure 3: Schematics of the SES facility (left) and the applied MC3D calculation mesh (right). 

3.1 Influence of the Available Melt Mass 

Firstly, the influence of the melt mass present in the premixed layer was examined. 
Figure 4 shows the explosion strength dependency on the melt droplets volume fraction. The 
melt mass was varied in terms of the melt volume fraction, starting with 0.005 and 0.01 and 
then increasing by 0.01 up to 0.3, which is a reasonably limit, because a larger melt mass is 
unrealistic and may have already a hindering effect on the explosion strength [6]. An 
increasing trend of the maximum force and total impulse on the impact plate may be observed 
in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Maximum force and total impulse on bottom plate dependent on melt fraction. 

Figure 5 shows the simulations’ force response development (left diagram) and the 
explosion duration analysis (right diagram). In the force response diagram, where the melt 
fraction was varied from 0.005 to 0.3, the arising of the smaller secondary peak may be 
observed for larger melt fractions, which corresponds to the coherent pressure reflection at the 
walls. The full line (I/F) in the duration diagram connects the points that represent the ratio of 
maximum force and total impulse for each simulation (Figure 4), whereas the dashed line (dt) 
connects the force signals’ durations measured as the time between the moments when the 
signal exceeds or decreases under 10% of the reached maximum. An interesting evolution of 
the explosion duration dependent on the melt fraction may be observed. The duration is 
decreasing fast for the lower melt fractions up to approximately 0.15. After that it starts 
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slightly increasing, which is more in accordance with the observed trend in the experiments 
(Figure 2). The first point (0.005 melt fraction) deviates from the general trend because the 
explosion in this simulation was not fully developed due to not enough available melt mass. 

 
Figure 5: Force signals (left) and explosion duration dependence on melt fraction (right). 

Comparing the experimental data in the upper diagrams in Figure 2 to the simulation 
analysis in Figure 5, we can see that in general the explosion duration is 1.5 to 10 times 
shorter in the simulations. However, with reducing the melt mass, the explosion duration is 
decreasing in the experiments and increasing in the simulations. For low melt masses thus 
they may have a comparable duration. For example, the simulation with 0.01 melt volume 
fraction gives 247 kN maximum force and 361 Ns impulse, which is the nearest to the 422 Ns 
impulse in the SES-S1 test. The explosion duration in terms of the ratio I/F is 1.5 ms in the 
simulation and 2.4 ms in the experiment (Table 1). Probably the low melt fraction in the 
simulated homogenous premixed layer represents a better approximation of the experimental 
premixed layer conditions. At higher melt fractions, the discrepancy between the simplified 
modelling and the experimental effects (non-homogenous premixture, possible additional 
melt mixing during the explosion) becomes more noticeable. For stronger stratified SE, new 
models of the premixture formation in stratified conditions are needed next to the better 
understanding of the premixing processes. 

3.2 Parametric Analysis and Material Comparison 

In Figure 6 the influence of some key experimental conditions (upper diagrams) and 
material properties (lower diagrams) is analysed. The same reference simulation as before is 
taken, i.e. SES-S1 experimental conditions and WO3/Bi2O3 material, at two melt volume 
fraction values, 0.02 and 0.25, chosen on the explosion strength basis – the first one gives a 
similar explosion strength as observed in the SES-S1 test and the second one as in the 
PULiMS-E6 test. All other parameters are kept fixed when varying an individual parameter in 
a reasonable range. The results are quite intuitive. In the upper diagrams, we can see that the 
melt superheat and higher water pool increase the explosion duration, whereas the water 
subcooling decreases it. In the bottom diagrams, the material density, specific heat and the 
latent heat increase the explosion duration. Note only that by varying the density also the melt 
mass and energy vary. Based on these calculated influences, we can already have an idea how 
the parameters in Table 2 will influence the explosion duration for the two material 
compositions. 
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Figure 6: Parametric analysis for some experimental conditions (melt superheat, water 
subcooling, water pool height) and material properties (density, specific and latent heat) for 
different melt volume fractions (0.02 and 0.25). 

Figure 7 shows the simulation comparison of the explosion duration (I/F) for the two 
material compositions, WO3/Bi2O3 (blue, Bi) and WO3/ZrO2 (orange, Zr) at the same initial 
melt temperature 1664 K, setting the superheat for WO3/ZrO2 at 160 K as it was in the 
SES-S1 test. Only the material properties from Table 2 differ for the two material simulation 
series. Left diagram shows the performed simulations for few values of the melt volume 
fraction. In the right diagram the same results are plotted for the corresponding melt mass in 
the premixed layer, where 0.3 melt volume fraction corresponds to 6.5 kg of melt mass for 
‘Bi’ and 5.7 kg for ‘Zr’. Due to the same initial temperature and differences in the melting 
temperatures (Table 2), the melt superheat is significantly higher in the simulations with the 
‘Bi’ material (521 K) than with the ‘Zr’ material (160 K). However, we can see, that the 
explosion duration is approximately 1.5 times longer for the ’Zr’ material over all melt 
fraction range. By comparing the parametric analysis results in Figure 6 and the differences in 
the material properties in Table 2, we can see that the influence of the calorific properties 
(specific and latent heat) has an important effect on the overall explosion duration. The 
material WO3/ZrO2 has a 1.5 times higher specific heat and a 2 times higher latent heat than 
WO3/Bi2O3. It seems that the effect of the different melting temperature and the effect of the 
minor change in the density are less significant. 

 
Figure 7: Explosion duration for ‘Bi’ and ‘Zr’ material at same initial temperature. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The observed longer explosion duration in the experiments than in the simulations were 
attributed to more different factors. First is the possibility of the additional melt mixing during 
the explosion, which is not considered in the simulations. Unfortunately it was not possible to 
address this phenomenon in the SES-S1 test due to the very early occurrence of the explosion, 
the intense initial production of aerosols and the failure of the fast video recordings. Secondly, 
added pressure sensors in SES-S1 test recorded a pressure pulse that was at least as long as 
the measured explosion duration by force sensors. This implies that the explosion duration 
measurement by force sensors in the experiment is correct and without much influence of the 
entire support frame, what excludes the force measurement specifics as a factor that 
contributes to a longer explosion duration. Additionally, as opposed to our simulations, in the 
experiments the premixture formed is non-homogenous in general, which could influence the 
explosion duration. 

It was shown on the case of the SES-S1 test, that at smaller melt fractions the 3-D 
simulations give the smallest discrepancy of the explosion duration. It seems that for low melt 
fractions the assumed idealized homogenous premixed layer in the simulations represents a 
good enough approximation of the experimental premixed layer conditions. For higher melt 
fractions and stronger stratified SE, new models of the premixture formation in stratified 
conditions are needed together with the better understanding of the premixing processes. 

The performed parametric analysis for the material compositions used in PULiMS and 
SES tests showed that the specific heat and latent heat have the most important influence on 
the explosion characteristics. At the same initial melt temperature the effect of the material 
melting temperature is much less significant. The material WO3/ZrO2 with larger specific and 
latent heat gives higher explosion strength and longer explosion duration than WO3/Bi2O3. 
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ABSTRACT 

The accident in Fukushima pointed out the importance of severe accidents simulations. 
In the future experiments have to be conducted and simulation tools have to be developed, in 
order to better understand the phenomena during a severe accident and to make better 
predictions about the evaluation of severe accidents. The module ATHLET-CD (Analysis of 
THermal-hydraulics of LEaks and Transients with Core Degradation), which is part of the 
system code AC2 (ATHLET, ATHLET-CD, COCOSYS) is designed to describe the reactor 
coolant system thermal-hydraulic response during severe accidents, including core damage 
progression as well as fission product and aerosol behaviour, to calculate the source term for 
containment analyses, and to evaluate accident management measures. The ATHLET-CD 
structure is highly modular in order to include a manifold spectrum of models and to offer an 
optimum basis for further development. Currently, the program divides the core into 
concentric rings, similar to other severe accident codes. This approach works very well if the 
accident phenomena are symmetric. But with this approach it is impossible to simulate local 
effects in the core like asymmetric power distribution or local cooling shortages, which could 
have a strong impact on the evaluation of the severe accident. In order to be able to simulate 
these local effects the core nodaliziation has to be changed. The change in the core 
nodalization also means a departure from the cylindrically symmetric configuration, which 
makes the radiative heat transfer calculations complex. A new model was developed for the 
radiative heat transfer calculations. This basically means the determination of view factors, 
three-dimensionally and taking shadowing effects into account. This new model was 
implemented in ATHLET-CD. To demonstrate the huge impact of the new nodalization and 
the new radiation model a hypothetical severe accident scenario with strong local 
characteristics was simulated and analysed.  

INTRODUCTION 

The nuclear accident in Fukushima showed the world that despite of the high level of 
safety in nuclear power plants, severe accidents can occur. In order to be able to mitigate the 
consequences of a severe accident and to reduce the probability of nuclear accidents it is 
necessary to understand the accident phenomena. Computer codes which are capable of 
simulating a severe accident have been existed for many decades, but their development is 
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still an ongoing process. However, none of the relevant code systems [1] is able to correctly 
simulate strongly asymmetrical accidents, because they all divide the core into concentric 
rings, like shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1, Nodalization of the core 

This has the consequence, that any local effect, which occurs inside a ring, is averaged 
for the whole ring. This can influence the accident evolution massively. 

 
The aim of this paper is to introduce a method, already implemented into the developer 

version of AC2 that is capable of simulating nuclear accidents with strongly asymmetrical 
characteristics. The method is going to be explained using a hypothetical scenario used for 
verification calculations.  

1 THE CODE SYSTEM AC2 

The code system AC2 [2] is developed by GRS and consists of three main modules: 
ATHLET, ATHLET-CD and COCOSYS. 

ATHLET is a thermal-hydraulic system code (Analysis of THermal-hydraulics of LEaks and 
Transients) and can be used for the analyses of the whole spectrum of leaks and transients in 
PWRs and BWRs. The code is applicable for western reactor designs as well as for Russian 
VVER and RBMK reactors. ATHLET is composed of several basic submodules for the 
simulation of the different phenomena involved in the operation of a light water reactor: 

 thermo-fluiddynamics (TFD) 
 heat transfer and heat conduction (HECU) 
 neutron kinetics (NEUKIN) 
 and control and balance-of-plant (GCSM) 

The input dataset of ATHLET provides the basis for the ATHLET-CD input. 

The ATHLET-CD (ATHLET with Core Degradation) module is an extension of 
ATHLET and contains additional models for core degradation, late phase phenomena and 
source term calculations. ATHLET-CD is able to simulate the formation and movement of 
metallic and ceramic melts in the core and the thermal behavior of particle beds and molten 
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pools. Furthermore, the release of fission products as well as their transport and deposition in 
the primary circuit can be simulated, which provides the input for the containment 
calculations in the module COCOSYS. 

The COCOSYS module contains mechanistic models for the comprehensive simulation 
of all crucial processes and conditions during accidents in containments of light water 
reactors. COCOSYS is not limited to relevant severe accident phenomena, but will also be 
able to demonstrate the interactions between these phenomena as well as the overall behavior 
of the containment. 

Full plant simulations can be performed by coupling ATHLET/ATHLET-CD with 
COCOSYS. 

2 METHOD FOR ASYMMETRICAL SEVERE ACCIDENT SIMULATION 

In the following we assume a scenario1 with a local hot zone in the core, like shown in 
Figure 2a, indicated with red squares. This paper is not going to analyze the reason for this 
asymmetrical condition or the probability of such an event. It is only an example to explain 
the method.  

The relevant code systems which are capable of simulating an accident with core 
degradation divide the core radially into concentric rings and axially into many levels (Figure 
2b). A ring consists of many (user defined) fuel pins that behave identically in a ring, at each 
level. Fluid is flowing around the fuel pins and there is energy and mass transfer between 
each axial node and radial ring. Using the ring nodalization the user loses the asymmetrical 
characteristics of this scenario. Due to the nodalization the effect of the local hot zone is 
automatically distributed evenly in the whole ring, which influences the average power in the 
whole 2. ring, like depicted in the Figure 2c. 

This commonly used modeling practice can massively influence the further evolution of 
the scenario: 

 the resulting average power is sufficiently high to melt the whole ring 

 the resulting average power is not sufficiently high to melt the whole ring. 

                                                 
1 Examples for such a scenario could be:  
- control rod ejection 
- asymmetrical top core reflooding from a hot leg 
- main coolant pump failure 
- asymmetrical power distribution, especially at the beginning of cycle 
- symmetrical accident with very little asymmetrical behavior, positive feedback from cladding oxidation 
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Figure 2, Asymmetrical accident scenario using ring nodalization 

 
In order to be able to take local effects into account the commonly used ring 

nodalization has to be changed. Using a nodalization like shown in Figure 3Figure 2a can 
make it possible to simulate local effects. The amount of azimuthal divisions of a ring is a 
user input value (in the presented example it is six). This change in the nodalization can 
influence the validity of the existing models already implemented in AC2: 

 Heat conduction and convective heat transfer, decay power, oxidation, fission 
product release and axial melt relocation are calculated for one single fuel pin. 
The calculation of these quantities are not directly influenced by the new 
nodalization. 

 Fluid channels can be defined flexibly by the user, the new nodalization has no 
direct effect. 

 The radial transport of molten material is influenced by the new nodalization 
and, thus, the model has to be adjusted. 
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 Thermal radiation is massively influenced by the new nodalization, a new model 
has to be developed.  

 

Figure 3, New nodalization to take local effects into account 

 
The calculation of heat transfer via thermal radiation is much more complex with the 

new nodalization than with a ring nodalization. There are several factors that only occur in the 
new nodalization scheme: 

 Identification difficulties of sides that see each other 
o In a ring-type nodalization there is only radiation outward and inward 

 Determination of view factors for heat transfer calculations 
o Analytical solutions are no longer valid for the new nodalization 

 Shadowing effects due to asymmetrical meltdown 
o No shadowing effects are considered in a ring-type nodalization. 

 
The radiative heat transfer is calculated for each surface horizontally, axially and 

diagonally. The net radiation power is added to the energy balance of each node, at every 
timestep. In order to be able to calculate the radiative heat transfer the view factors from each 
side have to be determined by solving numerically the following equation (depicted in Figure 
4): 

 

VF
1

π ∗ A
∗

cos θ ∗ cos θ ∗ block
S

∗ dA ∗ dA 	 1 	 

Where: 
 AX is the side area [m2], 
 dAi,dAj is the area of the subsurface [m2], 
 ΘX, ΘY are the angles of the line connecting the two subsurfaces to the normal 

vector of the surface  [°], 
 S is the distance of the two subsurfaces [m], 
 N is the number of subsurfaces  [-], 
 block is the blockage indicator; its value is 1 or 0 [-], 
 VFX-Y is the view factor from surface X to surface Y [-]. 
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Figure 4, Calculation of view factor considering shadowing effects 

 
View factor is a purely geometrical quantity, and it is the proportion of the radiation 

which leaves surface X that strikes surface Y. The two sides, that take part in the radiation, 
are divided into small subsurfaces and the sub-view factors are calculated for each possible 
combination of them. The sum of these sub-view factors is the view factor between the two 
sides. The calculation of view factors is more accurate if the subsurfaces are smaller, but the 
calculation speed drops rapidly if there are many subdivisions. The curved surfaces (Figure 
3a) need many subdivisions to be able to solve equation (1) accurately. In order to avoid very 
large calculation times the core is divided into flat surfaces, like shown in Figure 3b. The 
assumption that there is only radiation between the surfaces of nodes is valid as long as there 
are enough fuel pins in a node to block the thermal radiation rays completely. If there are not 
enough fuel pins in a node, a part of the radiation can pass through the node, which is not 
considered in the presented model. In that case the user gets a warning. 

During the view factor calculation it is always checked, whether the line between two 
subsurfaces hits a third surface. If this happens that means that the radiation between the two 
original surfaces is blocked by a third surface. In that case the "block" factor in equation 1 is 
set to zero. A check is performed after the view factor calculations from one surface into 
every direction are finished. The sum of all the view factors from one surface has to be 1. If 
there is a greater deviation from 1 than 10%, the user gets a warning message. 

3 VERIFICATION EXAMPLE 

The aim of the following example was to test the new nodalization and the new 
radiation model already implemented in the AC2. In order to do so, a model was made, where 
only one node at a given height was heated until it melted. After the node relocated 
downwards all the heating was shut down to let the system cool down. After equilibrium 
another node was heated until meltdown. The test case scenario is depicted in Figure 5 and 
Figure 6. In these figures the top and side views of the reactor core are visible, the circles 
(Figure 5) and the rods (Figure 6) are the representative fuel rods in each node, their colour 
indicates their temperature and the node marked by "H" is the heated node. 
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Figure 5, Top view of test example 

 
At the beginning of the calculation all the nodes are intact and there is only radiation 

between neighbouring nodes, purely horizontally. It is very well visible that in Figure 5b the 
heated node radiates its energy to the neighbouring nodes, which than also start to radiate 
their energy away. When the node melts (Figure 5c) the view factor calculations are 
performed and from now on the sides around the molten node use for the radiative heat 
transfer calculations the newly determined view factors until another node is molten. There is 
radiation to all the free sides horizontally, diagonally and purely axially. In Figure 5d a new 
node is heated, which partly radiates its energy to the intact close neighbours and partly to the 
free sides that became visible due to the meltdown of one of the neighbouring nodes. The 
system then was cooled down again, after the heated node melted. After the meltdown a new 
view factor calculation was performed for all the free sides. 

Lastly, a node below the previously presented elevation is heated, like shown in Figure 
6. That node radiates upward through the cavity above it axially, diagonally and it also 
radiates to the neighbouring intact nodes. The nodes that receive the radiated heat get also 
hotter and radiate the energy further away. However, they cannot radiate in a greater angle 
than 180° or through a blockage, like shown in Figure 6. 

During the test calculations the sum of view factors for all sides was ~1 and the sum of 
the radiated energy in the system was zero. The heat transferred by radiation was calculated in 
every timestep, only the view factors were adjusted if there was a meltdown. The resulting 
temperatures and their evolution came up to the expectations. The sides that had to take part 
in the radiative heat transfer processes were identified correctly.  
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Figure 6, Side and top view at the end of the test example 

 

4 SUMMARY AND FURTHER WORK 

A new nodalization for the core region was implemented as an option into the developer 
version of the code system AC2 in order to be able to simulate core degradation accidents with 
strongly asymmetrical characteristics. This made some of the old models obsolete, so a new 
thermal radiation model was developed and presented with the help of an example in this 
paper.  

The presented example was very useful to verify and to explain the model, however, 
validation calculations also have to be performed in the future. After the method has been 
validated, asymmetrical but realistic accident scenarios will be analyzed.  
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ABSTRACT 

Twenty-nine experiments on hydrogen combustion in hydrogen-air and hydrogen-
steam-air atmospheres, which were performed in the THAI experimental facility in Germany, 
were simulated with the lumped-parameter code ASTEC. A general overview of the 
simulation results is presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The issue of hydrogen combustion during a severe accident in a nuclear power plant 
(NPP) came to prominence after the accident at the Three Mile Island (USA) NPP in 1979, 
and has received new attention since the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi (Japan) NPP in 
2011 [1]. The Fukushima accident also highlighted that both in-depth understanding of severe 
accident sequences and development or improvement of adequate severe accident 
management measures are essential in order to further increase the safety of NPPs operated in 
Europe. The CESAM (Code for European Severe Accident Management) was a research and 
development project within the 7th Framework Programme of the European Commission, and 
lasted from 2013 to 2017. The specific purpose of the project was the improvement and 
further development of the European reference code ASTEC towards use in severe accident 
management analyses for NPPs. The ASTEC code was jointly developed by Institut de 
Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN, France) and by Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und 
Reaktosicherheit (Germany) [2]. 

Within assessment of the hydrogen combustion modelling in the ASTEC code, 29 
(twenty-nine) experiments on hydrogen combustion (deflagration), which were performed in 
the THAI experimental facility [3], located at Becker Technologies GmbH in Eschborn 
(Germany), were simulated at the Jozef Stefan Institute (JSI) [4]. The version of the ASTEC 
code used were different sub-versions of the version v2.1. The ASTEC code has already been 
used earlier at JSI for simulation of hydrogen combustion [5] in another facility. 

In the present paper, an overview of the calculated results, compared with experimental 
data (pressure and temperature), and general conclusions of the code validation  are presented. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY GEOMETRY AND DIMENSIONS 

As prepared for hydrogen combustion experiments, the THAI experimental facility is 
basically a single-volume cylindrical vessel, with a volume of 60 m3, an internal height of 9.2 
m, and an internal diameter of the main part of 3.2 m (Figure 1). The vessel is insulated on the 
outside. The temperature of the walls is not controlled. The vessel is equipped with a fan to 
enable the mixing of the atmosphere prior to the experiment, if necessary. For combustion 
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experiments, internal structures that are present for other experiments (for instance, on 
atmosphere stratification) are removed. The flame propagation is inferred from temperature 
measurements with thermo-couples. The combustible mixture may be ignited either at the 
bottom or near the top of the facility. Additional details about the THAI facility may be found 
in relevant reports [3,6]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of interior of THAI vessel  
(ignition at vessel bottom). 

Figure 2: Nodalisations of THAI input model for 
ASTEC code. 

3 SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS 

In the performed experiments, the following characteristics of the experimental 
conditions were varied: 
— atmosphere composition (air-hydrogen or air-steam-hydrogen), 
— ignition location (upward or downward flame propagation), 
— atmosphere structure (homogeneous or stratified atmosphere – both in the sense of 

composition and temperature). 
The initial conditions of all simulated experiments are presented in Tables 1 to 6. Additional 
details about the experiments may be found in the relevant report [3]. 

It should be pointed out, that the experiment HD-22 was also used for the OECD 
International Standard Problem No. 49 on hydrogen deflagration [6], and that it was already 
simulated by IJS [7], albeit with a different set of adjustable parameters.  
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Table 1. Experiments with upward flame propagation 
in homogeneous air-hydrogen atmosphere. 

Experiment H2 conc. 
(vol.%) 

Init. 
press. 
(bar) 

Init. 
temp. 
(ºC) 

HD-4 6 1.0 25 

HD-5 7.5 1.14 25 

HD-1R 6 1.5 25 

HD-6 7 1.5 25 

HD-2R 8 1.5 25 

HD-12 8 1.5 25 

HD-3 9 1.5 25 

HD-7 10 1.5 25 

HD-20 6 1.5 140 

HD-17 10 1.5 140 
 

Table 2. Experiments with downward flame 
propagation in homogen. air-hydrogen atmosphere. 

Experiment H2 conc. 
(vol.%) 

Init. 
press. 
(bar) 

Init. 
temp. 
(ºC) 

HD-13 Ign. limit 1.5 25 

HD-14 Ign. limit 1.5 25 

HD-11 9 1.5 25 

HD-8 10 1.5 25 

HD-9 11 1.5 25 

HD-10 12 1.5 25 

HD-21 9 1.5 140 

HD-18 10 1.5 140 

HD-19 12 1.5 140 
 

Table 3. Experiments with upward flame propagation in homogeneous air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere. 

Experiment H2 concentration 
 (vol.%) 

Steam concent.  
(vol.%) 

Initial pressure  
(bar) 

Initial temperature 
(ºC) 

HD-15 10 0 (for comparison) 1.5 90 

HD-22 10 25 1.5 90 

HD-24 10 47 1.5 90 
 

Table 4. Experiments with downward flame propagation in homogeneous air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere. 

Experiment H2 concentration 
 (vol.%) 

Steam concent.  
(vol.%) 

Initial pressure  
(bar) 

Initial temperature 
(ºC) 

HD-16 12 0 (for comparison) 1.5 90 

HD-23 12 25 1.5 90 
 

Table 5. Experiments with upward flame propagation in stratified air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere. 

Experiment H2 conc. 
top 

 (vol.%) 

H2 conc. 
bottom 
(vol.%) 

Steam 
conc. top 
(vol.%) 

Steam 
conc. 

bottom 
(vol.%) 

Initial 
pressure 

(bar) 

Initial 
temper. 

top 
(ºC) 

Initial 
temper. 
bottom 

(ºC) 

HD-26 10 10 47 3 1.5 90 30 

HD-27 12 6 47 3 1.5 90 30 

HD-28 6 12 47 3 1.5 90 30 
 

Table 6. Experiments with downward flame propagation in stratified air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere. 

Experiment H2 conc. 
top 

 vol.%) 

H2 conc. 
bottom 
(vol.%) 

Steam 
conc. top 
(vol.%) 

Steam 
conc. 

bottom 
(vol.%) 

Initial 
pressure 

(bar) 

Initial 
temper. 

top 
(ºC) 

Initial 
temper. 
bottom 

(ºC) 
HD-25 12 10 47 3 1.5 90 30 

HD-29 12 6 47 3 1.5 90 30 
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4 INPUT MODEL FOR THE ASTEC CODE 

4.1 Nodalisations 

When large volumes are modelled with lumped-parameter codes, they are subdivided 
into smaller control volumes (or “cells”, or “zones”). In the remaining part of the paper, the 
term “cell” will be used. The subdivision of a large volume into smaller cells is called 
“nodalisation”. The cells are connected with junctions, with a cross-section equal to the area 
of the common surface of the cells. As the junction models in lumped-parameter codes were 
developed with actual conduits in mind (considering, in particular, the friction losses in the 
conduits), some adjustable parameters when modelling these “fictional” junctions have to be 
prescribed values that are outside the foreseen range. Also, the prescribed length of such 
junctions is a fictional value as well, as the actual length is zero. 

Initially, three different models of the THAI vessel were developed for the simulation of 
combustion experiments with different numbers of cells. However, at the end, a 16-cells 
model, with 9 vertical levels, and a maximum of 2 cells in the radial direction was retained 
(Figure 2). The length of all junctions was set to 0.1 m. The values of all flow loss 
coefficients were set to 1.0. 

4.2 Heat structures 

The vessel walls were modelled as heat slabs of steel with a thickness of 0.0185 m. On 
the outer side of the vessel, the steel is covered by 0.120 m of rock wool, which is in turn 
covered by 0.002 m of aluminium. 

4.3 Combustion modelling and adjustable parameters 

The FRONT model, implemented in the ASTEC code, was used [8,9]. The model 
allows a linear and an exponential combustion model [10]. Both models were used to check, 
whether the use of a different option in the combustion model may cause significantly 
different results. 

Concerning adjustable parameters, an extensive parametric analysis has already been 
performed [10]. For the sake of consistency of the validation of the ASTEC code, and with 
the purpose of converging towards a unique set of values, it was decided to use the values 
proposed in that report. Additional details concerning the model parameters may be found in 
the relevant report of the CESAM project [4]. 

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the following sections, illustrative results are shown. More results are presented in 
the relevant report of the CESAM project [4]. 

5.1 Combustion with upward flame propagation 

As illustrative examples, Figures 3 to 10 show experimental and simulated pressures 
and temperatures for experiments with upward flame propagation in: 
— homogeneous air-hydrogen atmosphere with lower hydrogen concentration (test HD-5), 
— homogeneous air-hydrogen atmosphere with higher hydrogen concentration (test HD-2R), 
— homogeneous air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere (test HD-22), 
— stratified air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere (test HD-27). 
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Figure 3: Experimental and calculated pressures 
in test HD-5. 

Figure 4: Experimental and calculated 
temperatures in test HD-5. 

Figure 5: Experimental and calculated pressures 
in test HD-2R. 

 
Figure 6: Experimental and calculated 

temperatures in test HD-2R. 

Figure 7: Experimental and calculated pressures 
in test HD-22. 

Figure 8: Experimental and calculated 
temperatures in test HD-22. 

Figure 9: Experimental and calculated pressures 
in test HD-27. 

Figure 10: Experimental and calculated 
temperatures in test HD-27. 
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One may observe, that the calculated maximum pressure agrees well with experimental 
data in the case of homogeneous air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere. Otherwise, it is too high, 
especially in the case of stratified atmosphere. In all cases, the simulated pressure decreases 
much slower than in the experiment. Concerning the temperatures, the calculated values are 
much higher than experimental values, with differences from 100 ºC up to some 300 ºC. The 
reasons for these large discrepancies have not been found yet. 

5.2 Combustion with downward flame propagation 

As illustrative examples, Figures 11 to 18 show experimental and simulated pressure 
and temperatures for experiments with downward flame propagation in: 
— homogeneous air-hydrogen atmosphere with lower hydrogen concentration (test HD-21), 
— homogeneous air-hydrogen atmosphere with higher hydrogen concentration (test HD-9),  
— homogeneous air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere (test HD-23)  
— stratified air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere (test HD-25). 
 

Figure 11: Experimental and calculated pressures 
in test HD-21. 

Figure 12: Experimental and calculated 
temperatures in test HD-21. 

Figure 13: Experimental and calculated pressures 
in test HD-9. 

Figure 14: Experimental and calculated 
temperatures in test HD-9. 

One may observe, that the calculated maximum pressure agrees well with experimental 
data in the case of homogeneous atmosphere with high hydrogen concentration. Otherwise, it 
is too high, especially in the case of homogeneous atmosphere with lower hydrogen 
concentration. However, again in all cases, the simulated pressure decreases much slower than 
in the experiment. Concerning the temperatures, the calculated values are again much higher 
than experimental data, with differences from 200 ºC up to some 350 ºC. Again, the reasons 
for these large discrepancies have not been found yet. 
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Figure 15: Experimental and calculated pressures 
in test HD-23. 

Figure 16: Experimental and calculated 
temperatures in test HD-23. 

Figure 17: Experimental and calculated pressures 
in test HD-25. 

Figure 18: Experimental and calculated 
temperatures in test HD-25. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions of the validation of the ASTEC code for modelling of hydrogen 
combustion using experiments performed in the THAI experimental facility are the following. 

In simulations of experiments with upward flame propagation, the calculated pressure 
was in general somewhat higher than the measured values. A good agreement was obtained 
for simulated combustion in air-steam-hydrogen atmosphere. The comparison of measured 
and calculated temperatures at representative locations in the vessel indicates that the 
calculated temperature was in general much too high. 

In simulations of experiments with downward flame propagation, the calculated 
pressure was also, in general, somewhat higher than the measured values. A good agreement 
was obtained for simulated combustion in air-hydrogen atmosphere at higher hydrogen 
concentration. As in experiments with upward flame propagation, the comparison of 
measured and calculated temperatures at representative locations in the vessel indicates, that 
the calculated temperature was in general much too high. 

The composition of the atmosphere (air-hydrogen or air-steam-hydrogen) did not 
noticeably affect the agreement between experimental and simulation results. 
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ABSTRACT 

MELCOR is a fast and versatile computational tool which allows carrying out several 
applications mainly related to severe accident management. As a result of the Fukushima Dai-
ichi nuclear accident, the nuclear industry began an introspective task of questioning its safety 
via the performance of stress tests. The resulting consequence from these evaluations was the 
implantation of portable equipment for accident management (available from the plant itself 
and from outside locations) and the development of flexible coping strategies in which the 
already mentioned equipment will be employed; as well as the modification of severe 
accident management guidelines and procedures. The main purpose of this work is the 
assessment, by means of the MELCOR 2.1 code, of these new and updated severe accident 
management strategies in the context of a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) sequence. The 
accident management strategy to be analysed is in-vessel injection. This analysis allows for 
the evaluation of its impact over the accident progression. The study takes into consideration 
portable equipment of various characteristics, and a range of actuation times for which the 
accident sequence is evaluated. Results enable a review of these newly updated severe 
accident management actions and allow for the analyst to note and highlight every advantage 
and possible drawback derived from them. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

MELCOR is a fast computational tool developed by Sandia National Laboratories under 
the supervision of the USNRC [1,2]. At the same time, this code is versatile enough to be 
suitable for a range of applications that goes from Severe Accident Management (SAM) [3], 
to sequence analysis for level 1 PSA success criteria verification and to Dynamic Event Trees 
(DET) simulations. To that aim, existing models from UPM have been upgraded and 
improved, making them available to all the already mentioned applications and in this 
particular case to the analysis of specific SAM actions for in-vessel cooling. 
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2 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The plant model was originally developed for MELCOR 1.8.3 by the ETSII-UPM 
Nuclear Department during the Reactor Safety Programme 1988-1991 for the analysis of 
severe accident [4,5]. It was later upgraded to MELCOR 2.1 and tested with several accident 
sequences like [6,7]. Finally, the model has been updated following [8]. The Nuclear Power 
Plant (NPP) taken as reference is a Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) with a 
power generation of 2700 MWth and 900 MWe. The primary system has three parallel loops 
with a circulating pump, a vertical Steam Generator (SG) with U-tubes and hot/cold legs. One 
of the loops includes a Pressurizer (PZR) with relief and safety valves.  

 
The Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) is composed by a cylindrical body, a hemispherical 

bottom head and a removable upper head. It is almost 13 meters high and has 104 m3 of water 
volume. The bottom head has 50 penetrations for instrumentation tubes. Concerning the 
hydrodynamics (CVH package), the vessel is formed by 9 Control Volumes (CVs): the 
downcomer, lower plenum, core inlet, core, core-bypass, core outlet, upper plenum, guide 
tubes and upper head (Figure 1). Different Heat Structures (HS) have been included to take 
into account the heat transfer in these volumes. They represent metallic structures such as the 
upper head, vessel wall, core barrel and so on. 

 

The reactor core is formed by 157 fuel assemblies (17x17) with 3.65 m active length. 
The fuel used is lightly enriched UO2. The core model is divided in three regions, according 
to the enrichment level, with the highest enrichment at the periphery. The fuel pellets are 
inside a Zircaloy-4 cladding. Control rods are composed of Ag-In-Cd in an 80, 15 and 5% 
proportion respectively. The COR package nodalization is disposed in 6 radial rings and 16 
axial levels, implicating five CVs (Lower Plenum, Core Inlet, Core, Core-bypass and Core 
Outlet). For the MELCOR 2.1 update, it has been redistributed in 5 radial rings (4 rings 
representing the core region and 1 representing the downcomer), and 16 axial levels (10 for 
the core region, 5 for the lower plenum and 1 for the upper plenum). The lower is represented 
by 6 rings and 4 nodes with 5 penetrations. 

 
The total primary system volume is 265 m3 (248 m3 liquid water volume). The coolant 

is kept in liquid state by pressurization at 15.5 MPa. The average temperature is 582.05 K, 
oscillating between 565 K (cold leg) and 603 K (hot leg). In the MELCOR model, one loop 
consists of a hot leg in two CVs, a SG, an intermediate leg (3 CVs) with the circulating pump 
(2 CVs), a cold leg (two CVs) and one ACC connected to it.  

 
The pressure is controlled by the PZR which is connected to one of the hot legs through 

the surge line. It has 48 m3 volume with steam and liquid water in equilibrium at the required 
pressure. It also has safety and relief valves, as was commented above, at a set point of 17.1 
and 16.5 MPa respectively. The PZR and the surge line are integrated in a CV with its 
corresponding HS. 

 
As was indicated, each loop has a vertical U-tube SG with 4674 tubes which provide a 

4459.2 m2 heat transfer surface. The secondary side pressure is 6.76 MPa, with the relief set 
point value of 7.63 MPa. Each secondary loop can be isolated by one isolation valve. There 
are also 5 spring safety valves outside the containment, with set points equally spaced 
between 8.27 and 8.62 MPa, which discharge directly to the environment. The SG is modeled 
with 3 CVs, one of them representing the secondary side. The inlet plenum and the up-comer 
tubes constitute one primary side CV. The other one represents the down-comer tubes and the 
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outlet nozzle. Several FLs connect these CVs to the main and auxiliary feedwater systems. 
Moreover, five FLs communicate the secondary side of the SG with the environment. 
Different HSs are incorporated representing the walls, separators and steam dryers. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: MELCOR 2.1 PWR-Westinghouse nodalization 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: MELCOR 2.1 PWR-Westinghouse containment nodalization 
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3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

After Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear accident and the consequent stress tests, NPPs have 
undertaken the implantation of portable equipment and the development of flexible coping 
strategies (FLEX) in which the mentioned equipment will be employed; as well as the 
modification of severe accident management guidelines and procedures. The main purpose of 
this work is the assessment, by means of MELCOR 2.1 code, of in vessel cooling as a severe 
accident management strategy in the context of a LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident) 
sequence.  

Spanish NPPs have incorporated diverse portable equipment like high/medium pressure 
pumps, low pressure pumps, submersible pumps and portable diesel generators. Among the 
possible strategies to be performed the following can be found: injection to RCS, injection to 
steam generators, containment flooding via the spray lines, reactor cavity flooding or 
operation of the diesel generator.  

This work analyses a Large Break LOCA in the cold leg with all safety systems 
available until recirculation failure, for which different times are taken into consideration. 
There are two possible alternatives for the injection into the RCS in this sequence: the refill of 
RWST (Refuelling Water Storage Tank) via low pressure pump or fire pump, and the direct 
injection into RCS via the RHRS (Residual Heat Removal System) using a medium pressure 
pump. The first one, refill of the RWST with a low pressure pump injecting 60 kg/s [9], is 
considered for this analysis; and a minimum delay of 1 hour [10] until the alignment is 
complete is taken into account. This way, a combination of recirculation failure times (0.5, 1, 
2 and 4h) and injection times (0, 1, 2 and 3 hours from recirculation failure) are considered. 

 

4 SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 

4.1 Previous Damage State for LBLOCA with recirculation failure 

The first step consists on the evaluation of the damage state in the core at the time of 
recirculation failure (Figures 3 and 4), allowing the determination of the damage state when 
the injection via portable equipment begins.  

 
Figure 3: Previous damage state as a function   Figure 4: Previous damage state as a function 
of the simulation time.                                         of the time elapsed since recirculation failure.         
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4.2 Analysis of LBLOCA with recirculation failure and FLEX injection 

With the previous damage state established for every recirculation failure time, several 
injection times (1, 2 and 3 hours from recirculation failure) are considered for FLEX 
equipment. Variables as liquid level in core (Figures 5 and 6), fuel temperature (Figures 7 and 
8), total relocated fuel (Figures 9 and 10) and ex-core mass (Figures 11 and 12) are analysed 
for a set of failure and injection times. Note that only two sets of simulations have been 
represented, but every one of them has been analysed. 

Figure 5: Core Liquid level, variable failure     Figure 6: Core Liquid level, variable injection 
time.                                                                    time. 

 

 
Figure 7: Fuel temperature in cells 110 (center       Figure 8: Fuel temperature in cells 110 of 
of  core) and 115 (upper part of core), variable       (center of core)  and 115 (upper part of  
failure time.                                                              core), variable injection time.                    
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Figure 9: Relocated fuel in LP, variable               Figure 10: Relocated fuel in LP, variable                          
failure time.                                                           injection time. 

Figure 11: Ex-core mass, variable failure time.   Figure 12: Ex-core mass, variable injection 
                                                                              time.   

4.3 End Damage State for LBLOCA with recirculation failure and FLEX injection 

Once each variable is analysed along the sequence, the end state of the core can be 
established for every simulation, and hence the actuation margins and effectiveness of the 
strategy can be assessed, Figure 13. The background color of each cell represents the initial 
damage state, that is, the damage state of the core when injection with FLEX equipment 
begins. Written on each cell is the end damage state, that is, the core damage state at the end 
of the sequence ( 24	 ).  

It can be established that a quick actuation from the operation crew (start FLEX 
injection 1 hour from recirculation failure) can avoid vessel failure, reaching different end 
states as a function of failure time: for late failure times, residual heat has decreased and the 
injected water is more effective. As injection time is delayed, avoiding vessel failure becomes 
harder, being possible only for very late recirculation failure times. There are even several 
cases, for early recirculation failure and delayed injection times in which by the time FLEX 
injection begins the vessel has already failed.  
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Figure 13: Summary of initial and end states for each simulation (G is the injection mass flow 
from the low pressure portable pump). 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Results show that, for a low pressure pump mass flow of 60 kg/s, an early actuation 
from the operating crew (no longer than 1 hour from recirculation failure) avoids vessel 
failure regardless of when recirculation fails. Later performances will only avoid vessel 
failure if recirculation is kept working for at least 4 hours from the beginning of the sequence.   

Other FLEX equipment with different mass flow and shoot-off pressure is being 
analyzed to complete the study. Moreover, other management strategies (ex-vessel cooling) 
are being implemented and will be completed in the next future.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents and discusses the results obtained from ASTEC computer code 
for investigation of core degradation preservation during specific severe accident 
transient. The calculations have been performed with ASTECv2.1.1.0 computer code.  

The purpose of this analysis is to assess the evaluation of ASTEC computer code 
with modelling of main phenomena arising during hypothetical severe accidents. 

The performed analyses cover Station Blackout (SBO) scenario with and without 
injection of passive safety injection systems (hydro-accumulators). The main target of 
this study is to assess the influence of hydro-accumulators work on core degradation 
progression in case of simulation of severe accident scenarios (with and without 
activation of passive safety system). The investigation is focused on investigation of in-
vessel phenomena arising during the selected scenario such as dryout of reactor core, 
hydrogen generation, core material degradation, melting and relocation. It was simulate 
melt pool formation in the core and on reactor vessel bottom. The analyses have been 
performed until failure of reactor vessel bottom head in both investigated cases of SBO 
scenarios. 

This investigation has been performed in the framework of CESAM project (under 
Euratom 7-th framework program) by the Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear 
Energy – Bulgarian Academy of Science (INRNE-BAS). 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The presented analyses are based on the results obtained by using an integral computer 
code ASTEC (Accident Source Term Evaluation Code) developed by IRSN and GRS. The 
ASTEC computer code was designed to simulate the progression of severe accident sequences 
in the light water reactors. The ASTEC models are continuously updated and validated against 
experimental results and benefit from the experience of international collaborations under the 
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projects SARNET1&2 and CESAM in the frame of European Framework Programs (FP6 and 
FP7). 

During the progression of severe accidents the prevention of reactor core from damaging, 
melting and relocation is one of the main target. The successful termination of severe accident 
scenarios or at least significant delay of core melting as well as reactor vessel failure for insuring 
enough time for activation of additional plant safety equipment and plant recovery is one of the 
main goals in investigation of accident progression of the present work. For the purpose of this 
investigation it was performed an assessment of passive safety system (hydro accumulators 
(HAs)) effectiveness and their influence on accident progression during severe accident 
conditions. The investigation is important for assessment the time for prevention of reactor core 
from possible melting and relocation as well as further reactor vessel failure. The successful 
cooldown of reactor core will postpone the time for possible operator actions application. The 
selected initiating event did not involve direct actuation of passive safety system and the 
operator has to select appropriate time for depressurization and to use maximum available 
resources as water in SGs and HAs. The calculations in this paper are performed with 
ASTECv2.1.1.0 computer code and input model for VVER1000 reactor design. In the 
calculations it was simulated SBO scenario. The SBO accident is classified as a postulated 
severe accident. After the initiation of SBO accident it was assumed that there is only one 
operator action – primary depressurization by opening gas removing system. After that the 
reactor coolant system pressure reaches the signal for hydro accumulator’s injection, which is 
pressure below 60 kgf/cm2 (5.88 MPa) all four hydro accumulators should start to inject borated 
water.  

Two calculations of SBO scenario have been performed: Base case calculation is 
simulated the core degradation progression with failure of all 4 HAs, until failure of the reactor 
vessel lower head. In the second calculation is investigated the effectiveness of HAs after using 
SGs until their dryout. The calculations are focused only on the in-vessel core degradation phase 
up to the lower head vessel failure. In both cases is assumed total loss of AC and DC power the 
success of operator strategies depend from ability of DG in the appropriate time.  

1. Base case calculation: SBO without actuation of passive safety systems; 

2. Second calculation: SBO with passive safety system actuation. .  

The selected reference nuclear power plant for this analysis is Units 5 and 6 of the 
Kozloduy NPP equipped with VVER - 1000 reactors Model V320.   

2 DESCRIPTION OF ASTEC VVER1000 MODEL 

The ASTECv2.1.1.0 input file includes the following modules: CESAR, ICARE, 
SOPHAEROS and CPA. All ASTEC modules have been used in a “coupled mode” [1, 2, 6]. 
No other modules are involved as the study is specific to the in-vessel phase of the accident.  

The reactor vessel structures are modelled with ICARE module and include reactor core, 
baffle, the cylindrical part of the barrel, vessel cylindrical part, fuel assembly supports and 
vessel lower head. The ASTEC model of VVER-1000 reactor includes all major components 
of the primary and secondary sides, as well as the necessary safety injection systems. The vessel 
model represents all major components of the reactor vessel including the downcomer, lower 
plenum, core, core bypass and upper plenum divided in two parts. The upper part of the 
downcomer (DOWNCO1) is simulated as a part of primary circuit. The other part of the 
downcomer is modelled as a vessel degradation structure (DOWNCOME). The reactor core 
region includes 163 fuel assemblies (FA) and has been divided into six parallel channels. Fifth 
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of them simulate fuel assemblies, each one consisting 15-th axial sub-volumes and one simulate 
bypass region. Fuel in each one of the regions group similarly powered (FA) together. Each FA 
consists of 312 fuel rods and 18 control rod tubes. The structural components like baffle, barrel, 
spacer grids, fuel rods, guide tubes were also simulated in the vessel degradation structure.  

The main circulation loops are modelled by one single loop with one volume for hot leg 
and three volumes for cold part. The other three circuits are lumped in one loop, where hot leg 
is simulated with one volume and cold leg is simulated with three volumes. 

 

Figure 1: Nodalization scheme of ASTECv2.1.1.0 input model for VVER 1000 - 
reactor vessel, primary circuit, SGs and steam lines 

3 INITIAL PLANT CONDITIONS 

The main initial conditions are presented in the Table 1, where ASTECv2.1.1.0 calculated 
values are compared with plant design values. 

 
Table 1: Initial conditions 

Parameters 
Plant 

Design 
ASTEC 
v2.1.1.0 

Core power, MW 3000 3000 

Primary pressure, MPa 15.7 15.7 

Average coolant temperature at reactor outlet, °C 320.15 322.10 

Maximum coolant temperature at reactor inlet, °C 290.0 293.35 

Mass flow rate through one loop, kg/s 4400.0 4393.75 
Pressure in SG, MPa 6.27 6.25 

Pressure in MSH, MPa 6.08 6.18 

Steam mass flow rate through SG steam line, kg/s 408 409 
 
Decay power corresponds to the end of cycle.  
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4 DISCUSION OF CALCULATED RESULTS 

The behaviors of most important parameters are presented from Fig. 2 to Fig. 11 and 
Table 2 [3, 4, 5]. 

Table 2: Sequence of main events 
Sequence of main event Base case Case with HAs 

actuation 
Time, s 

Transient initiation 0.0 0.0 
MCPs stop 0.0 0.0 
Reactor SCRAM 1.6 1.6 
Turbine trip 2.0 2.0 
Feed water stop 5.0 5.0 
SG safety valves open 11.5 11.5 
SG dryout 5950.5 5950.5 

Pressurizer safety valves open 5970.72 5970.72 

Loss of natural circulation  6696.61 6696.61 

Start of HA 1&2 no 8501.75 
Start of HA 3&4 no 8509.935 
Start of FPs release from the pellets 9494.86 15805.0 
First material slump in lower plenum 11 215.5 26 894.5 
First total core uncovery 16 783.4 42 811.3 
Total dryout of reactor vessel 17 253.6 44 914.7 
Lower head vessel failure 30 952.6 92 169.3 
End of calculation 40 000.0 100 000.0 

After the initiation of SBO, all four MCPs were tripped at 0.0 sec. Due to loss of 3 from 
4 MCPs it appears signal for reactor SCRAM at 0.0 sec with delay of 1.6 sec. The turbine stop 
valve (TSV) tripped off and isolated turbine in 2.0 sec (after the SCRAM initiation), when the 
reactor power is higher than 75%. The main feed water stopped and disconnected at 5.0 sec [7, 
8, 9, 10]. 

Isolating of turbo - generator causes increasing of the secondary side pressure. It was 
assumed failure of all BRU-As, as they are electrically driven (by battery). Due to SBO and los 
of vacuum all BRU-Ks are also unavailable. In this way increasing of secondary pressure 
reaches the set point for SGs SV and they open and start to cycle removing this way residual 
power from primary circuit. SG safety valves open at 11.5 sec and start cycling after the 
pressure in SGs reaches their set point for opening. Water level in SGs starts to decrease and 
SGs became ineffective at approximately 5950 sec. Because of that in 6696.6 sec natural 
circulations is lost. The accident progression in both calculations is identical, until reaching the 
conditions for HAs actuation. In Base case calculation, the HAs failed to inject water.  

After loss of natural circulation, when the reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure falls 
below 60 kgf/ cm2, all four HA start to inject borated water at approximately 8500 sec. The 
significant water injection from the Hydro-accumulators leads to increasing of water mass in 
the reactor vessel.  
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Figure 2: Primary pressure – Base case Figure 3: Primary pressure – case with HAs 
actuation 

After opening of gas removing system  the primary inventory is depleted soon and first 
total core uncover appear significantly early, at 16 783.4 sec in the case without HAs actuation. 
In the second case with actuation of HAs the core is cooldown successfully for long time and 
first total core uncovery was observed at 42 811.3 sec. After that the simulation continues with 
core heat up, degradation and slumping of corium in the lower plenum. The total dryout of 
reactor vessel in the first case was observed at 17 253.6 sec, while in the second case total 
dryout of reactor vessel 44 914.7 sec.  

The significant water injection from the Hydro-accumulators leads to increasing of water 
mass in the reactor vessel. After approximately 15000 sec. the reactor core cooling is restored 
till 25000 sec the reactor is put in safe and stable condition.  

 

Figure 4: Fuel temperatures – Base case Figure 5: Fuel temperatures – case with HAs 
actuation 

As it is seen from the figures in the first calculation it is observed progression of the 
accident, while in the case with HAs the accident progression stops. The reactor vessel fails due 
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to molten pool formation at the bottom at 30 952.6 in the first calculation, while in the second 
calculation it appear at 92 169.3 sec.  

Figure 6: Total discharged HAs mass  – Base 
case 

Figure 7: Total discharged HAs mass – case 
with HAs actuation 

Figure 8: Total mass of hydrogen production 
in the core – Base case 

Figure 9: Total mass of hydrogen 
production in the core – case with HAs 
actuation 

The beginning of hydrogen generation in the first calculation is observed at approximately 
10000 sec, with maximal amount of hydrogen reached at the end of calculation 563.9 kg. Total 
corium mass at the lower head is 30953.5.kg. In the second calculation the beginning of 
oxidation is observed significantly later at approximately 17000 sec, with maximal amount of 
hydrogen reached at the end of calculation 1114.4 kg. Total corium mass at the lower head is 
92170.3.kg. 
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Figure 10: Corium mass in the lower 
plenum – Base case 

Figure 11: Corium mass in the lower plenum 
– case with HAs actuation 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The performed calculations demonstrate a successful possibility for detention of core 
damaging and reactor vessel failure during severe accident with using the available passive 
safety system at NPP. In case with primary depressurization and further failure of HAs was 
demonstrating significantly fast core degradation and reactor vessel failure. In both cases the 
reactor vessel failure happened at low pressure.   

The calculation with depressurization of primary side after dryout of SGs demonstrate 
that in case of actuation of HAs the operator have enough time to apply additional actions for 
prevention of further accident progression and reactor vessel failure. In case of HAs failure is 
needed additional investigations of possibility of detention of primary depressurization to 
postpone of primary coolant depletion and earlier reactor vessel failure.  

.  
All observed plant parameters have expected trends. Some small deviations compare to 

previous versions will be investigated further.   
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ABSTRACT 

After the Fukusima accident, a severe accident which exceeds the design basis accident 

at nuclear power plant is getting more important for the nuclear safety. It is included accident 

sequences since a core melt occurs. It is needed to figure out the severe accident phenomena at 

the nuclear power plant. Then, many organizations make an effort to figure out severe accident 

phenomena at the nuclear power plant. There are some codes that can simulate the severe 

accident phenomena; Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP), Method for Estimation of 

Leakages and Consequences of Releases (MELCOR), Accident Source Term Evaluation Code 

(ASTEC) and etc. MAAP is used to simulate the severe accident phenomena of the nuclear 

power plant among codes. Since MAAP takes some advantages that are fast-running, well-

estimation and so on, some organizations have been using it for their purpose. In this study, we 

have examined how MAAP 5.04 has improved heat transfer MCCI phenomena over previous 

version of MAAP. Also, we have conducted that preliminary simulations for MCCI phenomena 

were performed using MAAP 5.04. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

It is important to understand the severe accident phenomena in a situation where the safety 

of nuclear power plants is increasing. The nuclear industry, academia, and government agencies 

are making a lot of effort to identify the severe accident phenomena. A deterministic analysis 

methodology can be applied to figure out the severe accident phenomena. The deterministic 

analysis methodology can be divided into a method using an integral code and a separate 

detailed analysis code. Among the integral codes, the Modular Accident Analysis Program 

(MAAP) is developed by EPRI and FAI that can analyse the response of a nuclear power plant 

to a large number of serious accidents and is widely used worldwide from a business 

perspective. MCCI phenomena are a sequence of the severe accident that occurs at the reactor 

cavity floor when the corium is moved from reactor vessel to reactor cavity. It mainly contains 

the reaction between corium and concrete reaction at reactor cavity. Many organizations, 

including industry, are attempting to analyse the severe accident using MAAP.[1] The most 
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recent release of MAAP has improvement of the MCCI heat transfer model. In this study, we 

conduct to examine how MAAP 5.04 has improved heat transfer in MCCI phenomena over the 

previous version. Then, we have obtained that preliminary simulations for MCCI phenomena 

were performed using MAAP 5.04. 

2 MAAP 5.04 IMPROVEMENTS 

2.1 MCCI heat transfer model[2][3] 

When the corium relocates into the reactor cavity, it can accumulate on the cavity floor 

as a corium pool. Heat from the corium pool can ablate concrete, which affects damaging the 

containment and potentially leading to containment failure. In order to obtain the accurate 

simulation of concrete ablation and corium properties, appropriate heat transfer coefficients is 

needed. Previous versions of MAAP used user-defined constant heat transfer coefficients for 

sideward and downward core-concrete heat transfer. The MCCI sideward and downward heat 

transfer coefficient combine the natural circulation and bubble-agitated components. The 

following series of equations are for calculating the heat transfer coefficient, ℎ𝑙
𝑛, from the melt pool 

to the surface of the crust. 

ℎ𝑙
𝑛 = ℎ𝑏𝑢𝑏

𝑛 + ℎ𝑛𝑐
𝑛  (1) 

ℎ𝑏𝑢𝑏
𝑛 = 0.1 × 𝑘𝑙 ×

𝑗𝑔𝑔

𝑎𝑙
2𝑣𝑙

 (2) 

ℎ𝑑𝑛𝐻

𝑘𝑙
= 1.389 × 𝑅𝑎0.095 (3) 

ℎ𝑢𝑝𝐻

𝑘𝑙
= 0.345 × 𝑅𝑎0.233 (4) 

ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝐻

𝑘𝑙
= 0.85 × 𝑅𝑎0.19 (5) 

ℎ𝑏𝑢𝑏
𝑛  and ℎ𝑛𝑐

𝑛  are heat transfer coefficient for bubbling and natural convection, 

respectively. Because the natural convection component, ℎ𝑛𝑐
𝑛 , is based on the direction of heat 

transfer, such as downward, upward and sideways, heat transfer coefficient, ℎ𝑙
𝑛,from the melt 

pool to the surface of the crust can be used for downward, upward or sideways heat transfer. The 

concrete erosion depths can be affected by an overall conservation of energy in which physically 

reasonable fractions of the heat generated that are directed downward, upward and sideways are 

selected. Heat transfer correlations will have an impact on the rate that heat is transferred to the 

concrete. 

3 SIMULATION FOR IMPROVEMENTS 

In order to find how MAAP 5.04 has improved heat transfer in terms of the MCCI 

phenomena over the previous version, we have conducted the preliminary simulations for 

MCCI phenomena using MAAP 5.04. The parameter file used in this preliminary simulations 

is designed based on APR1400. A Large Break LOCA is selected as the accident scenario. This 

is because it is the fastest way to look at reactor vessel failure. The accident settled both ends 

of the cold tube as an initial event. A safety injection system and a feed water system are set to 
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be inoperative. If these systems will be operate, we could not reach the severe accident 

condition. Also, this simulation is set at 72 hours (MAAP standard). 

The ICMHTC which is related to mentioned heat transfer coefficient is chosen to verify 

the improved heat transfer on MAAP 5.04.  

We have obtained the results depending on the ICMHTC option using MAAP 5.04. Since 

this simulation was performed only to verify the effects of the ICMHTC, the results of the 

erosion rate are discussed, not the depth of the eroded concrete. Figure 1 shows the depth of 

eroded concrete obtained according to the ICMHTC option. As can be seen in Figure 1, when 

considering the ICMHTC option, the erosion rate is smaller than not considered. It can be seen 

that the heat transfer model applied to the MCCI affects the erosion rate.   
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Figure 1 : Eroded concrete depth at cavity 

 

4 FUTHER WORKS 

We have examined how MAAP 5.04 has improved heat transfer in MCCI phenomena 

over the previous version. Simulation results show that the heat transfer model applied to the 

MCCI affects the rate of concrete erosion. However, with this simulation results, it could not 

be concluded that the applied heat transfer model completely influences the MCCI phenomena. 

Thus, the sensitivity analysis should be performed on the MCCI phenomenon for the newly 

applied heat transfer model.  
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ABSTRACT 

When considering the hydrogen threat in severe accident analyses in nuclear power 
plants, particularly hydrogen deflagration, mainly two computational approaches are being 
used, i.e. Lumped Parameter (LP) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes. Within 
ETSON (European Technical Safety Organization Network), a benchmark exercise on 
hydrogen combustion was organized by the Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire 
(IRSN). The benchmark is based on fast hydrogen deflagration experiments in the ENACCEF2 
test facility. Presented results compare CFD and LP approaches with two experimental sets of 
results performed in the ENACCEF2 facility. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During a postulated severe accident in a Light Water Reactor (LWR) Nuclear Power Plant 
(NPP), hydrogen can be formed from steam, e.g. from zirconium-steam interaction [1]. When 
it is mixed with the surrounding air in the containment, it can form a highly flammable mixture. 
Hydrogen combustion in NPP containment therefore poses a direct threat to the relevant safety 
systems, structures and components and, most importantly, can even compromise the 
containment integrity itself [1]. Such scenarios of hydrogen generation and combustion inside 
a LWR NPP containment were confirmed in the Three Mile Island NPP accident in the USA in 
1979 [2] and in the Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident in Japan in 2011 [3]. In the latter, the 
destructive power of hydrogen combustion was demonstrated. Despite the hydrogen mitigation 
systems installed to reduce the hydrogen risk, such as Passive Auto-catalytic Recombiners 
(PARs) and igniters, reliable hydrogen risk assessment is still required. 

Mainly two types of codes are used for hydrogen safety analyses: a) lumped parameter 
(LP) codes, e.g. ASTEC [4], CONTAIN [5], MELCOR [6], and SPECTRA [7] and b) 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes, e.g. ANSYS Fluent [8], ANSYS CFX [9] and 
COM3D [10]. LP codes provide relatively quick estimates of the pressure loads, while CFD 
codes are much more CPU demanding, but offer a local-scale representation of the phenomena 
involved. 
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One of the previous hydrogen combustion benchmark conducted recently was the OECD 
International Standard Problem No. 49 [11]. In this benchmark, it was shown. that for the 
similar initial hydrogen concentration, flames can propagate much faster, if turbulence inducing 
obstacles are present, as was the case in the original ENACCEF experimental facility [11]. 
Compared to the results from large-scale THAI experimental facility [12], the flame in the 
ENACCEF facility propagated almost two orders of magnitude faster. 

2 EXPERIMENT 

The experimental vessel ENACCEF2, shown in Figure 1, which is located at the premises 
of the Institut de Combustion Aérothermique Réactivité et Environnement (ICARE) within the 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in Orléans, France, is a vertical 
acceleration tube of 7.65 m height and 0.25 m of inner diameter. The facility is operated jointly 
by ICARE and IRSN. 

The experimental vessel is fitted with different type detectors in order to measure the 
flame propagation velocity as well as the pressure build-up inside the vessel during the 
combustion. Nine annular obstacles were installed in the lower part of the vessel, which 
promote flame acceleration. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of the ENACCEF2 experimental vessel. 

 
The experimental results used in this work were obtained in the open phase of this 

benchmark. Two experimental runs were conducted with identical initial conditions, which are 
presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Initial conditions of ENACCEF2 experiments 

[H2] [vol.%] 13.0 
T [K] 296.0 

P [bar] 1.0 
Mixture Uniform H2-air 
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3 PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODELING 

3.1 Lumped Parameter Code – ASTEC 

3.1.1 Physical modelling 

The ASTEC code [6] is being jointly developed by the Institut de Radioprotection et de 
Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN – France) and the Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit 
(GRS – Germany). To simulate hydrogen deflagration, the FRONT model in the ASTEC code 
calculates the flame propagation from one control volume (into which the entire vessel is 
divided during nodalisation) into adjacent ones. The flame propagation takes place within the 
junctions of the system (flow connections between the volumes). The combustion of the gas 
mixture takes place in the volumes and is calculated by a combustion model. The flame 
propagates through junctions. At the end of each junction, it is checked whether the conditions 
in the target zone are prone to ignition, based on the Shapiro diagram. In case the ignition is 
possible, it occurs instantaneously or by user controlled boundary conditions – by time or 
hydrogen concentration. After the combustion completeness criteria are reached, the 
combustion stops. The laminar burning velocity is calculated according to the Liu-MacFarlane 
correlation [13]. Turbulent flame front velocity is calculated via the Peters correlation [14]. 

3.1.2 Nodalisation 

In the input model for the ASTEC code, the ENACCEF vessel was divided into 34 control 
volumes. The cross-section of the volume extends over the entire tube cross-section. The height 
of the volumes is the following: 

• below the obstacles: 0.213 m (3 volumes), 
• after beginning of obstacles: 0.230 m (30 volumes), 
• last volume: 0.112 m. 

Thus, in the part of the tube with obstacles, volumes occupy the space between successive 
obstacles. After that, such a nodalisation was retained for consistency. 

3.2 CFD Code – ANSYS Fluent 

3.2.1 Physical modelling 

The ANSYS Fluent CFD code [8] was used as a platform on which the combustion model 
was implemented. The density-based coupled solver was applied together with an explicit time 
stepping method. All spatial discretization schemes used were of second order. The applied 
turbulence model was the standard  models. 

In addition to the equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy, the 
additional transport equation for the Favre-averaged progress variable, ̃, is resolved. This 
progress variable is defined as: 

 ̃ ,

, ,
 (1)

Here,  is the mass fraction of fuel, with indexes  and  representing the unburned and 
burned states, respectively. 
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Zimont [15] used the following progress variable transport equation: 

 
̅ ̃ ̅ ̃

̅
̃

| ̃| (2)

In equation (2),  and  are molecular and turbulent diffusivities, respectively,  is the 
unburned gas density. The turbulent burning velocity  is modelled by Zimont [15] as follows: 

 ′ ⁄  (3)

Here  is a model constant, ′ is the turbulent intensity and  is the Damkohler number. 
Preferential diffusion thermal (PDT) instabilities were accounted for using the  term [16]. 
This combustion model is called the Turbulent Flame Closure (TFC) model, which was 
developed for fully turbulent premixed flames. 

3.2.2 Mesh and boundary conditions 

To obtain accurate results, while maintaining computational times at reasonable levels, 
an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) technique was applied to the flame front. A grid sensitivity 
study was performed in an earlier work [16-18], which indicated that using two levels of AMR 
produces practically grid independent results. Each level of refinement means halving the size 
of a computational cell in every direction of the axisymmetric 2D model used in our 
calculations. The base mesh cell size was around 4 mm by 4 mm, while the ignition region was 
further refined to contain cells measured approximately 50 µm by 50 µm. This resulted in mesh 
with roughly 56000 cells. The ignition, located in the center directly at the bottom of the vessel, 
was modelled with an ignition sphere with 2 cm radius, to which burned properties were 
prescribed. The flame front position was extracted from the coordinates corresponding to the 
iso-surface value of c = 0.5, as done in our previous work [16-18]. In the experiment, the 
reactants in the experiment were mixed using recirculation fans and then switched off several 
minutes prior to the ignition. Thus, the initial turbulence values were assumed to be low, 
although no measurements of these parameters were performed. Initial values for k and ε were 
selected as	10‐4	m2s‐2	and	4.8 10‐5	m2s‐3, respectively, throughout the computational domain. 
This was also done in accordance with the previously conducted validations with the CFD-
based modelling [16-18].  

For fast deflagration computations in our previous work [16-18] it was shown that heat 
transfer mechanism, including radiation, have a minimal impact on total energy levels and 
consequently on the pressure build-up. Therefore, the simulation results were computed using 
adiabatic wall assumption. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Pressure 

From the point of view of nuclear safety, the accurate prediction of the maximum (peak) 
pressure that is reached during combustion is essential. Experimental pressure measurements 
were conducted at four different heights in the vessel, i.e. at 1.277 m, at 5.527 m, at 6.377 m, 
and at 7.650 m. The pressure history results at these heights are presented in Figures 2 – 5.  

The first pressure spike was predicted by both CFD and LP computational approaches, 
where the CFD underestimated while the LP overestimated it at all pressure measurement 
levels. The ensuing pressure reflections observed in the experiment were predicted also by both 
computational approaches. The pressure spikes’ maximum levels increased at each height level. 
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This trend was also followed by both approaches. The overall maximum pressure was again 
overestimated with the LP approach, while it was underestimated by the CFD approach. The 
pressure increase rate was again overestimated by the LP and underestimated by the CFD 
approach. 

The overall observation is that both LP and CFD approaches replicate the qualitative 
behaviors of pressure history results, while qualitatively the LP approach generally 
overestimates and the CFD approach generally underestimates the first pressure spike, their 
maximums, the overall pressure maximum, and the pressure increase rate. 

 

 

Figure 2: Experimental and calculated pressure history results at the height of 1.277 m. 

 

 

Figure 3: Experimental and calculated pressure history results at the height of 5.527 m. 
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Figure 4: Experimental and calculated pressure history results at the height of 6.377 m. 

 

 

Figure 5: Experimental and calculated pressure history results at the height of 7.650 m. 

4.2 Axial Flame Propagation 

Experimental and calculated axial flame propagations are shown in Figure 6. The flame 
front propagation was overpredicted by the LP approach, while it was underpredicted by the 
CFD approach. Both flame acceleration and flame deceleration were predicted with both 
approaches, where with the LP approach the deceleration was rather weak. 

There is a clear step observed in both experimental measurements. This sudden slowdown 
of the flame front propagation could be attributed to the pressure shock rebound from the top 
of the vessel and interacting with the flame front on its way back down. This phenomenon was 
clearly not reproduced by neither of computational approaches. 
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Figure 6: Experimental and calculated axial flame propagation results. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Fast hydrogen deflagration experiment was compared to two different computational 
approaches, i.e. the Lumped Parameter (LP) and the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD 
approaches. 

The overall observation is that both LP and CFD approaches can replicate the qualitative 
behaviors of pressure history results and flame front propagation. However, quantitatively, the 
LP approach generally overestimates and the CFD approach generally underestimates the first 
pressure spike, their maximums, the overall pressure maximum, the pressure increase rate, and 
the flame front propagation. Furthermore, the sudden slowdown of the flame front propagation 
observed in experiments was not reproduced by neither of the used computational approaches. 
This phenomenon could be attributed to the pressure shock rebound from the top of the vessel 
and interacting with the flame front on its way back down. 

Presented results display the current state of the used CFD and LP computational 
approaches, which indicates that further investigation and development of fast deflagration 
modeling is still required and indeed crucial. 
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ABSTRACT 

The modelling capabilities of the fuel-coolant interaction codes to cover the fuel-water 

interaction in the reactor cases were already demonstrated. Because of large differences in the 

thermo-dynamical and physical properties of sodium compared to water, the applicability of 

fuel-coolant interaction codes for the fuel-sodium interaction is currently under examination. 

One of the main modelling challenges is related to the precise nature of the pressurization 

mechanisms. The pressurisation during the energetic fuel-coolant interaction is mainly 

governed by the significant increase of the melt-coolant surface area during the fine 

fragmentation process. Understanding the heat transfer processes between the fine fragments 

and the coolant seems to be crucial for the pressurization modelling. In the paper, the level of 

understanding of the pressurization process during the energetic fuel-sodium interaction is 

assessed and discussed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the frame of safety studies for sodium cooled fast reactors, it is important to estimate 

the consequences of an unprotected transient over-power or a loss of coolant flow that can result 

in the core melt of the sodium cooled fast reactors. Relocation of melt to the region containing 

the liquid sodium or relocation of the liquid sodium to the region containing melt could result 

in a complex thermo-dynamical interaction between melt and sodium named fuel-coolant 

interaction (FCI). 

During the melt relocation into sodium the continuous melt fragments into the melt 

droplets of an order of mm in diameter and the melt droplets quench in a period up to a few 

tenths of second. During that period, a vapour explosion may be triggered. In this energetic FCI 

phenomenon a part of the melt energy is rapidly transferred to the coolant during the fine 

fragmentation process of the melt droplets in a very short time scale (i.e. few ms), leading to a 

fast vaporization (or important density changes) and thus to the generation of shock waves 

through a process similar to detonation. Potentially severe dynamic loadings of the vapour 

explosions on the surrounding systems, structures and components could be induced. Explosive 

events are thus considered to occur only through the development of preliminary mixing, called 

premixing, and of secondary explosive mixing. In this paper, the focus is on the vapour 

explosion phase. 

In the past, some experiments have demonstrated existence of vapour explosion phase in 

sodium. For example, the tests performed at the MFTF facility (Winfrith, Great Britain) are 

interesting because the same experimental facility with similar experimental arrangements and 

conditions was used for pouring molten UO2-Mo into water and sodium [1,2]. Up to 3 and up 
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to 7 energetic events per test were detected in water and sodium, respectively. As seen in Figure 

1, the MFTF tests have shown that a global efficiency of about 6 times greater with water than 

with sodium was observed for the tests with pressures between 0.1 MPa and 0.6 MPa. For the 

tests at 1 MPa the ratio was around 1.5. In the FARO-TERMOS (JRC, Italy) facility, two tests 

were performed in which the largest amounts of UO2 (initial loading of around 100 kg) were 

poured into sodium [3]. As seen in Figure 1, the mechanical energy release per mass of finally 

collected melt mass in the test section (i.e. not necessary participating in the explosions) is 

smaller for experiments with sodium than with water. Important effect of melt material 

properties is also observed. 

  

Figure 1: MFTF tests (left) and FARO-TERMOS, TROI and KROTOS tests (right): effect of 

coolant, coolant temperature, melt and cover pressure on total released mechanical energy [1-

5]. 

Beside experimental investigation also analytical investigation was performed [6]. The 

first investigations were based on thermodynamic models. For example as proposed by Hicks 

and Menzies [7], a thermal equilibrium of instantaneously mixed fuel and coolant is assumed. 

The mixture expands adiabatically and remains in thermodynamic equilibrium throughout the 

expansion. The maximum conversion ratio is expected at approximately equal mases of fuel 

and coolant. However, the expansion work is significantly larger than the experimentally 

observed release of mechanical energy. Purely thermodynamic based models have shown that 

the fuel fragmentation and the fuel-coolant heat transfer must be considered for predicting 

pressure time histories used further for the assessment of structural damage. Thus, the 

parametric models were developed [8]. For example, in the Cho-Ivins-Wright model the 

pressure time history is a result of competition between the coolant heating and the expansion 

of the heated coolant against system constrains. The coolant heating modelling depends on the 

fuel fragmentation modelling and on the fuel-coolant heat transfer modelling. The fuel 

fragmentation is instantaneous. The final fuel fragmentation size is a parameter. The fuel 

fragments are in direct contact with coolant and homogeneously dispersed in the premixture. 

During the expansion, the heated coolant is in thermodynamic equilibrium inside the mixing 

zone. The heat transfer is limited by the thermal-conduction resistance of fuel. There is no heat 

and mass transfer between surrounding and premixture region. Nevertheless, the parametric 

models still lead to the pressure overestimation. The main disadvantage of the parametric 

models is need for empirical comparison to experimental data and consequently limitation of 

the proposed parameters only to the conditions near the used experimental data. 

Further, the mechanistic models were developed. For example, in the thermal detonation 

model proposed by Board-Hall-Hall [9], the vapour explosion is considered to be similar to a 

chemical detonation. In the thermal detonation model, an initial disturbance causes melt 

fragmentation and consequently rapid heat transfer. An explosive expansion occurs and starts 

to propagate through the premixture. Close to the shock front, the velocities are sufficient to 

cause the fine fragmentation of melt. The fine fragments are considered to be in the thermal 
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equilibrium with coolant. The high pressure drives the shock front. The thermal detonation 

model enables to study stable explosions. Finally, approach of the thermal detonation model of 

Board-Hall-Hall was applied also in the direct boiling and the micro-interaction modelling 

concepts used in the current FCI codes [10]. In Figure 2, both concepts are schematically 

presented. The aim of both concepts is to enable pressurization modelling. 

 

Figure 2: Major differences between the micro-interaction and direct boiling concepts for 

evaluation of pressurization during explosion phase. 

The purpose of the paper is to assess and discuss the level of understanding of the 

pressurization process during the energetic fuel-sodium interaction. The first objective is to 

review the direct boiling concept and the micro-interaction concept that are currently used in 

the fuel-coolant interaction codes. The second objective is to assess and discuss the applicability 

of different concepts to cover the fuel-sodium interaction.  

2 DIRECT BOILING CONCEPT 

As schematically seen in Figure 1, in the direct boiling concept, the pressurization is due 

to the direct boiling at the interface of liquid and vapour. First, the film boiling heat transfer 

from the melt fragment to its surrounding must be defined using appropriate correlations. Then, 

the fraction of the energy used for vaporization around the interface must be defined. In the 

models using the direct boiling concept, the vaporization is defined either by defining energy 

balance at the interface either parametrically [11]. 

The aim of section is to review available experiments and approaches to model the heat 

and mass transfer between the melt droplets and coolant during the explosion phase. 

2.1 Experiments 

To the best knowledge of authors, no experiments dedicated to the heat transfer in sodium 

at conditions relevant for the fuel-coolant interaction are available. On the other hand and as 

seen in Figure 3, experiments with water were dedicated to the heat transfer. As seen in figure, 

experiments mainly cover the premixing conditions where the velocities are up to few m/s and 

pressures close to 0.1 MPa. For the explosion phase, higher pressures and velocities are 

expected. For example, the TREPAM (CEA, France) experiments were performed either at 

high velocities either at high pressures. 
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Figure 3: Heat transfer coefficient in TREPAM [11], IFL [12] and HTY [13,14] tests: Effect of 

pressure, surface temperature, sub-cooling, relative velocity and wire diameter. 

2.2 Modelling 

The film boiling heat transfer in water is well characterized. Several correlations for the 

film boiling heat transfer exists, however the theoretical background of the Epstein-Hauser 

approach [15] makes it the preferred choice for the fuel-coolant interaction codes. Indeed, 

comparing experimental results for water in Figure 3 with the theoretical values in Figure 4, 

shows a reasonable agreement. 

On the theoretical level, the Epstein-Hauser approach could also be applicable for sodium 

[16]. Thus, the dependence of the heat transfer coefficients calculated with the Epstein-Hauser 

approach are shown in Figure 4 for various parameters. The heat transfer in sodium is 

significantly larger than in water. The results indicate strong effect of relative velocity and 

extremely small fragments size on the heat transfer. In the presented results, the reference state 

is a fragment of 0.1 mm in diameter with temperature of 3000 K and relative velocity of 10 m/s. 

Additionally, sodium is at 1 MPa and 850 K and water is at 10 MPa and 353 K, respectively. 

The reference state and the used rage of variables was selected based on the expected range of 

conditions during the vapour explosion in sodium. When defining the sodium properties only 

the mono-atomic state of sodium is assumed to exist. 

Considering the balance approach at the interface, the energy used for the coolant 

vaporization around the melt fragments is equal to the difference between the energy leaving 

the melt fragment and the energy used for the bulk liquid heating: 

where qdroplet present the heat flux from the fragment towards the film, qinterface is heat flux from 

the interface to the bulk and L is heat of vaporization. This approach requires to use relevant 

Γ𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟 =
𝑞𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡−𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒

𝐿
, (1) 
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correlations for heat fluxes. In Figure 5, the fraction of energy for vaporization is defined using 

the Epstein-Hauser correlation for heat transferred from the melt fragment and two different 

convection correlations [11,17]. The Melissari-Argyropoulos correlation is applicable for 

typical FCI conditions in sodium and water. Significantly, stronger vaporization is predicted 

for sodium than water. As seen in Figure 6, more detailed analyses presented in [11,18] and 

applied to the performed pool boiling sodium and forced convection water experiments 

indicates that the approach using the convection correlations over-estimates the vapour 

production. At the current level of the fuel-coolant interaction modelling understandment the 

parametric approach might be more appropriate. 

  

  

  

  

Figure 4: Film boiling heat transfer in sodium (left) and water (right) for characteristic 

conditions during vapour explosion. 
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Figure 5: Fraction of heat used for vaporization in sodium (left) and in water (right) at typical 

conditions. 

  

Figure 6: Fraction of heat used for vaporization in sodium (left) and in water (right) [11,18]. 

2.3 Discussion 

The following challenges for the direct boiling concept might be identified based on the 

performed analysis: 

 The Epstein-Hauser approach might be considered as appropriate for the fuel-

sodium interaction modelling. However, the applicability of the approach shall be 

demonstrated with experiments and/or precise numerical simulations. The focus 

should be given for higher velocities and pressures. 

 Parametrically defied rate of heat used directly for vaporization might be applied. 

Challenge is then to define the rate if the bulk temperature is not close to the 

saturation temperature. It seems that the fraction should be equal to zero at already 

small sub-cooling. Indeed, very high thermal conductivity of sodium should 

promote the bulk heating. 

 The range of the heat transfer to the coolant, i.e. only in the vicinity of fragments 

or to the bulk, must be defined. Additionally, the importance of the vapour 

condensation in the sub-cooled conditions on the heat transfer must be assessed.  

3 MICRO-INTERACTION CONCEPT 

As schematically seen in Figure 1, in the micro-interaction concept, the heat from the 

melt fragments is propagated in the coolant up to a given volume. In the approximation of this 

concept, the pressurization is due to the heating and possible bulk boiling of part of the coolant 

that is in thermal equilibrium with the melt fragments. 
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3.1 Experiments 

To the best knowledge of authors, no experiments that could be used in support of the 

micro-interaction concept with sodium have been performed. On the other hand, experiments 

enabling to define the volume of participating coolant were performed [19]. 

3.2 Modelling and discussion 

In the micro-interaction concept, the amount of participating coolant is considered to be 

proportional to the fragmentation rate. This is called the entrainment factor. The entrainment 

factor (f) connects the fragmentation rate (F) and the entrainment rate of coolant (E) into the 

mixture [19]: 

where ρ is density of liquid and melt, respectively. The entrainment factor must be defined 

based on the experimental observations. For water the parameter was defined to be in the range 

of 7 to 10 [19]. For sodium, the entrainment factor is probably to be readjust. Indeed, thermal 

diffusivity is two orders of magnitude higher for sodium than for water. This is important since 

over-/under-estimation of the entrainment factor leads to under-/over-estimation of pressure 

loads. To summarize, one of the main challenges for the micro-interaction concept is to define 

the entrainment factor in sodium. Evidently, experimental investigations are necessary. 

In contrast to the direct boiling concept, the micro-interaction concept neglects the mode 

of the heat transfer between the fragments and coolant. With the micro-interaction concept, it 

is assumed that the fine fragmentation quenching time is shorter than the fine fragmentation 

time. The heat transfer between the melt fragments and coolant is considered to occur 

instantaneous. In the modelling the participating melt and coolant are instantaneously in thermal 

equilibrium. It should be noted, that in reality the quenching could not be considered 

instantaneous. The Biot number, which is defined as the ration of the convection at the surface 

of melt fragment to the conduction within the fragment, is for the fragment size of 0.1 mm and 

typical conditions inside sodium and water (see Figure 4) significantly larger than 1. Thus, the 

heat transfer is limited by conduction and is released within a time scale of ρcD2/λ. In this case, 

the approximating quenching time is in the range of ten of ms. This is in a time scale of the 

complete explosion phase meaning the fragments have enough time to release the energy to the 

coolant. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

An attempt to assess the applicability of the direct boiling concept and the micro-

interaction concept was given. Analysis have shown, that additional experimental 

investigations are necessary to support several assumptions or to provide missing data. 

However, the opaqueness of sodium causes difficulties for experimental investigation. 

Additionally, the explosion phase occurs under conditions not allowing fine experimental 

support to heat and mass transfer researches. Thus, precise numerical simulation might be 

useful. 

𝐸 = 𝑓𝐹
𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

𝜌𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡
, (2) 
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ABSTRACT 

An experiment of interaction of a low-momentum steam jet with a horizontal layer of 
helium-steam mixture, which was performed in the PANDA experimental facility, was 
simulated with the computational fluid dynamics code OpenFOAM. A quasi-two-dimensional 
and a three-dimensional numerical model of a cylindrical vessel were developed. Simulation 
results obtained by both numerical models are compared with experimental results. The 
constants of the k-ε turbulence model with an additional buoyancy term implemented in 
OpenFOAM were adjusted to achieve better agreement between simulation and experimental 
results. The atmosphere mixing process was also discussed from the point of view of the 2nd 
law of thermodynamics. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During a severe accident in a light water nuclear reactor, hydrogen combustion could 
threaten the integrity of the nuclear power plant containment, which could lead to release of 
radioactive material into the environment. The study of hydrogen distribution in the 
containment is thus important to predict the occurrence of regions with high local hydrogen 
concentration and flammable mixture. Various experiments are being performed to simulate 
atmosphere mixing occurring in containment during severe accidents and results are used to 
validate Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes in order to simulate mixing phenomena 
in actual power plants. 

Within the OECD SETH-2 project (2007-2010), experiments on mixing of containment 
atmosphere at severe accident conditions were performed. A series of experimental tests, 
named ST1, which concerned the erosion of a helium layer with a vertical steam jet, were 
performed in the PANDA facility at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. 

In the present work, simulations of four ST1 tests performed with the open-source CFD 
code OpenFOAM are presented. Two numerical models, a quasi two-dimensional one and a 
three-dimensional one, were developed. Simulation results (time-dependent helium mass 
fractions and atmosphere temperatures) are compared to experimental data. The point of view 
of the 2nd law of thermodynamics is used to study the atmosphere mixing process 
irreversibility and to obtain additional information about the involved processes course. 

2 PANDA EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 

The PANDA experimental facility is designed to study physical phenomena during 
accidents in a system of containment vessels for different designs of nuclear reactors. The 
setup used in this experimental campaign for observation of interaction of low-momentum 
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steam jet (plume) with a helium-steam layer consists of two cylindrical vessels and an 
interconnecting pipe, with a total volume of 183 m3 (Figure 1). Each vessel has a height of 8.0 
m and a diameter of 3.96 m with a volume of 89.9 m3. A more detailed description of the 
PANDA facility can be found in [1] and [2]. 

   
Figure 1: Schematic of the PANDA facility configuration for ST1 central injection 

experimental series and initial conditions [2]. 

3 ST1 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 

The main purpose of the ST1 experimental series was to observe the interaction of an 
axisymmetric low-momentum steam jet with a previously established horizontal layer of 
helium-steam mixture. Before the tests, a 2 m thick layer of helium and steam was established 
in the upper part of one of the vessels (Figure 1). The helium molar fraction in this layer was 
25 % or 40 % and the molar fraction of the steam was 75 % or 60 %. In the other parts of the 
vessels only steam was present. The initial atmosphere temperature was 108 °C and the initial 
pressure was 1.3 bar. During the experiment, steam at temperature 140 °C was injected 
through the injection pipe with a diameter of 0.2 m in the vertical axis of the cylindrical vessel 
at a constant mass flow rate (Figure 1). The pipe outlet is 4.03 m below the vessel ceiling and 
0.22 m above the interconnecting pipe, which serves as the outlet into the second vessel. The 
vent in the second vessel serves to maintain constant pressure. The conditions of four tests 
(simulated in the present work) are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Helium content in the vessel and injection velocities during experiments. 
 Helium content [molar fraction in %] Jet velocity [m/s] 

ST1_4 25 1.02 
ST1_2 25 2.77 
ST1_3 25 4.16 
ST1_6 40 3.88 

4 SIMULATION MODEL 

For easier numerical mesh construction, only one vessel with a simplified geometry was 
considered. Instead of a curved ceiling, a flat one was modelled. Only the cylinder part above 
the injection pipe was considered, with the volume conserved. An additional study was 
performed to show that the lower part not considered in the computational domain did not 
affect the results much.  

The considered system is axisymmetric and, consequently, a quasi-two-dimensional 
mesh in form of a 5° wedge was created using the wedge boundary condition (Figure 2). A 
Cartesian mesh with a total of 106,400 cells (280 cells in the radial direction and 380 cells in 
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the axial direction) was generated, with a refinement near the walls and in the central part 
above the inlet. A mesh convergence study was performed. There were no discrepancies in 
the results obtained with a slightly finer mesh, but if the mesh was refined further, a non-
physical solution was obtained. The inlet was prescribed on the bottom inner side of the 
domain, as shown in Figure 2 left. The rest of the bottom patch was prescribed as outlet; right 
and top patches were prescribed as walls with constant temperature. 

                       
Figure 2: Numerical mesh (left: quasi-two-dimensional mesh, right: three-dimensional mesh). 

Red arrows show gas inlet. 

Another numerical mesh (with a total of 1,207,216 cells) was generated considering half 
of the vessel with the symmetry boundary condition in the central plane (Figure 2). The inlet 
in this case was prescribed in the axis of the cylinder (Figure 2 right). The rest of the bottom 
patch was prescribed as outlet and all other patches, top and outer cylinder walls, were 
prescribed as walls with constant temperature. In this case, a mesh convergence study was 
performed as well, but any finer mesh resulted in numerical instability of calculations.  

The atmosphere in the vessel was modelled as a mixture of perfect gases. The k-ε model 
[3] with additional buoyancy term [4] implemented in OpenFOAM v1606+ was used for 
turbulence modelling. Heat transfer by radiation was also included in the calculations. After 
the first simulations with default turbulence model constants, the model was adjusted to 
increase the turbulent viscosity, which causes higher transfer rate of momentum caused by 
turbulent eddies, and to decrease the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate. Both 
modifications tend to increase the turbulent kinetic energy, and consequently enhance the 
turbulent mixing. Other initial conditions were prescribed as measured in the experiment. A 
variable time step (approx. 0.005 s) was used, to sustain a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number 
of less than 0.5 in all cells. 

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Local helium concentrations and atmosphere temperatures 

In Figure 3, helium mass fractions and velocity fields in ST1_4 test (case with the 
lowest injection velocity), and ST1_3 test (case with the highest injection velocity), are 
shown. The background colour illustrates helium mass fractions, while vector plots represent 
velocity fields. It can be seen how the steam plume injected in the centre of the vessel affects 
the helium concentration. The low velocity jet causes an even erosion of the upper layer over 
the entire radius, while the high velocity jet causes a greater erosion above the inlet and the 
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helium is dispersed over a larger area, which could eventually cause larger flammable regions. 
From the velocity plot, we can observe the creation of several recirculating zones, in the lower 
part of the vessel with lower helium content as well as in the upper part with high helium 
concentrations. Above the inlet, where the plume hits the layer with high helium mass 
fraction, turbulence from the erosion front propagates into the upper layer, causing the 
momentum transfer to stagnant gas. This is the turbulent mixing region. Below this region, 
the main steam flow changes direction, turbulence on the plume edge creates friction between 
layers and causes the movement of stagnant gas and the erosion of the helium layer. We can 
observe that in this region (“the direct erosion region”), the concentration gradient is the 
highest. In the lower regions, helium dilution is occurring. The downcoming flow, rich with 
helium, increases helium quantity, while the adjoining gas mixture from the environment 
entrains the main elevating flow. 

 
Figure 3: Helium mass fraction (background colour) and velocity fields (vector plot) at t = 

1000 s for ST1_4 case (left) and at t = 70 s for ST1_3 case (right). 

Figure 4 shows time-dependency of helium molar fractions measured at several 
locations directly above the inlet. It can be seen that there are no discrepancies between 
results given by 2D and 3D numerical models. Results of the simulations with default model 
constants (2D and 3D numerical mesh) seem to underpredict the experimental values of molar 
fractions, while results with adjusted model constants describe the experimental results better. 

Figure 5 shows atmosphere temperatures time-dependency measured at different 
locations directly above the injection pipe. Some small discrepancies between the results 
given by 2D and 3D numerical models can be observed. Temperatures obtained in simulations 
at the lowest measuring point, at z = 0.98 m, are higher than in the experiment, which is 
probably caused by the improper modelling of the heat conduction in OpenFOAM. In the 
middle measuring position, at z = 2 m, temperatures given by the calculations with adjusted 
model constants are in good agreement with the experimental results, while the temperature 
values obtained with default model constants are over-predicted. On the other hand, at the 
highest measuring position, at z = 2.93 m, the results with adjusted turbulent model are 
generally underpredicted when compared with experimental data, while the temperatures 
given by the default model are reasonably well predicted. 
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Figure 4: Helium molar fractions measured at different heights at different flow rates. 
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Figure 5: Atmosphere temperatures measured at different heights at different flow rates.  
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5.2 Entropy generation 

In irreversible processes, heat and mass flow contribute to entropy production by 
thermal and viscous effects, respectively. Mixing of different gas species causes additional 
entropy production and, in open systems, the entropy is also generated by heat transport to 
and from the surroundings. The total specific entropy generation rate, , considering viscous, 
thermal, different species mixing and open system terms can be calculated from equation 
[5][6][7]: 

 

	

 

(1) 

where μ, T, u, ρ, ε, λ, νT, α, PrT, R, Di, wi, ni,, , s, ,  are dynamic viscosity, gas 
temperature, gas velocity, density, turbulent kinetic energy dissipation, thermal conductivity, 
turbulent viscosity, thermal diffusivity, turbulent Prandtl number, gas constant, diffusion 
coefficient for gas species, species mass fraction, species mole fraction, inlet mass flow, 
inlet/outlet gas specific entropy, heat flow through wall and wall temperature, respectively.  

The left side of Figure 6 shows  for different injection velocities. The biggest 
contribution is given by the viscous term. Since the velocity gradients increase with higher 
injection velocity, the entropy production at the beginning of the simulations increases faster. 
With higher injection velocity, the heat flux into the system and heat transport across the 
system are also increased, which can be observed from higher temperatures in Figure 5, and 
this leads to higher . The right side of Figure 6 shows the  due to the different gas species 
mixing, that is the values of the mixing term in Eq. (1), which are several orders of magnitude 
lower than the sum of all contributions. Higher injection velocity causes helium dispersion 
over larger area, therefore higher  values, and consequently, the helium is removed faster 
out of the computational domain and steady state is reached sooner. The results are in 
accordance with the Maximal Entropy Production Principle [8]. 

 
Figure 6: Specific entropy generation rate (left: total, right: values of mixing term). 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Despite quantitative discrepancies between computational and experimental results, the 
multipurpose CFD software OpenFOAM can effectively simulate the interaction of a low 
momentum steam jet with a horizontal layer of helium-steam mixture.  

Results with standard k-ε model constants generally underpredict the helium mass 
fractions, while results with adjusted k-ε model constants are in better agreement with the 
experimental results. Atmosphere temperatures obtained with default turbulent model 
constants are generally over-predicted. Improper modelling of the heat conduction can, for 
some variables, be bypassed with the adjustment of turbulent model, which has greater effect 
on the flow variables and mixing process, but still cannot compensate all discrepancies.  

As expected, higher injection velocity causes higher velocity and temperature gradients 
and consequently higher entropy generation rates. 
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ABSTRACT 

A steam explosion may occur, when during a severe reactor accident the corium melt 
comes into contact with the coolant water. Steam explosions are an important nuclear safety 
issue because they can potentially jeopardize the primary system and the containment integrity 
of the nuclear power plant.  

In the paper, the influence of the metal corium oxidation on the ex-vessel steam explosion 
is investigated. A PWR ex-vessel steam explosion study was carried out with the MC3D 
computer code. Premixing and explosion simulations were performed, varying the metal corium 
oxidation rate. The explosion was triggered at the time of melt bottom contact. The premixing 
simulations were performed with the global jet breakup model. Based on experimental findings, 
the hydrogen film hypothesis was applied. The hypothesis proposes that only a limiting amount 
of zirconium may be oxidized in sub-cooled conditions during the premixing phase, while the 
rest of non-oxidized zirconium is available for the oxidation during the explosion phase. With 
the comparison of the simulation results, the influence of the oxidation of the melt on the 
strength of the steam explosion was analysed.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The worst event that could happen in a nuclear power plant is a severe accident. It is an 
event, which exceeds design basis accidents and could lead to the reactor core failure. The event 
could include melting of the reactor core and reactor vessel materials, reactor vessel failure and 
could result in the containment failure. 

During the severe accident several processes inside and outside the reactor vessel are 
taking place. If the heat removal with the emergency core cooling system is insufficient, the 
temperature of the reactor core increases and the melting of the fuel and inside parts of the 
reactor vessel could start. The mixture of melted fuel, fuel rods and other materials is called 
corium. During the accident progression the corium could be relocated to the reactor lower 
head, where is the highest probability for the failure of the reactor vessel. There are non-
miscible materials in the molten pool, since the mixture of molten metals is not mixing with 
oxide materials. The metal materials are typically lighter and therefore they are floating above 
the oxide materials. In the case of a thin upper metal layer, due to the focusing effect a local 
concentration of the heat flux occurs at the place, where the reactor vessel is in contact with the 
metal layer. Because of the high heat flux and high temperature, an intensive creep of the 
material could lead to the reactor vessel failure [1], [2]. As a result an outflow of metal corium 
would occur.  
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Steam explosion is a phenomenon during the severe accident. In the case of the reactor 
vessel failure and outflow of the corium into the flooded reactor cavity, an interaction between 
the corium jet and the cooling water occurs. Energy transfer from the corium to the coolant is 
very fast and intensive vaporisation of water occurs [3], [4]. In that way a steam explosion could 
happen. A strong steam explosion could damage the reactor and the containment. 

Simulations of metal corium with oxidation in premixing and in explosion phase were 
performed. The purpose was to determine the influence of oxidation in premixing and explosion 
phase on the steam explosion strength. Additionally, the oxidation influence with hydrogen film 
hypothesis was analysed.  

2 MODELLING AND CALCULATION CONDITIONS 

The simulations were performed with the MC3D version 3.8 computer code, which is 
being developed by IRSN, France [5], [6]. It is a code to study multi-phase and multi-constituent 
flows in the field of nuclear safety. The code simulates premixing in the first calculation and 
explosion in the second calculation. The premixing simulation results are used as initial 
conditions for the explosion phase, where a trigger is applied at the beginning. For premixing 
the melt, water and steam distributions are calculated to define the conditions of the premixture. 
In the second part, the code calculates the propagation and escalation phases of the steam 
explosion. 

The geometry of the considered PWR is presented in Figure 1. The molten corium pours 
from the failed reactor vessel through a central hole with a diameter of 30 cm into the cavity, 
which is filled with water up to a level of 3.6 m.  

The containment and vessel pressures are both 0.2 MPa. The water subcooling is 50 K 
(Twater = 343 K) and the melt superheat is 356 K (Tmelt = 2167 K), as estimated in the AP1000 
analysis [7]. The PWR axial release case was modelled in a 2D axial symmetric geometry 
(Figure 1). The mesh of 42 x 59 cells was chosen [8]. The applied metal corium properties, 
considering a mixture of stainless steel and zirconium, are given in Table 1.  

 

  

 
Figure 1: PWR scheme and the numerical mesh 

 
  

Metal corium 
Superheat  

356 K 
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Table 1: Material properties of metal corium  
 

Property Metal corium 
Temperature 2167 K 
Density 6931 kg/m3 
Thermal conductivity 24.5 W/mK 
Specific heat – liquid/ solid 797 J/kgK, 797 J/kgK 
Latent heat 272500 J/kg 
Liquidus / Solidus temperature 1811 K, 1791 K  
Surface tension 1.57 N/m 
Emissivity 0.625 
Dynamic viscosity 0.0016 Pa·s 

3 SIMULATION 

3.1 Oxidation in premixing phase 

The premixing was simulated 10 s after the start of the melt release. Seven simulations 
were performed, where the oxidation rate was varied from 0 to 31 %. 

Considering that metal corium has a lower density than oxide corium, for the size of the 
created melt droplets during jet breakup the Sauter diameter of 5 mm was used (when no 
droplets are present yet, the Sauter diameter is arbitrary set to a large value due to numerical 
reasons). The parameters of the oxidation model depend on the melt droplets size, thus to have 
controlled conditions with a constant melt droplet size the secondary fragmentation of the melt 
droplets was eliminated with a command in the MC3D code. Accordingly, the melt droplets 
size was prescribed to be representative for the melt droplets after secondary fragmentation. 

In Figure 2 and Figure 3, the premixing conditions for the simulations with oxidation rate 
0 % and 20 % are presented respectively. After a free fall of 0.4 m through gas, the corium jet 
starts to penetrate the water and breaks up into melt droplets. The red dots denote the regions 
with liquid melt droplets and the black dots denote the regions with solid droplets.  

During the simulation with 0 % oxidation rate, the water level never reaches the reactor 
vessel (Figure 2) and therefore the outflow of the corium is not restricted. There is also a 
relatively small portion of void (steam, white area under the water level). The void is increasing 
with increasing the oxidation rate; due to the released chemical oxidation energy, the 
temperature is higher, producing more steam, and the void increases also because of the 
produced hydrogen. 

At the case with 20 % oxidation rate the outflow of corium stops after 1 s (Figure 3). 
When the water level in the reactor cavity reaches the reactor vessel the pressure starts to build 
up in the central part of the cavity and the outflow of the corium is reduced (on Figure 3 after 
1 s). The interactions in the premixture at that time can be very violent and the pressure build-
up is so large that the outflow of the melt is stopped and the premixture may even be pushed 
inside the reactor vessel. There is smaller released corium mass comparing to the simulation 
with 0 % oxidation rate and smaller mass of liquid droplets that could actively participate in the 
explosion (active melt mass). 
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0.5 s 1.0 s 1.5 s 2.0 s 

4.0 s 6.0 s 8.0 s 10.0 s 

 
Figure 2: Premixing conditions at various times after melt release for metal corium 

(oxidation rate = 0 %) 
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0.5 s 1.0 s 1.5 s 2.0 s 

4.0 s 6.0 s 8.0 s 10.0 s 

 
Figure 3: Premixing conditions at various times after melt release for metal corium  

(oxidation rate = 20 %) 
 

In Figure 4 the evolution of various corium masses is presented. The following masses are 
shown:  

 Total mass of corium in water (curve “InWater”) - defined as the mass of corium 
below the initial water level. 

 Total mass of corium droplets (curve “Droplets”). 

 Mass of liquid droplets (curve “DrLiquid”) - shows the limiting effect of 
solidification as only liquid droplets can actively participate in the steam 
explosion. 
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 Total mass of droplets in regions with void less than 60 % (curve “DrVap<60%”) 
- shows the limiting effect of the explosion strength by void. 

 Mass of liquid droplets in regions with void less than 60 % (curve DrLiq<60%”) 
- so called active melt mass, which defines the expected strength of the steam 
explosion. 

Metal corium (oxidation rate = 0 %) 

 
Metal corium (oxidation rate = 20 %) 

 
Figure 4: Evolution of various corium masses 

 
The most interesting in Figure 4 is the time around 0.9 s, when the steam explosion is 

triggered, and the curve for the active melt mass, which defines the expected strength of the 
explosion. On the right side in Figure 4 the influence of oxidation can be seen. At triggering 
time, for all simulations with metal corium only liquid droplets are present (curves “DrLiq” and 
“DrLiq<60%”). That means that no solidification of the droplets is present at that time. The 
mass of active droplets is decreasing with increased oxidation rate (e.g. 0.2 t for the simulation 
with 0 % oxidation rate and 0.08 t for 20 % oxidation rate) thus according to the premixing 
results a weaker explosion is expected. No solidification occurs during the whole simulation 
for all cases with metal corium. 

The explosion phase was simulated 100 ms after triggering. The explosion was triggered 
at melt bottom contact time in a cell at the bottom of the cavity in the centre with pressurized 
gas at 5 MPa [8]. Pressures with corresponding pressure impulses are calculated at different 
locations: cavity bottom at centre (curves “CavBotCen”), cavity bottom 1 m from the centre 
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(CavBot1m), wall at elevations from 0.5 m to 3.5 m (WalEle0.5m to WalEle3.5m) and reactor 
vessel 0.25 m from the centre (VesCen0.25m). 

All simulation results with the oxidation only in the premixing phase are presented in 
Figure 5. For the metal corium with 0 % oxidation rate the maximum pressure was calculated 
on the cavity wall 0.5 m from the bottom (32.9 MPa, Figure 5 on the right). On other positions, 
the pressure is already lower since it is reduced during the propagation through water and due 
to pressure venting. The maximum pressure impulse was recorded on the cavity bottom in the 
centre (~105 kPa.s). The pressure impulses on other locations were already lower (below 100 
kPa.s). 

For the metal corium with 20 % oxidation rate lower pressure loads were expected due to 
the smaller calculated active mass at triggering time (Figure 4, curve “DrLiq<60%”), and that 
was confirmed by the results of the explosion phase. The maximum pressure in that case was 
recorded on the cavity bottom in the centre (1.5 MPa). Comparing to the simulations with 0 % 
oxidation rate the pressure impulses were also smaller (maximum ~15 kPa.s vs. ~105 kPa.s). 
With the comparison of the simulations it can be concluded, that the oxidation rate has an 
important influence. It looks like that the explosion for the 20 % oxidation rate didn´t developed 
at all, because the maximum pressure is smaller than the pressure, which triggers the explosion.  

 
Figure 5: Simulations results with oxidation in premixing phase 

 
The void is increasing with increasing oxidation rate because the resulting higher 

temperature increases the steam production and the oxidation process increases the production 
of hydrogen (Figure 5, on the left). The active melt mass is decreasing (DrLiquid<60%), and 
therefore the explosion strength is decreasing as well (Figure 5, on the right). The mass of liquid 
droplets (DrLiquid) is relatively constant and therefore the influence on steam explosion 
strength have only the void and the resulting active melt mass. 

3.2 Oxidation in explosion phase 

The purpose of the simulation was to find the influence of changing the oxidation rate 
only in the explosion phase. Seven simulations were performed, where the oxidation rate was 
varied from 0 to 31 %. For metal corium with 0 % oxidation rate the maximum pressure was 
calculated on the cavity wall 0.5 m from the bottom (32.9 MPa). The maximum pressure 
impulse was recorded on the cavity bottom in the centre (~105 kPa.s). For the metal corium 
with 20 % oxidation rate the maximum pressure was calculated on the cavity wall 0.5 m from 
the bottom (53.9 MPa). The maximum pressure impulse was recorded on the cavity bottom in 
the centre (~180 kPa.s). All simulations results with oxidation only in the explosion phase are 
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presented in Figure 6. The explosion strength increases with increasing oxidation rate due to 
the increased released chemical energy and the increased production of hydrogen. Hydrogen, 
which is released during the explosion phase, increases the explosion strength. 

 
Figure 6: Trend of maximum pressures and maximum pressure impulses on selected locations 

with increasing oxidation rate 

3.3 Oxidation influence with hydrogen film hypothesis 

The purpose was to investigate the influence of oxidation in accordance to the hypothesis 
of limited oxidation during the premixing. During premixing in sub-cooled conditions, a thin 
vapour film is formed around melt droplets. Additionally this film is rapidly filled with 
hydrogen, which is produced by the oxidation process between steam and zirconium (Zr) 
cladding. The hydrogen film hinders the vapour transport to the melt droplets and reduces 
further oxidation. In saturated conditions hydrogen flows away from the droplet together with 
the generated vapour. The hypothesis suggests (in accordance to ZREX experiments performed 
at ANL in USA) that only a limited absolute amount of Zr may be oxidized during the premixing 
in sub-cooled conditions. During the explosion phase the surface of fine fragments is large and 
enough vapour could be transported to the melt. In that case the residual Zr may be fully 
oxidized [9]. The threshold of Zr at 10 % of the droplet mass in the premixing phase was chosen 
(Figure 7). That means that in the premixing phase the oxidation is complete for the oxidizing 
Zr content from 0 to 10 %. The rest of the Zr content is available for the oxidation during the 
explosion phase. 

Premixing phase Explosion phase 

 
Figure 7: Chosen oxidized Zr content during premixing and explosion phase  
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The maximum pressures and maximum pressure impulses as a function of the oxidizing 
Zr content are presented in Figure 8. Pressures and impulses are decreasing until the selected 
threshold (10 %). After that the explosion strength (pressures and impulses) are increasing. 
Some calculations at larger Zr content stopped due to too high temperatures, but almost linear 
trend is evident. 

 
Figure 8: Trend of maximum pressures and maximum pressure impulses with increasing 

zirconium content 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A PWR ex-vessel steam explosion analysis was performed with the MC3D code 
investigating the influence of metal corium oxidation on the steam explosion strength. The 
purpose was to find out the influence of oxidation in the premixing and explosion phase on the 
explosion strength. At the triggering time all droplets were liquid. With the increased oxidation 
in the premixing, the mass of active droplets was decreasing and the explosion strength was 
decreasing. The simulation results showed that the oxidation during the premixing reduces the 
explosion strength and that the oxidation during the explosion increases it (Figure 9).  

 
Figure 9: Trend of maximum pressures and maximum pressure impulses for 

calculations with metal corium – Metal corium with oxidation in the premixing phase  
(MET-P), Metal corium with oxidation in the explosion phase (MET-E), Metal corium 

with hydrogen film hypothesis (MET-H2).  
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The results applying the hydrogen film hypothesis of limited oxidation during premixing 
showed that the explosion strength decreases with increased Zr content until the threshold 
(10  %) – the limiting amount of Zr that may be oxidized during the premixing phase – and then 
increases, as the rest of the Zr content is oxidized during the explosion phase. The present 
simulations were performed with a simplified modelling approach, treating the lateral metal 
corium release as an axial melt release. To be able to more reliable assess the scenarios with 
metal corium, further experimental and analytical research would be needed. Especially 
experiments with side melt pours for the development and validation of 3-D jet breakup models 
in such conditions would be needed, and experiments with realistic metal corium compositions 
for the development and validation of models, devoted to the complex oxidation influence. It is 
expected that with a side melt release the mixing of the melt and water would be more efficient 
than with a central melt release, and consequently a stronger explosion could occur.  
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ABSTRACT 

The containment is the last barrier against releasing radioactive materials to the 
environment and the public during a severe accident. Integrity of a containment is likely to be 
threaten due to the containment over- pressurization, came from decay heat of fission products 
and massive steam, when a severe accident is progressed without the appropriate accident 
managements or any countermeasures. Following the Fukushima accidents, Korean 
government carried out safety inspection for all nuclear power plants in Korea. As a result of 
the safety inspection, nearly 50 items for safety enhancement (so called, ‘Post-Fukushima 
enhancement’) of operation Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) were out. Among them, Filtered 
Containment Venting System (FCVS) was chosen as a countermeasure system for over-
pressurization of containments at NPPs in Korea. Installations of FCVS for Pressurized Heavy 
Water Reactors (PHWRs) have been underway and for Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) are 
also in preparation. Also, the external coolant core injection systems have been installed at all 
NPPs in Korea as a new safety enhancement feature against severe accidents. In this study, 
preliminary evaluations of the FCVS operation strategy under severe accident conditions with 
the external coolant core injection were performed for establishment of severe accident 
management strategy appropriately for PWRs in Korea. 

 
Keywords: Filtered Containment Venting System, Containment Over-pressurization, Severe 
Accident, External coolant core injection 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

To secure the integrity of containment is crucial for protection of the public against 
massive radioactive materials and other unexpected phenomena during the severe accidents. 
There was a lot of discussion about the integrity of containment in Korea following the 
Fukushima accidents.  To enhance the safety for Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs), the Containment 
Filtered Venting System (CFVS) has been chosen against the over-pressurization of 
containment under severe accident conditions in Korea for operating NPPs with other safety 
improvement actions. In this paper, additional safety systems installed at NPPs for so called 
‘Post-Fukushima actions’ in Korea would be introduced. Also, preliminary studies on severe 
accident management strategies with the reflection of CFVS would be explained.  
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2 POST-FUKUSHIAM ACTION  

Following the Fukushima accidents, there were extensive safety inspection of all NPPs 
in Korea led by Korean government. Total 50 recommendations for safety improvement of 
NPPs were out. Among them, actions against severe accidents were included. Major 
recommendations (so called, Post-Fukushima actions) are shown table 1.  Based on these 
recommendations, KHNP (Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power Co.) has taken actions for improving 
safety of NPPs.  

Table 1. Main Post-Fukushima action items 
 

Categories Action items 

Design of structures and 
equipment against 

 Installing an automatic seismic trip system 
 Improving seismic capability of the safety shutdown system 

and MCR 
 Reassessment of maximum potential earthquakes for 

nuclear plant sites 

Design of structures and 
equipment against coastal 
flooding 

 Extension of the height of sea wall 
 Installation of waterproof gates and discharge pump 
 Investigation on the design basis sea water level of nuclear 

sites 

Integrity of electric power, 
cooling and fire protection 
sys. Upon inundation 

 Securing availability of portable power generator vehicles 
and batteries 
 Upgrading design basis of alternative AC diesel generators 
 Ensuring counter-measure against loss of SFP cooling 

function 
 Improving fire protection facilities and fire protection plan 

Countermeasures against 
severe accidents 

 Installation of passive hydrogen removal equipment 
 Installation of filtered vent system or depressurizing 

facilities for containment depressurization 
 Revision of SAMGs to enhance effectiveness 
 Installation of reactor injection flow paths from external 

cooling sources for emergency  cooling 

Emergency response 
 Amending emergency plans to address concurrent events at 

multiple units 
 Development of extensive damage mitigation guidelines 

 
        Among these action items, installation of CFVS and establishment of external injection 
flow system using portable devices against severe accidents were included. Therefore, severe 
accident management strategies should be considered these new items.  
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2.1 External Injection using portable equipment  

The external injection using portable equipment aims at securing external injection for 
loss of long term cooling availability under severe accident conditions. It is composed of 
primary and secondary external coolant injection by using portable device. External injection 
flows and related equipment have been installed for all operating NPPs in Korea. Simple 
concept of external injection is shown Figure 1.  

 
 

Figure 1. Simplifed concept of external injection system  
 

2.2 Containment Filtered Venting System (CFVS) 

The main role of a Containment Filtered Venting System (CFVS, or Filtered Containment 
Venting System: FCVS) is depressurization of containment using filtered venting under severe 
accident conditions.  Installations of CFVS will be completed at all operating NPPs (4 CANDU 
reactors, 19 PWRs) in Korea by 2020. One of the main requirements for CFVS is DF 
(Decontamination Factor). Generally, DFs of aerosol and elemental Iodine for CFVS are more 
than 1,000 and 100 respectively. Also, DF of organic iodine is over 50. Figure 2 is shown the 
schematic diagram of one of the CFVS type.  

 
 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of wet type CFVS 
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3. SEVERE ACCIDENT ANALYSIS FOR THE OPERATION OF CFVS 
3.1 Methodology 

The objective of this study is to assess the appropriate CFVS operating strategies with 
consideration of the external coolant injection.  Containment behaviour were reviewed with the 
operation of CFVS or not. Calculation code was MAAP4.04. The OPR1000 (PWR, 2815MWth) 
was adopted as a reference plant. SBO (Station Blackout) and SLOCA (Small Loss of Coolant 
Accident) were selected as initiating events. There were some assumptions for analysis as below.  

 All ESFs (engineered Safety Features) were failed except for the accumulator 
 External injection flow was fully enough for cooling core 
 External cooling water was injected into the core in 30 minutes  
 Pressure of containment is the main parameter for analysis 

 
Table 2. Key parameters for analysis 

 
Reactor Power [MWt] 2815 
Containment design Pressure [MPa] 0.49MPa 
Containment free volume [ft3] 2.7E+06 ft3 
Break size and position 2 inch, cold leg break 
CFVS open/close set points (Pressure) 0.5MPa(a) / 0.25MPa(a) 

 

3.2 Results 
            There are 3 cases for analysis.  In this paper, only primary external coolant injection 
was considered with the operation of CFVS. Case 1 means that the external coolant injection 
only was reflected continually after the SAMG (Severe Accident Management Guideline) 
entry. Case 2 is Case 1 plus CFVS operation with set points of containment pressure (When 
the containment pressure is 0.5MPa, the CFVS start and CFVS close when the containment 
pressure is 0.25MPa). Case 3 is considered only 20 hours of external coolant injection with 
the operation of CFVS.  Table 3 is shown accident progressions for all cases in 72 hours.  

 
Table 3.  Accident progression  

 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Events Time Time Time 

Reactor trip 0.0sec 0.0sec 0.0sec 

Core uncovered 1.01hrs 1.01hrs 1.01hrs 

SAMG entry (CET > 1200F) 1.27hrs 1.36hrs 1.36hrs 

Accumulator injection start 1.77hrs 1.86hrs 1.86hrs 
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CFVS open none 
10.33hrs 

(1 times open) 
10.33hrs/40hrs 
(2 times open) 

Calculation end 72hrs 72hrs 72hrs 

 
After the entry of SAMG, the external coolant is injected until the end of calculation both 

case 1 and case 2. For case 1, the containment pressure is over design pressure after 10 hours 
and its value is maintained between 0.5 and 0.6 MPa. While the containment pressure of case 
2 is within design pressure because of the operation of CFVS. The containment pressure of case 
3 is also below the design pressure, but 2 times opened because external coolant was injected 
only limited hours, core heating and containment pressure was increased more than case 2. 
Figure 3 is shown the containment pressure of all cases.  
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Figure 3. Containment pressure behaviours with operation of CFVS or not 

 
Figure 4 is shown the mass fraction of CsI, one of the fission products. Case 1 and case 

2 is similar behaviour though CFVS is opened in the case 2. But mass fraction of CsI in the 
case 3 is larger than other cases. In the case 3 condition, the external flow was injected only 20 
hours after the SAMG entered. Therefore, core heat up might be accelerated and it led to release 
fission products much more after the external coolant injection stop regardless of the operation 
of CFVS.  
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Figure 4. Mass fraction of CsI in the containment 

 
        For release of fission products, case 1 or 2 is preferable rather than case 3 condition. But, 
case 1 and 2 should be always considered the availability of water sources. From this point of 
view, consideration for the optimum conditions of CFVS operation might be plausible.  
 
4. SUMMARY 

According to the Post-Fukushima action items, the external coolant injection system by 
using portable equipment has been installed and installation of CFVS is underway at all NPPs 
for severe accidents in Korea. To manage severe accident conditions, new safety features should 
be included in the SAMGs. Therefore, preliminary assessments of CFVS operation with the 
external coolant injection was carried out to find appropriate the CFVS operating strategies.  
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ABSTRACT 

It is critical to maintain the integrity of the containment building at a nuclear power plant 
(NPP) during a severe accident. It is the last barrier to prevent from the releasing radioactive 
materials into the environment and the publics. Especially, after hydrogen explosion of 
Fukushima accident, it has been concerned that as one of the reasons to damage the containment 
wall. Passive Autocatalytic Recombiner (PAR) is one of the methods to reduce the hydrogen 
which is converted into water vapor composing with oxygen. Its characteristic, passive 
mechanism, does not need the power to operate PAR under the situation without the electricity 
like station black out. PAR system is being installed or will be installed in the near future at all 
NPPs in Korea. With being installed the PAR system, PAR analysis module to evaluate the 
performance and results of PAR under severe accident conditions has also been developed. This 
module was initiated by Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power (KHNP) and is undergoing 
verification and validation, as well as further development. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Defence-in-depth is one of the most important concept on nuclear safety at nuclear power 
plant. This concept means to preserve the integrity of physical barriers, from nuclear fuel to 
containment building. Reactor containment building constitutes the last barrier to protect the 
release of radioactive fission product into the environment and the publics during severe 
accident. Hydrogen generated by some chemical reactions during severe accident could damage 
the last barrier, containment building, by hydrogen combustion or explosion. After Fukushima 
accident, the concerns and studies about hydrogen related phenomena in a reactor building and 
the mitigation methods have been increased.  

PAR is one of the system to mitigate hydrogen during severe accident, as well as during 
design basis accident. Besides, unlike the other hydrogen mitigation system, PAR does not need 
the active power to operate so this system could remove hydrogen during accident like station 
black out. However, the disadvantage of operating PAR is the heat released by reaction between 
hydrogen and oxygen. This chemical reaction is an exothermic reaction so the heat produced 
during removing hydrogen might cause some kind of combustion behaviour around it. Thus, it 
is important to analyse and evaluate the performance of PAR system. In this paper, PAR 
performance analysis module, being developed in Korea, is introduced and sample calculation 
was conducted.   
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2 PAR ANALYSIS MODULE 

The mid-long term project to develop integrated severe accident analysis code for a 
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) had been launched in Korea in 2011. The goal of the project 
is to develop the integrated severe accident code package, all modules coupled each other in 
order to analyse and evaluate NPP behaviour during severe accident. The code, which is named 
as Code for INtegrated severe accident Evaluation and MAnagement (CINEMA) consists 
roughly of in-vessel performance analysis module and ex-vessel performance analysis module, 
as well as fission product behaviour module. Figure 1 shows an overview of CINEMA code. 
All the modules are used C++ as programming language and each code is coupled with a master 
program through MPI communication protocol.  

The ex-vessel analysis module, called Severe Accident Containment Analysis Package 
(SACAP) includes various analysis module of ex-vessel severe accident phenomena like 
Molten Corium-Concrete Interaction (MCCI), High Pressure Melting Ejection (HPME), Direct 
Containment Heating (DCH), steam explosion, and hydrogen severe accident phenomena. PAR 
analysis module is one of hydrogen severe accident phenomena analysis modules.  

 

 
Figure 1: Overview of integrated severe accident analysis code (CINEMA) 

 

2.1 PAP analysis models 

PAR analysis model included in SACAP code was developed based on the hydrogen 
removal rate correlation provided by PAR manufacturers. The module contains six models for 
different types of PAR, including CERACOMB PAR and KNT PAR developed in Korea. 
Figure 2 shows the flowchart of PAR analysis module. As the correlation, the hydrogen 
recombination rate is decided and the mass and energy produced by the reaction between 
hydrogen and oxygen are calculated using the recombination rate.  
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3 SAMPLE CALCULATION OF PAR ANALYSIS MODULE 

PAR analysis module was tested to evaluated whether it simulate well the behaviour of 
PAR unit. HR-14 test of THAI test was evaluated to calculate the performance of PAR in a 
vessel.  

3.1 THAI HR-14 Test 

HR tests are performed in the THAI test facility. The objective of the tests is to analyse 
the hydrogen phenomena and performance of PAR units of NIS, AECL and AREVA type 
installed in the THAI vessel. Cylindrical stainless steel vessel is 9.2 m height and 3.2 m 
diameter with a total volume of 60 m3. The vessel is thermal insulated. 

 

   
Figure 2: HR test vessel configuration with NIS PAR 

 

3.2 Modelling  

Figure 2 shows the node diagram of THAI facility, which was considered the measuring 
points of the vessel. The modelling of THAI test vessel was done with 44 lumped volumes (8 
centred axial volumes and 36 surrounding volumes), 105 junctions (33 junctions in axial 
direction and 72 junctions in radial direction), 38 heat conductors including PAR housing, and 
1 PAR. The vessel is divided by one small circle with 1.4 m in diameter and six others area 
surrounding the circle in the plane. The height of lumped volume is 0.4 m ~ 2.1 m. PAR is 
located at lumped volume 31. Hydrogen is released into the vessel by a needle valve at elevation 
1.26 m.  
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Figure 3: Node diagram of THAI facility 

 

3.3 Test and simulation conditions 

Table 1 shows initial condition and table 2 is the boundary condition of the HR-14 test 
and CINEMA code simulation.  

Table 1: Initial condition of HR-14 and CINEMA calculation 
 

Test P [bar] T [C] Csteam [vol %] 

HR-14 
specified 1.5 specified 74 specified 25 
measured 1.442 measured 73.5 measured 24.2 
CINEMA 1.442 CINEMA 73.5 CINEMA 24.233 

*)  average wall temperature (average gas temperature can slightly deviate) 

 

Table 2: boundary condition of HR-14 and CINEMA calculation 
 H2 [g/s] N2 [kg] 

Phase 1 
(t = 0 - 24.7 min) 

t = 0 - 13 min 0.195 - - 
t =13 - 24.7 min 0.375 - - 

Phase 2 
(t = 24.7 - 114.3 min) 

No H2 release t = 83 - 113 min 10.0

Phase 3 
(t = 114.3 - 213.3 min) 

t = 114.3 - 133 min 0.370 - - 
t = 133 - 138 min 0.187 - - 
t = 138 - 144.3 min 0.227 - - 
t = 144.3 - 152.3 min 0.299 - - 
t = 152.3 - 155 min 0 - - 
t = 155 - 171 min 0.299 - - 
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t = 171 - 178.3 min 0.220 - - 
t = 178.3 - 188.3 min 0.149 - - 
t = 188.3 - 195 min 0.111 - - 
t = 195 - 213.3 min 0.075 - - 

Phase 4 
(t = 213.3 - 417.7 min) 

No H2 release t = 267.7 - 278.3 min 2.26

 

3.4 Results  

Figure 6 shows that hydrogen recombination rate of calculation result comparing with 
HR-14 test result. As the hydrogen release rate into the vessel the hydrogen recombination rate 
sharply increases during phase 1 and decreases during phase 2. The hydrogen recombination 
rates of PAR unit in the results of CINEMA code calculation and the HR-14 test are have similar 
trend on the whole.  

  
Figure 4: Hydrogen Recombination Rate 

 
During the hydrogen recombination test, onset of recombination is detected by catalyst 

temperature, by hydrogen concentration drop at PAR outlet, and by start of vane wheel at PAR 
inlet. Table 3 shows PAR recombination onset time of HR-14 test and CINEMA code 
calculation. The minor increase of catalyst temperature, which means weak recombination, 
starts when the hydrogen reach 0.4 vol % inlet of the PAR unit at 3 minute. Contrast to weak 
recombination, strong recombination, which is indicated by the vane wheel motion, starts at 7.3 
minute when the hydrogen is 1.2 vol %. The reaction steeply rises right after the strong 
recombination at the test. However, PAR unit starts to operate at 1.31 minute when the 
hydrogen concentration is0.13% in the calculation lower than the hydrogen concentration of 
the test.   
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Table 3: PAR recombination onset data of HR-14 test and CINEMA calculation 

Test PAR onset 
Time 
[min] 

Pressure 
[bar] 

CH2 PARin  

[vol %] 
Csteam  

[vol %] 

HR-14 
Weak recombination 3 1.46 0.4 24.1 
Strong recombination 7.3 1.46 1.2 24.0 

CINEMA Onset of recombination 1.31 1.45 0.13 24.2 

 

Figure 7 shows the gas temperature in the test vessel. The temperature increases and 
decreases following the recombination rate. This graph also shows both the results have similar 

trend with temperature in the vessel. However, the temperature of the calculation is about 50 ℃ 
higher than the result of the test. Modelling of the test vessel using CINEMA code is structured 
with lumped volume. The temperature of this code indicates the average value of the volume 
so that it does not show the exact value comparing with the value measured in the test. In general, 
the temperature around catalyst plate of the PAR unit is the highest point and almost 600 - 

700 ℃. To be specific calculation, it is needed to divide fine volumes surrounding the PAR unit. 
With concerning the limitation of the code, the difference between the test and calculation could 
happen even if the simulation is calculated with more numbers of volumes. 

 

 
Figure 5: Gas Temperature in a test vessel 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS  

For the modelling and evaluating the performance of PAR system in NPPs, PAR analysis 
module was developed and validated with THAI HR-14 test. PAR analysis module is include 
in CINEMA code as one of the modules to analyse the hydrogen related phenomena. Sample 
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calculation for validation is on-going with comparing with the experimental. The sample 
calculation results show the similar trend comparing with THAI PAR test. However, there are 
still difference between code result and test result so model update and validation are needed 
for application.  
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ABSTRACT 

The use of a filtered containment venting system (FCVS) is one of the strategies for 

maintaining the containment pressure by releasing high temperature and pressurized gas from 

the containment into the environment. During the release process, fission products are filtered 

simultaneously by FCVS to reduce the leakage of radioactive materials into the environment. 

Korea plans to install an FCVS and is developing a new Korean FCVS for light water reactors 

as a depressurization system of the containment under a severe accident. The Korea Atomic 

Energy Research Institute (KAERI) constructed a large-sized test facility, called the Aerosol 

Removal & Iodine Elimination (ARIEL) test facility, to verify the performance of the FCVS. 

The ARIEL test facility consists of three parts: a performance test facility which is a scaled-

down, full height, and reduced diameter Korean FCVS, thermal-hydraulic facility and 

aerosol/iodine generation and measurement facility. Experiments on iodine retention in FCVS 

have been conducted at the ARIEL test facility to evaluate the performance of a Korean FCVS. 

The main parameters of the test are i) a pressure of 5, 7 bar (a), ii) a total mass flow rate of 0.14 

kg/s (5bar), 0.21kg/s (7 bar), and iii) the initial pH=13. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the case of a severe accident like the Fukushima accident, the melted core material 

(corium) can be relocated to the lower plenum of the reactor pressure vessel. If the reactor 

vessel is breached, the molten corium will be discharged into the containment environment. 

The discharge of corium will lead to substantial releases of fission products in the form of 

aerosols and gases, which are simultaneously released with steam and non-condensable gases 

such as hydrogen. Hydrogen is generated during the oxidation of zircaloy in the core material, 

whereas non-condensable gases are generated owing to corium concrete interaction. During 

these processes, the pressure inside the containment can increase substantially, and the integrity 

of the containment may be threatened, such as the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident, 

which requires containment venting in order to maintain the containment integrity. 

A modern filtered containment venting system (FCVS) can maintain the containment 

pressure by releasing the high temperature and pressurized gas from inside the containment into 

the environment during a severe accident. During the release process, fission products, such as 

radioactive aerosol and iodine, are filtered simultaneously by FCVS to reduce the leakage of 
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radioactive materials into the environment. Thus, in many countries, the implementation of a 

FCVS is under discussion to mitigate the fission product release, in both a short-term and long-

term view. Korea has 23 reactors (19 PWR, 4 PHWR) at four sites (Hanbit (6), Hanul (6), Kori 

(6), Wolsong (1 PWR, 4 PHWR)). The Fukushima accident triggered a discussion on the need 

to protect from a containment failure by an over pressurization, and mitigate an uncontrolled 

release of radioactivity into the environment. In the Wolsong-1 PHWR unit, the installation of 

the first FCVS (High Speed Sliding Pressure Venturi (HSSPV) type) was completed at the end 

of 2012. The remaining 22 Korean NPP units, i.e., 19 PWRs and 3 PHWRs, are planned to be 

equipped with an FCVS, and an open tender is being prepared. Thus, Korea is developing a 

new FCVS for light water reactors as a depressurization system of containment under a severe 

accident. It consists of a pool venturi scrubber, cyclone droplet/particle separator, particulate 

filter, and molecular sieve filter.  

The elemental and methyl iodides are the main gaseous iodine species in the containment 

atmosphere, and therefore, a good understanding of its behaviour and validated calculation tools 

are required to perform meaningful risk analyses and make decisions in the field of accident 

management, mitigation measures, and emergency procedures [1]. For the iodine retention, 

experimental programs have confirmed the existence of gaseous methyl iodine in some cases 

at higher concentrations than for gaseous molecular iodine (I2) [2]. The Reaction of Methyl 

iodide (CH3I) with surfaces and the removal using containment filters and scrubbers is less 

efficient in comparison to molecular iodine. In recent years, experimental and analytical studies 

have been conducted at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) to develop a process leading to a fast, 

comprehensive, and reliable retention of volatile iodine species in an aqueous solution [3, 4]. 

KAERI also conduct experimental work on a volatile iodine retention test at the ARIEL test 

facility. This paper introduces an iodine measurement system for the iodine retention testing of 

an FCVS. In addition, the experimental results of the iodine retention test are presented.  

2 BASIC EXPERIMENT FOR IODINE TESTING 

2.1 Elemental iodine measurement 

The definition of the DF is the mass concentration at the inlet over the mass concentration 

at the outlet. Thus, to evaluate the performance of an FCVS, we have to obtain the DF of an 

FCVS. To measure the elemental iodine concentration and determine the DF of the test facility, 

three different measurement devices, i.e., Ion Selective Electrodes (ISE), Ultraviolet-visible 

spectroscopy (UV-Vis), and Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS), based 

on non-active samples were used. Gas samples were taken simultaneously from the inlet and 

outlet piping of the test section during the test (Fig1).  

The gas sample flow rates can be controlled using calibrated critical orifices which are 

operated under the critical flow conditions by controlling the downstream sampling pressure. 

Elemental iodine was sampled to liquid gas scrubber columns with a coolant jacket, as shown 

in Fig. 2(a) [5]. The temperature of the operation gas can reach near the saturation temperature, 

and a coolant jacket is needed to prevent evaporation of the scrubber solution. The sampling 

flow rate is a very critical parameter when we obtain the iodine concentration. Although the 

critical orifice can be controlled based on the sampling flow rate, the sampling flow rate is also 

measured using a mass flow meter to make certain regarding the sampling flow rate.  Each 

sampling system has two liquid gas scrubber columns because we use three different analysis 

devices to increase the date reliability; in addition, each device has a different measurement 

range. To use the ISE, scrubber water is doped with ascorbic acid to reduce I2 to I- ions. I- ions 

are very stable in an aqueous solution. This system can be used similar to an on-line 
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measurement with ISE, and thus the data indicate the trend of the inlet and outlet concentration; 

a precise result is not achieved, however, because ISE is very sensitive to temperature changes. 

To use UV-Vis and ICP-MS, NaOH solutions were used for the scrubber water. For a precise 

result, a calibration should be performed for the ISEs before testing under well controlled 

conditions, such as the temperature, and the samples should be analysed under the same 

conditions. 

 

 

Figure 1. Measurement location 

 

 

   
 

(a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of elemental iodine sampling system and (b) 

experimental set-up 
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2.2 Methyl iodine measurement 

Figure 3 shows the methyl iodine sample system. The gas sample is mixed with nitrogen 

before going to the condenser where any steam present is condensed, because the residual gas 

with the contained CH3I is needed after the condenser. It enters into two liquid gas scrubbers 

arranged in a series and is reacted with -75 °C toluene. A temperature of -75 °C can be reached 

in an acetone + dry ice solution. The condensed steam sample and two samples from the toluene 

scrubbers are analysed off-line using a gas chromatography/mass spectrometer (GC/MS). This 

method can detect low CH3I concentrations. Methyl iodine is characterized through on-line 

measurements using UV photo ionization detectors (PID). PID sensors are installed in special 

gas sampling trains because the maximum operating temperature of a PID sensor is less than 

50°C. The sample gas is mixed with nitrogen and directed to a condenser for cooling. Nitrogen 

is used to maintain the partial pressure of CH3I in the sample gas flow low enough to prevent 

condensation of CH3I under the given temperature.  

      

 

(a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of methyl iodine sampling system and (b) experimental 

set-up 

3 APPLICATION IN FCVS 

3.1 1:1 full height FCVS test facility ARIEL 

KAERI constructed a large-sized test facility, called the Aerosol Removal & Iodine 

Elimination (ARIEL) test facility, to evaluate the performance of the new Korean FCVS [6]. 

The key components of the Korean FCVS are a pool venturi scrubber, cyclone droplet/particle 

separator, metallic fiber filter (MFF), and molecular sieve (MS), which is used to remove 

iodine. To verify the performance of the FCVS, it is a scaled-down, full height, reduced 

diameter mock-up of the new Korean FCVS. Two test facilities will be used. One is based on a 

scaling analysis with one venturi nozzle out of a total of 60 venturi nozzles. Another is based 
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on a scaling analysis with three nozzles out of total 60 venturi nozzles to investigate the effects 

of the nozzle arrangement, as shown in Fig. 4. Table 1 shows the capacity of the FCVS test 

facility. 

 

Table 1. Capacity of the Test facility 

Parameter Value 

Maximum operating pressure 10 bar 

Maximum operation temperature 200 °C 

Steam generator capacity 5000 kg/hr 

Nitrogen generator capacity 1800 kg/hr 

Air supply capacity 1800 kg/hr 

 

 
Figure 4. 1:1 height, reduced diameter scale FCVS facility ARIEL used to determine aerosol 

and iodine retention 

 

3.2 Iodine generation system 

Owing to the experimental environment, radioactive iodine such as 131I labelled iodine or 

methyl iodide will not be used in this facility. Gaseous elemental iodine is easily generated 

using the heating of a solid iodine crystal, because solid iodine is easily vaporized under 110°C. 

Fig. 5 shows the iodine generation system. The chamber, which has a solid iodine crystal of up 

to 500 g, is heated by heated oil to reduce any hot spots. The gaseous elemental iodine is fed 

by the nitrogen to the main test system. The generation system can be operated at pressures of 
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up to 10 bars and temperatures of 150°C. The generation of gaseous methyl iodine is easier than 

the generation of gaseous elemental iodine because methyl iodine has higher volatility.  

 

Figure 5 Iodine generation system 

3.3 Testing in ARIEL 

Elemental methyl iodine retention tests have been conducted in the ARIEL facility. The 

experimental test conditions are given in Table 2. Before the elemental iodine retention test, a 

series of thermal-hydraulic experiments were conducted to characterize the pressure and 

temperature behaviour, and the scrubber water behaviour, due to a heat-up, steam condensation, 

and evaporation as a function of the gas composition of the main carrier gas [5]. 

Table 2. Experimental test conditions 

Parameter Value Value Value Unit 

Test No. 1 2 3  

Steam mass flow rate 0.079 0.10 0.079 kg/s 

Nitrogen mass flow rate 0.074 0.10 0.074 kg/s 

Gas mixture temperature 137~145 145~155 137~145 °C 

Wall temperature inlet  150 170 150 °C 

Wall temperature test vessel 150 170 150 °C 

Wall temperature outlet 150 170 150 °C 

Inlet pressure 5.06 7.0 5.06 bar(a) 

Water level 1.45 1.42 1.45 m 

City water + chemicals pH 13.1 13.1 13.1  

NaOH concentration 0.5 0.5 0.5 wt% 

Sodiumthiosulfate 

concentration 
0.2 0.2 0.2 wt% 

Experiment time with I2-

feed 
4 3.5  h 
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Experiment time with 

CH3I-feed 
  1.5 h 

During the test, elemental iodine was sampled into liquid gas scrubber columns, as shown 

in Fig. 2(b). The test facility was configured to perform measurements of the molecular iodine 

concentrations at the inlet and outlet of the test mock-up, and at the outlet of the molecular 

sieve. At each location, a set of two molecular iodine scrubber columns was installed according 

to table 3. Samples were collected for off-line measurement using the ISEs, UV-Vis, and ICP-

MS, as mentioned before.  

The concentration of iodine in the gas at the inlet can be easily obtained using an ISE and 

UV-Vis. The results of the ISE and UV-Vis measurements were very similar, at near 100 ppm. 

However, ICP-MS cannot be used to measure the iodine concentration at the inlet, because 

there is too much NaOH in the scrubber solution. At the outlets of the test vessel and molecular 

sieve, it was very difficult to measure the concentration of iodine because the lower limits of 

the ISE and UV-vis measurements are 1.0 x 10-7 mol/L and 5.0 x 10-7 mol/L. Otherwise, ICP-

MS can be used to conduct measurements of lower than 1.0 x 10-8 mol/L, and thus we easily 

obtained the iodine concentration at the each outlet. In addition, we found that the results of 

ISE and ICP-MS were very similar at the outlet. In the elemental iodine retention test, we 

achieved a good DF of over 1000. 

For the methyl iodine test, we obtained the some value at the test vessel inlet and outlet. 

However, the concentration of CH3I was not measured at the molecular sieve outlet by GC-MS, 

even though the detection limit of GC-MS is 0.05 ppb for CH3I in toluene. If we use the 

detection limit for the outlet concentration when we obtain the DF value, the overall 

decontamination factor for methyl iodine was DF>500. We will run more methyl iodine tests 

to obtain a more precise DF.  

 

Table 3. Elemental iodine measurement systems and analysis method 

Location Measurement system ID Description Analysis method 

Test Vessel Inlet 

IS1 
50 mM ascorbic acid 

in de-ionized water 
On/Off line ISE 

IS2 
0.1 M NaOH in de-

ionized water 

UV-Vis, ICP-

MS 

Test Vessel Outlet 

IS3 
1 mM ascorbic acid in 

de-ionized water 
On/Off line ISE 

IS4 
0.001 M NaOH in de-

ionized water 

UV-Vis, ICP-

MS 

Molecular sieve 

Outlet 

IS5 
1 mM ascorbic acid in 

de-ionized water 
On/Off line ISE 

IS6 
0.00 1M NaOH in de-

ionized water 

UV-Vis, ICP-

MS 

4 CONCLUSION 

During a severe accident, elemental and methyl iodides are the main gaseous iodine 

species in the containment atmosphere. The release of a gaseous species in sufficient quantities 

from the containment into the environment generates risk for public health. A filtered 
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containment venting systems (FCVS) can considerably reduce the leakage of radioactive 

materials into the environment. 

In this paper, iodine measurement methods and experiments used to evaluate the 

performance of FCVS at ARIEL were introduced. Experiments on iodine retention in an FCVS 

have been conducted at the ARIEL test facility to evaluate the performance of the Korean 

FCVS. The main parameters of the test are as follows: i) pressure of 5, 7 bar (a), ii) total mass 

flow rate of 0.14 kg/s (5 bar) and 0.21kg/s (7 bar), and iii) initial pH of 13. Two tests for 

elemental iodine and one test for CH3I were conducted. The overall decontamination factor for 

elemental iodine was DF>1000 for the ISE and ICP-MS results. The overall decontamination 

factor for methyl iodine was DF>500 for the GC-MS results More experiments are planned to 

obtain the DF for CH3I and to contribute toward the development of an iodine analysis model. 
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ABSTRACT

TRIGA Mark II research reactor at Jožef Stefan Institute has been operating for more
than fifty years and has undergone more than 200 core configuration changes. Determining
the current fuel composition is very important to calculate various parameters. Current reactor
burnup calculations are performed using TRIGLAV code [1]. TRIGLAV code is based on
diffusion model in two dimensions where the group constants are calculated using lattice cell
code WIMSD [2].

New techniques, methods, software and increase of the processing capacity of the new
computers motivates us to develop STRIGA package. Based on a loading scheme for TRIGLAV
code we have developed a tool that can read old TRIGLAV inputs and make a 3D Monte Carlo
Serpent input for TRIGA research reactor. This is a very detailed 3D model that has already
been validated on core configurations 132 and 133 that were also considered in the criticality
benchmark experiment in 1991.

With the use of STRIGA tool we can study the full burnup history of TRIGA research re-
actor without major effort, since the code only requires simple loading scheme and some infor-
mation about previous burnup cycles. Also some utility codes which perform various functions;
such as library generation and data management, are part of the STRIGA tool.

1 INTRODUCTION

Our goal is to increase the accuracy of criticality calculations of burned systems in TRIGA
research reactors. In the past several approaches have been tested [3], where usually one step
was performed with the use of deterministic codes, like WIMSD, TRIGLAV or ORIGEN2.1
[4]. With the use of the STRIGA tool, those kind of criticality studies are performed only with
the Monte Carlo method using Serpent code [5]. In this paper the STRIGA tool is presented.
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2 TRIGA RESEARCH MODEL

The TRIGA reactor at Jožef Stefan Institute is a typical 250 kW TRIGA Mark II. It is a
light water reactor cooled by natural convection. There are 91 locations in the core, which can
be occupied by fuel rods, the neutron source, irradiation channels, etc. Elements in the core
are arranged in six concentric rings: A, B, C, D, E and F with 1, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 30 available
locations respectively. The core is surrounded by a graphite reflector enclosed in aluminium
casing. An annular groove in the upper part of the reflector body is provided to contain the so-
called carrousel irradiation facility. The Serpent 3-D TRIGA model with radial and tangential
beam ports is presented in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1: Geometrical model (xy view- top view) of the TRIGA research reactor presenting the
rotary groove in the graphite reflector with 40 irradiation locations (right, green circle), and the
radial and tangential beam ports (left).

Figure 2: Geometrical model (xz view) of the TRIGA research reactor presenting graphite of
the thermalizing and thermal column.
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3 SERPENT CODE

Serpent is a Monte Carlo reactor physics code. Development started at VTT Technical
Research Centre of Finland nine years ago, and since its public release in 2009, the code has
gathered an active user community of more than 250 users in 100 organizations in 28 countries
around the world. The Serpent code is used in different nuclear fields: group constant generation
and fuel cycle studies, full Monte Carlo research reactor modeling and in coupled multi-physics
calculations.

Serpent 2 is still in a beta-testing phase, and available to licensed users of Serpent 1. De-
velopment of Serpent 2 started due to the difficulties in memory handling in Serpent 1. In Ser-
pent 2 the unionized energy grid approach in lattice physics calculations was made optional, and
different optimization modes were introduced for large and small burnup calculation problems.
Parallelization is based on the combination of MPI and OpenMP, which is a shared-memory
parallelization technique that allows dividing the calculation into multiple threads within the
same computational unit, without increasing the overall memory demand. Test calculations on
a modern PC workstation with 96 GB of memory have shown that Serpent 2 can handle 200,000
depletion zones in burnup calculation, without limitations in parallelization [6].

A geometrically detailed 3-D Serpent model of the TRIGA Mark II research reactor core
with its closest surrounding structures was already benchmarked against experimental measure-
ments [7]. The results of criticality, reaction rate and neutron flux distribution calculations
were compared to Monte Carlo code MCNP and experimental results. Multiplication factor re-
sults (keff ) are within the experimental uncertainties compared to benchmark model keff . The
calculated results of reaction rates within the core are almost completely consistent with the
MCNP results and in very good agreement with the experimental results. This means that for
the specific core configuration the geometry and the material properties are modelled very well.

Due to the increased speed of computers, the use of Monte Carlo codes for burnup cal-
culations is becoming more practical, even for research reactors. At Jožef Stefan Institute the
TRIGLAV in-house developed fuel management tool is mainly used for fuel element burnup
calculation. TRIGLAV is a computer program for reactor calculations of TRIGA Mark II re-
search reactor cores, based on lattice code WIMSD. The code is simple. First the TRIGA
geometry is adjusted to cylindrical core arrangement, where every fuel and non-fuel element
position in the core is treated as a unit cell. For all unit cells group constants are calculated
using WIMSD. These four group constants are used to solve the neutron diffusion equation in
two dimensional cylindrical geometry. The idea was to develop a tool that can read input data
files that are used in the TRIGLAV code and make an input for 3-D TRIGA using Monte Carlo
code Serpent.
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4 STRIGA TOOL

The fact that STRIGA can read input TRIGLAV files is an advantage, especially for in-
experienced users because TRIGLAV only runs under Microsoft Windows operating system
and has a friendly graphical user interface (GUI), called TriglavW. The GUI helps the user
to prepare both input files. These two data files are commonly referred as ”triglav.inp” and
”elem.inp”. Both files provide fuel and core description of the current fuel core configuration
and are prepared and edited through the main TriglavW interface, presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: TriglavW window used to prepare and edit TRIGLAV input files.

After both input files are prepared with the TriglavW interface the STRIGA tool is used.
STRIGA is a simple tool, written in standard FORTRAN-77 language. One important aspect for
development of the STRIGA tool is fuel shuffling. 3D input for TRIGA research reactors using
Monte Carlo code Serpent requires a lot of data, and every time you change the configuration of
the core you have to rewrite the input. For inexperienced users this takes a lot of time. However,
with the TRIGLAV code the procedure is simplified because the TriglavW also has a built-in
core loading pattern editor presented in Figure 4. All fuel elements and non-fuel elements can
be moved from one to another location (fuel shuffling) by a simple ”click and point” procedure.
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Figure 4: Triga core loading pattern editor.

Another important aspect of the STRIGA tool is the presence of set of data libraries that
contains various classes of data, such as reactor core geometry, material composition etc. The
list of libraries is the following:

• TRIGA.dim - dimensions and geometry description,

• TRIGA.lib - material description,

• TRIGA.iso - burnup isotopic description.

A block diagram representing the STRIGA system is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Block diagram representing the STRIGA tool.
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4.1 Dimensions and geometry description

The definition of geometry in Serpent is very similar to MCNP, with the use of uni-
verse based model. This means that the geometry is divided into separate levels, which are all
constructed independently and nested one inside the other. This approach allows complicated
systems, like the 3-D TRIGA model, to be divided into smaller parts.

For example, the 3-D geometry of the standard TRIGA fuel element is shown in Figure 6.
This is the best illustration of a universe based geometry construction. The lowest level is the
definition of the fuel pin. Each 3-D fuel element is divided into several different pins. Each pin
is further divided into material regions and outer radii, and each pin is described independently
in its own universe. The next level is the fuel element in which the pin universes are arranged
in a 3-D geometry. In the next geometry level these fuel elements universes are arranged in
another lattice to form the TRIGA core layout, which is then nested into the core surroundings.

Figure 6: Example of 3-D modeling in Serpent code. Fuel elements are defined with unique
pins, each representing materials and outer radii.

4.2 Materials

In Serpent code each material consists of a list of nuclides and each nuclide is associated
with its cross section library, as defined in the input file. Nuclide names follow a common
convention, also used by MCNP. Also important is the definition of the nuclide temperature,
which are fixed when the cross section data is generated and cannot be changed afterwards.
The definition of correct temperature is important to correctly model the Doppler broadening of
resonance peaks due to the heating of the fuel at high reactor power.

Each non-fuel material is defined in the TRIGA.lib data library and it starts with a $
sign. After that the unique material name, total atomic density and number of nuclides in a
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given material are defined. Then, the isotopic composition and the appropriate atomic fractions
follow. An example is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Example of material definitions in TRIGA.lib data library.

4.3 Fuel material burnup

The treatment of burnup in STRIGA differs from the approach adopted in TRIGLAV
code. The burnup calculations in TRIGLAV code are performed with the WIMSD code. These
calculations are made with the repetition of the transport calculations in prescribed burnup-up
steps and at specific power of fuel element.

Monte Carlo burnup calculations are still a few order slower than the deterministic codes.
Therefore, it was necessary to adopt a different approach, as used in the TRIGLAV code. In
STRIGA code a library of isotopic composition, TRIGA.iso, is constructed for each fuel cycle.
This data library is defined with the utility code, part of the STRIGA tool, after each burnup
calculations of the given fuel configuration. In TRIGA.iso data library, the cycle number, num-
ber of fuel elements and number of nuclides for each fuel cycle are defined. After that, for each
fuel element the total burnup in units of MWd/kgU , total atomic density and atomic fractions
of given nuclides are given. An example is shown in Figure 8. This way, for a given core con-
figuration with burned fuel, we can extract the isotopic composition for each fuel element and
perform for example a criticality calculations. Then, the calculated keff values can be compared
to experimental values.
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Figure 8: Isotopic library fo fuel elements in a given cycle.

5 CONCLUSION

STRIGA is a new tool for research reactor calculations of TRIGA reactor cores. In com-
bination with the friendly graphical user interface developed for TRIGLAV code, the program
is very easy to use. The user is now able to calculate important core parameters with great
precision. STRIGA tool was developed to study burnup of different core configurations with
the use of the Serpent code, which will be performed in the near future. It should be pointed out
that the purpose of STRIGA tool is not to have another burnup fuel code, but to perform crit-
icality burnup calculations since the TRIGLAV code was not designed for absolute criticality
calculations.
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ABSTRACT

This year, a new multi-purpose instrument was installed at the TRIGA reactor in Vienna:
the thermal white neutron beam facitlity. Its high thermal neutron flux of up to 107 cm−2 s will
be available for several very different new experiments. The accessible experimental site has a
size of ∼ 3.7×3.7×2.2 m3, the cross section of the beam is up to 65×65 mm2.

A biological shielding, made of a special kind of radiation absorbing concrete was ne-
cessary, it was designed especially for this purpose. The performance of this concrete was
simulated with MCNP6 and also tested at the TRIGA reactor. Then, the shielding performance
of the chamber was simulated in MCNP6 to prove feasibility. An interlock system was designed
to give access to the experimental site while the reactor is in operation.

A large variety of experiments can be performed with this new neutron instrument. Fun-
damental physics will be pushed by investigating new devices for neutron experiments as on
neutron beta decay. New tools like neutron detectors with µm-resolution or new kind of neu-
tron optics can be developed further with this instrument. As an example of applied physics,
the radiation damage of semiconductors is currently investigated. The new instrument also can
be used as a station for neutron radiography. The wide variety of experiments shows the high
flexibility of the new instrument and the broad impact on neutron physics at the Atominstitut.

1 INTRODUCTION

The TRIGA research reactor of the Atominstitut in Vienna has celebrated its 55th birthday
this year but the research around the neutron source stays up-to-date and vivid. As a commit-
ment to the future, new fuel elements were installed in 2012, the reactor instrumentation and
control system was renewed in 2016 and the whole radiation protection system was renewed
completely this year.
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Figure 1: External view of the thermal white neutron beam facility. The TRIGA-reactor is visible
in the back (yellow), the chamber made of movable concrete parts of the new beam facility is
shown in the front (red).

Until now, neutron beams at the TRIGA reactor in Vienna were prepared by installing a
monochromator crystal close to the exit of the beam tube. Hence, neutron beams with low
intensity (∼ 101 − 104 cm−2 s) and small diameter, but monochromatic and with small diver-
gence are generated. In contrast, the target of the thermal white neutron beam is to provide a
neutron beam with a large diameter of 65×65 mm2, with the highest possible flux by using the
whole beam coming out of the beam tube. A very flexible beam site to fulfil the requirements
of various experiments to widen the spectrum of possibilities around the reactor is essential.

High flux and a direct view to the core lead to high dose rates. Hence, perfect single cry-
stals were installed inside the reactor beam tube to filter out fast neutrons and gamma radiation.
Further, it was necessary to install an accessible chamber as biological shielding (see Fig. 1).
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2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SHIELDING

In designing the facility we had to take into account some limiting factors for the biologi-
cal shielding:
The chamber shall be accessible for experiment adjusting, even during reactor operating time.
Optimal shielding and space properties for a various number of experiments and high flexibi-
lity shall be provided. Therefore, the chamber needs to be assembled and disassembled by the
reactor crew itself. The chamber must not exceed the maximum floor load of 5000 kg m−2 and
a solution without permanent connection to reactor or reactor building will make the legal pro-
cesses considerably easy. It is crucial to not exceed a dose rate of 5 µSv h−1, plus activation of
all used parts needs to be negligible.

The factors mentioned above lead to a chamber built of precast concrete parts, intercon-
nected simply with bolts. For security reasons an interlock system was designed and installed
to provide access to the experiments while the reactor is running, see chapter 3.

2.1 Radiation Absorbing Concrete

Due to the mix of thermal neutrons, fast neutrons, reactor- and secondary gamma radi-
ation it was necessary to develop a special kind of radiation absorbing concrete containing
three additives: boron carbide powder (B4C ∅ < 1 mm) to increase the absorption of thermal
neutrons, serpentinite (a rock containing high amount of crystallization water, ρ ≈ 3 g cm−3)
for moderation and hematite (ρ ≈ 5.3 g cm−3) to increase the density and therefore the gamma
radiation absorption. High hydrogen content as well as high density of the concrete are the
notable characteristics of the optimal concrete recipe. High prices of about 35 e/kg for B4C
and the result of simulations showing that more than 1wt% of B4C is not necessary (see next
section) lead to the concrete recipe shown in Table. 1.

Table 1: The recipe of the radiation absorbing concrete (ρ ≈ 3300 kg m−2)
cement (CEM III/B 32.5N) 280 kg m−3

water 180 kg m−3

hematite 2164.3 kg m−3

serpentine 690.3 kg m−3

B4C 34 kg m−3

The stability of this kind of concrete was tested by measuring the compressive strength
which is proved.

2.2 MCNP6 simulations

To check the shielding properties of the newly designed concrete and to find the right
amount of B4C for sufficient neutron absorption simulations were done in MCNP6. These si-
mulations were compared to measurements.

In MCNP6 the thickness of a concrete wall and the amount of B4C in the concrete was
varied to estimate the required amount of B4C. Fig. 2 reveals two important points: First,
adding more than 0.5-1 wt% B4C has no advantage because few more neutrons get absorbed.
Because of the high price of B4C this is an important finding. Second, for thicker walls the
positive effect of B4C is less than for thinner walls because neutrons also can be absorbed by
other isotopes (mainly 1H, 54Fe and 56Fe).
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Figure 2: Simulated neutron flux after concrete slabs of a certain thickness and with a varying
amount of B4C.

Figure 3: The three possible floor plans of the variable concrete chamber. The version to the left
is the version currently installed. The dimensions are: 5.2×4.1×2.2 m3 (L×W×H). The smaller
chamber on top is the prechamber where the shutter system is located. The experimenting
chamber can be accessed over the labyrinth entrance which can be locked with a safety lattice
door which is connected to the shutter.

Nevertheless, adding B4C has an enormous effect on the production of secondary gamma
radiation. As it can be seen in Fig. 2 adding B4C leads to neutron absorption closer to the
internal surface of the concrete shielding. Generated secondary gamma radiation on its way
to the outside has a longer path through the shielding as the radiation generated further inside
of the shielding. Furthermore, secondary gamma radiation of 10B is less energetic (478 keV)
than the radiation of 1H (6.3 Mev) or 56Fe (up to 7.6 Mev) which improves the efficiency of the
shielding.

After the efficient absorption properties of the new concrete were shown, a concept of the
chamber layout was designed where space properties, wall thicknesses and a system for access
control (the so called interlock system) were defined. The chamber can be assembled in different
ways to gain high flexibility for different experiment proportions (see Fig. 3). This detailed
model of the chamber was simulated in MCNP6 to check the shielding properties. Results are
shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: simulated meshtally for neutron flux in MCNP6 of the whole chamber. The neutron
beam with its properties can be seen as well as the performance of the labyrinth. Values given
in [n/cm2s].

2.3 Cobalt measurements

Due to the relatively high neutron absorption cross section (σabs≈ 37 barn) of 59Co, the
high gamma radiation energies of 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV and the half life of 5.27 years of
60Co special attention was paid to this element. Traces of cobalt in parts made of ordinary con-
struction steel (concrete reinforcement, edge protection, steel angles) could lead to activating
the steel and therefore to an unwanted source of experimental background or dose rate. It would
also lead to higher dismantling costs due to unwanted nuclear waste in the future. Therefore,
samples of the different construction parts were taken and cobalt traces were measured. This
was done via ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry). The cobalt trace was
less than 5.2 · 10−3 wt% for all samples. To estimate the saturation activation of the steel parts
inside the chamber the relation

A = σΦ
m

n
NA, (1)

was used. Φ is the neutron flux on the inner surface of the chamber where the metal parts are
mounted (Φ ≈ 103 n/cm2s - estimated by MCNP6 simulations, see fig. 4), m is the mass of the
cobalt inside the chamber, n is the molar mass of cobalt and NA is Avogadro’s constant.

Cobalt contamination of the metal parts (≈ 700 kg) used inside the chamber leads to a
saturation activity of less then 15 kBq which is equivalent to a specific activity of≈ 0.02 Bq g−1.
This specific activation is less than the release limit of 0.1 Bq g−1 according to the Austrian law
[1].
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2.4 Argon activation
40Ar is the only component of air with a noteworthy absorption cross section of

σabs = 0.68 barn and a significant amount of about 1.28 wt% to get activated:

40Ar + 1n→ 41Ar. (2)

41Ar has a half-life of about 109 minutes. Due to the fact that 41Ar is a noble gas, incorporation
does not need to be considered in the dose estimation.

To estimate the activation of the air inside the chamber, the volume of the chamber was
divided in two parts: the small volume of the direct beam where the neutron flux is high and the
remaining big volume of the chamber where the flux is low, see Table 2.

Table 2: Division of chamber volume in a high and a low flux volume for estimation of argon-
activation. The flux is taken from MCNP6 simulations (see Fig. 4).

in beam volume off beam volume
flux φ 107 n/cm2s 104 n/cm2s
volume 0.013 m3 18.7 m3

mass of Ar in volume 0.22 g 312 g

The saturation activation can be calculated by:

A = σabsNA(Φin
mAr

in

nAr

+ Φoff

mAr
off

nAr

). (3)

This activity concentration is converted to a dose rate by using the conversion factor for
Argon-41 [2]:

1 Bq/m3 = 2.2 · 10−4 µSv/h. (4)

This conservative estimation leads to an activity concentration of 2900 Bq/m3 equivalent
to 0.6µSv/h. Although, the dose caused by 41Ar is quite low compared to gamma and neutron
dose in the chamber, a ventilation system was installed in the sense of the ALARA (meaning As
Low As Reasonable Achieveable) principle.

3 THE INTERLOCK SYSTEM

Due to a dose rate of 1 − 10 Sv/h (at a rough estimate) in the direct beam an interlock
system was designed and installed to be able to set up experiments while the reactor is running
and to prevent radiation accidents.

The radiation protection system consists of a shutter block made of concrete with B4C
and lead inlays (∼ 1300 kg) standing on the hydraulic lift table, see Fig. 5. This block has got
a through-hole which can be aligned with the neutron beam tube of the reactor by lifting the
block using the lift table. In the upper position the neutron beam does not get absorbed in the
block and can enter the experimental chamber. In the lower position the beam get absorbed in
the block, see Fig. 5.

The block can be lifted (hence, the beam gets activated) only, after the search button inside
the chamber is pressed to assure that nobody is inside. Then the lattice door at the entrance can
get locked and the shutter can be opened, see Fig. 5. This procedure assures that it is impossible
to get in touch with the neutron beam unintendedly.
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Figure 5: Left: The shutter block ((L×W×H) 74×67×70 cm3) for opening and closing the
neutron beam is positioned on a hydraulic lift table inside of the opened prechamber. The end
switches for position control are visible on the right. Right: The entrance door and the control
panel of the interlock system

The interlock system consists of an ordinary hydraulic lift table with end switches to
assure that it stops at the proper upper and lower position, an electronically lockable door and
a programmable logic controller (PLC PNOZmulti 2 from Pilz) for controlling the interlock
system, see Fig. 5.

4 APPLICATIONS

The installation of a neutron beam with much higher intensity and a Maxwell-Boltzmann-
spectrum and its high flexibility offer new opportunities in neutron research at the Atominstitut.
Currently three different neutron detection systems are developed in house: an online neutron
detector with the lowest background count rate for ultra cold neutrons [3], a neutron detector
with µm-resolution [3] and a diamond detector with pulse shape analysis for excellent discri-
mination of varios particle interactions within [4]. In future, these three detector types will be
tested at the white beam. Its high flux and the easy access to the beam will fasten the develop-
ment.

The neutron resonator MONOPOL [5] will be tested for the first time on a thermal white
beam. This resonator is developed in the context of the PERC project for high precision studies
of neutron beta decay [6]. The development of neutron instrument components and techniques
connected with this project is also foreseen. In principle, the new instrument can also be used
for radiography since the flux at the regular radiography station at the reactor is lower by one
or two orders of magnitude [7]. Currently, tests of radiation hardness of solid state electronic
components are performed. For these experiments high flux in the thermal regime and low flux
in the fast regime are essential to distinguish between different effects.

Further, the new reactor instrumentation offers the possibility to pulse the reactor for
achieving a peak flux of ∼ 1010 cm−2 s with this instrument.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

An new kind of radiation absorbing concrete containing B4C was developed, simulated
in MCNP6, and tested at the TRIGA reactor in Vienna. The superior shielding properties of
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this concrete, which are based on the better absorption of thermal neutrons on one hand and in
producing less energetic secondary gamma radiation on the other hand, were shown. Another
advantage is that the gamma radiation is produced farther inside of the chamber which yields in
better gamma ray absorption. It was additionally found that more than 1 wt% B4C added to the
concrete is not required.

Afterwards, this new shielding was installed at the reactor, and tested by both the internal
radiation protection team and also by an external expert regarding operation safety and radiation
dose levels. All tests were satisfactory. Hence, the instrument is now on duty for different
experiments. Detailed analysis of beam properties like flux, divergence and spectrum are being
measured and are going to be published soon.
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ABSTRACT

The TRIGA (Training, Research, Isotopes, General Atomics) MARK II reactor of the
University of Pavia is a pool-type research reactor. One of the most challenging reactor fea-
ture to be considered in the modelling task is the natural circulation. In particular, there is no
primary pump in the pool and the heat removal from the core is achieved by free convection.
The buoyancy results from the difference in fluid density between the reactor core inlet and
outlet. The characterisation of this phenomenon requires the modelling of the entire reactor
including the pool in order to consider the total pressure drop along the core that establishes the
equilibrium flow rate. In this work, we present a 3D thermal-hydraulic model of the TRIGA
Mark II aimed at assessing the natural circulation capabilities of the reactor. In this light, a
CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) approach is used, considering also the complexity and
the asymmetric geometry of the reactor. The contribution of some components of the reactor
core (i.e., the upper and the lower grids) to the pressure drop is modelled with a porous media
approach, the latter tuned with a separate detailed model. As a major outcome, the model is
able to provide reasonable values for the temperature within the core channels, which could be
used to estimate the water mass flow rate induced by the natural circulation for each channel in
the reactor.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The TRIGA (Training Research and Isotope production General Atomics) Mark II is a
research reactor designed and manufactured by General Atomics. TRIGA is a family of pool-
type reactors cooled and partly moderated by light water mainly used for training and research
purposes. The first characterising feature is the fuel composition, a uniform mixture of uranium
and zirconium hydride (UZrH). The second interesting feature - that will be the object of this
work - is the natural circulation used for cooling the reactor in the low-power version of the
TRIGA reactor, being the core located into a water pool (Figure 1). A heat removal system for
the pool is used for prolonged operation.

From a modelling point of view, the natural circulation of the reactor constitutes an ad-
ditional issue since the mass flow rate inside the reactor is not imposed as external input but it
is a results of the model itself. In general, the thermal-hydraulics behaviour of the reactor is
relevant for assessing the operational and accidental safety features of the reactor - especially
for evaluating fuel and cladding maximum temperatures. In addition, in TRIGA reactor, sub-
cooled boiling conditions may occur in some channel of the reactor as experimentally proved
by [2]. For the above reasons, an accurate thermal-hydraulic model should give a good estimate
of the mass flow rate, and hence a detailed analysis of the natural circulation regime within the
core is needed. In a previous work, this value was estimated by means of a zero dimensional
model. On the other hand, this value should be considered only as a mean, reference value,
giving no information about the mass flow rate of the single reactor channel [3]. To this aim,
it is worthwhile to remind that the reactor configuration is not symmetric, and that there are
different type of reactor channels according to the location (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Illustration of the tank [1]. Figure 2: Reactor core configuration.

In this work, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approach is used to derive a 3D
model of the TRIGA Mark II of the university of Pavia in order to obtain a detailed thermal-
hydraulics description of the reactor. In particular, the active region, the pool and the lower and
the upper grid of the reactor are modelled to correctly reproduce the buoyancy-induced mass
flow rate (Figure 3). In order to reduce the computational burden, the upper and the lower grids
have been simulated in a separate detailed model. The results of this step are used as inputs for
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the principal model where the zone of the grids are modelled through a porous media approach.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the flow of water inside the core [4]

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the modelling approach adopted in the
separate models of the grid and in the model of the entire reactor are described. The results of
the models are reported in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 some conclusions about the outcomes
and future developments are drawn.

2 THERMAL-HYDRAULICS MODELLING

As mentioned in the Introduction, the reactor model relies on the use of a porous media
approach for the upper and lower grid. In the next subsections, the separate modelling of these
components and the entire reactor are described. In both cases, the mesh generation process has
been handled with ANSYSTM Workbench 2.71 [5], starting from an high-fidelity CAD (Com-
puter Aided Design) model of the reactor. The finite volume open-source code OpenFOAM 4.0
[6] has been used to solve the steady state 3D Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equa-
tions. The fluid flow in the reactor is modelled as Newtonian, incompressible and turbulent.
In order to consider the buoyancy effect and to take into account the natural convection, the
Boussinesq approximation for buoyancy is adopted, i.e., the density variations are considered
only in the momentum equation, as source term. In equations, it reads:

∇ · ū = 0

∂ū

∂t
+∇ · (ūū)−∇ · (ν∇ū) = −∇p− ḡβ(T − Tref )

∂T

∂t
+∇ · (ūT ) = k∆T

(1)

where ū represents the velocity vector, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, p is the nor-
malised pressure, ḡ is the gravity acceleration, β is the thermal expansion coefficient of the
fluid, T is the fluid temperature, Tref is a reference temperature, and k is the thermal diffusivity
of the fluid.

The turbulence modelling is performed adopting a RANS approach, focusing on the time-
averaged quantities and on the resolution of the largest eddies. In particular, a k − ω SST
turbulent model [7] is used since this model seems to be a good compromise between accuracy
and computational time. The latter statement is supported by a comparative study on the RANS
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modelling approach (Reynolds-Stress Model, k− ε, k−ω) performed on an average channel of
the TRIGA reactor [8]. The thermo-physical properties of the water are considered as constant
and are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Cooling water transport properties

Density ρ Thermal expansion β Kinematic viscosity ν Prandtl Number
998.228 kg

m3 2.07×10−04 1
°C 1×10−06 m2

s
6.99

2.1 Upper and lower grid modelling

The geometry and the mesh employed for the separate modelling of the grids are shown
in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. For simplicity, only part of the two grids shown have
been modelled, in particular the region corresponding to the innermost fuel ring (the elements
labelled with B in Figure 2). For these models, the temperature is not solved, neglecting any
power deposition in the grid zone. The outcomes of this step constitute the input for the porous
media zones of the entire reactor model. In particular, the main outcome of interest is the
pressure drop across the grid.

Figure 4: Geometry and mesh of the lower
grid, with the pins that support the fuel

elements

Figure 5: Geometry and mesh of the upper
grid, with the fuel elements spacers

In Table 2 and 3, the boundary conditions applied to the model are summarised.

Table 2: Lower grid boundary conditions

Inlet Outlet Grid Boundary Walls
Pressure zero-Gradient 0 zero-Gradient zero-Gradient
Velocity [0÷ 0.5] zero-Gradient No-Slip No-Slip
Turbulence Free-stream values zero-Gradient Wall-Function Wall-Function
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Table 3: Upper grid boundary conditions

Inlet Outlet Grid Boundary Walls
Pressure zero-Gradient 0 zero-Gradient zero-Gradient
Velocity [0÷ 0.5] zero-Gradient No-Slip No-Slip
Turbulence Free-stream values zero-Gradient Wall-Function Wall-Function

2.2 Reactor modelling

The geometry and the mesh employed for the reactor modelling are shown in Figure 6
and Figure 7, respectively. In the grid zone, a porous media approach is employed in order to
limit the computational burden. In OpenFOAM, the porous media is modelled by attenuating
the time derivative and by adding a sink term to the Navier-Stokes equations [9]:

∂γū

∂t
+∇ · (γūū)−∇ · ((ν + νT )∇ū) = −γ∇p− ḡγβ(T − Tref ) + γS̄

S̄ = −
(
µD +

1

2
ρ|ū|F

)
ū

where γ ∈ [0, 1] (with 1 corresponding to complete porosity), and D and F are two propor-
tionality coefficient (two scalars only for the case of homogeneous porous media, as the one
considered in the following, otherwise two tensors). The source term is composed of two parts,
a viscous loss term and an inertial loss term, creating a pressure drop that is proportional to the
velocity and velocity squared, respectively.

The active zone is represented by an upright cylinder 44.6 cm in diameter with fuel ele-
ments distributed along five concentric rings. The fuel elements are 72.06 cm in length and 3.76
cm in diameter. The precise dimensions of the active material is 35.60 cm in length and 3.58
cm in diameter. This zone is explicitly modelled, resolving the set of equations 1. In Table 4,
the boundary applied to the model are summarised.

Table 4: Channel initial and boundary conditions

Inlet Outlet Fuel Adiabatic Walls
Pressure buoyantPressure 1.5 bar buoyantPressure buoyantPressure
Velocity Calculated zero-Gradient No-Slip No-Slip
Temperature 293 K zero-Gradient Sinusoidal Gradientb zero-Gradient
Turbulence Free-stream values zero-Gradient Wall Function Wall Function

bThe power produced by the fuel elements was taken as input data according to [10, 11], in which the discrete value of the power as a function
of height was evaluated. Those values were then interpolated to obtain the sinusoidal power distribution characterising nuclear reactors

3 NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this Section, the numerical results of the 3D CFD model of the TRIGA reactor are pre-
sented. Second order schemes were chosen in order to limit the numerical diffusion. Due to the
incompressibility assumption for the fluid, the coupling between mass, momentum and energy
equation is not strong, and a pressure-based algorithm based on the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit
Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm developed by Spalding and Patankar [12] is
used. The numerical solution is considered as converged when all the following converging
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Figure 6: Simplified core model geometry.
Above and below the fuel elements, two porous

media simulate the presence of the two grids

Figure 7: Particular of the mesh from the core

criteria were satisfied simultaneously: (a) a decrease in numerical residuals by five orders of
magnitude; and (b) the normalised difference of mass flow rates at the inlet and at the outlet
passing through the core had to be less than 1×10−06 [13].

3.1 Upper and lower grid models

Starting from the CFD simulation of the grids, the proportionality coefficients D and
F were evaluated in order to obtain the average pressure behaviour across the two grids with
respect to the average velocity, shown in Figure 8 and 9. These values are imposed in the full
core model for the two porous regions, in order to simulate the pressure drop caused by the two
grids.

Figure 8: Average pressure drops across the
lower grid with respect to the velocity

Figure 9: Average pressure drops across the
upper grid with respect to the velocity
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3.2 Reactor model

Figure 10 to 12 show the behaviour of the velocity within the core, whereas Figure 13
shows the temperature behaviour within the channels. Figure 14 shows the temperature at the
exit of the active fuel region, where the coolant reaches the maximum temperature values.These
results show good agreement with the work of [14], which, up to now, represents the most
accurate characterisation of the full power steady-state of the TRIGA Mark II reactor, as well
as with the experimental data available for the coolant temperature.

Figure 10: X-component of the velocity within
the core [m

s
]

Figure 11: Y-component of the velocity within
the core [m

s
]

Figure 12: Z-component of the velocity within
the core [m

s
] Figure 13: Temperature within the core [K]
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Figure 14: Coolant temperature at the outlet of the active region of the core [K]

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a 3D CFD model of the TRIGA Mark II of the University of Pavia has
been developed to study the thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the reactor. The active region, the
pool and the lower and the upper grid of the reactor are modelled to correctly estimate the
flow pattern inside the reactor. In order to reduce the computational burden, the upper and the
lower grids have been simulated in a separate detailed model whose results are used in the the
principal model where the zone of the grids are modelled through a porous media approach.
As a major outcome, the model is able to provide a reasonable value of the temperature field,
not only as average result but also considering the different reactor channels. In addition, all
the variables of interest (e.g., the velocity field) inside the reactor are calculated considering
a buoyancy-induced mass flow rate and not an imposed one, making possible the comparison
with experimental data. Future developments will focus on the transient analysis of the reactor
which will consider the variation of the mass flow rate induced by a change in the temperature,
taking into account also eventual boiling phenomena.
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ABSTRACT

Preliminary calculations performed in support of an experimental campaign to evaluate
the neutron spectrum inside the JSI TRIGA reactor are presented. Focus is in the on-line deter-
mination of the epi-thermal and fast parts of the neutron spectrum. Measurements will be per-
formed using fission chambers with different fissile deposit materials with higher fission cross
section for fast neutron energies (237Np and 242Pu) covered with thermal neutron transmission
filters (Cd, Gd). Preliminary calculations have been performed to establish optimal experimen-
tal conditions. The radial and axial dependence of the fission rates in the core was evaluated
and compared for different measurement positions. A preliminary design of the transmission
filters was established in order to evaluate the effect of the filter geometry (length, opening). It
was found out that presence of top and bottom openings in the filter can significantly increase
the detector signal, especially in case of the 235U fission chamber, however the effect can be
reduced by increasing the filter length.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the past several extensive experimental campaigns have been carried out to improve the
accuracy of the on-line power monitoring system. Within these campaigns measurements using
single [1] or multiple [2] in-core fission chambers have been performed to analyse the 235U

1Currently at Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements, EC-JRC-IRMM, Retieseweg 111, B-2440
Geel, Belgium.
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fission rate distribution inside the reactor core. From the measurements, performed using CEA
designed and manufactured miniature 235U fission chambers [3], only the thermal part of the
neutron spectrum could be determined. The aim of the new bilateral project between the CEA
Cadarache (Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique et aux Énergies Alternatives) and the Jožef
Stefan Institute (JSI) is to additionally characterize the epi-thermal and fast part of the neutron
spectrum in the JSI TRIGA reactor. An experimental campaign is planned in autumn 2017. The
goal of the bilateral project is to establish an on-line neutron spectrum measurement method
using fission chambers containing different fissile deposits and covered with different thermal
neutron transmission filters. To establish optimal experimental conditions and configuration,
preliminary calculations have been performed and are presented in this paper. Using different
fissile materials within the fission chambers will enable sensitivity to different neutron energy
range due to the different energy dependence of their fission cross sections. It was decided to
use 235U, 242Pu and 237Np fission chambers in combination with Cd and Gd thermal neutron
filters [4, 5]. These filters capture thermal neutrons before they reach the fission chamber and
therefore enable measurements of the epi-thermal and fast part of neutron spectrum.

2 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF THE JSI TRIGA REACTOR

The TRIGA Mark II reactor at the JSI is a 250 kW light-water, pool type research reactor,
cooled by natural convection. The reactor core has a diameter of 44.2 cm and the active fuel
height of 38.1 cm. There are 91 positions inside the reactor core available for positioning of fuel
elements, control rods, irradiation channels, etc. Measurements using in-core instrumentation
can be performed in 26 additional small holes between the fuel elements called measuring
positions. A schematic view of the core configuration is presented in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the JSI TRIGA reactor core with marked measuring positions.

Calculations of the neutron flux and fission rate were performed using the Monte Carlo
neutron transport code MCNP6 [6] and the ENDF/B-VII.1 [7] cross section library. The full
3D JSI TRIGA reactor model used in calculations, is based on the criticality benchmark model
[8] and is thoroughly described in the International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety
Experiments [9]. The computational model has been expanded, verified and validated by nu-
merous experiments [1, 2, 10, 11].

Neutron flux and reaction rates obtained with the MCNP were normalized taking into
account the normalization factor [12]:

C =
Pν

keffwf

, (1)
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where P represents the reactor power, keff stands for the effective multiplication factor obtained
for individual MCNP simulation, ν̄ represents the calculated average fission neutron multiplicity
and w̄f is the average energy released per fission contributing to the measurable thermal power.

3 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NEUTRON SPECTRUM RADIAL AND AXIAL
DEPENDENCE

The neutron spectrum was calculated in different measuring positions (see Fig. 1) to eval-
uate its radial dependence. Results were normalised to full reactor power using Eq. (1) and are
presented on left hand-side graph in Fig. 2. It can be observed that from the middle of the core
(MP5) to the edge of the core (MP1) the fast part of the neutron spectrum decreases signifi-
cantly. Significant differences in the neutron spectrum in the radial direction can be confirmed.
The signal measured by a neutron detector is generally proportional to a reaction rate (in case
of fission chambers the fission rate is measured), which depends on both, the neutron flux and
the neutron spectrum.
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Figure 2: Neutron spectrum per unit of lethargy (left) for different measurement positions.
Neutron flux axial profile in MP1 for 3 energy groups normalized to the maximum value through
the entire axial profile (right).

Neutron flux (φ) axial profiles were calculated in 3 energy groups: the thermal group
with neutron energies below 0.625 eV, the epi-thermal group with neutron energies between
0.625 eV and 0.1 MeV and the fast group with neutron energies above 0.1 MeV. Calculated
axial profiles in MP1 (see Fig. 1) are presented in Fig. 2. On the right hand-side graph in Fig.
2 the calculated neutron flux in the thermal, epi-thermal and fast groups was normalized to the
maximum neutron flux for each group (φ0). In this comparison the slopes of the axial profiles
for different energy groups can be observed. It can be concluded that the thermal part of the
neutron flux decreases slower than the epi-thermal or fast part. This can be explained by the
presence of the moderator above and below the active height of the core.

4 FISSION CHAMBERS COVERED WITH THERMAL NEUTRON FILTERS

The JSI TRIGA reactor has a highly thermalized spectrum, with 92 % of fissions oc-
curring with thermal neutrons with energies below 0.625 eV. Therefore for the analysis of the
epi-thermal and fast part of the neutron spectrum different experimental techniques will have to
be used. It was decided to use fission chambers with higher sensitivity to the epi-thermal and
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fast neutrons in combination with thermal neutron transmission filters. A thermal neutron trans-
mission filter has to be made out of a material with high absorption cross-section for thermal
neutrons. The chosen materials for transmission filters were: Cd and Gd and the chosen materi-
als for fission chamber coating were 235U, 237Np and 242Pu. The transmission functions for Cd
and Gd are presented in Fig. 3, where the effect of the Gd filter thickness on the transmission
function can be observed. With the increasing filter thickness the cut-off energy is shifted to
higher energies and additional negative resonances appear.

Figure 3: Transmission function for Cd and Gd filters.

4.1 Preliminary Design

In the preliminary design the filters were modelled as bare cylinders without explicitly
modelled fission chamber inside, due to the assumed negligible effect on the relative fission rate
distribution. It was assumed that even a small opening within the filter can result in a high con-
tribution of the thermal neutrons to the detector signal. Therefore, filters of different lengths and
with or without openings were analysed. A schematic view of the modelled filters is presented
on left hand-side in Fig. 4. The modelled thickness of the fission chamber transmission filters
were: 1 mm for Cd and 250 µm for Gd, with the length of 5.5 cm (single) and 11 cm (double).
Single filter length corresponds to the fission chamber length.
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Figure 4: On the left is a schematic drawing of the preliminary transmission filter configuration.
On the right hand side is a thermal part of the neutron spectrum under filter per unit lethargy
normalized to full reactor power (250 kW) in MP1 for single filter length (5.5 cm).
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The effect of the thermal neutron transmission filter on the neutron flux spectrum is pre-
sented on right hand-side graph in Fig. 4. It can be concluded that both transmission filters
efficiently decrease the thermal neutron part with slightly different cut-off energies.

4.2 Effect of the Filter Geometry

The analysis of the effect of the filter geometry on the neutron spectrum is presented in
Fig. 5. It can be observed that the two different filter lengths do not affect neutron spectra sig-
nificantly, however the difference is noticeable when the filter is open. The effect of an opening
is especially noticeable in case of a Gd filter. The effect of an opening becomes negligible when
the length is doubled.
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Figure 5: Closer view to the thermal part of the neutron spectrum per unit of lethargy for
different Cd (left) and Gd (right) transmission filter geometries in MP1.

For a better understanding of the transmission filter effect on the detector response, the
total fission rate (Rf ) for 235U, 237Np and 242Pu over all energy groups was calculated and
compared for different configurations. Results of the calculated fission rate in MP1 for the
Gd filter are presented in Table 1. Due to the limited length of the presented paper only the
results for one filter material are presented, however the comparison for Cd filter leads to similar
conclusions.

Table 1: Comparison of fission rate ratios inside the Gd filter.
Fissile Filter/Bare(a) Single/Double(a) Open/Closed(a)

material (single, closed) (closed) (single)
235U 0.02078 ± 0.00005 1.0078 ± 0.0024 1.4289 ± 0.0050
237Np 0.9314 ± 0.0018 1.0092 ± 0.0024 1.0007 ± 0.0020
242Pu 0.9271 ± 0.0018 1.0102 ± 0.0025 0.9994 ± 0.0020

(a) Reported uncertainties are 1 σ statistical uncertainties.

As expected, the thermal neutron filter has the largest effect on the fission rate in case of
the 235U fission chamber. The difference between the open and closed configuration of the filter
is expected. Due to the opening inside the filter a larger fraction of thermal neutrons is able to
reach the fission chamber and contribute to the detector signal. For this preliminary comparison,
the fission rate through the entire space inside the filter was considered. In the comparisons of
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the fission rates inside the single and double length filters (Single/Double), the calculated
fission rates under filter (FRfilter) were divided by the bare fission rates (FRbare) in order to
eliminate the effect of the spatial position. It can be observed that even though in all cases the
results were normalized with respect to the bare values (FRbare) as:

Single

Double
=
FRfilter,single/FRbare,single

FRfilter,double/FRbare,double

, (2)

there is a difference of the order of 1 % between the single and double configuration, due to
spectral effects. The single and the double configuration filter cover different parts of the axial
profile. From Fig. 2 it can be observed that the thermal neutron flux decreases slower than
the epi-thermal or fast flux. This is the reason why the effect is the smallest for the 235U fission
chamber, which is mostly sensitive to thermal neutrons. It can also be observed that the opening
in the filter significantly increases the signal for the 235U fission chamber. This effect can be
significantly reduced by doubling the filter length (see Fig. 5).

4.3 Detailed Computational Design

In preparation for the experimental campaign the fission chamber and filter setup was
modelled in detail to enable direct comparison of measured and calculated results. In the de-
tailed computational model the final design of the filter was included and was modelled as 10 cm
high and 1.0 mm thick Cd or 0.6 mm thick Gd. The filter material is enclosed in an aluminum
casing and positioned inside a supporting structure, which enables precise positioning of the fil-
ter and fission chamber assembly in the reactor core. The fission chamber is inserted inside the
filter and lifted 2.4 cm to center the active part of the fission chamber, thereby minimizing the
effect of the top and bottom openings of the filter. The fission chamber response (fission rate)
is calculated within the active part of the fission chamber. The schematic view of the modelled
detection system is presented in Fig. 6. Calculated filter/bare fission rate ratios are presented in
Table 2. It can be observed that response of fission chambers under Cd filter is in general lower
than under Gd, this is due to a higher cut-off energy of Cd (see Fig. 3). However, this is not true
in case of 235U fission chamber, where response under Gd filter is lower. This is due to the dips
in a transmission function caused by the resonances in the 157Gd cross-section (Fig. 3), which
coincide with the resonance region in the 235U fission cross section.

Figure 6: Side (left) and top (right) schematic view of the detailed computational design of the
fission chamber setup.
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Table 2: Ratios of calculated filter vs. bare reaction rates for detailed computational model.
Fissile Cd/Bare(a) Gd/Bare(a)
235U 0.0225 ± 0.0001 0.0201 ± 0.0001
237Np 0.938 ± 0.004 0.941 ± 0.004
242Pu 0.935 ± 0.003 0.936 ± 0.003
(a) Reported uncertainties are 1 σ statistical uncertainties.

5 CONCLUSION

In the past the JSI TRIGA reactor has been extensively characterized using 235U fission
chambers, which are sensitive mostly to the thermal part of the neutron spectrum. To char-
acterize also the epi-thermal and the fast part of spectrum fission chambers containing fissile
materials with higher fission cross-section for epi-thermal and fast neutron energies will be
used in combination with thermal neutron transmission filters. Neutron energy spectra in differ-
ent measurement positions inside the reactor core were calculated and compared. Deviations in
the neutron spectra in radial and axial direction were observed. The impact of different shield
configurations and materials on the neutron energy spectrum was evaluated. Effects of the filter
geometry on the detector response were investigated by calculations of fission rates for bare and
filtered fission chamber configurations. It can be concluded that the opening has a high impact
on the detector signal due to the streaming of the neutrons and can in case of the 235U fission
chamber result in even more than 40 % difference in the detector response. However, in the
case of the 237Np and 242Pu fission chambers this effect is much smaller and is evaluated to be
below 1 %. It was found that a filter length of approximately 10 cm would sufficiently minimize
the contribution to the total signal of neutrons originating from the opening. In future work the
results from the detailed computational model will be compared to the measured values. Exper-
imental campaign is planned in autumn 2017. Measurements will serve as additional validation
of the JSI TRIGA MCNP model and will contribute to improve the characterization of the JSI
TRIGA Mark II research reactor.
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ABSTRACT

Calibration of control rods at the Jožef Stefan Institute TRIGA reactor is routinely per-
formed by using the rod insertion method. The signal corresponding to the neutron population in
the reactor is taken from a compensated ionization chamber (IC) located outside the reactor core.
A correction factor has to be applied to eliminate flux redistribution effects, especially when the
signal is used for on-line monitoring of the reactor power. In order to average-out these spatial
effects a series of tests was performed where four CEA miniature fission chambers (FCs) were
used simultaneously while placed inside the reactor core in the so-called measuring positions
in-between fuel elements, at core middle height.

This paper presents a comparison of the total control rod reactivity worth as well as the
integral and differential reactivity worth curves which were calculated from the signals of the
IC and four FCs during execution of the rod insertion method. A few ways to combine the
FCs’ signals are also examined. Results indicate a reasonable agreement between measurements
with IC and FCs. In general, reactivity worth deduced from FCs’ signals tends to overestimate
the one deduced from IC measurement, which could partially be attributed to the fact that flux
redistribution correction factors were deduced from static calculations. To quantify this effect, a
direct 3D dynamic numerical simulation would be needed. Also, a motivation to reduce the FC
signal statistical spread (i.e. obtain stronger signal) is raised, as the uncertainty of the background
noise value contributed to the estimated total reactivity worth up to ±5 %.

1 INTRODUCTION

The rod insertion method is a highly effective method for control rod calibration [1, 2]. Its
main weakness though is relatively high reliance on correction factors, which are generally not
possible to be measured directly and need to be deduced through numerical simulations. Neutron
flux redistribution occurs when the reactor core configuration is changed (e.g. by control rod
repositioning) and it affects both on-line reactor power monitoring and control rod calibration [2].
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In order to reduce dependence on the flux redistribution correction factors, the use of different
and/or multiple detector positions is considered [3, 4]. In this regard, in-core fission chambers
(FCs) were used and the possibilities for combining their signals are presented in this paper –
with the specific application of measuring the control rod reactivity worth by the rod insertion
method.

2 MEASUREMENTS

The measurements were performed with the four miniature FCs placed into the in-core
measurement positions (MPs) of the JSI TRIGA reactor. MPs 9, 17, 20, 21, 25 and 26 were
used in the control rod calibration experiments (the radial locations of MPs are given in Fig. 1).
Simultaneously, the signal was also taken from the safety channel, which is an un-compensated
ionisation chamber (IC). Other experiments were also performed on that very same day [3, 5],
however, this report is pertaining only to the control rod calibration using (the legacy version of)
the rod insertion method [1, 2]. By “legacy” we mean the methodology where the conversion to
static reactivity and the reactivity overshoot compensation are not yet implemented (for details
about these two corrections see reference [6]).
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Figure 1: The JSI TRIGA reactor core geometry, with indicated radial positions of in-core
measurement positions (MPs) and out-of-core ionisation chambers (ICs). The safety channel IC
is coloured red. (Figure credits: Ž. Štancar.)

Normally, a flux-independent external neutron source element is placed in the outermost
ring of the JSI TRIGA reactor core. This holds true also for the measurements described in this
article. According to the inverse kinetics equation the external neutron source, Q, lowers the
calculated reactivity [7], although for the IC its contribution is almost negligible. By varying the
Q value used in the post-processing of FC signals by several decades (which certainly covers the
range of plausible values) we deduced that for FCs we can safely neglect it.

A naming convention is introduced for better overview of the multitude of measurements.
The difference between the morning and afternoon measurements is in the radial positioning of
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the FC number 1 and 2. RI1i denotes the “first insertion of the regulating rod” and SI2i the
“second insertion of the safety rod”, where i stands for FC number (data acquisition channel).

3 ANALYSIS OF THE MEASURED DATA

Besides the necessary conversions between formats of various computer programs used,
the analysis of the FC signals consisted of:

• deleting (i.e. omitting) the remaining non-physical bursts in the signal and properly
extending the time interval until the next measurement point (mainly for the FC4 signal);
• calculating the proper flux depression factors, fY , by means of a MCNP6 simulation with

a fission rate mesh tally (see section 3.1);
• using the DMR043 digital reactivity meter (DMR) computer program [7] to determine

the background contribution to the neutron flux signal, Tb, and to calculate the dynamic
reactivity signal, ρ(t), while applying the correct flux depression factor; and
• extracting the integral and differential reactivity worth curves.

During the analysis some issues arose and are discussed herein. Probably the biggest
problem was the statistical spread of measurement points in the FCs’ signals.1 With it, the
DMR’s algorithm for background determination was pushed to its limits and beyond, resulting
in wildly varying value of the background contribution to the measured signal, Tb. Since this
also included non-physical negative values, a bias was introduced: instead of the usual interval
for background determination (from the label Bottom (B) till the label In (I), during which the
control rod stays in its fully inserted position, Y-IN), a shorter interval was chosen arbitrarily to
yield a (low) background value that made physical sense and that the reactivity in the B-I interval
was as constant as possible.2

3.1 Flux redistribution correction

In order to extract the control-rod-calibration-related information from the raw data, a well-
established post-processing procedure must be carried out (see [7, 1]). Flux depression factors,
fY (for any control rod Y ), are needed to correct the measured flux for its radial redistribution
due to the presence of control rods. For the safety channel (label V, an un-compensated IC,
which is the source of our IC results) they are given in [2]. For the measurement position (MPs)
inside the reactor core, however, the flux depression factors had yet to be determined. Therefore,
a series of Monte Carlo criticality calculations was run using the MCNP6 v1.0 computer program
[8] and ENDF/B-VII.0 nuclear data library [9]. Flux depression factors were calculated as

fY,MCNP =
FY (Y-IN)

FY (ARO)
=

R(Y-IN)

keff(Y-IN)
·
(

R(ARO)

keff(ARO)

)−1

, (1)

where R = R(r) is the fission reaction rate at the detector position, assuming the detector
material to be a 95 % enriched 235U. The division with the effective multiplication factor, keff , is
needed due to normalisation used in MCNP [10]. According to Eq. 1, the flux depression factors
for the MPs used in our measurements are given in Table 1.

1Relative uncertainty of FC measurements is 1/
√
counts. In the B-I interval it ranged from 2% to 9%.

2Note that the assumption of constant reactivity during the B-I interval was contested in [6], where a small
influence on the total reactivity worth was found when the so-called “reactivity overshoot” was accounted for. In the
present analysis, however, this was not taken into account.
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Table 1: Flux depression factors, fY , for CEA miniature fission chambers present in a certain
measuring position (MP) inside the JSI TRIGA reactor core (at active fuel mid-height). The data
is accompanied with corresponding 1σ statistical uncertainties.

MP T S R C

9 1.117± 0.009 0.373± 0.004 1.061± 0.009 1.063± 0.009
17 1.060± 0.008 0.943± 0.007 1.091± 0.008 0.957± 0.007
20 0.961± 0.007 1.082± 0.008 0.951± 0.007 1.107± 0.008
21 0.959± 0.009 1.126± 0.010 0.852± 0.008 1.119± 0.010
25 0.962± 0.007 1.066± 0.008 1.083± 0.008 0.943± 0.007
26 1.046± 0.008 0.949± 0.007 0.945± 0.007 1.097± 0.008

Note that the IC fY were measured in 1990’s [2] and are still in regular use, while FC fY
were calculated for the core number 210 (year 2014). It is possible that true fY have changed
since, which could contribute to discrepancy between IC and FC results.

Also note that in the MCNP calculations the FCs were not modelled, which (in general)
could lead to discrepancies due to self-shielding of the detector materials. We estimate that
due to miniature size of the detectors, their self-shielding factors are sufficiently close to unity
to justify such approximation. To a good extent the self-shielding effect cancels out since the
flux depression factor is a relative quantity. However, this might be invalidated if there is an
influential change in the neutron spectrum (at the detector position) between the ARO and Y-IN
cases.

The use of MP9, which because of the close proximity to the S rod has fS vastly different
from unity, was chosen on purpose so as to test how the methodology of flux redistribution
correction performs in extreme conditions (see the FC2 results of the SI2 case, Fig. 4, left).

3.2 Combining the signals

In an attempt to minimise the background noise in the FC measurements, average and
weighted-average signals were calculated and used within the standard analysis procedure. The
average signal is calculated as

A(t) =
1

4

4∑
i=1

Ni(t) , (2)

where Ni(t) is the count rate from fission chamber i, normalized to the value at the start of the
measurement (t0). The weighted-average signal was calculated as

W(t) =

∑4
i=1 Ni(t) fi∑4
i=1 fi

, (3)

where the fi is the flux depression factor at location of FCi.
Actually, the weights ought to be insertion depth dependent [2, 7], i.e. by first treating each

signal with its corresponding flux depression factor and then combining the signals together as
an ordinary average we would construct:

F(t) =
1

4

4∑
i=1

Ni(t)

1 + (fi − 1) g(t)
, (4)
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where g(t) ∈ [0, 1] is a function of control rod insertion depth at corresponding time. Neverthe-
less, this article utilises only the A andW averaging. In the remainder of the text it is shown
that the control rod worths determined from these averaged signals are quite in accordance with
other results and the background noise was successfully decreased.

Finally, if a value was missing in one of the FCs’ signals then the summation was done
only for the remaining signals (adjusting Eqs. 2 and 3 accordingly).

4 RESULTS

The total worth results for the regulating control rod case (RI1) are listed in Table 2, Here,
the FC results overestimate the reference worth from IC signal by approx. 5 %. As noted, an
important part of this could be attributed to extracting the Tb from statistically spread data.

Table 2: Total rod worth for the (first) insertion of the regulating control rod.

name/ID MP fR Tb W [pcm] W/ref − 1 [%]

RegRod.dat (IC) 1.116 3.48 nA 2557.4 (ref)

RI11 20 0.951 2.85 counts/s 2750.2 7.54
RI12 26 0.954 1.52 counts/s 2656.8 3.88
RI13 25 1.083 2.17 counts/s 2690.1 5.19
RI14 17 1.091 1.76 counts/s 2694.4 5.35

RI1A / 1.000 1.87 counts/s 2695.5 5.40
RI1WA / 1.000 1.40 counts/s 2657.4 3.91

Graphs of the integral worth (Fig. 2, left) and of the differential worth (Fig. 3, left) show
relatively good agreement between the results deduced from IC and the four FC signals for the
RI1 case. A comparison of the results from averaged signals vs. IC results is shown on the right
side of Figs. 2 and 3. Reactivity curves from averaged signals show consistency with those from
the original signals.
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Figure 2: Integral worth curve comparison for insertion of the regulating rod – (left) normal and
(right) averaged signals. Dashed lines are relative deviations from the reference IC result.

For the safety control rod (Table 3) we see immediately that case SI22 with its extreme
flux depression factor greatly overestimates the reference worth from IC signal. This propagates
also into the case with simple averaging (case SI2A), but is quite successfully suppressed when
the weighted-average is used. Other FC results overestimate the IC by 3 % to 9 %.
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Figure 3: Differential worth curve comparison for insertion of the regulating rod – (left) normal
and (right) averaged signals. Dashed lines are relative deviations from the reference IC result.

Table 3: Total worth for the (second) insertion of the safety control rod.

name/ID MP fS Tb W [pcm] W/ref − 1 [%]

SafeIn.dat (IC) 0.975 2.59 nA 4193.3 (ref)

SI21 21 1.126 2.82 counts/s 4407.6 5.11
SI22 9 0.373 3.05 counts/s 5642.8 34.57

0.553† 3.26 counts/s 9554.2 127.84
SI23 25 1.066 3.17 counts/s 4319.5 3.01
SI24 17 0.943 2.68 counts/s 4564.9 8.86

SI2A / 1.000 3.13 counts/s 5159.8 23.05
SI2WA / 1.000 4.27 counts/s 4583.4 9.30

† fY deduced from the neutron flux, rather than reaction rate at the detector position

The SI22 (sub)case can also serve to indicate what would happen if flux depression
factors were deduced from neutron flux, rather than reaction rate at the detector position. Here,
higher fY (denoted with †) results in higher W whose relative error exceeds 100 %. Note that
if calculated from neutron flux, the majority of fY would change towards higher values, which
justifies the use of Eq. 1.

For the SI2 case, graph of the integral worth (Fig. 4, left) shows that the extreme flux
redistribution effects in the MP9 result in a curve significantly different from the IC result. Other
three FC results are much closer to the IC result, although the total worth is still overestimated –
consistent with what we observed for the RI1 case. Differential curves from averaged signals
are shown in Fig. 4, right. Here, the effect of extreme flux redistribution at MP9 is still visible in
with simple averaging (A, Eq. 2), but by using Eq. 3 to calculateW this is quite successfully
averaged out.

5 DISCUSSION

The total control rod reactivity worth determined from measurements with FC is a few
percent higher than the one determined from measurements with IC. Also, the uncertainty in
the background noise value contributed to the estimated total reactivity worth up to ±5 %. Thus
(excluding the cases with extreme flux depression factors), the results from IC and FC signals
match – especially within the empirically estimated 10 % uncertainty of the rod insertion method.

But it is possible to provide some further insight. The (dynamic) neutron flux shape redis-
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Figure 4: Comparison of (left) integral curves from IC and the original FC signals and (right) of
differential curves from the averaged FC signals for the case of safety rod insertion. The extreme
flux redistribution in the MP9 results in more than 30 % deviation of the total worth. Its effect
also propagates to results of the simple averaging, but is quite successfully suppressed with the
weighted-average. For the reason of clarity, the relative deviations are not shown here.

tribution is accounted for with the use of flux depression factors, however, these were procured
with the means of static (criticality) calculation with MCNP. It has been previously shown that
it is more accurate to calculate the flux depression factors with a dynamic simulation that fully
reflects the actual time-dependent geometry (control rod position) during the measurement [6].
Naturally, this influences the total measured control rod worth. Furthermore, this could account
for some difference between the IC and FC results since different radial position of the detector
would in principle allow for different relative change of its fY , when calculated from static or
dynamic simulation.

To quantify this effect, a direct 3D dynamic numerical simulation would be needed, e.g.
with the GNOMER code [11, 12]. Also, new measurements with appropriate acquisition time,
∆tFC, could improve accuracy of the presented analysis.

Another option to minimise problems with flux redistribution effects is to place the FCs in
positions where fY is close to unity. If we limit ourselves to only optimise for control rod worth
measurements of the R and C rod (which are most commonly used and therefore more important
than the other two rods), then we see that MPs 1 to 12 are good candidates [4]. Unsurprisingly,
these MPs are located on the core symmetry line with respect to the R and C rods.

6 CONCLUSION

In this article, a comparison of the integral and differential worth curves is given for
multiple cases, where the signals were recorded simultaneously from one out-of-core ionisation
chamber (IC, safety channel) and four CEA in-core miniature fission chambers (FCs). Using the
flux redistribution correction, a relatively good match of the control rod worth is obtainable.

However, for measuring positions (MPs) with pronounced neutron flux redistribution
we observed total worth deviation in the order of 30 %. Another significant problem was
a considerable statistical spread in the FCs’ signals, which made it difficult to estimate the
background signal. This indirectly affected the measured total worth by approx. 5 %. The
effect of calculating the flux redistribution correction factors with a static (rather than dynamic)
simulation is also discussed, but such analysis remains for further research.
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ABSTRACT 

Measurement of in core water temperature at JSI TRIGA has allowed the development of 

methods to evaluate reactivity temperature coefficients. These quantities are the integral 

parameter to describe thermal-hydraulic/neutronic coupling. The sign and magnitude of these 

coefficients are important to know, as they suggest the consequences of sudden changes in the 

operating parameters of a nuclear reactor. First, experimental protocols to evaluate water and 

fuel temperature reactivity coefficients are specified. Then the methodology to calculate those 

coefficients with the neutron transport code TRIPOLI is presented. Finally, experimental and 

calculated results are properly compared and analysed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

TRIGA® (Training, Research, Isotopes, General Atomics) reactor is a pool-type nuclear 

reactor manufactured by General Atomics that used uranium zirconium hydride (U-ZrH) fuel. 

Fuel elements are cooled by demineralised water that flows through the core of the reactor by 

natural convection. 

The TRIGA MARK II research reactor at the Jožef Stefan institute (JSI) is a typical 250 

kW TRIGA reactor, which is used for various applications: such as neutron activation analysis, 

education and training, radiation hardness studies and benchmark experiments for verification 

and validation of computer codes [1]. During the long time reactor operation, an external 

cooling system is operating, which cools the upper section of the pool through a forced 

convection; however, natural convection remains the driving force for the flow through the 

core. The core of TRIGA reactor is placed at the bottom of an open tank with 5 m of water 

column above it. The core has a cylindrical configuration with 91 designed locations to 

accommodate fuel elements or other components such as control rods, a neutron source and 

irradiation channels. Elements are arranged in six concentric rings: A, B, C, D, E and F, each 

having 1, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 30 locations, respectively (Figure 1a). Detailed description 

(dimension, material composition…) of the reflector and surrounding components can be found 

in [2]. 
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Figure 1: Measuring positions in the core of the TRIGA reactor (left) and scheme of the 

measuring rod with the axial position of the thermocouples (TC) (right). 

 

The TRIGA reactor fuel is a homogeneous mixture of enriched uranium and zirconium 

hydride (U-ZrH) in stainless steel (SS304) cladding. Fuel elements consist of 12 wt% of 

uranium that has enrichment of 20 %. The peculiarity of this composition is that the fuel is 

homogenously mixed with moderator in the form of U-ZrH causing a large fraction of neutrons 

to be moderated in the fuel itself. Therefore, one should pay special attention to the thermal 

scattering cross sections, especially for H bound in ZrH as well as elastic scattering cross 

sections for Zr. 

Recently significant experimental campaigns have been performed in order to measure 

water temperature distribution for the validation of a reference benchmark case for coupled 

thermal-hydraulic and neutronic calculations [3,4]. In order to measure water axial temperature 

profile in the core, a guiding structure in aluminium was built to fit perfectly into the measuring 

positions pierced into the top grid and to accommodate 10 thermocouples in a vertical column 

(Figure 1b and Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Measuring rod before insertion into a measuring position. 

After analysis of the results, it appears that the measuring rod could be used for evaluation 

of temperature reactivity coefficients. First, the experimental protocol used to measure 

temperature reactivity coefficients is detailed. Then calculations used to evaluate these same 

coefficients are presented. Finally, measured and calculated results are presented and compared. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

To investigate effect of the temperature of both, water and fuel, on the reactivity of 

TRIGA, the measuring rod (Figure 2) was used. 

The dynamics of the reactor is controlled by the reactivity. For TRIGA, if there is no 

variation of the neutronic poison (such as Xenon), the reactivity can be express as a function of 

the variation in fuel temperature, water temperature and control rod position: 

 

Where ρ is the reactivity, subscript f is for fuel and w for water, T is the temperature, α,is 

the reactivity temperature coefficient and Δcr is the reactivity inserted/withdrawn into the 

system deduced from control rod worth. 

By definition, the reactivity of a system during steady-state operation is zero, establishing 

a balance relation between temperature variations and control rods position. The temperature 

variation of the water was measured with the measuring rod. Additionally, variations in fuel 

temperature and in control rod position were monitored in the control room. As a consequence, 

only, αf and αw are unknown in equation (1). 

To get rid of the contribution of the fuel, the fuel temperature has to stay constant, and 

equation (1) becomes: 

The water temperature coefficient can be evaluated from the reading of the controls 

position worth (acquired from the operators of at JSI TRIGA) and the difference in water 

temperature recorded between two steady-states at constant fuel temperature. 

Once the water temperature coefficient is measured, it is straightforward to deduce an 

estimation of the fuel temperature coefficient from two steady-states: 

 

To estimate accurately water reactivity coefficient, experimental protocols have been 

established. Firstly for the water temperature coefficient, Xenon should not bias our measure 

so the water of the pool of the reactor was brought to 42°C with external heater. Then the 

following steps were executed: 

  

 𝜌 = 𝛼𝑓𝛥𝑇𝑓 + 𝛼𝑤𝛥𝑇𝑤 + 𝛥𝑐𝑟  

 

(1) 

 
𝛼𝑤 = −

𝛥𝑐𝑟

𝛥𝑇𝑤
  

 

(2) 

 
𝛼𝑓 = −

𝛥𝑐𝑟 + 𝛼𝑤𝛥𝑇𝑤

𝛥𝑇𝑓
  

 

(3) 
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1. The reactor is set critical at 200 kW. 

2. The power of the reactor is changed by few kW to reach 200 °C for the fuel 

temperature in element B1 (equipped with TC, Figure 1). 

3. Positions of the regulating and shim rods are noted to evaluate Δcr. 

4. Temperature profile of the water in the core is recorded to evaluate the average 

ΔTw. 

5. Reactor is shut down and the cooling system turned on. Once water temperature 

decreases of about 5 °C, the cooling system is turned off. 

 

Step 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were repeated for different water temperatures until the minimum 

temperature possible with the cooling system capabilities was reached: around 18 °C. 

Reactivity inserted/withdrawn into the system was deduced from control rod worth curves 

by comparing the position of the control rods between two sets of measurement. Control rod 

calibration has been done few days before the measurement campaign. Water temperature 

difference was estimated with the TCs inserted in the core. Finally, αw was estimated at various 

temperatures according to equation (2). 

For the fuel temperature coefficient, the transient rod was moved from a steady-state at a 

given power to another steady-state. The reading of the fuel temperature variations, water 

temperature variations, transient rod positions and the previously deduced value of the water 

coefficient allowed an estimation of the fuel coefficient according to equation (3). 

3 MONTE-CARLO CALCULATIONS 

The Monte-Carlo neutron transport code, TRIPOLI [5] has been used for the calculation 

of the multiplication factor. A more accurate description of the modelling assumption of the 

TRIPOLI model of TRIGA and its validation has been done [6]. The core configuration studied 

is very similar to the one used for reaction rates calculations of TRIGA Mark II reactor [6], the 

main difference being in control rod position and number of fuel rods and that the zero power 

condition is not imposed: temperature effects are investigated. 

The ENDF/B-VII.0 nuclear data set was used. The code NJOY is called by TRIPOLI to 

generate nuclear data at the requested temperature. Nevertheless, for bound nuclei such as H 

and O in water or H and Zr in TRIGA fuel, the scattering law cannot be generated so easily. To 

resolve this issue, the pseudo material method [7] is used: for the S(α,β) tables. In the case where 

a bounded nuclei (atom density N) is required at a temperature T where the cross-section file is 

not available but that the cross-section is available at T1 and T2 (T1 < T < T2), the isotope is 

replaced by a mixture of the same nuclei at T1 and T2. The atom density of each part of the 

mixture is obtain by the following relations: 

 

 
𝑁1 =

√𝑇2 − √𝑇

√𝑇2 − √𝑇1

𝑁 

 

(4) 

 𝑁1 + 𝑁2 = 𝑁 
 

(5) 

In order to determine the water (respectively fuel) temperature coefficient, the same case 

was running twice, one time with material at 20 °C (zero power approximation) and one time 

with temperature distributions obtained from coupled calculation [3]. Everything (geometry, 

composition …) but the water (respectively fuel) temperature distribution was identical. As a 
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result, TRIPOLI predicts two different multiplication factors for two different temperature 

distributions. Finally, the water (respectively fuel) reactivity coefficient is deduced according 

to equation (6): 

 

𝛼𝑤/𝑓 =

𝛥
1

𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝛥𝑇𝑤/𝑓
  

 

(6) 

Only one temperature is considered for the whole water domain in TRIPOLI. This choice 

was motivated by the fact that temperature differences are used in the calculation. Many 

different temperature profiles have been observed in the different cooling channel of the core 

of TRIGA [3]. Therefore, a complex modelling with many water compositions would have been 

needed to reproduce the real temperature distribution inside the core of TRIGA. Such study is 

foreseen in the future. 

For the fuel, more realistic temperature distribution has been used, the solution of a 

steady-state coupled simulation [3] at 250 kW (Figure 3). The average temperature of each fuel 

element was given to TRIPOLI. 

 
Figure 3: Calculated fuel element average temperature at 250 kW. 

 

For the calculation of the reactivity coefficient, the average temperature of the core (120 

°C) was used, it is assumed that every fuel element has the same neutronic importance. Another 

TRIPOLI calculation has been done where every fuel elements were at 120 °C. 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Measurements were performed on 8th, 11th, 15th and 22nd July 2016. The configuration of 

the core was the core 218 shown in Figure 4, calculations were also performed with this 

configuration. 

 
Figure 4: Schematic view of the TRIGA core configuration 218. 

For the water temperature coefficient, the experimental protocol was repeated 2 times at 

position 20 and 2 times at positon 22 (Figure 4). Results are summarised in Table 1 

Table 1: Measured and calculated water temperature coefficient. Uncertainties are coming 

from the control rod positions converted in reactivity and then divided by the temperature 

difference. 

 reactivity (pcm) ΔTw (°C) αw (pcm/°C) uncertainties (pcm/°C) 

MP 20 
73.6 24.6 3.0 0.3 

69.3 20.9 3.3 0.4 

MP 22 
94.9 18.9 5.0 0.5 

124.5 24.2 5.1 0.4 

TRIPOLI 123.0 21.0 5.9 0.3 

 

It can be seen that two independent measurements obtained at the same position are very 

similar and within the predicted uncertainties. However, the differences are significant when 

the measurement is done at different position. One explanation could be that while measuring 

at position 20, closer to the reactor centre, the measuring rod is obstructing an important cooling 

channel thus minimizing the feedback effect of the water. The results of the calculation are 

going toward this argument since the calculated coefficient is closer to the measurement at 
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position 22 than at position 20. The modelling of the measuring rod is foreseen in the future for 

further investigation. 

The water temperature reactivity coefficient of the TRIGA reactor is positive [8]. This 

does not compromise the safety of the reactor since the global temperature effect remains 

negative due to the strong negative fuel temperature coefficient as shown here after. 

For the fuel temperature coefficient, measurements were performed during five transients 

from a steady state at one power level to a steady state at different power level. Only the 

transient rod was moved (step 0: fully withdrawn control rod, step 900: fully inserted control 

rod). Results are summarised in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Measured fuel temperature coefficient 

Transient position ΔTw (°C) ΔTf (°C) reactivity (pcm) αf (pcm/°C) 

0→372 -11.1 -107 -625 -6.4 

372→0 8.5 107 625 -6.2 

0→400 -9 -119 -750 -6.7 

400→330 2.3 47 250 -5.6 

330→250 3.7 37 250 -7.3 

TRIPOLI 1 Tf 0 120 -781 -6.5 

TRIPOLI 61 Tf 0 120 -826 -6.9 

 

The average measured value of αf is -6.4 pcm/°C and corresponds to the value 

recommended by the manufacturer GA. The coefficient is negative as expected. For calculation, 

the choice of the temperature distribution for the fuel elements is not negligible. It suggests one 

more time that the central region of the core is more important: for the case where one 

temperature is given, the temperatures of elements in the B, C and D (respectively E and F) 

rings are underestimated (respectively overestimated). Therefore the Doppler effect for fuel 

elements in B, C and D (respectively E and F) rings is also underestimated (respectively 

overestimated). The sum over the core is underestimated suggesting that the neutronic 

importance of rings B, C and D is greater than for rings E and F. Discrepancies between 

measured and calculated value is under investigation, it could be due to the burnup since for 

calculation fresh fuel is modelled. 

5 CONCLUSION 

Methods to experimentally evaluate water and fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity 

were proposed and applied to TRIGA at JSI. These coefficients are the integral parameters that 

describe thermal-hydraulic/neutronic coupling. 

For the water temperature coefficient, it was shown that the evaluation was position 

dependent indicating that cooling channels in the centre of the core are more important than the 

channels on the periphery. This observation was confirmed by Monte-Carlo simulations. 

Further investigations are foreseen in the future such as the modelling of the measuring rod and 

the subdivision of the water in subdomain with different temperatures. 

For the fuel temperature coefficient, it was found that the measured value corresponds to 

the recommendation of the manufacturer. Calculated values show discrepancies highlighting 

the greatest neutronic importance of rings B, C and D. Discrepancy observed with measured 
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value suggest that the model could be improved. One direction could be the integration of the 

burnup in the calculation. 

These last observations emphasize the importance of temperature field for both water and 

fuel on the reactivity: coupled neutronic/thermal-hydraulic model should be considered to 

improve the description of nuclear reactors. 
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ABSTRACT 

This work investigates the dynamics of the TRIGA-Mark II located on the premises of 
Laboratorio Energia Nucleare Applicata (LENA) - Università degli Studi di Pavia; in 
particular, it focuses on the system stability in a closed loop, with thermal-hydraulics 
feedback and poison effects on reactivity. The stability analysis is based on the linearized 
equation system that describes the plant physics, encompassing neutronics, thermal-
hydraulics and reactivity feedback, and poison dynamics. The investigation of the linear 
approximation may provide relevant conclusions about the system stability; in particular, 
stability against small perturbations may often be deduced [1]. Laplace Transform is applied 
to the linearized system to derive the transfer function that represents the system differential 
equations: its poles and zeros effectively define the system response to input perturbations. 
The system dynamics is studied through the analysis of the poles of the system transfer 
function and respect to different possible values of the moderator and fuel reactivity feedback 
coefficients. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

TRIGA Mark II is a pool-type research reactor, with the core immersed in a 
demineralised water tank. The water inventory gives a thermal inertia that is a significant 
contribution to the system stability. Typically, a buoyancy force induces a natural circulation 
mass flow rate across the core, due to the different water density in the pool: a column of 
heated water in the core is pushed upwards replacing the cold water at the top of the pool.  

The perimeter of this study includes the core and the natural circulation mass flow 
through it, the reactor pool and the thermal power exchange with the primary cooling loop. 

The nominal power in steady state condition is 250 kW with the thermal neutron flux  
of the order of 1013 #n/cm2. This type of reactor has unique features in terms of safety: the 
specific composition of fuel (Uranium dispersed in a Zirconium-Hydride matrix), gives a 
prompt moderating effect due to the presence of Hydrogen in the ZrH lattice. The result is a 
strong negative reactivity coefficient that contributes to the intrinsic safety of the plant. On 
the opposite, the moderator has a net positive reactivity coefficient due to non-linear 
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behaviour of the incoherent elastic scattering cross-section of water molecules, over the 
relevant spectrum. The latter prevails over the water density negative coefficient1[2].  

Three control rods, filled with boron carbide and boron graphite, perform active control 
of the reactivity. During the reactor life, burn-up of the fuel produces fission products that 
reduce the neutron population due to a high absorption cross section. Control rods can 
compensate the effects of neutron poisons until they are completely extracted. Xe and 

Sm have the highest neutron absorption cross section and the highest fission yield; their 
dynamics is therefore included in this analysis.  

The linearization of the TRIGA-Mark II dynamics has been performed in previous work 
[3], where the scope of the analysis were the core stand alone. This work extends the 
perimeter of the analysis to the whole plant system, includes the moderator thermal-hydraulic 
feedback to the neutronics, that was neglected in preliminary works, as well as poisons 
accumulation effect to the neutron dynamics. Section 2 presents the non-linear equation 
system that describes the plant physics. Section 3 presents the linearized system of equations. 
Section 4 describes the method and develops a stability analysis of the system with respect to 
the reactivity feedback coefficient of fuel and moderator temperatures ( , ). For each 
value of the , the analysis provides a map of the poles of the linear system for different 
values of the fuel reactivity coefficient . 

2 NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEM OF TRIGA REACTOR 

The dynamic system has 15 state variables (ψ, η , Tm, Tf, Tp, I, Xe, Sm, Pm, U5) and 
two external input (CR, Pext), in the following equations governing the system: 

ψ t ∑ 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 	

ψ t 						 1, … ,6	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2‐7 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8 	

             9  

	           (10) 

	            (11) 

	       (12) 

	          (13) 

           (14) 

           (15) 

                                                 
1 The reactivity variation as a function of water temperature has been simulated  in the MCNP model 

developed for the full power TRIGA reactor, in a temperature range of 21-77°C; reactivity values are positive 
and growing with a good 2nd-degree polynomial approximation (R2=0.99894). 
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The constants are defined as follows: 

	  ;      	  ;      Φ  ;      Cf0=[750+1.55*(Tf 0-25)]*nfe ;  

Equations (1-7) describe a point reactor kinetics model, with one energy group and six 
delayed neutron precursors groups [4]. Equation (8) is the governing equation of the 
moderator temperature, with the heat transfer from the fuel to the moderator and from the 
moderator to the pool. Equation (9) describes the heat transfer from the fuel to the moderator; 
equation (10) describes the heat transfer from the pool to the cooling system; equations (11-
14) describes the poison concentration dynamics depending on the neutron flux and equation 
(15) describes the dynamics of the U-235 concentration. 

The model parameters are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Model parameters 
Group  /   
1 0.042 3.01 
2 0.115 1.14 
3 0.396 0.301 
4 0.196 0.111 
5 0.219 0.0305 
6 0.033 0.0124 
Λ Mean neutron generation time 60  

 Delayed neutron fraction 730 x 10-5 Δ /  
cm Specific heat capacity of moderator in core 4178.4 J kg-1 K-1 
Mm Moderator total mass 22.7 kg 
Mp Water mass in pool 1.787e+4 kg 
w Weighting factor for computation of moderator 

average temperature in core 
0.5 

f Fraction of power deposited in fuel 1 
nfe Number of fuel elements 80 
yI Fission product yield, Iodine 0.0639 
yXe Fission product yield, Xenon 0.00237 
yPm Fission product yield, Promethium 0.01071 

 Cross section at E = 0.025 ev, Xenon 2.65e+6 b 
 Cross section at E = 0.025 ev, Samarium 4.1e+6 b 

 Cross section at E = 0.025 ev, fuel 680.8 b 

 Fission cross section at E = 0.025 ev 582.2 b 
 Decay constant, Iodine 2.87e-5 s-1 

 Decay constant, Xenon 2.09e-5 s-1 
 Decay constant, Promethium 3.63e-6 s-1 

Efiss Fission energy 3.2e-11 J/#fiss 
Vfuel Volume of fuel  2.8e+4 cm3 

 Value of fuel volumetric density 9.813e+19 #at/cm3 
 Density of inlet water at steady state 993.1 kg m-3 

 Moderator thermal expansion coefficient 245 x 10-6 °C-1 
g Gravitational acceleration 9.81 m s-2 
L Core height 0.7224 m 

 Factor for friction along core channels 0.1287 kg-1m-1 
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The meaning of the variables in the system (1-15) is the following:   

; 	 	  = normalized variables for neutrons and six delayed neutron 
precursors  

Tm, Tf, Tp    = average temperature of moderator, fuel and pool respectively [°C] 
I, Xe, Sm, Pm, U5 = concentration of Iodine, Xenon, Samarium, Promethium and U-235 

[#at (cm3)-1] 
    = reactivity [K K-1] 

P0; Pext  = core power at steady state; thermal power transferred to the pool by 
the primary cooling circuit [W] 

,    = fuel and moderator time constants [s] 
K0    = global heat transfer coefficient fuel-moderator at steady state [W/K] 
Γ    = moderator mass flow rate in core (natural circulation) [Kg s-1] 
Φ     = neutron flux at steady state [#n (cm2)-1 s-1] 
Cf0    = thermal capacity of fuel at steady state [J °C-1] 

In particular, the function that gives the thermal capacity of Zirconium Hydride (Cf0) is 
provided by General Atomics and depends on the fuel temperature in °C; at steady state it is 
equal to 7.6e+4 J/°C. Neutron flux at steady state (Φ 	can be calculated from the power, 
using the reaction rate; at steady state it is 4.77e+12 #n/cm2 s. 

The parameter K0 represents the whole process of heat exchange between fuel and moderator 
and is equal to 2.2e+3 at steady state. In particular, the heat transfer coefficient between 
cladding and coolant is modelled by the Dittus-Boelter [5] correlation. In spite of its 
application to different physical situations (turbulent flow in narrow channels), this 
correlation has proven valid to describe the heat transfer process in the TRIGA whole core 
volume, characterized by a transition flow regime [3]. The coefficient thus obtained is able to 
average all the phenomena involved, among which the sub-cooling boiling in the most inner 
channel. 

The mass flow rate of moderator in core is triggered and sustained by natural circulation, 

according to Γ . Its value calculated at steady state is 9.3 kg/s. 

Average temperature of the moderator in the core is calculated as a weighted average between 
the temperatures at the inlet and outlet, according to the 1 , where the pool 
water temperature representing the moderator temperature at the core inlet.  

The system reactivity 	may be expressed as in (16): 

10 10 	     (16) 

with:  

= reactivity feedback coefficient of moderator temperature (pcm/°C) 

= reactivity feedback coefficient of fuel temperature (pcm/°C) 

Control rods reactivity insertion, CR, is an external input to the system dynamics. Reactivity 
feedback coefficient of moderator temperature, , and fuel temperature, , are the 
parameters investigated in this work for the stability analysis. The values of the former has 
been calculated in [6]; the values of the latter are estimated in [3] for some different values of 
core power. 

Poison anti-reactivity is given by a normalized reactivity variation coefficient, c, multiplied 
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by the poison concentration and their respective cross sections. Experimental data of the 
TRIGA in Pavia allow to calculate c; preliminary works by Politecnico di Milano give the 
following result: c = -7.786 cm.  

3 TRIGA SYSTEM LINEARIZATION 

The TRIGA system linearization is performed at nominal power conditions 
(P0 = 250 kW). Stationary values of state variables are given in Table 2 and comes from the 
solution of equation system (1-15) with left hand side = 0 (time derivative of state variable = 
0), assuming steady state value for moderator temperature in core (Tm) and for U5. Neutron 
and precursors normalized density at steady state is = 1 by definition. The value of inputs at 
steady state is such that: 

 thermal power extracted from the pool by the cooling system is equal to the stationary 
core power (  = P0 = 250kW); 

 poison anti-reactivity is balanced by control rods insertion (the system is critical) 

CR0	  	 = 0.01588 
∆

       (17) 

Table 2: Value of state variables at steady state 
; 	  1 

Tm 41.0 °C 
Tf 153.4 °C 
Tp 37.78 °C 
I 6.07e+14 #at/cm3 
Xe  5.39e+14 #at/cm3 
Sm 1.49e+16 #at/cm3 
Pm 9.05e+14 #at/cm3 
U5 9.813e+19 #at/cm3 

The expressions for  and Γ in the non-linear system (1-15) and the variables are re-
written in terms of their variation respect to the steady state value ( 	 	 ). 

The linearization of the equation system is obtained neglecting the bilinear terms, 
according to perturbation theory: 

–
	 	 	 	 	 δSm	 	∑ 	,																									(18) 

	 δψ t 						 1, … ,6 ,             (19-25) 

1
	

3
2

1
∗  

																 ∗  ,              (26) 

		 	
 -  

	
  ,                                                                      (27) 

∗ ∗ 	,               (28) 

	 	  ,                                                                   (29) 
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	 	 	 	-  ,    (30) 

	 	  ,                               (31) 

	  ,                                                            (32) 

	  .                                                                              (33) 

4 LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS 

4.1 Method 

The system (20-35) can be expressed as in (36): 

, 	 			                                                                    (34)                        

with: A = 
,

 and u0=[ ;  ] 

The matrix A of the dynamics provides all the necessary information on the system 
stability, since its eigenvalues represent the poles of the transfer function G(s) that links the 
Laplace transform of the system output with the Laplace transform of the input. The poles of 
G(s) are actually the roots of the determinant of the matrix (sIn – A). 

The linear stability analysis is performed with reference to different possible values of 
the reactivity feedback coefficient of moderator and fuel temperatures ( ,  respectively). 
For a given value of ,  varies in the range [-20 ; 0] pcm/°C and all the poles fo the 
system are calculated. Values considered for  are [-2 ; 4 ; 10]. If and only if all the poles 
have negative real part, then the system will be asymptotically stable. 

4.2 Results 

The analysis shows that the TRIGA system is asymptotically stable to perturbations 
(control rods insertion or change in the cooling circuit capability) when the value of  is 
negative and  has higher absolute value than . In these cases the real part of the poles is 
always negative (Fig. 1 and 3; real part of the closest pole to zero is -3.25e-9 s-1); this means 
that the feedback of the fuel temperature is able to overcome the unstable dynamics of a 
positive coefficient of moderator temperature. The negative reactivity introduced by the fuel 
temperature increase prevails over the positive contribution given by the water temperature 
rise and brings the core to stability. Figures 2 and 4 show that the opposite cases, where the 
value of  is negative, but has absolute value ≤ ; the unstable dynamics of moderator 
prevails, as confirmed by the positive real part of some poles. Figure 5 shows the case of a 
stable dynamics of both moderator and fuel temperature (negative and	  coefficients): 
poles have negative real part for any negative value of . For the completeness of the 
analysis, Fig. 6 shows a case where instability is produced by a positive o zero value of  
combined with a negative value of 	(with higher absolute value than : some poles have 
positive real part. 
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Figure 1: Poles with = 4 pcm/°C and =[-20;-5]pcm/°C – System stable 

 

Figure 2: Poles with = 4 pcm/°C and =[-4;0] pcm/°C – Sistem unstable 

 

Figure 3: Poles with = 10 pcm/°C and =[-20;-11] – System stable 
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Figure 4: Poles with = 10 pcm/°C and =[-10;0] pcm/°C – System unstable 

 

Figure 5: Poles with = -2 pcm/°C and =[-20;-1] pcm/°C – System stable 

 

Figure 6: Poles with = -2 pcm/°C and =[0;+1] pcm/°C – System unstable 
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5 CONCLUSION 

A TRIGA reactor plant system has been modelled by its governing differential equation 
system. The equations have been linearized to study the system stability. 

The matrix of the dynamics provides the information needed to calculate the poles of 
the system transfer function. If and only if all the poles have negative real part, then the 
system will be asymptotically stable. 

The analysis has been preformed for different possible values of the reactivity feedback 
coefficient of moderator and of fuel temperature (  and 	respectively). It has been found 
that, for the asymptotic stability of the system,  must be negative and, in case 	is 
positive, 	must have absolute value strictly higher than . 
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ABSTRACT

Aim of this work is the comparison of different turbulent models based on the Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations in order to find out which model is the most suit-
able for the study of the channel thermal-hydraulics of the TRIGA Mark II reactor. Only the
steady state behaviour (i.e. the full power stationary operational conditions) of the reactor has
been considered. To this end, the RAS (Reynolds-Averaged Simulation) models available in the
open source Computational Fluid-Dynamics (CFD) software OpenFOAM have been applied to
the most internal channel of the TRIGA and assessed against a Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
model. The results of the latter approach, expressed in terms of axial velocity, turbulent viscos-
ity, turbulent kinetic energy, and temperature have been compared with the results obtained by
the RAS models available in OpenFOAM (k − ε, k − ω and Reynolds Stress Transport). Heat
transfer is taken into account as well by means of the turbulent energy diffusivity parameter.

The simulation results demonstrate how, amongst the RAS models, the k−ω SST (Shear-
Stress Transport) is the one whose results are closer to the LES simulation. This model seems
to be the best one for the treatment of turbulent flow within the TRIGA subchannel, offering
a good compromise between accuracy and computational requirements. Since it is much less
expensive, in terms of computational time, than an LES model, it can be applied even to full
core calculation, in order to obtain accurate results with less computational effort.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last decades, the use of simulation tools such as Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) has become crucial in the development of a wide range of everyday technologies. Nowa-
days, CFD has grown to become an essential tool in a range of design intensive industries such
as the aerospace, aeronautics, automotive, power generation, chemical and nuclear. CFD aims
to provide a qualitative, and sometimes even quantitative, prediction of fluid flows by means
of mathematical modelling of systems described by partial differential equations and numerical
methods (discretization and solution techniques). In the nuclear field, CFD simulations are fre-
quently used for safety assessment and design evaluation, where one-dimensional modelling is
not sufficient.

In this study, the thermal-hydraulics analysis involves the TRIGA (Training, Research and
Isotope production General Atomics) Mark II reactor. TRIGA is a family of pool-type reactors
mainly used for training and research purposes. The main feature of this family of research
reactors is the fuel composition, that is a low-enriched and long-lifetime zirconium hydride
(UZrH). This peculiar kind of fuel guarantees safety, dependable performance and economy of
operation thanks to its large prompt negative temperature reactivity coefficient, which results in
safety margins far above those achieved by any other research reactor fuel [1, 2]. This particular
fuel composition allows the reactor to be operated also in pulse mode.

The TRIGA reactor in Pavia reached its first criticality in 1965. From there, several stud-
ies have been performed on it. Among the most recent works, several studies on the neutronic
analysis of the reactor [3, 4, 5], and its coupling with a thermal-hydraulic analysis [6] were
performed. On the other hand, there is a lack in literature of systematic studies regarding the
CFD analysis of the reactor. This assumes particular characteristics due to the natural circula-
tion regime that characterises the operation of this reactor. Some preliminary considerations on
this aspect can be found in [7]. Figure 1 shows the reactor tank, with the core at the bottom,
whereas Figure 2 presents a schematic of the reactor core, highlighting the water flow.

In this work, a preliminary CFD analysis of the reactor core was performed in order to
gather more information for a future full model of the entire reactor. A detailed analysis of
the turbulent regime within the core was performed by means of an in-depth comparison of
the RAS turbulence models implemented in OpenFOAM. Due to the different nature of the
considered models, as well as their robustness with respect to particular type of flow regimes,
this analysis is able to give some important information with respect to the flow regime within
the core. The performance of the various models was tested against a LES simulation of the
innermost channel [8]. With respect to RANS, LES approaches introduce a distinction between
the large anisotropic turbulent eddies and small isotropic ones. Whereas the former are directly
computed, only the second ones are modelled. On the contrary, for RANS simulation a sin-
gle turbulence model must describe the collective behaviour of all eddies. Thus, usually LES
simulations yield more accurate results than RANS ones.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, some basic information with respect
to turbulence modelling and wall treatment are reported. Section 3 presents the main aspects
of the adopted numerical model, namely the discretisation grid, the numerical solver, the fluid
characteristics and boundary conditions. Section 4 described the obtained results, in particular
the model comparison. Finally, Section 5 summarises the findings.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the tank [1]
Figure 2: Schematic representation of the flow of water

inside the core [2]

2 TURBULENCE MODELLING

Albeit a detailed description of turbulence modelling is beyond the scope of this paper,
some basic information are reported here. The rational flow structures that characterise turbu-
lence are called eddies. They have a very wide range of length scales: as the size decreases, also
the characteristic velocity and time scale decreases. The largest eddies are essentially inviscid,
and they interact with the main flow receiving energy from it [9, 10]. Reynolds-Averaged Simu-
lation (RAS) models focus on the mean flow and the resolution of these largest, inviscid eddies.
The main goal of RAS modelling is indeed to study the effect of turbulence to the properties of
the mean flow, without entering into details about the smallest scale of turbulence and its local
effects.

The choice of the turbulent model depends on various factors, and the suitability of a
particular model for a specific turbulent-flow problem depends on a weighted combination of
some criteria. Indeed, there is no ’best’ model, but rather there is a range of models that can be
applied to a certain range of turbulent-flow problems. For the present application, seven RAS
turbulence models have been tested and compared: RSM (Reynolds Stress Model)-LRR, RSM-
SSG, k − ε standard, RNG- k − ε, Shih-Quadratic k − ε, k − ω SST and k − ω SST-SAS. A
more in-depth analysis of the various approaches to model turbulence, as well as the description
of the above models can be found in [11].

2.1 Wall Treatment

Beside turbulence models, the near wall formulation should be considered. The two k −
ω models do not require a near wall treatment because their mathematical structure already
considers the behaviour of the flow close to the wall. For the other models, two main approaches
for wall treatment can be found:
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• HRN (High-Reynolds Number) approach, in which the viscous sub-layer is not resolved
and the first grid cell need to be in the region 30 < y+ < 300, where y+ is the non-
dimensional wall distance, defined as u∗y

ν
(with u∗ being the friction velocity at the wall, y

the wall distance and ν the local kinematic viscosity of the fluid). This approach becomes
less reliable when the local equilibrium assumption is not valid (i.e. strong pressure
gradient, large curvature, highly 3D flow),

• LRN (Low-Reynolds Number) approach, for wall distance y+ < 5. This approach re-
quires a very fine grid near the wall in order to fully resolve the boundary layer down
to the viscous sub-layer. This method is more suitable for flows with complex near-wall
phenomena. Of course, its computational requirements are higher than those of the HRN
approach.

In the following, the LRN approach is used in order to investigate the behaviour of the quantities
of interest near the wall.

3 NUMERICAL MODEL

3.1 Mesh Generation

The considered channel has hydraulic diameter equal to 1.21 cm and height equal to
0.381 m, and its position in the core can be seen in Figure 4. The mesh generation process was
handled with ANSYSTM Workbench 2.71. Due to the asymmetric configuration of the reactor,
a 3D domain has been applied for modelling the innermost channel of the core. The considered
geometry is modeled using seven different meshes. After a grid independency study, the final
mesh is selected for a more detailed analysis. Figure 3 shows the channel geometry and the
chosen final mesh, whereas the mesh quality parameters are summarised in Table 1.

Figure 3: Detail of the adopted axial direction division
for mesh 1. The different boundaries are identified by

the different colours: red (outlet), green (inlet, not
shown), yellow (fuel elements B1 and B2), blue

(irradiation channel A1), purple (domain boundaries)

Figure 4: Reactor core configuration. White elements
are the fuel elements, red elements are the control rods,

green elements are the irradiation channels, grey
elements are the graphite elements, the blue element is
the neutron source, and the black dot is the analysed

channel
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Table 1: Main characteristics of the discrete grids employed for the mesh independency study
(note that the last column represent the final, selected mesh, obtained after the mesh

independency study)

Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3 Mesh 4 Mesh 5 Mesh 6 Mesh 7 (Final)
Elements 85470 458060 214620 166300 350300 85470 352895
Aspect Ratio 295.34 293.93 70.70 211.718 635.12 173.14 98.79
Max non-Ortho 41.74 45.60 34.96 36.84 51.33 51.78 45.47
Max Skew 0.61 0.74 0.59 0.66 0.65 0.81 0.62
Average y+ 4.15 2.94 3.79 3.46 2.17 36.04 3.29
Axial Elements 10 20 50 20 20 10 35
Layers 5 5 6 8 12 0 7

3.2 Solver

The fluid flow in the channel is modelled as incompressible and turbulent and, in the
present case, it is considered as steady state. The relationship between density, velocity and
temperature is given by the conservation of continuity, momentum, energy equations, in the
form of a set of partial differential equations:

∇ · u = 0

∇ · (uu)−∇ · (ν∇u) = −∇p− gβ(T − Tref )

∇ · (uT ) = k∆T

where u represents the velocity vector, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, p is the nor-
malised pressure, g is the gravity acceleration, β is the thermal expansion coefficient of the
fluid, T is the fluid temperature, Tref is a reference temperature, and k is the thermal diffusivity
of the fluid.

In this paper, the finite volume open-source code OpenFOAM 4.0 has been used to solve
the steady state 3D Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for the turbulent in-
compressible Newtonian fluid flow. Second order schemes were chosen in order to limit the
numerical diffusion.

Due to the incompressibility assumption for the fluid, the coupling between mass, mo-
mentum and energy equation is not strong, and a pressure-based algorithm based on the SIM-
PLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm developed by Spalding
and Patankar [12] was used. Due to the presence of natural convection, temperature is solved
under the Boussinesq approximation for buoyancy. Under this approximation, variations in
density are taken into account only when multiplied by the gravity acceleration, and they are
modelled as a linear function of temperature by means of the thermal expansion coefficient β.

The numerical solution is considered as converged when both the following converging
criteria are satisfied simultaneously: (a) a decrease in numerical residuals by five orders of
magnitude; and (b) the normalised difference of mass flow rates at the inlet and at the outlet
passing through the modeled channel is less than 1×10−06 [13].

3.3 Working Fluid and Boundary Conditions

The cooling fluid for the TRIGA reactor is water. Only the full power, stationary opera-
tional conditions for the reactor (i.e., 250kW) have been considered. The transport properties
for water, listed in Table 2 have been considered as constant.
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Table 2: Cooling water transport properties

Density ρ Thermal expansion β Kinematic viscosity ν Prandtl Number
998.228 kg

m3 2.07×10−04 1
°C 1×10−06 m2

s
6.99

The boundary conditions at the inlet have been assigned as estimated in [7], and are
summarised in Table 3.

Table 3: Channel initial and boundary conditions

Inlet Outlet Fuel Boundary Walls
Pressure zero-Gradient 1.5 bar zero-Gradient zero-Gradient
Velocity (0, 0, 0.264) ms [7] zero-Gradient No-Slip No-Slip
Temperature 293 K zero-Gradient Sinusoidal Gradienta zero-Gradient
Turbulence Free-stream values zero-Gradient b b

aThe power produced by the fuel elements was taken as input data according to [5, 4], in which the discrete value of the power as a function
of height was evaluated. Those values were then interpolated to obtain the sinusoidal power distribution characterising nuclear reactors
bThe adopted wall functions depends on the chosen wall treatment. Whereas for HRN methods it is appropriate to use wall functions, for the
LRN approach instead of wall functions some placeholder functions are used. These placeholders allow the evaluation of the wall distance y+

The starting turbulence parameters have been evaluated starting from the hydraulic diam-
eter of the channel and the turbulence intensity (set equal to 0.0058), using as a initial condition
the free-stream values of the various turbulence parameters.

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

The numerical results are presented and discussed. A sensitivity analysis of the consid-
ered models with respect to the discrete grid is performed in order to select the best grid. The
turbulent models are then tested using the chosen mesh. The effectiveness of the numerical
results (compared with a LES simulation) has been evaluated in terms of the mean square devi-
ation:

RMSE(X) =

√∑
n(XCFD,n −XREF,n)2

n
(1)

4.1 Model Comparison

A detailed analysis of the selected turbulence models is performed, using the optimised
defined mesh. Tables 4 and 5 compares the average outlet turbulent viscosity, turbulent kinetic
energy, turbulent thermal diffusivity, velocity and the channel outlet temperature with respect
to the ones obtained with the LES simulation of the channel on the finest grid (mesh 2).

All the turbulence models were able to predict both the turbulent parameters and the
outlet velocity and temperature with acceptable errors, but in general the best performance
were showed by the k−ω. In particular, the k−ω-SST proved to be the best turbulence model.
To fully assess the capabilities of the models, a comparison among the maximum temperature
profile, as obtained by the various models with the LES simulation, is shown in Figure 5. This
maximum temperature can be used as an approximate index for the cladding temperature, in
order to check whether boiling phenomena may occur near the wall.

Figure 6 shows the velocity behaviour within the channel for the considered models, high-
lighting the evolution of the boundary layer.
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Table 4: Turbulence model prediction of the average turbulent parameters

νT ,
10−06m2

s

RMSE,
10−06m2

s

k,
10−04m2

s2

RMSE,
10−04m2

s2

αT ,
10−06m2

s

RMSE,
10−06m2

s

LES 3.06 3.52 3.40
LRR 4.53 1 4.67 1.12 5.03 1.12
SSG 2.62 1.09 3.13 1.18 2.91 1.22
κ− ε 1.84 1.48 2.41 1.37 2.04 1.64

RNG κ− ε 1.58 1.78 2.27 1.48 1.75 1.98
ShiQ κ− ε 3.84 2.22 3.02 1.06 4.29 2.47
κ− ω SST 3.06 0.01 3.52 0.01 3.40 0.07
κ− ω SAS 2.83 0.15 3.34 0.12 3.14 0.17

Table 5: Turbulence model prediction of the outlet average velocity and outlet channel
temperature

UOUT ,
m
s RMSE, 10−02m

s TMAX ,K RMSE, K
LES 0.141 330.88
LRR 0.164 2.02 326.41 2.42
SSG 0.157 1.79 328.05 2.09
κ− ε 0.144 0.99 329.68 1.00

RNG κ− ε 0.144 1.17 329.09 1.31
ShiQ κ− ε 0.148 1.37 329.32 1.57
κ− ω SST 0.141 0.01 330.88 0.032
κ− ω SAS 0.142 0.1 331.58 0.29

Figure 5: Comparison between the maximum temperature within the channel for the various
models, with respect to the LES simulation

Again, the k− ω model proved to be the best one with respect to the LES one. The better
performance of this model may be explained by its inherent structure, designed to be accurate
for both near-wall and free-stream regions. In Table 6, the number of iterations required to
obtain a converged solution are shown. Overall, with respect to the two RSM models, the two
k − ω are less time consuming and their accuracy is comparable to the LES simulation. These
models seem to offer the best compromise between accuracy and computational requirements.
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Figure 6: Comparison between the velocity profiles within the channel for the compared
models, with respect to the LES simulation

Table 6: Number of iterations required for reaching a converged solution and convergence
times, for the optimised mesh. All computations were done with a TOSHIBA personal laptop

(single CPU-Intel Core i7 2.00 GHz, RAM 4 GB)

LES LRR SSG κ− ε RNG κ− ε SQ κ− ε κ− ω SST KW κ− ω
Iterations 600 468 389 382 364 451 400 408
Times, s 1902 1404 1200 1167 1146 1353 1200 1204

5 CONCLUSIONS

Numerical results concerning the innermost channel of the TRIGA Mark II reactor in
Pavia have been presented in this work. The performance of seven different turbulence models
has been compared with respect to a LES simulation performed on a very fine grid. As a result,
the k− ω SST has showed the best agreement with the LES simulation, both for what concerns
turbulent parameters and velocity and temperature profiles within the channel. Considering
these results, this model may be suitable even for a full core simulation, in order to obtain
reasonably accurate results without the computational requirements of a LES simulation.
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ABSTRACT

The main aim of this paper is the comparison of deterministic TRIGLAV and stochastic
Serpent neutron transport and burnup codes on three core configurations at TRIGA Mark II
reactor at the Jožef Stefan Institute. Calculated changes in the multiplication factor, due to
fuel shuffling and burnup, were compared to the experimental results. The results show good
agreement between calculated results and experimental measurements, however the burnup of
the selected core was too low to get any significant results. Therefore hypothetical burnup on
one core was increased, where the difference between TRIGLAV and Serpent was analysed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The TRIGA Mark II research reactor at the Jozef Stefan Institute (JSI) started operating
in the year 1966, which gives more than 50 years of operation experience with well documented
operation parameters and reactor core measurements. In this period 300 different fuel elements
were used, arranged in 220 reactor core configurations (cycles). As more than 200 irradiated
fuel elements were shipped back to USA in 1999, amount of fresh fuel elements is limited and
therefore optimization of fuel management is required. Determination of individual fuel ele-
ment burnup and its isotopic composition is vital to optimise fuel management strategy together
with accessing the reactor life-time and later the decommissioning of the research reactor. In
addition, fuel burnup data is one of the key information, when shipping irradiated fuel to another
site or to the final depository. At the JSI TRIGA fuel burnup calculations have been performed
by the home developed diffusion code TRIGLAV [1]. The code can be validated against exper-
iments by comparing measured and calculated fuel burnup. Due to lack of experimental data
on burnup it was decided to perform validation on excess reactivity, as this is the parameter that
has been carefully recorded since the first criticality of the reactor. Calculation parameters such
as energy produced and fuel element positions were obtained from the reactor records in order
to analyse complete operational history [2]. 50 yeas of reactor operation was simulated using
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deterministic TRIGLAV code and the results were compared to excess reactivity measurements,
where notable discrepancies were found. Together with increasing computing power this gives
us the motivation to recreate complete history using stochastic Monte Carlo calculations.

This paper focuses on the description and comparison between deterministic TRIGLAV
[1] and stochastic Serpent [3] neutron transport and burnup codes, which were used to simulate
burnup and fuel shuffling effects on three specifically chosen TRIGA JSI core configurations in
the presence of, high enriched Uranium (HEU) was mixed with low enriched Uranium (LEU).

2 TRIGA CORE CONFIGURATIONS

In the reactor operation history four different fuel element types were used, with charac-
teristics given in Tab. 1. Fuel elements are cylindrical rods with Type 304 stainless steel (SS)
or aluminium (Al) cladding. Fresh fuel is a homogeneous mixture of uranium (U), zirconium
hydride (ZrH) and burnable poison erbium (Er), which is only present in HEU fuel elements. In
the center of the fuel rod is a region filled by a zirconium rod with the exception of the LEU Al
fuel element. Dimensions of fuel elements are presented in the next section where the Serpent
TRIGA model is analysed.

Table 1: Generic data on TRIGA fuel elements properties [4].
Aluminium 8.5% Standard 8.5% Standard 12% FLIP

Type LEU LEU LEU HEU
Composition*
Fuel U-ZrH U-ZrH U-ZrH U-ZrH-Er
Cladding Al SS SS SS
U concentration [wt.%] 8.5 8.5 12 8.5
Mass(U) [g] 185 190 277 192
Enrichment [%] 20 20 20 70
Mass(235U) [g] 37 38 55 134
Burnable poison - - - Er
Concentration [wt.%] - - - 1.5
Years of usage 1966-1983 1970-1996 1991- 1973-1991

*Typical fuel element composition data. Some fuel element composition data can differ from values in
this table.

Three core configurations were considered, as presented in Tab. 2, where all four types of
fuel elements were used. Core configurations are presented in Fig. 1. Graphite elements with
no fissile material were used in the outermost ring F together with aluminium elements, which
were also used in the ring E. Those core configurations were interesting because of swapping
of FLIP fuel elements in rings C and D. FLIP elements increase the core heterogeneity and can
cause some calculation difficulties using using diffusion codes like TRIGLAV.

Four different sources of experimental uncertainties were identified. The first three un-
certainties related to reactivity measurements are due to control rod position accuracy of 1 step,
the infrequent calibration of control rods and the different reactor poisoning due to xenon build-
up. We estimated that these uncertainties contribute a total combined uncertainty of up to 100
pcm to the excess reactivity, calculated control rod calibration and its critical position. The last
uncertainty is the measured reactor power, which can contribute up to 15 % of relative error [5].
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Table 2: Excess reactivity measurements at the beginning of cycle (BOC) and end of cycle
(EOC). The Energy released on each core was calculated from reactor operation time-line.

76 77 78
Reactor operation [date] 27.10.1980 - 2.12.1980 - 15.12.1980 - 6.1.1981
Excess reactivity [pcm]

± 100 pcm
BOC EOC BOC EOC BOC EOC
2566 2458 2358 2488 2554 2529

Energy released [MWh] 100.3 ± 15.0 48.6 ± 7.3 57.9 ± 8.7

Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of core 76 (left) and core 77 (right), with different types of
fuel elements, graphite elements, control rods (c.r.), irradiation channels and neutron source.
Core configuration number 78, also used in the calculations, was identical to core 76, with
the addition of one aluminium fuel element in outermost ring F. Core rings are depicted in the
scheme, ranging from innermost A to outermost F.

3 DESCRIPTION OF BURNUP CALCULATION

Complete operational history of the reactor has already been simulated with the TRIGLAV
code [2], since this is only available calculation tool at this moment. Only criticality calculations
were performed using MCNP on TRIGA core benchmark with burned fuel [6] [7], in which fuel
burnup was determined with TRIGLAV. The TRIGLAV code uses WIMS [8] unit cell code to
calculate homogenized cross sections and isotopic composition of burned fuel. Output from the
TRIGLAV code is fuel burnup for each element in MWh, k-effective of the core and excess
reactivity. Simulating the whole reactor operation history with the stochastic code Serpent is
time consuming, hence it was decided to simulate several core configurations (operational cy-
cles) and then compare the deterministic (TRIGLAV) and stochastic (Serpent) codes only on
cores with large degree of heterogeneity. As the cores of interest are taken from the middle of
life time, i.e. core No. 76. The isotopic composition from WIMSD code was used as initial
material composition for core configuration number 76 in Serpent burnup calculations. Having
the same initial conditions in both deterministic and stochastic calculations allows the study of
the relative changes in keff , due to burnup and shuffling effects.
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Neutron transport and burnup deterministic code TRIGLAV was developed at the Jozef
Stefan Institute at the Reactor Physics Department. A more detailed description of the code can
be found in its program manual [9] as only a brief description of the code relevant for under-
standing burnup calculations and the results presented in this paper. The code was developed
for TRIGA reactor geometry with annular fuel element rings. The calculations are performed
in two-dimensional (r, φ) geometry. It is based on the four-group diffusion equation, where
effective cross-sections are calculated in the unit-cell approximation using WIMS-D/4 [8].

The geometry employed in the model encompasses the TRIGA cylindrical core in its
entirety with a maximum of 7 rings, subdivided into unit cells. Each fuel and non-fuel element
position in the core is treated as a unit cell, which is represented with position coordinate and
consists of a fuel or non-fuel element surrounded by water. Tracking position coordinates and
ID of inserted fuel elements gives the option of analysing fuel element shuffling. Fuel element
burnup is characterized with the mass of m(235U) and total burnup, which is given in % of
initial 235U burned. A schematic diagram of TRIGLAV burnup calculations is presented in Fig.
2.

Figure 2: A simplified schematic diagram of TRIGLAV burnup calculations, which always
starts from 0 % burnup of a given fuel element in the unit-cell.

3.1 Stochastic Serpent code

Serpent 2 is a multi-purpose three-dimensional continuous-energy Monte Carlo particle
transport code, that is still under development at VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland.
The code has been publicly distributed by the OECD/NEA Data Bank and RSICC since 2009.
Serpent burnup calculation capability was established early on, and is entirely based on built-in
calculation routines, without coupling to any external solvers. Irradiation history can be divided
into multiple intervals with different normalizations, defined by power, power density, total flux,
fission or source rate. Depletion steps are given in units of burnup or time, in our case units of
time were used in the calculations. With the increased multi-core CPU’s capabilities, full 3-D
burnup calculations of research reactors are possible in acceptable time [3].

Similar to other Monte Carlo codes the basic geometry description in Serpent relies on
a universe-based constructive solid geometry (CSG) model, which allows the description of
practically any two- or three-dimensional fuel or reactor configuration. A geometrically detailed
3-D Serpent TRIGA model was developed and criticality calculations were compared to MCNP
model and validated on benchmark core configurations [10], [11]. Geometry model of three
new elements was added to the existing Serpent TRIGA model. Dimensions and structure of
each fuel element is presented in Fig. 3. Control rods were without fuel-followers and empty
aluminium channel was added instead. These characteristics are typical for core configurations
before the reconstruction in 1991.

It is important to note that aluminium fuel elements contain absorbers in the form of
samarium on top and on the bottom of the fuel meat, with comparison to stainless steel and
FLIP elements, which have molybdenum absorber only on the bottom. With comparison to
Serpent, TRIGLAV only has fuel meat included into the model.
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Figure 3: Schematics of fuel elements added to the Serpent model of JSI TRIGA Mark II
reactor with descriptions and dimension in vertical direction. All presented dimension are in
milimeters. Fuel elements presented are aluminium 8,5 wt% of uranium (Al 8.5), HEU FLIP
and stainless steel for which fuel dimensions for 8,5 wt% and 12% of uranium are identical.

4 RESULTS

Response study of the effective multiplication factor, keff , due to fuel shuffling and bur-
nup of fuel elements is presented here. Serpent burnup calculations were performed using
several different isotopic inventories:

• Inventory No. 1: (5 nuclides) 235U, 238U, 166Er, 167Er and ZrH.

• Inventory No. 2: (10 nuclides) Inventory No. 1 + 135Xe, 131Xe, 149Sm, 151Sm and 152Sm.

• Inventory No. 3: (14 nuclides) Inventory No. 1 + 143Nd, 147Pm, 148Pm, 103Rh, 133Cs,
99Tc, 145Nd, 155Eu and 95Mo.

• Inventory No. 4: (22 nuclides) Inventory No. 3 + 236U, 239Pu, 240Pu, 135Xe, 131Xe,
149Sm, 151Sm and 152Sm.
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• Inventory No. 5: (43 nuclides) Inventory No. 4 + 83Kr, 101Ru, 103Ru, 105Pd, 107Pd,
108Pd, 109Ag, 127I, 134Cs, 135Cs, 134Xe, 136Xe, 147Sm, 148Sm, 150Sm, 153Eu, 156Gd, 237Np,
239Np, 241Pu and 241Am.

This was done to show the build-up effects of certain nuclides, where importance of re-
actor poisons xenon and samarium at low burnup is visible when comparing calculations with
inventory No. 2 and complete inventory No. 5.

With the use of ENDF/B-VII.0 cross-section library some unexplained anomalies were
identified during TRIGLAV burnup calculation, that will be discussed in future paper. For
the present paper the IAEA and ENDF/B-VI.8 cross section libraries were used in TRIGLAV
burnup calculation. In Serpent burnup calculations, we utilised only ENDF/B-VI.8.

4.1 Fuel Shuffling Effects

Changes in the multiplication factor between core configurations using Serpent and TRIGLAV
codes are presented in Tab. 3. Selecting different isotopic inventories minimally effects the
changes due to shuffling. Note that the uncertainty in excess reactivity measurements is lower,
due to negligible changes in xenon concentration and control rod calibration. The last mea-
surement on previous core and the first measurement on following one are only an hour apart.
Due to small changes in reactivity between selected cores, calculated relative uncertainty of
stochastic calculation is greater than 50 %.

Table 3: Excess reactivity change, due to fuel shuffling when core configuration changed from
number 76 to 77 in the first case, and from 77 to 78 in the second, calculated with TRIGLAV
and Serpent and compared with the experimental measurements.

Excess reactivity change [pcm] Cross section library 76−→77 [pcm] 77−→78 [pcm]
Experimental measurements / -100 ± 30 +66 ± 30

TRIGLAV calculations
IAEA 69 -112.4 +68.3
ENDF-VI.8 -102.3 +58

Serpent calculations ENDF-VI.8 -82 ± 28 +48 ± 28

4.2 Burnup Effects

As shown in the Tab. 2 the energy released and therefore the fuel element burnup in-
crement in a single cycle is too low and therefore inadequate to show the long-term expected
decrease in reactivity. The uncertainty of the measurements is well above the measured change
as well, therefore comparison with the measurements is inconsequential. From this we can
conclude that comparing reactivity changes, due to low burnup on a single core is insufficient
for validation of burnup calculations and that complete operational history should be taken into
consideration.

For all burnup calculations the time interval was varied to match the exact energy released,
however the reactor power input remained constant at the maximum (250 kW). For research
reactors with low burnup nuclide concentration-change effects are important, as presented in
Fig. 4, and further study is required.
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Figure 4: Comparison of keff change due to burnup, calculated with Serpent and TRIGLAV for
increased burnup on core configuration number 76. All calculations were done using ENDF/B-
VI.8 cross-section library. Several keff Serpent calculations are presented on the upper graph,
with different isotopic inventories. The nuclides taken into account in the calculations are pre-
sented in the first paragraph of section 4. The bottom graph presents the keff ratio of all calcu-
lations with respect to the Serpent calculation with largest inventory of isotopes used.

5 CONCLUSION

The TRIGLAV code was tested by comparing to stochastic Serpent code in a TRIGA core
burnup configuration. Both calculated results showed a good consistency in excess reactivity
changes due to fuel shuffling comparing to the measured reactivity change. Both TRIGLAV and
Serpent correctly predict the reactivity changes, when HEU (FLIP) fuel elements in inner C ring
were swapped with LEU (stainless steel) fuel elements in the next D ring. Based on these first
exploratory results it is not possible to make some final conclusions about simplified TRIGLAV
burnup calculations. In the next example we have increased the fuel burnup up to 25 MWd

kgU
and
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the discrepancies were increased as well, up to 400 pcm. With the nuclide importance study
it was showed that for research reactors with low burnup, reactor poisons (xenon, samarium)
play a vital role in keff changes of the core. In any case, there are fundamental differences
between both codes and these differences are reflected in the results. Those differences will be
thoroughly analysed in the future work where all 218 core configurations will be analysed with
the Serpent code.
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ABSTRACT

Reactor physics calculations of steady state operation are nowdays dominated by Monte-
Carlo (MC) particle transport computational methods, where the problem geometry can be ac-
curately represented and individual neutrons are simulated, rather than the whole neutron field.
Calculations in irradiation positions outside the reactor core e.g. inside biological shields re-
quire significant calculation times to decrease the statistical uncertainty of the MC calculations.
In order to overcome these limitations and lower the computational time, several variance re-
duction techniques can be utilized such as particle splitting, particle Russian roulette, geome-
try splitting, source biasing etc. We have utilized the hybrid Monte Carlo/deterministic code
ADVANTG, where a deterministic solver is used to calculate the adjoint and direct flux on a
superimposed mesh, which is then used to assign particle weight during the MC calculation
using the Monte Carlo code MCNP.
The ADVANTG code capability only extends to the so called fixed source problems, while not
being able to generate variance reduction parameters during eigenvalue criticality calculations,
which is usually the case with reactor calculations. In this paper we present our effort on re-
defining the criticality problem into an fixed source problem for calculations of reaction rates
inside the dry cell irradiation facility of the JSI TRIGA reactor, where measurements with acti-
vation foils were performed previously. Measurement and calculation results will be compared
in order to evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the computational scheme.

1 INTRODUCTION

Computationally intensive Monte Carlo (MC) particle transport codes such as Monte
Carlo N-Particle ( MCNP ) have become the method of choice in reactor steady-state calcu-
lations, due to advances in computer hardware development and availability, the ability to ac-
curately represent problem geometry and the use of point-wise energy evaluated nuclear data.
Even with the increase in the computational power, these calculation schemes are only feasible
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for in-core or near-core calculations, due to the exponential attenuation of the particle flux in
the material, which results in large associated statistical uncertainties.
There exist several methods to accelerate the simulation, known as variance reduction tech-
niques, which include particle splitting, particle Russian roulette, geometry splitting, source
biasing etc. Recently a novel hybrid approach code ADVANTG [1] has been developed, which
uses the DENOVO [2] deterministic solver to calculate the adjoint and direct fluxes on a mesh
superimposed over the problem geometry, which is then used to assign particle weight in re-
spective mesh cells (mesh weight windows). These calculations can only be performed on
fixed source problems, where source particle generation parameters are specified. In case of the
eigenvalue criticality calculations, only initial particle source points are defined, and the rest
are generated trough fission, which is the type of simulation usually used for reactor systems
simulations. The criticality problem must therefore be translated into a fixed source problem
in order to be able to generate mesh based weight windows to accelerate the calculations in
positions of interest.
In this paper we present a complete, detailed MCNP model of the JSI TRIGA reactor core,
biological shield, surrounding structures, penetrations and irradiation facilities, as well as the
entire containment building, reactor basement with the spent fuel tank and reactor operator
room, which was developed to calculate neutron and gamma fluxes and dose-rates inside the
entire reactor building. To do that, the problem has to be redefined from a criticality problem to
fixed source problem with great accuracy, using mesh-based weight windows generated using
ADVANTG code.
Measurements using neutron activation foils were performed previously inside the dry-cell ir-
radiation facility, located inside the biological shield, around 2.5 m from the core center. These
foils were added into the MCNP model, and their respective reaction rates calculated and com-
pared with measured results in order to evaluate the accuracy and consistency of the presented
calculation scheme and its performance.

2 MCNP MODEL

Through the last 15 years, a very detailed MCNP model of JSI TRIGA research reactor
was developed. The model consists of fuel elements, control rods, top and bottom grid plates,
graphite reflector, irradiation channels, beam tubes, thermalizing column, thermal column and
the dry cell. It has been verified and validated against experimental measurements and today it
can be used for various calculations [3, 4, 5]. MCNP gives good results where particle popu-
lation is large, e.g. in close proximity of the reactor core, giving small statistical uncertainties.
However, if the particle population decreases dramatically, e.g. due to attenuation in the shield-
ing material, extremely long computational times are then required in order to obtain result of
desirably low variance. Due to increased availability of computational power and different vari-
ance reduction techniques, a decision was made to create a model of the whole reactor building,
to perform accurate calculations further away from the source.
As a basis, a CAD model [6] and the existing MCNP model of the JSI TRIGA reactor were
taken. The CAD model was designed using original blueprints and measurements using a laser
distance meter, since there have been several modifications inside the reactor building through
the history of operation. There exists various software tools that can export CAD geometry di-
rectly into the MCNP code. However, in practice it is shown that complex geometries are often
imported incorrectly. Furthermore, the whole input is difficult to read and modify. Therefore,
each cell and each plane was transformed manually. To simplify the task, a simple routine was
written in Grasshopper [7], which was used to help us export basic shapes from Rhinoceros
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CAD software to MCNP [8]. Core components which were already described in existing model
were adopted in the extended model.
This paper focuses on the dry chamber irradiation facility. Due to past modifications, the orig-
inal blueprints were not sufficient for accurate modeling. With help from the reactor operating
staff, the thermalizing column, leading from the dry cell towards the reactor core was inspected
from the dry cell side, which allowed detailed measurements of its interior and more accurate
information on the material composition of the inner components (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Thermalizing column as seen the from dry chamber with different materials inside.

The extended MCNP model includes detailed core components, beam tubes, biological
shield, external concrete shields, reactor platform, reactor basement with spent fuel pool and
ion exchange resins. The model still has to be verified against experimental data. In the first
step, a decision was made to calculate neutron flux inside the dry chamber and compare the
results with reaction rate measurements.

3 TRANSFORMATION FROM CRITICALITY TO FIXED SOURCE

In order to generate a mesh based weight window file with the ADVANTG code, the criti-
cality calculation model had to be translated into a fixed source model. In terms of the transport
equation, we are replacing the neutron flux generated from fission with a source term, which
can be described by a finite number of available parameters for position, energy dependence,
intensity, etc. that can also depend on each other.
Cylindrical meshes with 100 axial layers were superimposed over the active part of the fuel
elements (fuel meat) in the criticality calculation model and fission rates were tallied. Since
fresh fuel is considered in the initial model, only one fission spectrum was used throughout the
model, which was calculated using source-particle tracking (PTRAC) in the model. Maxwell
distribution parameters were fitted according to the source neutron energy distribution. The
fixed source was described in the following manner: the neutron fission spectrum was taken to
be the same for the entire core, source centers correspondede to centers of fuel elements, and
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fission rate intensities for each fuel element as well as for each element layer were assigned
as obtained from the criticality calculations. Since a cylindrical source term is used, special
care must be taken to account for radial sampling dependence. Secondary fission (fission not
described by the source) was treated as absorption only.
To compare both criticality and fixed source calculations, a mesh was superimposed over the
entire reactor core, 3-group neutron flux tallied, and results compared in Figure 2.

Tot. neutron flux uncertainty,
criticality source

Relative
uncertainty
or difference 
[%]

100

25

6.3

1.6

0.4

0.1

Tot. neutron flux uncertainty,
fixed source

Criticality vs. fixed source, 
thermal neutron flux diff.

Criticality vs. fixed source, 
epithermal neutron flux diff.

Criticality vs. fixed source, fast 
neutron flux diff.

Criticality vs. fixed source,
total neutron flux diff.

Figure 2: Comparison of neutron flux and statistical errors between criticality and fixed source
calculations. Results show good agreement (with respect to relative error) thought the reactor
core, except in close proximity of the control rods, where angular dependency of fission rate
should be considered, in order to more accurately represent the problem.

4 MEASUREMENTS

Experimental data on 191Au(n, γ) reaction rate measurements in five Dry cell locations
were obtained in one of the previous campaigns. The sample locations are displayed in Figure 3.
Al-0.1%Au certified reference material was used, obtained from the IRMM (Institute for Ref-
erence Materials and Measurements, now Joint Research Centre - JRC in Geel, Belgium). The
irradiated samples were in foil form, 5 mm in diameter and 0.1 mm thick. The samples were
weighed using an analytical balance and sealed in polyethylene film, to avoid possible contam-
ination. The samples were affixed to the structures present in the Dry Cell. The irradiation time
was 12 h and the irradiation was performed by starting up the reactor to full power (250 kW)
and shutting it down. The samples were extracted around 1 h after the reactor shutdown and
the induced 198Au activities were measured using an absolutely calibrated HPGe detector. The
specific saturation activities of the 198Au radionuclide per target atom which are equal to the
reaction rates per target atom, calculated with MCNP, were computed from the fitted peak areas
in the recorded gamma spectra, the fitted detection efficiency, the sample masses and Au mass
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fractions, the timing information and the required nuclear data. The uncertainties in the mea-
sured values were computed from the uncertainties in the fitted peak areas, the sample masses,
the uncertainties in the irradiation, cooling and measurement times and the detection efficiency.
The latter is the most important contributor to the overall uncertainty. The comparison bewteen
the experimental and calculated 191Au(n, γ) reaction rates per target atom is given in Table ??.

5 FIXED SOURCE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To perform hybrid Monte Carlo/deterministic calculations using the ADVANTG code a
fixed source is required. The fundamental concept of hybrid codes is to generate an approx-
imate importance function from a fast-running deterministic adjoint calculation and use the
importance map to construct variance reduction parameters, more specifically weight window
parameters, which can accelerate the tally convergence in the Monte Carlo simulation. AD-
VANTG’s approach is based on Consistent Adjoint Driven Importance Sampling (CADIS) [9]
where the statistical weight of particles is inversely proportional to the adjoint flux. The code
has proven to be a robust method for speeding up fission, fusion and shielding neutronic prob-
lems [10, 11, 12].
A detailed mesh for the deterministic calculation was determined based on the geometrical
model described in chapter 3. The mesh was defined in such a way to describe the most impor-
tant geometrical features of the model for the calculation of reaction rates in the foils in the dry
cell. A simple quadrature set, 27-group data library based on the ENDF/B-VII.0 nuclear data
library and the FW-CADIS method, was used to determine the optimal variance reduction pa-
rameters for all five measurement positions simultaneously. Input parameters of the ADVANTG
calculations were varied in order to achieve smooth convergence of the final result. The 10 sta-
tistical tests in the MCNP output file were studied in order to ensure the validity of the final
results.
Results of the ADVANTG hybrid calculations were compared to the results of so called analog
calculations (MCNP without additional variance reduction) using a long (large number of simu-
lated particles) eigenvalue calculation and a long fixed source calculation to ensure no bias was
introduced in to the calculation. Point detector tallies, which are themselves a sort of variance
reduction technique, were chose because of the lack of tallied events in a usual volume averaged
tally (F4) in the analog simulation. A difference of 10 % between analog crytical simulation and
simulation using fixed source and ADVANTG variance redustion can be observed. This is due
to poor convergence of the analog simulation results, which does not consistently pass all 10
statistical tests. A longer simulation with more particle histories has to be performed in the
future.
The speed up factors, ratios of the final Figure-of-merit (equation 1), where ∆R is the relative
statistical error and T the simulation time, values of the analog and ADVANTG calculation,
were also determined. The comparison is given in table 1.

FOM =
1

∆R2 · T
(1)

∆R represents the relative statistical error and T the simulation time.
Computational and experimental results are compared in table 2. A difference between the cal-
culated and experimental results can be observed. These differences can be mainly attributed
to the inaccuracies in the model and the nuclear data used for the simulations. On-site obser-
vations proved that some modifications were performed on the TRIGA mark II reactor at JSI
which were not recorded in detail. Certain uncertainties were taken in to account based on
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on-site measurements for the purpose of this work but others remain e.g. moisture and boron
content in graphite.A source of inaccuracies of the calculations could also be the nuclear cross
section for graphite which has large uncertainties and varies between different nuclear data
libraries.

Table 1: Ratio of reaction rates calculated with an analog fixed source (SDEF) and eigenvalue
(KCODE) calculation. The speed up factor is also given.

RR KCODE/ADV unc RR SDEF/ADV unc SuF KCODE SuF SDEF
V120 0.86 0.04 0.94 0.02 157 33
V121 0.88 0.03 0.90 0.03 55 47
V122 0.87 0.03 0.92 0.03 57 39
V123 0.89 0.03 0.93 0.03 33 32
V124 0.87 0.03 0.91 0.03 51 48

Table 2: Experimental and calculated reaction rates given for all 5 measurement locations. A
C/E (calculation/experiment) with uncertainties is also given.

Experimental RR unc Calculated RR unc C/E unc
V120 6.11 × 10−15 0.02 1.01 × 10−14 0.01 1.66 0.03
V121 2.47 × 10−15 0.02 4.08 × 10−15 0.01 1.66 0.03
V122 1.85 × 10−15 0.02 2.89 × 10−15 0.01 1.56 0.03
V123 1.86 × 10−15 0.03 2.82 × 10−15 0.02 1.51 0.03
V124 1.85 × 10−15 0.02 2.80 × 10−15 0.01 1.51 0.03

6 CONCLUSIONS

It is shown that the results given by the fixed source calculations are in good agreement
with the analog calculations. For the JSI TRIGA reactor, using 100 axial slices of the fuel el-
ement meat the relative difference in the total neutron flux between two types of calculations
is below 6 % inside the reactor core, and higher in the control rod region, which is due to not
taking into account the fission rate angular dependence in the fuel elements near control rods.
The scheme produces a viable fixed source for accelerating the calculations with the hybrid
ADVANTG code, showing good agreement with the analog Monte Carlo calculations, while
decreasing the calculation time by a factor of 100 for calculations in the dry cell facility. Com-
bined with the new extended model, the scheme presents an opportunity for computational
characterization of irradiation facilities in the biological shield and outside of the reactor body,
as well as for calculating the dose-rate fields inside the reactor building and exposure of the
reactor staff.
Nevertheless when comparing measurements with calculations, a constant bias is noticed re-
sulting in 60 % difference between the two. This can be attributed to uncertainties in the com-
putational geometry model as well as uncertainties in nuclear data. Both geometry and material
uncertainty studies and additional measurements will be performed in the future, in order to
improve on the model and have a viable scheme for accelerating calculations on the extended
model.
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Figure 3: Schematic top view of the Dry cell irradiation facility with contribute-on field (relative
units). Sample locations indicated.
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ABSTRACT

Systematic analysis of all pulse experiments and measurements performed in 26 years of
pulse operation of the TRIGA Mark II reactor at the Jozef Stefan Institute is presented. The
results are in agreement with the predictions of the adiabatic Fuchs-Hansen model. The main
aim of this paper is to present the pulse experimental benchmark database, which contains pulse
operation parameters and measurements. Database could enable further analysis and studies
with additional pulse parameters, where fuel temperature and fuel element position could be
taken into consideration.

1 INTRODUCTION

In 1991, the reconstruction of the TRIGA Mark II reactor at Jozef Stefan Institute (JSI) in
Ljubljana was performed which also included the upgrade of the reactor to the pulse operation.
After the reconstruction and an extensive sequence of tests, measurements were performed,
first in steady state and in the pulse mode of operation. All experiments were performed with a
fresh, compact, homogeneous core and at well-known operating conditions. Due to fresh fuel
the experimental results were suitable for benchmarking steady-state [1] and pulse mode [2]
operation. In the latter only the first set (14 pulses) of pulse operation was analysed. Since
then 275 pulses were performed on different core configurations and fuel element burnup, ac-
cumulated during long term steady state operation between pulsing. Taking into account the
complete steady-state reactor operation analysis [3], a pulse benchmark database can be con-
structed for further pulse operation studies and validation of improved Fuchs-Hansen models as
well as pulse simulations with Monte Carlo neutron transport codes.

This paper presents the pulse experimental benchmark database which contains all infor-
mation of every pulse performed in the history of TRIGA operation. The parameters included
in the database are the inserted prompt reactivity, control rods calibration curves and their initial
position, energy released, maximum power and FWHM of a pulse. Furthermore, the isotopic
composition and core loading patterns are also included in the database.
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2 PULSE PARAMETER ANALYSIS

With addition of a 4th pulse (transient) control, rod pulse operation was made possible
due to an almost instant rod ejection by the pneumatic system. In this kind of operation large
positive reactivity is inserted and the reactor core becomes prompt-super-critical. This process
results in a quick and intense reactor power rise from a low power critical or sub-critical system
to high power (P ≈ 500 MW). TRIGA reactors are especially convenient for pulse experiments,
due to the homogeneous fuel mixture of uranium and zirconium-hydride; therefore featuring
a prompt negative reactivity coefficient. Duration of a pulse is a couple of milliseconds and
together with peak power and energy released it depends on the inserted reactivity. This allows
the study of pulse parameter dependence on the inserted reactivity (e.g. with the adiabatic
Fuchs-Hansen pulse model [4]).

In a pulse mode operation, a pulse detector channel with an uncompensated ion chamber is
used for detecting the flux/power signal. All pulses are automatically recorded on a processing
computer for off-line analysis with a sampling rate of 20 kHz. The position of the pulse detector
is shown in Fig. 1. During the pulse, automatic data logging of the following quantities is
provided: pulse power and integrated power for the pulse channel, fuel temperature from two
temperature measuring channels connected to fuel elements with a thermocouple inside, and
water temperature in the reactor tank.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the TRIGA reactor core, rotary groove and graphite reflector
with the locations of power signal detectors. Fuel element configuration for cycle No. 215
is presented, which operated from 3.11.2014 until 11.11.2014. During this period 22 pulse
experiments were performed using only standard fuel elements with 12 wt% of 20% enriched
uranium. The schematic was adapted from [5].

From the acquired digitalized pulse signal the peak power, energy released and the pulse
full width half maximum (FWHM) were determined and included in the database. Pulse signals
for 7 different inserted reactivities ρi are presented in Fig. 2, where a typical shape of the
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reactor power during a pulse is evident. Since reactor becomes supercritical during the pulse,
the prompt reactivity ρp is a more suitable variable. The relation between both reactivities is

ρp = ρi − β, (1)

where β is the delayed neutron fraction and was measured to be 1 $ = β = 0.7% ∆k
k

= 700 pcm.
Energy released is defined as the area under the power signal curve, which was determined

with numerical square and trapezoidal integration. Both methods provided results that varied
from each other less than 0.1 %. Integration borders were set to be at 1 % of the pulse peak
power. The results were in compliance with the measurements of energy generated during the
latest pulses, therefore the integration method was used to analyse all of the 289 pulses. Pulse
experiments where the inserted reactivity ρi is under 1.5 $ are inadequate for analysis, due to
poor signal to noise ratio.

Figure 2: Reactor power during a pulse experiment as a function of time from the beginning of
the power rise. Pulses are indicated by prompt reactivity ranging from 2 $ to 0.5 $. The area
under the pulse curve directly represents deposited energy used in analysis.

2.1 Reproducibility of the pulse

Taking all pulse experiments into consideration the statistical study of pulses performed
at (presumably) same transient rod positions and prompt reactivity can be made. The aver-
age value and standard deviation of pulse energy, peak power and FWHM for typical prompt
reactivities are calculated and presented in Tab. 1. The latter three are each proportional to
prompt reactivity, its square and inverse, respectively, according to Fuchs-Hansen model and
are presented on Fig. 3, 4, 5, respectively.
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Table 1: The average value and standard deviation of the measured pulse parameters for typical
prompt reactivity.

Prompt reactivity [$] Peak Power [MW] Energy [MWs] FWHM [ms]
2 829.1 ± 28.1 11.2 ± 0.8 12.8 ± 0.1
1.75 681.6 ± 125.6 10.0 ± 2.4 15.0 ± 0.1
1.5 562.6 ± 194.9 9.2 ± 3.0 17.4 ± 2.1
1.25 427.0 ± 140.8 7.6 ± 2.2 19.4 ± 3.9
1 278.6 ± 83.2 7.14 ± 3.1 27.7 ± 4.9
0.75 103.8 ± 65.9 4.2 ± 2.8 47.1 ± 15.3
0.5 59.8 ± 34.1 2.1 ± 1.9 57.9 ± 18.9

Figure 3: Total energy of a pulse (average
points of all measurements and linear fit)
as a function of prompt reactivity.

Figure 4: Pulse peak power (average points
of all measurements and linear fit) as a
function of squared prompt reactivity.

Figure 5: Full width half maximum of a pulse (average points of all measurements and linear
fit) as a function of the prompt reactivity’s inverse.

From the analysis of all pulse experiments it is evident that the average values are in
agreement with the Fuchs-Hansen model predictions, however discrepancies in reproducibility
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of pulses are also evident. By increasing the prompt reactivity the uncertainties in FWHM
decrease, which is expected and can be observed in Fig. 2. In order to explain the above
mentioned uncertainties the pulse experimental database includes other parameters, such as
core configuration, fuel element burnup, fuel temperature and control rod worth measurements.

2.2 Control Rod Worth Measurements

Peak power, energy released and FWHM of a pulse considerably affects on the prompt
reactivity ρp of the reactor core. Therefore a precise and reliable transient control rod worth
measurement has to be performed.

Two different methods for control rod worth measurements were used. The well known
rod-exchange that can be used as a relative or absolute method by measuring the rod worth
relative to a previously calibrated control rod or the reactivity changes due to control rod move-
ment that are calculated from the asymptotic period by the doubling time method. The second
so-called rod-insertion method has been developed for power reactors and was later applied
to research reactors. It uses the digital reactivity meter (DMR) to measure control rod worth
starting from a critical reactor and inserting the control rod into the core by a drive mechanism.
A more detailed explanation and uncertainties analysis can be found in [6].

Transient and other three control rod worth measurements were performed before each
set of pulse experiments and are included in the pulse database. The database also includes the
position of each control rod when the pulse was performed. The rod-insertion method was used
for all pulse experiments, except the first 14 for which the rod-exchange method was used. The
main sources of uncertainties in the rod-insertion method are:

• uncertainties in delayed neutron data

• uncertainties due to flux redistribution in the presence of control rods.

The calibration itself depends on xenon levels, control rod burnup and most importantly the
number and the position of fuel elements in reactor core.

2.3 Fuel Element Configuration in the Reactor Core

The majority of pulse experiment sets were performed on unique core configurations.
Schematics of all reactor core configurations are included in the pulse experimental database.
Due to long steady-state operation between sets of pulse experiments, the isotopic composition
of each fuel element at a given time is also included in the database. The isotopic composition
was calculated with the deterministic TRIGLAV neutron transport and burnup code [7] and the
results will be compared in the future using stochastic Serpent burnup code [8]. The results of
which will also be included in the database. With this the possibility of detailed analysis and
pulse experiment re-creation with Monte Carlo codes is given.

If only the number of fuel elements in the reactor core are taken into account, all core
configurations can be divided into two groups presented in Fig.6. The number of fuel elements
notably effects the peak power of a pulse and its dependence on prompt reactivity. This is
presented in Fig. 7, where all measurements of peak power at different prompt reactivity are
divided into mentioned groups of different number of fuel elements in the reactor core. The
difference between both groups can be explained with the total fuel mass in which the thermal
energy is deposited.
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Figure 6: Schematic of the TRIGA pulse experiment reactor core with different numbers of fuel
elements; 46 (left) and 56 (right). Fuel element positions depicted on the schematic represent
a typical core configuration with defined numbers of fuel elements. It should be noted that the
positions of fuel elements on some pulse experiment core configurations may be different.

Figure 7: Pulse peak power as a function of squared prompt reactivity for all measurements,
divided into two groups with different numbers of fuel elements in the reactor core. For each
group a linear function was fitted as expected according to the Fuchs-Hansen model.
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2.4 Fuel Temperature

Fuel temperature was measured by two instrumented fuel elements and included in the
benchmark model together with the in-core position of both elements. One was permanently
located in the inner B ring while the other was relocated several times between A, B, C and D
rings. Fuel temperature measurement are presented in Fig. 8 and a maximum value is reached
on pulses with prompt reactivity larger than 1.5 $. The difference between the actual peak tem-
perature in a fuel element and the measured maximal temperature must be noted, due to the heat
conduction between the fuel element and the thermocouple. Therefore the actual maximum fuel
temperature cannot be measured and a heat conduction model should be used to approximate
the actual temperature in the center of the fuel element.

Figure 8: Fuel temperature measurements on both fuel elements instrumented with a thermo-
couple. Location of instrumented fuel elements is presented on Fig. 1. Measurements for three
different prompt reactivities ρp are presented.

2.5 Xenon Build-up

Normally a pulse is initiated from a critical core at low power with the a fully inserted
pulse control rod. Because of insufficient excess reactivity of the benchmark core configuration
134, the first 14 pulses were activated from a slightly sub-critical core. In these cases xenon
build-up directly influences pulse reactivity, as the reduction of reactivity after 14 pulse exper-
iments matches the xenon effect typical for ≈ 10 min of steady-state operation at full power
with the approximation that there is no xenon decay in the periods between pulses. In all other
pulses xenon may have only an indirect effect by influencing pulse rod worth through flux re-
distribution due to the repositioning of other control rods, which compensated xenon build-up.

3 PULSE EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE

The analysis of pulse parameters demonstrates that taking all pulses into consideration
at once gives rise to considerable uncertainties in peak power, energy and FWHM. To avoid
this, sets of pulses on same cycle should be analysed individually, due to changes in reactor
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core parameters. Pulse experimental database provides the needed information to simulate or
analyse each pulse separately.

The pulse experimental benchmark database include: • Inserted reactivity ρi • Peak
power • Energy generated • FWHM • Fuel temp. maximum • Control rod calibration
and position • Core configuration schematic • Fuel isotopic composition • Power and
temperature signals

4 CONCLUSION

Characteristics of all pulse experiments at the TRIGA Mark II at JSI after the reconstruc-
tion are described. The results of pulse measurements like peak power, total energy and FWHM
are analysed and compared to adiabatic Fuchs-Hansen pulse model, where good agreement is
evident, despite the large uncertainties when all pulses were taken into consideration. With the
explanation of the source of uncertainties, pulse experimental database is presented, which pro-
vides the needed information to be proposed as a TRIGA benchmark test case for pulse mode
analysis and simulations. Due to a high number of parameters extracted from the operational
analysis, the database would be also useful for validation of Monte Carlo calculations of tran-
sients, a feature currently under development in the Serpent Monte Carlo neutron transport code
[8].
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ABSTRACT 

The paper deals with the utilization of thorium in nuclear reactors and associated fuel 
cycles. Emphasis is given in the utilization in PWR with a review of the main studies; the results 
of a study to convert an advanced PWR (AP 1000) to use a core with mixed uranium thorium 
oxide are discussed. The results show that the converted core (U-Th) O2 has even advantages 
when compared with the UO2 core such as a lower maximum linear power density and lower 
concentration of soluble boron; furthermore, the need for the integral fuel burn up absorber 
(IFBA) poison is avoided. Also, the converted core was optimized to produce the maximum 
amount of 233U and the minimum amount of plutonium in such way that it would be used as 
transition core to produce stock piles of 233U; this could be used in the future in closed 233U-Th 
fuel cycles.  

.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Since the beginning of Nuclear Energy Development, thorium was considered as a 
potential fuel. Although the cross section for fission at thermal energy is zero (non-fissile 
material), and only fast fission would be possible by using thorium, given the high capture 
thermal cross section for the reaction, 232Th(n,γ)233Th→233Pa→233U (fissile), makes that Th 
could be used to produce 233U, and used as fuel, mixed with uranium or plutonium in thermal 
reactors or in the core or blankets of fast reactors. 

 Several Th/U fuel cycles, using thermal and fast reactors were proposed and are still 
under investigation, such as the Radkowsky OTC for PWR, and the thorium fuel cycles for 
CANDU reactors. Thorium has been proposed as fuel for the molten salt reactor, the advanced 
heavy water reactor, High Temperature Reactors, Pebble Bed reactor, fast breeder reactors, and 
more recently, for the innovative accelerator driven system in a double strata fuel cycle. All 
these concepts besides the increase in natural nuclear resources are justified by non-
proliferation issues (plutonium constrain) and the waste radiological toxicity reduction. There 
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are several review papers [1,2], as well as technical documents [3,4] discussing the thorium 
reactors and associated fuel cycles. Here we are going to focus on PWR reactors, since it is the 
reactor presently more used in the world, and it is a strong candidate to uses thorium 
commercially. In section 2 we review briefly the utilization of thorium in PWR, and in section 
3 the conversion of an advanced PWR to use (U-Th) O2. 

2 UTILIZATION OF THORIUM IN PWR REACTORS 

The feasibility of thorium utilization in PWRs has been demonstrated in nuclear power 
plants such as the PWR Indian Point Reactor number 1 (270 MWe), which was the first to 
utilize a core loaded with (U-Th)O2, with high enriched U (93 w/o), and achieving a maximum 
burn up of 32 MWD/kg HM[1]. The last core of the Shippingport PWR was loaded with ThO2 
and (U-Th)O2 fuel rods using the seed-blanket concept and operated as a light water breeder 
reactor during 1200 effective full power days and reached a final burnup of 60 MWD/kg HM[1]. 
The experience on fabrication, post-irradiation analysis of thorium fuel from these 
developments had demonstrated the technical feasibility of the utilization of Thorium as fuel in 
PWR [1]. The Radkowsky thorium fuel seed-blanket concept proposes a concept to be used in 
typical fuel elements of PWRs in which the seed is a U/Zr alloy, and the blanket an (Th0.9-
U0.1)O2 oxide using low enriched uranium [1]. Herring et al.[5] studied the utilization of mixed 
thorium/uranium dioxide (U-Th)O2 in a typical generation II PWR using a 17x17 type fuel 
assembly. The results showed that the (U-Th)O2 cores could be burned to about 87MWD/ kg 
HM using 35 wt% UO2 and 65 wt% ThO2 with an initial enrichment of about 7 wt.% of the 
total heavy metal fissile material, quite similar that obtained here. 

More recently, many researchers turned their attention to Th fuel cycles in PWRs aiming 
at reducing the generation of minor actinide waste, at improving the nuclear power 
sustainability, and at better fuel utilization and breeding. Ashley et al.[6] discussed open cycles 
for thorium-fueled nuclear power systems, Baldova et al.[7,8,9]discussed the use of high 
conversion Th-233U fuels in current generation PWRs in the assembly and full core three-
dimensional levels, and Lindley et al. [10,11,12] studied thorium-fueled PWRs with reduced 
moderation and possible closed fuel cycles. These studies were interested in assessing the 
feasibility of using 233U-Th fuels in PWR without worrying about how to obtain the initial 233U 
fuel load or the transition from an uranium to a thorium core in the current nuclear power plants. 

2.1 Brazilian experience on thorium reactors and fuel cycles 

Given that Brazil has one of the biggest thorium reserves in the world, as reported by the 
International Thorium Energy Organization [13], and illustrated in table 1, the research on 
thorium utilization starts in the sixties. A research group from Minas Gerais State conducted 
the first studies. This research group, called “Thorium Group”, in cooperation with the French 
CEA aimed at the development of a Thorium fuelled pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR) 
with a concept of a pre-stressed concrete reactor vessel. This project was named 
“Instito/Toruna”, and developed its reactor conceptual design (fuel technology, reactor physics, 
thermal hydraulics, reactor vessel, materials and component test and fuel cycle economics). In 
the early 1970’s the project was discontinued [14]. 

In the early 1970’s, in a cooperation between IPEN and USA General Atomic, several 
research studies regarding Th technology for HTGR were carried out. Many of these studies 
resulted in thesis presented at São Paulo University, papers, and internal reports on thorium 
utilization in HTGR, Gas Cooled Fast Reactors, and even the possible utilization of Thorium 
in PWRs. In 1975 this research program was discontinued due to the option of the Brazilian 
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Government by the PWR technology and the signature of the Brazilian German agreement for 
the development of the Nuclear Industry in the Country [14].   

 

Table 1 - Estimated thorium reserves in the word (higher estimation) [13] 

Country 
Th 

reserves (kt) Country 
Th 

reserves (kt) 

Brazil 1300 Canada 172 
Turkey 880 Russia 155 

India 846 
South 

Africa 148 
Australia 521 China 100 
US 434 Greenland 93 
Europe 430 Kazakhstan 50 

Egypt 380 
Rest of the 

world  1781 
Venezuela 300 World  7590 

 

It was in the framework of the Brazilian German agreement that a comprehensive research 
program about Th utilization in PWRs was conducted by the CDTN/NUCLEBRAS (“Centro 
para o Desenvolvimento da Tecnologia Nuclear”) in Brazil and the former KFA 
(Kernforschungsanlage Juelich) in Germany aiming at analysing and proving the option of 
thorium utilization in PWRs. The program was conducted between 1979 and 1988, and defined 
core configurations of Th fuel cycles for standard 1300 MW Siemens PWRs; defined technical 
specifications for fuel technology of (U-Th)O2 and (Th-Pu)O2; studied fuel design and 
modeling, including the fuel behaviour in irradiation experiments at the FRJ-2 at KFA; studied 
the spent fuel treatment, including laboratory investigation on reprocessing spent thorium fuels 
with non-irradiated elements. The program was interrupted in 1988 when a complete 
reformulation of the Brazilian nuclear sector took place and the CDTN was transferred from 
NUCLEBRAS to the “Comissão Nacional de Energia Nuclear” (CNEN). A final report [15] 
contains detailed technical results obtained in this research program.  

After this research program, only academic research is ongoing in Brazilian universities. 
One of this research is being conducting by Federal University of ABC(UFABC), which is 
going to be described here.  

3 FEASIBILITY TO CONVERT AN ADVANCED PWR FROM UO2 TO (U/TH) 
O2 

At UFABC a research group was created to study thorium utilization in nuclear reactors 
and associated fuel cycles. Given that Brazil uses PWR technology, operating two Generation 
II Nuclear Power Plants(NPP), ANGRA I, a Westinghouse PWR 650 MWe, and ANGRA II, a 
Siemens PWR 1350 MWe, and has a third unity ANGRA III, the same type of ANGRA II, 
under an advanced stage of construction, and the future official energy expansion plans for a 
long range predicts the 4-8 new PWR NPP of Generation III to be construct in the country, we 
focus our research in this type of technology. 
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First, we implemented neutronics calculation methodology, MCNP6 and SERPENT 
codes, both with burnup capabilities, with Nuclear Data from ENDF-B-VII.1. Experimental 
NEA Thorium Benchmarks (GODIVA and JEZEBEL), both fast and thermal, were reproduced 
to check ours Nuclear Data. Also, a preliminary study, was done at assembly level, comparing 
an 17x17 assembly of ANGRA II(UO2) with a seed blanket concept, with the seed using UO2, 
with a LEU (20 w/0) fuel and the blanket with (Th0.9U0.1) O2. As expected the seed blanket 
thorium fuel element shows advantages compared with UO2, such as an extended burnup, 
higher conversion factor, and produces less High-Level Waste(HLW) [16].   

For Thermal Hydraulics calculations, a simplified code was developed to be able to 
calculate thermal limits, such as MDNBR, Central Line Fuel Temperature, both for UO2 and(U-
Th) O2 fuel pin, denominated STH-MOX-Th [17]. 

Having implemented the computational tools, we choose as reference reactor to make our 
conversion studies, the Generation III Westinghouse AP 1000, by its commercial success, with 
units being constructed in the USA, China, and planned in several countries. 

3.1 The AP 1000: Core Description and Calculation 

The AP 1000 is a generation III reactor which is an upgrade of AP 600 developed by 
Westinghouse. The AP 1000 core contains 157 fuel assemblies with three different enrichments 
regions as illustrated in Figure 1. This configuration, is taken as the reference AP1000 core 
configuration. The fuel assembly is a 17 x17 lattice containing UO2 fuel pins, guide tubes for 
the insertion of control rods, instrumentation positions for burnable poisons. The design 
considers two types of burnable poisons namely the Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA), 
occupying fuel rod positions, and the Pyrex burnable poison, occupying typical control rod 
positions. They are distributed in a complex manner over the three enrichment regions with the 
purpose of absorbing the excess core reactivity and avoiding high linear power densities along 
the cycle. The burnup poison is distributed in a complex way, as described by Ames et al [18]. 
Besides burnup poison it is also controlled by boron soluble. Detailed information on the AP 
1000 can be find in the Westinghouse AP1000 Design Control Document [19]. 

The first step was to calculate the AP 1000 core in the first operational cycle (effective 
full power) without any burnup poison, by using MCNP6 and SERPENT, and since the results 
agrees very well (less 100 pcm), we decided to use SERPENT in our study. So, we use 
SERPENT and our thermal hydraulic code to calculate neutronics and thermal hydraulics 
parameters of the AP 1000 in the beginning of cycle and compared with those reported by 
Westinghouse and the results agree quite well [20]. So, having confidence in our calculation 
methodology we start doing our study to convert the AP 1000 core to use mixed oxide uranium 
thorium. 
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Figure 1: AP 1000 core with IFBA(I) and Pyrex(P) burnable poison. 

 

3.2 The feasibility to convert AP 1000 core to use (U/Th) O2  : Parametric Studies and 
Results 

Recently a parametric study was performed to convert the UO2 core of the AP 1000, to 
use mixed oxide of thorium uranium. This work has been recently published at Annals of 
Nuclear Energy [21], and here we are just review the criteria’s and the results obtained for the 
converted core. 

To perform the conversion study, we consider the AP 1000 core without any burnup 
poison, and set of criteria were adopted in this study to ensure minimum changes due to the 
plant with the U/Th fuel as follows: 
(a) Produce the maximum amount of fissile 233U at end of cycle (EOC). This can be done by 
maximizing the conversion ratio; 
(b) Generate minimum amount of fissile plutonium to reduce long lived waste generation (an 
important sustainability criterion for nuclear power). 
(c) Ensure that the maximum center line fuel temperature and maximum linear power density 
do not exceed the values from the AP1000 reference core; 
(d) Ensure that kinetics parameters and temperature coefficient of reactivity do not change 
significantly to maintain similar current AP1000 safety and transient behaviour; 
(e) Ensure that the fuel cycle life is 18 months or longer. 

. To find a feasible core we considered 20 cases with different mass proportion of 232Th, 
235U, and 238U, keeping as constrain the maximum enrichment of 235U as 20 w/0(LEU). From 
these cases, 15 were seed blanket Fuel Element concept (heterogenous, THET), and 5 were 
homogeneous fuel elements(THOM) distributed in the 3 different regions of the AP 1000. The 
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fuel elements studied are illustrated in Figure 2, and reference 21 contains a detailed mass 
proportion in the different regions of the core.  Thus, we performed neutronics calculation for 
the first cycle and check for each case the thermal limits using STH-MOX-Th. The results 
obtained for these 20 cases are illustrated in Table 2.  

 

Figure 2: Homogenous and heterogeneous assembly types considered in the parametric 
study. 

Table 2. Neutronics and thermal-hydraulics results for the several configurations 

Configuration 
BOC  

keff 
EOC   

keff 
C βeff 

q’max 
(W/cm) 

Fuel TCL 
(oC) 

THET1 1.28696 1.17155 0.87 0.00683 868 3169 

THET2 1.27596 1.13116 0.83 0.00682 934 3454 

THET14 1.25263 1.12293 0.84 0.00679 879 2703 

THET9 1.25958 1.1221 0.83 0.0068 809 2432 

THET15 1.2435 1.11734 0.83 0.00679 804 2481 

THET4 1.26282 1.11119 0.81 0.00683 862 3139 

THET10 1.23899 1.10102 0.83 0.00681 806 2418 

THET6 1.23898 1.10072 0.83 0.0068 813 2445 

THET8 1.2323 1.10032 0.83 0.00678 781 2325 

THOM3 1.25712 1.08906 0.80 0.00681 526 1457 

THOM-5 1.25808 1.08449 0.80 0.00678 533 1479 

THET11 1.21853 1.07925 0.82 0.00681 794 2370 

THOM1 1.22064 1.05957 0.82 0.00679 537 1490 

THET5 1.24808 1.08949 0.80 0.00681 790 2925 

THET3 1.22475 1.05729 0.78 0.00685 728 2578 

THOM2 1.21581 1.05020 0.79 0.0068 538 1494 

THET12 1.16951 1.02495 0.80 0.0068 713 2071 

THOM4 1.16319 1.00498 0.81 0.00683 589 1651 

THET13 1.13681 0.99744 0.81 0.0068 613 1729 

THET7 1.23232 0.98116 0.76 0.00675 840 2539 
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The configurations based on the heterogeneous concept present good reactor physics 
properties but the highest peak linear power densities. They were dismissed simply because of 
thermal hydraulic limits, i.e., high maximum centre line fuel temperature. Among the 
configurations with EOC keff greater than 1.05000 the q’max was always larger than the 
reference AP1000 value (559 W/cm) by 30–67%. 

Among the homogenous configurations studied 4 met the criterion of EOC keff greater 
than 1.05000 and satisfies the thermal limits. The THOM-1 and THOM-2 configurations 
present EOC keff very like the AP1000’s which favor keeping the reactivity control parameters 
as similar as possible to the reference AP1000 reference core. THOM-1 has the largest 
conversion ratio among the homogenous configurations (C = 0.82) and thus produces more 233U 
at EOC. Additionally, it produces less 239Pu, which is interesting under the point of view of 
reduction of long-lived waste generation and radiotoxicity. Thus, the THOM-1 configuration 
was the one chosen to form the mixed U/ThO2 AP 1000 core, which we nominated AP-Th 1000.  
This configuration has three different mass proportion zones, the first containing (32% UO2-
68%ThO2); the second with (24% UO2-76% ThO2), and the third with (20% UO2-80% ThO2), 
using 235U LEU (20 w/o), and corresponding with the 3 enrichment zones of the AP 1000 (4.45 
w/o; 3.40 w/o; 2.35 w/o). 

Once THOM-1 was selected as the feasible configuration, we modelled the AP-Th1000 
core to compare its behaviour with the actual AP1000 18-month cycle. The purpose here is to 
define possible means of core reactivity control throughout the cycle namely the boron 
concentration and burnable poison options, and verify results of temperature coefficients of 
reactivity and kinetics parameters. Table 3 shows results for BOC, Figure 3 shows the variation 
of the reactivity(keff) with full power operation time for several concentrations of Boron into 
the IFBA, and Figure 4 the Soluble Boron Concentration curve. 

Table 3: Comparison of the neutronic core parameters between  

AP 1000 and AP-Th1000 at BOC.  

Parameter AP1000 AP-Th1000 

Doppler reactivity coefficient, 
αF (pcm/oF) 

-2.87+0.14 to    -
0.91+0.14  

-1.91±0.15 to  

-1.45±0.15 

Moderator reactivity 
coefficient, αM (pcm/oF) 

-3.72+0.47 to      
-25.1+0.53 

-3.52±0.49 to 

-28.38±0.56 

Maximum linear power 
density for configuration at full 
power (W/cm) 

519+30 406±23 

Prompt neutron mean 
generation time (μs)  

25.7+3.8 19.1±4.3 

Effective delayed neutron 
fraction 

0.00694+0.00124 0.00683±0.00125

keff (zero power, BOC, cold 
and control rods removed) 

1.20421+0.00051 1.14420±0.00005
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Figure 3: keff versus burnup for the AP1000 and AP-Th1000 for several 10B concentrations in 

the IFBA burnable poison. 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Soluble Boron Concentration 

 

3.3 Conclusions 

 From these results, we may conclude that it is feasibly to convert the AP 1000, to use 
U/Th oxide without any change in the plant, only changing the fuel pellets, with advantages 
such as a lower maximum linear heat density, eliminating the IFBA, reducing the soluble boron 
concentration, and even the possibility of an extended discharge burnup (>60,000 
MWD/MTHM), although the in-core fuel management is ongoing. Although regarding the 
natural uranium resource consume is a disadvantage, in OTC fuel cycle, since AP-Th 1000 
consumes more uranium, we note that by optimizing the production of 233U, we expected that 
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the concept could be used as producer of 233U, and therefore the first step in a closed U/Th fuel 
cycle.    
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ABSTRACT 

Responding to an increasing demand from the nuclear community for best estimate 

predictions to be provided with their confidence bounds, OECD/NEA started in 2007 an Expert 

Group on "Uncertainty Analysis in Modelling (UAM)" focused on benchmark activities for 

Light Water Reactors (LWR). In 2015, the scope of UAM was extended to the Design, 

Operation and Safety Analysis of Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors of the new generation (SFR-

UAM) with the objective to study the uncertainties at different stages of Sodium Fast Reactors. 

Such an effort has been undertaken within the framework of a program of international co-

operation that benefits from the coordination of the NEA Nuclear Science Committee (NSC), 

and from interfacing with the Committee of safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI). 

Among the basic fission reactor parameters the kinetic parameters such as the effective 

delayed neutron fraction (eff) and the neutron generation lifetime () play a major role in the 

reactor safety and control analysis. Their accuracy should be therefore well understood and 

evaluated. The values of eff vary from one isotope to the other (from ~200 pcm for 239Pu to 

~650 pcm for 235U and ~1500 pcm for 238U), therefore the reactor systems containing actinide 

isotopes in their fuel have to face the problem of lower values of eff due to the presence of Pu 

isotopes, making the reactor control of MOX fueled cores more challenging. However, 238U 

contributes to the eff in proportion to its fission and increases the overall eff value. This 

requires a specific validation.  

Precise knowledge of the effective delayed neutron fraction and the corresponding 

uncertainty is important for nuclear reactor safety analysis. New approaches for calculating eff 

and the corresponding sensitivity and uncertainty analysis were developed at JSI and CEA.  

The paper presents the overview of the available benchmarks, computer code and method 

for the calculation of the kinetic parameters and the corresponding uncertainties. The 

intercomparison covers both Monte Carlo (TRIPOLI) and deterministic (SUSD3D, ERANOS) 

codes applied to a vast list of fast reactor benchmarks. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The OECD/NEA Expert Group on "Uncertainty Analysis in Modelling (UAM) [1]" was 

started in 2007 to study the propagation of uncertainties through all the stages of Light Water 

Reactors (LWR) analysis, from the neutronics to thermo-hydraulics. The group also expressed 

interest in calculating kinetic parameters such as the effective delayed neutron fraction (eff) 

mailto:gerald.rimpault@cea.fr
mailto:paul.dufay@cea.fr
mailto:yannick.peneliau@cea.fr
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and the neutron generation lifetime (lambda) which play a major role in the reactor safety from 

the point of view of controlling the reactor. The effective delayed neutron fraction is a key 

reactor safety parameter involved in the control rods worth calculations and transient (reactivity 

feedbacks effect) studies. A good understanding and reliable estimation of kinetic parameters 

is therefore essential. Kinetic parameters were studied in the scope of the UAM project since 

2011 and resulted in the in-depth analysis of the deterministic and Monte Carlo methods for the 

eff evaluations, including the development of new methods and codes for the corresponding 

sensitivities and uncertainties [2-5]. 

Due to large difference in the eff values between isotopes (~650 pcm for 235U, but only 

~200 pcm for 239Pu), the reactor systems containing MOX in their fuel will have to face the 

problem of lower values of eff, making the reactor control of MOX fuelled cores more 

challenging. Its accuracy should be therefore precisely understood and evaluated.  

Several reactor types are currently studied in the scope of the Generation IV International 

Forum (GIF). Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors (SFR-UAM) are among the most promising 

reactors types of the new generation and benefit from the experience accumulated in the past. 

Nevertheless, considerable R&D efforts will be still needed in future to demonstrate the 

compliance of the design with the present safety regulations, in particular concerning the 

passive safety requirements. In the framework of the Working Party on Scientific Issues of 

Reactor Systems (WPRS) an OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) Expert Group Task Force 

on Uncertainty Analysis in Best-Estimate Modelling (UAM) for Design, Operation and Safety 

Analysis of Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors (SFR-UAM) [6] has been initiated in 2015 with the 

objective to study the uncertainties in different stages of the next generation Sodium Fast 

Reactors. The uncertainties in the global neutronic parameters such as the effective 

multiplication factor (keff), effective delayed neutron fraction (eff), Doppler coefficient, sodium 

void worth, control rods worth, the power map and the isotopic content are of interest. The 

above parameters are of main importance during the transient behaviour under accident 

conditions, and therefore for the safety performance of sodium fast. This paper focuses on the 

kinetic parameters such as the effective delayed neutron fraction (eff).  

2 FAST REACTOR KINETICS BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS 

Several benchmark experiments available in the International Reactor Physics 

Benchmark Experiments (IRPhE) [7] and International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality 

Safety Benchmark Experiments (ICSBEP) [8] databases, as well as some found in the literature 

were selected to be studied using deterministic and Monte Carlo codes. The benchmarks 

considered in these studies are listed in Table 1 together with their main characteristics. 

Different experimental techniques were used to measure the effective delayed neutron fraction, 

such as the reactor noise method, 252Cf source method, pile oscillation method, Rossy-, 

Nelson, Covariance to mean, Bennet etc. [9]. The stated measurement uncertainties are in 

general around 3 – 5%, but some estimations seem surprisingly low, possibly requiring further 

verification and/or re-evaluation. 

2.1 𝜷𝒆𝒇𝒇 computational methods 

Using the deterministic methods, βeff can be calculated based on the original Keepin [9] 

formulation which requires the solution of the forward and adjoint neutron transport equation: 
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Table 1: Measured and calculated eff values for different fast reactor benchmarks. 

 

Benchmark 

experiment 

 

Description 

Exp. SUSD3D PARTISN  

k-ratio 

MCNP5 

k-ratio 

ERANOS TRIPOLI 

IFP 

ENDF7.0/-7.1* JEFF3.2 ENDF7.1 

/JEF3.2 

Jezebel / PU-

MET-FAST-001 

bare 6.385cm sphere 

95% 239Pu, 4.5% 240Pu 

194 ±10 185 186 186   

Skidoo /U233-

MET-FAST-001 

Bare 5.983cm sphere, 

~98.1% 233U 

290 ±10 296 297    

Popsy / PU-

MET-FAST-006 

20-cm nat. U reflected 

94% 239Pu 4.533cm 

sphere 

276 ±7 277 278 284   

Topsy / HEU-

MET-FAST-028 

~20cm nat. U reflected 

93% 235U 6.116cm 

sphere 

665 ±13 688 690    

Flat-top 23 / 

U233-MET-

FAST-006 

∼20-cm natural U 

reflected 98 at% 233U 

sphere, r=4.2cm 

360 ±9 374 375    

BigTen / IEU-

MET-FAST-007 

r41.9cm/h96.4cm cyl. 

10% enriched U with 

depleted U-reflector 

720 ±7 720 734    

SNEAK-7A / 

SNEAK-LMFR-

EXP-001 

MOX fuel reflected by 

metallic depleted U 

395 ± 20 373 379 369 383 370 ± 3/ 

391± 3 

SNEAK-7B / 

SNEAK-LMFR-

EXP-001 

MOX fuel reflected by 

metallic depleted U 

429± 22 419 429 415 426 417 ± 3/ 

441± 3 

SNEAK-9C2 MOX fuel with Na, 

reflected by metallic 

depleted U 

426± 19    384  

Berenice R2 30% 235U 721± 11    749 732 ± 3/ 

742± 3 

Berenice -

ZONA2 
MOX fuel, UO2-Na 

blanket, steel shielding 

349 ± 6 344 351  362 335 ± 1/ 

350 ± 1 

BFS-73-1 / 

BFS1-LMFR-

EXP-001 

Na-cooled fast reactor 

with metal enriched U 

fuel and depleted UO2 

blanket 

735± 13     -/ 

727 ± 1 

BFS-61 / BFS1-

LMFR-EXP-002 

Pb-cooled fast reactor 

with metal Pu-depleted 

U fuel & different 

reflectors 

371± 60    383 370 ± 3/ 

391± 3 

FCA-XIX-1 U core with depleted 

UO2/Na and depleted U 

blankets 

742± 24      

FCA-XIX-2 U/Pu core with 

depleted UO2/Na and 

depleted U blankets 

364 ± 9      

FCA-XIX-3 Pu core with depleted 

UO2/Na and depleted U 

blankets 

251 ± 4      

* ENDF7.1 stands for ENDF/B-VII.1 
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(1) 

for each precursor p. νd and νtot are the delayed neutron yield and total fission neutron yield of 

the precursor p, χd and χtot the delayed neutrons fission spectrum of the precursor p and total 

neutron fission spectrum and Σf,g the fission cross section. The summation goes over all energy 

groups (g and g’). 

As demonstrated in [2-4] the above Keepin definition of eff is equivalent to the sensitivity 

of keff to the delayed neutron fission yield as defined in the first order perturbation theory: 

,

,
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       (2) 

 The total effective delayed neutron fraction is obtained as the sum over all precursors p: 

βeff = ∑ βeff
p

𝑝
 (3)  

The above formulation is used in the cross-section sensitivity and uncertainty codes 

SUSD3D [10] (part of the XSUN-2017 [11] computer code system) and ERANOS [12,13]. 

Using the ERANOS βeff code, the delayed neutron fission spectra are given for the 8 precursor 

families with 33 energy groups. For each precursor p, the energy dependence of νd to the energy 

of the incident neutron is not taken into account in ERANOS. In the SUSD3D code, the number 

of precursor family (6 or 8, depending on the cross section evaluation) and the νd energy 

dependence are taken as available in the ENDF evaluated files.  

Different methods were developed for the continuous energy Monte Carlo methods since 

the adjoint calculations are more demanding in this case. eff can still be calculated from Eq.(3) 

using Monte Carlo codes with implemented GPT capability, which thus represents an exact 

alternative to the Bretscher’s (prompt k-ratio) approximation [14]: 

1
p

eff

k

k
          (4) 

The Iterated Fission Probability method (IFP) is one of such alternative methods and was 

implemented in the codes TRIPOLI4® [15], MCNP and SERPENT. The method defines the 

importance of the neutron placed in the core at a point 𝑟 with an energy E by the number of 

fission this neutron will induced after L generations. 

 

Figure 1: description of the IFP method 
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3 BERENICE BENCHMARK ZONA 2 

The experimental programme BERENICE was launched in January 1993 in the 

MASURCA facility, to improve the understanding of the effective delayed neutron fraction. 

The first two cores: R2 reference (a clean core) and R2 experimental (a core with large 

experimental axial channels used enriched uranium fuel and the last one was a Uranium-

Plutonium fuel core: ZONA2 (see Fig. 1). Several experimental methods have been used in the 

course of this experimental programme to measure βeff: the 252Cf method source and the noise 

method. The analysis of the experimental results was performed using the deterministic codes 

SUSD3D and ERANOS as well as Monte-Carlo code TRIPOLI4®. 

A refined geometry of the full ZONA2 core is used for TRIPOLI4® calculations. ERANOS 

calculations have been done using a RZ geometry and the P1/S4 transport approximation. 

For the SUSD3D analysis, the direct and adjoint calculations were performed using the 

PARTISN [16] code and the 33-ECCO group cross-sections from the ENDF/B-VII.1, all part 

of the XSUN-2017 package. The cylindrical RZ geometry was used and P5/S16 approximations.  

 

 

Figure 2: ¼ core of ZONA2 

 

Table 2. Values of the effective delayed neutron fraction and breakdown on different 

isotopes, obtained using the SUSD3D and ERANOS codes (ZONA2 core). 
 

 

Isotope 
 (pcm) 

SUSD3D 

/ENDF/B7.1 

ERANOS 

/JEFF3.1 

U-235 8.0 8.2 

U-238 163.2 173.8 

Pu-239 146.9 150.7 

Pu-240 13.6 13.8 

Pu-241 10.4 9.0 

Pu-242 0.6 0.8 

Am-241 0.7 0.8 

Total 343,6 357.3 
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Table 3: Calculated 𝛽𝑒𝑓𝑓, to be compared with the measured value of 349 ± 6 pcm 

(ZONA2 core). 

Code Nucl. data 𝛃𝐞𝐟𝐟 (pcm) 

SUSD3D ENDF/B-VII.1 343.6  

ERANOS 
JEFF-3.1 357.3 

 

JEFF-3.2 361.6 
 

TRIPOLI4® (IFP) 
JEFF-3.1.1 346.7 ± 0.9 

JEFF-3.2 349.9 ± 0.9 

 

3.1 𝜷𝒆𝒇𝒇 Sensitivity and uncertainty calculations 

Nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were performed using the SUSD3D 

(part of the XSUN-2017 package) and ERANOS codes to estimate the impact of the 

uncertainties in transport cross sections and fission spectra on the uncertainty of 𝛽𝑒𝑓𝑓. 

For the cross-section sensitivity and uncertainty calculations the prompt k-ratio derivation 

method [2-5] in implemented in the SUSD3D deterministic code. The method is based on the 

derivation of the Bretscher’s (prompt k-ratio) approximation (Kodeli, 2013): 

 
1eff eff

k kp

eff eff

S S S

 

  

 
  


     (5) 

where kp is the keff taking into account only prompt neutrons and k is the total (prompt and 

delayed neutron) keff. The two terms Sk and Skp correspond to the sensitivities of the factors k 

and kp which are calculated using the standard linear perturbation theory.  

Different covariance matrix libraries are available in the XSUN-2017 code package for 

the use with the SUSD3D code, i.e. the JENDL-4.0u [17], ENDF/B-VII.1 and SCALE-6.0m 

[18] covariance matrices (MF33, MF34 and MF35 data). However, JENDL-4.0 is the only 

library inkluding the covariances of delayed neutron fractions, which are of primary importance 

for the eff uncertainty calculations. Recent work in the evaluation of these covariances, 

including in particular the correlations among the isotopes, is presented at this conference [19]. 

In the absence of more reliable data, an approximate “two-block” covariance matrices 

were proposed in [4] based on a simple common sense assumption of an energy-uniform 

standard deviation of 15% and a complete anti-correlation between the energies above and 

below the mean delayed neutron energy for each of the six delayed groups. Conservative 

assumption of the complete correlation between the six individual groups was adopted. The 

neutron spectra of the delayed neutron were however found to play only a relatively small part 

in the βeff uncertainty. 

ERANOS results were obtained using the Generalized Perturbation Theory with the 

COMAC [20] covariance data file associated with JEFF3 evaluations. The covariance matrices 

depend on the nuclear data library used: COMAC-Dev for JEFF-3.1 and COMAC-V1 for 

JEFF3.2. COMAC-V1 includes more recent evaluations, in particular lower uncertainties  in 

the capture and fission of 238U and 239Pu comparing to COMAC-Dev. The covariances of the 

fission spectra are the same for the two evaluations. In both libraries, the covariance matrices 

for delayed neutron fractions were taken from JENDL4.0. The delayed fission spectra 

uncertainties are those proposed in [4] (see above). 

Uncertainties obtained using the two codes and different covariance matrix data are given 

in Table 4. Relatively good agreement is observed for the delayed fission yields which is the 
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main source of uncertainty in 𝛽𝑒𝑓𝑓 (all originating from the JENDL-4.0 compilation). Note that 

the SCALE-6.1 library does not include these covariances, therefore the estimation of the total 

uncertainty is not relevant here since not complete. 

On the other hand, rather large differences were observed in the other components of the 

uncertainty (fission, scattering, capture reactions) which are mostly due to some differences in 

the calculated sensitivity profiles. Further investigations will be needed to clarify these 

differences. 

 

Table 4: Uncertainties in 𝛽𝑒𝑓𝑓 in ZONA2 core obtained using SUSD3D (ENDF/B-VII.1 

transport cross-sections and JENDL4.0/SCALE6.1m covariances) and using ERANOS with 

JEFF cross sections and COMAC covariance matrices. 

Reaction ∆eff (%) 

SUSD3D ERANOS 

ENDF/B7.1+ 

JENDL-4.0 

ENDF/B7.1+

SCALE6.1 

JEFF3.1+ 

COMAC-Dev 

JEFF3.2+ 

COMAC-V1 
238U 𝛎𝐝 1.56  1.51 1.53 

239Pu 𝛎𝐝 1.56  1.73 1.71 
238U (n,n’) 1.06 1.93 0.85 0.71 

239Pu  0.49 0.39 0.22 0.21 
240Pu 𝛎𝐝 0.19  0.21 0.21 

238U (n,f) 0.16 0.15 2.65 1.32 
238U  νtot 0.16 0.30 0.35 0.35 
241Pu νd

 0.15  0.14 0.14 

TOTAL 2.6 (2.0) 3.6 2.8 

   

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Kinetic parameters and the corresponding uncertainties were studied for fast reactor 

systems within the Expert Group of the SFR section of the Uncertainty Analysis in Modeling 

(UAM) activities of the WPRS. The suitable experimental measurements of the effective 

delayed neutron fraction available in the international benchmark experiment databases such as 

IRPhE and ICESBEP, as well as in the literature were identified. The state-of-the-art Monte 

Carlo and deterministic methods for the calculation of the eff values, as well as the 

corresponding sensitivities to nuclear data are presented. Significant improvements in the 

modelling and computational performances of the computer codes were obtained in the recent 

years, in particular for the Monte Carlo codes. The differences among the results obtained using 

different methodologies, neutron data evaluation and library files, computation codes, and 

applied approximations were studied and compared to the measured values.  

The results of the sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the Berenice ZONA2 fast reactor 

benchmarks using the SUSD3D and ERANOS codes are summarised. Very good agreement in 

the calculated eff values and the contributions of individual isotopes was observed. Also the 

sensitivities and uncertainties due to delayed neutron fraction uncertainties agree within few %. 

On the other hand, rather large differences were observed in some other cross-section 

uncertainty terms (e.g. those due to fission, scattering, capture reactions) which are mostly due 

to some differences in the calculated sensitivity profiles and result in slightly different total 

uncertainties. Further investigations will be needed to clarify these differences. 
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ABSTRACT

In nuclear reactors, fuel burnup calculations assess the time evolution of both the fuel
composition and the reactivity during the in-core reactor irradiation. Furthermore, this anal-
ysis is also relevant for the fuel management and for determining the amount of long-lived
radionuclides in spent nuclear fuel. The development of accurate modelling approaches is rec-
ommended to investigate the coupling between the thermal-hydraulics and the fuel burnup.

In this paper, a multi-physics approach that solves the neutron transport problem and
the time evolution of the nuclide concentration, and concurrently describes the heat transfer
between the fuel and the coolant is presented. The goal is achieved by coupling the Monte Carlo
code Serpent for neutronics/fuel burnup modelling with the OpenFOAM toolkit for thermal-
hydraulics description thanks to an iterative procedure. The adopted approach was tested on a
case study of a simplified fuel cell, composed of an UO2 pin surrounded by water.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In nuclear reactor analysis, the coupling between neutronics and thermal-hydraulics is
fundamental to allow a suitable global description of nuclear systems [1]. Over the years,
different multi-physics tools have been developed to improve safety analysis and design [2]
[3]. In this context, a challenging task is the assessment of multi-physics tools for the study
of the fuel cycle. Traditionally, uniform distribution of both temperature and density is usually
applied for burnup analysis [4] but the correct distribution of the temperature and other physical
parameters can have a remarkable effect on the fuel consumption. For this reason, the mutual
interaction between the neutron flux and the local temperature field is a fundamental aspect and
a phenomenon to investigate.

In this work, we develop a simulation approach that solves the neutron transport problem
and the time evolution of the nuclide concentration, and concurrently describes the heat transfer
between the fuel and the coolant. The goal is achieved by coupling the Monte Carlo code Ser-
pent for neutronics/fuel burnup modelling with the OpenFOAM toolkit for thermal-hydraulics
description through an iterative procedure.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the design parameters of
the fuel rod, the multi-physics modelling and the convergence criteria for the coupled iteration.
In Section 3, we show the results for the test case with fresh fuel. Finally, we present the
implementation of the coupling scheme for the fuel burnup analysis.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTI-PHYSICS COUPLING

We develop a multi-physics approach that involves the coupling between neutronics and
thermal-hydraulics through a Coupling Code Technique (CCT)[5][6]: we run two dedicated
codes separately in which the process of data and variables are passed between them until the
convergence.

For thermal-hydraulics, we choose the OpenFOAM toolkit [7] that provides the local tem-
perature field and density distribution. For neutronics, the transport Monte Carlo code Serpent
[8] is adopted because of its powerful capabilities to carry out criticality and burnup calcula-
tions. In addition, it allows a direct coupling between neutronics and thermal-hydraulics through
a multiphysics interface [9].

In this work, the coupling is external, managed by a wrapper script that launches Serpent
and OpenFOAM alternately. We implement a Picard iteration, described in the following loop:

1. Start from constant temperature and density fields T0, ρ0.

2. Solve the neutron transport problem with Serpent, calculating the local power
q∗
n+1=q (Tn; ρn).

3. Perform an under relaxation step qn+1 = α q∗
n+1 + (1-α) qn; α is an under-relaxation factor

that stabilizes the convergence, with a constant value at each iteration between 0 and 1.
In this loop, we adopt α=0.45, that we verified to be optimal for the test case.

4. Solve the heat transfer problem by means of OpenFOAM: Tn+1 = T (qn+1), ρn+1= ρ(qn+1)

5. Check the convergence, calculating the relative variation of the total power distribution,
and restart from point (2).
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2.1 Test case description

In order to validate the coupling scheme, we choose the test case of a simplified fuel cell,
composed by a UO2 pin (Fig. 1) surrounded by water, with the typical parameters of a PWR
reactor design [10]: pin diameter 8.19 mm, active height 3.66 m with a thermal power of 67.24
kW, obtained by the division between the total thermal power (2787 MW) and the number of
pins (41448).

The density of the fuel is 10.450 g/cm3 with an enrichment of 3.2 % in 235U. The density
of the water is approximated with a linear dependency on the temperature, using data taken from
IAPWS (International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam) [11], and calculated
by the thermal-hydraulics model.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Example of vertical (a) and horizontal (b) temperature distribution in the fuel pin, as
obtained from OpenFOAM.

2.2 Thermal-Hydraulics and Neutronics Model

In the thermal-hydraulics model with OpenFOAM, we implement a solver that provides
the distribution of temperatures and densities for the fuel and the coolant, calculating the heat
exchange between the regions. In particular, it interacts with neutronics, including the source
term related to the heat generated by the fission reactions of fissile nuclides, obtained as output
by the Serpent simulations.

In OpenFOAM, the finite volume method is applied. In this case, we adopt a mesh gen-
erated by Ansys® Workbench[8], that assures a good refine of the boundary layer, and we used
the k − ε turbulence model. For the boundary condition of the coolant, we set the temperature
and the velocity of the inlet to a value of 565.15 K and 5.3 m/s; the pressure at the outlet to a
value of 15.5 MPa.

In the neutronics model, we use horizontal periodic boundary condition that models an
infinite pin lattice. In the vertical direction, we add water layers at the bottom and at the top
with a thickness of 100 cm; in this case, we set a black boundary condition, i.e. all neutrons
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streaming outside of the geometry are lost. At every iteration, the neutron histories simulated
are 15 · 106, in order to obtain a good statistical accuracy with an uncertainty of ~30 pcm on keff

evaluation. We use the JEFF-3.1.1 library for cross sections.

2.3 Convergence

We check the convergence of the coupled iteration calculating the relative variation βn of
the power distribution from the previous iteration n-1 to the current one n (Eq. 1)

βn =

∫
V | qn − qn−1 | dV∫

V | qn−1 | dV
=
|| qn − qn−1 ||L1

|| qn−1 ||L1
(1)

The results of the relative power variation at each iteration for the coupling calculation
are shown in Fig. 2
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Figure 2: Relative power variation at each iteration of the coupling

A decreasing trend can be seen during the first 3 iterations. After, the relative power
variation oscillates around a percentage value of ~2%, which is due to the statistical fluctuation
of the Monte Carlo method. If we wanted to decrease the uncertainty, we would have to increase
the number of particle histories simulated. For the purpose of this work, we consider reached
the convergence.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Fresh Fuel

We obtain, at the end of the coupling with 15 iterations, the distribution of the tempera-
tures and the total neutron flux in the axial direction for the case with fresh fuel.

Figs. 3a and 3b show that the thermal profile of the fuel and the coolant are asymmetric.
Indeed, the coolant is injected from below and heats up as it flows through the active zone. In
the lower part of the fuel pin, higher water density results in more moderation of the neutrons by
the water, causing the increase of the number of fissions and power density. As a consequence,
the axial profiles of fuel temperature and neutron flux are asymmetrics with maxima in the lower
half, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Temperature profile of the fuel (a) and the moderator (b) in the axial direction
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Figure 4: Axial profile of the total neutron flux

3.2 Burnup Analysis

From the distribution of the temperature and density obtained by the Serpent-OpenFOAM
coupling with fresh fuel, we perform a burnup calculation considering a single burnup zone
consisting of the following time steps in days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 15, 30, 60, 120.

We use the predictor-corrector method, that is implemented in Serpent with different ap-
proaches. In this case, we adopt the LE/LI combination, based on linear extrapolated (LE)
reaction rates for the predictor and linear interpolated (LI) reaction rates for the corrector cal-
culation.

Moreover, in order to evaluate the effects of the coupling on fuel consumption, we simu-
late the same depletion history with densities and temperatures constant (Tcoolant=581 K,
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Tfuel=933 K: mean values obtained by the thermal-hydraulics model).
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Figure 5: Axial profile of the total neutron flux for constant temperatures of the fuel and the
coolant at different burnup steps
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Figure 6: Axial profile of the total neutron flux for the coupling at different burnup steps

Figs. 5 and 6 show the total neutron flux during the fuel consumption for the case without
and with multiphysics coupling performed at the first burnup step, respectively. The shape of
the profile changes between the two cases: symmetric for the model with constant parameters
and asymmetric for the coupling, as expected from the thermal-hydraulics feedback.

Finally, we apply the coupling scheme for the test case with the fuel depleted, importing
the material composition after 120 days from a restart binary file, generated by Serpent. In
Figs. 7 and 8, we compare temperatures and the total neutron flux at 120 days with the coupling
applied at the beginning and at the end of the burnup calculation. We observe a variation of the
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Figure 7: Temperature profile of the fuel (a) and the coolant (b) in the axial direction
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Figure 8: Comparison of the axial profile of the neutron flux, obtained with coupling at the
beginning and at the end of the burnup calculation at 120 days

distribution of the fuel temperature, with the maximum temperature at 1542 K for the first and
1530.5 K for the second case. As consequence, the shape of the total neutron flux changes.

We can conclude that the thermal-hydraulics feedbacks should be implemented at each
time step, in order to reproduce accurately the multi-physics behaviour.

4 CONCLUSION

We developed a multiphysics coupling between Serpent and OpenFOAM that was tested
for a PWR fuel cell with fresh and depleted fuel.

The results proved that the temperatures and density distribution of the fuel and the
coolant influence the axial profile of the total neutron flux, which is asymmetric. This shape
is conserved during the fuel depletion until 120 days, demonstrating that the coupling works
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properly for burnup analysis.
We showed differences from the application of the multiphysics coupling at the beginning

and at the end of the burnup calculation. These suggest that, for an accurate evaluation of the
thermal-hydraulics feedback during the fuel consumption, the multiphysics coupling should be
implemented at different burnup steps. Future works will also have to consider the entire period
of the fuel cycle, taking into account the axial and radial burnup distribution.
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ABSTRACT 

Reactor dosimetry relies either on capture and fission reactions for thermal and 

epithermal neutron flux (< 1keV) characterization or on inelastic, fission, proton or alpha 

production reactions which have an energy threshold around 1 MeV for the fast neutron 

spectrum. The intermediate part of the neutron spectrum, although of great interest for the 

study of material damage under irradiation in Material Testing or Reactors or Nuclear Power 

Plants, is poorly covered by the reactor dosimetry due to the lack of effective nuclear 

reactions in this energy range. The CEA has identified specific reactions on isotopes of Tin 

and Zirconium suitable to cover the epithermal energy range of the neutron spectrum. This 

paper focuses on the 117Sn(n,n’)117mSn reaction which has a relatively high cross section (1.25 

barn) and an energy threshold around 300 keV in a typical MTR reactor neutron spectrum. 

The 117mSn radio-isotope is also suitable for gamma spectrometry measurements with a half-

life around 14 days and a gamma ray emitted at 158.56 keV. Based on metallic tin samples 

highly enriched in 117Sn developed for medical applications, experimental irradiation 

campaigns have been performed from 2011 to 2016 in several French CEA reactors 

(CALIBAN, EOLE, ISIS) and at the TRIGA reactor of the JSI (Slovenia). The purpose of 

these irradiations was to establish the feasibility of both the irradiation process and the 

activity measurement, to experimentally validate the 117mSn half-life value and finally to 

assess the possibility to use this dosimeter for reactor dosimetry with a satisfying accuracy. 

After reviewing the main tin dosimeter nuclear data features, the paper briefly describes the 

irradiation campaigns and their objectives. The analysis of the measured activity results is 

compared with results of other experimental dosimeter types as well as with calculated 

activities derived from neutron modelling codes. Eventually, the maturity of the enriched tin 

dosimeter use is stated for reactor dosimetry and upcoming works and data needs are exposed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Reactor dosimetry is the reference technique for neutron flux characterization. If 

thermal and fast fluxes (E>1MeV) can be measured using capture, fission, proton or alpha 

production reactions, the intermediate flux is badly covered by reactor dosimetry due to the 

lack of effective nuclear reactions in this energy range (Figure 1). Because epithermal flux is 

of great interest for  the study of material damage under irradiation in Material Testing or 

Reactors or Nuclear Power Plants, the CEA started studies several years ago which resulted in 

the in the identification of specific reactions on isotopes of Tin and Zirconium [1]. This paper 

focuses on the 117Sn(n,n’)117mSn reaction which has been identified as a good candidate for 

the characterization the neutron spectrum above 300 keV.  

Experimental irradiation campaigns were performed from 2011 to 2016 in several 

French CEA reactors (EOLE, CALIBAN and ISIS) and at the TRIGA reactor of the JSI 

(Slovenia) with the purpose to establish the feasibility of both the irradiation process and the 

activity measurement, to experimentally validate the 117mSn half-life value and finally to 

assess the possibility to use this dosimeter with a satisfying accuracy. 

 

Figure 1: Calculated reaction rate on a typical MTR neutron spectrum: Each coloured 

segment illustrates the energy domain where there is 90% of the dosimeter’s response 

  

After reviewing the main tin dosimeter nuclear data features, the paper briefly describes 

the irradiation campaigns and their objectives. The analysis of the experimental activity 

results is compared with the results of other experimental dosimeter types as well as with 

calculated activities derived from neutron modelling codes. Eventually, the maturity of the 

enriched tin dosimeter use is stated for reactor dosimetry and upcoming works and data needs 

are exposed. Uncertainties are always given in this paper with one interval of confidence. 
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2 TIN DOSIMETER CHARACTERISTICS 

The 117Sn(n,n’)117mSn reaction, with a half-life 14 around days was identified as a good 

candidate for fast neutron spectrum measurements [2]. Indeed, the 117Sn inelastic cross section 

of ≈ 1.25 barn and the 117mSn nuclear data detailed below, make it a suitable candidate for 

evaluating the fast neutron spectrum as well in mock up reactors as in MTR reactors. 

However, a closer look at the evaluations of the 117mSn nuclear data highlights their relatively 

poor quality.  

Firstly, 117Sn(n,n’)117mSn cross section evaluations drawn from available activation libraries 

(ENDF/B-VII [3], JEFF3 [4], JENDL4.0 [5], EAF 2007 [6] , JEFF3.0/A [7], TENDL 2012 to 

2015 [8] and JENDL-AF96 [9]) exhibits their relatively poor quality and limitations:  

- A wide spread of the existing evaluations and the generic libraries (ENDF/B-VII, 

JEFF3.2 and JENDL4.0) do not give only the differential cross section for the 2nd 

metastable level but the sum of all possible reaction routes (Figure 2); 

 - A lack of measured nuclear data (blue dots - EXFOR [10] – Figure 3) leading to the 

absence of uncertainty evaluations. 

 

Secondly, if the 117mSn decay data are sufficiently known to allow the activity measurement 

using the 158.56keV (86.4%) gamma rays, recommended half-life estimations vary from 13.6 

days [11] to 14.0 days [12]. The decay scheme and emission probabilities are given in Figure 

4 and Table 1. 
 

In addition, self-attenuation of the 158.56keV emitted gamma ray has to be calculated in order 

to derive activity measurement from counting. This effect is around 9% for a 0.2mm thickness 

disk using the mass attenuation coefficient µ/ from X-COM [13]. 

 

 

 
Figure 2: 117Sn(n,n’)117mSn cross section evaluations extracted from JANIS 4.0 [14] 
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Figure 3: EXFOR evaluations of the 117Sn(n,n’)117mSn cross section (JANIS 4.0) 

 

            Table 1 – Decay data for 117mSn        

 

                                                                                       
Figure 4: 117mSn decay scheme [11],[12] 

 

Finally, post irradiation activity measurements are complex to carry-out because natural tin is 

a metal composed of 10 stables isotopes (Table 2) leading to: 

- a difficult peak deconvolution due to this large number of radioactive isotopes 

produced through the possible nuclear reactions; 

- a perturbation of the gamma peak of interest by the other thermal reactions (mainly 
116Sn(n,)117g+mSn). 

Thanks to the interest of 117mSn radio-isotope for nuclear medicine applications [15], several 

production routes have been developed through (n,) reactions on 116Cd target in a cyclotron 

[16], irradiation of enriched 116Sn target (n,) or enriched 117Sn target (n,n’) in a nuclear 

reactor [15]. Thus, enriched 117Sn target became available for neutron dosimetry purposes. 

The isotopic composition of the enriched 117Sn used for this work is reported Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Natural and Enriched Tin isotopic composition  

 

117
Sn

m

Evaluation 

Year

T1/2

l(s-1) 

Radiation

 type
Energy KeV Em. Prob. (%) Energy KeV Em. Prob.

XK2(Sn) 25,0443(-) 18,9(5) 25,044 3,35(11)

XK1(Sn) 25,2716(-) 35,0(8) 25,0271 6,40(22)

XKb3(Sn) 28,444 3,21(8)

XKb1(Sn) 28,5479(-) 9,3(2) (XK'b1) 28,486 6,18(17)

XKb(Sn)

XKb2(Sn) 29,136(-) 9,3(2) (XK'b2) 29,111 1,69(5)

XKb4(Sn)

1,0(Sn) 158,56(2) 86,4(4) 158,56 86,4(4)

2,1(Sn) 156,02(3) 2,113(12) 156,02 2,113(12)

2,0(Sn) 314,3(3) 4,2(1) x 10-4 314,58 4,23(10)x10-4

IT = 100%

Nucleides

1999

NUDAT

2012

14,00(5)d

5,730(17/x 10-7

13,60(4)d

5,899(17/x 10-7

Isotope 112
Sn  

114
Sn

115
Sn

116
Sn

117
Sn 

118
Sn

119
Sn

120
Sn 

122
Sn

124
Sn

Natural abundance 

(atom %)
0,97% 0,65% 0,34% 14,54% 7,68% 24,23% 8,59% 32,59% 4,63% 5,79%

Enriched Tin <0,01% <0,01% <0,01% 1,42% 92,80% 4,77% 0,37% 0,61% 0,03% 0,03%
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3 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGNS 

Considering advantages and drawbacks of the tin dosimeters exposed above, the CEA has 

performed several irradiations campaigns in order to establish the feasibility of the activity 

measurements in order to verify the half-life value of the 117mSn and finally to evaluate the 

global quality of the 117Sn nuclear data through Calculation-Experiment (C/E) comparison 

analysis. 

First, in the frame of the Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) - CEA bilateral project agreement, a 

feasibility irradiation of 117Sn enriched dosimeters was performed in 2011 in the JSI TRIGA 

Mark II reactor [17]. This reactor (Figure 5) is a pool type light-water thermal research 

reactor, with a maximum power of 250 kW and a maximum neutron flux of approximately 

1013 cm-2 s-1. The reactor core has a cylindrical configuration and is composed by cylindrical 

fuel rods clad with stainless steel. The fuel material is a homogenous mixture of uranium and 

Zirconium Hydride  containing 12 wt. % enriched uranium (20%). This irradiation has 

demonstrated the feasibility of the irradiation process and the 117Sn enriched dosimeter’s 

activity measurement process. In particular, enriched 117Sn dosimeters irradiated bare and 

under a Cadmium cover, suppressing the thermal neutron flux, have shown no noticeable 

differences in their specific activities:  competitive thermal reactions (116Sn(n,)117Sn mainly) 

do not perturb the 117Sn activity measurement and analysis.  

 

Figure 5: The JSI TRIGA Mark II reactor    

In the end of 2011, additional irradiations were performed at the CEA CALIBAN pulsed-type 

reactor which is a highly enriched metallic core [18] (Figure 6). They confirmed the 

feasibility of the use of the enriched 117Sn dosimeter in a mock up reactor with a neutron 

spectrum relatively close to a 235U prompt fission spectrum. 

An experimental evaluation of the half-life has been performed (Figure 7) using TRIGA and 

then CALIBAN measurements giving a value of 13.96 with an uncertainty of-0.07 days .  

Published values and the experimental value obtained in this work is presented Table 3. One 

notes that a new evaluation has been recently published in 2017, 13.91 with an uncertainty of 

0.03 days [19]. 

 

Table 3: Half-life of the 117mSn 

 
 

1950 Mihelich

[19]

Measurement

1951 - Cork

[19]

Measurement

1977 - Kato

[19]

Measurement

2003 - Popov

[19]

Measurement

NUCLEIDE-

LARA

[11]

NNDC/BNL2017

|12]

Evaluation

2017 - Domingo

[19]

Measurement

This work

Measurement

117m
Sn Half Life 14 +/-0,25 14,0 +/- 0,5 13,60 +/- 0,04 13,98 +/- 0,04% 13,60+/-0,04 14,00 +/-0,05 13,91+/-0,03 13,96 +/-0,07
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The present activity analyses were performed using the NNDC/BNL half-life value of 14.0 

days and the JENDL/A-96 evaluation cross section which gives the best C/E. 

         

Figure 6: CEA CALIBAN reactor    Figure 7: Evaluation of the117mSn half-life   

Irradiations of tin dosimeters were continued in the CEA ISIS reactor (2012) and led to 

improve the activity measurement process at the CEA MADERE measurement platform at 

CEA/Cadarache (self-attenuation, uncertainty propagation).  

In 2014 and 2015, about 600 dosimeters (cobalt, gold, tin, rhodium, indium, iron, 

nickel, titanium, aluminum, and vanadium) were irradiated at the CEA EOLE reactor in the 

frame of the FLUOLE 2 program [20]. EOLE is a pool type zero power reactor, composed of 

a cylindrical aluminum vessel with an over structure of stainless steel, able to contain various 

types of core and related structures. During the FLUOLE-2 experiment, the core was designed 

as a 29×29 square lattice of fuel rods (Figure 8) where dosimeters were irradiated in locations 

inside and outside the core. Dosimeter Activities were measured at the MADERE platform 

with a 1.5% relative uncertainty . Calculations were carried out using the TRIPOLI-4® [21] 

Monte Carlo code for the neutron modelling and the CEA DARWIN/PEPIN2 depletion code 

[22] for the calculation of dosimeter activities, both developed by CEA. 
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Figure 8: FLUOLE configuration in the CEA EOLE mock up reactor 

 

The C/E values for 19 117Sn dosimeters (15 in-core, 2 south ex-core side and 2 north 

side ex-core) shown in Table 9 are drawn from [23]. Solely the associated experimental 

dispersion is given for tin dosimeters since the JENDL/A-96 nuclear library does not give any 

uncertainties for the 117Sn inelastic scattering cross section data. 

Results for tin dosimeters show a good internal consistency (2%) and a bias of around 8% 

with the others reactions. The bias observed for the Rhodium dosimeter is discussed in [24] 

and a correction of some nuclear data leading to a better C/E is proposed. 

Considering an activity measurement relative uncertainty around 1.5% and the lack of 

experimental data for the inelastic cross section evaluation, the bias is probably attributable to 

the evaluation of the 117Sn(n,n’)117mSn the cross section. 
 

  

Figure 9: 

Comparison of Calculated/Experimental activities for the FLUOLE 2 program [23] 
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4 CONCLUSIONS  

The work presented in this paper concludes on the interest and the feasibility of using 

enriched 117Sn dosimeters to evaluate fast neutron flux and the upper part of the epithermal 

spectrum neutron flux. Activity measurement process at the CEA MADERE Platform is now 

mastered with an uncertainty of 1.5% . However, half-life evaluation should be revaluated in 

the NUCLEIDE and NNDC/BNL nuclear database in order to be consistent together and to 

take into account the new evaluation proposed by Domingo [19] in 2017. This recent 

evaluation is consistent with the value experimentally obtained in this study. A more tough 

issue is the observed 8% bias which is probably attributed to the cross section evaluation. 

Indeed, 117Sn(n,n’)117mSn cross section evaluations are based on a small number of 

experimental measurements and do not embed any uncertainty. New integral and differential 

measurements are required to produce a better evaluation of the 117Sn(n,n’)117mSn cross 

section with associated uncertainties. This new evaluation is mandatory for the use of this 
117Sn enriched dosimeter, in particular in the new CEA Jules Horowitz Reactor.  
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ABSTRACT 

Computational systems, including software, hardware and nuclear data, can be 
characterized by a computational bias which demonstrates how accurately the computational 
system is able to simulate reality. The criticality safety criteria require that the effective 
multiplication of the investigated system is less than the defined limits. Therefore, the 
computational bias of criticality safety calculations, as an additional margin, must be 
established through the validation of the applied methods to critical experiments. The similarity 
assessment method, implemented in SCALE system, can be very effectively utilized in the 
process of identification of relevant experiments and extrapolation of the obtained results to the 
target system. This method is based on sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the several 
hundred critical benchmark experiments (DICE database) processed through the VALID 
procedure by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Previous analysis revealed that the DICE 
database does not contain sufficient number of benchmarks with required level of similarity for 
WWER reactor technology. Therefore, this paper is aimed to extend the database by 
experiments dedicated to WWER reactors presented in the International Handbook of 
Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments. The first part of the paper is devoted to 
the description of selected experiments and their transformation to SCALE environment. The 
results of the criticality calculation and the experiments are also presented. The second part of 
the paper is aimed on the sensitivity and uncertainty calculation, where all sensitivity 
coefficients are validated by the Direct Perturbation method. The similarity assessment method 
was applied to the selected set of benchmark experiments and the obtained correlation 
coefficients are presented in last part of the paper. Within the conclusion, a relevancy of selected 
experiment is assessed and recommendations for next validation are given. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The key issue in any criticality safety problem is to estimate and to predict the deviation 
of calculation from reality. If the calculated value is not equal to its true value bias occurs. The 
computational bias of criticality safety calculations, defined as difference between the 
computed and the actual values of keff, must be established through the validation of the applied 
methods to critical experiments. To meet the needs, one may utilize American National 
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Standard ANSI/ANS-8.1-2014 [1] which allows the use of calculations in the determination of 
subcritical limits for the design of fissionable nuclear systems. The aforementioned validation 
procedure should be performed with experimental data sufficiently similar to the system under 
consideration. The area of applicability of the experiments chosen for validation can be 
determined via comparison of relevant parameters between two systems by the use of similarity 
assessment method.  

The approaches of bias estimation were applied to SCALE [2] criticality calculations of 
WWER-440/213 reactor and real operational conditions. WWER reactors are a special design 
of Pressurized Water Reactors with a hexagonal geometry of fuel assemblies, Zirconium-
Niobium alloy as fuel rod claddings material and with the steam generators with a tube sheet in 
the form of two cylindrical heads. Even though the WWER reactors belongs to PWR’s family 
the previous analysis did not demonstrate that the ORNL pre-calculated sensitivity profiles and 
benchmarks in DICE database can cover the Russian technology in a frame of similarity 
assessment and biasing methods at an appropriate level. Only 20 benchmarks from more than 
500 were identified with ck value greater than 0.6 and only 4 with ck value greater than 0.7 [3]. 
Low correlation was accompanied by not sufficient coverage of sensitivity profiles between 
selected benchmarks and target core. Therefore, the main effort of this paper is to extend DICE 
database by the benchmarks based on experiments devoted to WWER technology. Significant 
portion of uncovered sensitivity profiles belonged to fission products which also motivated us 
to revaluate the selection of target core. In conjunction with the upcoming commissioning of 
new units of Slovak NPP Mochovce, the start-up fuel loading pattern of Unit 3 and the first 
criticality conditions were applied in the modelled core. Fresh fuel without burnable poisons 
and zero power level with isothermal distribution across the core are conditions closest to the 
benchmark experiment characteristics and could help to identify relevant benchmarks for 
criticality safety calculations of WWER cores. 

2 METHODS AND EXERIMENTS 

The sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of VVER-440/213 core was performed by the 
TSUNAMI-3D code using the 252 group ENDF/B-VII.1 library [2] developed for either 
criticality safety or reactor physics applications. Forward and adjoint transport calculations 
were carried out with KENO-VI and the sensitivity coefficients were computed by the SAMS 
module. Based on Standard Perturbation Theory implemented in the TSUNAMI the sensitivity 
coefficients can be written in a simple form as follows: 

where ,  is the sensitivity coefficient of  with respect to , which represents nuclear data 
like cross sections, fission spectrum or nubar. Symbols  and  in Eq. (1) are net loss and 
production Boltzman operators; ∗ and  are adjoint and forward fluxes respectively. All 
information necessary to determine the sensitivity coefficients by Eq. (1) can completely 
characterize the investigated system, therefore the sensitivity coefficients serve as the basis for 
evaluation of the keff uncertainty induced by cross section data, for the similarity assessment 
and for the application of cross section adjustment methods. 

TSUNAMI-IP utility uses sensitivity data generated by TSUNAMI-3D sequence and 
cross section-covariance data stored in the 56groupcov7.1 library for estimation of the response 
uncertainty. The SCALE covariance library combines evaluated covariances obtained from 
ENDF/B-VII.1, ENDF/B-VII.2, ENDF/B-VI, BLO, SG-26 and JENDL4.0 for more than 456 

,
∆

∆
≅ ∆ 〈 ∗ 〉

〈 ∗ 〉
, (1)
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materials [2]. Three global integral indices [2] are used in the analysis to assess the similarity 
of VVER 440/V213 neutronic core design (hereinafter application – index a) and a single 
experiment (e) on a system-wide basis for all nuclides and reactions. Each integral index is 
normalized such that a value of 1.0 represents complete similarity between application core 
design and specific benchmark experiment and the value of 0.0 indicates no similarity. The 
uncertainty of the integral response ∆R (for instance keff) on the target integral parameter by the 
use of XS sensitivity coefficients denoted by symbol S and XS covariance matrix M is evaluated 
by the sandwich formula:  

where the impact of the individual reactions and energy groups can be evaluated separately. 
The diagonal elements of the resulting matrix, defined as the solution of Eq. (2), represent the 
relative variance values for each of the system under consideration. The off-diagonal elements 
are the relative covariances between given experiments. These covariances transformed to 
correlation coefficients (ck) describe the level of similarity in the predicted response biases 
between various systems in the frame of XS induced uncertainties. The E parameter given by 
Eq. (3) assesses similarity between two systems based on the magnitude and shape of all 
sensitivity profiles. 

The G index assesses the similarity of two systems based on normalized differences in 
the energy dependent sensitivity data for fission, capture and scatter. A physical interpretation 
of the G index is the ratio of the sum of the sensitivity coefficients of the application that are 
covered by the experiment to the sum of the sensitivity coefficients of a given application. The 
G index is defined as follows: 

where the symbol n stands for the number of application system nuclides, x represents the 
reaction and j the summation which is performed over all energy groups. 

2.1 Description of the benchmark experiments 

ORNL has a database of pre-calculated sensitivity profiles for several hundred critical 
benchmark experiments specified in the International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety 
Benchmark Experiments (IHECSBE) [4]. These sensitivities can be directly used in 
TSUNAMI-IP utility, along with calculated sensitivity profile of application system. Following 
the previous analysis all 543 benchmark experiments and cases from the DICE database were 
again used due to usage of the new application system. Main drawback of previous analysis 
was a lack of relevant experiments with required level of similarity to WWER technology. In 
the IHECSBE one can find the collection of experiments devoted to this technology. Three 
laboratories from Russian Federation (Kurchatov Institute, RRC), Hungary (Atomic Energy 
Research Institute, KFKI) and Czech Republic (Nuclear Research Institute, NRI) prepared and 
described tens of cases from which 17 representative cases were used in our similarity 
assessment procedure. The list of selected cases is presented in Tab. 1. The whole set is 
characterized by pin type fuel definition in triangular lattice. The first eleven cases are simple 
configurations of fuel pins with local perturbations in the form of vacant holes, aluminum or 
absorber pins placed inside a stainless steel cylindrical tank. The rest six cases are 
configurations of WWER radial full-scale assemblies formed to a mini-core which is also 
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placed inside the cylindrical tank. The parameters which are changing among all cases are 
lattice pitch (11.0 mm, 12.7 mm, 15.0 mm and 19.05 mm), fuel enrichment (2.0 %, 3.0 %, 3.3 
%, 3.6 %, 4.4 %, 6.5 %) and the boron acid concentration (0.0 g/kg and 4.59 g/kg). 

2.2 Description of the application system 

Detailed and precise KENO 3D model of the WWER-440/V213 reactor has been 
developed in B&J NUCLEAR ltd for criticality and shielding calculations of the core behaviour 
during real operation conditions [3]. The whole-core 3D model shown in Fig. 1 consists of the 
reactor in-vessel components such as fuel assemblies (including fuel rods, upper spacer grid, 
intermediate spacer grids, supporting grid, mixing grid, central tube and fuel endings), 
emergency reactor control assemblies (ERC - absorber and fuel part), core basket, barrel and 
the reactor pressure vessel. The boundaries of the created WWER-440 whole-core model are 
given by the outer surface of the dry shielding, the level of hot-leg piping and the basement of 
filtration mechanism. 

 
 

Figure 1: KENO 3D model of the WWER-440/V213 [3] 
 

Utilization of the start-up loading pattern and first criticality conditions have allowed us 
to implement some simplifications in the reactor 3D model. The boundaries were moved closer 
to the core and are formed by the outer surface of components like reactor pressure vessel, 
lower grid of the block of guide tubes and fuel assemblies (FA) supporting grid. In the process 
of reaching criticality all temperature changes in the core are driven by the work of circulation 
pumps. Since this process is very slow we can assume that the core is in an isothermal state 
where the distribution of temperature across the core is homogenous. During all calculations 
the in-vessel components were defined by the temperature 260 °C for which the first criticality 
is reached. The definition of core loading pattern, position of the ERC and concentration of the 
boron acid was based on the analysis published in [5] and corresponds to the predicted critical 
configuration of the core. Position of the 6th ERC group was 200 cm and corresponding boron 
acid concentration was calculated to 7.05211 g/kg. Main simplification of the reactor model 
was related to loading pattern symmetry. Five types of assemblies (including two types of ERC) 
should be loaded to core with 30° symmetry and this representative section (30° cutout) created 
the alignment of the model where both sides have defined mirror boundary conditions. Cross-
section of the modeled core region with loading pattern description is shown in Fig. 2-b. The 
30° symmetry calculation of neutronic parameters was previously validated based on the 
WWER-440 benchmark [6] which is dealing with fission rate investigation. The fuel 
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assembly’s fission rate distribution was calculated based on benchmark description and 
compared with results obtained from MCNP [6] and MCU [7] codes and in case of MCU the 
relative difference was less than 1%. To obtain same performance during our sensitivity 
calculation the fission source uncertainty distribution, shown in Fig. 2-a, was controlled where 
all cells containing fissionable material had statistical uncertainty no more than 20 %.  

 

a) fission source uncertainty distribution b) core model cross-section 

 
Figure 2: KENO 3D fission source uncertainty distribution and core model cross-section  

 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Forward flux calculation managed by TSUNAMI-3D and performed by KENO-VI is 
equivalent to the standard criticality calculation and for our purpose served as a verification of 
prepared benchmark input files. The essential part of each calculation was, of course, collection 
of the information for neutron flux distribution calculation. This mode can have high hardware 
requirements which are dependent to number of defined mesh cell, a number of discrete 
ordinates and an order of flux moments. Therefore, for each case its own mesh structure was 
defined based on a shape of the pin layout and critical water level. Comparison of the 
benchmark and calculated keff is presented in Tab. 1. Almost all calculated results lie within the 
interval either of one sigma of the benchmark standard deviation or the standard deviation due 
to cross-section data, which are presented in last column of Tab. 1. In case of LCT-030-case-6, 
obtained value of keff was improved compared to the value presented in IHECSBE and 
calculated by SCALE system. In case of LCT-086-case-8 there is probably problem with a 
material definition of fuel. This problem is currently under discussion with NRI and our 
research team. Anyway, for further analysis all input files have to be reviewed but in this stage 
the obtained results can be consider as acceptable. With the same procedure the input file for 
WWER-440 core was developed. Due to critical configuration of 6th ERC group and boron acid 
concentration determined for this core loading pattern in [5] keff  close to the unity was expected 
in the same way like for benchmark calculation. Calculated value of keff was 1.00294 with the 
uncertainty due to cross-sections of 0.5676 %. Both values can be evaluated as acceptable and 
promising for next analysis compare to the benchmark result. 
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Table 1: Comparison of Benchmark and SCALE6.2 keff 

Name of Benchmark 
Bench. 
keff 

Bench. 
Std. dev.  

SCALE6.2 
keff 

Stochastic 
Std. dev. 

Rel. std. 
dev. of keff 
due to XS
(% Δk/k) 

LEU-COMP-THERM-015_config_179/179 1.00000 0.00226 0.99928 0.00019 0.72120 
LEU-COMP-THERM -015_config_212/212 1.00000 0.00195 1.00026 0.00019 0.75810 
LEU-COMP-THERM -015_config_84/83 1.00000 0.00226 0.99968 0.00017 0.57380 
LEU-COMP-THERM -030-case-6 1.00060 0.00180 1.00790 0.00006 0.72910 
LEU-COMP-THERM -036_config_279 1.00000 0.00226 1.00379 0.00015 0.64210 
LEU-COMP-THERM -036_config_296 1.00000 0.00226 0.99810 0.00015 0.68470 
LEU-COMP-THERM -036_config_333 1.00000 0.00500 0.99561 0.00015 0.66540 
LEU-COMP-THERM -061-case-7 1.00050 0.00230 1.00602 0.00050 0.69210 
LEU-COMP-THERM -070-case-1 1.00040 0.00162 1.00510 0.00012 0.66870 
LEU-COMP-THERM -070-case-6 1.00040 0.00162 1.00425 0.00011 0.66480 
LEU-COMP-THERM -085-case-7 1.00040 0.00140 1.00720 0.00010 0.78680 
LEU-COMP-THERM -086-case-1 1.00000 0.00370 1.00240 0.00006 0.62496 
LEU-COMP-THERM -086-case-2 1.00000 0.00370 1.00365 0.00006 0.60971 
LEU-COMP-THERM -086-case-3 1.00000 0.00370 1.00359 0.00006 0.60470 
LEU-COMP-THERM -086-case-4 1.00000 0.00370 1.00384 0.00006 0.59933 
LEU-COMP-THERM -086-case-5 1.00000 0.00370 1.00391 0.00006 0.57742 
LEU-COMP-THERM -086-case-8 1.00000 0.00320 1.00599 0.00006 0.58400 

The similarity assessment analysis identified relatively broad group of potential 
experiments. For all three evaluated indices many cases from IHECSBE and group of prepared 
benchmarks reached value above 0.7. Best valuated parameter is E coefficient for which 171 
experiments reached value greater than 0.7 and 22 have value greater than 0.9 which is very 
good improvement compare to previous analysis. Favourable information is also that all of the 
LEU-COMP-THERM-086 cases belong to the group with E coefficient greater than 0.9. 
Results for all benchmark cases are graphically presented in Fig. 3 with the new cases in the 
right side of the x-axis.  

 

Figure 3: Graphical results of similarity assessment analysis 

In case of ck coefficient 26 cases reached value greater than 0.7 and 9 reached value above 
0.8. All 26 cases, listed in Tab. 2, are accompanied by other coefficients. Dominance lays on 
two benchmark experiments LEU-COMP-THERM-049 and LEU-COMP-THERM-042 and 
their individual cases. Both experiments were based on low enriched uranium which totally 
differs compare to previous analysis where the most relevant group of benchmarks was based 
on MOX fuel. Reason of this difference is selection of target core where in previous analysis 
the core with relatively high burn-up (and therefore significant amount of fission products) was 
utilized compare to the current core loaded just with fresh fuel. Positive information is that 
between 26 most correlated experiments the 4 cases are from the prepared WWER benchmark 
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group. Expectations were higher but if we consider that the LEU-COMP-THERM-086 case 5 
and 8 reached the highest value for G coefficient from all 561 benchmarks, it opens for us good 
starting point for subsequent analysis like cross-section adjustment, computational bias 
determination and high accurate criticality safety validation. Otherwise, slight deficiency of 
these two cases can be their high mutual correlation but in Tab. 2. can be also found cases LEU-
COMP-THERM-015 and LEU-COMP-THERM-036 which can improve the diversity of the 
group of WWER benchmarks. 

Table 2: Global integral indices of most correlated experiments 
ID IHECSBE ID ck E G 
133 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-004 0.8315 0.8792 0.6447 
132 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-003 0.8241 0.8814 0.6458 
147 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-018 0.8188 0.9253 0.6864 
126 LEU-COMP-THERM-042-004 0.8126 0.8886 0.7225 
125 LEU-COMP-THERM-042-003 0.8122 0.8887 0.7229 
130 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-001 0.8104 0.8846 0.6482 
127 LEU-COMP-THERM-042-005 0.8097 0.8878 0.7128 
131 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-002 0.8055 0.8824 0.6461 
124 LEU-COMP-THERM-042-002 0.8013 0.8880 0.7214 
129 LEU-COMP-THERM-042-007 0.7998 0.8867 0.7113 
128 LEU-COMP-THERM-042-006 0.7866 0.8843 0.7100 
123 LEU-COMP-THERM-042-001 0.7801 0.8838 0.7113 
137 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-008 0.7567 0.9083 0.6670 
546 LEU-COMP-THERM-015_config_84/83 0.7553 0.9044 0.7136 
146 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-017 0.7542 0.9088 0.6679 
135 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-006 0.7372 0.9080 0.6675 
143 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-014 0.7369 0.9044 0.6631 
134 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-005 0.7355 0.9087 0.6672 
560 LEU-COMP-THERM-086_case-5 0.7328 0.9228 0.8033 
144 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-015 0.7303 0.9051 0.6642 
145 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-016 0.7295 0.9104 0.6692 
136 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-007 0.7294 0.9097 0.6681 
561 LEU-COMP-THERM-086_case-8 0.7290 0.9209 0.8062 
550 LEU-COMP-THERM-036_config_333 0.7288 0.8815 0.7190 
142 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-013 0.7188 0.9045 0.6639 
141 LEU-COMP-THERM-049-012 0.7062 0.9174 0.6825 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

Content of the paper is aimed to the selection of experiments related to WWER 
technology and to their transformation to the inputs allowing the sensitivity and uncertainty 
analysis. The results of the criticality calculation and the experiments are presented and 
compared within their uncertainties. Results of the sensitivity and uncertainty calculation, 
where all sensitivity coefficients were validated by the Direct Perturbation method, were 
directly used in similarity assessment procedure together with sensitivity files from the DICE 
database. Three main integral indices were evaluated and for each index the number of 
experiments over of selected limit increased compare to the previous study. The type of 
benchmarks from the DICE database was also different. In the previous study the group of 
benchmarks was mainly composed from the cases using MOX fuel but in this study just cases 
utilizing low enriched uranium crossed the selected threshold. From the perspective of 
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similarity of uncertainties due to cross-section data only four cases reached value of ck higher 
than 0.7 which is for cross-section adjustment unsatisfactory. However almost all cases 
achieved high level of sensitivity profile similarity to the application core, expressed by 
parameter E, and with acceptable sensitivity profile coverage, based on parameter G. One of 
the first assumption of this study was that the cases with simpler geometry will be well rated 
but the best performance was reached by the cases composed from the regular fuel assemblies 
arranged to the mini-core. Based on these results we have found the right motivation to focus 
on the experiments prepared by NRI laboratory and utilize them in our next studies. 
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ABSTRACT

Unfolding of neutron spectra requires certain experience from the user. To ensure quality
of the results used in different real life neutronic scenarios an inter-comparison of neutron spec-
trum unfolding techniques was proposed by EURADOS (The European Radiation Dosimetry
Group). The inter-comparison exercise was based on four different scenarios which cover a
wide area of neutronic applications.

Results of experimental measurements with Bonner spheres alongside with the response
functions were provided to the participating institution by EURADOS. This data was used to
unfold the neutron spectra for all four scenarios using the GRUPINT code and several other
auxiliary programs. This paper presents the resulting unfolded spectra with the associated un-
certainties and the calculated Bonner sphere count rates in comparison to the experimental
values.

1 INTRODUCTION

Bonner sphere spectrometry (BSS) is a well-established neutron spectrometry method
developed in the 1960s. The main advantage of the method is its nearly isotropic response and
wide energy range, from thermal neutron energies up to several hundred MeV.

Bonner sphere spectrometers consist of neutron detectors, in our case an idealized 3He
detector in a 1mm thick steel case, located in the middle of moderating spheres of different
diameters. The 13 spheres used in our case were made of polyethylene of variable thickness. In
one case the sphere was covered by Cadmium acting as a thermal neutron absorber. Combin-
ing thermal neutron sensors with varying thicknesses of polyethylene moderators results in a
method which is sensitive to a broad energy range of neutrons. Neutron spectra at measurement
locations can be deduced from these measurements using so-called unfolding techniques.

An inter-comparison of different unfolding techniques was proposed by EURADOS [1].
A comparison of the results is crucial since the user experience plays a major role in the end
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interpretation of the results. In this paper, unfolding techniques were tested on 4 different real-
life neutronics scenarios.

The primary software used for the unfolding was the GRUPINT [2] program developed
by A. Trkov in 2000 for calculating constants for neutron activation analysis from energy-
dependent cross sections. Further development for the field of BSS was envisioned by the
author but not realized. Several other programs, such as MCNP [4], ANGELO [3] and ZOTT99
[5] were used to determine the final 104-energy group neutron spectra and the corresponding
covariances for the four different real-life neutronics scenarios.

In the introduction of the paper fundamentals of the inter-comparison, basics of Bonner
sphere spectrometry and the codes that were used are presented.

In the second part of the paper the four different experimental scenarios are described.
The third part of the paper contains descriptions of the relevant computer codes used. Be-

cause the GRUPINT code was not developed for neutron spectrum unfolding for Bonner sphere
spectrometry this part of the paper also includes a detailed description of the work-flow used to
adapt the GRUPINT code for this purpose. In the last part of paper the results are presented,
including the unfolded spectra with uncertainties and calculated count rates compared to the
experimental results.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIOS

Four different scenarios that cover a wide range of neutronics applications were proposed
by EURADOS. This chapter briefly describes the four different scenarios. All the available
information on the sources and measurement positions was used to create models for Monte
Carlo MCNP neutron transport simulations to determine the initial guess spectra for each of the
scenarios.

• Scenario 1: Medical accelerator

The scenario is comprised of a medical linear accelerator used for radiotherapy. The
source beam is moderated by a water phantom. Bonner sphere measurements were per-
formed at two locations, P1 and P2. A schematic of the scenario is given in Figure 1a.
The uncertainty of the measurements was provided by EURADOS and was 2%.

• Scenario 2: A simulated workplace field

The scenario is aimed to simulate a metrology laboratory room with a moderated neutron
source. The source was a standard 241Am-Be source suspended in a steel tube clad by lead.
The actual room was covered by wood and neutron absorbent material (borated concrete)
to reduce neutron scattering off the walls. Between the source and the measurement
position a container filled with water was placed to moderate the neutrons. A schematic
of the scenario is given in Figure 1b. The uncertainty of the measurements was provided
by EURADOS and was 4%.

• Scenario 3: An irradiation room with a radionuclide source

This scenario closely resembles the previous one. The source was once again a 241Am-Be
source, but it was placed in an iron sphere with a radius of 10 cm. The source in the
iron sphere was placed in the center of a concrete room. The measurement position was
4m away from the source along one of the diagonals of the room’s horizontal plane. A
schematic of the scenario is given in Figure 2a. The uncertainty of the measurements was
provided by EURADOS and was 2%.
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• Scenario 4: A sky-shine scenario

The last scenario was aimed to approximate a sky-shine situation. Environmental Bonner
sphere measurements were performed 100m from a nuclear power plant. The power plant
was a simple concrete structure. The walls of the plant were thick enough to absorb most
of the neutrons and ensure that the main contribution to the measurements came from air
scattered neutrons. The source was specified as a (α,n) source so the 241Am-Be source
was used once again. A schematic of the scenario is given in Figure 2b. The uncertainty
of the measurements was provided by EURADOS and was 5%.

(a) Medical accelerator. The source, phantom and the
two measurement positions are shown.

(b) Irradiation room with water moderation of
the 241Am-Be neutron source.

Figure 1: Medical accelerator scenario and the water moderated irradiation room scenario
schematics.

3 NEUTRON SPECTRUM UNFOLDING PROCEDURE

As mentioned in the introduction the GRUPINT code package was not designed for neu-
tron spectrum unfolding. Several auxiliary programs were coupled with GRUPINT to perform
neutron spectra unfolding. As this is a new utilization of GRUPINT the work-flow is described
in detail in this part of the paper. Firstly the main and auxiliary programs and their functional-
ities are described. The work-flow used to obtain the final unfolded spectra is presented at the
end of this chapter.

3.1 GRUPINT

GRUPINT is a code package developed at the Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) primarily for
the calculation of constants relevant to Neutron Activation Analysis. An analytical function
based on physical models, described by a maximum of 19 parameters, is used in GRUPINT to
parametrize the neutron spectrum. A two part fitting procedure is implemented in GRUPINT.
In the first part the parameters of the analytical function are fitted to reproduce input spectra
from a Monte Carlo calculation. In the second part the parameters of the analytical function are
adjusted on the basis of sets of measured reaction rate ratios or ratios of the same reaction rate
measured bare and under cover, e.g. under Cadmium. A detailed description of the mathemat-
ical and physical methods implemented in GRUPINT is under preparation by the author of the
program.
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(a) Irradiation room with an iron moderated
241Am-Be neutron source.

(b) Sky-shine scenario with a 241Am-Be neutron
source and a measurement position 100m from
the source.

Figure 2: Iron-moderated source in irradiation room and sky-shine scenario schematics.

To produce reliable uncertainties of the fitting procedure GRUPINT also generates a neu-
tron spectrum covariance matrix through a Monte Carlo algorithm. The user-selected param-
eters of the analytical function are sampled uniformly and the covariances are computed by
definition.

3.2 Auxiliary codes

Several auxiliary codes were used in the neutron spectrum unfolding procedure. The
main auxiliary codes are described in this chapter. Other codes such as ZOTTOEN (ZOTT
covariance matrix format to ENDF format), NJOY (visualizing covariance matrices), ACEFLX
(convert MCNP tally output format in to GRUPINT format), ST2ENDF (convert spectra to
ENDF format) and DICTIN (to check ENDF format consistency) were also used but will not
be described in detail.

• MCNP

MCNP6 [4], a Monte Carlo neutron transport simulation code, developed by Los Alamos
National Laboratory was used for the initial guess spectra calculations based on the data
provided by EURADOS. This code has been validated on numerous benchmark experi-
ments and is widely used in the particle transport community around the world.

• ZOTT99

The ZOTT99 [5] code, which is incorporated into the GRUPINT code package, has been
used for spectra uncertainty determination. ZOTT99 uses partitioned least squares, a form
of minimum variance linear estimation, to produce true value estimators with minimum
variance and the corresponding covariance matrix.

• ANGELO
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The ANGELO-2.3 [3] code was designed for interpolation of the cross section covari-
ance data form the original to a user defined energy group structure. For the needs of
this paper ANGELO was used for interpolation of the response function data from the
original 104 energy group structure to the standard SAND-II 640 energy group structure
which is used by GRUPINT, and the condensation of the unfolded neutron spectra and
covariance matrices from SAND-II 640 energy group structure to the original 104 energy
group structure.

3.3 Work-flow

Figure 3: Work-flow of the neutron spectra unfolding procedure centered around the GRUPINT
code package.

EURADOS provided all of the input data needed for the unfolding procedure. The com-
plete work-flow described in this chapter is visually presented in Figure 3. The response func-
tions of each of the Bonner spheres were given in a 104 energy group structure. GRUPINT
uses a standard SAND-II 640 energy group structure. ANGELO-2.3 was used to convert the
response functions to the 640 energy group structure. The response functions were then re-
formatted to the ENDF6 format and were used instead of nuclear reaction cross-section files in
GRUPINT. The response functions, given in units per neutron fluence, in the original 104 energy
structure and in the 640 group structure are shown in Figure 4. The different Bonner spheres are
designated by the thickness of polyethylene that covered them (2" = 2 in polyethylene cover).

The measurements, number of counts, of each Bonner sphere measurement were written
in the appropriate GRUPINT input format. GRUPINT uses relative reaction rate measurements
for the spectrum adjustment. Because of this all measurements were normalized to the measure-
ment with the bare Bonner sphere. All normalized measurements were used in the GRUPINT
adjustment procedure except the measurement with the 6 in Bonner sphere in the sky-shine
scenario. The measurement was physically inconsistent compared to other measurements.

Model information presented in Chapter 2 was used to construct simple MCNP models.
MCNP was used to calculate the initial guess spectra which GRUPINT uses in the first part of
the fitting procedure.

GRUPINT’s output, the fitted neutron spectra based on the measurements and the re-
sponse functions, served as input for the ZOTT99 code. ZOTT99 produced the uncertainties
of the fitted parameters as a covariance matrix. The result of the unfolding procedure were the
adjusted spectra and their covariance matrices. These results were normalized to the absolute
values given in the EURADOS documentation and the results are presented in the last part of
the paper.
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Figure 4: Response functions of the Bonner spheres in the original 104 and the standard SAND-
II 640 energy groups.

4 RESULTS

Figure 5: Unfolded neutron spectra with uncer-
tainties for measurement locations P1 and P2 of
scenario 1 - the medical accelerator.

The adjusted spectra of the GRUPINT
procedure described in the previous chapter
are normalized to 1 at 1 eV. These spectra,
along with the covariance matrices, were col-
lapsed back to the original 104 energy group
structure and normalized to the measurement
with the bare Bonner sphere.

The resulting unfolded spectra for the
first scenario are given in Figure 5. The black
line represents the unfolded spectrum in mea-
surement position P1 and the red line in po-
sition P2. The flux units are given per Gy
because of the original data which was nor-
malized to a medical accelerator burst equiv-
alent to 1Gy. No specific data was given on
the medical accelerator source spectra. The
resulting spectra differ from a typical reactor

spectra, in that the slope in the epithermal energy range is more pronounced, however they
reproduce very well the measurement data, as can be seen in Table 1.

The unfolded neutron spectra for scenario 2 and scenario 3 are given in Figure 6a. The
higher thermal peak for scenario 2 is clearly seen which is the result of moderation of neutrons
in water. The unfolded spectrum for scenario 4 is given in Figure 6b. A larger fast neutron peak
can be observed which is to be expected in a sky-shine scenario [6].

To test the quality of the unfolded spectra, the spectra were convoluted with the Bonner
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(a) Unfolded neutron spectra with uncertainties for
scenario 2 - a simulated workplace field and sce-
nario 3 - an irradiation room with a radionuclide
source.

(b) Unfolded neutron spectra with uncertainties for
scenario 4 - a sky-shine scenario.

Figure 6: Unfolded neutron spectra with uncertainties for scenarios 2, 3 and 4.

sphere response functions to calculate the activity of each of the Bonner spheres for all sce-
narios. We compared the calculated activity to the original measured activities provided by
EURADOS. Table 1 reports the ratios between the measured and calculated count rates (C/E
values, where C stands for calculated and E stands for the measured count rate). It can be seen
that the C/E quantity is for most cases 1 within the uncertainty.

Table 1: Comparison of the calculated and experimental count rates (C/E) for each Bonner
sphere and experimental scenario.

Scenario 1 P1 Scenario 1 P2 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Bonner
sphere

C/E unc. C/E unc. C/E unc. C/E unc. C/E unc.

2" 1.00 0.03 0.99 0.03 0.92 0.04 1.00 0.03 0.85 0.05
2"+ Cd 1.07 0.02 0.91 0.02 1.13 0.04 0.97 0.02 0.93 0.05
3" 1.02 0.02 1.02 0.02 1.03 0.04 1.00 0.02 1.07 0.05
3.5" 1.03 0.02 0.99 0.02 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.02 1.04 0.05
4" 1.01 0.02 1.05 0.03 0.98 0.04 1.01 0.02 1.07 0.05
4.5" 0.99 0.02 1.00 0.03 0.97 0.04 1.00 0.02 0.94 0.05
5" 1.02 0.02 1.01 0.03 1.03 0.04 0.99 0.02 1.04 0.05
6" 1.03 0.03 0.96 0.02 1.01 0.05 1.04 0.02 1.241 0.05
7" 1.00 0.03 0.97 0.03 1.05 0.04 1.01 0.03 0.94 0.06
8" 1.02 0.03 0.98 0.03 0.96 0.04 0.98 0.03 0.97 0.06
10" 0.99 0.03 1.02 0.03 0.89 0.05 0.98 0.03 0.97 0.06
12" 1.01 0.03 1.03 0.04 1.05 0.05 0.98 0.03 1.01 0.06

1Excluded from the fitting procedure because of an inconsistent and un-physical drop in the measured value
provided in the original data by EURADOS compared to other measurements.
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5 CONCLUSION

A new application of the GRUPINT code package for the need of neutron spectrum un-
folding based on Bonner sphere spectroscopy has been presented in this paper. GRUPINT was
used to unfold neutron spectra for 4 different real life neutronic applications. This included a
medical accelerator scenario, two irradiation scenarios and a sky-shine scenario. The resulting
unfolded spectra were convoluted with the Bonner sphere response functions and activities were
calculated. The comparison between the experimental activities and calculated activities are in
good agreement within the uncertainties for most cases.

The official results of the EURADOS inter-comparison have not been published at the
time of writing of this paper but GRUPINT has already proven to be a flexible and reliable tool
for neutron spectrum unfolding. A more automated routine will be written to simplify the work
flow as it contains many auxiliary programs which are cumbersome to use.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper is a complement of a previous neutronics study on an erbia fully poisoned 

17X17 PWR assembly (10.27 wt.% in 235U and 1.0 at.% in erbia content). The main aim of 

this study is to characterize the influence of an erbia-doped fuel on the control rod worth in a 

17X17 PWR assembly at the beginning of life. The control rod worth evaluation was 

achieved using the deterministic transport code NEWT of the SCALE 6.1.3 package. This 

work also encompassed the investigation of the effect of some engineering provisions, relying 

on some material and geometrical adjustments of the control rod, with the purpose of getting a 

significant reduction of the control rod worth difference between a standard and an erbia-

doped 17X17 PWR fuel assembly. The outcome of the infinite multiplicator factor of the 

standard (without control rod) configuration was also compared with that obtained in the 

aforementioned neutronics study. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the last fifty years, one of the research efforts in the field of nuclear fuel design has 

been to search burnable neutron absorbers to be mixed directly and in low amounts in the UO2 

fuel powder matrix. The use of the burnable absorbers have opened the possibility to improve 

the safety (excess of reactivity compensation), the cost (long-life cores with higher burnup 

cycles), the wastes (reducing on-site fuel management) and the proliferation (decrease of the 

final plutonium inventory) in LWRs. In the 1980s Erbia (Er2O3) was recognized as a viable 

alternative absorber to Gadolinia (Gd2O3) because it introduces a series of further safety 

improvements. Erbium, with respect to Gadolinia, shows a better effectiveness – thanks to a 

relatively low thermal absorption cross section – at minimizing radial power peaking; better 

controlling – due to the higher resonance integral – of the transients, and a nearly linear 

efficiency – due to a rather short evolution chain – as a function of the content and number of 

poisoned rods. In the last years, the Erbia specific physical features above have suggested the 

introduction of the Erbia-credit Super High Burnup (Er-SHB) fuel concept that is a possible 

pathway to realize very high-burnup (>70 GWd/MTU) fuels with higher 235U (>5 wt.%) 

enrichments [1,2]. The Er-SHB concept consists of mixing low amounts (>0.2 wt.%) of erbia 
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(Er2O3) in a highly enriched (>5 wt.%) UO2 powder directly and immediately after the 

reconversion process in order to extend the fuel burnup cycle overrunning a priori the 

criticality safety requirements related to the design and construction of current fuel fabrication 

plants. The Er-SHB is an innovative concept because erbia – opposite to fuels in which 

burnable absorbers are loaded only in certain fuel pins because of their high thermal 

absorption effective cross sections (i.e. Erbia: (162±8) barns vs. Gadolinia: (49000±10) barns) 

– can be directly added to the fuel powder after the reconversion process and therefore is 

homogeneously dispersed in all highly-enriched fuel pins of a given fuel assembly (FA). In 

this way, two fundamental goals are achieved: the extension of the achievable fuel burnup 

without increasing the fuel initial reactivity, despite 235U exceeding the 5 wt.% safety limit, 

and the associated fuel management which can be done in criticality safe conditions in the 

current fuel fabrication facilities.  

The present work is a continuation of a previous study [3] on the neutronics properties 

of the fully-poisoned FA, and aims to perform a comparison between the control rod worth 

(CRW) of a 17X17 PWR fuel assembly poisoned with erbia and a conventional 17X17 PWR 

UO2 fuel assembly enriched to 5 wt.% in 235U. The need to quantify the difference in CRW 

behaviour between a fully-erbia and non-erbia doped FA is due to the fact that erbium 

increases strongly neutron absorption with a consequent important hardening of the flux and 

therefore a decrease of the control rod (CR) thermal neutron absorbers efficiency. 

 The numerical results achieved have suggested the necessity to propose a new CR 

configuration that realizes an erbia-doped fuel assembly CRW comparable with the reference 

UO2 system. More in detail, the effects of geometrical and material revision of the CR 

configuration − such as diameter, material composition, and center hole diameter − on the 

CRW are proposed.  

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This section describes the geometry/material data and the neutronics code used to 

perform the CRW analysis on the EPRTM like 17X17 erbia-doped fully inserted CR assembly 

at beginning of life (BOL) and hot full power (HFP) conditions.  

2.1 Geometry and material data 

The physical constants (temperatures, densities, enrichment, erbia content) and the 

geometric and material arrangement adopted for the EPRTM like 17X17 FA have been taken 

from the aforesaid FA neutronics study [3]. The CRs are of the SIC (Ag 80 wt.%, In 15 wt.%, 

Cd 5 wt.%) alloy type; the detailed CR materials and geometry arrangements are taken from 

the U.S. EPRTM technical specifications [4]. The boron concentration value in the moderator 

was set equal to the one used at BOC in the EPRTM first cycle (i.e. 1000 ppm by mass). In the 

geometry construction, an inter-assembly water blade of 0.084 cm has also been included. 

2.2 Computational tool 

The calculations presented in this paper have been performed using the T-NEWT 

control module of SCALE 6.1.3 [5]. The T-NEWT sequence consists of the two typical 

consecutive steps of a neutronics analysis: the cross section processing for self-shielding, and 

the transport calculation. The first step was realized with the Functional Sequence CENTRM 

(1-D transport calculation module using ENDF-based point data on an ultrafine grid 

composed of about 3000-7000 energy points) that assesses the cross sections in the non-

resolved range with the BONAMI Module and with the CENTRM Module in the resolved 
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range. The second step, transport calculation, was performed with the two-dimensional 

discrete ordinate transport module NEWT (New Esc-Based Weighting Transport) that uses 

the ESC (Extended Step Characteristic) approach. The cross section library used is the v7-238 

based on the ENDF/B-VII (Release 0); the cross sections, after the transport calculations, 

were collapsed to two groups: thermal (0 – 0.625 eV) and fast (0.625 eV – 20 MeV). The 

quadrature and scattering orders (Sn and Pm) were respectively set to 16 and 1 (2 only for the 

moderator material) in the T-NEWT notation. The convergence criteria was set to 10-5 both 

for the criticality coefficient and for the spatial convergence of the inner and outer iterations. 

The number of rings in the fuel pin zone for the transport calculations was set to 1 for the UO2 

fuel pin and 5 for the UO2+Er2O3 erbia-doped fuel pin. The CR unit cell modelization for the 

self-shielding analysis was implemented as suggested by [6]. The critical spectrum was 

obtained with the B1 option. The computational grid mesh for the unit cell (fuel pin, guide 

tube, instrument tube, CR) was chosen equal to 64 (8 in the x direction and 8 in the y 

direction). The grid mesh for the assembly zone was selected equal to 4624 (68 in the x 

direction and 68 in the y direction). 

3 RESULTS 

The first step has been to compare the infinite multiplication factor of the erbia fully poisoned 

unrodded FA performed by NEWT with that provided in the previous neutronics study [3] in 

order to make a consistency check of all computational assumptions. Table 1 shows the  

outcomes computed by the two deterministic codes. The k-inf difference (~160 pcm) between 

APOLLO2 and NEWT is probably mainly due to the different cross sections libraries (JEFF-

3.1.1 only available in APOLLO2 vs ENDF/B-VII.0 only available in NEWT) used.Table 1: 

k-inf results 

 
APOLLO2 NEWT 

k-inf 1.32402  1.32567 

The next step, which can be considered the goal of this work, has been a neutronics 

analysis of the PWR 17X17 erbia-doped assembly with CRs fully inserted, to understand how 

and how much the hardened spectrum of the erbia-doped configuration has changed the anti-

reactivity worth; to realize the necessary comparisons, also the non-erbia configuration has 

been analysed. Figures 1 and 2 report the configuration of the FA as provided by NEWT and 

the geometrical details of the EPRTM like CR modeled in the 17X17 FA. 

 
 

Figure 1: PWR 17X17 erbia-doped FA with CRs. Figure 2: U.S. EPRTM CR geometry 

[mm] 
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In Figure 3, the normalized fluxes per unit lethargy at 0 GWd/MTU (BOL) of both with 

and without CR configurations are plotted.  

 

Figure 3: Normalized neutron fluxes per unit lethargy 

Coherently with the two energy group structure, figures 4 and 5 show the fast and 

thermal neutron maps of the 17X17 erbia-doped FA with CRs inserted: the absorption effect 

of the CRs within the guide tubes is evidenced by the blue colour; as typical for an unrodded 

case, thermal flux is higher outside fuel pins. 

  

Figure 4: Fast flux map ‒ NEWT [a.u.] Figure 5: Thermal flux map ‒ NEWT [a.u.] 

Table 2 summarizes the main results of this study concerning the CRW different values 

between an erbia doped and a standard 17X17 FA. 

 

Table 2: CRW for standard and erbia-doped FAs  

Fuel 
kinf [-] CRW 

[pcm] Without CR With CR 

UO2 1.32567 0.97192 -35375 

UO2+Er2O3 1.32571 1.07669 -24902 
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As it clearly can be seen in Table 1, there is a decrease in the effectiveness of the CRWs 

of about 10000 pcm due to the hardening of the neutron spectrum caused by the use of an 

erbia-doped fuel. In order to increase the negative CR reactivity worth for the erbia-doped 

fuel, some engineering provisions have to be implemented in the arrangement of the CR 

system to get back to the original value of about -35000 pcm.  

First of all, the effect of a slight reduction of the CR central hole diameter ( ~ 1.3 mm @ 

~ 39% volumetric increase of the CR) has been investigated.  

Subsequently, the standard SIC ternary alloy, which constitutes the CR material, has 

been tentatively replaced by a SIG (Ag 3.98 wt.%, In 38.07 wt.%, Gd 57.95 wt.%) ternary 

alloy [7]. The choice to use a SIG ternary alloy was preceded by an analysis of the neutron 

capture behavior of the four main isotopes of the elements (Ag, In, Cd, Gd) which can 

constitute the CR’s materials.  

Table 3: Thermal capture cross sections and resonance integrals. 

Isotopes Capture xs 
Resonance  

Integral 

[-] [b] [b] 

107Ag 37.6 110.1 

115In 202.3  3224.8 

113Cd 19969.3  384.9 

157Gd 252912.0 759.6 

As Table 3 shows, Gadolinium, from a neutronics point of view, can be considered a 

good substitute of Cadmium because it presents both thermal capture and resonance integral 

cross sections greater than the 113Cd. The ENDF/B-VII.1 Gadolinium capture cross section 

data (Figure 6) confirms that 157Gd, except for a narrow energy range (yellow zone @ 0.1 – 

0.8 eV), also presents a larger capture cross section than Cd113. 

  

Figure 6: Capture cross sections (n,g) vs. neutron incident energy. 

Finally, without modifying the CR central hole diameter, a one-millimeter increase of 

the CR diameter has also been tested. The diameter increase resulted in a reduction of the 

water gap between guide tube (GT) and CR clad and does not consider any possible 

mechanical interference between CR and GT. This problem can be overcome by a subsequent 

optimization phase of the FA (i.e. reducing the erbium content) as better explained in the 

conclusions. Table 5 presents the effect of the new CR design on the CRW. 
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Table 4: CRW of the 17X17 FA with the proposed CR design.  

Fuel CRW [pcm] CR design Gain [pcm] 

UO2+Er2O3 

-24902 Standard - 

 

Central hole reduction -2397 

SIG (Gd 58 wt%) -2886 

Diameter increase (+1 mm) -4783 

-32530 All three modifications together -7628 

As Table 4 clearly shows, the adoption of a new design of the CRs allows reducing the 

CRW difference between a standard (UO2) and an erbia-doped (UO2+Er2O3) assembly 

configuration by a factor of about 3.7, i.e. from an initial 10400 to a final 2800 pcm 

difference. Moreover, it is also important to point out that the three engineering provisions on 

the CR design do not contribute linearly to the negative increase of the CRW. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the comparison between a standard 17X17 PWR assembly (235U 5 wt.%) 

and an equivalent initial reactivity erbia-doped fuel (235U 10.27 wt.% @ 1 at.% erbia content) 

in terms of CRW has shown that a small quantity of erbium homogeneously dispersed in all 

the 265 fuel rods produces a decrease (-27.5%) in the effectiveness of the CRs on the 

reactivity control (i.e. about -10000 pcm). This can be attributed to the very different neutron 

spectra of the two FAs.  

With the aim to reduce the CRW differences, a new CR design, which only introduces 

minor changes to the standard CR configuration, has been proposed. This new design has 

produced an improvement (i.e. about 7600 pcm) in the effectiveness of the CRs, reducing the 

difference in CRWs between the two fuel configurations (w and w/o erbia) at only 2800 pcm.  

These results allow us to infer that, from a CRW point of view, an optimized FA design, 

with a slight reduction of the fuel erbia content and at the same time a corresponding 

reduction in 235U enrichment, would allow reducing some of the proposed CR design 

revisions and would permit to get an erbia poisoned FA which is at least as good as a 

conventional FA also in terms of controllability.  

It can, therefore, be concluded that also the evaluation of the CR safety-performance 

suggests that an erbia-doped assembly may represent an appropriate and advantageous 

solution to achieve very high burnups, provided that the mechanical and chemical properties 

of the SIG ternary alloy do not constitute a strong limiting constraint. Given the strong 

geometrical and material similarities between the old and the newly proposed CR designs, it 

may be envisaged that other technical areas of plant safety remain unaffected by the changes 

introduced; this however will require future confirmatory studies beyond the scope of the 

present papers.  

The simultaneous optimization of the FA and its associated CR, as described above, will 

be the object of future work. 
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ABSTRACT 

The prediction accuracy of burnup calculations is a critical factor in the reactor analysis 
sequence. This paper investigates various calculation modelling issues associated with  
VVER-440 fuel depletion relevant to burnup credit. The well-known SCALE system and the 
TRITON sequence are used for the calculations. The effects of variations in the depletion 
parameters, used calculation methods on the isotopic vectors and radionuclide migration from 
the deep geological repository are investigated. The impact of different inventories of spent 
nuclear fuel assemblies on release rates (activity rates) in the radionuclide migration 
calculations is examined by GoldSim simulation software. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The properties of nuclear fuel depend on the actual composition of the fuel. The 
characteristics of the reactor core therefore undergo changes during burnup. In practice, precise 
prediction of core lifetime and reactor behaviour during burnup is essential part of reactor core 
analysis. In the recent years there has been growing interest in further increasing the burn-up of 
all LWRs UO2 fuel including VVERs as much as possible in order to decrease power 
production cost. Moreover, the isotopic composition of the spent fuel discharged from VVER 
reactors is key factor in both the operations and the material control activities of the deep 
geological repository. An accurate estimate of the time-dependent radionuclide inventory in 
this material is necessary to evaluate many spent fuel issues, including neutron and gamma-ray 
source terms for shielding analysis, decay-heat source terms for temperature distribution and 
radiological and chemical toxicity for environmental impact consideration. In support of these 
activities, an intensive effort has been made to develop and study a depletion methodology to 
produce isotopic mass values of the input streams of the irradiated fuel possibly stored in 
geological repository. Therefore, the first part of paper follows and complement previously 
published study [1] and the second part tries to expand the burn-up computational experience 
beyond the scope of core operational characteristics.  
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In Slovakia, the preferred option how to manage a spent nuclear fuel (SNF) is a direct 
disposal of the SNF in a geological repository [2]. In the context of investigating the inventory 
of SNF, an activation of nuclides in structural materials and transmutation of trace nuclides in 
the fuel region can lead to the formation of radionuclides which are important for assessing a 
long-term safety of the geological repository. Within this assessment the initial inventories of 
SNF were calculated for the fuel from VVER-440 reactors with different average initial 
enrichments of U-235 and varying parameters resulting from a different operating history. 
Consequently, the impact of different inventories of SNF assemblies on release rates (activity 
rates) in the radionuclide migration calculations was examined. Depletion calculations were 
realized by using the TRITON sequence of SCALE system and GoldSim simulation software 
was used for the radionuclide transport calculations. 

2 CALCULATION METHODOLGY 

An accurate treatment of neutron transport and depletion in modern fuel assemblies 
characterized by heterogeneous, complex designs (such as VVER-440 assembly configuration) 
requires the use of advanced computational tools capable of simulating multi-dimensional 
geometries. The depletion module TRITON [3], included in SCALE 6.1.3 code system 
developed by ORNL, was used to perform depletion simulations for two-dimensional FA and 
ERC models. The TRITON depletion module is coupling the 2D transport code NEWT with 
the point depletion and decay code ORIGEN-S. The control module TRITTON lattice physics 
modelling approach for PWR fuel is extensively described in SCALE/TRITTON primer [4]. 
VVER-440 fuel rod bundles are not deeply discussed therefore the effects of assembly type, 
Gadolinium presence, used energy group structure and time steps were investigated in the 
previous study [1]. To complement this work effects of average fuel temperature, effect of fuel 
density and moderator temperature are examined in this paper. For the sake of brevity, just the 
most important options used in our best modelling approach (BMA) for burnup calculations are 
listed here. 

 The developed models are 2D assembly models with reflective boundary conditions on 
all sides which represent infinite radial arrays of infinite length fuel assemblies. The 
geometry data and profiling diagrams with various initial enrichments can be found 
elsewhere [1]. 

 An unstructured coarse-mesh finite-difference acceleration approach (CMFD) is used 
with “partial-current” acceleration scheme.  

 All models were calculated with the standard SCALE V7-238 multigroup neutron 
library based on ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluated data [5]. 

 Fuel pins with burnable absorbers were depleted by constant flux option instead of 
constant power approach. 

 The average specific power of each model is derived from the average reactor power of 
NPP Bohunice unit 4 during cycle 30 and equals 33.05421 kWth/kgHM. The average 
concentration of boron acid (H3BO3) is obtained using the same approach and reaches 
cb=2.56 g/kg. The fuel is modelled with temperature of 933 K and the temperature of 
structural materials and water coolant is 555 K. The fuel pellet density is 10.55 g/cc and 
the density of zirconium alloys equals 6.55 g/cc. 

 Very fine depletion steps (<0.5 MWd/kgHM) are used before Gadolinium peak 
reactivity to tract the fast poison concertation changes. After peak reactivity longer steps 
are used but are kept smaller than 1 MWd/kgHM. 
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2.1 Impact to core characteristics 

The first part of results is devoted to effects of average fuel temperature ( ), the effect 
of fuel density ( ), and water moderator with boric acid temperature ( ), on the models 
keff (due to the reflective boundary conditions identical to kinf) and isotopic changes. All the 
values are shown in Table 1. The symbols  and  stand for the “Low” and “High” value of 
investigated parameter. It should be noted that the moderator/coolant density was calculated 
with assumption of the design pressure of 12.26	 . The studies are intended to bring 
useful understanding and to identify trends that may be used in electing parameters that 
influence the quality of depletion calculations. Variations of a single parameter are studied in 
each case; the remaining parameters that are considered are based on parameters used in BMA 
model. All the above mentioned studies are performed for the FA with the average initial 
enrichment of 4.87 wt % U-235. 

Table 1: Impact to core characteristic - parameters 
Parameter   ,  
L 833	 10.40 / 541.05 , 0.7803 /  
org 933	 10.55 / 555.00 , 0.7604 /  
H 1033	 10.70 / 570.45 , 0.7258 /  

 

2.2 Initial SNF inventory determination 

The section is aimed at evaluating the effect of the fuel type and varying parameters of 
the operation history on the concentrations of selected radionuclides in the SNF. The 
investigated radionuclides were identified as relevant for the migration calculations in many 
international safety assessments of geological repositories. The calculations were performed for 
the radial profiled VVER-440 FAs of the 2nd generation with the initial average enrichments of 
4.87, 4.25 and 3.84 wt % U-235. To evaluate an activation of the structural material, 
calculations are performed for a region where a spacer grid is present. Spacer grids and 
claddings are made of zirconium alloy E110 (Zr – 1.5 % Nb), while the FA’s wrapper is made 
of the zirconium alloy E125 (Zr – 2.5 % Nb). The spacer grid structure consists of 126  
thin-walled cells of special profile. The geometry of cells of the spacer grid is quite complicated 
and a necessary simplification has to be applied. Therefore, a homogenous mixture of H3BO3, 
H2O and the cell’s material (E110) with respect to volume fractions of individual materials 
present in this region, is specified around the fuel rods. A composition of the individual 
materials is specified including the trace nuclides. For the assembly with the average initial 
enrichment of 4.87 wt % U-235, the effect of the different initial concentration of boric acid 	
( ) and the effect of the different average specific power (  is also investigated. All related 
values are shown in Table 2. Only variations of a single parameter are studied in each case.  

Table 2: Initial SNF inventory determination - parameters 
Parameter 
L 2.12	 / 16.05421 /  
org 5.12	 /  33.05421 /   
H 8.12	 / 50.05421 /  
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2.3 Migration calculations 

Consequently, the calculated initial SNF inventories are further used as a source term in 
radionuclide migration calculations. The analysis is carried out for one disposal container and 
several sets of nuclide inventories which correspond to the fuel type cases, the boric acid cases 
and specific power cases. All the sets of inventories are determined for the burnup  
60 MWd/kgU. Additionally, the difference in the total release rate between the higher burnup 
case (60 MWd/kgU) and lower burnup case (45 MWd/kgU) is also evaluated. These burnup 
cases are performed for the FA with the initial enrichment of 4.87 wt % U-235 and reference 
parameters ( , ). The storage time before the final disposal is considered to be  
50 years. Spent nuclear fuel was conceptually divided into the structural material (zirconium 
alloys), UO2 matrix and so called instant release fraction (IRF). IRF is a fraction of inventory, 
which is after water contact released rapidly. Stable isotopes were also included in the 
calculations as the isotopes of the same element share the solubility limit. The disposal capacity 
of one container is 7 fuel assemblies [6]. Disposal container is surrounded by a bentonite buffer 
with the wall thickness of 300 mm. After the disposal canister fails (1000 years) and water 
comes into contact with the source term, released radionuclides start to migrate through the 
bentonite buffer; excavation disturbed zone and crystalline host rock. Concentrations of 
radionuclides in the void volume of the disposal container and in the bentonite buffer are limited 
by the solubility of each chemical element. Nuclides migrate through the bentonite buffer by 
radial diffusion and are retarded by linear sorption on the buffer material. Host rock is modelled 
like a fractured zone where each transport pathway has a different transmissivity. The 
variability in transmissivity of individual transport pathways is represented by using a log-
normal distribution [7]. These transport pathways have a length of 100 m and flow into the 
major water-conducting fault (MWCF) whose length is 300 m. In the individual fractures and 
in the MWCF, the one-dimensional advection, longitudinal dispersion, radioactive decay and 
ingrowth, diffusion of the nuclides into the adjacent rock and instantaneous and reversible 
sorption on mineral surfaces of the host rock are assumed in the conceptual model. The matrix 
diffusion takes place only in the direction perpendicular to the groundwater flow. No infill 
medium and no solubility limitation are considered in the individual transport pathways. 
Modeling was carried out using the simulation software GoldSim with the radionuclide 
transport module allowing to dynamically model mass transport within a complex system of 
engineering and natural barriers [8].  

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Impact to core characteristics  

Effect of fuel temperature  

According to the methodology part, the two additional calculations were performed to 
determine the effect of fuel temperature on keff. Results are plotted in Figure 1. The fuel density 
was kept same as in the reference case. It can be seen that the resonance absorption by U-238 
(effective resonance integral) is enhanced by Doppler broadening with increased fuel 
temperature. This enhanced absorption results in lower multiplication factor and increased 
plutonium production for a given level of burnup. The negative fuel temperature feedback effect 
is one of the most important safety mechanisms in nuclear reactor operation.  
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a) Effect on multiplication properties b) Effect on nuclide concentration  
Figure 1: Effect of fuel temperature 

Effect of fuel density  

In assessing the effect of fuel density on the multiplication factor the two values were 
considered based on the tolerance interval provided by the fuel manufacturer. The lower 
modelled fuel density leads to the lower total mass of heavy metal in the system and to the 
change of nuclear properties of fuel pin. On the other hand, it should be noted that the prescribed 
specific power is the same as in the reference case. From Figure 2 it can be seen, that the 
variation of fuel density has just low impact on fuel multiplication properties. The noticeable 
effect can be seen just in the area of gadolinium peak, where the lower density leads to the 
system lower reactivity. The impact of fuel density change to nuclide concentrations is relevant 
just in the Pu-239 case, where higher fuel density leads to its higher concentrations. The fuel 
density considerably affects overall fuel performance, but relevant effects as swelling and minor 
actinides migration cannot be modelled in TRITON sequence.  

a) Effect on multiplication properties b) Effect on nuclide concentration  
Figure 2: Effect of fuel density 

Effect of moderator temperature 

The moderator (also coolant) temperature varies significantly within the fuel axial profile, 
therefore it is necessary to assess its influence to the fuel multiplication factor and nuclide 
concentrations. Since moderator and soluble boron density changes with moderator 
temperature, the plotted trends are results of both increasing moderator temperature and 
decreasing moderator density.  
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a) Effect on multiplication properties b) Effect on nuclide concentration  
Figure 3: Effect of moderator temperature 

 

The VVER-440 FAs are designed as under-moderated, therefore one can expect lower 
fuel multiplication properties with the higher moderator temperature. The trends observed in 
Figure 3 confirm our expectations and are fully in accordance with theory. The concentrations 
of fissile actinide Pu-239 are shown to increase with increasing moderator temperature. Isotope 
Pu-239 is formed from fertile U-238 by absorption of a resonance and thermal neutrons and 
then undergoing double decay through U-239 and Np-239 isotopes. On the other hand, Pu-239 
has very high absorption cross-section for thermal neutrons. Consequently, Pu-239 
concentration is sensitive to the level of system under-moderation. 

3.2 Initial SNF inventory determination  

Effect of the fuel type 

The varying enrichment of the FAs influences the neutron flux in the system. Lower 
enrichment implies lower atomic number density of U-235 which has to be compensated by 
higher neutron flux to ensure the same specific power specified in the model. Higher neutron 
flux provides higher transmutation (activation) and fission rates whereby the change of the 
nuclide concentrations depend on the combination of all the processes (including the 
radionuclide decay/ingrowth). At the end of calculations, the neutron flux is even higher which 
can lead to larger differences in nuclide concentrations. Concentrations of most of the minor 
actinides increase with decreasing initial enrichment. This is also valid for the C-14, Cl-36,  
Pd-107 and Sn-126. The fuel type has a negligible effect on the concentrations of I-129, Se-79, 
Tc-99, which are considered to be very important for the assessment of long-term safety. The 
concentration of Cs-135 is influenced in the same way as U-235 and Pu-239 – decreases with 
decreasing average initial enrichment. 

Effect of the boron acid concentration 

The boron concentration in the moderator was specified to decrease linearly during the 
cycle and reaches the zero value at its end. Based on the results the effect of the varying boron 
acid concentration has negligible impact on the concentrations of the investigated nuclides.  

Effect of the specific power 

The concentration of most of the actinides increases with decreasing specific power (e.g. 
Am-242m, Cm-242, Cm-243, Am-241, Th-232, Th-229, U-234,) or is not significantly 
influenced by this operational parameter (Cm-247, Cm-248, Am-243, Pu-239, U-235, Pu-240, 
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U-236, Np-237). The activation and fission products of the fuel material are nearly not 
influenced by varying specific power except of Cs-135, Nb-93m, Sm-147, Sm-148 
(concentrations increase with decreasing specific power) and Nb-94, Sm-149 and Sm-151 
whose concentrations decrease with decreasing specific power. Regarding the nuclides of the 
structural material like Cl-36, C-14, Tc-99, Nb-91, Nb-92, Nb-94 and Zr-93, these are also 
influenced negligibly by varying specific power. 

3.3 Radionuclide migration calculations 

Based on the results it can be seen that activation and fission products like C-14, Cl-36, 
I-129, Se-79 and Cs-135 represent the largest contribution to the total release rate from the 
geosphere (Figure 4 a)). The further analysis of results of the reference case as well as the 
description of the mathematical model can be found in [9]. Figure 4 b) illustrates the total 
release rates (cumulative release rates) from the geosphere. As it can be seen, the change in the 
total release rate are not significant for the individual calculation cases. This is caused by the 
fact that concentrations of nuclides which dominate to the total release rate (C-14, Cl-36, I-129, 
Se-79 and Cs-135) are not changing significantly in the calculated depletion cases. From these 
dominating nuclides, the most influenced one is Cs-135 whose concentration increases with 
decreasing specific power and decreases with decreasing initial enrichment. Release rates of 
other radionuclides are orders of magnitude lower and do not contribute significantly to the 
total release rate. 

a) Release rates of the individual nuclides b) Total release rate  
Figure 4: Release rates from the geosphere 

4 CONCLUSION 

The current work was based on SCALE 6.1.1, using 2D models of VVER-440 fuel 
assemblies. This paper contributes to efforts aimed to achieve a better understanding of the 
modelling issues associated with VVER-440 reactors. The set of calculations was performed to 
evaluate operational assumptions of neutron multiplication properties, isotope concentration 
and migration calculations. Results obtained indicate that significant sensitivity exists to 
assume values for the parameters studied, and that bounding approach for selection of each 
parameter should be taken to ensure conservatism if it this approach is relevant. The analysis 
showed that special care should be given to fuel temperature modelling. More work aimed to 
fuel pin temperature profile and its influence to burnup calculations is currently on the way. 
The most significant effect was found in the case of variations of moderator/coolant 
temperature. This observation just supports fact that axial depletion should be carefully taken 
into account where mainly the moderator temperature plays a vital role. In fact, all of 
investigated parameters have little effect on fission-product worth. The most sensitive isotope 
in all investigated cases was Pu-239 isotope.   
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The effect of the fuel type and varying parameters of the operating history on the 
concentrations of selected radionuclides was also investigated in this contribution. 
Consequently, the calculated radionuclide inventories were used in the radionuclide migration 
calculations. Based on the results, it can be seen that the time-dependent change in the total 
release rates is not significant in the individual calculation cases. The most significant 
difference in the maximum total release rate was determined in the case of lower burnup (the 
maximum total release rate is about 30 % lower than in the reference case).  

This work has been based on parametric analyses of depletion models. The code-to-code 
comparisons may open additional questions and disputes which should be in future properly 
analysed. The obtained results may support the “best practices” that should be used for VVER-
440 lattice physics model development and their further use. 
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ABSTRACT 

The biggest challenge of implementing GEN IV technologies in the nuclear fuel cycle is 
their safety. Safety is a very broad term, but it should, without doubt, cover the safe and reliable 
reactor shutdown. Due to its challenging design, the Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR) requires a 
reactivity control system which provides sufficient reactivity worth to cope with all common 
issues related to fast reactor operation, but in addition, to compensate the local neutron zones 
in the core. The reference pin design of the GFR is the modified version of the original core 
proposed by the CEA core [1]. It was designed for specific benchmark tasks in the GoFastR 
project [2] and therefore did not include the detailed description of the system of control rods. 
In our previous work [3] a simple heterogeneous design of the GFR2400 reactivity control 
system was proposed, were also the possibility to adjust the worth of control rods (CR) by using 
extra moderator was demonstrated. The analyses covered 8 material and 6 geometry 
modifications of the control rod, however their efficiency was studied only for the starting core. 
To prove the long-term effectiveness of the reactivity control system, it is necessary to 
investigate its performance also in the equilibrium cycle. The analysis of the reactivity control 
system in the equilibrium cycle is presented in this paper.     

1 INTRODUCTION 

To ensure safe, secure and reliable operation of future nuclear reactors, as well as to solve 
the issues related to current power plants, a new generation of nuclear reactors, the GEN IV 
systems are being developed. One of the GEN IV systems, selected for future development and 
supported by the European Union, is the Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR) [4]. It is commonly 
known, that fast systems are characterized by a high migration area of neutrons. As a result of 
the relatively high Pu content in the GFR2400 reactor core the effective fraction of delayed 
neutrons is quite small, while the power density of the core reaches 100 MW/m3 [5]. Therefore, 
the design and operation of the GFR2400 reactivity control system is a very challenging issue. 
The reference GFR2400 pin core design was created for code validation in the GoFastR project 
[2]. Since the emphasis was put mainly on the description of fuel elements, the design of the 
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reactivity control system was on the brink of interest and the control assemblies were simply 
defined using homogenous composition of materials used. In general, the reactivity worth of 
control rods (CR) depends also on shadowing effects. In order to take these effects into account, 
a simple heterogeneous design of the GFR2400 reactivity control system was created by our 
team [3]. This design was used as a starting point for the analyses discussed in this paper. 

2 OVERVIEW OF THE GFR2400 REACTOR 

2.1 Basic features  

GFR2400 is a large scale power unit with a thermal power of 2400 MWth and primary 
helium coolant. To maintain natural circulation of the coolant even under depressurized 
conditions, especially when active systems are not available, the coolant volume fraction in the 
core is relatively large. The global arrangement of GFR2400 secondary cycles is based on three 
main loops [6], each accommodating an IHX (internal heat exchanger) and a blower enclosed 
in a single vessel. The basic design parameters of the GFR2400 reactor can be found in [7]. The 
cross section of the core and the fuel loading pattern are shown in Figure 1. 

a; cross sectional view b; fuel loading scheme (BOC) 

Figure 1: Cross sectional view of the GFR 2400 reactor core and the fuel loading pattern 

2.2 Reactor core 

The GFR2400 fuel core is composed of the inner core (IC) and the outer core (OC), with 
264 and 252 fuel assemblies respectively. The volumetric content of Pu isotopes in heavy metal 
in the IC and OC assemblies reach 14.2 %, and 17.6 %. The isotopic composition of the fresh 
fuel as well as the composition of the fuel in the equilibrium fuel cycle can be found in Table 
1. In both core regions pin type (U, Pu, Am)C fuel is used. Since GFR2400 has been designed 
to withstand high temperatures, ceramic structure materials are used in the core. To ensure 
fission product confinement, the fuel pins are surrounded by refractory liners and with state-of-
art SiC/SiCfib cladding. In our analyses the original pin design was used. The core fuel region 
is surrounded by three rings of Zr3Si2 reflector assemblies in the radial direction and by a 1 m 
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high axial reflector of the same material placed above and below the fission gas plena. The 
reactivity of the GFR2400 core is controlled through two systems of control assemblies. The 
control (CSD) and diverse safety devices (DSD) are concentrically distributed in 4 rings. The 
numbering scheme of control rods is shown in in Figure 1b, where “C” stands for CSD and “D” 
stand for DSD assemblies.  

3 CALCULATION METHOD 

3.1 Codes and XS libraries 

In the analyses presented in this paper the SCALE6.1.3 code system was used. For the 
criticality calculations the KENO-VI module was chosen, which is a Monte Carlo criticality 
solver designed to calculate the keff and other quantities of three-dimensional systems. The 
KENO-VI calculations were performed using 238 group cross-section libraries based on 
ENDF/B-VII.0 [8] evaluated data. To determine the fuel isotopic composition in the 
equilibrium cycle, the TRITON sequence was used with 252 group library. TRITON serves to 
perform depletion simulations for two-dimensional models. The TRITON depletion module is 
coupling the 2D transport code NEWT with the point depletion and decay code ORIGEN-S. 
NEWT solves the transport equation on a 2D arbitrary geometry grid by using an SN approach. 

3.2 Calculated parameters 

The worth of control rods (CR) is defined as the amount of negative reactivity that could 
be introduced in the core by control rod insertion. The calculation of CR worth was done using 
Eq. (1), where Δ  is the worth of i-th CR,  and  are the basic and altered excess 
reactivity after the insertion of i-th CR.  The worth of CRs was evaluated in	$ units and the 
required fraction of delayed neutrons was obtained from our previous paper [3]. 

 Δ $  (1) 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed CRs, the moderator worth ,  parameter 
was calculated using Eq. (2). It represents the difference of the CR worth between cases when 
the moderator segment is filled with the given volume of moderator material Δ 	  or 
with helium Δ 0	 . This parameter was evaluated in units of pcm (per cent mili rho). 

 Δ 	 Δ 0	 . (2) 

4 ANALYSIS OF THE EQUILIBRIUM FUEL CYCLE 

In previously published papers of our team, the GFR2400 reactivity control system was 
investigated only for the starter core. However, to prove its performance during the fuel cycle, 
it is necessary to continue our analyses for the equilibrium fuel cycle. In our consideration, the 
most important changes, that could influence the control rods during burnup, are the change of 
the neutron spectrum and the change of the isotopic composition of the fuel. It is necessary to 
mention, that the goal of this analysis was not to analyze the control rods one by one, rather to 
see the performance of the whole system. Therefore, it was not necessary to deal with fuel 
reshuffling and it was appropriate to perform the analyses of the equilibrium cycle using a 
simplified approach. It was assumed that the average isotopic composition of the fuel in the 
equilibrium cycle is equal to the composition, which is obtained by depleting the initial 
composition of a single fuel assembly over its full cycle, at stable power level, without taking 
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down-time and temperature changes into consideration. Since the fuel lifetime of GFR2400 is 
3x481 EFPD, the depletion period between 482 and 962 EFPD was assumed as the equilibrium 
fuel cycle in our analysis.  

For the burnup calculation, the unstructured coarse-mesh finite-difference acceleration 
approach (CMFD) was used with the ″partial-current″ acceleration scheme [9]. The 3x481 
EFPD burnup history was modelled by 58 calculation steps and more than 141 relevant isotopes 
were tracked in the subsequent criticality calculation. The average specific power of the fuel 
was calculated from the steady state reactor thermal power and equals to 35.83 kWth/kgHM. 
The fuel temperature was 1263 K and the temperature of structural materials and helium coolant 
was 913 K. The isotopic composition of the fuel cores for fresh fuel (FF BOC), the beginning 
(EQ BOC) and the end (EQ EOC) of the equilibrium cycle can be found in Table 1. 

Table 1: Isotopic composition of the fuel for various core states 

Nuclide 
FF BOC EQ BOC EQ EOC 

IF OF IF OF IF OF 
C 4.80 4.80 4.77 4.77 4.80 4.80 
238Pu 0.36 0.45 0.32 0.41 0.30 0.38 
239Pu 7.52 9.40 7.96 9.48 8.32 9.54 
240Pu 3.48 4.35 3.58 4.43 3.69 4.52 
241Pu 0.99 1.24 0.86 1.09 0.77 0.97 
242Pu 0.98 1.22 0.97 1.21 0.95 1.19 
241Am 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.17 0.16 0.21 
235U 0.58 0.56 0.48 0.48 0.40 0.41 
238U 81.20 77.86 79.66 76.69 78.13 75.48 
HA - - 0.09 0.08 0.16 0.15 
FP - - 1.17 1.17 2.32 2.34 

5 ACCOMODATION OF EXTRA MODERATOR 

5.1 Importance of local effects 

The analysis presented in [3] confirmed our hypothesis that shadowing effects between 
absorber pins and assemblies significantly decrease the worth of control rods. According to the 
obtained results, the worth of the reference heterogeneous control rods is approximately 90 % 
of the reference homogenous design. Considering the total worth of all control rods (11724 
pcm), the available heterogeneous CR design should be still sufficient for safe reactor 
shutdown, but the decrease of the CRs worth could cause complications in terms of local effects.  
The importance of local effects can be seen from Figure 2. Due to the lower worth of the CRs, 
there are several assemblies which do not meet the condition to keep LMV<1 (Local 
Multiplication Value). If we take the ±1σ uncertainty of the LMV calculation into account, it is 
important to keep LMV<0.95, however this condition cannot be met by using the reference 
heterogeneous CR design. As it can be seen, the largest LMV values can be observed for 
assemblies placed next to the control rod positions; thus it can be concluded that it is necessary 
to increase the worth of control rods to increase their action radius. 
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Figure 2: Local multiplication values of the core with heterogeneous CRs 

5.2 The proposed solution 

There are several options how the worth of a control rod could be increased, however the 
majority would lead to expensive and technically complicated solution. However, a promising 
and relatively simple option could be to accommodate extra moderator material in the CR 
assembly. By making the neutron spectrum locally softer, the absorption rate on 10B would 
increase. In our previous design 8 moderator materials and 6 CR geometries were investigated. 
After considering all pros and cons a 2 ring configuration of absorber pins with Li2O moderator 
was chosen as a most promising option.  In this paper we would like to build on the findings of 
our paper [3] and investigate two important phenomena, the influence of the moderator to 
absorber ratio and the effect of fuel burnup in the equilibrium fuel cycle. The comparison of the 
GFR2400 neutron spectra for FF BOC, EQ BOC and EQ EOC cases is shown in Figure 3. As 
it can be seen, the spectra are very similar. In the energy range between 1 eV – 1 MeV, the 
difference between the FF BOC and EQ BOC case is between 0.5 – 3 %. However, in very high 
energies, and mainly below 1 eV, where the capture on 10B is the most likely to occur, the 
deviation between the two cases lies between 10 – 150 %, therefore it is important to investigate 
the performance of the CRs also at the equilibrium cycle. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of neutron spectra 
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As the starting point for our analysis we used the M2 version of the heterogeneous control 
rod [3] with Li2O moderator (reference heterogeneous design). 6 modifications were created 
while the extra moderator was accommodated in the internal part of the assembly, between the 
first and second ring of absorber pins. One of the most important parameters influencing the 
effectiveness of our CR design is the moderator to absorber volume  ratio (Vmod/Vabs). In real 
application, also shielding effects could occur. To find out, if the moderator-absorber shielding 
could influence the performance of the CR, 6 thicknesses (various distances from the absorber) 
of the moderator hmod were investigated. The cross-section of the heterogeneous CR is shown 
in Figure 4 and the basic parameters of the CR assembly can be found in Table 2. 

a; without moderator b; with extra moderator 

 

Figure 4: Cross-section of the heterogeneous control rod. 

Table 2: Basic parameters of the CR assembly with moderator. 

Moderator hmod [cm]  Vmod [cm3] Vmod/Vabs [-] 
- 0.0 0.0 0.00 
Li2O 0.2 311.5 2.34 
Li2O 0.4 623.0 4.69 
Li2O 0.6 934.5 7.03 
Li2O 0.8 1246.0 9.38 
Li2O 1.0 1557.5 11.72 

6 RESULTS 

6.1 Moderator worth 

The calculations were performed using the KENO VI module of the SCALE6.1.3 system. 
50000 source particles were used with the convergence criteria σ<0.0001. The control rod worth 
Δ 	and the moderator worth were calculated using Eq. (1) and  Eq. (2). The results of the 
Δ  and the  parameters for fresh fuel (FF BOC), the beginning (EQ BOC) and the end 
(EQ EOC) of the equilibrium cycle are shown in Figure 5. As it can be seen from Figure 5a, the 
worth of the control rods does not depend only on the volume fraction of moderator but, due to 
the change of the neutron spectra during fuel depletion, also on the burnup. Although the CR 
worth is influenced by the volume of the moderator, the largest worth of control rods (33.96 $ 
in case of 1 cm moderator) was achieved for the beginning of the equilibrium cycle in every 
case. The difference in the CR worth between fresh fuel and the end of the equilibrium cycle, 
in case of 1 cm moderator, is more than 6.7 %. It should be noted, that in the present analysis 
the depletion of boron atoms was not taken into account. In real application, the worth of CR 
could be slightly decrease due to this phenomenon, however this decrease is assumed to be 
smaller than the increase due to spectral changes.  
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a; Control rod worth b; Moderator worth 

Figure 5: Results of the control rod and moderator worth. 

In terms of the moderator to absorber ratio, from Figure 5b,  we could see an almost linear 
curve, proving that the geometry shielding effect of the moderator and absorber pins is 
negligible, thus further increase of the moderator volume could be achieved if desired. While 
the largest worth of control rod was achieved at the end of equilibrium cycle, the largest 
moderator worth was obtained for the beginning of the equilibrium cycle. In case of fresh fuel 
composition, the introduction of 1 cm extra moderator brought 396.6 ± 20.3 pcm negative 
reactivity, which is, in average, 9.7 ± 0.5 pcm per one CSD/DSD assembly. In case of the 
beginning and the end of the equilibrium cycle, the moderator worth is 431.1 ± 20.7 and 413.5 
± 20.8 pcm. These values represent 10.5 ± 0.5 and 10.1 ± 0.5 pcm per one CSD/DSD assembly. 

6.2 Reaction rates 

In order to better understand the mechanism of moderation in the control assembly, it is 
advantageous to analyze the absorption rates on the absorber material. The absorption rates as  
functions of moderator thickness are shown in Figure 6. Since the B4C absorber consist of 3 
isotopes, the absorption rates are shown for every component separately. 

a; 10B b; 11B and Cnat 

Figure 6: Absorption rates on the absorber components. 

It can be seen, that the absorption is mainly led by 10B capture, which is about 2 orders of 
magnitude higher than the capture on the other components. It case of fresh fuel, due to neutron 
moderation, the absorption rates of 10B are linearly increasing, reaching 2.14 % for 1 cm 
moderator. In terms of 11B, the mechanism is similar, however due to the different shape of the 
11B cross section, the curve is not smooth. Due to the increase of boron capture, the carbon 
atoms are shielded from low energy neutrons, therefore their absorption rate is linearly 
decreasing. In case of the equilibrium fuel cycle, the mechanisms are similar, but more complex. 
In addition to neutron moderation, the reflection of moderated neutrons and the subsequent 
interaction with the components of the irradiated fuel play also an important role. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

To prove the long-term effectiveness of our previously proposed heterogeneous control 
rod design of the GFR2400 reactor, the effects of fuel burnup and moderator to absorber volume 
ratio were investigated on full-core basis. 6 modifications of the reference CR design were 
created and the analyses were performed for fresh and also equilibrium fuel compositions. It 
was found out, that due to the slight spectral changes during fuel depletion, the worth of control 
rods is increasing as function of burnup and it can be assumed that this effect would compensate 
the decrease due to boron burnup. It was also found out, that the utilization of moderator 
materials is more effective at higher levels of burnup. It has been proven, that the geometric 
shielding of absorber-moderator does not play important role, however due to neutron 
moderation, resonance self-shielding is observable for carbon atoms in B4C. The achieved 
results show good potential for further increase of moderator volume, which could help either 
to increase the action radius of CRs and therefore mitigate local effects, or to minimize the 
amount of required enriched 10B. In further steps, the interaction of moderated neutrons with 
the fuel elements in the equilibrium cycle should be analyzed in more detail.  
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ABSTRACT 

The TRANSURANUS nuclear fuel performance code of the European Commission, 
Joint Research Centre has been extended with new best-estimate and conservative models to 
support deterministic and probabilistic safety analyses of Westinghouse's PWR and VVER 
fuel rod designs. The recent model refinements and code validation analyses have been 
carried out in the EU-funded project ESSANUF aiming at the development of an alternative 
nuclear fuel, as well as licensing methods and methodologies for the Russian-designed 
pressurized water reactor VVER-440. The Westinghouse-specific developments of 
TRANSURANUS have covered fission gas release, fuel swelling, cladding corrosion and 
hydrogen uptake, rod growth, cladding creep, rod burst, inner cladding steam oxidation and 
oxide breakaway. The code validation has been based on two major data sources: (1) an 
extensive database of Westinghouse consisting of pool-side measurements and post-
irradiation examinations (PIE) for a large number of commercial and experimental fuel rods 
and separate-effect tests representing a wide range of conditions and (2) data of on-line 
measurements in specific test fuel assemblies of the Halden Reactor Project (HRP). A 
statistical evaluation method has been applied to prove the correct simulation of the different 
physical phenomena and the adequate bounding of the experimental data. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

TRANSURANUS [1] is a quasi 2D thermo-mechanical code developed at the European 
Commission, Joint Research Centre in Karlsruhe (Germany) for the modelling of fuel rod 
performance under normal, off-normal and accident conditions in different nuclear reactors. 
The Westinghouse version of the TRANSURANUS code (TU-WSE) has been developed 
since 2009 and used in the safety analyses of PWR fuels. The recent code development has 
been focused on the incorporation of Westinghouse-specific models to support best-estimate 
as well conservative safety analyses of PWR and VVER fuel elements with the most up-to-
date version of TRANSURANUS. Today Optimized ZIRLOTM is used as the standard 
cladding alloy for Westinghouse PWR fuels. Significant operational experiences have already 
been accumulated from several reactors in the USA, Spain, France and Germany and recently 
Optimized ZIRLOTM rods have been used in VVERs as well. Therefore the code development 
has primarily been focused on the thermo-mechanical behaviour, the corrosion and the 
hydrogen uptake of this alloy. However, other Westinghouse-specific models for Zircaloy, 
Duplex and UO2 fuel have also been incorporated. The implementation of new models into 
TU-WSE has required extended code validation analyses with the application of a statistical 
evaluation method in order to prove the adequate bounding of the experimental data at the 
respective confidence level.  

This work is supported by the EU within the Horizon 2020 EURATOM project 
ESSANUF for the European Supply of SAfe NUclear Fuel. The project has aimed at the 
development of an alternative VVER-440 fuel as well as the improvement of computation 
tools and methodologies for fuel rod design (FRD) analyses. The 2-year project is coordinated 
by Westinghouse Electric Sweden involving eight further consortium partners from seven 
European countries: VUJE (Slovakia), ÚJV Řež (Czech Republic), Lappeenranta University 
of Technology (LUT, Finland), National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL, United Kingdom), 
NucleoCon (Slovakia), National Science Center Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology 
(NSC KIPT, Ukraine), Institute for Transuranium Elements of the Joint Research Centre of 
the European Commission (JRC-ITU, Germany) and Enusa Industrias Avanzadas (ENUSA, 
Spain). 

 

2 SCOPE OF THE MODELS 

Beyond best-estimate approaches conservative FRD analyses also require the 
application of specific bounding models in TU-WSE. The calibration of the specific models 
has been based on an extensive database of Westinghouse consisting of pool-side 
measurements and PIE (post-irradiation examinations) for a large number of commercial and 
experimental fuel rods and separate-effect tests representing a wide range of conditions. The 
calibrated model parameters correspond to specific levels of statistical probability. The best 
estimate model parameters provide at least 50% bounding of measurement data and the 
conservative model parameters cover approximately 95% of the measurement data. 

The newly implemented models are grouped into three categories: 

1. General best-estimate models for cladding and for UO2 fuel, 

2. Models with conservative (lower-/ upper-bound) parameters for  normal operating 
  conditions and 

3. Models for design basis accident (DBA) conditions. 
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2.1 Conservative models 

In order to support conservative FRD analyses and to provide conservative initial 
conditions for deterministic DBA analyses upper-bound and lower-bound models, beyond 
best-estimate approaches have also been implemented in TU-WSE for specific physical 
quantities under normal operation. 

The methodology to define the upper-bound or lower-bound value of a specific model 
parameter (m) for conservative fuel performance analyses applies one-sided tolerance limit 
that bounds a given percentage (100p %) of the data population (where p is optionally 0.80 or 
0.95). Assuming a normally distributed population with the standard deviation σ the 
applicable tolerance limit tp has been defined by the probit function as follows: 

  122 1   perft p  (1) 

Hence, the upper-bound and lower-bound values of the model parameter have been 
defined as m+tp and m-tp, respectively. 

 

2.2 Models for DBA conditions 

TRANSURANUS also simulates the high temperature fuel rod performance under DBA 
conditions using all the important thermal and mechanical properties on a best-estimate basis 
with primary emphasis on the simulation of the fuel cladding's large plastic deformation 
(ballooning), the rupture due to overheating and over-pressurisation and the outer and (after 
cladding rupture) inner-side steam oxidation. 

The plastic deformation of Optimized ZIRLOTM cladding is calculated by means of a 
time-dependent approach, similar to the modelling of creep phenomena, where the effective 
strain rate is defined with a Norton-type equation [2] as a function of the actual effective 
stress, the temperature and the hydrogen content of the cladding. The burst of the fuel rod is 
defined on the basis of overstress and overstrain criteria expressed as a function of 
temperature and hydrogen content. 

The original TRANSURANUS models of the high-temperature cladding oxidation and 
the computation of the ECR have been revised to consider larger reaction surface due to 
cladding ballooning, inner cladding oxidation after rod burst and oxide breakaway as well. 
The oxidation kinetics for time varying conditions is described with the following recursive 
formula: 

  2 2
1n sp sp n sp sp n nX f X X f X K dt     (2) 

Where Xn and Xn-1 represent either the mass gain or the oxide layer thickness in the 
actual and in the previous time steps, dtn is the time step and Kn is the actual reaction rate 
constant calculated as a function of the temperature through an Arrhenius relation. The effect 
of breakaway oxidation, or oxide spalling, is considered via the quantities Xsp (extent of 
oxidation at the time of spalling) and fsp (fraction of spalling oxide i.e. the ratio of clean metal 
surface area to the total reaction surface area). 
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3 CODE VALIDATION 

Though the TRANSURANUS code has been widely validated for PWR, BWR and 
VVER fuels and the code credibility has been confirmed in several international benchmark 
programmes since the mid 90s [3], the implementation of new models into the code required 
an extension of the standard validation basis and new analyses have been carried out in 
ESSANUF. The extended validation of TU-WSE has covered all relevant physical models 
and quantities for normal operation as well as accident conditions. The simulations have been 
performed with both best-estimate and conservative methods and the corresponding 50% or 
95% bounding of the experimental data has been verified. 

3.1 Database 

The code validation has been based on two major sources: 

1. an extensive database of Westinghouse and 

2. data of on-line measurements in specific test fuel assemblies of the Halden 
Reactor Project (HRP). 

The Westinghouse database contains data for several hundreds of PWR and BWR rods 
from commercial as well as experimental reactors. The comprehensive database contains a 
wide variety of measurements including pool-side measurements, post-irradiation 
examinations (PIE) and separate effect tests for different quantities of interest, e.g. fission gas 
release, oxidation thickness, hydrogen content, rod-growth, cladding creep, etc. Fuel rod 
mechanical behaviour and high-temperature oxidation under LOCA (Loss Of Coolant 
Accident) conditions were broadly investigated in separate effect burst tests and steam 
oxidation tests up to 1300 °C as well. 

In order to verify the accuracy of the fuel temperature computation specific experiments 
of the Halden Reactor Project with thermocouple and expansion thermometer measurements 
have been analysed. The investigated experiments represent the thermal behaviour of UO2, 
(U,Gd)O2 and doped fuels from six different vendors with wide ranges of 235U enrichment, 
Gd content and grain size. An overview of the Halden experiments analysed with TU-WSE 
and the main characterisations of the fuels are presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Main fuel characteristics in the Halden tests simulated by TU-WSE 

Fuel type 
 

Fuel vendor 
 

Enrichment 
(wt% 235U) 

Grain size
(μm) 

Burnup 
(MWd/kgU) 

UO2 BNFL 7.98 10 57 
UO2, Gd-doped ENUSA 3.95 − 4.25 6 − 13 40 
UO2, Gd-doped TVEL 3.6 − 10 11 − 26 54 

UO2, Cr-doped 
Westinghouse 

GNF 
Framatome 

4.7 − 4.95 12 − 56 30 

UO2, Gd-doped ENUSA 2.8 − 4.7 7 − 11 56 
 

3.2 Fission gas release and rod internal pressure 

The irradiation history and the fission gas release of commercial PWR fuel rods and 
Halden experimental rods have been simulated with TU-WSE applying best-estimate and 
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conservative model options. The measured (PIE) relative fission gas release and the calculated 
best-estimate data are compared in Figure 1. The corresponding statistics of the relative errors 
of the best-estimate as well as the conservative analyses are presented in Figure 2. The mean 
percentage error (MPE) of the best-estimate analyses is 4.4% with the standard deviation of 
49.7% and the mean percentage error of the conservative analyses is 82.3% with the standard 
deviation of 71.9% (Figure 3). The accuracy of the FGR computations for the Halden 
experimental rods corresponds to the accuracy of the PWR rod simulations and the sufficient 
bounding of the experimental data has been proved. 

The calculated and the measured rod internal pressure (RIP) data are compared at the 
reference temperature of 298.15 K. The comparison of the measured and the best-estimate 
data (Figure 3) indicates accurate rod internal pressure computation with the mean percentage 
error of only 0.5% (Figure 4) at the standard deviation of 8% and there is no biased deviation 
with increasing burnup either. The applied conservative methodology also provide adequate 
(98.6%) bounding of the measured rod internal pressure data and consequently fulfil the 
required level of statistical confidence. 

 
Figure 1. Comparison of measured and calculated 
(best-estimate) FGR data. Results of TU-WSE 
validation analyses. 

 
Figure 2. Statistics of the relative error of the 
FGR computations with TU-WSE best-estimate 
and conservative model parameters. 

 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of measured and calculated 
(best-estimate) RIP data. Results of TU-WSE 
validation analyses. 

 
Figure 4. Statistics of the relative error of the RIP 
computations with TU-WSE best-estimate and 
conservative model parameters. 
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3.3 Cladding corrosion 

In order to verify the Optimized ZIRLOTM-specific corrosion model of TU-WSE the 
history of PWR rods have been simulated and the calculated rod average and local maximum 
ZrO2 layer thicknesses are compared to PIE data (Figure 5). Statistical analyses have 
indicated a mean percentage error of only 1.2% for the best-estimate analyses (Figure 6) and 
confirmed that there is no bias or trend dependent on fuel rod burn-up. The proportions of the 
over-predicted oxide thickness data are 52.8% and 97.8% with the best-estimate and the 
conservative model parameters, respectively. The relative standard deviation of 26.7% mainly 
represents the scatter of the PIE data. 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of measured and calculated 
(best-estimate) oxide thickness data. Results of 
TU-WSE validation analyses. 

 
Figure 6. Statistics of the relative error of the 
oxide thickness computations with TU-WSE 
best-estimate and conservative model parameters. 

3.4 Fuel temperature 

An independent evaluation of the fuel temperature computations through in-pile test 
data is the most complex and most important part of the code validation, since the fuel 
thermal performance is influenced by the burnup-dependent fuel properties and by several 
physical phenomena like the pellet and cladding deformations, the fission gas release or the 
corrosion. Consequently the uncertainties of the individual models simulating these physical 
processes and of the material properties constitute the accuracy of the fuel temperature 
prediction. 

The validation of the fuel temperature computations of TU-WSE has been based on the 
analyses of altogether twenty-four Halden test rods irradiated in five different assemblies up 
to the maximum burnup of ~60 MWd/kgU (Table 1.). The computations have been performed 
with best-estimate models as well as with a conservative approach considering the 95% 
conservative models of TU-WSE and the general fabrication tolerances of PWR fuel rods. 
Lower- and upper-bound models and fuel parameters have been combined to provide the 
highest fuel temperatures. Nevertheless, uncertainties of the boundary conditions (heat rate, 
neutron flux, coolant temperature) have not been taken into account. 

The calculated best-estimate and the measured fuel centreline temperatures are 
compared in Figure 7, indicating the data of the UO2 and the (U,Gd)O2 fuel rods with 
different markers. The accuracies of the temperature computations for the UO2 and for the 
(U,Gd)O2 rods are very similar, with a slightly larger standard deviation in the case of the 
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gadolinia-doped fuels (9.8% vs. 7.1%). The statistics of the relative errors of the best-estimate 
and conservative fuel temperature computations are presented in Figure 8. The mean 
percentage error of the best-estimate analyses is 2.9% that corresponds to the mean 
temperature difference of 27 °C. This slight overestimation of the fuel centreline temperatures 
is noticeable mainly above ~20 MWd/kgU rod burnup for the test rods with thermocouples 
and expansion thermometers as well. Consequently the cumulative frequency indicates a 
64.8% bounding of the experimental data. Obviously, the mean percentage error (30%) as 
well as the standard deviation (19%) of the conservative analyses are much larger than the 
corresponding statistics of the best-estimate approach. The cumulative frequency represents a 
97.8% bounding of the experimental data and proves the sufficient conservatism of the 
applied methodology. 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of measured and calculated 
(best-estimate) fuel temperature data. Results of 
TU-WSE validation analyses for UO2 and 
(U,Gd)O2 rods. 

 
Figure 8. Statistics of the relative error of the 
fuel temperature computations with TU-WSE 
best-estimate and conservative model 
parameters. 

3.5 LOCA performance 

TU-WSE is also used to simulate fuel-performance under accident conditions in order 
to verify the acceptance criteria and to calculate rod failures in postulated accidents (PA). 
Cladding ballooning, burst and steam oxidation are the key phenomena for DBA simulations. 
The corresponding models of TU-WSE have been verified against standard and Optimized 
ZIRLOTM separate-effect test data as: 

1. tube burst tests with as-received and pre-hydrided cladding tubes in the  
  temperature range of 600 − 1200 °C and 

2. isothermal steam oxidation tests in the temperature range of 1100 − 1300 °C. 

The cladding burst tests have been simulated at prescribed rod internal pressure and 
temperature boundary conditions. Since the burst tests were carried out in steam environment, 
the cladding oxidation and the consequent thinning of the metallic tube wall have also been 
calculated by means of the Cathcart-Pawel oxidation correlation [4]. The mechanical 
deterioration due to hydrogen uptake has been simulated in the relevant mechanical model 
described in reference [5]. The evaluation of the simulations has been based on the case-by-
case comparison of the calculated and the measured times from the test initiation (start of 
temperature increase) until the rod burst. Figure 9 represents the comparison of calculated and 
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measured burst times and indicates adequate predictions for as-received as well as for pre-
hydrided specimens. The accuracy of the burst time predictions has been judged through the 
statistics of the relative errors presented in Figure 10. The graphs indicate a slight over-
prediction of the burst time for the as-received specimens, but the mean percentage error of 
7.8% is still within the experimental uncertainties. However, no bias is observed for the burst 
time of the pre-hydrided specimens. The standard deviation of 9.4% is comparable to the 
standard deviations of the relative errors of former burst analyses on Zircaloy and Zr1%Nb 
cladding tubes. 

The simulation of the isothermal steam oxidation tests clearly proved that the 
application of the Baker-Just oxidation correlation [6] is conservative for Optimized 
ZIRLOTM as well. 

 
Figure 9. Comparison of measured and calculated 
(best-estimate) times to rod burst. Results of TU-
WSE validation analyses of ZIRLO burst tests. 

Figure 10. Statistics of the relative error of the 
burst time computations with TU-WSE for as-
received and pre-hydrided Optimized ZIRLOTM 
cladding tubes. 

 

4 OUTLOOK OF CODE APPLICATION 

TU-WSE has been regularly used at Westinghouse Electric Sweden to verify the fuel 
safety acceptance criteria for postulated accident conditions in PWRs. The code is applied in 
(1) deterministic hot rod analyses to calculate peak cladding temperature (PCT) and ECR and 
in (2) core-wise analyses to verify the number of rod failures under large-break LOCA 
conditions in different reactors. The thermo-mechanical analyses follow an approved 
methodology incorporating the simulation of base irradiations under normal operating 
conditions, pre-LOCA transients and the simulation of the postulated accident with one 
general code. The developments in the ESSANUF project have opened up the possibility of 
using TRANSURANUS to a broader extent in deterministic or probabilistic safety analyses 
for PWR as well as VVER fuels. The performed comprehensive code validation has 
confirmed the applicability of TU-WSE in both best-estimate and conservative FRD analyses. 
Furthermore, interface programmes have also been developed in the frame of ESSANUF in 
order to couple the TRANSURANUS code to the thermo-hydraulic system codes RELAP and 
ATHLET, and to the reactor dynamics code DYN3D that consists of a 3D neutron kinetics 
core model. 
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ABSTRACT 

ADVANTG, Automated Variance Reduction Generator, is a code developed by the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Its aim is to automate the process of generating variance 
reduction parameters for fixed source MCNP calculations, which consequently accelerate the 
simulations in terms of the required CPU time.      
 ADVANTG’s reliability and consistent performance was tested on a computationally 
demanding benchmark, i.e. the skyshine benchmark experiment from the ICSBEP handbook 
where neutron and photon scattering in air above the open operating reactor is simulated. The 
speed-up factors or the increases in relative efficiency of up to 30000 and 1400 were achieved 
for neutrons and photons, respectively. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Large and complex real-world problems, i.e. deep penetration/shielding or large radiation 
streaming problems, are challenging to solve using stochastic Monte Carlo particle transport 
codes [1]. To get statistically relevant results often large number of simulated histories are 
required, resulting in impractically high CPU time. The recently released hybrid code 
ADVANTG [2] utilizes the physical property of the deterministically calculated adjoint flux as 
an importance function to generate variance reduction parameters. By combining deterministic 
solvers and state of the art Monte Carlo (MC) particle transport codes, so called Hybrid codes 
enable simulations of a wide range of complex neutral particle transport simulations, which 
were not achievable with “analog” MC transport codes. ADVANTG was released in 2015 and 
has not been verified on many benchmark experiments by impartial revivers outside of ORNL.
 In our previous research, ADVANTG has been tested on a shielding benchmark 
(ALARM-CF-AIR-LAB-001, i.e. the neutron flux in a concrete labyrinth [3]) and has proven 
to be a powerful tool for acceleration of MC simulations in term of required CPU time. 
  The purpose of this paper is to validate the use of ADVANTG and its variance 
reduction effectiveness on the ICSBEP (International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation 
Project) skyshine benchmark with neutron and photon radiation scattering in air above the open 
operating reactor, which was published under ICSBEP identifier ALARM-REAC-AIR-SKY-
001 [4]. An estimation of the calculation speed-up factors due to the use of ADVANTG and 
validity of results (neutron/photon spectra and dose rates) were investigated by comparisons to 
the long analog simulations and measurements.  
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2 COMPUTATIONAL METHOD: ADVANTG HYBRID CODE 

Hybrid methods for neutral particle transport combine the positive aspects of MC and 
deterministic methods. ADVANTG is a code that automatically generates variance reduction 
parameters for photon/neutron transport problems defined in the MCNP input file. Energy- and 
space-dependent mesh-based weight windows, and a biased source distribution are generated 
by ADVANTG using the 3D discrete ordinates solution of the adjoint transport equation. 
Relation between forward and adjoint transport operator is shown in Eq. (1): 

 〈Ψ , Ψ〉 〈Ψ, Ψ 〉 (1) 

where Ψ is angular flux, H the transport operator, and Ψ  and  their adjoint counterparts. The 
basic concept of accelerating the tally convergence in a MC simulation using ADVANTG is 
based on generating effective variance reduction parameters, more specifically weight-window 
parameters. ADVANTG determined weight windows are based on the Consistent Adjoint 
Driven Importance Sampling (CADIS) [2] method.  The relation between statistical weight of 
particles  and adjoint flux is given with Eq. (2) bellow  

 
Ψ

 (2) 

where  is proportional to the inverse of the adjoint flux, R is referred to as a response or 
quantity of interest and , ,  the phase-space of position vector, energy and solid angle. 
Detailed description and additional equations are described in the ADVANTG manual [2].  

The primary MCNP input file is modified by added source definition biasing based on 
the direct and adjoint deterministic flux calculation. A card that enables the reading of weight 
windows from a file is added to the original input file with additional parameters. 
 

3 EXPERIMENT 

The studied experiment was performed in 1997 near Semipalatinsk (Russia) at the RA 
research reactor, which is a part of the “Baikal-1” unique complex of research reactors 
belonging to the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy in the Kazakhstan National Nuclear 
Centre (IAE NNC RK). The aim of the experiment was to obtain experimental benchmark data 
for validation of the computer codes that are used to calculate the radiation safety of the 
population located near the nuclear power plants. In the experiment, the source of radiation was 
the RA research reactor with nominal power of 300 kW, which was able to emit a high-intensity 
flux of neutrons and photons into the atmosphere by removing the upper shielding block. The 
reactor’s cooling system was designed in such a way that compressed atmospheric air was able 
to provide sufficient cooling for the reactor at 300 kW. The following physical quantities flux, 
dose rates, energy and spatial distribution, of neutron and photon fluxes were measured at 
various distances from the reactor axis (50 m – 1000 m) at the height of 100 cm above ground 
level by a different set of spectrometric instruments, i.e. 1H spectrometer, 3He spectrometer, 
scintillation spectrometer with a stilbene crystal, multisphere spectrometer, sets of threshold 
and resonance detectors. The experiment was performed at a reduced power level of the reactor 
and the results were then normalised to the rated reactor power of 300 kW.   

The schematic representation of the RA reactor with overall experimental configuration 
is shown in Figure 1. The reactor can be modelled as a cylinder of approximately 70 cm height 
and 70 cm diameter located on a concrete base. The reactor core was roughly 31 cm in 
diameter/height and contained 37 fuel assemblies (FA). Uranium, with enrichment of 90 % 
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235U, was used as reactor fuel and was encapsulated. Beryllium reflector with thickness of 
10.2 cm, a 1.6 cm steel vessel and an additional graphite reflector with thickness of 18 cm were 
used for lateral reflection and radiation shielding. Heavy serpentine concrete with thickness of 
110 cm – 140 cm was used as biological shielding and was arranged around the reactor core 
and reflectors. Additional water shielding (two ring-shaped steel tanks of water) were placed 
inside the reactor hall with the radial thickness of 34 cm and 90 cm. Last but not least, a steel 
bell-shaped structure, with thickness of 35 cm, was placed around the biological shielding.  
 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the RA research reactor (top) and configuration of the experiment 
showing on-site measurement positions (bottom). (not to scale) 
 

The aim of the experiments was to firstly provide a detailed study of the spectra of 
neutrons/photons scattered in air and secondly, to obtain benchmark quality data for validation 
of the computer codes used for estimation of the radiation and ecological safety in close 
proximity to nuclear power plants.  

Detailed information about measurement procedures, spectrometric detectors, full 
description of the experimental configuration, as well as the benchmark model specifications 
are thoroughly described in the ICSBEP handbook [4], only the main information is provided 
in the paper. 
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4 CALCULATIONS  

The calculations were performed using the MCNP5 version 1.60 with the ENDF/B-VII 
library and the ADVANTG version 3.0.2. The radiation source in the model was evenly 
distributed along the reactor fuel assemblies and was characterized with the Watt fission 
spectrum where the default parameters were used. In order to get the statistically relevant results 
in reasonable time, radiation detectors in the model are modelled as spheres with radius 10 m, 
located in the air 10 m above ground level. With this modification, mean values remained 
within 1  statistical uncertainty, but the computational time for analog MCNP calculation with 
relevant results was drastically decreased.  

In this particular case, the energy structure was well described by 27n19g library, a general 
shielding library distributed with ADVANTG based on ENDBF/B-VII.0 data evaluation with 
low memory requirements. The mesh was defined in such a way to cover all the major neutron 
pathways with around 3 million voxels. The number of Pn order (the degree of scattering 
anisotropy modeled) and azimuthal angles (Sn angular approximation) were unchanged and 
stayed at default values, 3 and 4 respectively. In order to speed up the calculations, for all 
detector positions at once, all measurement positions were defined as the response of interest 
for the FW-CADIS calculation (method for determining multiple tally or global variance 
reduction parameters). The time required for the ADVANTG calculation never exceeded 10 % 
of the total computational time (ADVANTG + MCNP).  

 
4.1 Results 

The total forward and adjoint neutron fluences are shown in Figure 2. Due to the size of 
the problem, the fluence values in air decrease for around 8 orders of magnitude through air 
from the reactor core. Values of the adjoint fluence can be interpreted as an importance factor 
for neutrons.  

Additionally, a contributon field, shown in Figure 3, was examined in order to check that 
optimal weight windows were produced. High values of this field can be understood as an 
indication of the major geometrical neutron/photon pathways between the source and tallies. It 
is calculated by ADVANTG through multiplication of the forward and the adjoint fluences.  
 

 
Figure 2: The Denovo calculated forward (left) and adjoint (right) neutron fluence in the XZ-cross 
section of the skyshine experiment for 11 on-site measurement positions (tallies) at height 10 m above 
ground level. 
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Figure 3: A scalar approximation of the contributon field in the XZ-cross section of the skyshine 
experiment for 11 on-site measurement positions (tallies) at height 10 m above ground level. 
      

The calculated thermal neutron flux is consistently 3.8 to 4.6 times higher than measured 
values. Nevertheless, contribution of the thermal neutron flux to the total dose rate is small (less 
than 6 %). The overestimate is almost distance-independent. A probable reason could be a 
detector unit with/without cadmium casing, which was assumed to remove all neutrons with 
energy less than 0.414 eV. Detailed explanation about plausible discrepancies is described in 
benchmark [4]. 

To estimate radiation safety of the population residing in close proximity to nuclear power 
plants, neutron and photon dose rates /  and dose rate / 1 ratios are examined and 
shown in Figure 4 for 11 on-site measurement positions (50 m - 1000 m) at height 10 m above 
the ground level. To calculate neutron and photon dose rates, flux-to-dose-rate conversion 
factors taken from the MCNP activation library LLLDOS1 [1] were used. The calculated 
neutron dose rates were consistent with the experimental values. The photon dose rates were 3 
times underpredicted at smaller distances and then better matching at distant measurement 
positions, when the contribution of the secondary photon radiation to total dose rate from the 
ground becomes prevailing (60 % - 80 %). The estimates of the neutron and photon dose rates, 
at distance 50 m from the reactor, are 0.5	 /  and	5	 / , respectively and then 
exponentially drop at greater distances.  

 

 
Figure 4: Neutron (black, red) and photon (blue, dark cyan) dose rates /  (left) and dose rate 
/ 1 ratios (right) at height 10 m above ground level for 11 on-site measurement positions due to 

open RA research reactor at power 300 kW. (Lines connecting the points act as eye guide only)  
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4.2 Comparison with analog simulation 

The primary objective of this article is not to compare the ADVANTG calculated results 
with the results obtained by the experiments as this kind of comparison would only confirm the 
accuracy of the MCNP model, which is not relevant for this work. The main purpose of the 
present work is to validate ADVANTG by checking that the speed up of the MCNP calculations 
due to ADVANTG-generated variance reduction parameters does not affect the estimates of 
the tally mean values. This was assessed through comparisons of accelerated simulations with 
long (10 times longer CPU time) analog MCNP simulations.  

Detector response of the ADVANTG-accelerated MCNP simulation has been normalized 
to the mean values of the long MCNP simulation, shown in Figure 5. This was performed to 
check that no bias was introduced to the simulation by the use of ADVANTG. For the first 6 
measurement positions the mean value of the ADVANTG assisted simulation did not differ 
from analog simulation for more than 0.4 % and both values have relative statistical 
uncertainties lower than 0.6 %. For measurement position from 600 m to 1000 m statistical 
uncertainties increased up to 5 %, exclusively for the analog MCNP calculations, due to the 
size/complexity of the geometry problem. Nevertheless, mean values remained inside 1  
statistical uncertainty. Due to large differences in partial relative errors, error bars due to 
ADVANTG calculations are presented individually as red.  

The convergence of the relative error was also observed through the varying measurement 
positions and proved to be smooth for all cases. 

 
 

 
Figure 5: The normalized value of the neutron dose rates (calculated using MCNP and ADVANTG 
generated weight windows and then normalized to the long analog MCNP calculation) with 1 sigma 
statistical uncertainty for 11 different on-site measurement positions. Error bars of ADVANTG 
calculations are visible as red. (Lines connecting the points act as eye guide only) 
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4.3 Speed-up of simulations 

The figure of merit (FOM), the parameter describing the efficiency of the simulation, is 
used to test the effectiveness of the variance reduction method. FOM is defined with Eq. (3) as 

 
1
∙ Δ

 (3) 

 
where T is the simulation CPU time and ΔR the tally relative statistical uncertainty. It can be 
interpreted as the efficiency factor where a higher value is desired. To estimate the overall 
speed-ups of the calculations, due to use of ADVANTG, it is useful to define  as  

 

  (4) 

 
where  and  are FOM values for a variance reduction assisted (ADVANTG 
+ MCNP) and an analog (MCNP) simulation, respectively. 

 The dependence of the  values of neutron/photon dose rates for 11 on-site 
measurement positions at height 10 m above ground level are presented in Figure 6. An upward 
trend in relative efficiency from 10 3 ∙ 10  and from 1 1400 can be observed for neutrons 
and photons, respectively. Variance reduction becomes more and more effective with increase 
in the distance from the reactor as the number of the simulated particles reaching the tally in 
analog simulation decreases. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6: The dependence of the  (speed-up) values of neutron/photon dose rates for 11 on-site 
measurement positions (50 m – 1000 m) for neutrons (black) and photons (blue). (Lines connecting 
the points act as eye guide only) 
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5 CONCLUSION 

The recently developed hybrid code ADVANTG was tested on a large radiating problem 
where neutrons and photons scattered in the air near the ground-air interface from the open RA 
research reactor (300 kW). ADVANTG has proven to be a powerful, easy to use tool for 
acceleration of Monte Carlo simulations in terms of required CPU time and with relatively low 
user-time needed to produce effective variance reduction parameters (fraction of a time needed 
for generation of the Monte Carlo based variance reduction parameters). The speed-up factors 
or the increases in relative efficiency of up to 1400 or 30000 were achieved for photons and 
neutrons, respectively. 

Experimental values are consistently lower than calculated ones, but more important is 
the fact that the discrepancies between mean values of ADVANTG assisted and long analog 
simulations in all cases remained within 1  statistical uncertainty. Therefore ADVANTG did 
not introduce any bias to the results.  

ADVANTG gives excellent results, nevertheless it is still at an early stage of use and has 
to be validate against many other benchmarks with even more complex geometry. 
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ABSTRACT 

The design of FBR fuel pin is strongly influenced by the centerline fuel temperature and 
the margin to fuel melting. With regard to this, the performance of MOX fuel is affected 
among others by the oxygen content. The local O/M (oxygen to metal) ratio changes under 
irradiation because of two main phenomena: fuel burn-up, radial redistribution under 
temperature gradients. The O/M ratio is one of the parameters influencing the thermal 
conductivity and melting temperature of fuel. It affects the chemical interaction between fuel 
and cladding. The role of the O/M ratio in determining the thermal conductivity of MOX fuel 
is more pronounced at the beginning of irradiation while other factors are more relevant at 
higher burn-up such as the diffusion of fission products towards the cladding. 

TRANSURANUS is a well-known fuel performance code. In view of the potential 
development of innovative fast reactor systems, the developers have devoted significant 
efforts to refine and improve several topics of MOX fuel modelling such as the release of 
helium and the redistribution of actinides under irradiation. A coupling between 
TRANSURANUS and the mechanistic code MFPR to describe the migration of fission 
products is ongoing in the frame of the collaboration between JRC and IRSN. The modelling 
of oxygen redistribution has been reviewed too. In particular, a new diffusion coefficient has 
been considered. 

The TRANSURANUS modelling of oxygen redistribution and its relationship with the 
evaluation of MOX thermal conductivity at beginning of life (BOL) are discussed in the 
paper. A detailed analysis of the experiments L5 and L6 performed in the SILOE reactor is 
presented. Thanks to the selection of proper irradiation conditions that permitted to reduce the 
role of interfering phenomena, these experiments are especially focused on the investigation 
of the oxygen redistribution. After irradiation, the radial profile of the O/M ratio was 
measured. The uncertainties affecting the O/M ratio, gap width, and thermal conductivity are 
considered in the TRANSURANUS analysis. Finally, the results are discussed in the light of 
the Molecular Dynamics (MD) studies dealing with the properties of unirradiated MOX fuel.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The thermal behaviour of fuel at BOL is of great importance due to the limits imposed 
by the safety criterion which prohibits fuel melting. In this view, the O/M ratio and the 
redistribution of oxygen should be accurately considered. Their role has been assessed in the 
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open literature. In particular, the relative importance of the O/M ratio and plutonium 
concentration on the thermal conductivity of MOX fuel has been debated in the findings of 
the Molecular Dynamics simulations published in recent years. This paper aims at discussing 
these themes through the analysis of experimental data by means of a traditional analytical 
tool in combination with the indications of an innovative approach in the consideration of fuel 
properties such as MD. 

2 THE O/M RATIO AND MOX THERMAL PERFORMANCE 

2.1 The SILOE L5 and L6 experiments 

The L5 and L6 irradiations took place in the SILOE (thermal neutron spectrum) 
experimental reactor [1]. These experiments are focused on the thermal behaviour of MOX 
fuel at beginning of life. They have been performed using a COMPERE experimental capsule 
composed of two concentric cylinders filled with liquid sodium-potassium (NaK) eutectic. 
The heat generated in the capsule is dissipated mainly in the radial direction without forced 
coolant mass flow. The duration of the experiments was short to avoid the onset of 
phenomena that could interfere with the effects of fuel stoichiometry (redistribution of 
oxygen, thermal effects). They ended with the scram of reactor to quench the oxygen radial 
profile. In each experiment 2 fuel rodlets (rod A and rod B) have been loaded in a COMPERE 
irradiation device. Rods A are hypo-stoichiometric, rods B are stoichiometric and used for 
comparison purpose. In the L5 experiment the O/M ratio of rod A is 1.976. A lower value has 
been tested in the L6 experiment. The O/M ratio of rod A in this case is 1.956. The fuel 
centerline temperature and the cladding inner temperature have been recorded in the course of 
the experiments. Post irradiation examinations have been performed. At this stage, the radial 
profile of the O/M ratio was measured [2,3]. 

In the initial part of the experiments, the power level was increased through several (13) 
steps until a fuel centerline temperature of about 2000°C was measured by the thermocouples. 
This operation required 4 hours. Afterwards, the corresponding power level was maintained 
constant for about 22 hours in the L5 experiment and 66 hours in the case of L6 test. The 
cladding temperature remained constant in the axial direction thanks to the high thermal 
conductivity of the NaK eutectic [2]. A schematic overview of the experimental set-up is 
shown in Fig. 1. Tab. 1 resumes main specifications of the experiments [1,2,4]. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic layout of the L5 pin [4] 
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The width of the diametral gap is affected by an error of 10 µm [2]. The fuel outer 
diameters presented in Tab. 1 are consistent with the values of diametral gap at thermocouples 
(THC) [5]. The gap widths are resumed in Tab. 1 together with the linear heat rate reached at 
the end of the power ramps [5]. The height of the upper plenum, composition of filling gas, 
and its pressure are not clearly stated in the literature. 
 

Table 1: L5 and L6 experiments 

Rodlet L5–A L5–B L6–A L6–B 

Fuel stack length, mm  70 70 70 70

Annular fuel stack, mm 40 40 40 40

Fuel outer diameter, mm 5.540 5.522 5.563 5.530

Fuel inner diameter, mm  1.550 1.550 1.550 1.550
235U, wt.% 0.755 0.755 0.755 0.755
239Pu, wt.% 82.545 82.545 82.545 82.545
240Pu, wt.% 15.376 15.376 15.376 15.376
241Pu, wt.% 1.713 1.713 1.713 1.713
242Pu, wt.% 0.360 0.360 0.360 0.360

Fuel type MOX MOX MOX MOX

Pu/(U+Pu), wt.% 18.7 18.7 18.7 18.7

O/M ratio, / 1.976 2.00 1.956 2.00

Fuel density, %TD 97 97 97 97

Cladding AISI 316 AISI 316 AISI 316 AISI 316

Clad inner diameter, mm 5.601 5.598 5.598 5.600

Clad outer diameter, mm 6.501 6.498 6.498 6.500

Nominal diametral gap*, µm 51 63 38 60

Max. linear power at THC^, W/cm 579 565 549 559

Initial diametral gap at THC^, µm 61 76 35 70

* reported in [2]; ^ reported in [5]. 

 
The consideration of the graph showing the O/M ratio radial profile has confirmed that 

the authors had discarded some experimental points [2]. Therefore, this data has not been used 
to assess the predictions of TRANSURANUS. These values are reported in italic (Tab. 2). 
The measurement of the L5 O/M ratio radial profile was carried out on solid pellets. In Tab. 2, 
the experimental data of L6-A refers to annular pellets (first group) and solid pellets (second 
group). 

2.2 Literature review 

In TRANSURANUS, the redistribution of oxygen is modelled in the OXIRED 
subroutine [6,7]. The diffusion coefficient of oxygen (cm2/s) employed in this model is 
presented in Eq. 1. The temperature applied in calculations is the average fuel temperature. 

The specific heat and oxygen diffusion of (U0.8Pu0.2)O2 prove the existence of the 
Bredig transition at about 2350 K [8]. This conclusion has been reaffirmed in [9]. The 
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analysis of MOX fuels (30 at.% plutonium) bearing different concentrations of americium 
oxide indicated that the Bredig transition should occur in the temperature interval 2000-2500 
K [10]. The authors report a markedly increase in the oxygen displacement around and above 
2500 K [10]. 

 









RT
DO

18137
exp0139.0       (1) 

 

In [11], the authors show that a significant increase in the anionic diffusivity takes place 
around 2400 K in MOX fuel (20 at.% plutonium). Cooper et al. studied the properties of 
MOX as a function of the concentration of plutonium [12]. The authors confirm the existence 
of a superionic transition at a temperature increasing with decreasing plutonium 
concentration. In the case of (U0.75Pu0.25)O2, the temperature at which the transition occurs is 
2500 K [12]. Their results below the Bredig transition agree with the findings of Kato et al. 
[13]. In both studies it is affirmed that the oxygen diffusion depends on the concentration of 
plutonium [12,13]. In [12], the authors indicate that the oxygen diffusivity increases with the 
increase of plutonium concentration. Kato et al. note that the oxygen chemical diffusion 
coefficient was smaller in the MOX with higher plutonium content (20 at.% vs. 30 at.%) [13]. 

 
Table 2: Radial profile of the O/M ratio, post-irradiation measurements [2] 

SILOE L5-A SILOE L6-A 

(r/R)2 Error in 
(r/R)2* O/M ratio (r/R)2 Error in 

(r/R)2* O/M ratio 

0.2148 0.0852 1.968 0.104 0.026 1.914
0.415 0.115 1.971 0.210 0.080 1.952

0.6 0.07 1.975 0.405 0.115 1.949
0.75 0.08 1.985 0.585 0.065 1.961

0.915 0.085 1.981 0.730 0.080 1.968
  0.895 0.085 1.983
   

0.0165 0.0165 1.942 0.0165 0.0165 1.929
0.0825 0.0495 1.962 0.0815 0.0485 1.944

0.216 0.084 1.972 0.215 0.085 1.937
0.415 0.115 1.972 0.415 0.115 1.949
0.675 0.145 1.986 0.6 0.07 1.953

  0.745 0.075 1.975
  0.91 0.09 1.985

* It accounts for the thickness of the radial zone used for measurement [3]. 

 
Arima et al. discuss the thermal conductivity of stoichiometric and hypo-stoichiometric 

MOX up to 2000 K [14]. Their analysis confirms that oxygen vacancy defects have a 
significant impact on the thermal conductivity especially at low temperature. Overall, the 
authors estimate that this effect is lower than assumed in the Philipponneau‘s model and in 
better agreement with the indications of Duriez et al. [14-16]. Matsumoto et al. discussed the 
thermal conductivity of MOX fuel with a concentration in plutonium of 20 at.% [17]. The 
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O/M ratio considered in this article lies in the interval 1.90-2.00. Their results are in good 
agreement with [15]. 

Ma et al. focused their analysis on the effect of the O/M ratio on the thermal 
conductivity of (U0.75Pu0.25)O2-x up to 3000 K [18]. In the low temperature and low oxygen 
deficiency ranges the outcomes are in good agreement with the indications published in the 
literature. Based on their simulations, they judge that the decrease in the thermal conductivity 
due to the O/M ratio is more significant than the reduction due to the concentration of 
plutonium [18]. This conclusion is valid in the interval of concentration 0.0-30.0 at.% studied 
by the authors [18].  

The correlation of MOX thermal conductivity recommended in TRANSURANUS has 
moved from the relationship given by Duriez et al. [16]. In the original correlation the 
phonon-lattice and phonon-phonon coefficients depend on the O/M ratio. Both coefficients 
depend linearly on the level of sub-stoichiometry. Philipponneau has proposed a phonon-
lattice coefficient as a parabolic function of the deviation from stoichiometry [15]. In the 
correlation recommended in TRANSURANUS it has been assumed that the effect of the O/M 
ratio is negligible and this quantity is not used in the model. The correlation by Philipponneau 
is available in TRANSURANUS among the options for the thermal conductivity of MOX 
fuel. 

3 TRANSURANUS MODELLING 

The TRANSURANUS modelling (version 2015) of the SILOE experiments has been 
developed assuming a LWR system and a thermal neutron spectrum [6]. The description of 
these quantities found in the literature is scarce and specific assumptions have been applied in 
calculations. The geometric description of fuel pins employs 7 axial slices. The height of each 
slice is 10 mm. The first 3 slices represent the solid pellets of each rodlet, the last 4 the 
annular pellets used to accommodate the thermocouples. The fifth slice of the model 
corresponds to the tip of the thermocouple. 

The thermohydraulic description assumes that the coolant temperature is imposed by the 
user. This temperature has been fixed to comply with the values of the cladding inner 
temperature reported in [2]. The heat transfer coefficient between the coolant bulk and the 
cladding is calculated by means of the ALKH subroutine. The coolant option is the liquid 
sodium (70%) - potassium (30%). The eutectic mixture is composed of 78% potassium and 
22% sodium. Therefore, the thermophysical properties of coolant applied in calculations do 
not match exactly the experimental conditions. The fission gas release model is the option 
recommended in the code (URGAS model with diffusion coefficients according to Matzke). 
An empirical densification model has been assumed whereas the relocation of fuel has been 
modelled by means of the modified FRAPCON-3 correlation. The redistribution of plutonium 
is not accounted for under LWR conditions (IPURE=0). The formation of a central void and 
fuel restructuring zones has not been considered. Standard models have been adopted for the 
calculation of friction forces between fuel and cladding, redistribution of oxygen, thermal 
conductivity of the gas mixture filling the capsules, and growth of grains size. A low plenum 
temperature model has been applied. The radial power profile is described through the model 
recommended in TRANSURANUS (TUBRNP). The material properties applied in 
calculations are recommended in the code. Two fuel thermal conductivity correlations have 
been considered: the correlation by Philipponneau and the correlation recommended for FBR 
MOX [6,15]. In simulations, two options for the linear heat rate have been applied. The first 
uses the rating presented in Tab. 2 and a constant axial profile. The second option considers 
the experimental values at different levels of the fuel stack published in [2]. A linear 
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approximation of the axial power profile has been adopted. The diametral gap widths 
presented in Tab. 2 have been tested as well (nominal and published in [5]). The pressure of 
filling gas (helium) is 0.1 MPa a value that together with a height of the upper plenum of 60 
mm gives a gas content close to the data reported in the post irradiation analyses (1.3 cm3 at 
STP).  

4 RESULTS 

Tab. 3 summarises the fuel temperatures predicted at the end of the start-up power ramp 
for comparison with the experimental measurements. They have been calculated under eight 
conditions. These combinations deal with the options of linear heat rate, diametral gap, and 
fuel thermal conductivity that have been mentioned in previous sections. The four cases 
calculated under the rating condition described in [2] are also presented in Fig. 2. The results 
obtained applying the rating option presented in Tab. 2 and reported in [5] overestimate the 
experimental data. However, their indications are fairly consistent with the findings presented 
in Fig. 2. Apart the L6-B case, where some deviation is noted, the Philipponneau’s correlation 
is in good agreement with the experimental measurements. The recommended correlation 
underestimates the experimental data of the hypo-stoichiometric cases. This deviation is more 
pronounced in the L6-A case. The gap widths published in [5] show good agreement with the 
experimental data. 

 
Table 3: Measured and calculated temperatures at the end of the initial power ramp (°C) 

power gap width conductivity L5–A L5–B L6–A L6–B 

p
ow

er
 [

5]
 

gap [2] 
Recommended 1993.35 2053.74 1887.22 2002.02 

Philipponneau 2029.41 1958.39 2083.94 1910.35 

gap [5] 
Recommended 2025.77 2094.43 1884.34 2034.87 

Philipponneau 2059.39 1996.81 2082.42 1940.97 

p
ow

er
 [

2]
 

gap [2] 
Recommended 1910.74 2002.21 1841.27 1969.68 

Philipponneau 1952.30 1908.85 2024.07 1879.75 

gap [5] 
Recommended 1941.02 2033.12 1837.03 1999.68 

Philipponneau 1977.94 1944.45 2022.35 1907.66 

Experimental measurements [5] 1982.00 1928.00 2040.00 1990.00 

 
 

The radial profiles of the O/M ratio calculated under the combination power [2] and gap 
[5] are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The uncertainty of the O/M ratio is 0.005 [5]. The choice of 
MOX thermal conductivity proves to have a mild effect on the results. This behaviour is 
consistent with the use of the average fuel temperature to calculate the oxygen diffusion 
coefficient. The radial profiles of the L5-A test are in roughly good agreement in the outer 
part of the pellet radius while an underestimation of the experimental data is seen in the 
middle/inner region. The experimental data shows a transition region below 0.2 (r/R)2 where 
the O/M ratio sharply decreases. Instead, the code predicts a smooth behaviour (Fig. 3). 
Predictions are in better agreement with the L6-A post-irradiation measurement (Fig. 4). The 
thermal diffusion modelling is more consistent with the experimental results at low values of 
the O/M ratio. However, a decrease in the experimental O/M ratio is noted in the inner region.  
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Figure 2: Comparison of predictions with the temperature measured at the end of the initial 

power ramp (order from the left: L5-B, L5-A, L6-B, L6-A) 
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Figure 3: Radial profile of the O/M ratio – comparison with the experimental data (slice 3) 

 
 
As seen in the 5L-A case, the authors comment that other phenomena could be 

superimposed to a diffusion mechanism to explain the experimental radial profiles of the O/M 
ratio [5]. They note that the outer boundary of the plateau could correspond to some specific 
fuel temperature [5]. Based on the findings published in [8-12], an increase in the oxygen 
diffusion coefficient is expected in an interval of fuel temperatures ranging from 2350 K to 
2500 K (Bredig transition). The level of fuel temperature measured in the experiments is close 
to this domain so that the temperature reached in solid pellets should be fairly consistent with 
the indications of the literature. Therefore, these results could be consistent with the 
occurrence of a superionic transition. This fact could explain the sharp decrease in the O/M 
ratio noted in the central region. 
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Figure 4: Radial profile of the O/M ratio – comparison with the experimental data (slice 3) 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper is focused on the effect of the O/M ratio on the thermal performance of 
MOX fuel at BOL. The SILOE L5 and L6 experiments have been modelled by means of the 
TRANSURANUS code. The results are in agreement with the indications of the 
Philipponneau’s correlation. The analysis of the L5-A rodlet could confirm the occurrence of 
the Bredig transition in agreement with the indications of the literature and the experimental 
evidence of an increase in the oxygen diffusivity in the central region of the pellet. 
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ABSTRACT 

Fast spectrum reactors highly differ from thermal systems considering the reactivity 

coefficients. Reactivity feedbacks play an important role during unprotected transients, where 

the reactor is expected to stabilize itself. Several neutron physical parameters are to be taken 

into account with uncertainties, to accurately determine the evolving temperatures during these 

transients. Uncertainty analyses show the relevant parameters and highlight the main sources 

of the target parameter uncertainty. The object of this study was to identify the important reactor 

physical parameters and the sources of the uncertainty of different target parameters during 

unprotected transients for two types of fast reactors. 

The most important reactor physical parameters were calculated with the Serpent Monte 

Carlo code for the ALLEGRO demonstration GFR core and for an SFR core with 3600 MWth 

power. Using the obtained coefficients of reactivity, point-kinetic parameters and power 

peaking factor, unprotected transient simulations were performed with the ATHLET 3.1A code 

in point-kinetic approach on simplified reactor core models. Uncertainty calculations were 

based on a statistical methodology, where the considered reactor physical uncertainties were 

taken from international benchmark results, but thermal-hydraulic uncertainties were ignored. 

It was found that during unprotected overpower transients the most important uncertain 

parameters are the Doppler and the fuel thermal expansion coefficient of reactivity, the power, 

and the power peaking factor. In addition, the large uncertainty of the positive coolant and 

cladding temperature coefficient of reactivity have a significant influence on the uncertainty of 

the peak cladding temperature in the case of unprotected loss of flow transients. The results 

show that the uncertainty of some reactor physical parameters should be reduced. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the past few decades, the safety analysis of nuclear power plants by using best estimate 

codes with an uncertainty analysis is getting more widespread [1]. The so called Best Estimate 

Plus Uncertainty (BEPU) approach leads to realistic results with safety margins. Furthermore, 
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the correlation between the input and output parameters can be measured by several correlation 

coefficients. 

The aim of the present study was to perform BEPU analyses of unprotected transients on 

a Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (SFR) and on the ALLEGRO reactor, concentrating on the 

uncertain reactor physical parameters. The calculation of the reactor physical parameters such 

as the coefficients of reactivity and the effective delayed neutron fraction are loaded with large 

uncertainties in the case of fast spectrum reactors. These parameters play an important role 

during unprotected transients, thus the uncertainties of the transient calculations are highly 

affected by the input uncertainties. The main contributors for the uncertainties of the results can 

be determined and quantified from the outcome of the BEPU analyses. 

The ALLEGRO reactor [2] will be the first representative of the GEN IV Gas-Cooled 

Fast Reactors (GFR). This experimental reactor will hopefully establish confidence in the 

innovative GFR system, by demonstrating GFR technologies such as the fuel, the fuel elements, 

and the decay heat removal function. In addition, a SFR with 3600 MW thermal power was also 

investigated. The core was designed and optimized in the frame of the CP-ESFR project [3].  

In this study, the GRS probabilistic method [4] was applied to the BEPU analyses of 

unprotected transients, using the ATLHET thermal-hydraulic code and a simple uncertainty and 

sensitivity calculation module. 

2 MODELS AND METHODS 

In this section, the ATHLET model is briefly described, and the selected uncertain 

parameters are introduced. Additionally, the methodology for the uncertainty and sensitivity 

analysis is explained, and the unprotected transients are presented. 

2.1 ATHLET model 

The thermal hydraulic computer code ATHLET (Analysis of Thermal Hydraulics of 

LEaks and Transients) is being developed by the GRS (Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und 

Reaktorsicherheit) for the analysis of operational conditions, abnormal transients and all kinds 

of leaks and breaks in nuclear power plants, primarily for light water reactors. In addition, the 

code is applicable to simulate plants and facilities with heavy water, helium, sodium or lead 

working fluids, but these features need to be further developed and validated [5]. 

In this work, only the cores of the ALLEGRO and the SFR were modelled. The model of 

the geometry starts with the lower plenum and continues to the active region which contains 

the average channels and a hot channel, representing the hottest fuel pin. In practice, uneven 

outlet temperature between the hottest pin and average pin can be mitigated by gagging the inlet 

of the fuel assembly, but this is not applied in this model.  One channel contains one fuel pin 

with its cladding and the associated coolant and divided into five axial layers. The wrapper of 

the assembly and other structural elements were neglected. The model of the geometry ends in 

the upper plenum. 

The nuclear heat generation was simulated with the ATHLET point kinetics model. It 

requires reactivity contributions as a function of different temperatures, such as fuel and coolant 

temperatures or as a function of any user defined or system variable. The code also needs 

neutron kinetics parameters such as delayed neutron fractions and prompt neutron lifetime. 

Reactivity coefficients and kinetics parameters were calculated by Serpent, but for the thermal-

hydraulic calculations, the values were taken from international benchmark results for the 

ALLEGRO [6] and for the SFR [7], where results from several contributors were averaged, 
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including our Serpent results. The standard deviations of the compared values are used in this 

study as the extent of the uncertainties. The mean values and the uncertainties are summarized 

in Table 1. 

Table 1. The mean values and uncertainties of the considered input parameters  

 

ALLEGRO SFR Distribution 

function 

(pdf) 
Average 

Half-interval 

/ Rel. Std. 
Average Half-interval 

/ Rel. Std. 

Power (MW) 75 2% 3600 2% Uniform 

Axial power distribution (-) - 2% - 2% Uniform 

Pin power peaking factor (-) 1.267 2% 1.357 2% Uniform 

Beta effective (pcm) 376 6.61% 357 2.52% Gauss 

Doppler constant (pcm) -356 11.59% -833 6.36% Gauss 

Fuel expansion reactivity 

coefficient (pcm/K) 
-0.379 13.31% -0.133 7.52% Gauss 

Cladding expansion reactivity 

coefficient (pcm/K) 
0.058 30.09% 0.039 7.67% Gauss 

Coolant (&wrapper) temperature 

reactivity coefficient (pcm/K) 
0.138  30.09% 0.491 7.76% Gauss 

2.2 Methodology for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis 

In this study, the best estimate simulations were completed with uncertainty analyses in 

order to provide information about the safety margins. The calculations were based on the 

probabilistic GRS method [4]. In addition, sensitivity analyses were performed to find the 

sources of output uncertainties. 

The first and most important step of the uncertainty analyses is to identify the uncertain 

input parameters and assign probabilistic distribution functions (pdfs) to them. Several types of 

uncertainties can be taken into account, nevertheless this study focuses on reactor physical 

parameters, as those play an important role during unprotected transients. Table 1 contains the 

selected parameters. Uniform distribution functions were set to the power, axial power 

distribution and pin power factor as the knowledge about these parameters is limited, and the 

half-intervals are the result of engineering considerations. The beta effective and the 

coefficients of reactivity are described by normal distribution functions, where the mean values 

and standard deviations are taken from benchmark results. It should be noted, that the 

correlations between the uncertain input parameters were not considered. 

The essence of the GRS methodology is the simultaneous random sampling of the input 

parameters according to their pdfs. The simulations can be performed with the modified input 

parameters, and tolerance intervals can be calculated for the output variables. A tolerance 

interval can be described with a fractile and a confidence level. The relation between the 

fractile, the confidence level and the number of code runs is given by the Wilk’s formula [8] 

[9]. For two-sided tolerance intervals with 95% fractile and 95% confidence level, at least 93 

runs needed. In this case, the interval will include at least the 95% of the population with 95% 

confidence level. In this study, 299 runs were performed per transient resulting in a 98%/98% 

tolerance interval. 

In order to identify the effect of the input parameters on the selected output parameters, 

the Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated as sensitivity measures [10]. This 

correlation provides a measure of the strength of the linear relationship between an input and 

the output parameter. The value of the coefficient stands between -1 and +1, where the output 
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value changes in the same direction as the input value in case of a positive coefficient, and vice 

versa. Under a critical value of the coefficient, the correlation is not relevant. The critical value 

depends on the number of runs and the significance level. The critical value is 0.11 when the 

number of runs is 299 and the significance level is 0.05. The target parameter of the sensitivity 

study was the maximum temperature of the cladding during the transients. 

2.3 Unprotected transients 

The effect of the reactor physical parameters can be studied during unprotected transients, 

when an abnormal event occurs, combined with a failure of the reactor shutdown system. In 

these very rare cases, the reactor is expected to stabilize itself without any fatal damage. These 

critical damages are the melting of the fuel or the cladding, which can be avoided by not 

exceeding the safety limits (melting point of the cladding or the fuel). The best estimate 

calculation of the fuel and cladding maximum temperatures plus the uncertainty range can’t 

reach the safety limits. In fact, there is a more rigorous regulatory requirement, called 

acceptance criterion, which can’t exceed. BEPU analyses of specific unprotected transients 

should prove, that safety limits are not violated. 

During an unprotected loss of flow (ULOF) transient, the coolant mass flow rate 

decreases, due to the failure of the pump or blower. In the case of unprotected overpower 

transients (UTOP), the reactivity increases to a certain level. A relatively slow reactivity 

insertion can be the result of a control rod withdrawal. A ULOF (Figure 1) and a slow UTOP 

(Figure 2) transient were simulated on both the ALLEGRO and the SFR. The transients were 

specified in the frame of an SFR benchmark [11]. 

 
Figure 1. Relative mass flow rate vs. time 

during Unprotected Loss of Flow Transient 

 
Figure 2. Slow reactivity insertion (1$) 

during Unprotected Transient Overpower  

3 RESULTS 

Uncertainty analyses were performed for a ULOF and a slow UTOP transient for the 

ALLEGRO and for the SFR. In this study, only the results for the SFR are presented in detail. 

However, all the results are considered in the sensitivity analyses. 

3.1 Best estimate plus uncertainty calculations 

Reactivity contributions from the temperature changes of the fuel pellet, the coolant 

(together with the wrapper) and the cladding were determined for the transients and shown in 

the reactivity balance diagrams. The maximum and average best estimate values of the fuel 
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pellet, cladding and coolant temperatures were also calculated. The tolerance intervals for the 

transients are also presented in this section. 

In the case of the SFR ULOF, the power increases at the beginning of the transient, due 

to the large positive coolant reactivity coefficient. Reactivity contributions from the 

temperature increase of the fuel pellet and the coolant are almost the same (Figure 3). The 

simulation lasted 17 seconds since the maximum temperature of the coolant (Figure 4) reached 

the boiling point of sodium (873 °C) and ATHLET can’t handle the two-phase sodium. It is 

important to mention that although the power increases during the beginning of the transient, 

the main reason for the sodium boiling is the decreasing coolant mass flow rate. The simulation 

shows that the defined unprotected loss of flow transient leads to a very fast sodium boiling, 

however, it can be prevented by applying a diverse reactor shutdown system. 

 
Figure 3. Reactivity balance during ULOF 

in the SFR 

 
Figure 4. Best estimate temperatures of the 

fuel, cladding, and coolant during ULOF in 

the SFR 

 
Figure 5. Reactivity balance during UTOP 

in the SFR 

 
Figure 6. Best estimate temperatures of the 

fuel, cladding, and coolant during UTOP in 

the SFR 

In the beginning of the SFR UTOP, the total reactivity increases (Figure 5) due to the 

inserted reactivity, thus the power also increases which leads to temperature increase (Figure 

6). Negative reactivity feedback occurs due to fuel pellet warming, which stops the further 

temperature increase and the power stabilizes at a higher value than the initial. The temperature 

difference between the pellet and the coolant increases in accordance with the increasing power. 
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The maximum fuel pellet temperature in the hot channel reach up to 2773 °C according to the 

best estimate calculation, which is very close the melting point of the fuel pellet (2865 °C). 

In addition to the best estimate calculations, uncertainty analyses were performed by 

taking into account the uncertainties of the reactor physical parameters. Two-sided tolerance 

intervals with 98% fractile and 98% confidence level are shown in Table 2 for all four cases. 

Table 2. Best estimate values, tolerance intervals (98%/98%) and standard deviations of the 

fuel, cladding and coolant maximum temperatures during unprotected transients 

Temperatures (°C) Fuel Cladding Coolant Fuel Cladding Coolant 
 SFR ULOF SFR UTOP 

Best estimate 2215.8 882.6 873 2773.2 702.5 686.0 

Minimum 2077.5 880.8 873 2556.7 679.4 663.9 

Maximum 2345.8 884.4 873 3026.8 730.4 712.9 

Standard deviation 43.1 0.65 0 74.6 9.1 8.6 
 ALLEGRO ULOF ALLEGRO UTOP 

Best estimate 1467.2 1398.5 1333.2 1803.7 1232.8 1129.5 

Minimum 1315.8 1252.9 1193.4 1545.4 1062.2 976.9 

Maximum 1693.5 1618.8 1545.0 2159.1 1497.3 1369.7 

Standard deviation 66.5 63.6 60.6 113.1 83.6 75.7 

Sodium boiling occurs in all the 299 cases of SFR ULOF. The cladding and the sodium 

temperature is highly connected due to the excellent heat transfer between them, therefore the 

standard deviation of the peak cladding temperature is small. Even though the tolerance interval 

of the fuel temperature is below the safety limit, the safety criteria might be violated, since the 

ULOF transient is incomplete. 

During the SFR UTOP, the fulfilment of the fuel pellet temperature related safety criteria 

can’t be proven as the maximum of the tolerance interval (3027 °C) far exceeds the melting 

point of the fuel pellet (2865 °C). This is not acceptable for a successful safety analyses report, 

but the SFR concept and the defined UTOP transient is rather theoretical, composed for 

benchmarking purposes. 

The coolant of the ALLEGRO reactor is helium gas, thus there is no limit for the coolant 

temperature. However, there is a safety limit for the peak cladding temperature. The cladding 

will be made of AIM-1 (Austenitic Improved Material) steel, but the data including melting 

point is not publicly available. Nevertheless, 1500 °C can be set as an upper estimate of the 

melting point. This limit is violated during the ULOF and almost reached during the UTOP 

transient. 

3.2 Sensitivity 

The uncertainty of a selected output parameter (e.g. peak cladding temperature) depends 

on the uncertainty of the input parameters and the strength of the dependence between the input 

and the output parameter. The Pearson coefficient shows the extent of the correlation between 

two parameters, which is significant if the absolute value of the coefficient is larger than 0.11, 

as discussed in Section 2.2. The results are shown in Figure 7, where the uncertain input 

parameters are the coolant (&wrapper) temperature reactivity coefficient (Cool), the Doppler 

coefficient (Dopp), the fuel expansion reactivity coefficient (FuExp), the cladding expansion 

reactivity coefficient (Clad), the nominal power of the reactor (Pow), the effective delayed 

neutron fraction (Beta), the pin power peaking factor (Kq) and the axial power distribution (the 

power in each node: Hc1-5). 
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In the case of the SFR ULOF, only the power related parameters are significant. As the 

maximum of the cladding temperature is strongly connected to the outer temperature of the 

coolant, which is 873 °C in all the cases, only the change of the power in the top node influences 

the peak cladding temperature, thus the most significant parameter is the power in the top node 

(Hc5). When the power increases in the fourth node (Hc4), the power decreases in the fifth, 

which leads to a large negative coefficient for the fourth node. The power of the reactor and the 

pin power peaking factor also affect the power of the fifth node. 

During the ALLEGRO ULOF, the peak cladding temperature is largely influenced by the 

coolant temperature reactivity coefficient. The coolant temperature highly increases through 

this transient, furthermore, the value and the standard deviation of the coefficient is also huge, 

according to Table 1. In addition, the effect of the fuel expansion reactivity coefficient and the 

pin power peaking factor are also relevant, moreover, the impact of the Doppler coefficient and 

the power are also notable. 

The UTOP transient leads to large increase in the fuel pellet temperature, thus the most 

relevant parameters are the fuel expansion reactivity coefficients and the Doppler coefficients 

for both reactors. Additionally, the peak cladding temperature is also sensitive to the power and 

the pin power peaking factor, especially in the case of the SFR. 

 

Figure 7. Pearson coefficients between the uncertain input parameters and the peak cladding 

temperature during the selected unprotected transients 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses were presented for the simulation of unprotected 

transients in an SFR and the ALLEGRO reactor. Simplified reactor core models were created 

using the ATHLET thermal-hydraulic code. The GRS probabilistic methodology was applied 

for the uncertainty studies. It was shown that the fulfilment of the safety criteria can’t be proven 

in some cases, but the tolerance intervals could be reduced by decreasing the uncertainty of the 

input parameters. The uncertainty of the coolant reactivity coefficient for the ALLEGRO 

(30.1%) hopefully can be reduced by further improvement and validation of the reactor physical 

calculations in order to lower the maximum of the calculated peak cladding temperature. In 

addition, the reliability of the Doppler coefficient and the fuel expansion reactivity coefficient 

calculation should be improved for both reactors. Finally, this study adumbrates that additional 

safety shutdown systems might be needed for the ALLEGRO reactor to handle unprotected 

transients. 
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, during the operation of our reactors, it is compulsory to know the changes in
xenon concentration, because it has a high reactivity feedback due to absorption cross-section.
As a result of the growth in the active zone size and the need for load following mode, the
frequency of instability has grown. In this study, the reactor was described with point kinetics
equation, which takes six delayed neutron groups, the temperature of the fuel and the coolant,
and the latter and the xenon concentration feedback into consideration. A program was devel-
oped for numerical calculation, using the correlation between the Taylor series of the functions.
The solution can be used to simulate different reactor states and testing events.

1 INTRODUCTION

Xenon is formed directly in fission, but the major portion results from the decay of iodine-
135 with a half-life of 6.7 hours. Figure 1 shows the production and consumption of xenon-135
[1]. The xenon poisoning and oscillation is one of the most challenging problem from the
50’s, because there is a possibility that it can cause localized oscillations in the power in large
reactors. This theory has been described in the years 50-60’s [2] [3].

Figure 1: Xenon poisoning, production and consumption of xenon-135

Today’s challenge is to write a control model for the load-following reactors with large
core. There are two different ways. One of them is getting information about the reactor by
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solving the point kinetics equations [4] [5]. The other way is the same but it uses diffusion
model [6] [7] [8].

I chose the point kinetics model because it is space dependent so the calculations are
easier in mathematical aspect.

2 POINT KINETICS EQUATIONS

The calculation of the neutron density is using the value of the reactivity and the relative
density of the ith precursors. The neutron density relative to initial equilibrium density:

dnr

dt
=
ρ(t)− β

Λ
nr(t) +

1

Λ

6∑
i=1

λiCri(t), (1)

where nr is relative neutron density, ρ(t) is reactivity, β is total delayed neutron fraction, Λ
is effective prompt neutron life time, λi are radioactive decay constants of ith group neutron
precursors and Cri are relative densities of the ith precursors.

The changes of the relative densities of the ith precursors are depends on the values of the
densities of the precursors and the neutron density:

dCri

dt
=
βi
Λ
nr(t)− λiCri, i = 1, 2 . . . 6 (2)

where the values are the same as previous and βi are ith group delayed neutron fractions.
For the fuel temperature changing calculation, we need the values of the fuel- and coolant

temperature:

dTf

dt
=

1

µf
[ffP0nr(t)− Ω(Tf − Tc)] , (3)

where µf is total heat capacity of the fuel, ff is fraction of reactor power deposited in the fuel,
P0 is initial equilibrium power, and Ω is heat transfer coefficient between fuel and coolant.

The calculation of outlet temperature changing is similar to the changing of the fuel tem-
perature but the heat which was delivered by the coolant needs to be considered:

dTl

dt
=

1

µc
[(1− ff )P0nr(t) + Ω(Tf − Tc)−M(Tl − Te)] , (4)

where µc is total heat capacity of the reactor coolant, M is mass flow rate multiplied by heat
capacity of the coolant, and the average temperature of the coolant is the following:

Tc =
Te + Tl

2
, (5)

where Te is the inlet temperature.
For the calculation of xenon concentration changing, we need to know the iodine concen-

tration and also the neutron density:

dX
dt

= γXΣfBnr + λII − σXXBnr − λXX, (6)

where γX is xenon yield, Σf is macroscopic fission cross-section, B is constant, γI is iodine
decay constant, I is iodine concentration, σX is microscopic absorption cross-section of xenon,
and λX is xenon decay constant.
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The iodine concentration depends only on the neutron density and how much was the
iodine concentration before:

dI
dt

= γIΣfBnr − λII (7)

My model uses external reactivity (for example rods, boric acid) and three types of re-
activity feedback what depend on the fuel temperature, the coolant temperature and the xenon
concentration change:

ρ = ρex + αf(Tf − Tf0) + αc(Tc − Tc0)−
(
σX

Σf

)
(X −X0), (8)

where ρex is external reactivity, αf is fuel temperature reactivity coefficient, αc is coolant tem-
perature reactivity coefficient.

The connection between the thermal power and the relative neutron density is given by
the constant:

B =
P0

ErΣfV
, (9)

where V is the volume of the reactor and Er is the energy released per fission.

3 TAYLOR SERIES ALGORITHM

The Taylor series expansion of f(t) test function can be written as

f(t+ h) = f(t) + h
df
dt

+
1

2!
h2 d2f

dt2
+ . . . (10)

Taking into account only the first-order terms and substituting the corresponding deriva-
tives, the point kinetics equations can be rewritten into an explicit discrete first order evolution
equation system.

The accuracy of the solution of this system is influenced by the time step (h) [9].

4 INITIAL VALUES AND CONSTANTS USED FOR SIMULATION

My simulation used constants which are valid for the Pakistan Research Reactors, and
most of them come from [4], only the details of the delayed neutrons come from [9].

The initial values are equal to the equilibrium values:

• The simulation starts at equilibrium state, so the neutron density is equal to the equilib-
rium neutron density, this way:

nr(0) = 1 (11)

• Taking the left side of the equations (2) zero and using the correlation (11):

Cri(0) =
nr(0) · βi

Λ · λi
=

βi
Λ · λi

(12)
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Table 1: Constants used in the calculations
Parameter Value Parameter Value

P0 0.001 MW β1 0.000215
ff 0.95 β1 0.001424
V 1.16 · 105 cm3 β3 0.001274
Ω 0.81577MW/◦C β4 0.002568
M 5.7351 · 10−4MW/◦C β5 0.000748
TC0 30◦C β6 0.000273
µf 0.333 MJ/◦C λ1 0.0124 1/s
µc 0.1451 MJ/◦C λ2 0.0305 1/s
αf 1.11 · 10−6 ∆k

k◦C λ3 0.111 1/s
αc −5.97 · 10−5 ∆k

k◦C λ4 0.301 1/s
σX 3.5 · 10−18 cm2 λ5 1.14 1/s
Σf 0.3358 1/cm λ6 3.01 1/s
γX 0.003 Λ 0.000041
γI 0.059 Er 200 MeV
λX 2.1 · 10−5 1/s λI 2.9 · 10−5 1/s

• Taking the left side of the equations (6) and (7) zero, the initial iodine and xenon concen-
tration is equal to the equilibrium iodine and xenon concentration

I(0) =
γI · Σf ·B · nr(0)

λI
(13)

X(0) =
γX · Σf ·B · nr(0) + γI · I(0)

σX ·B · nr(0) + λX
(14)

• Because we know the value of the initial coolant temperature, the initial fuel temperature
comes from the equation (3) when choosing the left side to zero:

Tf0 = Tf(0) =
ff · P0 · nr(0) + Tc(0) · Ω

Ω
(15)

• Using the equations (4) and (5), we can calculate the initial inlet and outlet temperature:

Te(0) =
2 ·M · TC0 − P0 · nr(0)

2 ·M
(16)

Tl(0) =
P0 · nr(0) +M · Te(0)

M
(17)

5 CALCULATION PROCESS

I have written a code in C which can solve numerically the equations (1) – (8) with using
the Taylor series. My calculation approximates by taking the inlet temperature constant.

Figure 2 shows a quick view about the order of calculations.
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Figure 2: Calculation process

6 RESULTS

I have made a simulation with initial values and constants from section 4.
The external reactivity was ρex = 0.001 in time between 100 and 200 sec, ρex = 0 any-

where else.
Figure 3 and 4 show the results of neutron density, reactivity, iodine and xenon concen-

tration dependence on time.

7 CONCLUSION

The numerical solution based on Taylor-series expansion used to solve the point kinetics
equations coupled with thermohydraulics (used to simulate neutron density, fuel- and coolant
temperature, iodine- and xenon concentration) works well. My results provide global informa-
tion about the reactor behaviour.

This model needs to be supplemented for the calculation of unsteady inlet water temper-
ature and multi-points neutron kinetics equations need to be applied to investigate axial density
of xenon concentration.

Using the signals of in-core neutron detectors and thermocouples, the measured neutron
density, inlet- and outlet water temperature will be given in the future.
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Figure 3: Neutron density and reactivity with ρex = 0.001 when t ∈ [100 s; 200 s] and h =
0.0001

Figure 4: Xenon and iodine concentration with ρex = 0.001 when t ∈ [100 s; 200 s] and
h = 0.0001
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ABSTRACT

The Serpent-GNOMER code sequence was validated for Krško NPP using first fuel cycle
in 2015. This is a three step sequence where we applied the Monte Carlo method to obtain
the cell homogenized cross sections and to use them in fuel assembly calculations. The results
showed good agreement between the Serpent-GNOMER simulation and the reference WIMSD-
GNOMER calculation. This study also showed that the difference in computational time is
about 3 orders of magnitude so for routine calculations the computational time must be shorter.

Shorter calculational time can be achieved using a new approach that will be developed
in the following years. In this new approach we will obtain the cell homogenized cross sections
in fuel assembly calculations and to use them in full core nodal diffusion calculation. In recent
years we have learned that it is very important to have a really good reference results. We will
compare the results with the MIT BEAVRS benchmark, which provides a detailed description
of a commercial PWR with a lot of experimental measurements.

In this paper the results of 3D heterogeneous model of the full core using a Monte Carlo
code Serpent 2 will be presented using zero power conditions and fresh core configuration.

1 INTRODUCTION

Full core calculation has been performed using the WIMSD-GNOMER (WG) system
to ensure safe and reliable operation of the Krško Nuclear Power Plant within the limits of the
technical specifications since its operation. The WIMSD-GNOMER was designed to provide an
independent computational tool that can be used for simple fast calculations (fuel management)
as well as for accurate calculations (reloads core design). The WIMSD [1] is a deterministic
lattice code for cell calculations and GNOMER [2] is the neutron diffusion code developed
at the Jožef Stefan Institute used for fuel assembly and core calculations. The unit cell and
fuel assembly cross section homogenisation method employs the so-called Effective Diffusion
Homogenization (EDH) method, which was first elaborated by Trkov and Ravnik [3].

Advances in computer capabilities enable us to use more sophisticated methods and mod-
els to improve and validate the existent models. Therefore new approach was developed where
the existent WIMSD code for lattice cell calculations was replaced with sophisticated Monte
Carlo code Serpent 2 [4]. The homogenization procedure was developed using the effective
diffusion homogenization method (EDH), to obtain the cell homogenized cross sections to use
them in fuel assembly model.
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The first results of the Serpent-GNOMER (SG) code coupling was investigated for Krško
NPP fuel cycle [4]. Three-step procedure using Serpent-GNOMER calculations were compared
to results obtained from established deterministic WIMSD-GNOMER calculation. The results
turned out to be in good agreement at HZP and HFP conditions. The accuracy of the power
distribution results at HZP using SG simulation was close to the accuracy of the WG simulation
with an average difference being around 0.5 %. At HFP and burnup conditions the differences
in critical boron concentration were mostly less than 50 ppm, compared to the measurements
and WG simulation. It was shown that the difference in computational time is about 3 orders of
magnitude. Replacing the present transport solver with a Mone Carlo solver and using conven-
tional three step procedure is still out of the question for routine calculations.

The next step is to develop the sequence that is commonly used by other research in-
stitutes. The most extensive work has been carried out with the Serpent-DYN3D [5] code
sequence. In these studies, assembly group constants are generated using Serpent code to use
them in DYN3D nodal diffusion code. The sequence is used for modeling the hot zero power
(HZP) conditions of various PWR and SFR cores. Other similar comparisons include full-scale
calculations with Serpent-PARCS [6] and assembly-level comparisons to CASMO-5 [6] and
DRAGON codes [7].

The best available reference solution for the homogenized full-core calculation is the
modeling of the 3D heterogeneous problem by using Monte Carlo method. This approach has
one disadvantage. Due to the limitation of the computational resources it is not sufficient for
performing the coupling between neutronics and thermal hydraulics calculations, therefore the
validation is limited to the analyses of zero-power conditions and initial cores.

This paper is the first publication in a study involving the validation of the Serpent-
GNOMER code sequence for PWR fuel cycle simulations, including comparison to experimen-
tal data provided in the MIT BEAVRS benchmark [8] problem by performing homogenization
on fuel assembly level. In this paper, the HZP condition of the initial core reference calculations
using 3D Monte Carlo model are presented.

2 BEAVERS BENCHMARK

The benchmark for evaluation and validation of reactor simulations (BEAVRS) was ini-
tiated by the research group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The goal was
to provide a test case for the validation of 3D Monte Carlo methods. The benchmark test case
provides a detailed description of a commercial 1000 MW Westinghouse PWR reactor core.
Operating history for the first two cycles, together with experimentally power distributions and
control rod bank worths are given.

Reactor core is loaded with 193 fuel assemblies with pin lattice configuration 17 × 17
and three fuel regions enrichments: 1.6, 2.4 and 3.1 wt.% U-235. The active fuel height is
365.76 cm and 264 fuel rods inserted in the core. In cycle 1 the burnable poisons in the form of
borosilicate glass burnable absorber pins containing 12.5 % B203 was used for partial control
of excess reactivity. There were a total of 1266 burnable poison rods inserted in the guide tubes
of fuel assemblies in 5 configurations. Also Ag-In-Cd control rods clusters are divided in 4
control and 5 shutdown banks. Axial flux profiles are measured at 58 assembly positions. The
fuel loading pattern for cycle 1 is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Core loading pattern and burnable absorber positions for cycle 1.

3 SERPENT CODE

Serpent is a Monte Carlo reactor physics code [9]. Development started at VTT Technical
Research Centre of Finland nine years ago, and since its public release in 2009, the code has
gathered an active user community of more than 250 users in 100 organizations in 28 countries
around the world. The Serpent code is used in different nuclear fields: group constant generation
and fuel cycle studies, full Monte Carlo research reactor modeling and in coupling multi-physics
calculations.

Serpent 2 is still in a beta-testing phase, and available to licensed users of Serpent 1. De-
velopment of Serpent 2 started due to the difficulties in memory handling in Serpent 1. In Ser-
pent 2 the unionized energy grid approach in lattice physics calculations was made optional, and
different optimization modes were introduced for large and small burnup calculation problems.
Parallelization is based on the combination of MPI and OpenMP, which is a shared-memory
parallelization technique that allows dividing the calculation into multiple threads within the
same computational unit, without increasing the overall memory demand. Test calculations on
a modern PC workstation with 96 GB of memory have shown that Serpent 2 can handle 200,000
depletion zones in burnup calculation, without limitations in parallelization [10].
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4 CALCULATIONS

In order to successfully model BEAVRS experiment a detailed 3-D Serpent model was
constructed where the core configuration is changed and adjusted to the experimental configu-
ration. 3-D Serpent model is presented in Figures 2 and 3 where the core is surrounded with
baffle, barrel, neutron shields, pressure vessel and container.

In the axial assembly model, a fuel assembly is divided into several axial zones to rep-
resent the fuel rod elements and assembly support structures such as the spacer grids, upper
plenum, fuel end plug, bottom supporting plate and upper nozzle. Axial configuration was
modeled in detail, total of 35 axial planes with a very heterogeneous plane structure was in-
cluded.

Figure 2: Geometrical model (xy view) of the BEAVRS reactor using Serpent code.
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Figure 3: Geometrical model (xz view) of the BEAVRS reactor using Serpent code.

4.1 HZP Core Calculations

The benchmark specification provides various measured data such as critical boron con-
centration, control rod bank worth, isothermal temperature coefficients, and in-core detector
signals. In this paper only the criticality comparison is made for the first cycle data. The analy-
ses was performed with 50 inactive and 250 active cycles of 105 neutrons using 2.67GHz Intel
Xeon CPU.

The core reactivity was calculated for the given measured boron concentration (Cb), 975
ppm, and for the all rod out (ARO) case. Inlet coolant temperature was 566.5 K. Table shows
the results of the criticality calculations.

Table 1: Comparison of criticality calculation at 1st cycle HZP with the measurement.

Measured Cb [ppm] Serpent ∆k
ARO 975 1.00016 ± 0.00014 16 ppm

For the all rod out case, three dimensional Serpent model gives an excellent prediction of
criticality with only 16 ± 14 pcm difference. From the given results, we could conclude the
the Serpent Monte Carlo modeling was made properly and that the code can estimate the core
reactivity of the BEAVRS benchmark accurately for the given HZP condition.
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5 CONCLUSION

In this paper the first phase of the study, involving the development of Serpent-GNOMER
code sequence is presented by calculating the reference solution using Monte Carlo method
of 3-D BEAVRS benchmark. Only the HZP conditions with all rods out was calculated. The
comparison of the Serpent results with the measurement data proved the solution accuracy in
criticality is less than 50 pcm for a given criticality core configuration.
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ABSTRACT 

The controlled transient from nominal reactor power to Hot Zero Power followed by a 

return to 100% reactor power was performed. The reactor power transient was simulated and 

predicted with advanced nuclear code programs and compared to the actual measured 

reactivity parameters. The simulated and measured data of the main reactivity control 

parameters such as boron concentration, control rods position, average coolant temperature 

and axial flux difference show good agreement. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The reactor power transient from nominal reactor power to Hot Zero Power followed by 

a return to 100% reactor power was simulated, predicted and measured with advanced nuclear 

code program, which uses on-line data from plant instrumentation to develop and provide 

information on the actual core conditions. The simulated and measured data for the main 

parameters of interest such as boron concentration, control bank position, average coolant 

temperature and AFD are compared and discussed. The initial reactor power decrease to 70 % 

was not simulated. 

Excess reactivity in the reactor core is controlled by two neutron-absorbing methods, 

control rods and boric acid. Changes in reactivity which occur over relatively long periods of 

time are compensated for by changing the water soluble boron concentration in the coolant. 

Boron in the form of boric acid is used as the neutron absorber in the reactor coolant with two 

naturally occurring isotopes of B-10 (neutron absorbing) and B-11 (non-absorbing). The 

concentration of B-10 in natural boron is about 19.9 a/o. The control rods provide relatively 

rapid reactivity control. The control rods are divided into groups, control banks and shutdown 

banks. The shutdown banks are used to ensure sufficient shutdown margin reactivity and are 

not used for any other reactivity control. The control banks are used to compensate for 

reactivity changes associated with changes in operating conditions such as temperature and 

power Error! Reference source not found.. The average coolant temperature may also be 

used to the change reactivity in a minor manner. 
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The Axial Flux Difference (AFD) is calculated as the power difference between the top 

and the bottom half of the reactor core based on the average of the eight calibrated excore 

Power Range Detectors. The AFD is required to be maintained within ±5% of the target AFD. 

The target AFD value is determined at 100% power. At lower reactor power this restriction is 

less limiting Error! Reference source not found.. The average reactor coolant temperature 

(Tavg) is the average of the coolant temperatures at the core inlet and outlet.  

The simulation of the controlled transient was performed by BEACON (Best Estimate 

Analysis of Core Operations – Nuclear), which is a commercial core monitoring and 

operational support package developed for use at PWR plants. The BEACON system is a 

real-time core monitoring system which uses existing core instrumentation data to provide 

continuous core power distribution monitoring. Accurate load manoeuvre prediction 

capabilities are also available through BEACON. Load Swing function executes a series of 

depletion calculations based on a user supplied load profile. These prediction functions utilise 

a 3D nodal model that is continuously updated to reflect the plant operating history. The 

calculation can be used to model a number of conditions (e.g.  power reduction, initial load 

increase, rapid emergency load reductions etc.) and thus can be used to provide support 

information for reactor control strategies. Typically, prioritising AFD control to minimising 

the AFD to the target value is chosen [1]. 

The technical specifications requirements for AFD control during a transient means the 

changes control bank position and boron concentration are combined. The operator strategy is 

to maintain the AFD near the target value. The exact operation of combining changes in boron 

concentration and control bank position depends on the decision made by operational team 

responding to actual conditions and future demands for reactor state (e.g. increasing load, 

shutdown or low power operation for a requested amount of time), which can not be 

simulated very accurately. The reactor coolant temperature in the simulation is assumed to be 

always at the target value, where in reality, it is beneficial to allow use of the target band for 

some minor control. 

 

2 COMPARISON 

The main parameters of interest are boron concentration, control banks position, 

average coolant temperature and AFD. Each of the following sections shows a comparison of 

the measured values performed to the BEACON version 6 predicted values. 

2.1 Boron Concentration 

As can be observed from Figure 1: Comparison of predicted (red) and measured (black) 

boron concentration when decreasing reactor power. the measured boron concentration at 

reactor power decrease agrees with the predicted boron concentration. The measured boron 

concentration is about 25 ppm higher than predicted after reactor power decrease to circa 2%. 

The main reason is due to the higher actual control bank position for about 25 steps compared 

to the prediction. The 25 ppm in boron concentration corresponds to app. 20-30 steps of 

control rods at this position [1]. The maximum difference at stable power plateau near 2% is 

about 45 ppm due to higher actual control bank position for about 50 steps. 
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At reactor power increase, the predicted and measured boron concentration agrees well 

with a small difference of about 20 ppm at lower powers in the beginning of the reactor power 

increase. 

 

 

Figure 1: Comparison of predicted (red) and measured (black) boron concentration 

when decreasing reactor power. The on-line Boron Concentration Measurement System is 

additionally shown in green. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of predicted (red) and measured (black) boron concentration 

when increasing load. The on-line Boron Concentration Measurement System is additionally 

shown in green. 

2.2 Average Primary Coolant Temperature 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of measured (blue) and predicted (green) average coolant 

temperature with corresponding reactor power (black) while decreasing reactor power. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of measured (blue) and predicted (green) average coolant 

temperature with corresponding reactor power (black) while increasing power. 

The predicted average primary coolant temperature shown in figures 3-4 is actually the 

reference temperature which directly reflects the turbine power. As can be observed in Figure 

4 the measured Tavg corresponds well with predicted values with the exception at low power 

operation after reactor power decrease, when actual Tavg was held higher than predicted, and 

during the reactor power increase while the synchronization of the generator to the grid was 

performed. 
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2.3 Control Rods Position 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of Control Rods Position for measured (brown) and predicted 

(orange) with corresponding Reactor Power (measured – red and predicted - blue) while 

performing reactor power reduction. 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of Control Rods Position for measured (brown) and predicted 

(orange) with corresponding Reactor Power (measured – red and predicted - blue) while 

performing reactor power increase. 

As can be observed inFigure 5: Comparison of Control Rods Position for measured 

(brown) and predicted (orange) with corresponding Reactor Power (measured – red and 

predicted - blue) while performing reactor power reduction. Figure 8, the predicted and actual 

Control Rod Position of Bank D show good agreement. The measured Control Rod Position 

at low reactor power after decrease is at a higher value than predicted due to xenon 
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compensation while the boron concentration is maintained almost constant. The measured 

Control Rod Position when increasing reactor power agrees well with predicted Control Rod 

Position. When reaching full power the control rods are held at a lower value than predicted 

for xenon compensation and for maintaining the AFD at a target value (see Figure 8). 

2.4 Axial Flux Difference 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of measured (black) and predicted (red) Axial Flux Difference 

while decreasing reactor power. Target AFD (blue) and allowed band (green) is also 

presented. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of measured (black) and predicted (red) Axial Flux Difference 

while increasing reactor power. Target AFD (blue) and allowed band (green) is also 

presented. 

As can be observed in Figure 8, the measured AFD value well agrees with predicted 

value. The predicted value of AFD when increasing reactor power differs significantly in the 

last part of the power increasing and when stabilising at 100 % power. Operators tend to hold 

the AFD at a target value with a slight lower rod position for compensation of xenon. The 

exact operation using a combination of minor changes in boron concentration and control rods 

position can not be simulated very accurately.  

The discrepancy between the AFD predicted and measured values is well known from 

experience.  

3 CONCLUSION 

The predicted and measured values of important parameters for reactivity control of the 

reactor show good agreement between the predicted and measured data with some exceptions. 

There are some known divergences between the simulation predicted and actual measured 

parameters, such as AFD. In the simulation, AFD calculation is challenging to perform more 

accurately. 

The predicted data serves as guidance, while the exact operation of reactivity control 

with combining changes in boron concentration and rod position depends on decisions made 

by operational team. The operators in practice prioritise AFD control at the target value, this 

is performed primarily by utilising the control rods at a slightly different position than 

predicted.  
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ABSTRACT

The Bayesian approach was used to derive the variance-covariance of the delayed fission
yields of actinides based on theoretical model. The GEF code was used for theoretical calcu-
lations. The code calculates the distribution of delayed fission yield data as a function of input
model parameters which are randomly varied according to the assigned standard deviation lev-
els. The correlations between different isotopes and energy ranges were deduced from GEF
runs using the same input parameters. Example of results in the form of standard deviations and
correlation coefficients for 235U, 238U and 239Pu at few different energies is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

High quality covariance information for basic nuclear data is nowadays necessary, be-
cause it has a role to play in uncertainty propagation. There is therefore an increased amount
of effort in the nuclear data community to provide different methodologies for such evaluations
with their covariance. But, regarding the evaluation of delayed fission yields, this information
is currently either limited or missing. Even where covariance data are available, no correla-
tions are proposed between quantities which are not simultaneously measured, or calculated
within a unique theoretical model. Missing correlation in evaluated files are considered as zero
correlation by data users, which can lead to biased uncertainty calculations.

The GEF code [1] has opened some new possibilities regarding covariance information,
as it allows to calculate certain quantities, such as the delayed fission yields, simultaneously for
two different isotopes, or two different energies.

We propose in this paper to combine the calculations of the GEF code with a Bayesian
Monte Carlo method. We propose covariance information at about 50 different energies from
10−6 to 101 MeV for 235U, 238U and 239Pu.
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2 OUR MODEL

2.1 GEF code

GEF is a computer code for the simulation of nuclear fission process. The GEF code cal-
culates pre-neutron and post-neutron fission-fragment nuclide yields, angular momentum dis-
tributions, isometric yields, prompt-neutron yields and prompt-neutron spectra, prompt-gamma
spectra, and several other quantities for a wide range of fissioning nuclei in spontaneous fission
and neutron-induced fission. Output is provided as tables and as parameters of fission observ-
ables on an event-by-event basis. For our study, the GEF code allows to calculate the delayed
fission yields for two different systems, using the same perturbed parameters. The parameters
are chosen randomly, following a normal law, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Illustration of GEF code sampled parameters

For each isotope at a given energy, we have a series of values. We perform several simu-
lations until convergence of the mean and the standard deviation is achieved. Assuming that the
GEF code is correct, these simulations help us calculate the Monte Carlo estimate

g̃N(x) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

g(xi)

which converges towards the real expectation of the delayed fission yield. Indeed, the weak law
of large numbers tells us that for any arbitrarily small ε :

lim
n→+∞

P (|g̃N(X)− E(g(X))| ≤ ε) = 0

From the probability distribution functions (PDF) the information on the variance-covariance
matrix can be deduced as:

Cov(X, Y ) =
1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

(Xi −X)(Yi − Y ).

,

σx =

√∑N
i=1(xi − x)2
N − 1

.
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2.2 Normal distribution

The simulations calculated by the GEF code give us some normal distribution of delayed
fission yields at some different energies. Figures 2 and 3 show three of these distributions for
239Pu at 10−5 MeV, 10−2 MeV and 1 MeV.

Figure 2: Density of 239Pu Figure 3: QQ plot of 239Pu

2.3 Bayesian Monte Carlo model

Bayesian inference was used to combine the data from the GEF code and the reference
given by JENDL-4.0 [3]. The primary objective of this exercise was to test the method which
will be used in the final calculations with reference data to be taken from the experimental
EXFOR database. The method is based on the Bayes theorem:

P (A|B) =
P (B|A)P (A)

P (B)

where A and B are events and P (b) 6= 0

• P (A) and P (B) are the probabilities of observing A and B without regard to each other,

• P (A|B) is the conditional probability of observing event A given that B is true,

• P (B|A) is the conditional probability of observing event B given that A is true.

Both theoretical calculations and reference data are considered as probability density functions
and can therefore be sampled and combined using Monte Carlo principles.

First, we consider the probability density function of the data Y calculated by the GEF
code. This will be our prior probability π(θ). It represents the probability distribution of the
model parameters before any data are observed.

Then, we will use reference data D from JENDL-4.0 to adjust the model. Reference data
are considered with their mean value and uncertainty : its probability distribution will be a
normal distribution. From this reference, we can deduce an information called the likelihood
function. It represents the probability of the experimental data occurring given that the model
parameters are accurate.
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L(D|Y i) =
N∏
j=1

1√
2πσ2

exp(−
(Dj − Y i

j )
2

2σ2
)

From these two previous information, we can deduce the posterior probability, which is
the probability of the parameter values being accurate, given the reference data

π(Y i|D) =
π(Y i)L(D|Y i)∑n

j=1 π(Y
j)L(D|Y j)

.
Figures 4 and 5 show the average delayed fission yields of 235U and 239Pu at some few

different energies. The gray zone shows the confidence interval of the Bayesian Monte Carlo
model (in red). As a comparison, the results from the GEF code appear in green, and the values
from the JENDL-4.0 in blue.

Figure 4: Delayed fission yield for 235U
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Figure 5: Delayed fission yield for 239Pu

3 CORRELATIONS

3.1 Three types of correlations

Correlation is a bivariate analysis that measures the strengths of association between two
variables and the direction of the relationship. In terms of the strength of relationship, the
value of the correlation coefficient varies between -1 and +1. When the value of the correlation
coefficient lies around 1, then it is said to be a perfect degree of association between the two
variables. As the correlation coefficient value goes towards 0, the relationship between the two
variables will be weaker. The direction of the relationship is simply the sign of the correlation.
Usually, in statistics, we measure three types of correlations: Pearson correlation, Kendall rank
correlation and Spearman correlation.

• Pearson r correlation is the most widely used correlation statistic to measure the degree
of the relationship between linearly related variables. For the Pearson r correlation, both
variables should be normally distributed about the regression line (homoscedasticity).
The following formula is used to calculate the value of Pearson correlation between two
random variables X and Y :

rX,Y =
E[(X − µX)(Y − µY )]

σXσY

where: σX is the standard deviation of X , σY is the standard deviation of Y , µX is the
mean of X , E is the expectation value.

• Kendall τ rank correlation is a non-parametric test that measures the strength of depen-
dence between two variables. The following formula is used to calculate the value of
Kendall rank correlation:

τ =
nc − nd

1
2
n(n− 1)
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where:

nc is the number of concordant pairs

nd is the number of discordant pairs.
A pair such as xi > xj and yi > yj or xi < xj and yi < yj is said concordant.
A pair such as xi > xj and yi < yj or xi < xj and yi > yj is said discordant.

• Spearman ρ rank correlation is a non-parametric test that is used to measure the degree of
association between two variables. This test does not assume any assumptions about the
distribution of the data. It assesses how well the relationship between two variables can
be described using a monotonic function.

ρ = 1− 6
∑
d2i

n(n2 − 1)

where: di is the difference between the ranks of corresponding values xi and yi. The rank
of a value is simply equal to one plus the number of values that are smaller. Thus, the
minimum value taken by a variable will be of rank 1.

3.2 Results

In the case of 235U and 239Pu, we can use Pearson correlation as the relationship between
variables is linear, and both variables are quite normally distributed about the regression line,
for any energy.

Figure 6 show the linearity between the two variables, and Figure 7 compares the expected
probability distribution and the real one by plotting their quantiles against each other. If the two
distributions are similar, the points in the plot will approximately lie on the line y = x.

Figure 6: Linearity between theoretical values
for 235U (x) and 239Pu (y) at 1 MeV

Figure 7: Quantile-Quantile plot at 1 MeV

Figures 8 and 9 present the three kinds of correlations obtained between the average de-
layed fission yield of 235U and 239Pu, from the theoretical model and the Bayesian Monte Carlo
model. The correlations are quite consistent, whatever the model is.
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Figure 8: Correlations from the Bayesian Monte Carlo model between 235U and 239Pu

Figures 10 and 11 show the three kinds of correlations obtained between the average
delayed fission yield from the theoretical model of 238U and 239Pu, and of 235U and 238U.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The GEF code was used to calculate the variance-covariance of the delayed fission yield
data for 235U, 238U and 239Pu actinides as a function of input model parameters and the cor-
responding uncertainties. Typical values of the correlations coefficients as high as around 0.8
between 235U and 239Pu, and around 0.3 between 238U and 239Pu were observed. This is likely
to have considerable impact on the uncertainty propagation calculations, such as those of the
effective delayed neutron fraction and the burn-up evolution.
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Figure 9: Correlations from the theoretical model between 235U and 239Pu

Figure 10: Correlations from the theoretical model between 238U and 239Pu
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Figure 11: Correlations from the theoretical model between 235U and 238U
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ABSTRACT 

The 55Mn(n,)56Mn reaction was proposed as a tritium production monitor based on the 

FNG-HCLL benchmark analysis where its energy distribution was found to be similar to the 

sensitivity profile of the tritium production rate (TPR) in 6Li. In order to study the potential use 

of the 55Mn(n,)56Mn reaction as a tritium production monitor, a series of foils of certified 

reference materials Al-1%Mn and Al-0.1%Au, as well as TLD(LiF) and Li2O samples were 

irradiated at different irradiation channels in the JSI TRIGA research reactor, both bare, under 

Cd and under boron-nitride. In order to obtain complementary information for data validation 

purposes, the irradiations were performed in different neutron spectra, i.e. in the central channel 

- CC, the pneumatic tube – PT in position F24 in the outer “F” ring of the reactor core, in 

position F19 and in the IC-40 irradiation channel in the graphite reflector. Measured results are 

under evaluation and were analysed using the Monte Carlo code MCNP, including evaluation 

of uncertainties involved in the measurements and the calculations. The experiment was 

performed in the scope of the F4E supported project of the European Commission (EC). The 

preliminary results of the measurements and the comparisons with the calculations are 

presented. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Energy production in the future fusion reactors such as ITER or DEMO will be based on 

the fusion reaction of deuterium and tritium atoms (D-T reaction). Tritium is a radioactive 

isotope of hydrogen with a relatively short half-life, therefore it is available in nature in very 

small quantities and for industrial/commercial use must be produced locally. The needed 

quantities of Tritium can be generated by bombardment of lithium atoms with neutrons. Several 

types of special Tritium Breeder Modules (TBM) will be installed in the ITER reactor to 

demonstrate the self-sufficiency of tritium production.  

Thermo-luminescent detectors (LiF - TLDs) can be used to measure tritium production. 

In the scope of the Fusion for Energy (F4E) project of the European Commission we proposed 

mailto:vladimir.radulovic@ijs.si
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mailto:kuc@agh.edu.pl
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to investigate, as an alternative, the potential use of Manganese detectors for monitoring the 

tritium production in fusion machines. The similarities between the sensitivity profiles of the 

reaction of tritium production in 6Li and those of the 55Mn(n,)56Mn reaction in the TBMs 

indicates that the latter reaction could be used as a tritium production monitor, at least for short-

term monitoring, the half-life of 56Mn being 2.579 h [1-4]. 

 

Figure. 1: 55Mn(n,) detector cross section in IRDF evaluations: Calculated/ 

Experimental (C/E) detector responses for the FNB Bulk-shield, Tungsten and HCLL 

benchmarks based on calculations with different libraries and computer codes. Dashed lines 

delimit the ± 1  standard deviations of the measurements. The uncertainties shown with the 

DORT results correspond to the uncertainties due to the detector cross section uncertainties 

(where calculated), and those shown with the results of MCNP to the statistical uncertainty. 

 

However, improvements and validation of the Mn cross-sections are needed in order to 

meet the required accuracy. The analysis of several benchmark experiments including Mn foil 

measurements [3] pointed out considerable differences between the available Mn evaluations 

in the IRDFF and IRDF-2002 dosimetry libraries, of the order of around 5 % for the FNG-Bulk 

Shield, up to 10 % for the FNG-W and around 18% for the FNG-HCLL benchmarks (see 

Fig. 1). Relatively good C/E agreement was found in the FNG-Bulk Shield experiment which 
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is mostly sensitive in the 100-1000 eV energy range where the response function uncertainties 

are low (~5%). On the other hand large discrepancies between the measured and calculated 

reaction rates were found for the FNG-W benchmark where the 55Mn(n,γ) reaction rates are 

highly sensitive to the response function above 1keV and in the FNG HCLL benchmark. Some 

systematic errors may though be present in the last two benchmarks, in the FNG-W the exact 

content of the Mn in the foils needs to be verified and in the case of FNG-HCLL the 

heterogeneity of 6Li enrichment in the Li-Pb block was observed. Although the better 

consistency between the 55Mn(n,γ) and 197Au(n,γ) results seems to indicate better performance 

of the new data it is at present still difficult to confirm with certitude the progress achieved. 

2 IRRADIATION IN TRIGA REACTOR (MN, AU FOILS, TLD, LI2O)  

In the scope of the Fusion for Energy (F4E) project of the European Commission a first 

series of measurements was performed in 2014. Aluminium foils containing 1% manganese 

and 0.1% gold were therefore irradiated in the JSI TRIGA thermal reactor, together with 

TLD(LiF) and LiPb samples, with the principal objective to study the energy response of the 
55Mn(n,)56Mn reaction as well as the correlation between the Mn capture and the Tritium 

activity in LiF and LiPb material.  

In 2017 we performed an second set of experiments using aluminium-manganese foils 

irradiated at the JSI TRIGA reactor together with aluminium-gold foils, TLDs and Li2O 

samples, with the principal objective to study the energy response of the 55Mn(n,)56Mn reaction 

and correlations between the Mn and TLD / Li2O measurements. The samples were irradiated 

in different TRIGA irradiation channels, i.e. in the Central Channel, Pneumatic Tube in the core 

periphery and the IC40 irradiation channel in the graphite reflector. The analysis of the 

measurements is underway and includes the evaluation of uncertainties involved in the 

measurements and the calculations and the simulation using the Monte Carlo transport code 

MCNP. 

Several experimental campaigns were performed at different irradiation channels in the 

JSI TRIGA research reactor, i.e. central channel - CC, the pneumatic tube – PT in position F24 

in the outer “F” ring of the reactor core and in the IC40 irradiation channel in the graphite 

reflector (Fig. 3). Irradiations in different neutron spectra provide complementary information 

for the data validation. Measured results are analysed using M/C code MCNP, including 

evaluation of uncertainties involved in the measurements and the calculations.  

2.1 Al-1%Mn and Al-0.1%Au foils 

The induced activities in the Al-Mn and Al-Au foils were measured after appropriate 

cooling times using a high-purity germanium detector (HPGe), manufactured by Ortec (model 

GEM40P4-PLUS-S) and an Ortec DSpec 50 data acquisition system. The saturation activities 

were determined from the measured peak areas in the recorded gamma spectra, the measured 

sample masses and the quoted concentrations for the reference materials used, the timing 

information and the calibrated detection efficiency, using the SPCACT code. The uncertainties 

in the determined activities are combined from the uncertainties in the above input quantities. 

The results of the comparison between the calculated and the measured saturated 

activities are presented in Figs. 3. The uncertainty bars include the measured (calibration, 

statistics) and computational (MCNP statistics, 5% power normalisation) uncertainties. 
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Figure 2: Reactor TRIGA Mark II with the irradiation locations used: CC, PT and 

IC40.measurements 
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Figures 3: C/E comparison for the capture reaction measurements in different TRIGA reactor 

positions. 
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All the irradiations were performed at the reactor power of 25 kW. The reactor power was 

kept constant during the irradiations, however some small variations and the perturbation of the 

flux and the reactor power due to the insertion of Cd covering the capsules was recorded. These 

detailed power variations were not yet taken into account in this calculations. The MCNP6.1 

computational model on the other hand includes all the details of the TRIGA reactor including 

the irradiation capsules. The MCNP calculations resulted in a considerable overestimation of 

the effective multiplication factor (around 1.05), which is expected to be due to the fuel burnup, 

not taken into account. This should be investigated further. For the Cd covered results, the 

MCNP statistics was not sufficient and more accurate calculation are ongoing.  

 The agreement between the measurements and the calculations is reasonably good, in 

most cases within the uncertainty bars. Overestimation of the calculated values for Au under 

Cd cover in IC40 locations is most probably due to the bad statistics of the MCNP results.  

 

2.2 TLD(LiF) (3 x 30 mg), and Li2O  

Tritium production activity measurements were performed in Lithium Fluoride (LiF) i.e. 

in TLD detectors developed and produced in the Institute of Nuclear Physics of Polish Academy 

of Science in Krakow, and in Li2O (powder form) commercially available. Eight sets of samples 

were irradiated in TRIGA reactor. Liquid Scintillation technique was used for tritium activity 

measurements in irradiated materials. 

Direct radiometric measurement of tritium activity in LiF (TLD) or Li2O with use of LSC 

technique requires conversion of the sample to liquid form. Method of chemical dissolving 

procedure was elaborated and already described elsewhere [6,7]. Usual acid reaction of the 

solution (pH close to 1) reduces pH to value acceptable for the scintillation cocktail.  

LSC radiometric measurement was performed in standard way used in Tritium 

Laboratory, Fac. of Physics and Applied Computer Science, UST, Krakow. In 20 ml 

polyethylene vials (Packard) the dissolved sample (or it’s fraction) was mixed with  scintillation 

cocktail Ultima Gold uLLT (Packard) and measured in LS spectrometer, TRI-CARB m.: 2550-

TR/AB. Measurement system ensured yield not lower than 24% in tritium channel and detection 

limit not worse than 0.01 Bq/sample at counting time 500 min/sample. For calibration 

radiometric measurements we used NIST standard material SRM 4926 E B, which was 

dissolved and additionally checked in TRIC 2012 (IEAE, Vienna). 

The preliminary results indicate some overestimation of the calculations, by roughly 20 

and 50%, comparing to the TLD and Li2O measurements, respectively. The final analyses are 

still ongoing. 

 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

In order to study the potential use of the 55Mn(n,)56Mn reaction as tritium production 

monitor, a second series of foils of certified reference materials Al-1%Mn and Al-0.1%Au, as 

well as TLD(LiF) and Li2O samples were irradiated in different irradiation channels in the JSI 

TRIGA research reactor, both bare, under Cd and under boron-nitride. The irradiations were 

performed in different neutron spectra, i.e. in the central channel - CC, the pneumatic tube – PT 

in position F24 in the outer “F” ring of the reactor core, in position F19 and in the IC-40 

irradiation channel in the graphite reflector. A detailed MCNP6.1 computation model was 

prepared including the detailed description of the TRIGA reactor with the irradiated capsules. 
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Measured results are under evaluation and the first preliminary results are presented here, 

including evaluation of uncertainties involved in the measurements and the calculations. Good 

consistency between the calculated and measured values were observed for the Mn and Au 

measurements. For the TLD and Li2O measurements, the calculations overestimate the 

measurements by roughly 20 and 50%, respectively. The final analyses are still ongoing. 

The experiment was performed in the scope of the F4E supported project of the European 

Commission (EC). The preliminary results of the measurements and the comparisons with the 

calculations presented. 
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ABSTRACT 

The thermal stress in breeding blanket structure is one of the main design driver; 
consequently, an open issue for fusion power reactor is the choice of breeding blanket material.  

The most promising and worldwide-investigated solution refers to the ceramic material, 
e.g.  Li4SiO4, in form of pebble beds instead of a bulk form such as a block or a disk. This 
would introduce some advantages, especially for what concerns the heat transfer phenomena, 
low activation characteristics, low thermal expansion coefficient, high thermal conductivity, 
etc. 

In this paper, the reliability/availability of a methodology capable to produce stable and 
well-sized ceramic pebbles as well as the evaluation of its thermal conductivity, that is a 
necessary input data for the understanding of blanket behavior (support the thermal-structural 
and thermo-hydraulic analyses) is considered. 

In particular, moreover, a sample holder considering the heat transfer mechanism through 
the pebble-bed was duly designed in order to determine the pebble-bed thermal conductivity by 
means of a hot rig with guard resistance method. 

This paper introduces a description of the adopted methodology to analyse the effective 
thermal conductivity on the pebble-bed. 

This research activity was developed in the framework of PRA2016 project. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Many blanket designs (considered actually still a challenge) for fusion reactors foresee 
the use of lithium as promising tritium-breeding materials with inherent safety and potential 
higher efficiency and rely on the development of advanced structural materials compatible with 
high temperature operation (very severe working condition). 

 
Specifically, in this material the capture of a neutron by the natural isotope 6Li allows the 

production of tritium, 6Li(n,t)4He, which is a new fuel for nuclear fusion reaction.  

In this paper we focus on the lithium orthosilicate (Li4SiO4) in form of pebble beds 
(Figure 1).  

Despite the uncertainty about the release of tritium and effects induced by irradiation, the 
structure of the Li4SiO4 (LOS) is very promising because of the high density of lithium, low 
thermal expansion coefficient, high stability and thermal conductivity [1][2]. In particular, the 
latter is widely investigated ([3] [4] [5] [6]) because it may greatly influence the power 
generation. In addition, the thermo-mechanical behavior of the packed pebble beds is different 
from that one of the bulk material and depends on other parameters, such as pebble size, packing 
density, etc. 

 
 

Figure 1: One blanket scheme with main components; the layers in grey are the pebbles bed. 

Ceramic breeder pebbles have been long investigated in the recent years [6][7][8][9] and 
are currently a focus for R&D, particularly for what concerns the physical-chemical and the 
thermo-mechanical properties of pebbles as well for the overall blanket module behaviour.  

In this paper we will describe the actual fabrication process and methodology used for the 
fabrication of stable and well-sized ceramic pebbles as well as the new methods for the 
characterization of the thermal conductivity. 

2 MANUFACTURING METHODS  

A variety of industrial processes, even if still far from industrial standard, have been 
proposed for making 0.1-1 mm diameter lithium orthosilicate pebbles with the desired 
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properties [10] [11]. Nevertheless, some manufacturing problems were observed like e.g., the 
chemical stability (agglomeration phenomena) and the material degradation during storage.  

In what follows we will first provide insight on the main pebble production methods, with 
advantages and drawbacks and then we will present the fabrication process that the research 
group of the University of Pisa is developing jointly with Industrie Bitossi. 

2.1 Pebble bed fabrication process 

The melt-spraying process [10] [11], developed at KIT (EU) and in China, is based on a 
rapid quenching of liquid droplets of melt LOS (1400 °C) in air, produced by using either 
lithium hydroxide (LiOH) or lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) and silica (SiO2) as raw materials,. 
This method allows to obtain high density (>90% theoretical density-TD), low porosity and 
spherical shaped pebbles of 0.25-0.63 mm size.  

The melt-spraying process demonstrated to be unsatisfactory because the rapid quench 
was responsible for the presence of a second phase (Li2SiO3) and dendritic formations on the 
surface of the pebble. A further modification of this process aimed at increasing the crush load 
was made by introducing lithium metatitanate phase (up to 20% mol)[12][13]. 

A wet production method without melting raw materials was set up by Gao et al. [14] 
who produced LOS powder by the solid state reaction mixing Li2CO3 and SiO2, and calcinating 
at 700 °C for 12 h. Afterwards, using a binder solution (polyvinyl alcohol) LOS spheres were 
produced.  Sintering the gel spheres at 1020 °C, 0.5-0.8 mm pebbles size were obtained (density 
80% TD, average crush load of 20 N and averaged grain size of about 5 µm). The main problem 
of this process was the pebble size and roundness to be guaranteed. 

A different water-based sol-gel technique was proposed by Wu et al. [15][16] consisting 
in mixing SiO2 and LiOH in water, adding citric acid as chelating agent to obtain a gel which 
is subsequently dropped, dried, calcined (675 °C for 4 h) and sintered (900 °C for 4 h). Despite 
pebbles had 0.8 to 2.0 mm diameter, with up to 74% TD, they were highly porous (and thus 
less resistant) because of the citric acid effects. 

In Table 1 are summarised some currently methods used for the fabrication of pebble. 
 

Table 1: Pebble fabrication processes. 
Fabrication 

process  
Raw materials Main process phases Pebble diameter 

and density 

Melt-spray  
[10][12][13] 

LiOH + SiO2 

1. Melting 
2. Dropping 

3. Quenching 
4. Annealing (2h@1000°C) 

Φ: 0.25÷0.63 mm 
(50%) 

ρ > 0.90 TD 

Li2CO3 + SiO2 

1. Melting 
2. Dropping 

3. Quenching 
4. Annealing (2h@1000°C) 

Φ: 0.8÷1.0 mm 
(50%) 

ρ > 0.90 TD 

Sol-gel 
[15][16] 

LiOH in citric acid 
suspension 

(C6H8O7) + SiO2 
(aerosol) 

1. LiOH + citric acid + water 
2. Silica addition 

3. Vaporizing @70 °C  
4. Dropping into acetone 
5. Calcining + sintering 

(4h@900 °C) 

Φ: 1.2 mm 
ρ = 0.74 TD 
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Capillary-based 
microfluidic 

[17] 

C2H3O2Li·2H2O +  
SiO2 

lithium acetate 
dihydrate 

1. Stirring raw materials. 
2. Inlet T junction with 

silicon oil  
3. Vaporization and drying 

4. Silicon oil removal  
(72 h@120 °C) 

5.  Calcining + sintering 
(4h@750 °C) 

Φ: 0.84 mm 
ρ = 0.82 TD 

Wet process 
with 

substitution [10] 
LMT powder 

1. Dropping LMT + sodium 
alginate + 4HF in zinc 

chloride 
2. Calcining 
3. Sintering 

Φ: 0.238 mm 
ρ = 0.89 TD 

 

 

2.2 Proposed pebble bed fabrication process 

 The innovative methodology under development at the Department of Civil and 
Industrial Engineering (DICI) of the University of Pisa jointly with Industrie Bitossi is based 
on the drip casting method (main steps synthetized in Figure 2): pebbles are produced by 
dripping the ceramic suspension through a nozzle plate into a binder solution where droplets 
coagulates before calcination and sintering (Figure 3). 

The novelty of this fabrication process relies in adapting the method already used for 
conventional purpose, to the needs of the critical working condition of pebble inside the fusion 
reactor blanket module. 
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Figure 2: Flow diagram with the main steps of the proposed fabrication process. 
 
 

  
 

Figure 3: Drip casting process: cross linking in alginate gels involves cooperative bonding of 
divalent metal ions. 

 

Drip casting process is alternative to the “melting” process; we may obtain thus stable 
Li4SiO4 with more accurate and controlled spheroidal particle sizes.  
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This process will allow to control accurately not only the geometry of pellets, by the 
viscosity of the liquid mixture, nozzle diameter, and wettability between the material of nozzle 
and liquid mixture, but also their density, coherence and chemical stability so as to limit the 
surface interaction H2O-Li4SiO4, in the case LiOH is used as raw material (responsible of 
detriment of pebbles properties [1]). Another aspect not less relevant is the possibility to control 
and minimize impurities, that could jeopardise the advantages of using low-activation materials. 

2.3 Pebble characterization  

The characterization of Li4SiO4 pebbles is scheduled so to determine density, 
microstructure and crystal form (by SEM and X-ray diffractometer) , and morphology (Figure 
4). After that, the thermo-mechanical characterization needs to be carried out.  

 

 

 
Figure 4: Shape of an orthosilicate pebble by SEM 

 

Since ceramic materials, by their nature, are brittle and prone to cracking under external 
mechanical loads; the evaluation of the collapse load is thus important in consideration of  the 
strong mechanical loadings to undergo in the blanket structure (due to the differential thermal 
expansion between the breeder pebbles and the retaining structure). Such an understanding of 
the stress- displacement behaviour, obtained by performing cyclic compression tests and 
crushing tests with Instron apparatus, is necessary to providing confidence in the performance 
and lifetime of pebbles (and in turn for breeder blanket design) as well as to evaluate the 
influence of the chemisorption products on the mechanical properties, such as stress-
displacement, ultimate load, and failure modes of pebbles. Experimental data will be also used 
for the development of reliable modeling tools.  

The knowledge of the thermal conductivity is an essential key issue to be investigated for 
a proper thermo-mechanical blanket design and for assessing heat transfer processes. It is also 
influenced by the deformations due to the different thermal expansions between the bed and the 
other structural materials. 

Several numerical simulations, as pre-tests, have been carried out to simulate the 
mechanisms of heat transfer in pebble beds and optimize the operational test conditions. The 
thermal conductivity is instead measured by performing either hot wire test (bulk material) and 
hot rig test (Figure 5). To better characterize the effective thermal conductivity of the pebbles 
bed, experimental tests will consider a wider range of temperatures and pebble diameters.  
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 a) 
 

b) 
 

Figure 5: a) Hot wire apparatus and b) hot rig facility 

The experimental test will be carried out on the same diameter pebbles  so to relate the 
thermal conductivity to the geometrical characteristics. In addition it is foreseen to perform tests 
with different loading (with and without compression) at same temperature conditions (starting 
from ambient temperature till 800 °C). The procedure may be summarized as follows: 

a. Heating of the measurement cell containing the pebbles bed until steady state conditions 
are reached; 

b. Switch on the cooling system to generate an axial heat flow through the bed thickness;  

c. Compensation of the heat flux radial losses (depending on the radial distribution of 
temperature); 

d. Application or not (depending on the type of tests) of the compression load; 

e. Evaluation of the bed thermal conductivity based on measured reference temperatures. 

The activity related to the fabrication and characterization of pebbles is not finished yet. 
Results will be presented and discussed as soon as possible. 

3 SUMMARY  

The thermal stress in breeding blanket structure is one of the main design challenges to 
face; consequently, the choice of the most appropriate breeding blanket material becomes 
extremely important.  
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In this paper, we presented some methodology used to fabricate ceramic pebble beds and 
the new fabrication method under development at the DICI - University of Pisa jointly with 
Industrie Bitossi based on the drip casting method. 

The novelty relies in adapting this method, already used for conventional purpose, to the 
needs of the critical working condition of pebbles inside the fusion reactor blanket module. The  
drip casting will offer advantages related to the control of critical parameters affecting and 
influencing blanket operation, such dimensions, roundness, sphericity, chemical stability, 
density, impurities etc. 

As for the thermo-mechanical characterization we presented the experimental campaign 
necessary for a broad understanding of the pebbles performances, which consist of compression 
tests (cyclic and collapse) and thermal conductivity evaluation tests (by means of a hot rig with 
guard resistance method). 

Experimental test results will be presented as soon as the research activity related the 
manufacturing and characterization of fusion pebbles bed material will be completed. 
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ABSTRACT

In this work we describe a kinetic model of JET SOL (scrape-off layer). It includes the
dynamics of three particles: the main ions (D+), neutrals (D) and the electrons. This modelling
aims at improving and understanding the edge localised mode (ELM) transport in the SOL at
the JET tokamak. The simulations were done by particle-in cell (PIC) code BIT1, which is one
of the most powerful tool for electrostatic parallel simulation of edge plasma. It usually includes
Monte Carlo (PIC/MC) code for simulating particle collisions and plasma surface interaction.
PIC codes also might be classified depending on the dimensionality of the code. The dimen-
sionality of the code is usually given as mDnV, where m and n define dimensionality in usual
and velocity spaces, respectively. In our case we develop 1D3V (1D in usual and 3V velocity
space) kinetic PIC model, where the charged and neutral particle dynamics and interaction be-
tween them is included in a fully self-consistent way. The simulations geometry corresponds
to a SOL bounded between the divertor plates, separatrix and outer wall. The particles were
injected by ambipolar source (electrons and ions) and the divertor plates have absorbing nature.
Simulated SOL parameters correspond to the JET SOL and we are simulating the middle size of
ELMs. The time duration of ELM , usually is fixed at 200 µs which is a typical ELM duration
on JET. Our new results agree with previous simulations of the ELM-ing JET SOL with carbon
divertors. As a result we obtained the profiles of the plasma and neutral parameters (density
and temperature) of the fully independent run starting from empty system and reaching to the
stationary state.
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INTRODUCTION

Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulation represents a powerful tool for plasma studies having a
number of advantages like the fully kinetic description of high-dimensional plasma and the
ability to incorporate complicated atomic and plasma-surface interactions. The PIC codes sim-
ulating the plasma edge usually include also Monte Carlo routines simulating particle collision
and plasma surface interactions. Therefore it is appropriate to call them PIC/MC codes. The
PIC codes are usually associated with the codes solving the equation of motion of particles and
Maxwell’s equations.[1]

Depending of which part of the Maxwell’s equations the code solves, the PIC codes are
divided in two parts: electromagnetic if the code solves a whole set of Maxwell’s equations
and electrostatic if the code solves just Poisson equation. The electrostatic PIC/MC codes are
ideal for the description of the plasma edge where particle distributions are usually far from
equilibrium. This kind of code allows a full diagnostic of the plasma.

For simulation of plasma edge, using High Performance Computing (HPC) systems [1],
also is very important what kind of kinetic modelling is used, parallel or serial. Parallel kinetic
modelling (Fig. 1) is one of the simplest type of modelling, and mostly is used to simulation
some processes. In the parallel kinetic modelling the problem is broken into discrete parts
that might be solved separately. Then each part is further broken into series of instruction and
then the instruction of each series execute simultaneously on different processors. The parallel
kinetic modelling is common technique for reducing the required time consuming for simula-
tions. This kind of modelling is common used in the heavy simulations where are simulated
more than 1010 particles, with 107 time steps because the problem is broken in smaller peaces
and it is faster to solve the problem. Parallel modeling is mostly used for plasma simulated
processes in the tokamaks or other complex space geometries.
In the serial kinetic modelling (Fig. 2) the problem is broken into series of instruction, not firstly
in discrete parts like at the parallel, and then all instruction are execute sequentially one after
another in one single processor. Serial kinetic modelling solves a simple problems where the
time consuming for simulations are not high as was in the parallel. This is because the problem
is solving in one processor not in different as was in the parallel. This modeling is usually used
for solving the numerical codes which are part of some complex one, for example solving only
the Monte Carlo code in N-Particle Transport Code for simulating nuclear processes.

In our work we use the electrostatic part of parallel PIC/MC code, BIT1 with 1D3V
dimensionality. We are using only the electrostatic because in this case we are simulating only
the plasma edge [2],. We are presenting the profiles of JET SOL and prove some rules of the
PIC modelling.

Figure 1: Parallel kinetic modelling Figure 2: Serial kinetic modelling
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GENERAL SCHEME OF PIC SIMULATION

In the PIC simulations, the code firstly simulates the motion of each plasma particle and
then calculates all macro-quantities (like density, current density and so on) depending from the
position. After that, the code calculates the velocity of these particles. The macro-force acting
on the particles is calculated from the field equations.

In any numerical simulation model, the equation of motion of N particles are:

d ~Xi

dt
= ~Vi,

~Vi
dt

=
~Fi

mi

(
t, ~Xi, ~Vi, A

)
, (1)

for i = 1, ...N . Here ~Xi and ~Vi are multi-dimensional particle position and velocity of the
particle i. Macro fields A = L1 (B), with the prescribed rule of calculation of macro quantities
B = L2

(
~X1, ~V1, ..., ~XN , ~VN

)
from the particle position and velocity might be called a PIC

simulation. L1 and L2 are some operators and ~Fi is the force acting on the particle i. In this
case the force which acts on the particles is Newton–Lorentzs force, so the equations of motion
have the following form:

d ~Xi

dt
= ~Vi,

~Vi
dt

=
~ei
mi

(
~E
(
~Xi

)
+ ~Vi × ~B

(
~Xi

))
. (2)

When the equations of motion are solved, then the PIC simulations start to solve the Maxwell’s
equations:

∇ ~D = ρ (~r, t) ,
∂ ~B

∂t
= −~∇× ~E, ~D = ε ~E,

∇ ~B = 0,
∂ ~D

∂t
= −~∇× ~H − ~J (~r, t) , ~B = µ ~H,

(3)

together with the prescribed rule of calculation of ρ and ~J :

ρ = ρ
(
~X1, ~V1, ..., ~XN , ~VN

)
, ~J = ~J

(
~X1, ~V1, ..., ~XN , ~VN

)
. (4)

Where ρ and ~J are charge and current densities and ε and µ the permittivity and permeability of
the medium, respectively. Solving the equations 2 and 3 give us the full form of the PIC code
modelling.

The scheme of the PIC simulation is presented on the Fig. 3. PIC simulation starts with
an initialization and ends with the output of results. This part is similar to the input/output rou-
tines of any other numerical tool. Then continues with solution of equation of motion (particle
mover), calculation the force acting on the particles and then are solved the Maxwell’s equa-
tions. After that using the particle collisions from the Monte Carlo code and the characteristics
of the plasma source and boundary effects, are calculated the plasma parameters (like density,
potential, and so on). The particle mover will be explained, further in details. The explanation
of the other parts of the PIC modelling might be found [1],[3],[4].
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Figure 3: Scheme of the PIC simulation

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICLE MOVERS

During a PIC simulation the trajectory of all particles is followed, which requires the
solution of the equations of motion for each of them. This part of the code is frequently called
particle mover [3]. The plasma problems might be handle by a supercomputers because the
number of particles in a real plasma is more then 1010. Hence, during a PIC simulation it
is usually assumed that one simulation particle consists of many physical particles. Because
the ratio charge/mass is invariant to this transformation, this superparticle follows the same
trajectory as the corresponding plasma particle. As a result the plasma model simulated by a
superparticle is absolutely similar to a real one. The main requirements to the particle mover
are high accuracy and speed. One of such solvers represents the so called leap-frog method.

As in other numerical codes the time in PIC is divided into discrete time steps, in other
words the time is gridded. This means that physical quantities are calculated only at given time
steps. Usually, the interval between the time steps t, is constant, so that the simulated time might
be given as: t → tk = t0 + k∆t and A (t) → Ak = A (t = tk) with k = 0, 1, 2, ..., where t is
the time, t0 initial time and A denotes any physical quantity. The leap-frog method calculates
particle velocities not at usual time steps tk, but between them tk+1\2 = t0 + (k + 1\2) ∆t.
In this way equations become time-centered, so that they are sufficiently accurate and require
relatively short calculation time:

~Vk+1 − ~Xk

∆t
= ~Vk+1\2,

~Vk+1\2 − ~Vk−1\2
∆t

=
e

m

(
~Ek +

~Vk+1\2 + ~Vk−1\2
2

× ~Bk

)
(5)

The leap-frog scheme is an explicit solver, i.e. it depends on old forces from the previous
time step k. Contrary to implicit schemes, when for calculation of particle velocity only quan-
tities at the time step k + 1 are used, explicit solvers are simpler and faster, but their stability
requires a smaller time step ∆t.

It is very important to know what is the accuracy of the leap-frog solver. To calculate the
accuracy of the leap-frog solver, the ~Vk±1\2 and ~Xk+1 from the equation 5, are decomposed in
Taylor series.

~Vk±1\2 = ~Vk ±
∆t

2
~V ′k +

∆t2

8
~Vk
′′
± 1

6

(
∆t

2

3)
~Vk
′′′

+ ...,

~Xk+1 = ~Xk + ∆t ~Vk +
∆t2

2
~Vk
′
+

∆t3

6
~Vk
′′

+ ...,

(6)

where V ′k , ~Vk
′′
, ~Vk

′′′
are first, second and third time derivation of the velocity and ∆t2 and

∆t3 are orders of errors of the time step ∆t. In equation 6 we obtain the order of the error
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Figure 4: BIT1 simulation geometry

∆t2. It satisfies a general requirement for the scaling of numerical accuracy ∆ta>1. In order to
understand this requirement we recall that for a fixed simulated time the number of simulated
time steps scales as Nt ∼ ∆t−1. Then, after Nt time steps an accumulated total error will scale
as Nt∆t

a ∼ ∆ta−1, where ∆ta is the scale of the error during one step. Thus, only a > 1
might guarantee, that the accuracy increases with decreasing ∆t. This is the main rule of the
PIC modelling, which will be experimentally proved, in the section were are discussed the test
simulations. Also is proved that accuracy depends not only from the time steps, but also from
the number of cells (nc).

SIMULATION GEOMETRY

BIT1 is an electrostatic massively parallel Particle in Cell (PIC) code for simulation of
plasma edge [2]. It incorporates e,H,H2, He, C,O2,W, their isotopes and few hundreds of
corresponding atomic, molecular and plasma surface interaction processes (AMS) processes.
The number of implemented particle types is limited by available AMS data: searching for and
validating of the corresponding differential cross-sections and of the plasma-surface interaction
(PSI) data is one of the most time consuming part in development of realistic plasma edge mod-
els. The collision operators simulate atomic and molecular processes, conserving energy and
momentum. The PSI represents a linear model with prescribed (energy and angular dependent)
particle release coefficients and prescribed velocity distributions of particles released from the
wall.

The Simulation geometry corresponds to a 1D flux tube in the SOL along the poloidal
direction (see Fig. 4) [5]. The plasma and heat source model the cross-field transport across
the separatrix. The center and the length of the source region correspond to the OMP (outer
midplane) and to the distance from x-point to x-point along the separatrix. Plasma particles
(electrons and D+ ions) entering the system propagate towards the divertor plates, where they
are absorbed (except low energetic electrons which might be reflected by the sheath potential)
at the divertor plates. The absorbed ions might sputter C impurity or recycle D atoms, which
propagate upstream in the SOL and interact with plasma. The sputtering (physical and chemi-
cal) and recycling coefficients are energy and angle dependant [6], [7]. The neutrals are treated
in 2D geometry: if they reach the radial boundaries, corresponding to the private region and the
outer wall, they are removed from the simulation. The impurity ions (C+) might be removed
from the simulations with a probability corresponding to the (specified) cross field diffusion. In
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order to keep these outfluxes ampipolar, one electron is removed together with the C+ ion.
Input file of the original BIT1 code is extremely complex [2]. It includes: the descrip-

tion of geometry of the SOL, the description of the external circuit, the description of parti-
cle sources, the description of the simulated species, description of the atomic and molecular
physics, physics surface interaction processes for each particle species and included code spe-
cific parameters, e.g. number of cells, and so on. This general input is very flexible and allows
testing of different plasma edge models.

DISCUSSION OF TEST SIMULATIONS

In order to prove the work of the BIT1 code and the rules of the PIC modelling, we
performed set of test runs. The simulation geometry corresponds to a SOL of JET tokamak
with carbon divertor plates. For simulation were used the main ions (D+), neutrals (D) and the
electrons. It was done fully independent run, which means that we started with empty system
and reached the stationary state. The profiles of the particles of this run are plotted in the Fig.
5.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) - is temperature profile of the electrons (blue line), ions (green line) and neutrals
(red line), (b) - is density profile of the electrons (blue line), ions (green line) and neutrals (red
line)

For studying the main rules of the PIC modelling and how the accuracy depends from the
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time step and number of cells, we saved this state (the stationary) and restart the simulation with
decreasing and increasing the time step by factor of 2, and also decreasing and increasing the
number of cells by factor of 2. The results of profiles of this changes are presented at the Fig. 6
and 7. This results show that by decreasing the time step and increasing the number of cells,e.g
increasing the accuracy, there were a small difference, comparing it with the original one. But
with increasing the time step and decreasing the number of cells, e.g reducing the accuracy, the
results diverge. From the figures 6 and 7 it is obviously that the most sensitive parameter, when
the accuracy is changed, is the electron temperature (Te).

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) - Temperature profile of the electrons at different time step , (b) - Density profile
of the electrons at different time step, (dt = 8 · 10−13 blue line, dt = 4 · 10−13 red line,
dt = 1.6 · 10−12 yellow line)

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) - Temperature profile of the electrons at different number of cells, (b)- Density
profile of the electrons at different number of cells ( and (nc = 120000 blue line, nc = 60000
red line, nc = 240000 yellow line)

CONCLUSION

The importance of parallel kinetic modeling is to simulate huge number of particles for
very short time. In this article were presented the characteristics of the parallel kinetic model-
ing code PIC/MC BIT1. Also were theoretically and experimentally shown the main rules of
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the accuracy of the PIC modelling. As a test simulation at the code BIT1 was simulated the
SOL of the plasma at the JET tokamak. For simulated particles were used electrons, ions and
neutrals. As results of the simulation were presented the temperature and density profiles of the
particles.For further researching these results will help us for more deeply investigation for the
other plasma devices.
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ABSTRACT

SOLPS-ITER is an important element of the Integrated Modeling (IM) strategy for ITER.
It contains an input file generator (DivGeo [or DG]/Uinp), a grid generator suite (CARRE/ Tria/
Triageom), a solver for plasma fluid equations (B2.5) and for neutral kinetic transport (Eirene),
often (but not always) run together in coupled mode in what is called B2.5-Eirene, and post-
processing tools in the form of analysis scripts and a plotting program (b2plot). B2.5-Eirene
is to become an actor in the Integrated Modelling Analysis Suite (IMAS) being developed at
ITER, and interfacing tools are designed with this transition in mind. The IMAS relies on stan-
dardized Interface Data Structures (IDSs) to transfer data from one code component to another
within larger integrated modelling workflows. In order to be able to fully integrate SOLPS-
ITER within IMAS, therefore, it is necessary that it contain tools that allow it to read and write
the relevant IDSs for its scope, namely edge profiles, edge sources, edge transport, and trans-
port solver numerics, including their underlying Generalized Grid Description (GGD) data. In
this article we present the main aspects of SOLPS-ITER integration in the IMAS that performs
these functions.

1 INTRODUCTION

With SOL being a critical region inside the fusion reactor and in order to better under-
stand its behaviour with consideration of many important factors, such as SOLs interaction with
materials and presence of very low plasma temperatures in comparison to the hot core plasma, a
specialized simulation tool named SOLPS (Scrape-off Layer Plasma Simulation) [1, 2], previ-
ously known as B2-Eirene [3], was developed since 1990s in parallel by the ITER organization
together with many other research groups around the world, most notably at the Max Planck
Institute for Plasma Physics IPP Garching (Germany), St. Petersburg State Polytechnical Uni-
versity (Russia) and Forschungszentrum Jülich (Germany).

*See http://www.euro-fusionscipub.org/eu-im
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The SOLPS-ITER tool is a suite of codes and consists of:

• CARRE, a grid generator tool,

• DIVGEO, material structure specifying tool,

• B2, plasma fluid code, and

• EIRENE, the kinetic neutrals Monte Carlo code.

• SOLPS-GUI, a Graphical User Interface to above tools

In addition to the simulating plasma behaviour inside SOL, SOLPS is used also intended
for plasma simulations inside the adjacent outer core edge and divertor regions (inner and
outer divertor) and is extensively used for edge plasma simulations of ASDEX Upgrade (AUG)
and some other existing devices, as well as for predicting the conditions in the future device
ITER [1]. SOLPS suite underwent a series of upgrades since 2009 under the new name SOLPS-
ITER [4, 5] including incorporation within IMAS (ITER’s Integrated Modelling and Analysis
Suite) framework to support the development of sophisticated modelling workflows for ITER,
and as such is currently the primary SOL plasma simulation tool of ITER.

In Scrape-Off Layer Plasma Simulations (SOLPS) with B2-EIRENE there are many input
parameters, possible combinations of ion particles, atomic processes, and interactions between
the edge plasma and the core boundary and plasma-facing components. The SOLPS are carried
out on a cluster in a user directory and can be stored in the MDSPLUS database or can be
converted to a ”record” in fusion databases with prescribed structures for integrated modeling.

One approach of data storage of simulation results is the regular way by saving the data
in files inside a certain location on a computer or in a directory. This way of data storage
is not complicated and functions with no greater issues. However, by increasing number of
data files, then file handling, such as locating and sharing the data with other users, becomes
gradually more difficult and time consuming until at some point it becomes too troublesome and
impractical. Moreover, this data is often scattered in different locations and formats, resulting in
greatly increased file handling difficulty and possibly also in troublesome or not straightforward
data interpretation for other users. The other possible approach, suitable when dealing with
hierarchical data and a higher number of users, and also currently used on ITER, is data storage
in standardized hierarchical transferable databases or data structures, consisting of tree-like data
structure units. The pros and cons of using the data structures are:
Pros:

• standardized data archival and retrieval

• easier data sharing and distribution

• better data tracing and conservation

• straightforward data comparison

Cons:

• additional software and environment configuration is required,

• accessing the data might prove difficult for users with no or little computer programming
skills

• designed and intended to hold only data with the predetermined data types, related to a
specific area of research.
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2 IMAS

The ITER Integrated Modelling & Analysis Suite (IMAS) [6] and the European Integrated
Modelling (EU-IM) effort [7], in the frame of the EUROfusion Code Development WPCD
project, orchestrate the computation of fusion codes with [8] a scientific workflow engine. Com-
plex integrated modelling (IM) workflows developed by the EU-IM Team, [9, 10, 11, 12] on
top of the Kepler framework, integrate several physics codes involving different time and space
scales. The IMAS and EU-IM frameworks are based on an underlying Physics Data Model
(PDM) that allows the coupling of codes via standardized data structures.

These data structures are served within personal or global databases, and are accessible
with several programming languages (Fortran, C++, Java, Python, and Matlab). Currently, two
main physics data models and databases for integrated modelling with defined structure are in
use:

• The EU-IM (EUROfusion Integrated Modelling) [7] database consists of CPOs (Con-
sistent Physical Objects), which are standardized hierarchical distributed data structures
whose purpose is the complete description of the PDM.

• The ITER Physics Data Model [6] consists of structures similar to CPO, but not identical,
named IDSs (Interface Data Structures). There is an ongoing effort to establish IDS and
IMAS as the only relevant framework for all ITER parties, including EU-IM team.

These databases contain information such as geometry, plasma equilibrium, heating and
fueling sources, and a full description of the plasma state, including the electron temperature,
ion temperature, electron density, ion density, etc.

The Interface Data Structure (IDS) is a rich and complex data storage ”object,” allowing
standardized archival and retrieval of simulation output results of SOLPS-ITER, and other tools
within the ITER Integrated Modelling Analysis Suite (IMAS) framework [6]. Each IDS is a part
of so-called Data Dictionary [13], an extensive database description or data container under
which all IDS are listed as children, and is stored in the local database using MDSplus [14].

Being the successor of the CPO, IDS, and CPO have many features in common. Their
data structure tree is similar (but not the same!). The IDS, same as CPO, is designed to hold
vast amounts of fusion data with each IDS predefined to contain data in connection to specific
fusion area of research, such as full description of a tokamak subsystems (diagnostic, heating
system, etc.) or plasma physics models (equilibrium, SOL, wave propagation, etc.).

The IMAS support for “edge” IDSs is an integral part of the SOLPS-GUI [15] as well as
fully integrated within the IMAS framework in place at the ITER organisation. In particular,
users of the SOLPS-ITER code suite need to have a means by which they can save and archive
their results to the IMAS database, and inversely be able to retrieve the results from older runs
from the same database. Moreover, one wishes to be able to translate existing SOLPS output
previously stored using the CPO formalism into IDSs for addition into the IMAS database.

3 GENERAL GRID DESCRIPTION FOR SOLPS-ITER

The General Grid Description (GGD) is a structure encompassed under Interface Data
Structure (IDS) [6, 16] and is designed to contain edge plasma quantities of the physics case for
various time slices if required, as in an experiment data may be acquired at different time rates.
The GGD contains grid subsets, or subgrids, that represent a portion of the contents of a larger
full grid, usually intended for more accurate analysis of an exactly specified piece of the grid.
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Figure 1: The edge profiles IDS node with ggd(:) array of structures node.

The edge profiles IDS [17] with the corresponding GGD structure is shown in Fig. 1. The
ggd node is an array of structures designed to hold all edge plasma physics and grid description
data regarding the edge plasma region under its own timebase. Its notable children, as shown in
Fig. 1, are:

• grid, a simple structure node to contain grid description,
• electrons, a simple structure node to contain data on quantities related to the electrons,
• ion(:), an array of structures node designed to contain data on quantities related to differ-

ent ion species, and
• time, a leaf designed to contain the time of the time slice (single float data type value).

The grid node is a sibling of electrons node and ion(:) node. It contains data on full
grid description and its more notable children are:

• identifier, a simple structure node to contain grid identification information,
• space(:), an array of structures node designed to contain data on grid spaces, and
• grid subset(:), an array of structures node, designed to contain data on grid subsets.
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Figure 2: Display of all 25 available GGD grid
subsets of the ITER case meshing.

An example of grid subsets is shown in
Fig. 2 from one ITER case as displayed
within ParaView visualisation tool using
IMAS Edge profiles reader plugin. The grid
subsets can be 0D objects (points or grid
nodes, e.g. x-points), 1D objects (edges,
e.g. core-boundary), 2D objects (2D cells,
e.g. SOL) or 3D objects (3D cells, not in
SOLPS), where “D” denotes “dimensional-
ity” in R-Z space. Objects are connected to
grid subsets with “element” structure. El-
ement is an array of structures node de-
signed to contain data of the same dimen-
sion, forming the grid subset. Each element
can be formed by one or more objects and
the data on the objects forming the element
is stored in its child named object(:), a
node that is also an array of structures. The
relation between grid, grid subset, element,
and object in GGD can be depicted as:

GGD being able to describe grids in a general way can be quite difficult to handle. To simplify
some operation we have ported Grid Service Library (GSL) in FORTRAN for general IDS use
of GGD. Support for remaining languages is planned. Code using GSL is consequently shorter
and less prone to errors.

4 RESULTS

Before the development of the IMAS IDS, a great deal of SOL case simulation results
data was stored in many CPO data structures. Those CPOs still exist in the present day, and
with IDS becoming the leading data structure for plasma physics data storage nowadays and
the majority of IMAS tools being developed for use with the IDSs, the transfer of older data
from CPO to IDS is desirable by users. This would allow transfer and continuation of work
with previously obtained simulation data, and also for straightforward data analysis and data
comparison between the old and recently produced data, obtained using the latest SOLPS-ITER
tools. With that purpose the edge cpo2ids tool was developed. It serves as a tool for data
conversion and data transfer between the EU-IM edge CPO and the ITER edge profiles IDS. The
converter is written in Python2 and is used under EU-IM-Gateway-HPC IMAS environment.

Fig. 3 shows data flow through cpo2ids code. In fact it runs on systems where both
CPO and IDS UAL modules are available simultaneously (e.g. EU-IM Gateway). Due to
notable differences in data structures the conversion is not just translation but in some cases

2The tool is written Python 3.5 and can also be used unmodified with the Python version 2.7.
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Figure 3: edge CPO to edge profiles IDS conversion process schema.

also recompute of the GGD structures is needed. No GSL can be used in such “translation”
process.

Running the B2.5 plasma simulation produces many output files, holding the data of re-
sults. The main objective of the following work was to extract the required data such as geom-
etry data, electron temperature, electron density, and ion temperature properties of edge plasma
from B2.5 code and store these results into edge profiles IDS. The B2.5 plasma simulation
output files and their edge plasma data are:

• b2fgmtry, holding data on edge geometry, and

• b2fstate or b2fstati representing ”plasma state” at the end and as input to simulation,
respectively. Actually, both file formats are identical and usually b2fstate is copied
over b2fstate to continue SOLPS simulation. Both are holding data fields on plasma
properties such as electron density, electron temperature, and ion temperature.

A couple of tools for data storage of the discussed data to edge profiles IDS were developed:

• put edge ids, written in Python 3.5 programming language and using step-by-step method
of writing edge data to edge profiles IDS. SOLPS GUI embeds this module into custom
widget that stores also all input files of the run into “code parameters” node for reference
and possible restarts or imports from IMAS directly.

• b2 ual write code, written in Fortran90 programming language and also using step-by-
step method of writing edge data to edge profiles IDS. The code implements the same
“main” program ad B2.5 and then translates data read in memory to IDS. Thus it behaves
as B2.5 code in a single step restart that writes data into IMAS.

• b2 ual write gsl code, written in Fortran90 programming language and using Grid Ser-
vice Library (GSL) routines for writing edge data to edge profiles IDS. The code is some-
what shorter but it requires linking against GSL.

ParaView applica�on
Visualized edge 

plasma dataReadUALEdge plugin

edge_profiles IDS

B2.5 plasma code 

ru
n

 c
as

e

b2fgmtry

b2state/i

OR

b2_ual_write_gsl

b2_ual_write

put_edge_ids

OR

Figure 4: Data flow of B2.5 plasma simulation results to edge profiles IDS and visualization
process of the edge plasma data using ReadUALEdge plugin.
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All listed tools shown in Fig. 4 operate with the same input data, the main difference between
them is the programming language they are written in and/or the method of writing the data to
the IDS, which is either a step-by-step method, manually defining every single node and leaf in
IDS tree structure and setting its contents, or by using the Grid Service Library which provides
routines for a simplified and more user-friendly way of setting the data before it is written to the
IDS. Conversion of temperature for all species to prescribed eV units takes place too.

Stored IDS can be readily viewed with ReadUALEdge plugin for ParaView. SOLPS GUI
helps controlling IDS storage by prescribing Shot, Run, and Device identifiers for each run as
well as the frequency of timed IDS writes within the SOLPS-ITER Runs.

5 CONCLUSION

SOLPS-ITER is presently the only code that stores edge profiles IDS in GGD using many
grid subsets (see Fig. 2), can restart the Run by importing code parameters from IMAS directly
and can run as an actor under Kepler workflow. This enables integrated modelling with other
“edge” codes by using the same IDS structures. Data exchange between codes is thus possible
and planned. GGD data structure is general enough that one can use one visualisation tool for
all codes that write GGD in two or three dimensions. Consequently this allows comparison of
result from different codes within ParaView. It should be noted that only part of data within
the CPO and B2.5 simulation results were inspected and transferred to IDS. At this point, the
cpo2ids tool deals with most of the full scale data of edge CPO and edge profiles IDS, while
B2.5 to IDS tools deal with a small piece of the whole simulation output results. So further work
and more benchmark cases are needed in order to improve the (co)operation of the discussed
IDS tools, the plugin included, and uphold their position as a suitable tools for IDS handling and
data visualization. On top of that, the remaining IDSs, designed to perform with other aspects
of the edge plasma data, edge sources, edge transport, and transport solver numerics IDSs, are
to be inspected and implemented to work with the SOLPS-ITER code suite. Moreover, further
development of the Grid Service Library (GSL) is needed, aiming to improve and simplify the
General Grid Description (GGD) data handling and generation for potential users from other
domains by introducing new routines and utilities.
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ABSTRACT

SOLPS-ITER is a code package consisting of the fluid plasma code, B2.5, and a kinetic
Monte-Carlo neutral solver, Eirene, for the plasma edge of tokamaks including the outer core
edge, scrape-off layer (SOL) and divertor regions. The B2.5- Eirene code package has a non
linear model of neutral particle transports including neutral-neutral and molecule-ion collisions.
It has been used to model edge plasmas and to show the physical mechanisms determining the
behaviour of the particles in the tokamak edge. The paper describes the SOLPS-ITER kinetic
modelling of a hydrogen plasma with low plasma density at the ITER divertor. The choice of
the plasma density was done to reduce the frequency of the ELMs. We consider the plasma
state in the quiescent period between ELMs, for a typical scenario of the Pre-Fusion Power
Operation (PFPO) phase of ITER, with a power flux into the SOL of 40 MW. We present some
initial results in the form of temperature and density profiles across the main SOL and at the
divertor targets.

INTRODUCTION

The B2-EIRENE [1] code package was developed to give better insight into the physics in
the scrape-off layer (SOL), which is defined as the region of open field-lines intersecting mate-
rial surfaces. The scrape-off layer region gets very important in any fusion reactor, because it is
directly related to the requirements for power and particle exhaust compatible with the core con-
finement. Two main configurations of the SOL plasma are used presently in tokamaks: a limiter
configuration and a divertor configuration [2]. The limiter is a part of the wall which is touched
by one of the magnetic surfaces, Fig. 1. This surface is called the last closed magnetic surface
(LCMS). Magnetic surfaces of larger radius intersect the limiter. The charged particles on those
surfaces have a high probability to make it on the solid surface where they are neutralised. Most
of them return to the plasma and some part might be pumped out as a neutral gas. This process
of the neutralisation of charged particles with subsequent re-ionization is called recycling. The
disadvantage of the limiter configuration is that the limiter is very close to the main plasma. The
plasma near the limiter surface is still hot (with approximate temperature 1, 2·105 K). As a result,
the sputtering is very efficient and the sputtered material might be easily contaminate the main
plasma. The pumping efficiency is low because of low achievable density of the neutral gas [3].
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Figure 1: Limiter configuration of
SOL plasma.

These problems are solved in the divertor configu-
ration which is shown in Fig . 2. This magnetic configu-
ration has a separatrix. The sepatartix is a surface which
divides regions of the magnetic field with different topol-
ogy: closed magnetic surfaces in the core and open mag-
netic surfaces at the edge. In the divertor configuration the
area where the charged particles impinge on the wall (the
area of intense plasma-wall interaction) is located farther
from the main plasma. It might be shown, that in this case
the heat flux from the main plasma is transported mainly
by thermal conduction unlike to limiter SOL where the
convection dominates. As a result, a significant tempera-
ture gradient develops and the plasma temperature in front
of the solid surface drops to a few K. This significantly reduces the target erosion (physical sput-
tering). In addition, the increased distance hinders the penetration of the sputtered particles into
the main plasma. In the divertor configuration a relatively high neutral pressure at the entrance
to the pumping slot might be achieved, thus increasing the efficiency of the pumping and re-
moval of impurities. Because this kind of divertor has a lot of advantages, for that reason it is
used for designing the ITER divertor.

Figure 2: Divertor configuration of
SOL plasma.

The ITER divertor has been designed on the basis
of extensive edge plasma simulations using the SOLPS 4
code suite [4]. Recently, a new version of the code, named
SOLPS-ITER [5], has been adopted at the ITER Organi-
zation. The SOLPS-ITER code is a coupling between the
B2.5 code version from SOLPS 5.2 [5], containing the
most advanced numerical treatment of fluid drifts, and an
up-to-date version of the kinetic neutral transport solver
EIRENE [1]. This work is focused exactly on the ex-
perimental results of the ITER SOL plasma, presenting
the plasma profiles across the main SOL and the divertor
targets and how some of input values in B2-EIRENE [1]
change the results.

PLASMA MODELING

We use the SOLPS-ITER code suite to model the
SOL and divertor plasmas. The code has the coupled
B2.5 [6] and EIRENE [1] codes as main transport solvers.
B2.5 [6] solves a set of continuity and parallel momentum
equations for the density na and parallel velocity u‖,a, of
each ion species a, and internal energy equations for the
electron and (common) ion temperatures Te and Ti [7].
The plasma potential is solved from the current continuity
equation [8]. A second large step forward in our modeling
is the use of a kinetic description of atoms and molecules
through EIRENE, instead of the fluid neutral model available in B2.5 [6] . EIRENE [1] is
a linear transport solver which accurately simulates the interaction between test particles and
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the background plasma, treating a wide range of collisional processes. EIRENE then provides
particle, momentum and energy sources for the equations solved in B2.5 [9], [6] .

For simulating a plasma model in the code SOLPS-ITER, firstly it is needed to set up a
boundary conditions. The boundary condition plays an important role in the simulation firstly
for defining the correct path of particle movement and secondly for defining the particle trans-
port flux in SOL. In SOLPS-ITER the boundary conditions can be obtained by a combination
of the continuity equation 1 and diffusion equation 2. As a results, after solving these equa-
tions, are setting up two boundary conditions on the radial boundaries and only one boundary
condition on the poloidal boundary.
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where x and y are the poloidal and radial coordinate respectively, nα is a density of
each speacies (ions, electron, ect.), u and ν are the components of the particles velocities at
the poloidal and radial coordinate respectively, hx, hy and g are transformed metric coeffi-
cients from radial to poloidal coordinate system and hx = | ∂r

∂x
|, hy = | ∂r

∂y
|, √g = hxhy,

r = {x′
, y

′
, z

′} are the Carthesian coordinates, Sαn is the sources of particles α, pα is parti-
cle pressure (pα = nα · Tα), Dα

n and Dα
p are diffusion coefficients at the particles densities and

pressures.
Here and below the term “poloidal boundary” means the boundary across the magnetic surfaces
(x = const) and “radial boundary” means the boundary along magnetic surfaces (y = const).
On the boundary with the Core plasma (Core-Edge Interface, CEI) either density or the particle
flux might be specified [9], [3]. To specify the boundary conditions on the poloidal surfaces
which are intersected by the magnetic field lines (targets) one has to consider the properties of
the plasma sheath. This is a thin layer of uncompensated charge forming between the plasma
and the solid surface. Its thickness is estimated by the Debye length: that is ∼ 10−5...10−4 cm
for a tokamak SOL. The sheath layer might be stable only if the parallel velocity of the incident
plasma is larger than the sound speed u‖ ≥ cs. This inequality is usually reduced to an equality
(strict Bohm criteria). The boundary condition which is used in B2 has the form:

u‖ =

√
neTe + Ti ·

∑
α nα∑

αmαnα
. (3)

This is the most primitive form of this boundary condition: in particular, it assumes equal
velocity for all species. B2 has also an option to specify the condition u‖ ≥ cs. In this case a
zero second derivative of u‖ in poloidal direction is enforced. This option was not used in the
present work. The boundary conditions for the energy equations at the targets read [10]:

qe‖ = γeTeneu
e
‖, qi‖ = γiTineu

e
‖ (4)

Where γe and γi are sheath transmission factors. They might be found from the kinetic
description of sheath and pre-sheath, see. This consideration includes the interaction of the
particles with the floating potential, which is formed at any contact between a solid wall and
plasma. The values which were used in this work: γi = 1.6 for ions, γe = 0.5 for electrons. The
sheath boundary conditions, which are described here are only valid if the angle between the
surface and the magnetic field line is not too small.
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SOLPS-ITER SIMULATION RESULTS

Investigation of the experimentally results, was done by varying plenum geometries. The
grids of the geometries used for the simulations are shown in Fig. 3 where are presented the
boundary particle sources (heat electron, heat ion, particle H0 and particle H+1 sources). It is
obviously that the heat sources for any particles have constant energy at whole chamber, but
only the boundary electron heat source spend more energy than the other particles. Note that
all these cases are 2D in the simulations, and thus neglect any effect of detailed 3D plenum
geometry such as gusset plates separating individual ports [11], [12].

(a)
(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Boundary sources of: (a) - heat electrons, (b) - heat ions, (c) - particles H0 and (d) -
particles H+1

The profiles of the: separatrix electron density (nesepm) at outer midplane, separatrix
electron temperature (tesepm) and ion temperature (tisepm) at outer midplane, are shown at the
Fig. 4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) - Separatrix electron density, (b) - electron temperature (tesepm-red line) and ion
temperature (tisepm-green line) at outer midplane

From the results the maximum electron density at outer midplane is 1 · 1019 m−3. The
electron and ion max temperature is equal to 1, 2 · 106 K, but the difference is that the ion
temperature during the time step is bigger than the electron for nearby 1, 2 · 105 K.

The results of the: separatrix electron density (nesepi) and temperature (tesepi) at the in-
board divertor, the maximum electron density (nemxip) and the maximum temperature (temxip)
at the inboard divertor, separatrix electron density (nesepa) and temperature (tesepa) at the out-
board divertor, the maximum electron density (nemxap) and maximum temprature (temxap) at
the outboard divertor, are shown at the Fig. 5
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) - red line is the separatrix electron density at the inboard divertor (nesepi), green
line is the maximum electron density at the inboard divertor (nemxip), blue line is the separatrix
electron density at the outboard divertor (nesepa), purple line is the maximum electron density
at the outboard divertor (nemxap). (b) - red line is the separatrix electron temperature at the
inboard divertor (tesepi), green line is the maximum electron temperature at the inboard divertor
(temxip), blue line is the separatrix electron temperature at the outboard divertor (tesepa), purple
line is the maximum electron temperature at the outboard divertor (temxap)

Compare the results of Fig. 5 and Fig. 4, the density of the electrons at the outer midplane
are higher than at the outboard and inboard divertors. The same is for the electron temperatures.

To understand how the sheath transmission factors effects on the plasma profiles, we vary
the values of the γe. The compare results of the profiles are shown at Fig. 6. In the Fig. 6 are
presented the maxim electron density at the inboard divertor with different values of γe (0, 0.5
and 0.9), and electron temperature at outer midplane with same values for γe.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) - Maxim electron density at the inboard divertor at different values of γe (nemxip),
(b) - electron temperature at the outer midplane with different values of γe (tesepm)

CONCLUSION

The importance of the SOLPS-ITER code is that the user gets a complete filly kinetic
plasma model. We also show how how the code is build up. It does not consist only the
fluid plasma code, but also the B2.5, kinetic Monte-Carlo neutral solver. This new code might
simulate the plasma at the outer core edge, the SOL and divertor region. After that as a results,
the code gives a 2D profiles and graphics of the plasma parameters. There were shown a profiles
of the low power Hydrogen plasma generated in ITER tokamak, but it might be done also
for different kind of plasma. The low power generated plasma in this case is above 40 MW
Also was shown how the electron sheath transmission factor might change some of the plasma
profiles. Understanding how the input parameters change the plasma profiles, will be easier for
simulation a different kind of plasma and also will be easier to get a fully picture of the physics
theory.
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ABSTRACT

SMARDDA for ITER (SMITER) software library is a suite of object oriented FORTRAN
modules designed to map profiles of SOL heat flux density flowing parallel to the magnetic field
lines onto the plasma facing component (PFC) surfaces. This requires to follow the magnetic
lines on flux surfaces within the magnetic equilibrium in 3D geometry until the intersection
with a solid surface. The high-resolution meshed surfaces are obtained from the CAD model of
the PFC structures.

In order to make the SMITER suite more useful and easier to use, a CAD “modeller” is
included in the framework that allows global CAD geometry to be displayed in the SALOME
framework representing a general run environment. The tool offers selection and editing of
the CAD elements constituting the model in which field lines are traced. The field lines must
take into account the full neighbouring structures around the object of interest to ensure that
the filed lines are not intersected locally by other surfaces. Also, meshing of the CAD model
is performed if no mesh is provided. Work in this paper addresses the issue of PFC surface
preparation from the CAD model for meshing inside the SMITER GUI framework. This is
done using the Open Cascade Technology (OCCT) CAD kernel that allows import of CAD files
in STEP format and its visualisation and manipulation.

INTRODUCTION

The SMARDDA algorithm has been developed to model the plasma interaction with com-
plex engineered surfaces [1]. Application of the SMARDDA software is made to the ITER
tokamak limiter geometry and to MAST-U tokamak divertor design. SMARDDA is able to
exchange data with CAD databases which gives the potential for direct use in the tokamak

1See the author list of ”Overview of progress in European Medium Sized Tokamaks towards an integrated
plasma-edge/wall solution” by H. Meyer et al., to be published in Nuclear Fusion Special issue: overview and
summary reports from the 26th Fusion Energy Conference (Kyoto, Japan, 17-22 October 2016)
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plasma-facing components design [2]. In addition, SMARDDA code allows fast and accurate
examination of the power deposition in the limiter and the divertor geometries.

SMITER (SMARDDA for ITER) software library is a suite of object oriented FORTRAN
95 modules created to predict and calculate the power deposition by the plasma on the limiters
and divertors. Magnetic field lines on the flux surfaces within the magnetic equilibrium need to
be followed in 3D space until they intersect a solid surface. The geometry is obtained from the
provided CAD model of the structure. In practice, field lines are followed backwards from the
surface in question, with proper mapping of the heat flux profile specified in the free SOL while
taking into the consideration the magnetic flux expansion. This field line tracing must take into
account the neighbouring structures around the object of interest in order to ensure that the field
lines are not intersected by other solid surfaces.

SMITER uses an algorithm which organises the data into multi-octree type of hierarchical
data structure (HDS). The SMITER algorithm is programmed for two cases: (1) limiter case
and (2) divertor case. The geometry for both cases is separated into two part types: the “result
geometry” – the part where the power deposition is calculated, and the “shadowing geometry”
– the part which protects the edges of the ”result geometry” by the field line shadowing. The
”shadowing geometry” covers the ”result geometry”, that is, the field lines do not reach the
”result geometry” and with that there is no power deposition in that region.

Technical features of the SMITER are:

1. accurate field-line integration which includes user controlled tolerance to check the con-
vergence, cubic spline interpolation of the magnetic field, option to use flux coordinates
for speed and accuracy in simple flux geometries, and vacuum field option in 3D space,

2. local or global calculations for the limiter or the divertor,

3. toroidally periodic feature which offers the ability to specify only 1/18th of the geometry.

Fig. 1 shows the SMITER workflow. The CAD model is build from curves and surfaces
which are defined by the non uniform rational basis splines (NURBS). However, intersection
of the NURBS surfaces is approximately represented by the NURBS. That is, the intersection
curve of two parametric surfaces may not be parametric. Approximation is needed in order to
compute the parametric representation of non-parametric algebraic intersection curves [3]. This
approximation can result in small gaps between the surfaces. In order to avoid these small gaps,
surfaces are represented by triangles, that is, the CAD geometry is meshed.

Meshing of the CAD model is done with a meshing software, in this case with MSC
Nastran. The next step in geometry input preparation is conversion of the .dat format produced
by the MSC Nastran into legacy VTK format with the module SMITER datvtk (DATVTK).
Finally, combination of the part bodies into the plasma-facing components (PFC) geometry is
done with the SMITER vtktfm module. Another input that SMITER requires for the calculation
is the magnetic equilibrium file (eqdsk file).
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Figure 1: SMITER workflow [4]

The GEOQ code is used to analyse the flux function usually defined in the EQDSK file. It
produces contour plots of the flux gradients, overlay flux function contours with silhouette wall,
and CAD geometry as (R, Z) points. The HDSGEN code computes the multi-octree hierarchical
data structure (HDS) introduced in the SMARDDA algorithm, which is designed to accelerate
the computation of track/ray-triangle intersection. The POWCAL code performs the power
surface deposition calculation, following the field lines using the transformed geometry from the
GEOQ and the HDS from the HDSGEN. Vacuum magnetic field is defined with the MAGTFM.
VTKTFM code transforms and/or combines the VTK format surface geometry files (ASCII
format). With the SMITER graphical user interface GUI all the transformations are done within
the Mesh or the Geometry module and the VTKTFM does not need to be included in the study.

The SMITER graphical user interface (GUI) integrates the SMITER software into a single
and extensible framework in which model set-up, visualization, code execution and analysis of
the results can be performed. All key input parameters required by the SMITER run are easily
visible and modifiable by the user in the interface. The GUI interface allows import of the
CAD objects, meshing or input of the meshes produced from the software NASTRAN, and
input of the EQDSK files which describe the plasma equilibrium. The SMITER GUI consists
of several pre-processing and post-processing modules with a central SMITER module that
provides modelling of several SMITER cases in one study which is than saved as a HDF5
(Hieriarchical File Format) file. The study file contains all the data required for the re-runs of
the cases (configuration, equilibrium, geometry and results).

The CAD geometry set-up is integrated in one environment with the SMITER GUI inter-
face which includes: visualisation, selection, modifications and meshing. The workflow shown
in the Fig. 1 is unified where the steps in the blue box (CAD geometry preparation and meshing)
are integrated into one interface without the need of using external, proprietary meshing tools.
In Fig. 2. the meshing module is shown within the SMITER GUI interface. In the meshing
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module one can specify the geometry to be mesh. Also, the meshing algorithm and mesh type
can be specified.

Figure 2: SMITER GUI mesh module

CAD GEOMETRY REPRESENTATION IN SMITER GUI

SMITER requires an accurate representations of the first wall geometry and magnetic field
equilibrium. In order to facilitate easier geometry manipulation and representation SMITER
GUI has been developed. SMITER GUI application is developed in the SALOME platform.
SALOME platform is an open software framework for integration of numerical solvers in var-
ious physical domains. SALOME integrates a CAD/CAE modelling tool, industrial meshing
algorithms, and advanced 3D visualisation functionalities. It supports inter-operability between
the CAD modelling and computation software. Key feature for which SALOME was chosen as
a platform on which the SMITER GUI is developed is an easy integration of new components
into SALOME’s heterogeneous systems.

SMITER GUI provides an user-friendly and efficient user interface for data preparation
and data post processing. The graphical user interface framework aims to improve the user’s
experience, to accelerate and simplify meshing input set-up, and to increase the scientific usabil-
ity of the SMITER simulation results with enhancements in visualisation output. SMITER GUI
provides an interface for the field-line tracing, shadowing effects, and power surface deposition
calculations.

GUI framework integrates the existing SMITER dialog-driven framework into a single
and extensible framework which consists of a study containing the information about the geom-
etry and its meshes, visualisation, analysis, and CAD model views. Also, it provides a built-in
3D analysis tool that will re-assemble required functions normally provided by the ParaView
as external tool to the SMITER. It provides standard analysis views in 2D and 3D as well as
in-situ monitoring of the SMITER code with ParaView Catalyst.

CAD integration view is based on the OpenCASCADE technology (OCCT) where CAD
geometry is directly read as a STEP file and allows the CAD geometry to be part of the SMITER
GUI framework. Also, provenance recording offers a possibility to capture the changes made on
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the model and repeating the steps from the geometry reading, modification, and meshing and the
eventual calculation running. Data is stored in a study that can be then saved into hierarchical
data format (HDF) file for a re-use.

In Fig. 3 a typical SMITER workflow inside the SMITER GUI is shown. It consists of
three vertical windows. In the left vertical window the object browser is placed where four
modules are shown in a tree view style. The first module is at the top of the object browser
and represents the SMITER module with the GEOQ, HDSGEN, and POWCAL codes. In the
GEOQ code are located the wall, target, and shadow mesh together with the equilibrium file.
The second module, situated below the SMITER module, is the Mesh module where meshes
from the geometry are stored. Below the Mesh module is the third, ParaVIS module which is
used for the visualisation of the geometry and the results of the calculation. Finally, the fourth
geometry module is at the bottom of the left vertical window where the geometry is imported
or modelled, and de-featured if needed. The SMITER log window is at the bottom of the left
vertical window where the progress status is shown. The middle vertical window shows the
contour plot of the plasma flux from the equilibrium file with the 2D representation of the PFC
line. The right vertical window shows the one section of the blanket CAD model. The blanket
geometry consists of the target mesh (blue colour) and the shadowed mesh (grey colour). Also,
on the target mesh is shown the power deposition calculated with the POWCAL code.

Figure 3: SMITER GUI. On the left side are shown the SMITER modules and on the right side
are shown the results from the calculation with the ParaView module.
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FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

Additional software components are planned to be included in the SMITER GUI frame-
work for the future work. It will be possible to perform de-featuring operations of the input
geometry with the new software components. After reading the STEP file corrections to the
model can be performed in order to simplify the geometry and remove unnecessary small de-
tails which makes the meshing more complex. Also, recording of the whole process will be
possible, that is from the geometry changes to running the calculation will be tracked and saved
for future re-runs. This will allow to capture the data provenance and to repeat the complete
process from the geometry preparation to running the simulations.

In this work, user friendly GUI is build in order to facilitate the numerical simulation
of the physics code and analysis of it’s results. SMITER GUI application offers user friendly
environment for running the SMITER code. This includes visualising the geometry, meshing
the geometry or mesh conversion from other mesh formats, and visualisation of the results. Goal
of the graphical user interface is to improve the user’s experience, to accelerate and simplify
meshing input, and to increase the scientific usability of the SMITER simulation results.
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ABSTRACT

The paper looks into the modelling of neutron emission in a JET-like tokamak for the
purpose of creating a Monte Carlo plasma neutron source. An analysis of the simplified generic
source models used by the neutronics community so far is presented. The geometric descrip-
tion of the plasma shape is studied, varying key parameters such as the position of the magnetic
axis, elongation and triangularity. An improved model of the separatrix is introduced, using
parametric equations for elliptic and hyperbolic arcs. The neutron emission distribution is de-
fined using the electron density and temperature profiles in addition to simplified fusion cross
section parametrization. Future work to improve the methodology of defining the plasma neu-
tron source is briefly described.

1 INTRODUCTION

Neutrons represent one of the key mechanisms through which information about the
plasma state is being conveyed from the inside of fusion devices to the detectors behind the
vacuum vessel. By performing neutron diagnostics it is therefore possible to measure some of
the most important plasma parameters, such as its temperature, energy deposition of plasma
heating systems, fast ion distribution etc. Neutrons are crucial for fusion power measurements
as well namely the energy released in a DD or DT fusion reaction is proportional to the number
of emitted neutrons. Two additional neutron based tokamak systems are considered to be funda-
mental for the operation of future fusion power plants. These are the production of tritium fuel,
with the reaction between a fusion neutron and lithium taking place in the so-called breeding
blankets in the walls of a tokamak, and the heating of the tokamak blankets and coolant through
neutron slow-down.

The connection between plasma physics and neutron transport computations is thus cru-
cial for understanding the behaviour of plasmas in tokamak devices. Nowadays neutron trans-
port computations in support of fusion experiments are performed with the Monte Carlo method.
The initial step of a simulation is the creation of a source neutron whose characteristics are sam-
pled on the basis of the systems physical model. In order to study the relation between neutron
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emission, diagnostics response and its uncertainty it is necessary to analyse and improve the
source models used in computations so far. In the paper the generic neutron plasma source
models commonly used for neutron simulations are presented. The source description is di-
vided onto two parts – first the definition of the plasma boundary geometry is studied. The
formulation of the latter is based on the geometric description of an ellipse with the addition
of the elongation and triangularity of the plasma shape, which produces the so-called D-shape.
Since divertor configuration in tokamaks, present in devices like JET and ITER [1], causes the
occurrence of a magnetic surface X-point, the modelling od the separatrix shape was performed.
The developed models are compared using either generic or improved tokamak plasma param-
eters. In the second part the neutron emission modelling and its parametrization using electron
density and temperature profiles is described and computed. The paper is concluded with a short
description of the improvement and computations to be made in the future in connection to the
methodology for creating a detailed plasma neutron source for Monte Carlo neutron transport
calculations. This is based on the use of the state-of-the-art plasma transport codes, such as the
TRANSP program [2], enabling the computation of neutron emission profiles as well as neutron
spectra.

2 PLASMA BOUNDARY

The first step in the creation of a plasma neutron source description is the analysis of the
geometry of the plasma shape. The tokamak is a toroidally shaped fusion device, where a set
of external magnets is used to contain the plasma within its vacuum vessel. The plasma is con-
sidered to have a D-shape, meaning that the upper and lower vertices of the profile are shifted
toward the tokamak’s inboard side, as shown in Figure 1. In the following analysis a toroidal
symmetry is assumed, focusing on the plasma shape description within a tokamak’s toroidal
slice. To find the outline of the plasma shape, i.e. the plasma equilibrium boundary, one com-
monly begins with an elliptical model, described by the parametric equations in a cylindrical
coordinate system:

R = R0 + a · cosϑ ,

Z = Z0 + b · sinϑ ,
(1)

whereR is the radial distance from the torus axis, Z the position along the axis, R0 the tokamak
major radius, Z0 the plasma axial shift, ϑ the poloidal angle centred at (R0, Z0) and a and b the
ellipse’s minor and major axis, respectively. This approach to plasma shape modelling has been
adopted in several papers [3, 4, 5]. Two additional quantities are introduced to the parametric
description in Eq. (1), to obtain the observed D-shape plasma, namely the elongation ε = b/a
and triangularity τ = sin−1(δa/a). The latter represents the radial dislocation of the top and
bottom ellipse apexes with respect to its central position (R0, Z0). One can observe the ellipse
deformation in Fig. 1, where the plasma shape is defined with four points. Two points located
on the minor axis, i.e. P1 and P3, are fixed, while the vertices P2 and P4 on the major axis are
affected by the introduction of triangularity. This is achieved by altering the values of R by δa
at points P2 and P4, occurring at ϑ = ± π/2, while preserving the positions of P1 and P3. The
cosine argument of the radial variable R in Eq. (1) is changed to ϑ+ τ sinϑ. With the extension
the poloidal angle increases faster in the vicinity of the major axis, in proportion to the sine of
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Figure 1: Geometrical representation of an ellipse (dotted line) and a D-shaped plasma bound-
ary (solid line) in a toroidally symmetric tokamak. The cylindrical coordinate system with the
radial R and axial Z variables, together with the ellipse centre, four vertices and the poloidal
angle ϑ is shown. The red line denotes the separatrix (divertor configuration) and the lower
vertex boundary angles ψ.

ϑ multiplied by the factor of τ . Using the parameters τ and ε, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:

R = R0 + a · cos(ϑ+ τ sinϑ) ,

Z = Z0 + ε a · sinϑ .
(2)

Focusing on the parametric expression for R in Eq. 2, one can observe that the values of
triangularity are limited by 0 ≤ τ ≤ π/2. Namely for τ = 0 the expression equals that
of the ellipse, while for τ = π/2 the model diverges since R falls to 0. In experiments and
computations the values of τ normally reach a maximum value of 1, where the plasma shape is
considered to be fully triangular [4].

In order to better understand the difference between the plasma shapes defined with Eq.
1 and Eq. 2, a comparison of the radial variable R for different values of τ was performed.
The latter was varied in the interval 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 in steps of 0.25. The profile was presumed
to be centred in the coordinate system origin with the minor axis a set to unity. The results
are shown in the top panel of Fig. 2. It can be seen that with increasing values of τ the radial
positions, at which the vertices of the deformed ellipses are located, are approached faster. The
apexes, denoted in the graph by Pi, occur at ϑ = 0, π/2, π and 3π/2. In the bottom panel of
Fig. 2 the absolute difference between the radial variable computations for an ellipse (τ = 0)
and for the four D-shaped plasma profiles are shown. It can be observed that higher values
of triangularity result in a steeper deviation of the plasma shape radial position when moving
from the outboard position P1 to the upper vertex P2, the same being true for the fourth ellipse
quadrant, namely from points P4 to P1. The effect can be seen in the two peaks of the absolute
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difference graph, with the positions of the extremes correlated to τ – larger triangularity results
in the peaks occurring closer to P1.

Figure 2: Computation of the radial variable R in dependence of the poloidal angle ϑ for an
ellipse and the D-shape plasma boundary model using triangularity τ . The dotted lines denote
values of ϑ at which the vertex points Pi are crossed. The absolute difference between the two
models is shown in the lower panel.

The plasma boundary description presented above is appropriate for a magnetic field con-
figuration where the magnetic flux surfaces are closed and continuous. However in tokamaks
like JET, exhibiting a divertor setup, one encounters non-continuous plasma boundaries because
of the occurrence of the so-called X-point, shown in Fig. 1 (red line). In this case the last closed
magnetic surface, also called the separatrix, cannot be described with a single elliptic parametric
equation. The definition of the plasma boundary needs to be split into several parts, depending
on the number of X-points present. Studying a JET-like plasma, with one X-point at the bottom
vertex, the shape is split into four quadrants. The first two quadrants representing the upper part
of the D-shape (P1 → P2 → P3) can be described with the elliptic parametrization of Eq. 2.
The plasma boundary in the bottom part, i.e. quadrants 3 (P3 → P4) and 4 (P4 → P1), needs to
be described with two separate arcs. These are defined by the points P3 and P1, where the arcs
connect to the upper elliptic shape, the angle between the arcs and the R ordinate at the point
of coincidence being 90o. In the lower vertex the arcs are defined by the angles at which they
intersect with a parallel to the R ordinate, namely ψI and ψO in Fig. 1.

In order to obtain the equations of the arcs a geometric parameter κ is defined, including
the elongation, triangularity and apex intersection angles ψ. At this point a distinction between
values of ε and τ for the top and bottom part of the plasma shape is made. This means that
the plasma shape is up-down asymmetric, which is the case with JET-like tokamaks and is also
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assumed in advanced plasma simulation codes [2]. The third and fourth quadrant arc parameter
is written as [6]:

κ =
1± τ
ε

tanψ . (3)

The parameter value is dependent on whether the boundary is located on the inboard (third
quadrant) or outboard side (fourth quadrant), indicated by the sign of triangularity. The com-
puted κ implies on the type of curve that can be used to describe the boundary arc, namely if
κ < 1/2 the parametric equation for an ellipse will be used, while if κ > 1/2 a hyperbolic arc
will be used. Assuming an ellipse arc the parametric equations for the radial and axial variable
are:

R = R0 + a · (r′ − r′′ cos Θ) ,

Z = Z0 + ε a · z′ sin Θ .
(4)

The variable parameters are defined as:

r′ = −τ ∓ (1± τ)κ

1− 2κ
, r′′ =

(1∓ τ)(1− κ)

1− 2κ
, z′ =

1− κ√
1− 2κ

.

Again the signs indicate whether the arc is on the inner or outer tokamak side. The poloidal
angle Θ used in Eq. 4 runs from −Θ0 ≤ Θ ≤ 0, while the limiting angle is defined as:

Θ0 = arcsin

√
1− 2κ

1− κ
.

Assuming an hyperbolic arc the parametric equations for the radial and axial variable are:

R = R0 + a · (r′ − r′′ cosh Θ) ,

Z = Z0 + ε a · z′ sinh Θ .
(5)

The variable parameters are defined as:

r′ = −−τ ∓ (1± τ)κ

2κ− 1
, r′′ = ±(1∓ τ)(1− κ)

2κ− 1
, z′ =

1− κ√
2κ− 1

.

The signs indicate whether the arc is on the inner or outer tokamak side. The poloidal angle Θ
used in Eq. 5 runs from −Θ0 ≤ Θ ≤ 0, while the limiting angle is defined as:

Θ0 = arcsin

√
2κ− 1

1− κ
.

The descriptions of the plasma boundary presented in Eq. 2, Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 can be used
to visualise the profiles. First the ellipse model, mostly implemented in generic neutron source
descriptions [4], was used in combination with a set of parameters for a JET-like tokamak[7].
These are presented in Tab. 1, in addition to parameters used in the improved model. The latter
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was obtained by using different values for the triangularity and elongation of the lower and
upper parts of the plasma, followed by the separation of the plasma shape into four quadrants.
The resulting boundary comparison can be seen in Fig. 3, where the generic result using default
parameter values is denoted with a dashed black line. The model with distincted top and bottom
values of τ and ε is shown in a black solid line. To obtain a separatrix-like shape the third
and fourth quadrant (Q) arcs were added in the last step. Using the improved parametrization
presented in Tab. 1 the third quadrant arc was modelled with an ellipse arc, determined by the
value of the arc parameter in Eq. 3 of κ = 0.43. The fourth quadrant arc was computed using
the parametric equation for an arc of the hyperbola with κ = 0.63. The calculated shape of
the separatrix is continuous in the upper two quadrants and describes the X-point at the bottom
vertex position.

Table 1: Parameters used in computations of the plasma boundary with two different models,
presented in Fig. 3 – major radius R0, minor radius a, vertical shift Z0, triangularity τ and
elongation ε.

Parameter Generic model Improved model
R0 [m] 2.9 2.9
a [m] 0.8 0.955
Z0 [m] 0.3 0.34
τ 0.2025 0.13 (top) / 0.27 (bottom)
ε 1.6 1.5 (top) / 1.7 (bottom)

3 PLASMA PROFILE

The plasma boundary shape has been determined using a set of elliptic parametric equa-
tions in combination with those for elliptic and hyperbolic arcs. The goal being to focus on
neutron production, the next step is to describe the models used for plasma profile computation
to define equi-emissivity surfaces. In the models used so far it is assumed that neutron produc-
tion is nested on the D-shaped surfaces described by Eq. 2 [5]. An additional argument is added
to the equation for the R variable, namely the Shafranov shift. This is the outward displacement
of the magnetic flux surfaces due to plasma pressure, a mechanism that has a greater effect for
surfaces located closer to the magnetic axis. The radial variable equation is rewritten as:

R = R0 + a · cos(ϑ+ τ sinϑ) + ∆

(
1− r2

a2

)
, (6)

where ∆ is the Shafranov radial displacement and r is the radial coordinate relative to the major
radius R0.

The probability of neutron emission N (reaction rate per unit volume) in a plasma popu-
lated with one ion species at a random poloidal location is connected to the fuel ion density ni
and the fusion reactivity 〈σv〉 through:

N =
n2
i

2
〈σv〉 . (7)
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Figure 3: Plasma boundaries computed using the parametric definitions of the D-shaped ellipse
or elliptic or hyperbolic arc. Three different plasma shapes are presented – generic neutron
source (dashed black), distinction between values of τ and ε for the upper and lower part (solid
black), separatrix arc definition for four quadrants Q (red, blue, green). The black rectangle
represents a simplified limiter of a JET-like tokamak.

Under the assumption that the plasma is in thermal equilibrium and the majority of the neutrons
arise from thermal fusion reactions, the reactivity is considered Maxwellian [8]. This means
that the fusion reactivity simplifies to:

〈σv〉 ∝ T γi ; γ =
C
3
√
Ti
− 2

3
; C = 6.27 (DD), C = 6.66 (DT ) . (8)

The obtained relation is a significant simplification, accurate for relatively low plasma temper-
atures Ti of around several keV. The profiles of the ion density and temperature in dependence
of the radial coordinate can additionally be described by parabolic functions with powers of α
and β, respectively. The neutron birth rate can thus be defined as:

N ∝ n2
iT

γ
i

(
1− r2

a2

)P

, (9)

where P = 2α + γβ is the so-called peaking factor.
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4 CONCLUSION

In the paper the neutron emission in a tokamak is described, focusing on the geometrical
description of the plasma boundary and its profile. This is the first step in the analysis of the
existing codes for plasma neutron source generation. In the first part the parametric equations
used for the description of the plasma boundaries are derived, progressing from a purely elliptic
profile deformed into a D-shape, to the implementation of a separatrix non-continuous arcs.
With the use of generic and improved tokamak geometric parameters a set of computations
is performed to compare the models. It was found that significant differences between the
models are achieved by firstly splitting the triangularity and elongation factors into separate
values for the upper and lower plasma part, and secondly by including an individual geometry
definition for each of the four quadrants. In the future comparisons with real measurements
and computations of the plasma boundary for the tokamak JET will be made. In the next step
the modelling of the plasma profile, namely the flux surfaces on which the neutron emission
is averaged, was analysed. It was found that the currently used models, especially those of
fusion cross sections, are based on simplifications, which are viable for scoping studies. To
achieve greater precision, which is the goal of this assignment, further effort will be put into the
implementation of improved cross section parametrization and their dependence on the fuel ion
temperature.
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ABSTRACT 

A preliminary dimensioning of the DEMO upper port cryostat bellows is performed with 

the available standardized analytical procedures for rectangular bellows. The aim of the 

analyses is to find out if there exist sets of bellows parameters that fulfil the design constraints 

and the available space dimensions for the bellows in the DEMO plant model. The development 

of an in-house tool for the optimization of bellows parameters has been initiated and a 

sensitivity analysis of load cases, materials and dimensions of the bellows is performed. The 

results of the analyses show that, with the current design assumptions, the available sets of 

bellows parameters are very dependent on the inputs given the challenging dimensions and 

loadings of the DEMO bellows. Additionally, it has been found that the high mass of some of 

the available bellows may actually represent an important design constraint. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

It is foreseen that the connection between the vacuum vessel (VV) ports and the cryostat 

in the DEMO fusion reactor will be performed with bellows expansion joints, named as cryostat 

bellows. The cryostat bellows should accommodate the relative displacements between the two 

connected components that occur due to thermal expansions or seismic motion. Additionally, 

cryostat bellows should also maintain the cryostat vacuum from the pressure inside the VV port. 

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers code (ASME) [1] and the standards for 

the Expansion Joint Manufactures Association (EJMA) [2] provide rules for design of standard 

bellows. The design of more complex bellows under challenging loadings, such as those for 

ITER [3] and Wendelstein 7-X [4] fusion reactors, typically require additional industrial 

expertise due to the limitations of the available rules. 

The initial activities on bellows design for DEMO, currently at the pre-conceptual stage, 

include the screening of the available rules [5]. To this end, the aim of the paper is to present 

the initial dimensioning of the DEMO upper port cryostat bellows using the available 

standardized analytical procedures for rectangular bellows. The work has been performed in 

2016 at Jožef Stefan Institute within the “initial definition of cryostat bellows” task of the 

“Project Management and Integration” (PMI) work package of EUROfusion [6]. 

mailto:richard.brown@euro-fusion.org
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In Section 2, the analytical procedure for design of rectangular bellows is described. 

Section 3 presents the DEMO upper port dimensions, load case scenarios and the preliminary 

results of the bellows’ design. In Section 4, the conclusions of the work performed are drawn. 

2 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE FOR RECTANGULAR BELLOWS DESIGN 

This section describes the analytical procedure for single ply and unreinforced rectangular 

universal bellows, mainly following the EJMA standard [2], employed for the initial 

dimensioning of the DEMO cryostat bellows. Taken as the initial assumption, this is the best 

available procedure for the assumed shape of the bellows (see Fig. 3 in Section 3). The 

procedure for the bellows working temperature below the creep limit is also assumed. 

2.1 Bellows parameters 

The parameters of a “U” shape convolution are depicted in Fig. 1-left. These include the 

thickness (t), pitch (q), height (w) and mean radius (𝑟𝑚). The bellows are thus described by the 

shape of their convolutions and the number of convolutions in one bellows (𝑁), which define 

the single bellows’ length, 𝐿𝑐=𝑁*𝑞, in Fig. 1-right. The total length of the bellows expansion 

joint, 𝐿𝑢, is then stablished by the additional connector length (𝐿𝑐). The length of additional 

material to connect with the components is named as tangent, 𝐿𝑡. The cross sectional 

dimensions in rectangular bellows are defined by the inner dimensions of the long (𝐿𝑙) and short 

(𝐿𝑠) sides, as shown in Fig. 1-right. 

 
Figure 1: Convolution parameters (left) and length dimensions (right) 

2.2 Bellows’ stresses, displacements and design constraints 

The list of convolution’s stresses covered by EJMA standard is given in Table 1. The 

naming convention of stress components follows the directions relative to the convolution 

depicted in Fig. 2. Note that in Table 1, the length of the side needed to calculate the membrane 

and bending stresses in the longitudinal direction varies depending on the side where the stress 

is calculated. It is worth mentioning that the stress components due to pressure loads in Table 1 

are dependent on the input pressure (P) and geometry but they are material independent. The 

geometry dependent variables such as the convolution cross sectional area (𝐴𝑐) and the moment 

of inertia (𝐼) can be found in the nomenclature of the EJMA standard [2]. The only stress 

considered by EJMA due to displacements (Table 1) is linearly dependent on the Young 

Modulus, 𝐸𝑏, and the total equivalent axial displacement of the convolution, 𝑒. The latter is 

defined in Table 2, where 𝑈𝑖 stands for the input displacements. The 𝐾𝑢 factor in the expression 

of the equivalent axial movement is defined in Fig. 4-1 of the EJMA standard [2]. The maxima, 

compression and extension, displacements per convolution are defined by simple geometrical 

restrictions and are also given in Table 2. The bellows’ cross sectional dimensions, input loads 

and materials considered in this work are defined in Section 3. 

According to the analytical procedure, the stresses and displacements defined in Tables 1 

and 2 have to fulfil the design constraints presented in Table 3. Note that the shape factor, 𝐾𝑠 
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in the second constraint, can be found in the nomenclature of the EJMA standard [2]. It is worth 

to point out that the stress due to displacements, 𝑆10, is only used in the constraint for the 

allowable number of cycles, i.e. fatigue constraint. The fatigue curve expression listed in 

Table 3 taken from the ASME code [7] is valid for circular bellows. This curve is more 

conservative than the one provided by EJMA (see Fig. 4.20 in [2]). The ASME fatigue curve is 

therefore used in our analysis only for the purpose of demonstrating the complete procedure. 

Table 1. Stresses in rectangular bellows following EJMA standard [2] 

Stress 

component 

EJMA 

Symbol 

Equation Note Load type 

Longitudinal 

membrane stress 
𝑆7 

𝑃𝐿𝑞

2 𝐴𝑐
 

𝐿 is length of the 

other side where 𝑆7 is 

calculated (*). 

Pressure 

Longitudinal 

bending stress 
𝑆8𝑎 

𝑃𝑁𝑞𝐿2𝑤

24𝐼
 

𝐿 is length of the 

same side where 𝑆8 is 

calculated (* and **). 

Pressure 

Meridional 

bending stress 

(sidewall) 
𝑆9 

𝑃

2
(

𝑤

𝑡
)

2

(1 −
1.3𝑟𝑚

𝑤
) - 

Pressure 

Meridional 

bending stress 

(tangent) 
𝑆11 

0.938𝑃𝐿𝑡
2

𝑡2
 

𝐿𝑡 is length of 

tangent, Fig. 1. 

Pressure 

Meridional 

bending stress 
𝑆10 

5𝐸𝑏𝑡𝑒

3𝑤2(1 + 3 𝑟𝑚 𝑤⁄ )
 𝐸𝑏 at room T. 

Displacement 

(*) 𝐿= 𝐿𝑙+𝑤 or 𝐿𝑠1+𝑤 

(**) Stress at the ideally stiff corner of a fully clamped beam under pressure load 

 
Figure 2: Naming convention of stresses in rectangular bellows relative to the convolution 

It is now convenient to define the mean radius and the height (Fig. 1) as: 

 
𝑟𝑚 = 𝐾𝑟𝑚𝑡 

𝑤 = 𝐾𝑤𝑟𝑚. 
(1) 

According to ASME [7], 𝐾𝑟𝑚 ≥ 3. The constraint for 𝐾𝑤, given also in Table 3, is purely 

geometrical. 

3 INPUTS AND RESULTS 

The analytical procedure described in Section 2 has been implemented into an in-house 

numerical tool to find the bellows parameters (𝑡, 𝐾𝑟𝑚, 𝐾𝑤, 𝑁, 𝐿𝑐) that fulfil the design 

constraints and minimize the bellows length and mass. This section describes the input loads 
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and material properties of the bellows and presents the preliminary results of the bellows’ 

dimensioning. 

Table 2. Displacements in universal rectangular bellows following EJMA standard [2] 

Description EJMA 

Symbol 

Equation Note 

Axial displacement 𝑒𝑧 
𝑈𝑧

2𝑁
 

Extension: 𝑈𝑧 positive 

Compression: 𝑈𝑧 negative 

Equivalent axial 

movement due to 

lateral displacement 

𝑒𝑡,𝑟 
𝐾𝑢𝐿𝑈𝑡,𝑟

2𝑁(𝐿𝑢 − 𝐿𝑏 ± 𝑈𝑧 2⁄ )
 

𝐿 is length of side parallel to the 

calculated displacement (*). 

Total equivalent axial 

movement due to 

extension 
𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑧 + 𝑒𝑟 + 𝑒𝑡 - 

Total equivalent axial 

movement due to 

compression 
𝑒𝑐 −𝑒𝑧 + 𝑒𝑟 + 𝑒𝑡 - 

Total equivalent axial 

movement 
𝑒 Maximum of 𝑒𝑒 and 𝑒𝑐 - 

Maximum equivalent 

axial extension per 

convolution 
𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 6𝑟𝑚 − 𝑞 - 

Maximum equivalent 

axial compression per 

convolution 
𝑒𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑞 − 2𝑟𝑚 − 𝑛𝑡 𝑛=1 is the number of plies 

(*) 𝐿= 𝐿𝑙+𝑤 or 𝐿𝑠1+𝑤 

Table 3. Bellows design constraints following EJMA [2] and ASME [7] codes 

Constraint Note Type 

𝑆7 ≤ 𝑆𝑎𝑏 

𝑆7 + 𝑆8𝑎 ≤ 1.33𝐾𝑠𝑆𝑎𝑏 

𝑆9 ≤ 1.5𝑆𝑎𝑏 

𝑆11 ≤ 1.5𝑆𝑎𝑏 

(
2.5

14.2 
(𝑆9 + 𝑆10)

𝐸𝑏
− 0.02

)

2

≥ 𝑁𝑐𝑦𝑐 𝐸𝑏 at the design temperature Fatigue 

𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝑒𝑐 ≤ 𝑒𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝑡 > 0 

𝐾𝑤 ≥ 2 

𝐾𝑟𝑚 ≥ 3 

𝑁 ≥ 1 

𝐿𝑐 ≥ 0 
(*) 𝑆𝑎𝑏  = (2/3) 𝑆𝑦,𝑚𝑖𝑛 

3.1 Bellows dimensions 

The bellows shall be placed in the space between the neutron shield of the VV upper port 

and the cryostat, Fig. 3-left. Based on the 2015 DEMO CAD model (Fig. 3-left), the maximum 
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length 𝐿𝑢 (Fig. 1) of the bellows expansion joint is 4.7 m. The dimensions of the VV upper port 

cross section, which should be kept available for instrumentation, are given in Fig. 3-right. 

 
Figure 3: The 2015 global DEMO CAD model, coordinate system of displacements and 

maximum bellows’ length, 𝐿𝑢 (left). VV upper port cross section (right). 

3.2 Load cases 

Table 4 lists the design loads to be analyzed for the DEMO upper port bellows as defined 

in the task specifications of the project [5]. These include the maximum pressure difference (P) 

between the internal and external sides of the VV port and the relative displacements between 

the VV port and the cryostat. The relative displacements are defined in the cylindrical 

coordinate system of the tokamak defined in Fig. 3-left and include the vertical (𝑈𝑧), radial (𝑈𝑟) 

and toroidal (𝑈𝑡) displacements. Note that the listed displacements are only approximate, but 

derived from the DEMO load cases currently assumed [8]. The working temperature (T) of the 

DEMO VV [9] and the required cycles (Ncyc) according to ITER [3] are also given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Provisional load cases for the DEMO upper port bellows [5] 

Load 

case* 

Load 

category 

Port 

level 
𝑼𝒛 (mm) 𝑼𝒓 (mm) 𝑼𝒕 (mm) P (MPa) T (°C) Ncyc 

Normal 

operation 
II Upper 73 35 0 0.15 200 300 

Normal 

operation 

+ VDEIII 

III Upper 7315 3534 36 0.15 200 10 

*Effect of gravity is considered in all load cases. 

3.3 Materials 

Two typical materials for the construction of bellows expansion joints are considered, i.e. 

stainless steel (SS) 304L and Inconel 625. Table 5 lists their material properties relevant for the 

design of bellows at room and design temperatures. Note the higher yield stress of Inconel 625. 

Table 5. Properties for the bellows materials [10] 

Property Symbol Temperature (°C) SS 304L Inconel 625 

20 180 414 

200 118 377 

20 200 207 

200 185 197 
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3.4 Results of the analytical procedure 

The rectangular bellows with dimensions 𝐿𝑙 = 6.4 m and 𝐿𝑠1 = 2.6 m (Fig. 3-right) and 

without tangent material (𝐿𝑡 = 0 in Fig. 1) are assumed. The total length of the bellows, 𝐿𝑢 in 

Fig. 1, is an input to the procedure. The results in this section are then presented as the regions, 

within in the three dimensional space designated by 𝐾𝑟𝑚, 𝐾𝑤 and 𝑁, where the design 

constraints are fulfilled for a given thickness 𝑡. Additionally, the colors in individual plots 

represent either the mass or the connector’s length, 𝐿𝑐, for a selected set of parameters. The 

bellows mass can be readily calculated assuming the typical density for steels of 8,000 Kg/m3. 

The results shown in Figs. 4-6 are obtained, respectively, for 𝑡=3, 5 and 10 mm, assuming 

an input 𝐿𝑢=4.7 m, the Normal Operation (NO) loads in Table 4 and Inconel 625 material. For 

𝑡=3 mm in Fig. 4, the region of available parameters is rather small in terms of available 𝐾𝑟𝑚 

and 𝐾𝑤. However, the number of convolutions 𝑁 varies from approximately 2 up to 60. The 

mass increases with 𝑁 up to 25 tonnes. On the other hand, 𝐿𝑐 decreases for increasing 𝑁, i.e. 

higher the number of convolutions, shorter the connector. For 𝑡=5 mm in Fig. 5 the region of 

available 𝐾𝑟𝑚 and 𝐾𝑤 parameters increases substantially. For low 𝐾𝑟𝑚, a wide range of 𝐾𝑤 and 

𝑁 may be chosen with bellows masses ranging from 5 to 25 tonnes and 𝐿𝑐 from very short to 

more than 3 m. For increasing 𝐾𝑟𝑚, the available 𝐾𝑤 and 𝑁 values get reduced. For 𝑡=10 mm 

in Fig. 6, the region shrinks but reaches higher values of 𝐾𝑟𝑚. Bellows of such thicknesses, 

however, are clearly heavier and not necessarily optimal from a material and fabrication costs 

point of view. The results for the same input length of 4.7 m but under NO+VDEIII load 

conditions (Table 4) are practically identical to those in Figs. 4-6 and are not shown. 

Figure 7 shows the results for the same case as in Fig. 6 but assuming SS 304L material. 

It is clearly shown that the region of available parameters gets reduced due to the lower yield 

stress of the material. With SS 304L, no available parameters are found for 𝑡 lower than 10 mm. 

Figure 8 shows the results assuming now the bellows total length of 𝐿𝑢=2 m, NO loads, 𝑡=5 

mm and Inconel material. The effects of shorter bellows can be seen through comparison with 

Fig. 5. Clearly, the available region of parameters is smaller. Moreover, for the assumed 𝐿𝑢=2 

m, the more challenging NO+VDEIII input load have now an effect on the region parameters. 

This is shown in Fig. 9, where it can be seen that the available parameters are grouped in 

disconnected regions. The developed analytical tool enables to identify a valid range of 

parameters and, at the same time, to optimize the bellows mass and length. This would be a 

rather challenging task if based on finite element simulations only. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A preliminary dimensioning of the DEMO upper port duct bellows has been performed 

with the available analytical procedures for rectangular bellows design. The development of an 

optimization tool for bellows parameters has also been initiated. The results of the analyses 

show that, with the current design assumptions, the available sets of bellows parameters are 

very dependent on the inputs. It has also been found that the high mass of some of the available 

bellows may represent an important design constraint. 
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Figure 4: Parameters space for NO, 𝑡=3 mm, 𝐿𝑢=4.7 m and Inconel 

 
Figure 5: Parameters space for NO, 𝑡=5 mm, 𝐿𝑢=4.7 m and Inconel 

 
Figure 6: Parameters space for NO, 𝑡=10 mm, 𝐿𝑢=4.7 m and Inconel 

 
Figure 7: Parameters space for NO, 𝑡=10 mm, 𝐿𝑢=4.7 m and SS 304L 
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Figure 8: Parameters space for NO, 𝑡=5 mm, 𝐿𝑢=2.0 m and Inconel 

 
Figure 9: Parameters space for NO+VDEIII, 𝑡=5 mm, 𝐿𝑢=2.0 m and Inconel 
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ABSTRACT 

The main function of thermal shields (TS) is to minimize the thermal radiation load from 

the warm components, like vacuum vessel and cryostat to superconducting magnets operating 

at cryogenic temperature of about 4 K. The initial TS concept for DEMO, based on the recent 

DEMO baseline design, is presented in this study. Main TS functions, their design features and 

requirements are described. These include also space requirements for TS installation that are 

based on thermal expansion study of relevant DEMO tokamak components. Critical locations 

for TS placement are identified. In addition, the expected static heat loads on thermal shields at 

normal DEMO operating conditions are evaluated using the validated theoretical model. 

Thermal radiation between the surfaces and heat conduction loads through the TS physical 

supports are considered. The results show that thermal radiation from the vacuum vessel 

presents by far the largest contribution to the overall TS heat load.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Like ITER, the future demonstration power plant DEMO will rely on superconducting 

magnets to confine and control the plasma within the vacuum vessel. The superconducting 

magnets are housed (along with a number of other systems) inside a second vacuum chamber 

called the cryostat. The systems operate at high vacuum conditions and at very different 

temperatures. The superconducting magnets in DEMO will be actively cooled by helium at 

about 4 K and enclosed between the hot vacuum vessel, with operational temperature of 200oC, 

and the cryostat at the room temperature. One of the key components protecting the magnets 

and mitigating the radiation heat transferred from the vacuum vessel and the cryostat are the 

thermal shields (TS), which have to be placed on both sides of the magnet system. To effectively 

reduce thermal radiation, TS should have surfaces with low emissivity and should be actively 

cooled in the temperature range between 80 K and 120 K [1],[2].  

This paper describes the initial concept of thermal shields for DEMO power plant that is 

based on the recent DEMO baseline design with 18 toroidal sectors [3]. Main functions and 

design requirements are given first and are followed by description of the design concept with 

its main features characteristic for DEMO. The assessment of space requirements for TS 

installation between the vacuum vessel (VV) and the superconducting magnets is based on the 

thermal expansion analysis. The initial TS design is used to estimate the expected static heat 
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loads on TS at normal operating conditions. The presented heat loads include thermal radiation 

loads and heat conduction losses through the physical supports. 

2 THERMAL SHIELD MAIN FUNCTIONS AND DESIGN REQUIRMENTS 

At the present stage of DEMO development, the designs of the VV, ports, magnets, 

cryostat and support structures are still subjected to changes. Therefore, the presented TS design 

should be considered as preliminary, moreover it neglects some of the components, such as TS 

manifolds and TS instrumentation. Also the supporting structures of the thermal shield as well 

as the gravity supports of the Toroidal Field Coils (TFC) are modelled on the pre-conceptual 

level for the purpose of thermal analysis. Design concepts of the supports are strongly based on 

ITER experience [4]. The main functions, design requirements and system interfaces are 

assumed to be similar as in ITER [4],[5]. They are briefly summarized in this section. 

The main role of TS is to minimize the thermal radiation from the warm components, like 

VV and cryostat to the magnets operating at cryogenic temperature of 4 K. TS system shall be 

robust and reliable in terms of long-term operation. Following [5] and [4] the thermal shields 

shall: 

 provide an optically opaque barrier to thermal loads from the warm components to the 

superconducting coils and structures maintained at about 4 K, 

 provide an acceptably low thermal radiation emissivity such that the heat loads to the 

TS system and magnet systems can be handled cost effectively by the cryogenics plant. 

Optimal TS cooling temperature depends on TS configuration and VV operating 

conditions. In DEMO it is expected to be in the range between 80 K and 120 K. 

 The operating pressure and pressure drops shall be compatible with the cryoplant warm 

compressors providing He coolant to the TS cooling system. 

 Some other relevant design requirements at the moment follow ITER specifications and 

are described in detail in ITER System requirements document [5]. 

3 DESIGN CONCEPT 

Main features of the TS design concept are taken from ITER TS design and are adapted 

to the current DEMO design [3] taking into account the DEMO TS shape and its surfaces. Initial 

TS design concepts are described. 

3.1 Dimensions and placement 

The vacuum vessel thermal shield (VVTS) is placed between the VV and the magnet 

structure. The VVTS fully surrounds the VV and its four ports and is extended up to the cryostat 

thermal shield (CTS). Very large and long ports in the current DEMO design [3] present the 

main difference between the DEMO and ITER VVTS design. The geometry of DEMO tokamak 

and a 20o sector of the DEMO VVTS are shown in Figure 1. Due to the large ports, the ratio 

between the torus part of the VVTS and the VVTS panels surrounding the ports is significantly 

higher for DEMO than in the case of ITER. In the case of DEMO tokamak, the VVTS surface 

surrounding the 18 upper ports is much larger than the torus surface surrounding the VV.    

The CTS is placed between the cryostat and the magnet structure, protecting the magnets 

from radiating cryostat surfaces. As schematically presented in Figure 1, the CTS consist of 3 

parts: Upper CTS (UCTS), Lower CTS (UCTS) and Equatorial CTS (ECTS). The initial 

geometry of the UCTS follows the shape of the cryostat. Current CTS dimensions are 34.4 m 

in height and 35.2 m in its maximum diameter (see Figure 1 right). Main TS dimensions and 
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surfaces are listed in Table 1.  

 
 

Figure 1: CAD geometry of DEMO tokamak (left). Initial design concept of DEMO thermal 

shields with main dimensions. 20o sector is presented (right). 

 

Table 1: Dimensions and surfaces of main TS components 
Component  

CTS cylinder outer diameter  35.2 m 

CTS height 34.4 m 

Upper CTS surface  1269 m2 

Lower CTS surface  1172 m2 

Equatorial CTS surface  1702 m2 

VVTS torus outer diameter 31.1 m 

VVTS torus height 11.6 m 

VVTS surface without ports 2100 m2 

VVTS surface enclosing ports 5247 m2 

3.2 TS panels and supports 

The structure of the TS panels is assumed to be the same as in ITER [4] and should consist 

of a single wall structure primarily fabricated of stainless steel, covered on both sides with a 

thin, low emissivity layer of silver to keep the emissivity value below 0.05.   

At the present stage, VVTS and CTS in DEMO are modelled as a shell element with panel 

thicknesses similar to ITER. In ITER single wall panels with the thickness of 20 mm are used 

for the VVTS and 10 mmm thick panels are used for the CTS [4]. The panel thickness does not 

have a significant effect to the thermal load calculation, but it is important for estimation of 

required clearances for installation of thermal shields between the VV and TFC. 

Basic concepts of the TS supports are described in this study, mainly for the purpose of 

Cryostat 

VV port 

VVTS 

VV 

Poloidal 

magnets 

Toroidal 

magnets 
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heat conduction loads estimation. The locations of TS supports are the following: 

 Equatorial part of the VVTS is supported from the TFC in the proximity of the upper 

edge of the equatorial port. 

 Supports for the VVTS part around the ports:  

o Upper port VVTS is supported by the UCTS.  

o Equatorial port VVTS is attached to ECTS 

o The two lower ports VVTS (inclined and vertical) are supported by LCTS 

 CTS supports: 

o Upper CTS is attached at several locations to the cryostat top lid by beam 

supports. ITER solutions can be adopted [4] 

o Lower CTS is attached at several locations to the cryostat floor by flexible plate 

supports. ITER solutions can be adopted [4] 

o Equatorial CTS is attached to the VVTS ports 

Cooling of the thermal shields will be established by cooling pipes attached to the TS 

panels and filled with pressurized helium gas that maintains the TS temperature in the range 

between 80 and 120 K. The final TS temperature is subject of optimisation analysis [6]. 

3.3 Space requirements for the installation of thermal shields 

Space requirements for placing of CTS between the cryostat and the magnets reveal no 

critical gap locations [7]. The most critical is the placement of VVTS between the VV and TFC. 

The actual ITER structural thickness of the VVTS including panel, cooling tubes, bolting joints 

and flanges is 56 mm [4]. Note, that in the gap assessment study for DEMO the same VVTS 

panel and pipe thicknesses as for ITER are considered. The DEMO design of the VVTS 

assumes also the installation of one passive Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) package (15 mm 

thickness) on the warm side of VVTS [8]. The overall thickness of DEMO VVTS without 

flanges and bolting joints can be estimated to 50 mm and to approximately 65 mm for the 

overall structure thickness. 

The displacements due to thermal expansion of DEMO components have been assessed 

in the previous study [7], undergoing from the initial state at room temperature to the “hot” 

operational state. Recent analysis rather adopted the strategy with the initial baseline design 

assumed at hot operating state [9], where the tokamak components are subjected to the 

expansion or contraction at the transition towards the final state at room temperature. Table 2 

lists the component temperatures used in the analysis. 

 Table 2: Temperatures and materials of the components  
Component Initial state  

Operating T (K) 

Final state 

Room T (K) 

Material 

Magnets 4 293 SS-316 

CTS 80 293 SS-304 

VVTS 80 293 SS-304 

VV 473 293 SS-316 

Blankets 573 293 F82H-Eurofer 

Divertor 573 293 F82H-Eurofer 

Cryostat 293 293 SS-304 

 

Initial clearances in the tokamak geometry and the main results of thermal expansion 

analysis are summarised in Table 3. The results in Table 3 present absolute and relative 

displacements of components at specific positions of the tokamak geometry that are illustrated 

on Figure 2. For each component absolute displacements in radial (Ur) and vertical (Uz) 
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directions are given. Relative displacements between the VV and TFC components in the 

relevant direction (vertical or radial) at the specified positions are provided. Note that only 

negative relative displacements cause shrinking of the initial gap between the components. To 

assess the required space for installation of VVTS the initial geometry clearances at the 

operating state are compared with the final clearances at the room temperature. Taking into 

account the estimated overall thickness of the VVTS structure (65 mm), two critical positions 

can be identified where the shrinking of the gap between the VV and TFC can be expected. The 

gap at the position H shrinks in radial direction from 120 to 82 mm, which still seems to be 

wide enough for VVTS placement. The final clearance may however become insufficient if the 

thermal expansion of the VVTS would be considered. Position L is the second critical point, 

where the shrinkage of the gap in vertical direction (from 120 to 67 mm) takes place. The final 

gap is barely wide enough for VVTS installation, even without taking into account the 

expansion of VVTS. Both positions can be treated as critical, requiring larger initial clearances 

in the design.  

Table 3: Absolute and relative displacements at the points of interest in radial (Ur) and 

vertical (Uz) directions 
Point of 

interest  

Component Ur 

(mm) 

Uz 

(mm) 

Relative 

displ. 

(mm) 

Initial clearance 

at  operating 

state [7] (mm)  

Final clearance 

at room temp. 

(mm)  

Required 

min. space 

(mm) 

C VV -32 -86     

TFC 40 96 182 (vert) 110 (vert) 292 (vert)  

H VV -17 -57 -38 (rad) 120 (rad) 82 (rad) critical 

TFC (in) 21 60     

I VV -54 -57 127 (rad) 960 (rad) 1087 (rad)  

TFC (out) 73 60     

L VV -31 -29     

TFC 39 24 -53 (vert) 120 (vert) 67 (vert) critical 
*Negative value indicates that relative displacement is decreased. 

 

 
Figure 2: Points of interest in the geometry of the DEMO Tokamak model. 
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4 HEAT LOADS ON THERMAL SHIELDS 

The expected static heat loads on thermal shields at normal operating conditions (see 

Table 2) are presented. The accumulated heat is removed by active cooling system connected 

to the cryogenic plant. The heat loads are calculated by analytical methods that are in detail 

described in [10], and have been prior validated by numerical simulations [11],[12]. The 

calculated heat loads include thermal radiation exchange between the hot surfaces (VV and 

cryostat) and cold surfaces (thermal shields) and the heat conduction losses through the supports 

and attachments. It should be noted that nuclear heating is not considered in this analysis.  

Though it may importantly affect the heat load on magnets [13], the effect of nuclear heating 

on the thermal shields is not expected to be high. In the ITER case [14], the neutron heating 

contributes approximately 1% of the total heat load on the thermal shields. 

The calculated thermal radiation and heat conduction contributions at the normal 

operating conditions are summarized in Table 4, assuming that VVTS and CTS operate at the 

temperature of 80 K. Temperatures of the hot and cold components (denoted as 𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡 and 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑) 

and the corresponding heat load sources are listed in the first two columns of Table 4. The 

calculated heat loads on the VVTS and CTS are collected in the next columns. It can be seen 

that VVTS intercepts more than 80% of the total heat load (912.8 kW) due to the thermal 

radiation from the vacuum vessel. The heat load on the CTS is nearly five times lower (189.4 

kW) with thermal radiation being the main contributor. Heat conduction through the TFC 

gravity supports (38.4 kW) also presents a substantial portion of the total CTS heat load. 

Table 4: Heat load contributions at normal operating conditions 

Temperatures 

𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡/𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑  
Heat load source 

VVTS  

heat load 

CTS  

heat load 

Total heat 

load on TS 

473 K / 80 K Thermal radiation from VV 912.8 kW /  

293 K / 80 K Thermal radiation from cryostat / 149.5 kW  

293 K / 80 K Gravity supports heat conduction / 38.4 kW  

293 K / 80 K CTS support heat conduction / 1.5 KW  

Total  912.8 kW 189.4 kW 1,102.2 kW 

 

Unlike the superconducting magnets, that have to operate at 4K, the optimal working 

temperature of the thermal shields depends on the heat load distribution between the 

components and consequently influences the overall efficiency of the cryogenic plant [15]. Heat 

load contributions over the range of thermal shield temperatures is shown in Figure 3. Equal 

temperatures of the VVTS and CTS, denoted as 𝑇𝑡𝑠 are assumed. Thermal radiation and heat 

conduction flows over the range of thermal shield temperatures 𝑇𝑡𝑠 (between 70 and 200K) are 

shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the heat load on VVTS and CTS decreases with increased 

𝑇𝑡𝑠. Thermal radiation to the VVTS represents the largest heat load contribution. Heat 

conduction losses due to thermal shield supports and attachments represent only a smaller part 

of the total TS heat load. 
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Figure 3: Heat load contribution to thermal shields at varied TS temperature due to radiation 

(rad) and conduction (cond) heat through gravity (GS) and other supports 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The initial concept of thermal shields based on the recent design of DEMO tokamak has 

been presented. Main TS functions and design requirements have been defined and the heat 

load contributions at normal operation were evaluated.  

 DEMO design options and constraints are to the great extent based on the ITER 

experience, for example the same thermal shield panel thickness and cooling pipe dimensions 

are adopted. Due to high thermal radiation at normal operating conditions, an additional space 

on the VVTS side for the passive thermal shielding with the thickness of 15 mm should be 

reserved. The estimated overall thickness of the TS structure is estimated at 65 mm. Thermal 

expansion analysis of the current baseline tokamak  design reveals two critical locations, where 

the installation of VVTS in the interspace between the VV and TFC is questionable. 

Thermal radiation on the VVTS presents by far the largest contribution to the total heat 

load on thermal shields (more than 80%). Consideration of heat conduction through the physical 

support affects primarily the heat load on CTS, but even here it presents only a smaller 

contribution. 
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ABSTRACT 

The TRIGA Mark II Reactor of the TU Vienna – Institute for Atomic and Subatomic 

Physics (ATI) received new fuel elements in November 2012.  

The responsible Austrian regulatory authorities have a big interest in the safety of the 

reactor and need to be prepared in case of major reactor accidents.  

With the simulation tool RODOS several scenarios were calculated. RODOS is a 

simulation tool that can show the possible environmental impact in the closer and further 

proximity of a nuclear installation after a possible release of radioactive material. The paper 

will discuss those impacts for different scenarios, including the damage of 1 fuel element, up 

the the complete destruction of the reactor core.  

The meteorological data, which are essential for the simulation, have been collected 

through many years at the site by the ATI weather station. Therefor realistic scenarios for 

typical spring, summer, autumn and winter days can be simulated, as well as unusual weather 

events (thunderstorm or snow days).  

A holistic approach was taken to find out which meteorological scenario would create the 

biggest impact, and if this scenario changes regarding the damage to the reactor.  

The outcome of the simulations could be used for other TRIGA Mark Reactors to show 

the safety of this type of research reactor. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

The TRIGA Mark-II reactor (Training, Research, Isotope Production, General Atomic)
in Vienna was built by General Atomic [GA] and went critical for the first time on March 7th

1962. It is a swimming pool type research reactor that operates in average 220 days per year for
training and research. The maximum power output under continuous conditions amounts 250
kWth. The power output is very low, thus the burn-up of the fuel is small. The fuel consists
of an uniform mixture of 8 wt% uranium, 1 wt% hydrogen and 91 wt% zirconium, whereas
the zirconium-hydride acts as a main moderator. The special property of this moderator is a
reduced moderation at high temperatures, which permits a pulsed operation of the reactor. The
safety report [1] of the reactor includes four accident scenarios and their deterministic dose con-
sequences to the environment. Those were calculated for the old core inventory including HEU
fuel. Since 2012 the reactor operates with a uniform LEU core. Therefore it was now necessary
to evaluate those accident scenarios again with the current core inventory. The simulations were
carried out with RODOS, a dispersion simulation tool.

2 THE SIMULATION TOOL RODOS

After the Chernobyl accident the emergency tools, regarding the calculation of accident
scenarios and the risk for general public in Europe needed to be improved. Therefore the Eu-
ropean Commission supported the development of RODOS (Real-time On-line DecisiOn Sup-
port) to increase the knowledge and risk perception after possible accidents, and to improve
communication with the public. RODOS is a strong tool to provide decision support on 4 levels
[2]:

• Level 0: acquisition and checking of radiological data and their presentation, directly
or with minimal analysis, to decision makers, along with geographical and demographic
information.

• Level 1: analysis and prediction of the current and future radiological situation (i.e., the
distribution over space and time in the absence of countermeasures) based upon informa-
tion on the source term, monitoring data, meteorological data and models.

• Level 2: simulation of potential countermeasures (e.g., sheltering, evacuation, issue of
iodine tablets, relocation, decontamination and food-bans), in particular, determination
of their feasibility and quantification of their benefits and disadvantages.

• Level 3: evaluation and ranking of alternative countermeasure strategies by balancing
their respective benefits and disadvantages (e.g., costs, averted dose, stress reduction,
social and political acceptability) taking account of societal preferences as perceived by
decision makers.

2.1 The dispersion model DIPCOT [3]

RODOS offers the possibility to use several dispersion models. DIPCOT (DIsPersion over
COmplex Terrain) offers the possibility to simulate the dispersion over complex terrain. The
model has the ability to simulate atmospheric dispersion in both homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous conditions based on a Lagrangian particle model scheme. The mass of the pollutants is
distributed to a certain number of fictitious puffs or particles that are displaced in the computa-
tional domain according to the wind velocity. A random component is added to the wind veloc-
ity to account for turbulent diffusion. The knowledge of the spatial and temporal distribution of
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the particles allows the calculation of the pollutants air concentration at specified locations and
times. It can calculate dry and wet deposition, which was one of the reasons to chose DIPCOT
as model chain for the following scenarios. DIPCOT is also able to simulate gamma radiation
dose rates. As DIPCOT needs a clear topographical information to perform its calculations,
RODOS Meteorological Pre-Processor provides such. DIPCOT uses 3-dimensional fields for
the wind velocity, temperature, and pressure and 2-dimensional fields for topography, ground
roughness, mixing layer height, friction velocity, convective velocity, category of atmospheric
stability, precipitation intensity and Monin-Obukhov length. The particle trajectories are calcu-
lated according to the following equation:

xn+1
i = xni + (ui + u′i)∆t (1)

with n as time-step index, i the Cartesian direction index, ui the mean wind velocity, and u′i
the turbulent velocity fluctuations. The dry deposition flux Fd is calculated by the following
equation:

Fd(x, y) = Vdc(x, y, z = 1m) (2)

where Vd is the dry deposition velocity, which is a function of land cover and species and c is
the particle concentration at a point. The wet deposition Fw is slightly more complicated and
is calculated for each puff p with coordinates (xp, yp), load Qp (e.g. mass or radioactivity for a
particle) and U the horizontal wind velocity from the relation:

Fw(x, y) =
ΛQp

2πUσxpσyp

{
exp

[
−1

2

(xp − x)2

σ2
xp

− 1

2

(yp − y)2

σ2
yp

]}
(3)

where Λ(1/s)is a wet deposition coefficient calculated as a function of the precipitation
intensity (Λ = αIβ), RODOS provides the coefficients α and β.

3 SCENARIOS FOR SIMULATION

The current safety report of the TRIGA Mark II reactor uses 4 different accident scenarios,
which need a dispersion calculation:

• Exposure of 1 fuel elements - fuel element 10197 was taken, as it had the highest activity
content

• Exposure of all fuel elements- the activity content of all fuel elements was taken

• Crash of a small airplane - the activity of all fuel elements corrected by the factors of GA
(see below)

• Crash of a large airplane - the activity of all fuel elements corrected by the factors of GA
(see below)

As the calculation of a source term of each of the scenarios would be difficult, GA has
experimentally found weighting factors [5] which can be used to work with the source terms.
With the help of MCNP the current activity of the fuel elements was calculated (approx. 1 year
burnup at the end of 2013). The relevant nuclides for the simulation where found to be volatile
noble gasses (Kr and Xe) and halogens (I). Those nuclides were also taken into consideration
to be consistent with previous calculations [4]. In Table 2 the different source terms are shown,
in table 1 the weighting factors of GA are shown, which were multiplied with the activity of
the nuclides. The fraction for the organic halogens was 92% to 8% of other halogens, hence the
iodine activities where fractured into 92:8.
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Table 1: GA calculated factors for all accident scenarios, ei defines the leakage from the fuel
element into the gap, fi from the gap into the water and gi from the water into the atmosphere.
wi is the product of all the above factors.

Factor GA Nobel Gases Organic Halogens Other Halogens
Small Airplane Crash

ei 1,50E-05 1,50E-05 1,50E-05
fi 1 0,5 0,5
gi 1 0,1 0,9
wi 1,50E-05 7,50E-07 6,75E-06

Fuel Element Damage
ei 1,50E-05 1,50E-05 1,50E-05
fi 1 0,5 0,5
gi 1 0,1 0,009
wi 1,50E-05 7,50E-07 6,75E-08

Large Airplane Crash
ei 1 1,50E-05 1,50E-05
fi 1 1 1
gi 1 0,1 0,9
wi 1 1,50E-06 1,35E-05

Table 2: Source Terms for different scenarios after GA factor correction
Scenario All Fuel Elements Small Airplane Big airplane Fuel element 10197
Nuclide [Bq] [Bq] [Bq] [Bq]
Kr-85 1,21E+07 1,21E+07 8,05E+11 2,27E+05

Xe-133 8,65E-03 8,65E-03 5,76E+02 2,26E-04
Xe-131m 1,73E+02 1,73E+02 1,15E+07 4,51E+00

I-131 1,14E+00 2,02E+00 4,04E+00 2,98E-02
I-129 3,81E+00 6,73E+00 1,35E+01 2,98E-02

3.1 Weather Scenarios

To show that the weather has a strong impact on the dispersion in case of an accident,
seven different weather scenarios were taken into consideration. The reactor has its own weather
station, which continuously measured the wind speed, wind direction, the rain rate and the
temperature over three years. Those measurements were taken to define the seven scenarios:

• spring day - this scenario describes an average spring day

• summer day - this scenario describes an average summer day

• autumn day - this scenario describes an average autumn day

• winter day - this scenario describes an average winter day

• thunderstorm day - this scenario describes a thunderstorm day

• foggy day - this scenario describes a foggy day

• hot day - this scenario describes a hot summer day
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For this paper, all simulations were carried out with RODOS in automated mode, Emer-
gency Lite and marked as Exercise. All data were included manually. All simulations were
carried out for a 1 hour release, with a 24 hour monitoring of the dispersion.

4 RESULTS

The Table 3 shows the dose after one year for different weather and accident scenarios.
All values are given in mSv. Compared to results in [4], those doses are lower. This yields

Table 3: Dose after 1 year for different accident and weather scenarios, Doses in mSv
Fuel Element
10197

All fuel Ele-
ments

Small Air-
plane Crash

Large Air-
plane crash

Spring Day 1,86E-16 2,09E-14 3,70E-14 3,08E-08
Summer Day 2,07E-16 2,33E-14 4,11E-14 3,63E-08
AutumnDay 1,91E-16 2,14E-14 3,79E-14 3,66E-08
Winter Day 5,04E-17 5,67E-15 1,00E-14 2,07E-08
Thunderstorm Day 6,56E-16 7,38E-14 1,30E-13 1,80E-07
Foggy Day 1,24E-15 1,39E-13 1,48E-10 3,20E-07
Hot Day 1,12E-16 1,26E-14 2,22E-14 3,03E-08

from the burnup being much lower, and therefore the activity content of the elements is lower.
What should also be taken into consideration is that for the current analysis neither all noble gas
nuclides nor all iodine nuclides were available. In Table 3 it can be clearly seen that the average
weather scenarios (spring, summer, autumn or winter day) significantly differ from days with
specific weather conditions (Fog, Hot Weather or Thunderstorm as example). Especially the
foggy day sticks out with higher doses. If, however we look at the dispersion of the material
(see Figure 2), it can be seen, that the foggy day scenario dispersion stays close to the reactor
surroundings does not spread far.

5 DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

The above described results have shown that it is extremely important not only to look at
average weather conditions, but also at some weather extremes. The above taken example for a
thunderstorm day, clearly showed that the dispersion appeared in a non typical area compared
to the average weather scenario days(see figures:1 and 2).

All calculated doses show that the exposure for the public is much below 1 mSv/year
(maximum allowed additional annual dose for public in Austria). This is due to the fact, that
the activity inventory of the core is still very low, as the fuel elements are fresh and the current
nuclide list is not yet complete. This should be amended for further analysis.

It now has to be analyzed how this phenomenon evolves with different burnups. It is
planned to do similar analysis with the possible maximum burnup.
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Figure 1: Summer Day scenario with a large airplane accident, the red area marks the area up
to 1,25E-8 mSv, the orange the area up to 2E-9 mSv, the yellow the area up to 1E-9 mSv, the
green the area up to 1E-10mSv.

Figure 2:
Left: Foggy Day scenario, the red area marks the area up to 1E-7 mSv ,the orange the area up
to 1E-8 mSv, the yellow the area up to 1E-9 mSv and the green the area up to 1E-10 mSv.
Right: Thunderstorm scenario, the red area marks the area up to 1E-7 mSv, the orange the area
up to 1E-8 mSv, the yellow the area up to 1E-9 mSv and the green the areaup to 1E-10 mSv.
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ABSTRACT

An analysis of the gamma and neutron dose field in the air surrounding the steam gen-
erator due to decay of radioactive isotopes in activated cooling water is presented in the paper.
The paper focuses on the dose fields due to decay of isotopes 16N, 17N and 19O. The activated
cooling water spends more than 70 % of circulation time outside the reactor vessel in the steam
generator. A detailed Monte Carlo model of the steam generator with radiation source was con-
structed for calculations of dose fields. The decay of 16N isotopes causes gamma dose rates in
order of mSv/h, while 17N and 19O causes gamma dose rates in order of µSv/h. Decay of isotope
17N causes neutron dose rates in order of µSv/h.

1 INTRODUCTION

In pressurized water reactors (PWR) the cooling water in primary loop is radioactive due
to activation of corrosion products, migration of fission and activation products through the
cladding or ruptures of the cladding and due to activation of the water itself. As the activated
cooling water is circulating in the primary system, it decays outside of reactor vessel and causes
ionising radiation field damaging to electrical components around the primary circuit in the
containment vessel and increasing doses of personnel working nearby. The major contributors
to the activity of the cooling water are oxygen and nitrogen nuclides produced by activation of
oxygen nuclides in the cooling water (Tab. 1).

The most important radionuclide is 16N due to a high natural abundance of 16O and high
energy γ radiation. Activated isotope 19O also decay with emission of γ rays but with lower
energies than gamma rays from 16N decay. 17N emits neutrons which can activate components
outside the reactor vessel and produce neutron induced γ rays. Due to relatively short half-life
of radionuclides, they are important only during reactor operation.

To accurately determine the gamma and neutron dose field due to activated cooling water
around the steam generator two part Monte Carlo neutron and photon transport calculations
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Table 1: Activation products of water in reactor coolant [1].

Isotope
Natural

abundance [%] Reaction
Activation

product t1/2 [s] Decay producs

16O 99.76 (n,p) 16N 7.13
6.129 MeV gamma (67%)
7.115 MeV gamma (5%)

17O 0.04 (n,p) 17N 4.14
0.383 MeV neutron (35%)
1.171 MeV neutron (53%)

18O 0.20 (n,γ) 19O 26.9
0.197 MeV gamma (63%)
1.357 MeV gamma (33%)

needs to be performed. The first part is the calculation of the activation of the cooling water in
the core of a typical PWR, while the second part is the calculation of the gamma and neutron
dose field in the first cubicle. The first part of the calculation is only briefly presented in this
paper as the detailed analysis is already presented in [2]. The paper focuses on the second part
of the calculation to determine gamma and neutron dose field. The calculation consists of the
creation of a detailed model of the steam generator and of a radiation source using the specific
activity of the coolant at the outlet of the reactor vessel and the results of gamma and neutron
dose field calculation.

2 ACTIVATION OF COOLING WATER

The first part of the calculation of gamma and neutron dose field due to activated cooling
water is the calculation of the activation of cooling water. The change of specific activity of a
studied isotope in the primary coolant a is described using the equation [2]:

a(t) = F (1− e−λt), (1)

where λ is a decay constant [s−1] and F is an average reaction rate in region of interest. The
cooling water circulates in the cooling system and is exposed to high neutron flux for a short
time. Hence the change in specific activity of studied isotope is described using a system of
equations:

ao = aie
−λti + F (1− e−λti)

ai = aoe
−λT ,

(2)

where ao is the specific activation of coolant on the outlet of the reactor vessel, ai is the specific
activation of coolant on the inlet of the reactor vessel, ti is the exposure time and T is time
the coolant needs from the outlet to the inlet of the reactor vessel. Fig. 1 presents the flow of
cooling water in the primary cooling loop of a typical PWR with marked location for activity
calculation.

From the eq. (2) the equilibrium value of specific activity at the outlet of the reactor vessel
can be obtained:

ao = F
1− e−λti

1− e−λ(ti+T )
. (3)

Required parameters to calculate the equilibrium specific activity in eq. (3) are exposure
time and reaction rates. Exposure time was calculated from known volumes of different areas
and volume flow of cooling water in the reactor vessel. Reaction rates were calculated using the
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Figure 1: Scheme of the primary cooling loop in a PWR with marked flow of cooling water and
locations of activity calculation.

Monte Carlo method (Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code MCNP [3]). Calculated reaction
rate values strongly depend on the nuclear data library used in the calculations [2]. In this paper
three nuclear data libraries were used: ENDF/B-VII.0, TENDL-2015 and JEFF-3.2. Saturated
specific activity calculaterd by the MCNP code and different nuclear data libraries is presented
in Tab. 2 while detailed results are presented in [2].

Table 2: Calculated saturated specific activity.

Library Activation product Activity [Bq/l]
ENDF/B-VII.0 16N 1.92·109 ± 3.62 · 106
TENDL-2015 17N 1.35·105 ± 2.03 · 103
TENDL-2015 19O 2.66·107 ± 4.10 · 105

Using the calculated reaction rates it is possible to simulate the behaviour of specific
activity for power changes during operation and behaviour at start-up of the reactor. This is
described with a set of Eq. (4):

ao(t) =

{
F (1− e−λt), t < ti∑N

i=0 ae
−λiT , t ≥ ti and N · T ≤ t

(4)

where a is the saturated value of specific activity after one cycle at the outlet of reactor vessel.
The first equation in Eq. (4) presents the specific activity produced in the reactor core. The
second equation describes the specific activity behaviour after the first circulation cycle. The
results of Eq. (4) are presented in Fig. 2. The time dependence of specific activity simulations
can also be used to determine the behaviour of the specific activity of coolant at the outlet of
reactor vessel after power changes and the time for the specific activity to reach new saturated
values.

3 MODEL OF THE STEAM GENERATOR

The second part of the calculation of gamma and neutron dose field is the creation of
a geometrical detailed computational model of the steam generator and the radiation source.
Steam generator is the first component in a cooling loop after the reactor vessel. Its purpose
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Figure 2: Time dependence of specific activity from the start of a reactor with no activated
cooling water to saturated value. Steps in the graphs corresponds to individual cycles of cooling
water.

is to exchange heat between primary and secondary cooling water. The primary cooling water
enters the steam generator through the primary inlet at the bottom of the steam generator into
to channel head. From there it travels up one side of the U-tubes and down the other side. It
leaves the steam generator through the primary outlet. Due to this flow the primary cooling
water spends more than 70 % of time outside the reactor vessel in the steam generator. Thus the
majority of the radioactive isotopes of activated cooling water decay in the steam generator.

In this paper the calculations of gamma and neutron dose field outside the reactor vessel
due to decay of isotopes in activated cooling water were perforned using an advanced Monte
Carlo N-Particle Transport Code MCNP [3]. The MCNP model of the steam generator was
based on the CAD model of the steam generators in the Krško nuclear power plant and the
resulting geometrical model is presented in Fig. 3. The model of the steam generator was sur-
rounded by thermal isolation, air and concrete structure similar to structures in the power plant.
Due to the limitations of using basic surfaces and bodies to describe the steam generator, some
parts of the model were simplified. The biggest simplification was done on the curved part of
the U-tubes. Torus is the best body to describe curved part of the U-tubes, but due to its con-
straints in MCNP, the curved part of the U-tubes was described using four cylinders presented in
Fig. 3. Smaller simplifications were also made to support grid for U-tubes, where square lattice
was transformed to hexagonal lattice and the feedwater ring J-tubes were transformed to square
tubes. By the making of all the simplifications to the MCNP model of the steam generator it
was taken care that the mass of the steam generator was preserved. For materials carbon steel
SA 508 Cl. 3a, stainless steel SS 304 and Inconel 690 TT were used. The final mass of the
model deviated from the real mass by 1.38 %, i.e. 4.7 tons.

4 RADIATION SOURCE

To calculate the dose field of decay products a source needs to be defined. The radioactive
isotopes of cooling water decay in the primary part of the steam generator. Due to the com-
plex structures in the steam generator and limitations in continuous MCNP source definitions,
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Figure 3: Comparison between the CAD model and the constructed MCNP model of the steam
generator. Figures of the steam generator are mirrored for better comparison.

Figure 4: Layers of
the defined radiation
source.

the source was modelled as a set of discs. In the area of U-tubes the
centres of the discs were placed in the middle of the tube with the
radius of the tube. In the hight the source discs were placed in layers
with 50 cm distance between each layer. This way 22 layers of discs
were defined in the U-tubes. At the bottom of the steam generator the
source was defined as layers of discs on a 2 cm×2 cm grid with 30 cm
distance between layers. The result of the defined source is presented
in Fig. 4. The probability for selection of a disc as the source in the
Monte Carlo calculation was defined using the exponential decay of
the radioactive isotopes of activated cooling water. As of this there
is a greater probability a disc in the inlet in the steam generator to be
selected as a disc at the outlet of the steam generator. Because each
radioactive isotope of activated cooling water has its own decay time
and decay products with different energies, the sources were made
separately for each studied isotope.

Defining the radiation source in such a way, makes it indepen-
dent on the definitions of the cells of the model of the steam generator.
Consequently the same source can be used in the detailed and simpli-
fied model of the steam generator.
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5 RESULTS

The focus of the calculation of the dose field in the air around the steam generator was
on the effects on the biological body. The H*10 ambiet dose equivalent was used, which was
calculated using the flux-to-dose factors from standard ICRP-21 for gamma rays and standard
ICRP-74 for neutrons [5, 6].

Figure 5: The gamma dose field
distribution outside the steam
generator due to decay of iso-
tope 16N. The arrow in the figure
is presenting the direction of pri-
mary cooling water flow.

As mentioned in the beginning of the paper, the most
important activated isotope is 16N. Calculated gamma dose
fields of individual isotopes are presented in Fig. 5. The
highest dose rates are at the bottom of the steam generator,
where the hot primary water enters the steam generator. The
values are on the order of 10 mSv/h. At the extent of the U-
tubes in the steam generator the values for gamma dose rates
are on the order of a few mSv/h (up to 5 mSv/h) and at the
top part of the steam generator the gamma dose rates are
below 1 mSv/h.

At the bottom and at the length of the U-tubes the
asymmetry of the gamma dose field is visible due to radioac-
tive decay during flow through the steam generator. On the
side of the steam generator, where the water is flowing up,
the gamma dose rates are around 5 mSv/h, while on the side
the water is flowing down the gamma dose rates are around
2 mSv/h.

17N emits neutrons when it decays and some of them
activate the components in the steam generator thus induc-
ing prompt gamma ray emission. The gamma dose field due
to this prompt gamma rays is presented in Fig. 6a. The in-
tensity of the gamma dose field from 17N decay is on the or-
der of µSv/h which is three orders of magnitude lower than
gamma dose field due to 16N decay. The prompt gamma rays
outside the steam generator are due to decay of deuterium
(activation of hydrogen in cooling water) and isotopes of
iron, nickel and niobium.

Neutrons emitted in the 17N decay can penetrate the
steam generator and cause radiation exposure to workers
and damage to electrical components. The neutron dose
field is presented in Fig. 6b. The neutron dose field is an
order of magnitude higher than prompt gamma dose field
due to 17N decay. The highest neutron dose rates are at the
bottom of the steam generator, where the primary cooling
water enters the steam generator, while at the length of U-tubes the dose rates are lower due to
neutron capture in steam generator components.

The last studied isotope of activated cooling water is 19O. The gamma dose field is pre-
sented in Fig. 6c. Compared to the gamma dose field due to 16N (Fig. 5) the intensity of the
field is several order of magnitude lower. The gamma dose field at the bottom of the steam
generator and at the length of the U-tubes is in order of several µSv/h, only ten times higher
than gamma dose field from 17N decay, despite the two order of magnitude higher activity. This
is due to the energy of gamma rays from 19O decay. The majority of gamma rays have energy
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(a) The prompt gamma dose field
distribution outside the steam
generator due to decay of isotope
17N.

(b) The neutron dose field distri-
bution outside the steam genera-
tor due to decay of isotope 17N.

(c) The gamma dose field distri-
bution outside the steam genera-
tor due to decay of isotope 19O.

Figure 6: Results of prompt gamma and neutron due to decay of isotope 17N and gamma dose
field due to decay of isotope 19O.

around 0.2 MeV or around 1.4 MeV and at lower energies the absorption coefficient is higher
and thus less gamma rays penetrate the steam generator.

Due to less gamma rays penetrating the steam generator, the statistical error of gamma
dose field is greater despite the same number of simulated particle (1010 simulated particle).
For isotopes 16N and 17N the statistical error is below 1 % while for isotope 19O the statistical
error is above 2 % for the entire dose field.

The total dose field due to activated cooling water is is order of mSv/h. The majority
contribution to the total dose field is due to decay of isotope 16N while decay of 17N and 19O
contribute less than 1 % to the total dose field. The contributions of each studied isotope of
activated cooling water to total dose field are presented in Tab. 3. From the comparison the
effect of absorption of gamma rays with low energy for isotope 19O is visible. The activity
share of isotope 19O is above 1 % but due to absorption of gamma rays in the walls of the steam

Table 3: The contributions of each studied isotope of activated cooling water to total dose field
at the length of U-tubes at height 460 cm.

Activated isotope Percentage of total activity [%] Percentage of total dose field [%]
16N 98.63 99.981
17N 0.01 0.008
19O 1.36 0.011
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generator the dose field share is below 0.1 %.

6 CONCLUSION

Ionizing radiation emitted by activated water penetrates the steam generator and causes
radiation field in the air surrounding the steam generator. Due to radioactive decay of activated
isotopes in the steam generator, the gamma dose rates are higher on one side (where water enters
the steam generator) of the steam generator than on the other. 16N causes gamma dose rates in
the order of mSv/h, while the 17N and 19O cause gamma dose rates in order of µSv/h. Neutron
dose rates due to decay of 17N are in order of several µSv/h. The contributions to the whole
gamma dose field due to activated cooling water are 99.96 % from 16N decay, 0.01 % from 17N
decay and 0.03 % from 19O decay.

The model of the steam generator presented in this paper will be used to calculate dose
fields due to activated cooling water in containment vessel of Krško nuclear power plant. Due to
scale of the model of the containment vessel in Krsko nuclear power plant, a simplified model
of the steam generator will be made and inserted in the model. In order to increase the Monte
Carlo calculations the method is going to be combined with deterministic method [7] to obtain
statistically satisfying results of dose field through the containment vessel.

The methodology of calculating activation of cooling water and the dose field due to
decay of activated cooling water in fission reactor can also be used in coolant activation in
fusion reactors such as ITER and DEMO. In fusion reactor the decay of activated cooling water
does not cause just activation of component and biological radiation but also nuclear heating
to important component like superconducting coil windings, which then significantly affect the
cooling power needed to cool the superconducting coils at 4 K.
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ABSTRACT 

In the framework of the DOCPAGANSA (“Development of Code Package for 
Advanced Gamma and Neutron Shielding Analyses”) research project the computational 
module for simplified shielding analyses has been developed. The computational module is 
based on the point kernel method which is used for gamma, as well as neutron shielding 
calculations. The gamma and neutron buildup factors are determined by a novel method based 
on Support Vector Regression method which is a one of the machine learning techniques. In 
this paper we report on the main characteristics of the developed preliminary SVR models for 
gamma and neutron buildup factors. We also present the preliminary results of the testing of 
the models’ beta versions on the geometrically simple problem setup with gamma and neutron 
source. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The overall objective of the research project DOCPAGANSA (“Development of Code 
Package for Advanced Gamma and Neutron Shielding Analyses”) is the development of the 
synthesized calculational tool to enable all stages of a shielding design to be performed within 
single integrated environment. The foreseen design stages and the DOCPAGANSA 
framework for their implementation are: 

 Preliminary analyses of a set of possible designs – to be performed by empirical 
methods like point kernel and removal diffusion method which are characterized 
by high speed, but at the expense of the accuracy, 

 Final analyses of a subset of possible designs being evaluated as the best in 
preliminary stage – to be performed by Monte Carlo calculations which are high 
in accuracy, but are also time and resource consuming, 

 Sensitivity analysis of the chosen design – also to be performed by Monte Carlo 
calculations. 

The overall idea of the DOCPAGANSA project is depicted in Figure 1. The point 
kernel method often used for the preliminary, design stage is based on the Green functions. 
The quantity of interest (flux, or dose) is calculated by multiplying the uncollided component 
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with the parameter called buildup factor which accounts for radiation scattering within the 
shield. The accuracy of the final result is highly influenced by the precision of the buildup 
factors used in the calculation [1]. Recent research indicated that a novel method could be 
used for gamma and neutron buildup factor determination. The method is based on the 
machine learning technique called Support Vector Regression (SVR) [2]. The SVR models 
for gamma buildup factors determination proved to be more general than traditionally semi-
empirical formulas, and once developed the models are easy to implement [3]. The SVR 
models for neutron buildup factors proved to be much more difficult in development mostly 
due to high complexity of neutron transport through the material of interest [4]. However, in 
the latest research some progress has been shown [5]. In this paper we report on the main 
characteristics of the developed preliminary SVR models for gamma and neutron buildup 
factors. We also present the preliminary results of the testing of the models’ beta version on 
the geometrically simple problem setup with gamma and neutron source. 

 

Figure 1: DOCPAGANSA framework 

The SVR basics are presented in Section 2. The developed gamma and neutron SVR 
buildup factors models are described in Section 3. In Section 4 the preliminary results of the 
testing of the models’ beta version on the geometrically simple problem setup with gamma 
and neutron source are presented. Conclusions are given in the Section 5. 

2 SVR BASICS 

Machine learning is a study of computer algorithms that improve automatically through 
experience. One of the machine learning techniques is Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
method which has a strong theoretical background in statistical learning theory [6]. The 
method proved to be a very robust technique for complex classification and regression 
problems [2]. 

Support vector methodology statistically analyses the existing set of samples (training 
set) describing the physical problem and attempts to create a statistical model that describes it 
in order to enable the model to be used on yet unknown samples that have the similar physical 
behaviour. To create a general model there exists a mechanism to avoid overfitting of the 
training set that would degrade the generalisation capabilities of the model (the ability of the 
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model to predict the output values of the samples that have not been included in the model 
development process). The presumption is that the complexity of the physical problem 
requires a nonlinear solution. To avoid nonlinearity and enable the SVR to be applied, the 
initial input data (samples) are mapped into a higher dimensional feature space and linear 
regression is performed in that space by simultaneously minimizing the empirical risk 
(difference between the true and predicted value) and structural complexity. Detailed 
description of the methodology and its practical application can be found in [2] and [7]. 

Practical application of the SVR method requires selection of the appropriate set of 
parameters describing the physical problem, selection of the mapping function and 
corresponding parameters of that function, and selection of the tolerable estimation error () 
and complexity of the model (C). Last two parameters are often selected by application of an 
independent algorithm, usually genetic [8], or differential evolution algorithms [9]. 

Very important step of the modelling process is the preparation of the training set and 
setting the size of the set and samples comprising the set. Samples should be informative but 
not redundant. If the training set is large, there is a possibility that the model would be 
overfitted and lack generalization capabilities. On the other hand, a small set would result in a 
model with a high estimation error. To overcome this obstacle, a sequential method could be 
used that implies gradual enrichment of the training set by informative samples. In every step 
a model is created, tested, and if the desired precision is not achieved the new model is 
created based on an enlarged training set in which new samples are added. The key issue in 
this approach is the selection of the new samples which have to bring new information to the 
current model. 

Different aspects of the described methodology application on buildup factors 
estimation were addressed in our previous work [3][10] and are beyond the scope of this 
paper. In the proceeding section we present the final models for gamma and neutron buildups. 

3 BUILDUP FACTORS MODELS 

Two separate modelling processes have been carried out in order to develop gamma and 
neutron SVR buildup factor models. The gamma model was the first one to be developed due 
to two main reasons. Physical complexity of gamma rays penetration through the shielding 
materials is generally less complex than the neutron transport. Also, the application of gamma 
buildup factors for real life shielding problems is well accepted in scientific and engineering 
community, while the usage of the neutron buildup factors remains on the borders of 
scientific interest, so far without any serious engineering application. 

The knowledge on the behaviour of the SVR modelling gained in the gamma modelling 
process was extensively used throughout neutron buildup factor modelling but additional 
effort had to be employed for the model to achieve testing abilities. Both models have been 
developed using LibSVM, an integrated software for modelling classification, regression and 
distribution estimation [10]. 

3.1 Gamma buildup factor SVR model 

Gamma buildup factor model has been developed for five commonly used shielding 
materials: iron, lead, aluminium, water, and concrete, covering energy range from 0.4 to 8 
MeV and shielding thicknesses up to 10 mfp. In the implementation phase the model acts as a 
“black box” with input parameters being effective atomic number of the material, incident 
gamma energy, and shield thickness, while the output is the estimated buildup factor. The 
average estimation error, when compared to referent Monte Carlo calculated buildup factors, 
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ranges from 7.5% for single layer iron shield up to 8.7% for single layer aluminium shields 
[3]. Since the maximum obtained errors are larger than 25% (for thick shields) the model is 
currently being improved. However, the implementation of the existing model into the point 
kernel calculational tool has been successful. When the desired accuracy of the improved 
model will be achieved the implemented model will be replaced by the obtained one. 

3.2 Neutron buildup factor SVR model 

The complexity of determining the total buildup factors arises from neutron transport 
theory and a number of different possible interactions of neutrons with matter. The neutron 
cross sections are strongly dependent on the neutron energy with large resonance peaks being 
present in most materials. In addition, the dependence of the cross sections may vary greatly 
among isotopes of the same elements. The buildup factor for fast neutrons can have large 
values due to the high probability of scattering. On the other hand, as the energy decreases, 
the probability of absorption is higher, but the absorption process may result in production of 
high energy gamma rays. The contribution of secondary gamma rays to the total dose behind 
the shield may be significant. Therefore, the neutron buildup factor model has been developed 
to include both scattered neutrons and generated gamma rays. The initial work on the neutron 
buildup factor SVR model has been carried out for Portland concrete [10]. The procedure 
used for concrete model is currently applied for the development of the general model 
covering other shielding materials including iron, lead, aluminium, etc. 

The buildup factors for all thicknesses, cosines of angles and incident neutron energies 
obtained by MCNP [12] are used as the SVR training set. The x component of the training set 
is a vector comprised of the shielding thickness z, the incident angle cosine μ and the starting 
neutron energy E, actual length that particle traverses in the shielding media l and total 
macroscopic cross section Σ_t,denoted by x={z,μ,E,l,Σ_t}, with the y variable being the total 
buildup factor value, denoted by y={B_total }. 

The model has been trained on 720 samples and tested on 576 samples. The model 
performance on the test is 20% relative error for the majority of the test samples. 

The Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) is chosen as a kernel function [13]. The 
initial RBF free parameter σ and SVR parameters C and ε are selected based on engineering 
judgement and experience gained in the process of gamma buildup factor model development. 

4 TESTING OF THE MODEL 

In this phase of the research the models are implemented in the existing QAD-CGGP 
code [14] by source code modifications which were guided by the simplicity of solution rather 
than by optimization of the code. Proceeding activities will include the development of a new 
point kernel calculational tool which should lead to a more efficient performance and 
optimized computer resources’ usage. To enable SVR models performance additional data 
files containing Compton and total cross sections for gamma calculations, as well as total 
cross sections for the neutron calculations have been created. Twenty seven groups have been 
used for gamma spectrum, and twenty two for neutron spectrum. Gamma cross sections have 
been extracted from the online NIST XCOM database [15], while the neutron cross sections 
have been extracted from the appropriate MCNP runs. 

Both models were tested using a simple problem geometry setup with a source placed in 
a hollow cylinder with radius of 27.5 cm and surrounded by a cylindrical 10 cm thick 
concrete shield. The composition of the used Portland concrete with the density 2.3 g/cm3 is 
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given in Table 1. Two point detectors have been used to tally flux, one placed at the surface of 
a shield and the other 100 cm from the shield (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Modeled geometry 

The examined gamma rays had the energies of 1.332 MeV and 0.800 MeV, while the 
neutron energies were 14.0 MeV and 0.1 MeV. 

Apart from being modelled in the modified QAD-CGGP the problem has also been 
prepared for the MCNP. The MCNP results for uncollided and total flux have been used as 
the reference values. The focus of the test was to obtain the relative difference of the fluxes 
calculated by modified QAD-CGGP compared to the MCNP results, rather than the absolute 
values. All calculated MCNP results have the calculational relative error smaller than 3%. 

Table 1: Composition of the Portland concrete 

Element 
Wt (%) of 

the each element
H 1.00 
C 0.10 
O 52.91 
Na 1.60 
Mg 0.20 
Al 3.39 
Si 33.70 
K 1.30 
Ca 4.40 
Fe 1.40 

 
 

The overall testing results are given in Table 2. The buildup factor estimation error for 
gammas and neutrons is generally rather large ranging from -32% to +15%. With further 
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improvement of the models better estimation is very likely. However, due to statistical nature 
of the new estimation process it is also very likely that the traditional conservative 
characteristic of the buildup factor calculational compared to Monte Carlo calculation will be 
lost. This issue will have to be carefully addresses in the future. Better results are obtained for 
neutrons because the SVR model for the neutrons is, at the moment, focused exclusively on 
concrete. The applied gamma model is more general, including other shielding materials, 
which causes larger estimation errors.  

The gamma uncollided flux error of modified QAD-CGGP calculation compared to 
MCNP results is around 10% which is adequate for application and it corresponds to previous 
investigations [16]. 

The neutron uncollided flux error of modified QAD-CGGP compared to MCNP results 
was not obtained. Due to different neutron energy group structure compared to gamma 
energies used in QAD-CGGP (22 groups compared to 28 groups) the modification of the 
original QAD-CGGP source code was demanding. The resulting exe code is unstable and 
requires bugs to be identified and corrected. That process is currently ongoing. 

Table 2: Testing results 

Source 
Detector 
location 

Uncollided flux 
error relative to 

MCNP 

Buildup factor 
error 

Gamma 
1.332 MeV 

37.5 cm -8% -21% 
137.5 cm -12% -10% 

Gamma 
0.8 MeV 

37.5 cm -7% +4% 
137.5 cm -10% -11% 

Gamma total 
37.5 cm -8% -32% 
137.5 cm -11% -6% 

Neutron 
14 MeV 

37.5 cm 

Not available 

+15% 
137.5 cm -12% 

Neutron 
0.1 MeV 

37.5 cm -10% 
137.5 cm -14% 

Neutron total 
37.5 cm +14% 
137.5 cm -8% 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we reported on the main characteristics of the developed preliminary SVR 
models for gamma and neutron buildup factors. We also presented the preliminary results of 
the testing of the models’ beta versions on the geometrically simple problem setup with 
gamma and neutron source. The models have been implemented in the modified QAD-CGGP 
code. 

The results have shown that, although the models are usable, significant improvements 
in their performance is required prior to their final deployment. The precision of the buildup 
factor estimation has to be increased, and the software debugging and optimization have to be 
performed. 
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ABSTRACT 

Industrial irradiators have been used for decades for various reasons. In the last decade 
sterilisation of products, e.g. medical products or food, became an important part of many 
industries. The required dose rates in order to make an efficient sterilisation might be up to 
hundred thousand of Gy/s. Due to such extremely intense radiation fields, defence in depth shall 
be implemented in the design of irradiation facilities and strong safety culture shall be in place. 
The facilities are based either on a use of radioactive materials, i.e. Co-60 or Cs-137, or 
accelerators. In the last decade irradiators with radioactive sources became obsolete in order to 
avoid security issues as well as handling a disused source.  

The use of sources in industrial sterilisation facilities is related to numerous safety 
features assuring safe operation of facilities as sources are linked to high risks to human health 
in case of an accident. In the available open literature, the accidents related to industrial 
irradiators using radioactive sources are well described including detailed analyses of accidents 
with fatalities, e.g. in Kjeller 1982 and in Nasvizg in 1991. Much less information is available 
when industrial accelerator facilities are involved in accidents although the first accident related 
to industrial sterilisation happened in 1965 in USA where accelerator was involved resulting in 
amputation of worker’s leg and arm. The literature reveals only five reported cases i.e. 
demonstrating that accident with health consequences are very rare. But except in one case all 
exposures of workers required extensive medical treatment, e.g. amputation of limbs.  

The present very first analysis based on a short description of reported cases, 
identification of initial events and contribution factors as well as lessons learned could help the 
regulatory bodies, designers, suppliers, installers, operators, maintenance companies and others 
involved in radiation safety of industrial accelerators to identify design flaws as well as human 
errors leading to such dreadful accidents. The analysis demonstrates that three of five cases 
were related to so-called “dark current” showing that there was a clear lack of understanding 
technical characteristics of accelerators and the risks associated with such facilities. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Radiation overexposure accidents are relatively rare but can have “severe long-term 
health consequences” as stated in [1]. While some accidents are well known and results 
published in open literature, e.g. as analysis of the Chernobyl accident, other accident are much 
less known to the general public despite their consequences, e.g. as the accident in Spain in 
1990 resulted in 18 deaths from radiation related to clinical linear accelerator as given in Table 
2 in [2]. Several databases of accidents exist nowadays, e.g. IAEA News and RELIR/OTHEA. 
They enable exchange of lessons when using radiation sources. In particular, such databases 
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can be a useful learning tool when preparation of safety assessment for very new practice in the 
state is under way.  

The use of industrial irradiators using accelerators for sterilisation or other purposes is 
becoming a new practice in many countries. It is related to numerous safety features assuring 
safe operation of facilities.  A use of accelerators is somehow replacing a use of radioactive 
sources of Co-60 or Cs-137 of sources of Category I according to the IAEA [3]. Such sources 
can pose a significant risk if not safely managed or securely protected as stated in [3]: “The 
sources if not safely managed or securely protected, would be likely to cause permanent injury 
to a person who handled it or who was otherwise in contact with it for more than a few minutes. 
It would probably be fatal to be close to this amount of unshielded radioactive material for a 
period in the range of a few minutes to an hour.” The replacement mentioned is based on 
security issues, i.e. in particular regarding Cs-137 radioisotope, as well as on a fact that once 
irradiation time needed for sterilisation becomes too long due to radioactive decay the source 
should be stored, reused or sent to the manufacturer using strict safety and security measures. 
The database of gamma irradiation facilities was prepared in 2004 and is given in [4]. Such 
database related to accelerators used for sterilisation is not available. It should be also noted 
that due to development of technology experiences related to accelerators designed decades ago 
might not be of limited use today. Despite this the analysis of accidents related to a use of 
industrial accelerators might help regulatory bodies, designers, suppliers, installers, operators, 
maintenance companies and others involved in radiation safety of industrial accelerators to 
identify design as well as human errors. 

 Due to such extremely intense radiation fields, i.e. up to thousands Gy/s, defence in depth 
shall be implemented in the design of irradiation facilities, either using radioactive sources or 
accelerators. The details of the safety guides are given in [5].  

 When constructing a facility special attention shall be given to shields of a source. 
Shielding calculations require detailed knowledge of the technology applied as thick 
concrete shields of few meters might be necessary in order to assure safety operation of 
such irradiators, all penetrations shall be protected and sky shine shall be taken into 
account. Detailed and updated information on calculation of shielding is given for 
example in [6] and references therein. 

 The safety systems installed, such as interlocks, shall be carefully designed and shall be 
based on independence, diversity and redundancy. As a rule, few tens of safety systems 
shall be in place. Their daily, weekly and yearly testing and maintenance as appropriate 
shall be assured in line with the Program of testing and maintenance. In particular, due 
to very intensive radiation fields due attention shall be taken to safety systems which 
might be degraded or destroyed by such intense fields very quickly, e.g. cameras and 
electrical connections. 

 Safety procedures of all involved and in particular of the licensee of the irradiator shall 
demonstrate high level of safety culture in particular high level of understanding of risks 
associated with a use of irradiators and technical characteristics of a facility.  

As pointed in [2] the design of irradiation facilities is based on the probability that an 
accident will happen is extremely low, i.e. 10-6 per entry.  

2 ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENTS 

In this very first attempt to analyse accidents related to industrial irradiators the list of 
databases analysed includes: 
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 IAEA document on lessons learned from accident in industrial irradiation facilities [7], 

 Database given in Table 1 in [8],  

 UK IRID database [9], 

 OTHEA/RELIR database [10] 

 presentation Accelerator Health Physics, 2008 HPS [11]. 

In the Radiation Accidents and other Events causing Radiation Casualties-Tabulated 
Data compiled by Wm. R. Johnston from 2014 available on the 
http://www.johnstonsarchive.net/nuclear/radevents/radaccidents.html eight events are related 
to irradiators using accelerators. However, these data were not included yet in the analysis.  

The search for accidents with industrial irradiator reveals that a list of accidents related 
to industrial irradiators using radioactive sources is, as a rule longer than the list of accidents 
where accelerators were involved, e.g. in the document IAEA from 1996 [7] three of eight cases 
are related to accelerators. It should be pointed out that all eight cases were related either to 
fatal consequences or severe radiation injuries but fatal consequences were not related to a use 
of accelerators.  

In general, accidents with radiation sources used in industrial irradiators are well 
described including detailed analyses of accidents with fatalities, e.g. one fatality was a 
consequence of the Kjeller accident in Norway in 1982 as well as of the Nasvizg accident in 
Belarus in 1991 [8]. Much less information is available when industrial accelerator facilities 
are involved in accidents although the first accident related to industrial sterilisation happened 
in 1965 in USA where accelerator was involved resulting in amputation of worker’s leg and 
arm [8].  

However, it must be pointed out as already given in [1] that reporting methodology might 
be an issue when comparing the databases. Namely, international databases are based on 
voluntary basis while national databases can be based on different criteria. For example, looking 
to Figure 4 given in [1] it seems that majority accident in South East Asia are related to orphan 
sources, i.e. sources outside a regulatory control, and while majority of overexposures in Russia 
are related to industry. On the other hand, the UK IRID database [9] does not report on any 
accident related to gamma irradiators or use of accelerators in industry. The OTHEA/RELIR 
database contains two accidents, both happened in France. 

It can be concluded there are much less reports on accidents related to industrial 
accelerators than to irradiators using radioactive materials as safety features installed enable 
easier maintenance of safety in such facilities than in facilities using radioactive sources. In 
addition, collimated fields used at accelerator’s facilities contribute to partial exposure to bodies 
in case of an accidents, e.g. in general amputation of limbs could be required in worst-case 
scenario.  

A short overview of event reported based on the available open literature is structured in 
a table 1 in a way to compare these very few accidents which happened with accelerators used 
in industry. In all cases: 

 the exposure time was short, e.g. of the order of one minute, 

 as a rule, amputation of one or more limbs or skin grafting of exposed persons was 
necessary. 
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In one particular case a person was 6 weeks in coma and placed in a sterile chamber, while in 
another case a complete bone marrow transplant was necessary. Just in one case no such 
extensive medical procedures were required. 

The literature given above contains also accidents related to the research facilities, e.g. 
such as “Hanoi accident”, Vietnam, in 1974 [12], where a physicist was a victim of an accident 
related to somehow old accelerator from Dubna. All such somehow research-related accidents 
are not included in the analysis.  

The literature did not contain any information related to any standards to be used at the 
time of the accident. Today the ANSI N43.1. from 2011 on radiation safety for the design and 
operation of particle accelerators can be used. 

Table 1: Accidents related to industrial accelerator facility 
 

Case 1: Linear accelerator with a 10 MeV beam, Illinois (USA), 1965 
 

Initial Event The worker entered to the irradiation room via a gap under the door, 
i.e. without tripping the interlock, during the irradiation. Up to 2400 
Gy were received by various parts of his body.  

Contributing 
Factor 

The gap under the door enabled violation of operator’ procedures. 

Responsibility  The operator did not follow the rules to be used when entering the 
irradiation room. 
The gap under the door used to accommodate the convey belt was not 
closed, i.e. the licensee was responsible for this error.  

Lessons 
Learned 

The designs of the facility shall not be a changed by any modification 
which can jeopardise the safety. 
The operators shall understand and follow the procedures. 

 
Case 2*: Van de Graaff linear accelerator with a 13 MeV beam, Illinois (USA), 1967 

 
Initial Event The workers were irradiated when entering the irradiation room.  

The maximum whole body dose was approximately 6 Gy. 
Contributing 
Factor 

One interlock was not working and several interlocks were taped. 

Responsibility  Licensee should assure functioning of interlocks. 
(A note: A role of workers in this case is not known.) 
 

Lessons 
Learned 

The licensee shall assure functioning of interlocks, taping interlocks 
shall not be tolerated. 

 
Case 3: Linear accelerator with a 3 MV potential drop, Maryland (USA), 1991 

 
Initial Event The maintenance worker, i.e. operator in this case, was conducting 

maintenance when the filament current was off. He was unaware of the 
risk of existing so-called “dark currents” also called “cold currents” 
producing the dose rates up to 13 Gy/s. The estimated doses were up 
to 55 Gy. 

Contributing 
Factor 

The interlock systems and other safety features were not designed in 
line with safety rules, e.g. independence, redundancy and diversity, 
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allowing the entrance to the irradiation room when dose rates in the 
room were high.  
The maintenance worker did not follow the rules. 

Responsibility  The maintenance staff did not have enough knowledge to provide 
maintenance of the accelerator and to understand the importance to 
follow the procedures. 
The safety features shall be redesigned, i.e. the licensee was 
responsible for this error. 

Lessons 
Learned 

The designs of the facility shall enable safe maintenance. 
The maintenance staff shall be trained to follow rules. 

 
Case 4: Linear accelerator with a 2.5 MV, maximum current of 35 mA and maximum 

dose rate 80 000 Gy/s, Forbach (France) 1991 
 
Initial Event The part-time workers entered to the irradiation rooms in order to 

provide maintenance of auxiliary equipment. “Dark current” caused 
dose rates up to 0.1 Gy/s. The whole body doses were up to 1 Gy and 
doses to the skin up to 40 Gy. 

Contributing 
Factor 

The second-hand facility had equipment which was not designed for 
such high exposure fields. The licensee did not have enough 
knowledge about safety requirements for such facility. 

Responsibility  The licensee using second-hand facility did not assure safety 
measures to be in place due to a lack of understanding. 
The licensee did not assure the competence of the workers. 
The workers did not follow safety procedures.  

Lessons 
Learned 

The maintenance of the facility should be in line with the safety 
precautions. In particular, all auxiliary equipment and materials, e.g. 
oils, shall be resistant to high radiation field.  
The operators shall be trained to follow rules, as two of the workers 
were classified as workers of “category B” according to the 
2013/59/Euratom Directive their competence was not assured.  

 
Case 5: Linear accelerator with a 800 kV and maximum current of 100 mA (France) 

date not known 
 

Initial Event Three workers entered to the irradiation rooms in order to check 
ventilation system when the operator started with irradiation. The 
effective doses received were between 30 to 35 mSv.  

Contributing 
Factor 

Safety procedures were not in place.  
The persons involved in the accident did not have appropriate 
retraining.  

Responsibility  The licensee did not assure safety features and appropriate retraining 
of the personnel.  

Lessons 
Learned 

Safety features must be upgraded in line with international standards.  
Retraining of personnel shall be in place. 
Safety procedures shall be in place. 

* The accelerator was used for soil irradiation. 

As noted from the table the accidents were related to a set of violations of basic safety 
rules, e.g. among others a person entering the irradiation room should always have appropriate 
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equipment to measure dose rates, should have an alarm dosimeter and have a possibility to 
observe clear display of the status of the radiation field in the irradiation room. Any 
unauthorized modification or negligence of interlocks in intolerable. In addition, despite the 
fact that the irradiation can be quite routine procedure this does not mean that competence of 
the personnel involved shall not be regularly verified as clear understanding the risk is the first 
step in safe operation of such facility. Poor understanding of acceleratory technology and in 
particular “dark current” phenomena and lack of exchange operational experiences were 
contributing factors to the reported accidents. In particular, two of five accidents, both related 
to “dark current”, are almost identical.  

3 CONCLUSIONS 

The very first analysis of accidents leading to overexposure of humans at industrial 
accelerator facilities shows that the number of such accidents is much lower than the number 
of accidents in industrial facilities with irradiators using radioactive sources. The accidents 
related to accelerators are actually extremely rare. However, it must be pointed out that, as a 
rule, the exposures of only few minutes in irradiation room can lead to amputation of limbs of 
the exposed worker.  

The present analysis of reported accidents might help the regulatory bodies, designers, 
suppliers, installers, operators, maintenance companies and others involved in radiation safety 
of industrial accelerators to identify design flaws as well as human errors leading to such rare 
but dreadful accidents. The analysis demonstrated that two of five cases were related to “dark 
current” showing that there was a clear lack of understanding technical characteristics of 
accelerators and the risks associated with such facilities. 
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ABSTRACT 

The newly built hydro power plant (HPP) on the Sava River at Brežice is located 
approximately 7 km downstream of the Krško nuclear power plant (NPP) and its construction 
considerably affected the configuration of the terrain. The riverbed downstream the NPP dam 
was replaced by an accumulation basin that changed some important characteristics of the water 
environment. This will have a substantial impact on transfer of radionuclides to the water 
environment and their spread within it.  

Therefore, a conceptual framework for the extended radioactivity monitoring programme 
of water pathways was elaborated with a creative co-ordination of the competent authority, the 
Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA). The extended programme is supplemental 
to the existing actual monitoring and takes into account the samples such as surface water, 
sediment, water biota (fish) and ground-water. It determines the new sampling locations, 
including the new continuous pumping station for river water upstream the HPP dam and 
introduces three additional boreholes for groundwater. The extended programme further 
determines the locations for grab sampling of water samples, sediments, and water biota (fish) 
within the accumulation basin, the natural water habitat, and the widest part of the basin. Along 
with the standard analytics (for gamma emitters, strontium isotopes Sr-90/Sr-89 and H-3), the 
specific analysis of radionuclide C-14 in water environment has been  applied for the first time. 

Due to the Brežice HPP, the extended water monitoring programme envisages an 
enlargement of 98 %, additionally to the existing annual scope of analytic measurements. It 
requires a modification of important documents of the Krško NPP and the approval decree of 
the competent authority (SNSA).  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Any major construction work in the surroundings of the nuclear power plant (NPP) 
changes the environment and modifies the transfer of discharged radioactive substances to the 
environment. One such example is a construction of the river dam for the hydroelectric power 
plant (HPP), set up seven kilometres downstream of the nuclear power plant. Liquid radioactive 
discharges behave differently in case of water moving slowly across an accumulation lake as 
compared to a fast flowing river. Transfer pathways of radionuclides to the population along 
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with the exposure of affected individuals are also changed. All these changes have to be 
reflected also in the programme extension of radioactivity monitoring in the NPP environment. 

A chain of five hydro power plants was built on the lower course of the Sava River in 
Slovenia during the last two decades. The fifth plant, the Brežice HPP with a nominal power of 
45 MW, is a combined run-of-river and impoundment hydroelectric plant. It is anticipated that 
the plant will be put into test operation by the end of September of the current year [1].  

The Krško nuclear power plant (NPP), with PWR technology and capacity of 696 MWe, 
in commercial operation from 1983, is located 7 kilometres upstream the new hydro power 
plant. The construction of the Brežice HPP essentially influences the terrain configuration of 
the downstream of the Krško nuclear power plant. The change of the transfer pathways of 
discharged radionuclides inevitably requires an adjustment of radioactivity monitoring 
programme with new circumstances.  

The aim of the paper is to present the environmental changes generated by the 
construction and operation of the Brežice HPP and consequently, its influence on the 
monitoring programme of environmental radioactivity of the Krško NPP. The programme 
extension will be discussed in regards to the scope of currently performed monitoring and to 
the relevant national legislation.  

2 CHANGES OF TERRAIN CONFIGURATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT                               

The construction of the dam at the Brežice HPP and subsequent formation of the 
accumulation basin upstreams caused that the level of the Sava River at nuclear power plant 
location elevates by 3 meters. The riverbed is widened, and reaches its maximum width of 680 
m at 2.5 km above the Brežice plant (Figure 1). The accumulation basin contains 3.4 million 
m3 of applied water of the total 19.3 million m3 of impounded water. The maximum operating 
variation of water level of the accumulation is 1.1 m.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Accumulation basin of the Brežice HPP  

River embankments in a total length of 13.6 km were constructed on both sides of the 
river, with heights from 1 to 9 m, in order (i) to prevent uncontrolled flooding and (ii) to divert 
a flooding water to the designed retention areas. The sealing curtains were built within the 
embankments on both sides of the riverbed, which stretch out downwards to the impermeable 
geological layer [2]. This will significantly reduce the likelihood of groundwater pollution by 
radioactivity from the Sava River.  

Substitutive water habitats along the Sava River are created from the gravel pits and are 
supplied by river water and groundwater. The substitutive habitat NH1 is located on the left 
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bank, about two kilometres downstream of the Krško NPP dam, with the purpose of nature 
conservation of water biota (fish), amphibians, birds, etc. and as a spawning ground.  

The impoundment will slow down the river flow from about one meter to some 
centimetres per second [2]. This will result in an increased amount of river sediment above the 
dam. Most of the suspended solids will settle down before spilling through the dam (90%), and 
the sludge will accumulate at the river bottom. Sediments will be spread roughly evenly over 
the surface of the riverbed. Contaminated water from the NPP discharge point flows quite close 
to the left river bank, and the highest content of discharged radionuclides is expected at the 
widest part of the riverbed. Liquid effluents from the NPP will slightly increase radioactivity 
of sediments since dissolved radionuclides tend to be absorbed on the suspended particles. The 
sediments, accumulated in front of the HPP dam, will be removed when deepening of 
impoundment becomes necessary. Radioactivity levels, calculated by the modelling, are so low 
that the sediment cannot be categorised as radioactive waste of low activity [2].  

Due to the elevated water level of the Sava River, the groundwater level tended to raise. 
In spite of the construction of sealing curtains along river embankments, a potential 
contamination of groundwater cannot be entirely excluded. 

The status of aquatic biota will be changed downstream of the Krško NPP dam. 
Impounded water will travel for quite a long time, thus allowing enough time for algae growth. 
An eutrophication of the Sava river basin will be increased due to the warmer water, especially 
in summer time. Enhanced contents of radionuclides in lower aquatic biota (aquatic plankton, 
algae) will enhance the importance of the pathway through the ingestion of fish [3]. 

The river shorelines, suitable for public recreation, are usually sandy and gently sloping. 
The formation of steep banks and rocky coating of the banks will significantly change the 
appearance of the river shore. Because of rather smooth surfaces of embankments and their 
steepness, an access to the river will be difficult, so it will not be possible to do any recreational 
or sport activities, playing or fishing, just along the shoreline. The levels of external radiation 
originating from the contaminated bank sediments will be considerably reduced. The analysis 
[2] showed that recreational sports, such as rowing and fishing will be possible only from boats, 
but no longer from the river shoreline. 

In case of high water levels of the Sava River, a flood will be controlled. The water from 
the accumulation basin will overflow to the designated retention areas. The first retention area 
is located on the right bank of the Sava River, well upstream from the NPP dam, and the second 
spilling over can be anticipated to the areas on the left bank downstream from the Krško NPP 
dam. Contaminated river water will therefore potentially flood only the tract on the left bank of 
the Sava River downstream of the NPP. 

3 BASIS FOR THE EXTENSION OF RADIOACTIVITY MONITORING  

The above-mentioned environmental changes modified the basis for radioactivity 
monitoring programme of the water pathway to a considerable extent. In general, the 
monitoring programme due to the liquid radioactive discharges comprises a regular control of 
the river water, sediments and water biota. Additionally, drinking water supplies and 
groundwater wells are also part of the regular monitoring. Until the Brežice HPP construction, 
the most important pathways of the Sava River were external radiation (recreation activities on 
the river shoreline) and ingestion of fish, which could be of similar magnitude [4]. Table 1 
presents a list of the exposure pathways of the discharged radionuclides in the new 
circumstances and their relative importance in regards to their contribution to the public 
effective dose in normal operation. 
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Table 1: Exposure pathways for liquid discharges from the Krško NPP and their importance 
in new circumstances 

Exposure pathways 
 

Main radionuclides 
 

Relative importance 
 

Ingestion of fish 
Fission & activation products, 
H-3, C-14, 

Real option, 
significant importance 

Ingestion of river water 
Fission & activation products, 
H-3 

Hypothetic option, 
not taken into account  

Ingestion of underground 
water (water wells) 

H-3 
Real option,  
insignificant importance 

Recreation at the shore –  
external radiation 

Fission & activation products  
(β, γ) 

Likely option,  
insignificant importance 

Swimming in the river –  
external radiation 

Fission & activation products  
(β, γ) 

Real option, 
very small importance 

Boating, rowing, fishing on 
the river - external radiation 

Fission & activation products  
(β, γ) 

Real option, 
insignificant importance 

Ingestion of crops from  
flooded land – ext. radiation 

Fission & activation products  
(β, γ) 

Likely option but totally 
negligible importance 

Temporary retention on 
flooded land – ext. radiation 

Fission & activation products  
(β, γ) 

Likely option but totally 
negligible importance 

 

The most significant exposure pathway remains the ingestion of fish due to H-3 and 
especially to C-14. Considering the fact that the pH value in the Krško NPP discharges is 
maintained to be around 7 and in the Sava River mostly around 8.5, almost all of C-14 in NPP 
liquid discharges is in an inorganic chemical form as HCO3

¯ [3]. Direct transfer of C-14 from 
water to fish is not possible since this radionuclide enters fish indirectly via lower aquatic biota 
(algae, phytoplankton, mussels, benthos) that previously transform inorganic carbon into 
organic form [5]. The slow flow of the river and eutrophication will further stimulate the growth 
of aquatic plants and the number of lower aquatic animals. The exposure to C-14 will gradually 
become even more expressive than before the impoundment. 

External radiation that originates from water radioactivity affects individuals during 
recreational activities on the river (fishing, swimming, and rowing on the river) is of small or 
insignificant importance. Other pathways are of insignificant or negligible consideration [3]. 
Ingestion of river water is a hypothetic option and it is not taken into consideration in the final 
dose assessment. 

The Brežice HPP will affect also groups of reference population. The group of the fishers 
downstream of the dam of the Krško NPP will continue to be the main reference group.  
Fishermen within the accumulation basin will be more exposed than those at the distant location 
at Brežice, i.e. at the mixing point. The dilution of radioactive discharges in the impoundment 
area is lower than in running water after the HPP dam. An additional critical group for the Sava 
pathways, mentioned in the study [2] , are individuals performing recreation activities such as 
rowing, boating and swimming in the accumulation basin. However, they will be far less 
exposed at recreational activities on the water than on the potentially contaminated shoreline of 
the running Sava River before the HPP dam construction.  
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Table 2: Reference groups of the local public and the level of exposure  

Reference groups Exposure pathways Exposure option Degree of exposure 

Fishermen and 
their families 

ingestion of fish real most exposed 

Recreationists, 
swimmers, rowers 

external radiation real little exposed 

Consumers of 
under-ground 
water 

ingestion of water real negligibly small 

Consumers of river 
water 

ingestion of water hypothetical 
comparable to fish 
ingestion exposure 

 
It has to be emphasised that the above-mentioned reference groups (Table 2) are not 

simultaneously exposed. The most unfavourable combination of transfer pathways is fish 
ingestion (fishers frequently with their family members) together with external exposure at 
riverside activities (swimming/ boating/surfing) and ingestion of drinking water from the local 
wells.  

4  EXTENDED ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAMME 

4.1. Current monitoring programme 

The current monitoring programme on radioactivity of the water environment for the 
Krško NPP comprises the following main provisions [6], [7]: 
Samples: river water, sediment, water biota (fish), groundwater,  
Locations of sampling points for river water and sediments: Krško, Brežice, Jesenice 
Frequency of sampling and measurements: monthly, quarterly, grab sampling. 
Measurement methods: gamma-spectrometry (gamma emitters); radio-chemical separation of 
strontium and detection with proportional counter (Sr-90/Sr-89); specific analysis with beta 
scintillation spectrometry (tritium H-3) 

Radionuclides in question are shown in Table 3 accordingly to their origin and exposure 
significance. 

Table 3: Most important radionuclides in liquid discharges of the Krško NPP 

Fission products Cs-137, Cs-134, Sr-90, I-131, I-133;  and others Zr-95, Nb-95, Ag-110m 
Activation products Co-58, Co-60; and others: Cr-51, Mn-54, Fe-55 
Tritium & carbon H-3, C-14  

 
In total, the monitoring programme of water environment comprises 266 analytic 

measurements of radioactivity in water related samples on annual basis. They provide sufficient 
data for the assessment of the corresponding effective dose. 

 
4.2. Extended monitoring programme 

All previously mentioned and elaborated changes of the NPP environment require a 
supplement to the current monitoring programme on environmental radioactivity. 

In September 2016, an ad hoc scientific and technical team, co-ordinated by the Slovenian 
Nuclear Safety Administration, prepared the framework of the supplementary monitoring 
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programme in case of imminent river impoundment. The extended programme is summarised 
as follows: 

- 1 continuous water sampling above the dam of the Brežice HPP (on the left bank of the river, 
20 m upstream the HPP); in aggregate water samples, gamma emitters, Sr-90/Sr-89 and 
H-3 are measured monthly, 

- 2 sampling points at the widest part of the accumulation basin, i.e. the part with expected 
maximum contamination of water; in grab samples of water and sediment, taken on both 
banks - gamma emitters, Sr-90/Sr-89 and H-3 are measured monthly, while C-14 is 
measured quarterly, 

-  within the area of the accumulation basin - the gamma emitters, Sr-90/Sr-89 and C-14 are 
measured in fish twice per year, 

- 1 sampling point in the substitutive water habitat; in grab samples of water - gamma emitters, 
Sr-90/Sr-89 and H-3 are measured quarterly, 

- 3 existing wells marked as VOP-1/06, V-12/77 and V-7/77 for groundwater sampling; in grab 
samples - H-3 is measured monthly. 

The sole existing location of groundwater sampling point, designated as VOP-4, has to 
be moved towards north, at a suitable distance from the base of the protective embankment of 
the river. 

The specific analysis of C-14 radionuclide in environmental samples (water, fish) is 
included in the monitoring programme for the first time.  

The expert group did not consider the fact that the construction of the enlarged 
embankments enables some reduction of the scope of the actual monitoring programme, 
concerning sporadically flooded areas. In case of high waters, the river water will overflow on 
the right bank, approximately 450 m upstream from the NEK dam. This means that on the right 
side of the river only non-contaminated water will spill over to the retention areas. The existing 
sampling point for soil (three soil layers twice a year) at the location of Gmajnice on the right 
bank where potentially contaminated soil has been monitored, can be therefore easily omitted. 

The increased monitoring frequency of water and sediment at the widest part of the 
accumulation basin is purposed in the extended programme if compared with the guidelines in 
regulations [8]. They provide only quarterly grab sampling and measurements, and the regularly 
performed monitoring programme strictly follows these legal provisions. We believe that this 
extension is of a research interest and will last only a transitional period (a couple of years), 
depending on eventual new findings. 

Neither the extended nor the actual environmental monitoring programme comprises 
control of the lower water biota (algae and other indicator organisms) which concentrate 
dissolved radionuclides from water. Bio-indicators provide useful information on water 
contamination in cases when the presence of radionuclides in the environment is too small to 
measure in conventional samples [8]. In the extended programme, C-14 is such a characteristic 
case: water and fish are included in the monitoring but measurements of lower aquatic biota, 
providing a very indicative information are lacking.   

The scope of supplementary monitoring programme is almost as extensive as the current 
water monitoring programme. It comprises 262 measurements annually, which presents a 98% 
increase in the scope of the current programme [9]. After a period of five years, the extended 
programme is likely to be less extensive, depending on its findings. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

Examination of radiological consequences of the impoundment recorded new findings.   
For illustration purposes, the annual effective doses for the public in the years 2012 and 2015 
are presented hereinafter [6], [7]; in both years the outage in NPP was carried out in the same 
month. The discharged activities of H-3 were equal in both years. In 2012, the activities of 
cobalt isotopes Co-58 and Co-60, and Cs-137 were several times higher than in the subsequent 
year 2015. Two fifths of the effective dose contribution was attributed to external radiation 
from these radionuclides, and one third of the water related effective dose to ingestion of fish 
due to H-3 content. The partial dose distribution expressed in percentages is presented in Figure 
2. In 2012, the radionuclide C-14 was not yet considered. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Percentage of the effective dose due to ingestion of fish and staying on the river 
banks (total effective dose 0.19 μSv, C-14 not taken into account) [6] 

 

A study of the new environmental situation arising after the construction of the HPP dam 
pointed out the radiological role of C-14 in liquid discharges [3]. Already the initial dose 
assessments, based on the results of the first measurements of C-14 in liquid discharges, showed 
that this radionuclide will gain force in relation to other radionuclides. In 2015, C-14 
contributed four fifths (79 %) of the total effective dose from the water environment [7]. The 
estimated effective dose of C-14 for fish ingestion was also verified in this study  according to 
the methodology of IRSN [5]. The tritium share of the total exposure related to the Sava River 
pathway presents only 13 %. The annual effective dose for water transfer pathway is presented 
in Figure 3.  

IRSN reports similar effective dose for fish ingestion due to C-14 in French NPPs, of the 
order of magnitude of 0.1 μSv per year [10]. When the accumulation basin is fully established, 
the changed status of sediments and water biota, described in earlier chapters, is likely to result 
in even higher  portion of effective dose of C-14 versus total dose, and remain  the prevailing 
share of public exposure caused by the water pathway. The inclusion of C-14 into the regular 
monitoring programme (water, fish) of the Krško NPP is therefore entirely justified.  
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Figure 3: Percentage of the effective dose due to ingestion of fish and staying on the river 
banks (total effective dose 0.06 μSv, radionuclide C-14 included in dose assessment). 

 

Radioactivity of river sediment has been monitored for several decades but radioactive 
contamination due to liquid discharges has never been identified up till now [11]; there is a 
probability that in the new circumstances a possible contamination will be detected. 

Underground water, monitored at the location VOP-4 beneath the Sava River, showed 
temporary considerable contamination with H-3. In the new circumstances, the contamination 
with H-3 is less likely due to the impermeability of the sealing curtains along the embankments. 
The frequency of monthly sampling and measurement may not be justified, and after a certain 
period it will probably be reduced to every three months. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The construction of the HPP dam and the impoundment of the Sava River downstream 
the Krško NPP has changed the environment and also the importance of the transfer pathways. 
This requires the extension of the current monitoring programme, developed by the group of 
experts who elaborated the framework of the extension. The scope of the new supplementary 
programme is of the same order as that of the current monitoring programme.  

The external radiation pathway owing to the public shoreline activities lost its major 
importance because of different configuration of riverbanks. The analysis of the changed 
configuration revealed the disregarded role of the radionuclide C-14 that significantly 
contributes to the overall effective dose for the aquatic environment, predominantly through the 
ingestion of fish. Since this fact was not considered in the past, the Slovenian Nuclear Safety 
Administration as the competent authority will have to include it into the relevant regulations. 
Presently, the draft of the new regulations on radioactivity monitoring to comply with the EU 
BSS (2013) is just the subject of the public debate. It is the opportunity to include C-14 
measurements of river water and aquatic biota as the new provisions. Further, the new 
regulations shall have to take into account that the terrain configuration might be changed which 
will require an additional or a reduced monitoring programme. In such a case, it could deviate 
from the schematic provisions of the regulations for a certain period, until it is justified or 
rejected by the results of new measurements. 
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The extended part of the monitoring programme concerning water environment was more 
explicitly developed by the Krško NPP on the base of the evaluation of the authorised expert 
[12]. The SNSA approved the final document with its decision in October 2016. Some 
inconsistencies with the current provisions of regulations [8] were clearly noted. The tabular 
part of the extended programme did not allow a uniform and exact interpretation of the scope 
of monitoring. Therefore, the revision/modification of the NPP documents (RETS, USAR) and 
the new decision of the SNSA were absolutely necessarily. In July 2017, the revised document 
of the NPP (Radiological Effluents Technical Specifications) was submitted to the SNSA for 
repeated approval procedure. 
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ABSTRACT 

 This paper presents the results of a statistical analysis to get an indication of the 
radiological impact on the Italian territory of a severe nuclear accident at the Krško Nuclear 
Power Plant (NPP). Preliminarily, the Source Term values adopted in the statistical analysis 
have been evaluated by means of the fast-running code RASCAL 4.3. Afterward, using codes 
specifically developed by IRSN, the statistical results in the form of Cs-137 total ground 
deposition threshold trespassing probability maps are given. A preliminary RASCAL 4.3 
standard calculation of I-131 integrated air concetration was also performed. The obtained 
values were used to evaluate the thyroid equivalent dose and the effective inhalation dose, 
then compared to that obtained by the Italian Civil Protection in the context of the national 
plan of protective measures in case of radiological emergencies. An analysis of the time-
distribution of I-131 air concentration on the Trieste district is also presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Italy’s four nuclear power plants (NPPs) are presently under decommissioning, but on 
its territory, four research reactors are still in operation; moreover, Italy is surrounded, at less 
than 200 km from the borders, by several foreign NPPs in operation. This particular situation 
implies the need of having some level of anticipated preparedness in order to have a 
preliminary idea of the degree of the radiological impact, and its geographical distribution 
over the Italian regions, of a severe accident. ENEA, in order to implement an Emergency 
Preparedness and Response (EP&R) methodology, has recently adopted the latest approach 
developed in this field which consists of a series of statistical studies of the radiological 
impact by simulating several hundreds or thousands of identical accidents happening at 
different times ‒ making recourse to real meteorological data from the past years ‒ and then 
getting an average outcome of their consequences. This approach cannot give a precise 
answer to a real-time accident, nonetheless it is, at the present, the most powerful one in 
giving indications on the type of fixed and permanent countermeasures (i.e. number and 
location of radiation measurement stations, location and number of infrastructures for 
response) and for preparing the long-term recovery phase (i.e. preparation of sampling 
strategies, food ban prescriptions, decontamination procedures). The aforementioned 
statistical approach has been, therefore, adopted to carry out a statistical analysis on the 
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probability of trespassing a pre-defined Cs-137 threshold limit on the Italian territory due to a 
postulated severe accident at Krško which is one of the closest NPPs to the Italian borders. An 
assessment with RASCAL 4.3 of the radiological impact has also been performed to evaluate 
the total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), the thyroid dose and the effective inhalation dose. 

2 METHODS 

This section describes the tools used to perform the Cs-137 total ground deposition 
statistical maps and the I-131 air integrated concentration map used to evaluated the I-131 
thyroid equivalent dose and the effective inhalation dose. 

2.1  ldX  

The code used to implement the statistical study is ldX, a long-range, 3D, Eulerian 
atmospheric dispersion code specifically developed by the French IRSN, for which the 
ENEA-FSN-SICNUC Division has signed a bilateral cooperation agreement. For a 
preliminary evaluation of the possible consequences over Italy of a severe nuclear accident at 
Krško, a simplified Source Term (ST) consisting of only one isotope, namely Cs-137, has 
been used. The spatial resolution adopted in the code for the evaluation of the average 
volumetric concentration of the Cs-137 isotope is 50 km (s.c. “Arpege” domain). A complete 
meteorological data set of ten years (2002-2011: Meteo France data source) has been 
available to allow the simulation of 600 emission times per year; therefore, a total of 6000 
simulations per accident have been employed to get the final average statistical impact. The 
code is capable of taking into account the radioactive filiation and decay during transport, the 
wet scavenging and the dry deposition [1]. The ST dynamics used in this study is of the 
“Puff” and “Unit” type, which respectively correspond to a Cs-137 release concentrated in 1 
and 72 hours of homogeneous emission. The duration of the atmospheric transport, starting 
from the beginning of the release, has been set to 4 days. The model implemented in ldX is  
similar to that of Polair3D of the Polyphemus platform and has been validated against the 
European Tracer Experiment (ETEX), the Algeciras accident, and the Chernobyl accident [2]. 
For the present study, it was decided to use the concentration values to evaluate the ground 
deposition [Bq/m2] of Cs-137 cumulated at the end of the simulation. The statistical 
calculation of ground deposition from the raw ldx data together with the production of 
geographical maps of the results was done using specific scripts realized in the Python 
language in a post-processing phase [3]. Table 1 summaries the abovementioned values set in 
ldX to perform the transport analysis.  

Table 1: Parameters used for the ldX code transport calculation 
Parameters Values Notes 

Spatial resolution 50 km Arpege domain 
Meteorological data set 2002-2011 Meteo France Data 

ST dynamics 1 or 72 hours of emission Puff or Unit type 
Atmospheric transport time 4 days Enough to study the impact over Italy

 
2.2 RASCAL  

The RASCAL 4.3 code has been used to perform a standard, single calculation of I-131 
integrated air concentration map. RASCAL 4.3 is a fast-running code developed by the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission as an emergency response consequence assessment tool [4]. 
The “Source Term to Dose” primary tool has been used to evaluate the Krško severe accident 
radiological impact. The tool requires the specifications of some parameters in order to 
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calculate the dose to the population; these parameters are given as input to the following sub-
tools: Event Type, Event Location, Source Term, Release Path, Meteorology. 

The “Event Type” sub-module allows to define the source (NPP, Spent Fuel, Fuel 
Cycle/UF6/Criticality Event, Other types of Release) of the radioactive emission; in the case 
of a Krško accident, the choice has been set to NPP.  

The “Event Location” sub-module has the specific function to locate in space the NPP 
for the subsequent dose calculations and to define all the necessary plant data in order to 
evaluate the Activity Inventory. The procedure adopted in this study to estimate the Event 
Location involves the use of the s.c. surrogate NPP (plant already available in RASCAL 4.3 
database of U.S. plants which differs from the real plant only with regard to actual power and 
actual core average burnup) [5]. In practice, this means to find among the U.S. fleet some 
PWR Westinghouse 2-loop plants which can be used to mock-up the Krško NPP. The severe 
accident analysis has been realized with the Unit One of Point Beach NPP (PB-U1) which is 
the youngest U.S. Westinghouse 2-loop NPP currently in operation. Table 2 gives the PB-U1 
main technical specifications. 

  Table 2: Point Beach U1 data 
Parameters Data 
Reactor Type PWR 

Licensed thermal power limit (MWth) 1800 
Reactor vendor Westinghouse 2-loop 
Containment  

Containment type PWR, Dry Ambient 
Containment volume 28317 m3

Design pressure 4.137E+05 Pa 
Steam Generator  

SG type U-Tube 
SG water mass 42184 kg 

Fuel  
Number of fuel assemblies 121 

Number of fuel rods per assembly 235 (16x16) 
Krško-like parameters  

Power (MWth) 1994 
Core average burn-up (MWd/MTU) 22014 

The “Source Term” module allows to characterize the time-dependent ST value for NPP 
accidents. The sub-module chosen for this RASCAL’s method is LOCA which is based on 
reactor conditions and on the procedures and results described in the NUREG-1228 [6] and its 
subsequent modifications (NUREG-1465) [7]. LOCA lets to specify the core uncovery time 
and the methods used for core damage estimation (Core recovered or Specific damage 
amount); in the present analysis, the core recovered option has not been adopted. 

The “Release path” module defines the release pathway (i.e. Containment 
leakage/failure, Steam Generator rupture, Containment by-pass) of the radionuclide inventory 
to the environment and the time-dependent emission events; the Krško accident has been 
modeled with a Containment leakage/failure sequence (Figure 1).  

Table 3 reports the timetable of the emission events sequence. The sequence of 
emission events chosen can be considered one of the most severe hypothetical accident 
scenarios (i.e. high-level ST) because it foresees a total containment failure after only 12 
hours since SCRAM.  
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In Table 3 “Design” (0.40%/d means the leak of 0.40% of the total radionuclide 
inventory into the primary containment in a day) and “Total failure” (100%/d means the leak 
of 100% of the total radionuclide inventory into the primary containment in a day) are two 
different containment average leakage values used for the ST analysis with RASCAL 4.3. 
Sprays have been assumed to be active for three hours.  

The last step has been the setting of the RASCAL “Metereology” module  necessary to carry 
out the atmospheric transport calculation. RASCAL 4.3 uses special Gaussian-based modules 
to describe the atmospheric dispersion of radioactive and chemical effluents from nuclear 
facilities. In detail, a straight-line Gaussian plume model, TADPLUME, is used near the 
release point where travel times are short; a Lagrangian-trajectory Gaussian puff model, 
TADPUFF, is used instead at longer distance for which temporal or spatial variations in 
meteorological conditions may be significant [4]. The radionuclide atmospheric transport time 
on the environment has been set to 96 hours. Table 4 reports the values of the standard 
meteorological (non-site specific) dataset adopted in this study.  

Table 4: Krško – Standard metereological dataset 
Type Name Description 

Predefined 
data 

Standard 
Class 

Stability 
Wind speed 

[m/s] 
Precipitation 

Temperature 
[°C] 

Relative 
humidity 

[%] 
D 2.9 No 21 50 

The Standard dataset of the meteorological data can be considered a good approximation of 
the average one-year Krško site wheater conditions. 

3 RESULTS 

This section reports the numerical results obtained with the tools described in the 
previous paragraphs. In detail, RASCAL 4.3 has been used to evaluate the Krsko ST value 
and the I-131 air integrated concentration map in a narrow geographical area that includes the 
Trieste district; ldX has been employed to perform a statistical analysis on the whole 
“Arpege” domain to evaluate the Cs-137 total ground deposition statistical maps. 

 
3.1 RASCAL 4.3 results 

Preliminarily, the numerical evaluation of the ST released from the Krško has been 
achieved. Using the aforementioned NPP surrogate plant and time-dependent emission events, 
the ST values of I-131 and Cs-137 has been evaluated. Table 5 reports the Cs-137 and I-131 

 

Figure 1: Release pathway for the Krško 
severe accident sequences 

Event 
ΔT since  
SCRAM  
  [h]    [min] 

Notes 

SCRAM 0 00 - 
Core uncovery 6 00 No-recovery 

Leak Rate 
[%Vol] 

6 00 
Design 

(0.40%/d) 
Sprays 6 00 on 
Sprays 9 00 off 

Leak Rate 
[%Vol] 

12 00 
Total failure 

(100%/d) 

Table 3: Krško ‒ Sequence and Modeling
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values with a comparison with those used in the simulation performed by the Italian Civil 
Protection with the ARIES code [8]. 

Table 5: I-131 and Cs-137 ST values – comparison with the ARIES results 
Tool I-131 [Bq] Cs-137 [Bq]

RASCAL 4.3 1.1E+17 1.1E+16 
ARIES 1.0E+17 1.0E+16 

The difference of about 10% between the two code evaluations is widely acceptable 
because the uncertainty of the consequence calculations could be up to a factor 3 or 4. 

The RASCAL analysis for the evaluation of the time-integrated I-131 air concentration 
distribution has been performed with the ST value shown in Table 5. The integration time has 
been set equal to the simulation time adopted to transport radionuclides into the environment 
(i.e. 96 hours). The results were subsequently multiplied by some appropriate dose 
coefficients [9] to obtain the I-131 thyroid equivalent dose (children) and the I-131 effective 
inhalation dose (children) whose distribution maps are plotted in Figure 2 and 3.  

 

Figure 2: I-131 thyroid equivalent dose map (std meteorology at population group: children) 

 

Figure 3: I-131 inhalation effective dose (std. meteorology at population group: children) 

The RASCAL 4.3 transport simulation results have then been compared with those 
obtained with the ARIES code. Table 6 reports the comparison between the maximum values 
on the Italian territory of the I-131 thyroid equivalent dose (children) and of the I-131 
inhalation effective dose (children) as results with RASCAL 4.3 and the ARIES codes.  
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Table 6: Dose comparison between ARIES and RASCAL 4.3 codes 
Population 

group 
Physical quantity 
(I-131 at children) 

ARIES
[mSv] 

RASCAL 4.3
[mSv] 

RASCAL 4.3 
to ARIES ratios

Children 
Thyroid equivalent dose 27 129 4.8 
Inhalation effective dose 1.5 6.8 4.5 

The analysis of the relative importance of the radionuclides to the total effective dose 
equivalent (TEDE) and of the time-dependent relative importance of the possible dose 
pathways (ground shine, submersion, inhalation) has also been performed. Figures 4-6 show 
the obtained results in terms of radionuclide which most significantly affect TEDE over a 
one-week period of time. 

 

Figure 4: Radionuclides 
relative importance to TEDE 

(0 days from emission) 

 

Figure 5: Radionuclides 
relative importance to TEDE 

(1 day from emission) 

 

Figure 6: Radionuclides 
relative importance to TEDE 

(7 days from emission) 

Figure 7 presents the relative importance of pathways to TEDE. It can clearly be seen 
that after about 4 and 14 hours since emission there is an inversion of the relative importance 
of the pathways to TEDE.  

 

Figure 7: Time-dependent relative importance of pathways to TEDE 

A more detailed analysis of the time-dependent I-131 air concentration on the Trieste city 
zone has also been achieved. Figure 8 shows the trend of the average time-dependent I-131 air 
concentration over an area of 8x8 km2 centered around Trieste. 

The vertical yellow dotted line indicates the time at which (26 hrs. since beginning of 
release) the time-integrated I-131 air concentration reaches the value of 2.6E+08 Bq·s/m3 
(horizontal yellow line) which corresponds to an equivalent dose by inhalation to the thyroid 
of 10 mSv [9]. 
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Figure 8: Instantaneous (blue curve) and time-integrated (red curve) I-131 air concentration 

 
3.2 ldX results  

The statistical analysis has been preceded by the assessment of the Cs-137 threshold 
limit. In this regard, the Italian legislation [9], that adheres to the European maximum 
contamination levels, states that the lowest values are those related to leaf vegetables. The 
methodology to quantify the threshold level of “equivalent” Cs-137 surface contamination 
which determines the impossibility of eating leaf vegetables due to the presence of a whole 
mixture of many contributing isotopes for leaf vegetables is extensively reported in the ENEA 
Technical Report [3]. The “equivalent” Cs-137 threshold limit is found to be 220 Bq/m2. 
Figures 9 and 10 report the results of two statistical analysis obtained from two different ST 
values (5.0E+15; 5.0E+16 at PUFF type) which represent the min and max range of all ST 
possible values for a Krško-like PWR system. 

 

Figure 9:  Statistical map Cs-137 threshold 
trespassing probability (%), 5.0E+15 Bq, 
PUFF 

 

Figure 10: Statistical map Cs-137 threshold 
trespassing probability (%), 5.0E+16 Bq, 
PUFF 

Figures 11 and 12 present the statistical maps results for an ST dynamics of UNIT type (72 
hr). 
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As it can be seen from the previous figures comparison, an ST dynamics of UNIT type results 
in a major near-range and a minor far-range total ground deposition with respect to the ST 
dynamics of the PUFF type. Again, it can be observed that on the Italian territory the Cs-137 
total ground deposition exceeds the threshold limit with a probability higher than 50% in the 
northeastern areas (ST 5.0E+15) or in the central and northeastern areas (ST 5.0E+16). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In the present study, a statistical analysis of Cs-137 total ground deposition distribution 
for a hypothetical severe accident to Krško NPP has been assessed. The results show that in 
some northeastern and central Italian areas there is a 50% probability of trespassing the 
“equivalent” Cs-137 threshold limit for leaf vegetables. The RASCAL 4.3 analysis, that has 
been used for a deterministic evaluation of the time-integrated I-131 air concentration, 
presents results which are higher by about a factor four if compared with the results provided 
with the ARIES code; this depends on the choice of conservative accidental (highly severe 
hypothetical accident scenario), meteorological (wind direction always towards Trieste) and 
orographic (flat ground) conditions for carrying out the simulation. A detailed analysis of the 
Trieste district has also revealed that, after 26 hours since the release to atmosphere, there is a 
need to take countermeasures (sheltering and iodine prophylaxis pills) because there may be 
an overrunning of the Italian legislation limit (D. Lgs. 241/00 ‒ Table A3.1) over which the 
adoption of protective measures are foreseen. 
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ABSTRACT 

The DOCPAGANSA (“Development of Code Package for Advanced Gamma and 
Neutron Shielding Analyses”) research project aims to develop an integrated environment that 
would enable the shielding designer to employ simplified, as well as advanced computational 
procedures and codes. Appropriate graphical user interface and control module are required to 
enable efficient shielding project management and interaction between simplified and 
complex calculations. In this paper we report on the environmental structure draft and 
preliminary drafts of these two components. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the objectives of the research project DOCPAGANSA (“Development of Code 
Package for Advanced Gamma and Neutron Shielding Analyses”) is the development of the 
integrated environment which would enable the radiation shielding designer to perform 
preliminary as well as final steps of the design process. It is presumed that preliminary design 
stage would be performed by simplified calculational tools based on engineering methods, 
while the final stage would be performed by complex calculational tools based on 
deterministic approach and Monte Carlo simulations. These presumptions originate from the 
authors’ experience in shielding research conducted in the past as well as from the educational 
activities carried out at the faculty. Overall findings are as follows: 

 Engineering methods – lack in modelling capabilities, accuracy, and precision; 
are easily implemented in software solutions; do not require expert knowledge to 
be successfully used; do not require strong hardware resources; can produce the 
results relatively fast, 

 Complex methods – have advanced modelling capabilities: are accurate and 
precise is calculation; are hard to implement in software solutions; generally 
require expert knowledge to be successfully used; require strong hardware 
resources and are time consuming. 

There are a number of computer codes for simplified, as well as advanced radiation 
shielding calculations. Their development started more then fifty years ago. Over the years 
some were modified to incorporate new methods and nuclear data, some were abandoned, and 
new ones were designed. There are also a number of auxiliary tools developed in order to help 
the designers during the input preparation phase (graphical user interfaces for older command 
prompt codes) or to enhance the analyses of the results (tools for creating graphs or pictures). 
However, to the best of our knowledge, an integrated environment that would enable 
simultaneous usage of both, simplified and complex, approaches with incorporated auxiliary 
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tools, does not exist. If a designer is using a simplified code there is not an easy way for him 
to transform the prepared simplified input into an input required to run complex calculations. 

In this paper we report on the draft structure of the integrated environment of the 
DOCPAGANSA code and we present preliminary versions of the main control module and 
graphical user interface. 

The basics of the integrated environment structure are presented in Section 2. The rough 
sketch of the graphical user interface and the general idea of the control module are presented 
in Section 3. Conclusions and future work are given in the Section 4. 

2 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCPAGANSA INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT 

The DOCPAGANSA integrated environment is supposed to enable the user to conduct 
all stages of the radiation shielding design process in a fluid manner. For the environment to 
be fully functional, the following components and corresponding functionalities have been 
identified: 

 Graphical User Interface (GUI) and underlying control module– enable the user 
straightforward link and intuitive interactions with all components of the system, 

 Front-end component – enable the user preparation of inputs required by 
different calculational tools, 

 Back-end component – enable the user to conduct analyses of the results and 
provide output forms readable by common software applications (MS Office, 
graphical software, etc.), 

 Simplified calculational component – enable the user to conduct simplified 
radiation shielding calculations, 

 Advanced calculational component – enable the user to conduct advanced 
(complex) radiation shielding calculations. 

The envisioned structure of the DOCPAGANSA integrated environment is depicted in 
Figure 1. 

 
 

Figure 1: Structure of DOCPAGANSA integrated environment 
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The key property of the front-end component should be the ability to automatically 
transform input data into forms required by either simplified or advanced calculational tools. 
To enable that ability the decision on which calculational tools would be used had to be made. 

The point kernel method is often used for the preliminary, design stage. It is based on 
the Green functions. The quantity of interest (flux, or dose rate) is calculated by multiplying 
the uncollided flux with the parameter called buildup factor which accounts for radiation 
scattering (i.e. increase or buildup) within the shield. Calculation of the scattered-flux density 
is, in general, much more complex. The accuracy of the final result is highly influenced by the 
precision of buildup factors used in the calculation [1]. Traditionally, buildup factors are used 
for gamma radiation calculations and are either tabulated or calculated by appropriate 
methods. The existing codes have the ability to calculate dose rates without and with buildup 
factors using a variety of fit-functions such as linear, quadratic, polynomial, Taylor, Berger, 
and Capo forms [3]. Dose buildup factors depend on photon energy, the mean free path 
traveled by a photon in the material of consideration, geometry of the source, and geometry of 
the attenuating medium. Buildup is calculated automatically by the code for a shielding 
material specified by the user (closest to the point detector). Recent research indicated that a 
novel method could be used for gamma as well as neutron buildup factor determination. The 
method is based on the machine learning technique called Support Vector Regression (SVR) 
[2]. To be able to incorporate novel method into existing software, like for example QAD-
CGGP, modifications of the source code would be required. Past experience with 
incorporation of multi-layer and multi-source option into QAD-CGGP [reference] suggests 
that such modifications would be rather time consuming. Therefore, the decision has been 
made to develop a new simplified calculational tool based on point kernel method with option 
to easily switch between different buildup factor determination procedures, as well as the 
capability of selecting the most appropriate value by statistical analyses. 

The complexity of software implementations of advanced calculational methods, like 
Monte Carlo method, as well as the existence of a number of widely used and tested codes 
discouraged us from developing a new implementation from scratch. Therefore, the selection 
of the appropriate code had to be made. After careful consideration MCNP has been selected. 
The MCNP6.1.1b [4] is a general-purpose Monte Carlo N-Particle code that can be used for 
neutron, photon, electron, or coupled neutron/photon/electron transport. The MCNP treats an 
arbitrary three-dimensional configuration of materials in geometric cells bounded by first- and 
second-degree surfaces and fourth-degree elliptical tori. For neutrons, all reactions given in a 
particular cross-section evaluation (such as ENDF/B-VI) [5] are accounted for. Thermal 
neutrons are described by both the free gas and S(α,β) models. Important standard features 
that make MCNP very versatile and easy to use include a powerful general source, criticality 
source, and surface source; both geometry and output tally plotters; a rich collection of 
variance reduction techniques; a flexible tally structure; and an extensive collection of cross-
section data. Energy ranges are from 10-11 to 20 MeV for neutrons with data up to 150 MeV 
for some nuclides, 1 keV to 1 GeV for electrons, and 1 keV to 100 GeV for photons. 
Pointwise cross-section data are used within MCNP: auxiliary program MAKXSF which 
prepares cross-section libraries with Doppler broadening. In general, MCNP input is more 
complex than the one required by simple point-kernel code. To ease the transformation of 
user’s input parameters into the form suitable for MCNP run, the generic template of the 
MCNP input has been prepared and used by the front-end component. Input file begins with 
one-line problem title card and the rest is divided into a 3 distinct sections (blank line being 
divisor): cell cards, surface cards and data cards. Input file is terminated with a blank line 
terminator. Surface cards are defined with mnemonics and coefficients of analytical surfaces 
and are used to construct cells (volumes) implementing Booles' algebra. Definition of 
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materials, volumes, temperatures, sources, tally objects, variance reduction parameters, 
response functions, and problem cut-off cards such as total CPU time or number of histories, 
are all part of third section of the input file. All input lines are limited to 80 columns. Cell, 
surface, and data cards must all begin within the first five columns. Entries are separated by 
one or more blanks. Numbers can be integer or floating point. Blanks filling the first five 
columns indicate a continuation of the data from the last named card. A dollar sign ($) 
terminates data entry on a line, and everything hereafter is interpreted as a comment. 
Comment cards can be used anywhere in the INP file after the problem title card and before 
the blank terminator card. Comment lines must have a C character somewhere in columns 1-5 
followed by at least one blank. MCNP makes extensive checks of the input file for the user 
errors by calling the module IMCN. A part of the MCNP template is depicted in Figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 2: Part of the MCNP generic template 

Efforts to develop an integrated radiation shielding design environment have been going 
on for some time and draft versions of different components have been made separately by 
DOCPAGANSA team members. However, the attempts to couple existent pieces into a whole 
proved to be rather inefficient and troublesome. Therefore, one of the key issues for 
successful development of the DOCPAGANSA environment is the selection of the targeted 
operating system and the software tools to be used by all team members in the development 
process. 

Mainly due to two reasons, the selected operating system is Windows. All team 
members extensively use Windows. Also, over the years Windows has maintained a fairly 
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standard version structure, with updates and versions split into tiers, while Linux is far more 
complex. As Linux is an open source system, it allows modifications by anyone for their own 
purposes. As a result there are hundreds of Linux-based operating systems known as 
distributions, or 'distros'. This makes it incredibly difficult to choose between them, far more 
complicated than simply picking Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10 [6]. The only out-
of-house component to be used in the DOCPAGANSA environment is the MCNP code which 
can run, among others, under Windows 7 system. The team is successfully using it under 
Windows 7 64-bit on Intel Core i-5 CPU at 3.4 GHz using 32 GB RAM. 

The selection of software development tool is much more complex question. Despite 
then fact that FORTRAN holds some advantages over other programming languages, 
especially for extensive numerical procedures, the decision is to use one of the existing C 
versions as the main programming language. The main reason is that the majority of the team 
members are familiar with C, rather than with FORTRAN. To stay up to date, the selected 
Integrated Development Environment is the Microsoft Visual Studio. 

3 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE AND CONTROL MODULE 

To enable the user straightforward link and intuitive interactions with all components of 
the DOCPAGANSA system the appropriate graphical user interface and underlying control 
module are required. Our initial effort is focused on these two elements. 

After careful analyses of the actions that the DOCPAGANSA environment is supposed 
to handle, it was concluded that the most challenging task would be the development of the 
graphical tool that would enable the user visualization of the problem geometry. To avoid any 
propriety issues and installation problems we decided to develop that auxiliary tool ourselves, 
rather than to use third-party sources. 

The visualization tool is being developed in Microsoft Visual Studio 10 using C# as 
Windows forms application. At this stage the tool is developed as a standalone application 
and final incorporation into the DOCPAGANSA environment, with modifications of the data 
entry procedure is planned in the future. The starting form is depicted in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Starting form of the visualization tool 

After the user enters the input data, or the input data are read from the input file 
(currently in the form of QAD geometry data), the drawing algorithm performs the error 
check procedure. If the procedure discovers any geometrical inconsistencies the drawing is 
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abandoned and the user is informed on the error type. The geometry boundaries are 
determined and testing of the voxels within the boundaries is started. Currently the voxel is 
set to the dimensions of 1x1x1 mm. For each voxel the affiliation to particular, user defined, 
geometry zone is determined and the appropriate colour mark is assigned. The 3D impression 
is enabled by appropriate mathematical transformations of the 3D geometry input data into 
the 2D image [7]. The final data are stored in the bitmap image file format (*.bmp). The 
images of a very simple geometry consisted of three concentric cylinders and two detector 
locations with different visualization options enabled are depicted in Figure 4 (plain view), 
Figure 5 (initial cut view), Figure 6 (rotational form), and Figure 7 (rotated geometry). 

 

Figure 4: Exemplary geometry in plain view 

 

 

Figure 5: Exemplary geometry in initial cut view 
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Figure 6: Exemplary geometry with activated rotational form in plain view 

 

 

Figure 7: Rotated exemplary geometry in plain view 

The input form currently used for the visualization tool will be used as the basis for the 
development of the general DOCPAGANSA environment input form. Additional options for 
source and material definition are to be added with underlying algorithm for data 
transformation into adequate forms for simplified and complex calculations. 

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper the basics of the environmental structure draft of the DOCPAGANSA 
environment and preliminary drafts of incorporated graphical user interface and underlying 
control module are reported. At this moment we estimate that the structure of the environment 
is fully defined, while the software implementation of the structure is at 10%-15%. Therefore, 
the future work regarding finalization of GUI and control module is demanding and time-
consuming and would consist of: finalizing the visualization tool, preparation of the final 
general input form and underlying control algorithm (front-end component), and preparation 
of the back-end component. For the back-end component in-house solutions are also 
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envisioned. The work on the simplified calculational tool is ongoing and it is reported 
elsewhere. 
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ABSTRACT 

The recovering of energy-producing elements such as uranium and plutonium from spent 
nuclear fuel, which is in line with Generation IV reactors concept, can be performed by pyro-
chemical processing. Molten chloride salt waste arising from pyro-processing is one of the 
problematic wastes for direct application of vitrification or ceramization. Sodalite, a naturally 
occurring aluminosilicate mineral containing chlorine, is among those mineral phases under 
consideration as potential matrix for confinement of spent chloride salt waste coming from 
pyro-processing. In this work, the effect of pH on metal release from sodalite and sodalite 
blended with borosilicate glass has been evaluated due the lack of data reported in the literature. 
To this aim, sodalite samples loaded with simulated chloride salts waste, with and without the 
addition of borosilicate glass, were leached at 90°C for contact times up to 15 days at three 
different initial values of pH. Leaching results were compared in terms of normalized releases 
as a function of pH. SEM analyses were also performed in order to compare the matrix surface 
before and after leaching. According to this study it is apparent that the retention performances 
of sodalite-based matrices can be significantly worsened under acidic conditions. Therefore it 
is fundamental to adopt suitable solutions in order to avoid acidic conditions and to preserve 
the retention capabilities of the sodalite-based confining matrices.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Actinides and fission products can be extracted from spent nuclear fuel by 
electrodeposition at 500°C in a molten chloride salt medium (LiCl-KCl, 59-41 mol%) according 
to a pyro-processing procedure developed by the Argonne National Laboratory, [1-5] thus 
giving rise to molten chloride salt waste which contains alkali-metals and alkaline-earths, such 
as Cs, Ba, Sr and some rare-earths. Unfortunately the obtained waste cannot be subjected to 
conventional solidification processes, (i.e. vitrification or ceramization) due to chlorides 
volatility and low compatibility with silicate glass [6]. In order to condition chloride salt waste, 
specific ceramic matrices, such as mineral phases capable to host chlorides, have been 
developed [7]. Sodalite, a naturally occurring mineral containing chlorine, is among those 
mineral phases considered as potential immobilization matrices for chloride salt wastes. 

Processing of ceramic waste forms can be performed at high temperatures (up to 850° C) 
and under high pressures (up to 25000 psi) according to a procedure named hot isostatic 
pressing (HIP) or under ambient pressure, according to a procedure called Pressureless 
Consolidation (PC) developed by the Idaho National Laboratory [8]. Previous research 
activities were conducted by the present authors on: (i) sodalite synthesis, from kaolinite 
through nepheline, via Pressureless Consolidation (PC) process [9] and on (ii) its feasibility for 
conditioning chloride salt waste; to this aim characterization studies and leaching tests have 
been performed on pellets and powders of sodalite based ceramic wasteforms [9-12]. 

The general aim of the present work is the assessment of the interactions which take place 
between solidified chloride wastes and aqueous solutions. Leaching tests were carried out at 
three different initial pH (acid, neutral and alkaline), in order to understand the effects that such 
important parameter can have on the release of fission products present in the chloride wastes 
immobilized by a sodalite matrix. To this aim, sodalite samples, with and without the addition 
of borosilicate glass, were loaded with simulated chloride salt waste and leached at 90°C for 
contact times up to 15 days. Leaching resistance at different pH was evaluated for the following 
matrices: pure sodalite loaded with chloride salt wastes, pure borosilicate glass matrix and 
sodalite blended with borosilicate glass loaded with chloride salt wastes. Scanning Electronic 
Microscopic analyses were also performed in order to compare the matrix surface before and 
after leaching. The paper is organized as follows: the second paragraph briefly reports synthesis 
description and characteristics of the performed leaching tests and of the parameters adopted to 
quantify leaching behavior. Leaching results are reported in the third paragraph.  

2 EXPERIMENTAL  

2.1 Synthesis of Sodalite-based matrices 

Sodalite samples (Na6(Li,K)2[(AlO2)6(SiO2)6]Cl2) were prepared according to a two step 
synthesis previously tested and optimized by the present authors [9]. Sodalite was loaded with 
a mixture of chloride salt waste giving rise to a powder sample called in the following 
CSW.SOD and blended with borosilicate glass giving raise to a powder sample called 
CSW.SOD.BG in the following. The two powder samples, kept under slight pressure, were 
introduced into a furnace and treated at 500°C for one hour in order to allow any residual 
moisture to evaporate, and then kept at 925°C for 7 hours [9]. The obtained samples were 
composed as follows: CSW.SOD: 90 % sodalite, 10% chloride salt waste; CSW.SOD.BG: 
67.5% sodalite, 25.0%  borosilicate glass and 7.5% chloride salt waste. The matrices were fully 
characterized via density measurements, X-ray diffraction, by Fourier-transform infrared 
spectroscopy and thermogravimetric analyses [11,14].  
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2.2 Leaching tests 

To study the effect of pH on sodalite and borosilicate glass matrix, leaching tests under 
static conditions were performed according to ASTM C1285-02 [15] for three contact times (1-
7-15 days), at three different initial pH 4, 7 and 10, in an oven (90° ± 2°C) on sodalite 
(CSW.SOD), pure borosilicate glass (BG), and sodalite blended with borosilicate glass 
(CSW.SOD.BG). Additional experiments, here not reported for the sake of brevity, showed that 
the release increases, as logical, with increasing temperature from ambient to 90 ° C. The initial 
pH of the leachant solutions were obtained through the use of standard buffer solutions [16] of 
KH2C6H5O7 (to obtain acid pH), of Na2HPO4 with KH2PO4 (to obtain neutral pH) and of 
NaHCO3 with Na2CO3 (to obtain alkaline pH). The pH was then left free to change along time 
without any other addition of buffer solutions during the leaching tests.  

At the end of each contact time the liquid phase was separated from the solid phase and 
subdivided into two fractions. One fraction was used for the pH measurement, the other aliquot 
was analyzed by Thermo Fisher X-Series II ICP-MS. The fraction of each element in the un-
leached sodalite based sample was estimated according to the ideal sodalite formula, i.e. 
Na6Li1,16K0,84Al6O24Si6Cl2 with molecular weight 964.113 gmol-1. The element release from 
the matrices is described in terms of normalized release NLi (gm-2) for ‘i’ element, defined 
according to the following expression:  
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where ci (g/L) is the concentration of i element in the leachate; fi the fraction of i element 
in the unleached waste matrix sample (unitless); SA/V (m2/L) is the ratio of surface area of the 
waste matrix sample and the leachate volume. The data obtained were also analysed in terms 
of percentage of release R(t)i of each i element vs. time:  
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where ai,t corresponds to the mass of the i element leached at time t and ai,0 is the mass of 
the i element initially present in the sample. The surface area SA of each powder sample was 
estimated according to the example calculation of the exposed glass waste form surface area 
reported in the Appendix X1 of ASTM C1285-02 [15]. To this aim, the particles shape was 
assumed spherical with a diameter equal to the average value of the particle size distribution, 
and the density value was measured by helium picnometry. For all powder samples the particle 
size distribution was 6.310-5  1.2510-4 m and the assumed mean diameter was 9.4010-5 m. 
Densities [g/m3] and SA/V ratios [m2/L] assumed for the three samples under study are the 
following: (1) CSW.SOD density = 2.325106, SA/V ratio = 1.37; (2) BG density = 2.745106, 
SA/V ratio = 1.16; (3) CSW.SOD.BG density = 2.430106, SA/V ratio = 1.31.  

3 LEACHING RESULTS  

Figure 1 shows the behaviour of the pH in the leaching tests carried out with the three 
matrices. The buffer solutions introduced at the beginning of the leaching experiments have 
proven effective in maintaining the pH almost stable in all the tests with the BG matrix as well 
as in the tests with CSW.SOD and CSW.SOD.BG matrices at pH 7 and 10, whereas at initial 
acidic pH 4 an increase of pH occurs along time bringing the solution to almost neutral values 
of pH within about seven days.  
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Figure 1. Behaviour of pH over time in the leaching tests performed at 90° ± 2°C with 
CSW.SOD, BG and CSW.SOD.BG. 

3.1 pH effect on CSW.SOD 

Figure 2 reports the normalized releases of Li, Al, Si, Rb, Sr, Cs, Ba, La and Nd from the 
CSW.SOD sample. The trend is mainly constant along time for the three different pH. A greater 
release of both matrix elements and fission products is apparent at acidic pH value. Of particular 
interest is the release of aluminum, that is most leached at acidic and basic pH, owing to its 
known amphoteric behavior. 

 
Figure 2. CSW.SOD leaching tests at 90 ± 2°C. Time evolution of the normalized 

releases (gm-2) at different pH. 

3.2 pH effect on BG 

The normalized releases of Li, Al, Si, Ca, reported in Figure 3, show a trend mainly 
constant in time.  
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Figure 3. BG leaching tests at 90 ± 2°C. Time evolution of the normalized releases 
(gm-2) at different pH. 

3.3 pH effect on CSW.SOD.BG 

The normalized releases of Li, B, Al, Si, Rb, Sr, Cs, Ba, La and Nd, reported in Figure 4, 
show a trend mainly constant in time for all the elements of interest and a higher release of both 
matrix elements and fission elements at acidic pH, as already observed for sodalite without BG. 
Also in this case, the aluminum release increases at acidic and basic pH, thus confirming its 
amphoteric behavior. As regards fission products the release of lanthanum at acidic pH resulted 
particularly marked with respect to both the other fission products and to what was observed 
for the sodalite matrix without the addition of BG (Figure 2). Ba, La and Nd normalized releases 
at pH 7 and 10 are not reported in Figure 4 due to the fact that their values are lower than 10-3 
g/m2. 

 
Figure 4. CSW.SOD.BG leaching tests at 90 ± 2°C. Time evolution of the normalized 

releases (gm-2) at different pH. 

3.4 Percentages of release 

The percentages of release after 15 days at different pH, are compared in Figure 5. The 
percentages of release from CSW.SOD and CSW.SOD.BG are almost similar apart from the 
release of lanthanum that results higher in presence of borosilicate glass. Among the matrix 
elements an important percentage of release of lithium from CSW.SOD and CSW.SOD.BG at 
pH 4, equal to 24%, is observed.  

 

Figure 5. Percentages of release of CSW.SOD, BG and CSW.SOD.BG after 15 days at 
90 ± 2°C with different initial pH. 

3.5 Cumulative normalized releases  

With the aim to a better comparison of the behavior of the two matrices at varying pH, 
the cumulative normalized releases of fission products Rb, Sr, Cs, Ba, La, Nd were evaluated 
after 15 days at 90 ± 2 °C and reported in Table 1. It can be noticed that total releases are 
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enhanced at acidic pH, while they tend to decrease at alkaline pH, indicating an increased 
chemical "attack" under acidic conditions. Differently from what expected at acidic pH the 
matrix CSW.SOD.BG presents a higher release of fission elements with respect to CSW.SOD, 
partly attributable to the significant release of lanthanum.  

 

Table 1. Cumulative normalized releases of Rb, Sr, Cs, Ba, La and Nd. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6. Normalized releases (gm-2) after 7 days at 90 ± 2°C at different initial pH. 

Figure 6 compares the normalized releases at different initial pH after 7 days at 90 °C. 
Again Ba, La and Nd normalized releases at pH 7 and 10 are not reported in Figure 6 due to the 
fact that their values are lower than 10-3 g/m2. The behaviour of the ions introduced with the 
mixture of waste is consistent with the nature of the same: in particular, monovalent alkaline 
elements (rubidium and cesium), difficult to retain in the matrix, show a high mobility at all 
pH; the release of bivalent alkaline-earth elements (strontium and barium), which are usually 
less released into the environment, resulted greatly enhanced by acidic pH; finally, trivalent 
rare earth metals  show a low release at pH=7 and pH=10, while at acidic pH their release is 
greatly enhanced. Moreover unexpectedly at pH=4 lanthanum is more leached than neodymium 
of about one order of magnitude (see Figure 6). The causes of the higher release of lanthanum 
with respect to neodymium are to be found in the formation within the matrix of phases that are 
more leachable at acidic pH. This confirms the need to avoid high-acidity sites for the disposal 
of confined waste.  

3.6 SEM analyses 

SEM analyses were performed on the 3 matrices before and after the leaching tests. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the images of the CSW.SOD.BG samples after 15 days at a temperature 
of 90 ± 2 °C at initial pH 4, 7 and 10. In particular, in Figures 7 (a) and 8 (a) the effects of the 
process of matrix degradation, already highlighted by releases more marked at acidic pH, can 

Cumulative normalized releases [gm-2] 

pH CSW.SOD CSW.SOD.BG 

4 8,61E-01 1,85E+00 

7 2,06E-01 2,53E-01 

10 2,61E-01 1,73E-01 
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be noticed. In Figures 7 (b) and (c) and 8 (b) the appearance of holes on the surface of the 
granules at neutral and basic pH can be observed.  

 

   

(a)                                                 (b)                                               (c)  

Figure 7. CSW.SOD.BG after 15 days at 90 ± 2 °C;                                                       
(a) pH=4, (b) pH=7 and (c) pH=10 (Mag. 5000x) 

            

(a)                         (b) 

Figure 8. CSW.SOD.BG after 15 days at 90 ± 2 °C; pH 4 (a) pH 10 (b) (Mag. 20000x) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work a study on the effect of pH was carried out to assess the resistance 
behavior of sodalite and sodalite added with borosilicate glass under acidic, neutral and basic 
conditions. It is shown that the release of the various species present in the confined waste, both 
in the matrix (in particular aluminum and silicon) and in the salts (alkaline, alkaline-earth and 
lanthanide), is strongly influenced by pH. More specifically, an acid pH increases the release 
of all the elements under consideration, while the release is reduced at basic pH, except for 
aluminum, due to its well-known amphoteric behavior. Based on such results, a general 
conclusion that can be drawn is that disposal sites with a high acidity degree should absolutely 
be avoided.  
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ABSTRACT 

In order to evaluate the activation source term of the cold neutron facility, the neutron 

flux calculation was performed using the MCNP5 code considering the total reflection effect 

on inner surface of cold neutron guide.  The inner surface of the guide is specially treated so 

that the cold neutrons do not leak from the guide and can reach the experimental device The 

MCNP5 computer code is most frequently used to calculate neutron flux, but it does not apply 

reflection physics for the cold neutron. Therefore, the neutron flux in the guide was calculated 

by MCNP5 with assumptions that the total reflection effect was taken into consideration. At 

the time of calculation, the length of the guide was assumed to be 30 m, and cross section of 

the guide a square of 10 cm × 10 cm. First, we calculated neutron flux in the guide near the 

guide entrance and the experimental device without the effect of the reflection. As a result, the 

neutron flux was calculated as 8.92E-06 #/cm2·s·source near the guide entrance and 7.76E-11 

#/cm2·s·source near the experimental device. On the other hand, we evaluated the neutron 

fluxes for the case assuming that the cold neutron reflectivity of the inner surface of the guide 

is 90%. At this moment, the neutron intensity was applied considering the reduction of 

neutron intensity at the collision point. As the result, the neutron flux in the guide was 

calculated to be 6.96E-07 #/cm2·s·source near the guide entrance and 4.41E-08 #/cm2·s·source 

near the experimental device. Thus, without considering the effect of the reflection on the 

surface, the neutron flux near the guide entrance will be overestimated, and underestimated 

near the experimental device. In particular, near the experimental device, there were several 

thousand times of neutron flux difference between both cases. The amount of the inventory 

for neutron induced activation was expected to increase or decrease in proportion to the 

neutron flux, because the cold neutron is a nearly mono-energetic beam. These results show 

that the effect of the reflection is an important point in calculating the activation inventory in 

the cold neutron guide when the MCNP5 was employed to calculate cold neutron flux. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Cold neutrons are transported to a laboratory from the cold neutron source(CNS) so that 

advanced research such as nanotechnology, materials engineering and fundamental physics, 

etc. can be conducted. Cold neutrons are usually generated in the cold neutron source(CNS) 

by the reaction of thermal neutrons with cold liquid hydrogen, deuterium and helium. Cold 

neutron guide is a tube that can transfer neutrons from CNS to the external experimental 

device with a small loss. Inner surface of the guide is coated with nickel or nickel and 

titanium alloy with a thickness of 5 ~ 10 nm[1], which totally reflects cold neutrons incident 

within a critical angle. The inside of the guide was vacuumed so that cold neutrons are not 

scattered or absorbed by materials inside the guide. This specially treated guide minimizes the 

loss of particle, like optical fibers. Nevertheless, some cold neutrons leak into the guide, 

which causes the activation reaction in the guide.  

Since cold neutrons are easily absorbed by most of the materials, special attention is 

required when transporting them to experimental device without losing any. For transfer of 

cold neutrons, a specially designed guide is used. The guide has a rectangular cross section, 

and inside of it is vacuum area with a specially treated reflective mirror attached onto inner 

surface. The reflective mirror is alternately stacked with Nickel-Titanium thin layers of 

thickness of 5 ~ 10 nm, and the total critical angle increases as a stack of layers are piled up, 

efficiently transferring cold neutrons to the experimental device. Cold neutrons will likely be 

reflected on the surface of this mirror, while some enter the guide. 

For decommissioning of all of the facilities using nuclear energy or radiation, 

radiological impacts on the workers and the public that may occur during decommissioning of 

the facilities must be assessed[2]. Since cold neutrons have low energy, they do not give 

direct radiation effect during operation, but cold neutron guides seems to be easily activated 

due to highly absorbable cold neutrons.  

For this reason, the activation level of the guide due to cold neutrons was evaluated, and 

the neutron flux in the guide is calculated as a part of the evaluation. MCNP computational 

code[3] is the most widely used for radiation transport analysis. Since MCNP code does not 

apply reflection physics, a different approach is needed when calculating the neutron flux in a 

cold neutron guide. 

2 METHODS 

Neutron flux is generally needed to calculate the neutron induced activation inventory. 

Therefore, neutron flux calculation in the guide was performed by using MCNP5 code in this 

study. The model used to calculate the neutron flux of the guide is shown Figure 1. 3D 

specifications of the guide such as length, size of cross-section, curvature were arbitrarily set 

in this work by some assumption. The characteristics of the guide used in this study are as 

follows: 
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Figure 1: Cold Neutron Guide Model  

- The guide has a cross section of 10 cm width × 10 cm height × 30 m length. 

- The thickness of the guide is 1.2 cm. 

- The guide is straight(curvature is assumed to be 0). 

The characteristics of the cold neutron incident on the guide are assumed as follows in 

Fig. 2: 

 

 

Figure 2: Direction of the Cold Neutron Beam  

 

- The cold neutrons are incident on the entrance of the guide(surface A in Figure 1) 

toward the experimental device with a uniform surface density. 

- Total reflection critical angle of the mirror for the cold neutron is 1 degree. 

- The cold neutrons are incident at an angle of maximum 1 degree as shown in Figure 2. 

Preliminary, the effect of scattering for cold neutrons with the guide was evaluated by 

MCNP5. The cold neutrons come to interact with the glass material of the guide and a part of 

the scattered neutrons can be again entered into vacuum area. The scattered neutrons reaching 

surface A' was evaluated to be less than 0.1% of those at reaching surface A' without 

scattering. Considering that the total reflectance of the mirror used in cold neutron guide is 

more than 80%, cold neutron due to scattering in the guide can be almost ignored. 

Based on the preliminary calculation, the neutron flux in the guide was calculated by 

MCNP5. The number of cold neutrons reaching surfaces A' and inner surface of the guide 

between surface A to A' were calculated as per initial particle. The neutron flux in the part of 

the guide between surface A to A' was also calculated. 

 Some of the cold neutrons are reached on the surface A' without any collision, and the 

others are reached on the mirror between surface A to A'. Assuming a total reflectance on the 

mirror is 90% for the cold neutron, 10% of the cold neutrons are incident on the guide and 90% 

are reflected on the mirror. Therefore, 10% of the neutron flux in the guide calculated by 

MCNP5 should be applied as the actual neutron flux in the guide instead of the MCNP5 result 

itself. The actual number of cold neutrons reaching surface A' could be evaluated as the sum 

of the neutrons reaching surface A' calculated by the MCNP5 and 90% of the neutrons 

reaching the mirror. The neutron flux was calculated at intervals of 1 m in a guide of 30 m 

length by repeated application. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Figure 3 shows neutron fluxes applying 80%, 90%, 95% of total reflectivity, 

respectively, together with the results with no reflection. The results satisfy not less than 10% 

relative error known to be generally reliable, as well as 10 statistical check requirements. 

 

Figure 3: Cold Neutron Flux at every 1 meter in the Guide(y-axis log scale) 

 

As seen in Figure 3, when reflection was not considered, most of the cold neutrons 

adjacent to surface A evades the guide, rendering the neutron fluxes near the entrance 

relatively high. Most of the neutrons are lost within 5 meters from the surface A, and neutron 

flux after that becomes lower. On the contrary, when reflection was considered, neutron flux 

was evaluated lower near the entrance than the flux without reflection taken into account, but 

the flux becomes higher toward the device. As the mirror reflectivity becomes higher, the 

differences of neutron flux by guide locations reduce. 

When energy distribution is almost single as seen in cold neutron guide, the amount of 

activated radionuclide inventory is proportional to the neutron flux. Hence, neutron flux near 

the entrance can be overestimated and also underestimated near the experimental device when 

reflection effect was not considered. 

4 CONCLUSION 

Cold neutron flux calculation was, in this work, carried out as a part of evaluation of the 

radioactive nuclide inventory of cold neutron guide by using MCNP5 code with and without 

the consideration of the total reflection effect at the inner surface of the guide. Since the 
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MCNP5 code does not have the built-in function for reflection physics, the neutron fluxes in 

the guide are evaluated using a simple method with some assumptions. The results confirm 

that the calculation result without considering the total reflection effect can be overestimated 

near the cold neutron guide entrance, and underestimated thousands times less near the 

experimental device compared with that considering the total reflection effect. These results 

show that the effect of the reflection is an important thing in calculating the activation 

inventory in the guide when the MCNP is employed to calculate cold neutron fluxes.  
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ABSTRACT 

Ultrasonic tomography as instrument for dry storage casks quality assurance is discussed 
in this paper. High precision, sensitivity and 3-D results reconstruction are provided by state-
of-art ultrasonic technique – Digitally Focused Array. All these features have formed solid basis 
for implementation of synergetic approach by providing not only safety, but also nuclear 
safeguards of spent nuclear fuel casks. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Safety of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) is one of the most vital points in the back-end of any 
nuclear fuel cycle. It is of special importance for states with closed fuel cycle concept, e.g. in 
Russia, due to high amount of accumulated SNF and intention to use it in the foreseen future. 
Two alternative technologies are available for storage of SNF: wet and dry. Wet is widely 
spread in Russia, but it has a number of features that limit its further development. For instance, 
high amount of contaminated water is produced during application of wet storage technologies. 
Dry SNF storage is current state-of-art technology. Such type of SNF management reduces 
risks caused by radioactive contamination. In contrast to wet storage, dry casks are not 
vulnerable to loss of coolant due to their passive cooling. However, dry SNF storage technology 
requires additional equipment and procedures of nondestructive testing in order to provide 
quality assurance of a cask and its structural integrity. 

The project within Federal program performed by Tomsk Polytechnic University was 
aimed at developing a robust automated system of nondestructive quality assurance and residual 
life assessment of spent nuclear fuel cask. The project was performed in close collaboration 
with Rosatom Mining and Chemical Enterprise (MCE) that is one of the leading Russian 
companies and deals exclusively with the dry storage of SNF. Within the project’s framework 
the multichannel ultrasonic tomograph was developed on basis of Digitally Focused Array 
Method (DFA). Implementation of DFA is required to obtain quantitative evaluation of 
discontinuities in real-time. To the contrary to traditional X-ray testing ultrasonic tomography 
is much more sensitive to different crack types, especially kissing-bond type. Moreover, 
ultrasonic testing is faster, cheaper in operation and presents no radiation hazard. Application 
of ultrasonic testing on manufacturing and operation stages is envisioned to enable significant 
improvement of the safety level of dry storage procedure. 
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2 DRY STORAGE OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL 

The most important region of control during quality assurance procedure is welded joints 
of a cask body. MCE has presented the storage cask for RBMK type SNF in 2013.  MCE is the 
sole designing and manufacturing company of this cask (Patent RU 2500045) [1]. The cask`s 
body consists of three main parts: cover, bottom and middle rings (Fig.1. a). The parts are 
welded to each other and represent the body of a sealed cask. There are two types of welds: 
girth welds and longitudinal welds. The length of the cask`s body is 1000 mm; the diameter is 
635 mm and the thickness of the wall is 4 mm, the cask`s body is made of austenitic steel: 
X10CrNiTi18-10. 

After manufacturing stage the cask is placed in a hot cell, where robotized operation of 
filling it with spent nuclear fuel is performed.  After this process, the cask body is sealed with 
a steel cover along with filling a cask’s body with helium. It is necessary for passive monitoring 
of casks integrity by means of helium leakage testing equipment. Then the cask is placed into 
a concrete cell for 50-years storage (Fig.1. b).   

 

  

    a)        b) 
 

Figure 1: The storage cask for RBMK type SNF: a) cask’s body during manufacturing 
process; b) a sealed cask placed into concrete storage cell 

 

The aforementioned approach to cask’s quality assurance by X-ray testing was 
traditionally used for weld joints testing. It could be justified by robust procedure, quantitative 
results and possibility for adjustment to different types of welds. However, X-ray testing has a 
number of disadvantages discussed above. Nowadays, the progress in ultrasonic testing 
methods allows inspectors to obtain not only quantified C-scans that are competitive to X-ray 
images. It needs to be mentioned that ultrasonic cutting-edge technologies have more capacities 
in real-time – volumetric visualisation or tomography. As real-time visualisation is rather 
challenging in respect to data transferring, reconstruction and analysis, state-of-art technologies 
are required to overcome these challenges. 

3 ULTRASONIC TOMOGRAPHY: DIGITALLY FOCUSED ARRAY 

The latest developments in ultrasonics are usually based on application of phased array 
sensors. This type of transducers includes a number of elements that can produce ultrasonic 
signals. The main idea behind this is to get interference of acoustic waves. It is possible to 
change delay laws for each element in order to form particular wave front with higher amplitude 
on a given distance from the surface. Thus, there is focal point within the highest amplitude that 
enables detection of smaller reflectors. However, for determination of another focal point an 
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operator has to generate new delay laws that is a time-consuming procedure. Also, it will take 
a lot of separate measurements to build an image of the whole volume of the component. 

In the framework of the project, we propose the methodology of application of the state-
of-the-art ultrasonic method – Digitally Focused Array (DFA) [2-3]. The main principle is to 
generate a separate impulse by each element of the array, one after another (Fig. 2). 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Conventional Phased Array (red) vs. Digitally Focused Array (blue) 

 

It is necessary to take into account that each single element has a broad beam. Generally, 
it means that generated waves are propagating in all directions. Then the discontinuities situated 
in the inspected volume will reflect acoustic waves and will become new sources of secondary 
waves. Secondary waves are received by all of the elements and form electrical signals. These 
signals contain the time of propagation and amplitudes of reflected waves. The received signals 
are amplified, digitized and filtered. All these procedures allow to get better signal-noise ratio. 

The described algorithm is implemented for each element of an array, which has a 
scanning path along the profile in both directions with a given step. The achieved results are 
used for creating 2D and 3D images of a controlled object. Sensitivity and resolution of testing 
procedure depend on the duration of the pulse, dimensions of the array and the velocity of 
ultrasound. 

The proposed DFA methodology has following advantages: 

1) Increasing resolution and sensitivity with decreasing inspection time; 

2) In real-time results; 

3) Reliable inspection results through determining the position of each single reflector; 

4) Results are reconstructed as 3D objects that can significantly simplify interpretation 
procedure; 

5) Implementation of DFA principles in robotized ultrasonic system allows to develop 
universal ultrasonic tomograph for complex-shape object.  
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4 EXPERIMENTS 

MCE has provided a number of experimental samples made from austenitic steel 
X10CrNiTi18-10 that corresponds to SNF dry storage casks’ material [4]. Special 
characteristics of this steel allow to use it in different industrial applications, e.g. nuclear 
industry. In order to model SNF cask weld joints samples were made from two plates jointed 
by a butt weld (Fig.3).  

The edges were prepared mechanically before welding. The edge and the adjacent surface 
are stripped from the scale, paint, oil and other contaminants on the surface width of 20 mm 
outer and 10 mm inner side. The surface is degreased with pure alcohol. The welded joint is 
performed by an automatic TIG welding consumable electrode. The following materials are 
used during welding: welding wire St 04H19N11M3 (Ø 1,2 mm), tungsten electrode EVL (Ø 
2,4 mm), argon as a protective gas. Additional heat treatment is not carried out [4]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: An example of test sample provided by MCE 
 

The basis for the experimental set-up is the unit of ultrasonic electronics “OPTUS”, 
manufactured in collaboration between TPU and I-Deal Technologies GmbH (Fig.4). 
“OPTUS” has a transmitter\receiver 128 channels module that allows both single- and 
multichannel measurements. Thus, this unit can be used for a wide range of automated 
ultrasonic inspection tasks. The software has both options: standard phased array mode and 
DFA realization. During current research, the second option was in use that required application 
of phased array transducer. As a phased array was used linear probe 5L16-1.0·16-D89-P1 
produced by Doppler Electronic Technologies Co. Ltd. with 5 MHz frequency. The array 
contains 16 elements with 1 mm pitch. The transducer was placed on plastic wedge with 50° 
angle of incidence.  

The samples were scanned by means of the three-axis manipulator with immersion tank 
shown in Figure 4. An acoustic signals’ amplitude is written in pair with transducer position 
measurement data provided by measurement unit.  
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Figure 4: The experimental set-up with manipulator 
 

In order to increase sensitivity and resolution of results we need to obtain maximal 
achievable quantity of measurement positions for each reflector. For this reason the scanning 
path was changed from a standard linear scan to a meander path (Fig.5) that is defined by two 
main parameters: the scanning step (Ss) and the scanning pitch (Sp). After calculation and 
optimization of scanning path, Ss value is equal to 1 mm and Sp is 2 mm. The linear phased 
array is installed across the joint. The parameters are due to the requirements of DFA 
reconstruction methodology [2, 3] which is implemented in the software that controls “OPTUS” 
ultrasonic unit. In case when it is not possible to cut the reinforcing bead from testing welds it 
is necessary to select the scanning area so that the scan path length is at least twice the wall 
thickness of the sample and the path ends just before the reinforcing bead edge. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: The scanning path for DFA methodology 

 

The set of measured data is used for two-dimensional reconstruction of the sector scans 
in real-time. The reconstructed sector scans incrementally fill the three-dimensional matrix 
creating the three-dimensional model of the weld structure. 
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The experimental testing procedure was carried out 3 times for each side of the weld. An 
example of the results of test procedure is represented in Figure 6. Additional measurements 
were made in order to determine the procedure positioning errors: offset on axes X, Y, Z and 
rotation. 

 

  
 

Figure 6: An example of DFA reconstruction results 
 

The results are presented in three planar projections: B-,C-,D-scans and volumetric 
reconstruction. This variety of the presentation possibilities provides comprehensive 
understanding of material structure to an inspector. Moreover, the proposed approach to data 
analysis allows to detect and measure all discovered reflectors automatically. The experiments 
have shown that sensitivity and resolution of the proposed method equal to 0,4 mm that 
correspond to X-ray testing accuracy. Moreover the demonstrated speed of ultrasonic testing 
procedure is higher. By means of DFA approach, testing of weld joint gives rather precise 
information about its structure. This fact allows considering application of ultrasonic testing 
results not only for provision of safety of SNF casks during their storage, but for nuclear 
safeguards as well. [5] 

5 SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS SYNERGY 

Nowadays, peaceful use of nuclear energy is standing on three pillars: safety, security and 
safeguards. All of them are provided by both a national nuclear operator and International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The safeguards are provided by IAEA using data transferred 
by national nuclear operators. Typically, the focus is on ensuring the declared way of use for 
nuclear materials, equipment and technologies. However, safeguards cannot be implemented 
without additional tools. Usually, a wide range of monitoring equipment is in use. Along stand 
sealing technologies aimed to provide rightful access to nuclear material. It is worth to mention 
that SNF contains considerable amount of Pu including weapon-grade isotopes. Thus 
safeguarding of SNF casks is one of the vital issues. The main challenge in this procedure is 
vulnerability of modern sealing technologies caused by their artificial nature. The main 
development focus in this direction is the search for reliable intrinsic features of a safeguarded 
object or material that could be the basis for a reproducible fingerprint. 

The preliminary research has shown that weld structure could be applied as a unique 
fingerprint of material with ultrasonic examination. [6] Welded joint’s metal is characterized 
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by cellular-shaped dendritic crystallization. The grains of this type form good reflecting and 
scattering centers. Thus a set of such centers create unique intrinsic feature of the material that 
allows to generate the fingerprint. 

The study [6] was performed by means of single-channel instrument. However, the 
positioning was the weak point of this approach. The proposed DFA-based system could 
provide three-dimensional fingerprints that could be matched with proper correlation 
algorithms. Volumetric signatures are much less sensitive to a position error [7]. Generally, the 
process of fingerprints extraction includes three main stages that are shown in Figure 7. The 
first stage is reconstruction of controlled volume by DFA methodology. The second one is 
segmentation of the volume in order to separate the areas with strong reflectors that should filter 
out all weak signals in the segmented areas. The last step is thresholding of the filtered 
segments. All these steps allow to create the reproducible acoustic fingerprint of weld joint’s 
material. 

 

 
a)  b)  c)  

 
Figure 7: Step-by-step fingerprint extraction from DFA reconstruction: a) reconstructed 

volume; b) filtered segments; c) fingerprint 
 

The abovementioned fingerprints can serve as unique intrinsic feature of a cask with SNF 
that enable to identify the cask in unique manner during safeguard verification inspections. 
Moreover, it is not possible yet to reproduce the structure of weld using the state-of-the-art 
technologies. 

6 CONCLUSION 

SNF storage is the worldwide emerging technology. It is used especially in Russia due to 
its’ strategy to close nuclear fuel cycle. Dry storage technologies are on the rise thanks to the 
efforts of Rosatom company – MCE. However the developed by MCE SNF casks are still in 
need for efficient and effective nondestructive testing methods. Within the framework of 
Federal program Tomsk Polytechnic University has developed the breakthrough system of 
ultrasonic tomography which allows precise, robust, real-time three-dimensional reconstruction 
of cask’s weld joints’ materials. All these features are provided by the university’s know-how 
– DFA methodology. Moreover the results of such tomography can be applied not only for 
safety assurance but also to ensure IAEA’s safeguards by providing unique reproducible 
fingerprints of SNF casks. The ultrasonic tomograph fully fits to IAEA’s 3S synergy strategy 
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aimed to provide synergy among safety, security and safeguards by unification of applied 
equipment and technologies. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the most important aspects of the safety aspects of the Cernavoda 

Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) in the light of the post Fukushima action plan. The items underline 

the actions to strengthen and maintain further compliance with the safety requirements of the 

regulatory envelope and the specifics of application of those actions for the two units. Each unit 

is in a different phase of the mature operation: unit 1 is starting the preparation for 

refurbishment, which is expected to be started in a medium term, while unit 2 is still in a period 

of full mature operation.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Romanian National Nuclear Company (Societatea Nationala Nuclearelectrica S.A.) is the 

owner of two CANDU 6 operating units in Cernavoda (Figure1). Both units are in mature 

operation phase and they are operating at high safety performance indicators, with very good 

production objectives achieved.  

 

Figure 1:Cernavoda NPP units 1 and 2 
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Maintaining and improving continuously the safety level of these units is a high priority for the 

company. The Cernavoda NPP units 1 and 2 are operating in full compliance with the national 

regulatory envelope aligned at the best practice level for CANDU reactors and with the latest 

safety requirements defined at international and national level as a post Fukushima set of 

feedback actions. 

It is important to mention that each unit is in a different phase of the mature operation: unit 1 is 

starting the preparation for refurbishment, which is expected to be started in a medium term, 

while unit 2 is still in a period of full mature operation. Therefore the action plans are 

coordinated with the general licensing requirements for each of the units.   

The paper presents the actions taken in order to fully comply with the supplementary 

requirements of the post Fukushima plan and with the requirements of the regulatory envelope 

as a whole considering also the specifics of each unit. 

2 POST FUKUSHIMA ACTIONS IMPLEMENTED AT CERNAVODA NPP 

Cernavoda NPP implemented a program to comply with the existing requirements on post 

Fukushime safety improvements (presented in detail in [1]). A national action plan under the 

supervision of the national nuclear regulatory authority (CNCAN) was developed and 

implemented [2]. The main aspects of the safety reviews and improvements are presented 

below. 

2.1 Requirements in response to Fukushima nuclear accident 

In response to Fukushima nuclear accident, the governmental and non-governmental 

organizations involved in nuclear industry requested immediate actions to be taken  

 

1. INPO (Institute of Nuclear Power Operations) and WANO (World Association of 

Nuclear Operators) issued two similar documents (IERL 11- 1/ SOER 2011-2) on 

14 and 17 March, 2011, respectively, by means of which all the affiliated plants were 

required to: Verify the response capability to severe accidents as a consequence of 

external events considered beyond design basis (e.g.: Earthquake);  

o Verify the response capability to station blackout (SBO);  

o Verify the response capability to internal and/or external flooding;  

o Verify the response mode to fires or flooding caused by earthquake.  

CNE Cernavoda performed the WANO requested assessments by May 2011 (including 

provision on-site of 2 Mobile Diesel Generators 

2. On 25 March, 2011, European Council decided that “Nuclear safety of all EU Nuclear 

Power Plants has to be revised according to transparent and extended risk assessments, 

the so-called Stress Tests”; 

3. ENSREG (European Nuclear Safety Regulators) issued in late May 2011 a set of 

technical specifications based on which regulatory authorities of each member state to 

require the license holders to reassess the design basis margins of the nuclear safety 

(Stress Test); 

4. Cernavoda NPP submitted to CNCAN (Romanian Regulatory Authority) a preliminary 

Stress Test Report on 12 August 2011, and final report on 28 Oct. 2011 

Both preliminary and final Stress Test reports have been prepared by a reunite team of 

Cernavoda NPP experts and plant designers, AECL Canada and ANSALDO Italy. 
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2.2 EU Stress Test specifications 

The EU stress tests specification required the NPP in EU countries to focus on the following 

issues: 

1. External Hazards 

 earthquake 

 flooding 

2. Consequence of Loss of Safety Functions from any Initiating Event 

 loss of electrical power including station black-out (SBO) 

 loss of the ultimate heat sink (UHS) 

 combination of both 

3. Severe Accident Management Issues: 

 means to protect from and to manage loss of core cooling function 

 means to protect from and to manage loss of cooling function in the fuel storage 

pool 

 means to protect from and to manage loss of containment integrity 

 items 1 & 2 above are not limited to earthquake and tsunami, extreme weather 

conditions were also considered. 

2.3 Post Fukushima implementation action topics  of the Stress Test specifications 

1. Topic 1 - External hazards (earthquakes, floods and extreme weather conditions) 

 As part of the response to the WANO SOER 2011-02 “Recommendation following 

the Fukushima accident”, walk-downs and inspections of important equipment needed 

to mitigate fire and flood events were performed at Cernavoda NPP, by the plant staff, 

to identify any equipment whose function could be lost during seismic events. Several 

actions to restore minor barrier degradations and administrative procedures 

improvements have been implemented.  

 As part of Stress Test, new plant walk-downs were performed in May-July 2011 by a 

team built-up from plant designer (AECL/CEI) engineers and operating organization 

engineers to confirm the preservation of the original design in terms of seismic 

interaction and SSCs condition.  

 

 Earthquakes 

o Update of the seismological catalogue, was issued by Romanian National 

Institute for Earth Physics.  

o The validity of data and the conclusion on the adequacy of the design basis has 

been confirmed by the recent studies done as part of Probabilistic Hazard 

Analyses, updated in August 2011 and independently confirmed by the 

Romanian National Institute for Earth Physics by considering the updated 

seismological catalogue:  

 The seismic capacity of the plant was reassessed in 2011 by a team built-

up from plant designer (AECL/CEI) engineers. For Cernavoda site the 

maximum estimated event has a magnitude of 7.8 (Richter scale) and 

PGA of 0.18 G.  
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 The Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) of Cernavoda units 1 & 2 was 

established at 0.2 g (PGA) for a return period of 1000 years.  

 A Review Level Earthquake (RLE) was established for PGA of 0.33 G 

for a return period of one in 10 000 years. 

 To ensure an additional margin, all SSCS in the success path (safe 

shutdown cooling, containment and monitoring functions) were finally 

evaluated against the target level RLE of 0.4 G PGA. 

 Detailed analysis (walk-downs, fragility analysis, etc.) confirmed the 

capability of SSCS on success path to withstand a seismic event of at 

least 0.4 G (which has a return frequency of 5E-5 events/year)  

 Floods and extreme weather conditions 

o Considering the distances between Cernavoda plants and various hydro dams, 

as well as its elevation & distance from the Black Sea, there is no possibility of 

external flooding due to earthquake and tsunamis. However, several 

supplementary actions were taken, as follows: 

 The original design basis for flooding has been re-evaluated by using 

modern techniques (Aerial Digital Topographic Scanning and 

Bathymetry of Danube) complemented by classic topographic 

measurements and systematic walk-downs. Result: extreme water level 

with a return period of 10E-4 is 13.31m, while site platform has an 

additional margin of 2.7m. 

 Measures taken to improve protection against flooding by providing 

sealing doors and on-site sand bags to be used as temporary flood 

barriers. From 2012 to 2014, 50 flood resistant doors were installed 

in U1 & U2.  

 Screening and bounding analysis for Cernavoda NPP operation under 

severe weather conditions. The results show that the worst-case 

scenarios are bounded by SBO or LOHS. The specific procedure in place 

for extreme weather conditions has been reviewed to include the 

appropriate proactive actions for plant shutdown.  

Topic 2 - Plant Response on SBO and LOHS 

 STATION BLACK OUT (SBO): The plant shutdown is ensured automatically 

either by SDS 1 or SDS 2, which will perform their design function without the 

need of being supplied with electrical power; 

o Cooling of the reactor is ensured by thermosyphoning, and the heat 

transferred to steam generators is discharged to atmosphere via steam 

discharge valves; the necessary water to the steam generators will be 

gravitationally fed from the dousing tank inventory using electrical 

power from batteries to open the valves; 
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o The above systems ensure cooling of the reactor for at least 27 hrs, 

amount of time sufficient to connect electrical power from the mobile 

diesel generators to the Emergency Water pumps (EWS);  

o Containment function considering SBO is not affected; containment 

isolation valves will fail close either on loss of their electrical power 

supply or loss of instrument air;  

o The monitoring of the critical safety parameters will be ensured using 

electrical power from the batteries, which can continuously supply 

power for approximately 8 hrs; 

 LOSS OF PRIMARY ULTIMATE HEAT SINK: It means loss of Raw Service 

Water system (RSW);  

o The shutdown systems can be either manually activated from the control 

room or automatically ensured by process parameters as designed; 

o The heat sink is ensured in the same way as mentioned in the case of 

SBO except that the second DB set of diesel generators (EPS) are 

available and can continue supplying power to Emergency Water pumps 

(EWS);  

o Containment and monitoring of critical safety parameters will not be 

affected  

 LOSS OF PRIMARY ULTIMATE HEAT SINK AND LOSS OF 

ALTERNATE ULTIMATE HEAT SINK: It means loss of Service Water 

(RSW) and Emergency Water Supply (EWS) systems;  

o Critical safety parameters (3C + M) are ensured similarly to the case of 

loss of primary ultimate heat sink, except that the necessary water to the 

steam generators is ensured, after 27 hrs, by the fire water tanks or 

mobile pumps that can be manually connected to EWS system piping, 

and can be supplied with water from sources other than Danube (town 

distribution network or two existing deep ground wells) 

o CNE Cernavoda implemented several measures to improve the response 

to SBO and LOHS scenarios:  

o 2 mobile diesel generators (1.4 MW), one for each unit, capable of 

energizing all EPS loads (EWS pumps, ECI pumps, monitoring panels 

(2011);  

o Each Mobile diesel generator has a separate 0.4/6 kV transformer, so it 

can supply either 0.4kV or 6 kV loads.  

o Install connections to the existing EPS buses, in order to connect mobile 

diesel generators (2011);  

o Developed two new EOP’s to cope with SBO and Loss of Spent Fuel 

Pool Cooling events and revised EOP on Loss of Service Water (2011);  

o Two electrical mobile submersible pumps powered from mobile DG to 

supply firewater truck under emergency conditions (2011); 

o Provide mobile diesel engine driven pump and flexible conduits to 

supply the fire water trucks under emergency conditions (2012);  
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o Two additional mobile diesel generators (110kW) for electrical power 

supply to pumps of two water wells to fill-up firewater trucks under 

emergency conditions (2012);  

o Install a seismically qualified line to add water to SFB from outside of 

the building (2011);  

o Provided 2 separate means to manually open the MSSVs after a SBO 

(hydraulic jack and nitrogen bottles) (2012) 

o Installed connection facilities required to add water, using fire fighters 

trucks and flexible conduits, to supply the SGs (2011)  

o Performed a feasibility study (2012) and obtained the Government 

approval (2013) to change destination of Unit 5 (under preservation), in 

order to use its existing structures as a new location for the storage of the 

EME and a new on-site Emergency Control Center;  

o Improve the seismic robustness of class I & II batteries by consolidating 

the room walls (2012); 

o Install connections to the SCA instrumentation panels, for the 110kW 

mobile diesel generators, increasing plant monitoring capabilities after a 

SBO event (this is additionally to the electrical supply provided from the 

1.4MW DG) (2016)  

o Establish agreements with the local and national authorities involved in 

the emergency response in order to ensure that in case of a SBO 

coincident with LOHS the plant has absolute priority to grid re-

connection and supply of light and heavy equipment and the necessary 

diesel fuel (from 2011). 

 

 Prolonged loss of spent fuel bay cooling: 

o In case of a prolonged loss of Spent Fuel Bay (SFB) cooling, make-up 

water is required to prevent uncovery of the spent fuel bundles; 

o In this way cooling (boiling and evaporation) and proper disposal of the 

residual heat is ensured; 

o Based on calculations it was shown that water inventory existing in Spent 

Fuel Bay is sufficient for 9 days until radiological fields start to increase 

above normal, and 15 days until first fuel bundle become uncovered;  

o Procedure developed on how to use external make-up water and 

practiced, using fire trucks and mobile pumps;  

o The ST assessment recommended to install a new make-up water line 

from outside of SFB building, seismically qualified. 

 

 Severe Accident Management 

In the severe accident management review, the following aspects were 

considered: 

o Cernavoda NPP reactor design is based on the defense-in-depth principle 

with safety systems, and multiple and diverse heat sinks to cater for 

severe core damage accidents.  
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o The unique design aspects of the CANDU reactor with low pressure, 

heavy water moderator in Calandria Vessel, surrounding the pressure 

tubes and large volume of light water in Calandria Vault, surrounding 

the Calandria Vessel provide heat sink capability, which delays the 

accident progression sequence.  

o Even with moderator inventory boiled off, as long as Calandria Vessel is 

cooled by Calandria Vault water, the corium will remain in-vessel.  

o The reinforced concrete containment building provides the fundamental 

barrier protecting the public from the unlikely event of radioactive 

releases.  

o The LAC fans in the R/B promote forced air circulation for hydrogen 

mixing during accidents thus avoiding pockets of locally high hydrogen 

concentrations 

o In the unlikely case of ex-vessel core damage, there is sufficient floor 

space for debris spread and to keep the debris on the floor submerged 

with water.  

o Issues related to the loss of cooling to the SFB are well managed with a 

back-up make-up line, with connections outside the SFB building.  

o A comprehensive emergency response program exists to respond to all 

emergencies including severe accidents.  

o The on-site emergency control center is well equipped with all the 

required provisions to respond to all levels of emergencies (alert to 

general emergency).  

o Where necessary, provisions have been made to bring on site mobile 

equipment with portable pumps, fire trucks etc., to allow accident 

mitigation. 

o Actions on SAMG and emergency planning were taken, as follows: 

 Station specific Severe Accident Management Guidelines based 

on the CANDU-6 Generic COG SAMG, implemented in 2011;  

 Subsequent revision of SAMG to include Shutdown Conditions 

in 2015  

 Validation of the station SAMG through emergency exercises 

(2011);  

 Established Continuing Training Program for severe accident 

scenarios (2011); 

 Improved seismic robustness of the on-site Emergency Control 

Centre (2012);  

 Installed connections to inject water to the Calandria Vessel (via 

the Moderator Purification lines) (2011 – U2; 2012 – U1). 

 Design modification to install a larger Calandria Vault RD, to 

enhance the over-pressure protection (2012 U1; 2013-U2);  

 Installed new line to inject water into the Calandria Vault from 

outside of the R/B (2012 U1; 2013-U2);  
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 Install an emergency filtered venting system (EFCVS) for the 

containment, at each unit (2012 U1; 2013-U2);  

 Installed a hydrogen monitoring system (Hermetis), to monitor 

R/B condition (2012 U1; 2013-U2) 

 Installed passive autocatalytic recombiners (PAR’s) (2012U1; 

2013U2;  

 Improved the environmental qualification for estimated severe 

accident conditions / extend the measurement domain, for 

selected Critical Safety Parameter monitoring loops (from 2012 

to 2016);  

 Installed satellite phones in each Main Control Room, Secondary 

Control Area and the Emergency Control Center (2011)  

 TETRA radio communication system (2011)  

 Install hydrogen vent capability from the spent fuel bays (2012) 

 Reviewed the existing protocols with Public Authorities in order 

to ensure the necessary support for plant’s personnel in case of 

severe accident, when the roads are blocked due to extreme 

meteorological conditions, natural disasters (earthquakes, 

flooding, etc.) or other traffic restrictions;  

 Severe Accident Work Admittance area located 3 km away from 

the plant - dedicated to accommodate shift emergency personnel 

for cases that Main Control Room and Secondary Control Area 

become inhabitable (2013);  

 Set-up an alternative Off-site Emergency Control Center, located 

in an existing facility in Constanta city (60 km away from 

Cernavoda NPP) (2015) 

 Improvement of the national arrangements for emergency 

response in case of radiological or nuclear accident to take 

account of lessons learned from the Fukushima accident; 

2.4 Challenges faced in implementation of post-Fukushima actions 

During the implementation of the post Fukushima actions the following challenges were 

faced by the plant: 

 It was concluded that it is very important to implement as soon as possible a 

modification requiring not to schedule for the next outages the RBLRT, for the 

containment protection, avoiding potential failure by over-testing. 

 An innovative solution to leak check individual cable penetrations, without the need 

for conducting a full scale Reactor Building Leak Rate Test (RBLRT) was developed 

at the plant.This allowed earlier installation of new cabling to improve post-accident 

monitoring.  

 It resulted that it is very important to install instrument-monitoring loops that will 

survive environmental conditions. In this direction the following actions were taken: 
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o Design engineers benchmarked outside of the nuclear industry for a 

solution to preserve the Calandria Vault level and Calandria Vessel 

(moderator) level indications during severe accident conditions.  

o The new level indication systems measure differential pressure signals 

using two silicone oil pressure transmitters. This solution eliminates the 

possibility of instrument line voiding during high-heat, low-pressure 

conditions that would lead to a loss of level indication.  

2.5 Cernavoda NPP remaining actions of the Cernavoda Post-Fukushima Action Plan  

The only action that is still under implementation (with a target date for completion in June 

2018) is to establish a new location for the on-site Emergency Control Centre and storage of 

EME (mobile DGs, mobile diesel engine pumps, fire-fighter trucks, radiological emergency 

vehicles, etc.).  

 

 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the implementation of post Fukushima actions, as required by the national  

program, designed to comply with all the existing requirements, including the EU stress Test  

demonstrated that Cernavoda units 1&2 meet the safety requirements as stipulated in the  

original design, while having sufficient margins against earthquakes, flooding, loss of electrical  

power and loss of ultimate heat sink.  

In order to further increase robustness of the units, design modifications and procedural  

improvements  have been implemented, which represented a significant human and financial  

effort.  

SNN-CNE Cernavoda demonstrated its commitment in implementation of the best practices 

and technologies, in order to be prepared for beyond design basis extreme events, with a 

paramount focus on the safety of public, workers and the nuclear installations 
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ABSTRACT 

"Small is Beautiful" was one of the most influential essay collections of the seventies; in 
essence people became the focus of economics – in contrast with the idea of "bigger is better". 
In nuclear energy there have always been aspirations for smaller units, and nowadays appear 
to have become stronger – aside of the main stream. The paper and presentation give an 
overview of the current picture and the expected developments. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The main obstacles to the construction of new nuclear power plants are increasingly 
becoming: the high investment needs, lengthy installations, significant financing risks. Today 
antinuclear movements are focused on these issues. They have recognized that due to the 
technical progress and the present procedure of licensing they are barely able find a hold 
relating to real safety matters. Their concerns targeting radioactive waste are also weakening, 
because the amount of the waste from modern nuclear power plants is low and their treatment 
is based on advanced technology, which is no longer just a promise, but more and more a real, 
effective solution package.  

A small plant can be more easily financed. It can be manufactured by factories in big 
batches – therefore cheaper – and in good quality. And it can be installed faster using 
transportable modules.  

There is a demand for it: among the countries with modest energy networks and 
newcomers in nuclear power, for the energy supply of remote areas in large countries or as 
replacement to obsolete fossil power plants. 

2 DESCRIPTIONS, STATISTICS, SIZE DISTRIBUTION  

Nuclear power plants with electric power below 300 MWe are considered small, up to 
700 MWe in the middle range; while above it they count as large, see Figure 1.  

There is also a classification without the middle range, and the limit between small and 
large is set at 500 MWe. The established abbreviation is “SMR”, but it could be resolved in 
two ways: Small and Medium Sized Reactors and Small Modular Reactors. All this causes 
some ambiguity, but it can be tolerated. The 'medium' terminology is good because it fits for 
the past and present. The 'modular' is becoming more and more used and looks to the future.  

In addition, the word ‘module’ here means a complete, fully functional small nuclear 
power plant, which can built closely next to another in a series. This module should not be 
confused with the ‘modules’ of installation of modern large nuclear power plants: these refer 
to the combination of systems and equipment (e.g., a full spent fuel pool with its cooling 
circuit) that can be lifted by a giant crane in one piece. 
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Figure 1: Size distribution of NPPs, compiled from IAEA PRIS data [1] 

3 OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES 

The various sources are consistent on the opportunities; with only slight differences in 
the relative importance of particular benefits. One of the best professional review on this 
subject was compiled by the World Nuclear Association [2]. It finds that the expected features 
of modern SMR are: the simple design, the possibility of mass production and the smaller 
installation costs. Most of them are designed as much as possible to be inherently and 
passively safe. This means that their safety is assured not by a set of complicated and 
multiplied safety systems, but by means of always working natural laws and internal physical 
qualities. If in case of anomalies some kind of intervention is needed, than it is done primarily 
by passive devices not depending on external energy. 

The US Department of Energy position [3] confirms these benefits. An SMR is 
relatively easy to finance; the smaller size gives flexibility in installation (it can be deployed 
even in places which cannot accept larger reactors); an additional favorable property is the 
scalability; the nuclear safety and security parameters are not weaker than the same for the big 
ones. 

In detail and more specifically:  

Modularity. After the manufacturing in the factory the delivery of main components 
goes in one or few pieces to the construction site. For the establishment of the plant a 
substantial amount of work can be saved. The limited on-site preparation significantly reduces 
the construction time in comparison with the larger units. With the growth of demand for 
energy the power plant can be supplemented with additional modules.  

Small investment demand. Due to lower investment costs the financial load of owner of 
the nuclear power plant can be reduced. Factory production decreases the construction 
expenses and duration.  
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Flexible installation. Small units can power areas where large units are not needed, or 
where the supporting infrastructure is incomplete. For example, such cases are: small or 
isolated electricity networks; limited water supply or available space; needs to serve 
individual industrial applications. Small reactors can be installed also as replacement of fossil 
power plants after their final closure because of their obsolescence or due to environmental 
considerations (as SMR do not release greenhouse gases).  

Efficiency. Small reactors with large ones and others – including renewable and fossil 
energy suppliers – in a common energy mix can complement each other, increasing network 
stability and security of supply. Some SMR types are able to provide high temperature heat 
for industrial applications.  

Safeguards. Small reactors from this point of view are also safe and even potentially 
more beneficial than the larger ones on non-proliferation. Most of them are located 
underground, which reduces their vulnerability in case of sabotage or external natural effects. 
Several small reactors are designed to operate very long time on the same fuel or with no fuel 
replacement at all. They get their fuel load in the factory and after the electricity or heat 
generation, at the end of the life cycle, return to the factory for removal of the spent fuel. This 
procedure can also help minimize the risks of the transport and handling of nuclear materials.  

Market opportunities. On the vendor side, the US industry is in a competitive position. 
DoE hopes that with the development of standardized SMR types in the US will lead to 
increased presence on the global energy market.  

Most of the benefits listed here are, of course, valid not just to USA. Among others the 
Russians consider their chances also very good, emphasizing that they have the necessary 
academic background, engineering base, production capacities and even projects that already 
past the design boards.  

Consensus is also emerging on a procedural and an economic challenge [4] 

Licensing. For the present and modern Generation III and III+ NPPs, the development 
of the licensing methodology and the creation of legal frameworks have been proceeded by 
many years of preparation. Even if these types are mainly evolutionary developments of 
existing well-known pressurized G II types. SMR do not always follow the beaten paths. Even 
the water-cooled small reactors using uranium can also raise questions that require deeper 
insight into unusual design solutions and operational features. For example: the integrated 
design (the entire primary circuit is in the reactor vessel), natural circulation and circulation 
modes with reduced flow in normal operation and emergencies, or operation of several 
modules from a common control room. The SMR with other fuel and coolant are even further 
away from the usual: they need further knowledge and expertise which national authorities 
generally do not have. Providing sufficient economic resources and quality of human 
resources (recruitment, education) and the adapting of the framework of licensing to these 
new tasks may take years. 

Competitiveness. The basic question is whether the production of standard, quality-
assured, factory-made SMR and reduction to a minimum of on-site installation work can 
adequately compensate the economy of scale of large reactors. The repetitions in mass 
production induce a learning process, which reduces costs continuously. Nobody dreams 
about that the SMR from the very beginning will be cheaper. But the realistic expectation is to 
enter a competitive band after a certain number of manufactured modules. Therefore, the 
timing of the introduction is important: will there be an enterprise who takes over the 
pioneering role, fights itself through the initial licensing and manufactures the first of a kind 
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technology? Or does everybody just wait and see? The starting momentum may be given by 
state support or a power purchase contract with local consumers. 

4 OVERVIEW OF SMR TYPES 

The full set of approximately 50 SMR types cannot be thoroughly treated here. But it 
would be useful to perform a structured review by various features – country of developers, 
type, capacity, status of the project. Please find here for the representative subsets an 
overview in tabular form.  

 

Figure 2: List of emerging SMR options, [5] with additions 

Among other sources there was a fascinating analytical review in a Russian periodical 
from 2013 [5]. The compilers of the article produced interesting laconic sub-titles for groups 
of running projects as follows. The descriptions below were slightly modified and updated: 

The simple. The numerous variants of Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) are well-
developed, known technologies. The SMR belonging to this group can be expected in the 
coming 10 years. Their production base is available even today. The rich experience has been 
collected not only from large reactors, but from the smaller ones used for nuclear propulsion 
in different vessels.  

The fast. The Fast Breeder Reactors (FBR) are even more compact than thermal 
counterparts. They provide greater freedom for structural material selection. Their fuel cycle 
could last up to 10-30 years long, opposed to 5-6 years of most PWR. The lower refueling 
need can save work and reduce operational risks, as well as allowing better exploitation. This 
results in lower sensitivity to fuel price fluctuations and the electricity costs can be thus better 
calculated. On the other hand the fuel charge price is bigger and must be pre-purchased, if 
payment in installments cannot be agreed with the supplier. The higher operating temperature 
(about 500 ° C) also may make some difficulties. In case of liquid metal coolant usually three 
cooling circuits are necessary and the leaks should be very careful monitored.  

The hot. These SMR are achieving high and super high temperatures (750-950 oC), 
cooled with gas, mainly helium (HTGR). This type compared with others is usually even 
safer. It has higher thermal efficiency (40-50%), the heat transfer by coolant is executed 
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without phase transition, it has less structural corrosion, the refuelling is possible on-line, the 
handling of spent fuel is easier. A special feature aside of electricity production is the 
possibility of industrial heat supply (e.g. for generation of hydrogen, metal industry). The type 
is suitable to use different fuels (U, Pu, Th or their combinations), but the practical 
implementation still requires significant R&D efforts. Although some operating units already 
appeared in the sixties, such SMR be expected earliest in the 2020s. 

The useful. For this group in the focus of attention are the specific investment costs and 
the cost of electricity generation, compared to large reactors. Let us emphasize here only two 
statements. The first is that the parameters of this SMR category do not fall far behind the 
large reactors despite their disadvantages in respect of economies of scale. The second that the 
SMR's playground is well wider: stretches out from technological heat supply, the seawater 
desalination and hydrogen generation through chemical industry applications. As a result it 
may require alternative economic assessment methodology. The first representatives are 
expected in late 2020s, early 2030s. 

5 SUPPORT, SUBSIDIES  

The IAEA provides assistance for potential buyers in member states. It covers mainly 
technology and safety oriented areas, help in identification of key issues and most important 
challenges.  

The US DoE announces federal financial contributions for domestic SMR projects in 
multiple waves, supporting planning and licensing tasks. The own share of applicants should 
be more than 50% and the award can be called in five years down. As example a first winner 
was the mPower team: the builder was Tennessee Valley Authority, the designer Babcock & 
Wilcox and Bechtel joined too. They have to reach by 2022 commercial launch. The second 
wave started later has been triggered also great interest with participation several projects (W-
SMR, NuScale, SMR-160, EM2).  

In the UK the supportive policy remains valid after the Brexit as it was before. The most 
active enterprise is Rolls-Royce, having established a lobby group in form of consortium for 
further participants. Their statement is: „British manufacturers are able to deliver complete 
SMR.” 

In Russia no comprehensive provisions are known, the government aid is limited to a 
few cases. 

6 THE PROGRESS OF INDIVIDUAL SMR PROJECTS  

These projects partially extend into the area of the next reactor generation: the G4. The 
six selected concepts of the GIF (Generation IV International Forum) for prospective 
technologies for large reactors almost covers the SMRs. These were the gas-cooled fast 
reactor (GFR), lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR), molten salt reactor (MSR), supercritical water-
cooled reactor (SCWR), sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR) and very high temperature reactor 
(VHTR). Today around the globe the state of the art G III and G III+ units are under 
construction. The G IV units will be introduced to a greater extent only around 2030, although 
few first representatives may appear earlier. Similarly we should cool the exaggerated 
expectations for early SMR deployment.  

The SMR simplicity is only relative! So up to now there are only 3 prototypes under 
construction: the Argentine CAREM, the Russian Floating Nuclear Power Plant and the 
Chinese HTR-PM. We discuss these three below. Next in line are the substantially prepared 
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projects: mainly the US mPower, W-SMR, SMR-160, NuScale, the South Korean SMART, 
the French Flexblue and the Russian SVBR-100. Some half a dozen others are still at early 
design and the rest of the projects are in the conceptual phase. [6], [7] 

6.1 The CAREM 

Argentine began to develop this type in 1984, for nuclear propulsion of purchased 
German TR-1700 diesel-electric submarines. That program has been abandoned, but the 
reactor project survived. 12 compact steam generators are placed around the core in the 
reactor pressure vessel. The heat removal is convective, by natural circulation. Pressure is 
maintained automatically by the steam volume accumulated at the top. The fuel is 3.4% 
enriched UO2 with burning poison, in hexagonal assemblies, to be replaced annually. The 
control rods are hydraulically driven. Aside of electricity generation the reactor may be used 
to seawater desalination (in which case instead of 25 MWe the power output is 8 MWe). 
Saudi Arabia is interested in this. The prototype is now under construction next to the Atucha 
NPP. Start-up is scheduled for 2019. If everything goes well, a more powerful version is also 
planned. The equipment is home-made in 70%. 

6.2 The Russian Floating NPP 

It has two KLT-40S type modified reactors coming from nuclear icebreaker projects, 
with power 35 MWe of each. The design was done by Afrikantov Institute. The fuel is 
uranium, enriched below 20%, enclosed aluminum coated uranium silicate. Every 3-4 years 
the fuel has to be changed on board (during which the other reactor works), and every 12 
years the platform has to be towed to the manufacturer for comprehensive maintenance and 
spent fuel removal. The platform called Akademik Lomonosov was released in 2010 at the 
Baltic Shipyard of St. Petersburg. Its construction started in 2008, but interrupted due to 
bankruptcy for a year and a half. Resumed in 2012, after a new contract signed with Rosatom. 
It will be capable to supply electricity and heat for a town with 200,000 inhabitants, and may 
also supplemented with a seawater desalination barge. Economically it is less competitive, 
than large nuclear power plants, but in remote areas it is cheaper than diesel generators and oil 
fueled boilers. The prototype for this SMR will also be put into operation in 2019. At Pevek, 
Chukotka the coastal facilities are already being prepared. Several countries signaled interest. 

6.3 HTR-PM  

The Chinese project is very similar to the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) which 
originates from Germany and South Africa. Its name came from the tennis ball size and shape 
fuel elements. In the elements thousands of half mm large enriched UO2 granules with triple 
protective layers are embedded in a graphite matrix. The coolant is helium gas. The direct 
predecessor of this SMR is the HTR-10 pilot reactor, which operates since 2000 at Beijing 
Tsinghua University. The rector is inherently safe: during overheating the power falls, the 
residual heat releases passively from the reactor. The fuel temperature remains below 1600 
°C, thus the fission products are retained by the SiC protective layer of the particles. Half a 
million fuel balls and graphite balls are used in the reactor, with continuous replacements (top 
in, bottom out). The pebbles go through the reactor about six times during their burnup. 
Construction of a demonstration plant for HTR-PM was started at the end of 2012 in 
Shidaowan, Shandong province. 18 modules are planned to be built there. The manufacturers 
are almost exclusively domestic companies. The principal product is electricity, which later 
can be supplemented with hydrogen generation. If the demonstration project is successful, 
China wants to sell the SMR to developing countries.  
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7 WILL THE SMALLS DISPLACE THE BIG ONES? 

Not at all! As we have seen, the goals, capacities, opportunities, challenges, economy 
and deployment are pretty different. In short term, the ongoing large reactor projects will be 
continued as too much effort have been already put into them: there is no need for sharp turn 
to SMR. In long term a “peaceful coexistence” is expected as SMR covers mainly an 
additional market segment. The new technology will enable an opening up to more vendors, 
broader supply side and greater freedom of choice for buyers – all in all it will demonstrate 
the vitality of nuclear energy.  
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ABSTRACT 

A nuclear power plant is required to maintain the heat removal capability of the reactor 

core even if accidents have been occurred. Large commercial aircraft impacts and resulting 

consequence can cause the long-term damage of safety-related systems needed to maintain a 

core cooling such as ultimate heat sink or component cooling water systems. Especially, a long-

term loss of the ultimate heat sink (LOUHS) can lead to lose an operability of systems to 

maintain the plant in a safe shutdown state (cold shutdown), and the fuel can be seriously 

damaged as a consequence of loss of cooling to fuel in the reactor. In the present study, a long 

term cooling capability under LOUHS for advanced power reactor 1400 (APR1400) is analysed 

by MARS-KS code. The realistic approach with reasonable assumptions including operator 

actions is applied to investigate a thermal behaviour in a full power operation. The plant is 

reached the hot-shutdown condition with the safety-related equipment within the first 24 hours 

after LOUHS. The external cooling water injection systems of APR1400 is used to reach a cold-

shutdown or maintain a hot-shutdown condition for 60 consecutive days. From the evaluation 

results, it shows that the reactor coolant system (RCS) can be reached the hot shutdown 

condition within 24 hours by the operation of the turbine driven auxiliary feed water pump 

(TDAFWP) and the steam generator atmospheric dump valve (SG-ADV). The RCS could be 

maintained the hot shutdown condition by only use of the steam generator, but could not be 

reached a cold shutdown condition. The once through cooling with the external cooling water 

injection in the primary system is required to lower the RCS temperature below the cold 

shutdown condition, and to maintain the plant in a cold shutdown state continuously.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The heat removal capability of the reactor core should be maintained even if accidents 

have been occurred. In recent years, it has begun to discuss the possibility of the intentional 

impact of a large commercial aircraft on the nuclear power facility, and resulting consequences 

that can cause damage to the core cooling capability. Especially, the ultimate heat sink (UHS) 

of a nuclear power plant could be completely lost if the aircraft crashes into the heat exchanger 

building of the component cooling water or the intake structure of the essential service water. 

In a regulatory perspective, it is important to assess the effects of the aircraft impact to the core 

cooling capability. 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published the aircraft impact 

assessments (AIA) rule to ensure whether the reactor core remains cooled, or the containment 

remains intact in case of aircraft impact. [1] Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) suggested the 

methodology for performing AIA for new plant designs [2], and the regulatory guidance of the 

NRC endorsed the AIA methodology. [3] The regulatory authorities in the Republic of Korea 

also established the draft requirements for the AIA, and requested for new nuclear power 

reactors to verify that the core cooling capability could be maintained under this accident. [4]  

For a containment integrity, several researchers performed the numeric assessment to 

investigate the consequences of the aircraft impact accident, and they focused on the structural 

integrity for the different types of containment building. [5,6] For a core cooling capability, the 

loss of the UHS (LOUHS) scenario was not analysed because the LOUHS was similar to the 

total loss of AC power or station blackout (SBO) accidents in a thermodynamic perspective. 

Prosek and Volkanovski investigated several scenarios for the extended SBO event by 

RELAP/MOD3.3 code, and showed effectiveness of the proposed mitigation strategy. [7] Piotr 

et al. simulated the total loss of AC power accident for European Pressurized Reactor (EPR) by 

MELCOR code, and compared with MAAP code. [8] These researches were focused on 

analysing different scenarios with various plant conditions and mitigation strategy in the early 

stage (within 24 hours after initiating the event) of the accident. Therefore, in the present study, 

a long term cooling capability under the LOUHS for advanced power reactor 1400 (APR1400) 

is analysed by MARS-KS code. The LOUHS is a beyond-design-basis event, so the realistic 

approach with reasonable assumptions including the reduced operator actions was applied to 

investigate a thermal hydraulic behaviour after the accident of the plant, which is operating in 

a full power operation. First, the core uncover and failure time was calculated without operator 

actions, and then the long-term cooling performance with appropriate operator actions was 

analysed up to 60 days. 

2 METHOD AND MODELING 

2.1 Nodalization Model for MARS-KS 

MARS (Multi-dimensional Analysis of Reactor Safety)-KS code was used to analyse the 

long-term cooling capability under the LOUHS accident. The nodalization models for 

APR1400 reactor used in this study are shown in figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows the nuclear steam 

supply system modelled to describe a thermal hydraulic behaviour of the primary and the 

secondary system, and figure 1(b) shows the multiple volume model for the containment 

presented by Bae et al. [9] As shown in figure 1(a), the primary system was modelled with the 

reactor pressure vessel (RPV), pressurizer (PZR) with the surge line, hot-legs and cold-legs, 

PZR pilot operated safety relief valve (POSRV), steam generator (SG) u-tubes, reactor coolant 

gas vent system (RCGVS), and safety injection pump (SIP) with the direct vessel injection 

(DVI).  
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               (a)    (b) 

 

Figure 1: MARS-KS Nodalization Model for APR1400 

 

The secondary side was modelled with the SG, main steam line, main-steam-safety valve 

(MSSV), atmospheric dump valve (ADV), main-steam-isolation valve (MSIV), and aux/main-

feedwater injection. The external water injections that could feed cooling water from the on-

site fire trucks were modelled in the primary and the secondary side even though they were 

non-safety-related system. The RCGVS and POSRV were connected from the primary system 

to the in-containment refuelling water storage tank (IRWST) shown in figure 1(b), and the 

safety injection to DVI was connected from IRWST to SIP. 
 

2.2 Scenario and Assumptions 

In the present study, two different cases are performed according to consideration of 

operator’s manual actions. The first case does not assume the operator actions to determine 

required time to mitigate the accident, and the second case is analysed a long-term cooling 

performance with reduced operator actions. For the first case, POSRVs are only operable 

because of passive actuation, and all other active component such as the turbine driven auxiliary 

feedwater pump (TD-AFP) and SIP are in-operable. The main assumptions for the second case 

are the following:  

 Operator actions shall not be allowed for 30 minutes after the accident. 

 Only one TD-AFP is operable in the first 24 hours, and one SIP is operable for the whole 

period. 

 The AC power in the plant is available, so the RCGVS and POSRV are operable for the 

whole period of simulation. 

 The amount of cooling water injected from the external water source to the primary system 

is simultaneously drained to the containment outside. 

 The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is maintained.  

 The ADV and MSSV are operable. 
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If the ultimate heat sink is not available, and then the room coolers for the TD-AFP and 

SIP are also in-operable because the component cooling water is not supplied to those 

components. Therefore, in the present study, it assumes that only one out of two TD-AFPs is 

operable in the first 24 hours because it was environmentally qualified in high temperature 

condition, and one out of four SIPs is operable by the sequential start/stop operation.  

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 CASE 1: Base Calculation to Determine the Required Action Time 

The initiating event is the loss of the UHS during a full power operation, and the reactor 

coolant pump and the main feedwater pump is tripped at the same time. And the reactor is 

tripped by a low coolant flow of the reactor protection system. Figure 2 shows the water level 

of the PZR and the reactor core. In figure 2(a), the blue line indicates the water level, and the 

red means the RCS temperature in a hot-leg. It shows that the RCS temperature is gradually 

increased 0.8 hour, and the PZR water level also increases due to the volume expansion of the 

coolant. About 1.2 hours, the coolant in the reactor core starts to boil. The reactor core water 

level begins to decrease and the reactor core is finally uncovered at 1.6 hours as shown in figure 

2(b).  

 

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 2: Water Level (a) Pressurizer, (b) Reactor Core 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3: (a) PZR Pressure and Discharge Flow of POSRV, (b) Maximum Fuel Cladding Temperature and 

Containment Pressure 
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Table 1: Sequence of Events 

Time Key Events 

0 sec 
Initiating the Accident (loss of the UHS) 

- Reactor trip / RCP trip / Main feedwater pump trip 

30 min 

Starting operator actions 

- Depressurizing SGs to 6 bar by opening ADVs 

- Maintaining SG inventory by controlling TD-AFP 

- Maintaining RCS inventory by controlling SIP 

1 day 

SG’s external feeding (non-safety class equipment) 

- Depressurizing SGs to the atmospheric pressure 

- Stopping TD-AFP 

- Maintaining SG inventory by using the SG’s external feeding  

30 day 

RCS’s external injection (non-safety class equipment) 

- Stopping SG’s external feeding 

- Starting once-through cooldown operation with PZR POSRV and 

RCS’s external injection 

- Draining reactor coolant to outside of containment 

 

Figure 3(a) shows that the PZR pressure and the discharge flow of POSRV. The POSRV 

is initially opened at 0.8 hours, and is repeated opening and closing by the PZR pressure. The 

fuel cladding temperature is rapidly increased after the reactor core is uncovered, and finally 

the reactor core is damaged at 1.85 hours as shown in figure 3(b).  

The results demonstrate that the reactor core would be uncovered within 1.6 hours and 

damaged within 1.85 hours if operator actions are not considered. It means that the operator 

needs to  proceed the appropriate procedure to mitigate the accident within 1 hour after initiating 

the event.  

 

3.2 CASE 2: Calculation with Operator Actions 

The sequence of event is summarized in table 1. Figure 4 and figure 5 present the 

calculated results for 24 hours after initiating the accident. The operator opened ADVs to cool 

down the RCS at 30 minutes, and controlled the aux-feedwater flow of the TD-AFP to maintain 

water inventory of SGs. As shown in figure 4(a), the SGs pressure (Red line) is decreased and 

maintained around 6 bar that is required to operate TD-AFPs. Figure 4(b) shows that water 

inventory of SGs is rapidly reduced at the initial stage of the accident, and recovered by 

operator’s action after 30 minutes. The required cooling water injected to one SG for 24 hours 

is about 770 tons (Red line in figure 4(b)), and it corresponds to approximately 50% of the aux-

feedwater storage tank’s capacity for APR1400.  

The RCS temperature is decreased by opening ADVs, and the residual heat of the reactor 

is stably removed by natural circulation cooling as shown in figure 5(a). The RCS pressure is 

also decreased by cool-down of the RCS, and maintained around 110 bar. (Blue line in figure 

5(a)) Figure 5(b) shows the PZR water level (Blue) and the SIP injection flowrate (Red). The 

PZR level is initially decreased, however, it is gradually recovered by SIP’s injection flow after 

30 minutes of the accident.  

Figure 6 and figure 7 illustrate the calculated results for 60 days. After 24 hours, the 

operator stopps TD-AFPs, and depressurizes SGs to the atmospheric pressure. The water 

inventory of SGs is maintained by using the external feeding for maintaining the secondary 
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inventory. After 3 days, the operator opens the RCGVS, so the injected coolant by SIP returns 

to the IRWST via the RCGVS. The residual heat of the reactor was almost removed by SGs, 

but the once-through flow through the RCGVS would be helpful to cool down the RCS. The 

RCS is depressurized from 110 bar to around 2 bar by opening the RCGVS, and the RCS 

temperature is decreased and maintained around 120°C as shown in figure 6(a). The SGs are 

depressurized to the atmospheric pressure, and the SGs temperature are maintained 100°C of 

the saturated steam temperature as shown in figure 6(b). The containment pressure and 

temperature are gradually increased as shown in figure 7(a) because the IRWST temperature is 

increased by the once-through flow of the primary system. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4: (a) SG Pressure and Integrated Discharge Steam by ADV, (b) RCS Temperature and Reactor Power 

 

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 5: (a) RCS Temperature and Pressure, (b) PZR Water Level and SIP Injection Flowrate 

 

After 30 days, the external feeding of the secondary system is changed to the external 

injection of the primary system because the RCS could not reach the cold shutdown mode (less 

than 99°C) by only using SGs’ cooling. The operator carries out the once-through cooling 

operation from the external injection of the primary system to the POSRV discharge. The water 

inventory is increased by the external injection, so the operator should drain the coolant to the 

outside of the containment to avoid internal flooding. As shown in figure 6(a), the RCS is cooled 

down below 100°C after initiating the external injection of the primary system. The 
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containment pressure is rapidly increased as discharging the RCS coolant to the IRWST through 

POSRVs, and is slowly decreased by draining to the outside of the containment as shown in 

figure 7(a). 

Figure 7(b) shows the total amount of the external injection for the primary (Blue) and 

the secondary (Red) systems. The accumulated primary mass flow was about 75,000 tons that 

was relatively large compared to the amount of the secondary system’s external feeding, about 

11,000 tons. 

 

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 6: (a) PZR Pressure and RCS Average Temperature, (b) SG Pressure and SG Temperature 

 

  
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 7: (a) Pressure and Temperature in Containment, (b) Accumulated Primary and Secondary Mass Flow by 

External Feeding 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

In the present study, a long term cooling capability under the LOUHS for advanced power 

reactor 1400 (APR1400) is analysed by MARS-KS code. The results show that APR1400 can 

maintain the long-term core cooling performance as the LOUHS accident has been occurred. 

The important findings by the numeric analysis in the present study can be summarized as 

follow:  
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 The operator needs to proceed the appropriate procedure to mitigate the accident (to avoid 

the core uncover) within 1 hour after initiating the event. 

 For 24 hours after initiating the accident, the RCS can maintain stable condition by only 

using the safety-related equipment such as TD-AWPs, ADVs, and SIPs.  

 In the long-term cooling perspective, the RCS cannot be reached the cold shutdown mode 

(less than 100°C) by only using the external feeding of the secondary system, but it can be 

maintained the hot shutdown mode. 

 The RCS can be reached the cold shutdown mode by using the once-through cooling with 

the external injection of the primary system and discharge of POSRVs, but a large amount 

of the RCS coolant is required to be drained to the outside of the containment. 
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ABSTRACT 

The passive safety systems of the AP1000® nuclear reactor are based on natural 

phenomena to ensure containment integrity during an accident. One of the most important 

passive systems is the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCS), responsible for cooling 

the containment in operation and during an accident, guaranteeing the core residual heat 

evacuation.  

The main objective of this research is to simulate the performance of this passive 

cooling system under operating conditions and in a LBLOCA type accident. Simulations were 

performed with the codes STAR-CCM+ 10.04 and GOTHIC 8.1 reproducing the airflow 

established by natural circulation to ensure the reactor containment cooling.  

The results of these simulations show how the cooling caused by the natural circulation 

is enough to evacuate the reactor residual heat, both in operation and under LBLOCA 

conditions. The temperature and flow stabilization during the transient evidences a balance in 

the heat exchange between the air flow and the containment surface, maintaining a suitable 

heat transfer in the containment.  

In addition, the different simulations manifest how both the air flow and the flow 

pattern formed depend on the containment temperature, and the geometry of the components 

of the Passive Cooling System and the Shield Building. The Shield Building model is a part 

of the AP1000 full containment model with the GOTHIC code, and it has been connected 

thermally to the inner containment model to simulate dynamically the PCS actuation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Westinghouse AP1000® design is and advanced Generation III+ reactor, which has 

passive features in the design of its passive systems. One of the most relevant passive safety 

systems is the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCS), whose role is to cool the 

containment in case of an accident with mass and energy release in the containment, using 

water boiling, natural steam-air circulation, steam condensation and natural convection from 

steel containment to air phenomena as heat transfer mechanism from reactor core to outside 

air. 
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The PCS is integrated in the AP1000 containment design, Figure 1. The containment 

itself is the space inside the steel liner (Steel Containment Vessel, SCV). The outer building is 

called Shield Building instead of Containment Building, as its main role is not to retain the 

fission products in case of an accident or to ensure tightness, but to protect the Steel 

Containment Vessel in case of an exterior threat.  

During normal operation, the outside air enters through openings distributed around the 

shield building and descends thought the space between the shield building and the steel 

baffle (downcomer). The steel deflector allows the airflow to change direction and ascend 

through the space between baffle and liner (riser). On this ascendant path is where the air 

heats up as it cools the containment until it reaches the chimney at the top of the Shield 

Building where it is conducted to the atmosphere again. 

In case of an accident that raises the pressure and temperature inside the SCV, the air 

natural circulation is complemented with the actuation of the PCS water tank, which is 

located in the upper part of the Shield Building. The water contained in this tank is sprayed on 

the upper outer part of the SCV. This action creates a water film throughout the outer surface 

of the liner, which cools the SCV more efficiently than the airflow alone. If the heat flux 

across the liner is high enough, the water starts evaporating, increasing the heat transfer 

capacity. In the inner part of the SCV natural recirculation takes place, at the same time the 

steam is condensed in the inner part of the liner. This mechanism (convection-condensation-

conduction-evaporation-convection&radiation) is efficient enough to avoid having an active 

safety system to cool the SCV in case of an accident, [1]. 

 
 

Figure 1: AP1000 Passive Containment Cooling System. Ref: [2] 

 The PCS performance has been simulated with several codes, some of them developed 

or modified in order to simulate the key requirements identified by the Phenomena 

Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) [3]. The COMMIX code was validated with 

experimental results [4-6], and codes as PCCSAC [7] (now PCCSAP-3D [8-10]) have used 

these COMMIX results to verify its capability. 

The PCS has been studied also with Lumped Parameter and 3D codes as GASFLOW 

[11] [12], GASFLOW-MPI [13], CONTEMP4/MOD5 [14], COCOSYS [15-17] or MELCOR 

[18]. Regarding the studies with GOTHIC, as a first reference, Westinghouse adapted the 

commercial version of GOTHIC to simulate the AP600 PCS phenomenology. Additionally, 
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the WGOTHIC code was coupled with CLIME model to simulate relevant phenomena as 

water evaporation, heat removal or mixed convection and it has been validated with large and 

small scale test [19]. Wang G. & Wang Z. used WGOTHIC to compare its results with 

GOTHIC 8.0 in an AP1000 containment model and they concluded that it is possible to use 

GOTHIC 8.0 code as a tool to analyze the AP1000 containment response [20]. Hung Z. et al. 

used GOTHIC 7.2a to create different AP1000 containment models (short-term model and 

long-term model) to simulate two accidents in order study the containment integrity during a 

LOCA [21]. The results agree with the Design Control Document (DCD) and the containment 

integrity is not compromised [21]. Lately, the GOTHIC code was used to model the 

containment safety verification via integral test (CERT), a 1/8-scale containment experimental 

facility [22]. The pressure and temperature results show that the pressure is overestimated at 

blowdown phase and the temperature is slightly different.  

In this paper, the simulation results of the air natural convection in the AP1000 

containment are presented. It has been assumed that the PCS tank is not available as a 

conservative hypothesis. The simulations have been done with GOTHIC 8.1 and STAR-

CCM+ 10.4. In the first section of the paper, an introduction to the work is done, in the 

second section the GOTHIC model and simulations are presented. In the next section, the 

STAR-CCM+ model is described and the simulation results vs GOTHIC are shown. Finally, 

the conclusions are outlined in the last section. 

2 GOTHIC 8.1 SIMULATION 

In this section, the PCS GOTHIC model is described and after it, the simulation results 

are presented; the steady state for normal operating conditions and bounding LBLOCA 

conditions (with and without protective shield). Then, a LBLOCA transient with a GOTHIC 

full containment model (including SCV) is briefly presented. 

2.1 AP1000 PCCS model with GOTHIC 8.1  

To simulate the PCS, a GOTHIC model has been created. The data has been taken from 

the available public information in the NRC webpage, specifically the AP1000 Design 

Control Document rev. 14 [2]. 

The geometry of the model represents the space between the Shield Building and the SCV, 

where the natural circulation takes place. To make it possible, it has been design with three 

subdivided control volumes, with a total number of 5080 cells,  

Figure 2: 

 Control Volume 1 (CV1) represents the downcomer (2016 cells). 

 Control Volume 2 (CV2) represents the riser (864 cells).  

 Control Volume 3 (CV3) represents the Shield Building upper part and the 

chimney (2200 cells). 

Control Volumes 1 and 2 has been done developing the volumes and connecting them 

in the lateral side, due to the difficulties to mesh in GOTHIC such narrow circular spaces. 

Control Volume 3 is a normal 3D volume.  

Eighteen openings have been created to represent the sixteen windows in the Shield Building 

design, but keeping the total area. This discrepancy in the number of windows was justified to 

ensure a better mesh with one window occupying one full cell, see Control Volume 1 mesh in  
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Figure 2. Each window was linked to a pressure Boundary Condition with the pressure value 

correspondent to the atmospheric pressure at this elevation. The atmospheric air temperature 

was set to 26.85 ºC, as an estimation of standard atmospheric conditions. The chimney was 

connected to four pressure Boundary Conditions, each one for each fluid cell, see Control 

Volume 3 mesh in Figure 2. 

The heat transfer between solid structures and fluid regions has been simulated through 

heat conductors. The surface area, the thickness and the material properties have been taken 

from the DCD. The baffle thermal conductors connect the downcomer with the riser, allowing 

natural convection in both sides of the conductor. The Shield Building conductors connect the 

downcomer with the atmosphere. The atmosphere heat transfer has been set with a HTC (5 

W/m∙K of convection coefficient, an estimation from analytical correlations) and Temperature 

Boundary Condition with a bulk temperature of 26.85 ºC. The heat transfer by radiation was 

neglected. 

To simulate the temperature conditions inside the SCV during a LBLOCA, the 

temperature has been fixed to 150 ºC, which is the maximum temperature allowed in a 

containment Design Basis Accident, [2]. At the same time, the PCS water tank has been 

supposed to be unavailable. Both hypotheses create very conservative conditions for the PCS, 

as the energy released is maximum and the only heat transfer mechanism is the air natural 

convection.  

Two models were created; one with the protective shield (red colour in Figure 1) and 

other without it (v. 2.1), to see the influence of this component in the airflow and maximum 

temperature.  

 
 
 

Figure 2: PCCS GOTHIC 8.1 model. 

2.2 GOTHIC 8.1 simulation results: steady state full power vs bounding LBLOCA 

conditions. 

The first cases simulated were the ones corresponding to steady state full power 

conditions (T_liner= 40 ºC) and bounding LBLOCA conditions (T_liner=150 ºC). This 

boundary condition (T_liner=150 ºC) is a bounding condition of a LBLOCA as it is the 

maximum temperature expected during the transient, according to the DCD. 

The simulation results of the air velocities between both cases are different: at full 

power conditions, the average velocity of the air through the containment riser is 1.6 m/s and 

V1: 

Downcomer 
V2: Riser V3: Chimney 
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under LBLOCA conditions is 4 m/s. The outlet air temperature results are  30 ºC at full power 

and 49.2 ºC in LBLOCA conditions.  

2.3 GOTHIC 8.1 simulation results: protective shield sensitivity under bounding 

LBLOCA conditions. 

Two models were created; one with the protective shield (red colour in Figure 1) called 

v2.1 and other without it (v1.1), to see the influence of it in the airflow and maximum 

temperature. In both v1.1 and v2.1 model, the fluid patterns are the expected: the air enters the 

lateral windows of the shield building, then it goes down through the downcomer, turns 180º 

in the lower part of the baffle and goes up in the riser, getting hotter by convection with the 

liner. Then, the velocities decrease as the air expands in the upper part of the Shield Building 

and leaves it through the chimney. There is a difference between v1.1 and v2.1 in terms of 

flow patterns as the protective shield modifies the flow trajectories in the upper part of the 

Shield Building, see ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.. The consequence 

is that in the v2.1 model, there is a flow region with a higher temperature than in the v1.1 

model just between the upper part of the SCV and the protective shield. Nevertheless, the 

average temperature difference between both models in this region is small, 1.1ºC (50.7ºC for 

v1.1 and 51.8ºC for v2.1). 

 
Figure 3: PCCS GOTHIC 8.1 model. Air velocity: v1.1 (left) and v2.1 (right). Bounding 

LBLOCA conditions. 

2.4 GOTHIC 8.1 simulation results: full containment model. LBLOCA sequence. 

A full containment model was created, linking the PCS model with the SCV model 

[23]. The PCS (v2.1) is thermally connected with the containment by means of the metal 

liner. In GOTHIC 8.1  two out of three control volumes that simulate the PCS (V1 and V3, fig 

2) are connected with Thermal Conductors (TC) to the containment inner side in the SCV 

model. 

The liner dome located in the chimney volume (4s, where “s” stands for “subdivided”), 

figure 4) is connected to the SCV model with a TC (23s). One side of this TC is associated to 

the blockage which represents the outer liner dome (cup geometry) and the other side is 

associated to a blockage (cup geometry) which represents the dome structure inside the 

containment in the SCV model (1s,  upper part of figure 4, below the boundary conditions 

(1F-4F)). 
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Figure 4. AP1000 GOTHIC full containment model. Control volume thermal 

connections scheme 

The thermal connection in the cylinder liner has to be done differently because of the 

cylinder geometry representation in PCS model. One side of a thermal conductor (22s), in this 

case the containment inner side is associated to a blockage (cylinder geometry), and the other 

side is connected to the riser in the control volume 3s (Figure 4) where the thermal conductor 

is spanned along the annulus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to analyse the influence of the PCS in the pressure and temperature transient a 

DBA accident has been simulated with the GOTHIC model. The mass and energy release of a 

LBLOCA was taken from [24]. Figure 5 shows the comparison between the containment 

model without PCS model and with PCS model for full containment Pressure and 

Temperature. The results show that PCS has an small impact during the first stage of a 

LBLOCA sequence and maximum P/T values are quite similar. This is a first verification of 

the AP1000 full containment model. Other LOCA and severe accident sequences will be 

simulated in the near future with this model. 
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Figure 5. Average temperature and pressure evolution in the containment during 

LBLOCA 

 

3 STAR-CCM+ 10.04 AP1000 PCS SIMULATION 

In this section, the STAR-CCM+ 10.04 AP1000 PCS model is described and thereafter 

the simulation results are presented and compared with the GOTHIC ones. 

3.1 AP1000 PCCS model with STAR-CCM+ 10.04  

Due to the high computational cost of a model with STAR-CCM+, the geometry does 

not represent the full containment, as the GOTHIC model did. Thanks to the symmetry of the 

Shield Building, the model is axisymmetric (1/8 of the full containment), Figure 6-left. The 

mesh consist of 1.7 M hexaedrical cells, with 5 inflation layers per wall surface to capture 

adequately the wall phenomena (friction and heat transfer), ¡Error! No se encuentra el 

origen de la referencia.. 

The boundary conditions are stagnation inlet for the air entrance and pressure outlet for 

the chimney exit. The inlet air temperature is 26.85 ºC and the bounding LBLOCA conditions 

are simulated with a constant liner wall temperature of 150 ºC. The conditions for the lateral 

walls are symmetric (rotational periodicity). The heat transfer by radiation was not 

considered. 

        
Figure 6: PCCS STAR-CCM+ 10.04 model: geometry and mesh. 

3.2 STAR-CCM+ 10.04 vs GOTHIC 8.1 steady state simulation results 

Regarding the airflow patterns in the PCS, the results of both codes are comparable 

qualitatively, Figure 77. Nevertheless, STAR-CCM+ is able to capture phenomena that 

GOTHIC cannot, due to the much finer resolution of the mesh. The three main phenomena 

captured in STAR that were not capture in GOTHIC were: a recirculation zone in the inlet, a 
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recirculation zone in the lower part of the baffle and a recirculation zone in the upper part of 

the Shield Building, before the chimney, Figure 8. These facts made the GOTHIC model to 

underestimate the pressure drop compared to STAR-CCM+, and therefore the maximum air 

velocity is higher in GOTHIC (4 m/s) than in STAR-CCM+ (3 m/s). This influences also the 

temperature reached at the air outlet, being 50 ºC in GOTHIC and 60 ºC in STAR-CCM+. 

These results could allow to adjust the GOTHIC PCS model in order to obtain similar 

velocity and temperature results than the STAR-CCM+ ones. 

 
Figure 7: PCCS simulation: air velocity. GOTHIC 8.1 (left) vs STAR-CCM+ 10.04 (right) 

 

   
 

Figure 8: PCCS STAR-CCM+ 10.04 simulation: air velocity(details of the recirculation zone 

in the inlet (left), the recirculation zone in the lower part of the baffle (middle) and the 

recirculation zone in the upper part of the Shield Building (right)). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusion is that, even with the huge differences of mesh (5k cells in the 

GOTHIC model and 1.7M cells in the STAR-CCM+ model), GOTHIC is able to reproduce 

similar results in terms of flow patterns, air velocity and heat transfer. 

Due to the lack of experimental results in the open literature, this comparison code to 

code has been taken as a first step for the construction of the full 3D containment model in 

GOTHIC. These results could allow to adjust the GOTHIC PCS model in order to obtain 

similar velocity and temperature results than the STAR-CCM+ ones. 
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ABSTRACT 

The non-interruptible power supply system is essential for safe operation and accident 
mitigation and recovery at the currently operating nuclear power plants. This system provides 
power to essential systems during the event of loss of offsite and onsite alternate current 
power sources referred to as station blackout (SBO). 

This paper presents the results of statistical analysis of the non-interruptible power 
supplies failure or deficiency events registered in two reviewed databases. The paper includes 
events registered in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Licensee Event Reports 
(LERs) database and the IAEA International Reporting System (IRS) database. Both 
databases are screened for the relevant events registered in period 2000-2015.  

The identified events will be classified into the multiple categories considering: plant 
state, circumstances, type of events, type of equipment failed or concerned, detection of the 
event and direct cause.  Events will be classified into single best matching category with the 
exception for the characteristic related to the failed or concerned equipment which can be 
multiple.  

Main results of the analysis and observations for prevention and mitigation of the loss 
of essential power system will be given. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The NPP electrical energy distribution system can be generally divided into offsite and 
on-site power system [1]. 

The NPP on-site power system [2] consists of electric equipment and systems of the 
NPP that are essential for plant operation and safety. The safety related on-site power 
subsystem includes the electric equipment and systems that are essential in preventing 
significant release of radioactive material to the environment including emergency reactor 
shutdown, containment isolation, reactor core cooling and containment and reactor heat 
removal. 

Loss of alternating current (AC) to the essential and nonessential switchgear buses in a 
NPP (i.e., loss of off-site electric power system concurrent with turbine trip and unavailability 
of the on-site emergency AC power system) is referred to as a station blackout (SBO). The 
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NPP should be designed to cope with the station blackout for a given time period referred to 
as station blackout cooping time [3].  

Station blackout does not include the loss of available AC power to buses fed by station 
batteries through inverters or by alternate AC sources. The loss of all AC power is referred to 
as extended blackout.  

The batteries of the power system provide direct current (DC) to the inverters that 
power the essential instrumentation and control (I&C) systems in the NPP. The IAEA defines 
I&C systems important to safety as I&C systems whose malfunction or failure could lead to 
radiation exposure of site personnel or members of the public [4]. Examples  of I&C systems 
[5] important to safety include: reactor protection and control systems, systems for monitoring 
and controlling reactor cooling and systems for monitoring and controlling emergency power 
supplies. These systems are connected to non-interruptible power supplies that provide 
electrical power within the tolerances specified by the design basis of I&C systems. 

The essential I&C is supplied with electrical power from multiple power sources 
through non-interruptible power supplies including station batteries in case of loss of all other 
alternate current power sources. The inverters have power electronics that convert the direct 
current from batteries to the alternating current. The inverters normally include the rectifiers 
that are utilized for the charging of the batteries. The inverters and batteries together are 
referred as the non-interruptible power supply system. 

2 BACKGROUND, SCOPE OF THE STUDY & EVENTS CLASSIFICATION 

During the 2015 Steering Committee annual meeting of the European Clearinghouse on 
Operational Experience Feedback (OEF) for Nuclear Power Plants (NPP), the participating 
European Nuclear Regulators requested to perform a topical study on events related to failure 
of deficiency of the non-interruptible power supply system in the nuclear power plants. 

This paper presents part of the results of the engineering and statistical analysis of 
relevant events identified in two operational events databases.  

The paper includes events registered in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
Licensee Event Reports (LERs) database and the IAEA International Reporting System (IRS) 
database. Both databases are screened for the relevant events registered in period 2000-2015. 

The scope is limited to events which resulted in non-interruptible power supplies failure 
or deficiency regarding any of their functions (parameters of the provided electricity, capacity 
of the system). The scope include all components of the non-interruptible power supplies as 
well as busses powering essential I&C and corresponding interconnections.  

The analysis included the failures of all main components of the essential power system 
including: batteries, chargers/rectifiers including control logic/system; direct current buses; 
inverters, alternate current buses for essential I&C and failures of other systems affecting or 
disrupting non-interruptible power supply system. 

Figure 1 features a simplified schematic design of NPP power system with main 
components of the non-interruptible power supplies.  

The events originated in components outside the system boundaries but significantly 
affecting the performance of components inside the boundaries are also included in the study. 
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Figure 1: NPP Electrical Power System with indicated scope of study 

3 RESULTS 

In the US NRC LERs database was screened with utilization of database search tool and 
relevant keywords and their combination for period 2000-2015. The 56 identified events are 
selected as relevant for the analysis. 

The IAEA International Reporting System for Operating Experience (IRS) database was 
searched to identify representative events for the same time period. Initially, there were 47 
event reports identified in the first screening and 15 events were selected for detailed analysis. 

The events are classified into 6 categories considering: plant state, circumstances, type 
of events, type of equipment failed or concerned, detection of the event and direct cause.  

Each event is classified into single best matching category with the exception for the 
characteristic related to the “failed or concerned equipment”. 

3.1 Plant State 

The events counts and percentage distribution by plant status in U.S. NRC LERs and 
IAEA IRS database are given on Figure 2. 

  

Figure 2: Events counts by category (U.S. NRC LERs & IAEA IRS) 
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Figure 2 shows that largest count in NRC LER is registered for events during power 
operation that contribute 86% to the total number of events. 

Figure 2 shows that largest count in IAEA IRS is registered for events during power 
operation contribute 73% of all registered events. 

3.2 Circumstances 

The distribution of the events considering the circumstances in two analysed databases 
(NRC-LER and IAEA-IRS) is given on Figure 3.  

  

Figure 3: Events counts by "Circumstances" (U.S. NRC LERs & IAEA IRS) 

Figure 3 shows that in U.S. NRC LERs the largest number of events is registered during 
normal power operation with 45%. This is followed by inspection and functional test with 
23% and maintenance activities with 20%. 

For events registered in the IAEA IRS database, as shown in Figure 3, the largest 
number of events is registered during normal power operation mode with a share of 40%. 

3.3 Type of event 

Events identified in U.S. NRC LERs classified by their type and modes are given in 
Figure 4.  

  

Figure 4: Distribution of "Type of Events" (U.S. NRC LERs & IAEA IRS) 

Figure 4 shows that the largest number of events is registered for "Partial loss of power" 
events with comparable number identified for the "Degraded state" events.  

Figure 4 shows that the largest number of events is registered for "Partial loss of power" 
events. Smaller number of events is registered for the "Total loss of power" and "Degraded 
state" events.  

3.4 Type of equipment failed or concerned 

The classified events in the U.S. NRC LERs database considering the "Type of 
equipment failed" are given on Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: LOOP events counts by "Type of equipment failed" (U.S. NRC LERs & 
IAEA IRS) 

Figure 5 shows that the largest number of events in the U.S. NRC LERs database is 
registered for the inverter and batteries failures. 

The distribution of events in IAEA IRS is given in Figure 5, showing that the largest 
number of events is registered for the inverter and rectifier failures. 

3.5 Detection of failure 

Figure 6 show that largest numbers of events in U.S. NRC LERs are identified by the 
fault report in the control room followed by the events registered during maintenance 
activities and test. Figure 6 show that largest numbers of events in IAEA IRS are identified by 
the fault report in the control room. 

 

Figure 6: Events counts by "Detection of failure" (U.S. NRC LERs and IAEA IRS) 

3.6 Direct cause  

The number of the events registered in U.S. NRC LERs by the direct causes are given 
on Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: LOOP events counts by "Direct causes" (U.S. NRC LERs and IAEA IRS) 
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Figure 7 shows that the largest number of events in U.S. NRC LERs is resulting from 
electrical deficiency. The similar result is obtained for the IAEA IRS "Direct causes" given in 
Figure 7. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The results of statistical analysis of non-interruptible power supplies failure registered 
in two reviewed database, NRC LER and IAEA IRS, are presented. Both databases are 
screened for the relevant events registered in period 2000-2015.  The identified events are 
classified into the predefined categories considering: plant state, circumstances, type of 
events, type of equipment failed or concerned, detection of the event and direct cause. 

Obtained results show that considering circumstances largest number of events is 
registered for during normal power operation in both databases. Largest number of events is 
registered for "Partial loss of power" events in both databases with comparable number of 
events identified for the "Degraded state" in the NRC LER. Largest number of events resulted 
from inverter and batteries failures in NRC LER and inverter and rectifier failures in IAEA 
IRS. Most of the events registered in both databases are identified by the fault report in the 
control room. Electrical deficiency is identified as major direct cause for the events in the 
analysed databases. 

The number of the events of failures of essential power system is mot negligible and 
requires further and detail analysis. Observations and lessons learned from those studies can 
be beneficial for the improvement of the reliability of the essential power system and 
consequently the nuclear safety. 
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ABSTRACT 

Paragraph 7.2.1.6 of EPRI’s Advanced LWR URD (Electric Power Research Institute’s 

Advanced Light Water Reactor-Utility Requirements Document) [1] stipulates : “During 

power operation the reactor shall be designed to accommodate an unintended control rod 

drop”. To prevent the reactor trip when single 12-finger Control Element Assembly (CEA) is 

dropped or its spurious signal come out from Advanced Power Reactor 1400 (APR 1400), a 

new solution is developed and presented herein. Whenever such an event occurs during the 

normal plant operating, a turbine runback signal is initiated to reduce the reactor power 

followed by the turbine power decrease automatically instead of initiating a reactor trip. 

Through this operation, reactor power is reduced to 80 % from the full power automatically, 

and the integrity of fuel is guaranteed without the reactor trip. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Considering single failure criteria, the most important design basis of the Core 

Protection Calculator System (CPCS) is to ensure that a single failure cannot prevent a valid 

reactor trip. To assure this, each CPCS then uses the more conservative of the two Reed 

Switch Position Transmitters (RSPT) in its final Departure of Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) 

and Local Power Density (LPD) calculations. This design compensates for an RSPT failure 

that incorrectly misses the position of a CEA and thereby results in an erroneous non-

conservative CEA position in all four CPCS channels, because the CEA position will be 

correctly detected by the second RSPT on that same CEA, and the correct CEA position will 

be used in all the four CPCS channels. Based on the above design, APR1400 CPCS 

incorporates total 93 CEA with two RSPT sensors. This means that there are 186 trip sources 

related to CEA position.  

The CPCS is designed to initiate a reactor trip when single 12-finger CEA is dropped 

using the Penalty Factor (PF) calculated by CEA processor to ensure the fuel integrity. In 

Korea, thirteen (13) nuclear power plants implementing the CPCS have been operated since 
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the Hanvit NPP unit 3 started its commercial operation in 1995. The Optimized Power 

Reactor 1000 (OPR1000) in Korea has experienced the reactor trips more than fourteen times 

due to the low DNBR and high LPD trips by the CPCS whenever occurring the single 12-

finger CEA drop event or receiving its spurious signal from the plant during normal plant 

operating from 1995 to 2008 since the Hanvit NPP units 3&4 were put into commercial 

operation, and the results are as follows: 

• Reactor trips based on the real CEA drop : Seven (7) times 

• Reactor trips based on the spurious signals of RSPT : Seven (7) times 

2 TWO MAJOR SYSTEMS  

Two major systems [2] are used to implement the reactor trip prevention logic as 

follows; 

2.1 Reactor Power Cutback System  

The Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) for APR1400 in Korea normally operates 

with minor perturbations in power and flow. Certain large plant imbalances can occur 

however, such as a large turbine load rejection, turbine trip or loss of two of three operating 

main feedwater pumps. Under such circumstances, maintaining the NSSS within the control 

band ranges can be accomplished by rapid reduction of NSSS power at a rate which is greater 

than that provided by the normal high speed CEA insertion.  

The RPCS is a control system designed to accommodate certain types of imbalances by 

providing a “step” reduction in reactor power. The step reduction in reactor power is 

accomplished by the simultaneous dropping of one or two preselected groups of full strength 

regulating CEAs into the core. The CEA groups are dropped in their normal sequence of 

insertion. The RPCS also provides control signals to the turbine to rebalance turbine and 

reactor power following the initial reduction in reactor power as well as to restore SG water 

level and pressure to their normal controlled values.  

2.2 Core Protection Calculator System  

Most PWR protection systems determine the approach to Specified Acceptable Fuel 

Design Limit (SAFDL) based on analogue thermal margin/low pressure trip functions which 

are based on measurements of external core conditions with margin to compensate for the 

unmeasured effects of varying control rod positions. However, the CPCS trip algorithms 

determine these limits based on real time digital dynamic projections of LPD and DNBR 

based upon ex-core neutron flux, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure, RCS temperature, 

reactor coolant pump speed and control rod positions. Since control rods directly affect power 

levels and power distribution in the reactor core, measurements of control rod positions 

(including measurements of potential control rod position deviations that directly affect power 

symmetry), are an important component of the DNBR and LPD algorithms. 

The CPCS consists of four safety channels (A, B, C, D) according to IEEE Std. 603. 

Each channel independently calculates and generates DNBR and LPD partial trip signals from 

a CPC within the channel. The APR1400 reactor has 93 CEAs. The position of each CEA is 

measured by an analog measurement device called an RSPT. To compliance with the single 

failure criteria, ideally there would be four RSPTs measuring each CEA position 

independently for each CPCS channel [3]. This would allow each CPCS channel to 
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independently calculate DNBR and LPD values based on its own sensor data. However, due 

to space limitations in the reactor head area, including the necessary space for channel 

separation, there can be only two RSPTs for each CEA. These are designated as RSPT1 and 

RSPT2. 

3 METHOD TO PREVENT A REACTOR TRIP WHEN SINGLE 12-FINGER 

CEA IS DROPPED 

In this paper, to prevent the reactor trip when single 12-finger CEA is dropped or its 

spurious signal exists, several techniques were introduced into CPCS to filter spurious signals 

out. These were not ultimate solution. Therefore, the following approach is developed and 

implemented in Shin-Kori NPP Units 3 & 4. 

3.1 Approach for the Prevention Logic 

To prevent the reactor trip when single 12-finger CEA is dropped or its spurious signal 

come out from, a new solution is presented in this paper. Whenever single 12-finger CEA is 

dropped or its spurious signal exists during normal plant operating, a turbine runback signal 

from the CPCS through the RPCS to the TCS is initiated to reduce the reactor power 

automatically, and the calculation of the PF in the CPCS is skipped using thermal margin in 

the Core Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS). Without the PFs in CPCS, the 

DNBR and LPD trip signals are not initiated when single 12-finger CEA is dropped or its 

spurious signal comes out from. Through this operation, reactor power is reduced to 80 % 

from the full power automatically and the integrity of fuel is guaranteed.  

The safety analysis according to the single 12-finger CEA drop is applied to the CPCS 

to protect reactor core by applying the radial peaking factor increase according to the 12-

finger CEA drop by applying the penalty for CEA subgroup deviation. 

However, in case of single 12-finger CEA drop, the method is proposed to ensure the 

safety of the core by setting a sufficient Required Overpower Margin (ROPM) of the COLSS 

to compensate for the radial peaking factor increase, instead of applying the PF into the 

CPCS. In order to do this enhancement, more ROPM is needed than the existing one. This can 

be achieved by introducing new PLUS7 fuels with improved thermal margin and nuclear 

design data for accident analysis by reducing the excessive conservativeness of the radial 

peaking factor increase by introducing  the 3D analysis method. 

Nevertheless, there is one more thing to consider. The trip due to the CPCS required by 

the safety analysis has been removed, but another trip from the behaviour of the reactor due to 

the 12 finger CEA drop is additionally generated. When the CPCS PF for 12-finger CEA drop 

is removed and if no action is taken in the system, the reactor core coolant temperature 

decreases due to the output imbalance of the primary and secondary sides. The output balance 

of the primary and secondary sides is achieved under different operating conditions due to the 

effect of coolant temperature and moderator temperature. In this case, according to the 

performance evaluation, the reactor shutdown will occur due to the CPC Variable Overpower 

Trip (VOPT). The increase in the reactor power appears in the quadrant opposite to the 

dropped CEA with the highest output level due to the MTC (Moderator Temperature 

Coefficient) effect and the influence of the temperature compensation effect (temperature 

shadowing factor).  
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3.2 Analysis Result for System Performance  

When single 12-finger CEA falls, the corresponding CPC channel of the dropped CEA 

is tripped due to the out-of-sequence logic in the CPC. If one trip signal occurs in the 

remaining three CPC channels, a reactor shutdown eventually follows to occur. In the 

remaining three CPC channels, the most likely reactor trip is the CPC channel in the opposite 

quadrant to the dropped CEA with the highest power output level. An off-the-shelf instrument 

signal production for CPC performance analysis also produces a signal in the quadrant 

opposite the drop control rod.  

 

Reactor power transition 

 

Turbine power transition 

 

Primary temperature transition 

 

CEA group 5 transition 

 

Figure 1: Plant major parameter transition when a single CEA drops  

 

The possibility of reactor trip other than DNBR and LPD is assessed to be VOPT in the 

CPCS because of the falling of the single CEA. The performance analysis for the plant is 

performed with KISPAC code which is used for real design phase analysis [4]. As a result of 

analysis of the system performance for all cases at the initial 100% of the plant power, it is 
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analysed that there is no possibility of reactor trip by the CPCS due to the actual single CEA 

drop and/or the CEA error signal shown in Figure 1.  

3.3 Application in Man-Machine Interface System 

To prevent the VOPT reactor trip, the secondary side output (i.e., turbine output) must 

be reduced quickly, which can be achieved through turbine runback/setback functions. 

Proposed system is configured to generate turbine runback to prevent reactor shutdown due to 

CPCS VOPT after dropping the CEA, so that the following functions are basically 

maintained : 

1) The CPC recognizes the 12-finger CEA drop. 

2) The CPC provides the turbine runback request signal to the RPCS. 

3) The Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS) provides turbine runback permission 

signal to the RPCS based on setpoint. 

4) The RPCS passes the "AND" gate of the CPC's turbine runback request signal and 

the SBCS turbine runback enable signal.  

5) The RPCS provides turbine runback signal to the TCS. 

6) The TCS reduces the turbine power to 80 % from 100 %. 

7) Reactor power is reduced to 80 % from 100 % according to turbine power. 

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram for stopping reactor trip when a 12-finger drops 

 

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the systems to prevent the reactor trip when single 

12-finger CEA of the SKN 3 & 4 is dropped. There are two ways of linking the signal 
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between the CPCS and the RPCS as network-based and hardwired, but it is determined by 

hardwired method in terms of reliability of signal transmission. There is no design change 

because TCS uses the existing turbine runback signal. The signal processing between the 

CPCS and the IPS (Information Processing System) uses datalink. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Through this solution, the EPRI URD 7.2.1.6 requirement to prevent the reactor trip 

when single 12-finger CEA is dropped is fully satisfied. This will enhance the plant safety and 

reduce the plant trip possibility in APR1400 NPPs. This will be incorporated in SKN 3&4 

which will become commercially operated in 2016. 
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ABSTRACT 

Creep damage detection in pressurised steam line components is a major concern in the 
power generation industry. Currently, replica metallography is used to inspect these 
components. This method can only detect surface defects; however, evidence indicates that 
creep damage develops first inside the pipe wall and does not appear at the wall surface until 
the pipe is almost ready to fail. This results in catastrophic component failures which cost the 
industry more than €500,000 in lost revenue per day out of operation.  
To combat this, we are currently commercialising the CreepUT system, which employs a 
proprietary Ultrasonic (UT) technique that enables the early detection of sub-surface creep 
damage. We are an industrially driven consortium with significant expertise in field inspection 
services and NDT product development. The upgrade towards the TRL-9 is being done by 
refinement of the hardware electronics and software, and by making the CreepUT system more 
ergonomic, to be used by technicians. A major part of the project is focused on validating the 
performance of the system in an industrial power plant. Activities as well target towards 
certifying the CreepUT product and setting-up a customer services department.  
This paper presents current technical achievements of the project - ongoing improvements in 
the system mechanical design, electronics and software. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this paper the goal of CreepUT project and its current status will be presented. In 
particular, definition of defects that will be inspected by the CreepUT scanner along with 
working environment conditions will be described. 

2 CREEP 

Creep is a phenomenon which appears in many materials when exposed to elevated 
temperature and mechanical strain and is common in industrial facilities where high 
temperatures are used, such as thermal power plants. It is manifested as voids that appear along 
the grain boundaries because of atom diffusion due to high temperature and mechanical strain 
(Figure 1).  Size of the voids is measured in µm. Due to the weakening of the material with the 
appearance of voids, stress in the material increases which in turn drives the growth of the voids. 
Eventually the voids will connect into micro-cracks and with time into macro-cracks (Figure 
2).  

 

Figure 1: The nature of early stage creep damage starting as small voids at the grain 
boundaries [1]. 

 
Figure 2: Growth of voids driven by diffusion of atoms [1]. 

The effects of creep can be divided into several stages (Table 1) and it advances slowly 
through the early stages, but once the voids start connecting into micro cracks it rapidly evolves 
into bigger defects that can seriously damage the infrastructure (Figure 3).  
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Table 1: The VGB classification for creep damage in susceptible materials [2]. 
Assessment 
class 

Structural and damage conditions 

0 As received, without thermal service load 

1 Creep exposed, without cavities 

2a Advanced creep exposure, isolated cavities 

2b More advanced creep exposure, numerous cavities 
without preferred orientation 

3a Creep damage, numerous oriented cavities 

3b Advanced creep damage, chains of cavities and/or 
grain boundary separations 

4 Advanced creep damage, micro-cracks 

5 Large creep damage, macro-cracks 

 

 
Figure 3: The typical creep curve, illustrating three stages of creep [1]. 

 

The creep damage levels of interest in this project are 3a and 3b. Also, most affected by 
creep are welds, especially on the edge of the heat affected zone (HAZ) next to the parent 
material. This zone has been found to be particularly susceptible to creep induced damage and 
faster development of voids and creation of cracks, which can lead to destruction of a welded 
joint on lower temperatures and pressures than it was designed for. This project has thus been 
primarily concerned with detecting creep in early stages in this zone. 
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Figure 4: Excavated crack caused by creep on a Y-joint weld 

3 ULTRASONIC SCANNER 

Currently, the only way to assess how creep evolves is surface replication. Although using 
surface replication has the ability to detect very small individual voids (down to 1 µm in size), 
it is restricted to surface of the component under test. There is, however, considerable evidence 
that supports the case where initial creep begins inside of the material and damage spreads 
below the surface before any manifestation is detectable on the surface [3]. Therefore, in this 
project the ultrasonic method of inspection is being used to detect creep, primarily due to the 
ability of ultrasonic devices to detect defects below the surface. 

Due to very small voids that are required to be detected, a high frequency ultrasonic needs 
to be used since the wavelength has to be smaller than the defect that is to be detected, otherwise 
the sound wave would just pass around the defect. The frequency chosen in this project is 25 
MHz, which is a lot higher than what is usually used for industrial purposes (1.5 – 15 MHz) 
and has the ability to detect defects larger than 0.2 mm. Although with this frequency we cannot 
detect individual voids it is possible to detect groups of voids. There is a possibility of using 
higher frequency transducers, but as the frequency increases so does the sound attenuation and 
greater noise is generated so it would be difficult to penetrate deep into material. Even a 
frequency as low as the one that is used in this project causes some problems with surface 
roughness and requires fine polishing before scanning (see Section 4). 

The CreepUT project is a continuation of previous CreepTest project which was made to 
test the feasibility of using ultrasonic devices to detect small defects created by creep influence 
in stages 3a and 3b according to the VGB classification. CreepTest project showed that it is 
possible to detect such defects, but it was only crated for, and tested in, laboratory conditions 
and CreepUT project aims to create a scanner that will be able to withstand working conditions 
and give feasible results in such conditions. 
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Figure 5: Model of scanner without probe holder 

4 WORKING CONDITIONS 

The scanner created by this project will have to be able to withstand environmental 
conditions inside a thermal power plant, which means it has to endure elevated temperatures, 
dust concentration and humidity. Additionally, coupling between ultrasonic probe and surface 
of the pipe is water, so the scanner has to be waterproof. 

CreepUT scanner resilience and reliability testing environment was chosen in 
collaboration with Testing, Research and Standards Centre (TSRC) of the Public Power 
Corporation S.A. (PPC) in Greece and will be done in coal powered thermal power plants in 
northern Greece near the town of Ptolemaida. Testing in these power plants poses another 
challenge in design of the scanner since those power plants use lignite as fuel which has a high 
concentration of dust that is released when it is burned and it causes thick layers of dust in the 
facility and also high concentration of dust in the air. Since the ultrasonic equipment has very 
high frequency in order to detect small defect created by creep in early stages even small 
particles of dust can cause errors during scanning process. 

 
Figure 6: Dust concentration in coal powered thermal power plants 
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Also, big problem in testing is caused by the sensitivity of the ultrasonic probe. In 
particular, its ability to detect very small defects causes surface roughness to impede the testing 
and generates too much noise, so the surface has to be polished down to a 1 µm roughness to 
achieve adequate results. Because polishing to such fine roughness is expensive it was 
concluded that scanning will be done on 4 points around the pipe with an increment of 90 
degrees between them, but if necessary the scanning will be done on more points around the 
pipe.  

 
Figure 7: Example of pipes to be examined 

5 CURRENT PROGRESS 

The project is still in progress and will last till April, 2019. Currently the mechanical part 
of the scanner is being constructed by TWI Ltd. in U.K. and INETEC in Croatia, while the 
electronic and software parts of the scanner are being made by KTU in Lithuania. Also, TWI 
Ltd. is preparing testing specimens in their laboratories, which will be induced with creep at 
different levels, and TSRC is making arrangements for testing in PPCs power plants during 
their maintenance outage in March-April 2018.  
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ABSTRACT 

The European Network on Operating Experience Feedback (OEF) for Nuclear Power 
Plants has been established to enhance nuclear safety through dissemination of lessons 
learned from Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) events, and to provide help in Operational 
Experience Feedback (OEF) process primarily to nuclear safety Regulatory Authorities and to 
their Technical Support Organizations within the EU. One of the main Clearinghouse 
deliverables is Topical Study and so far, there are twenty studies already published. The most 
recent one is Topical study on NPP Design Deficiency.  

Topical study on NPP Design Deficiency has been conducted to review the worldwide 
OE from events where design deficiencies are addressed. The sources of analysed events are 
the IAEA International Reporting System (IRS), the US NRC Licensee Event Reports (LER), 
the French Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN), and the German 
Gesellschaft für Anlagen und Reaktorsicherheit mbH (GRS) Operational Experience (OE) 
databases. The main objective of this study was to extract the generic and case-specific 
lessons from the events contained in the databases, and to provide recommendations to the 
members of the European Clearinghouse. More specifically, study was aimed to reveal latent 
weaknesses of nuclear power plants created in the design phases i.e. before start of NPP 
operation. Thousands of the event reports have been screened and 774 were selected for 
further study. 

For the purpose of the study all applicable events were categorised, in the first place, to 
provide events phenomenology type's distribution. The objective was to group the events 
around a common topic which presents a general issue. All selected event reports were 
classified into families according to different criteria. Finally, the six Common Major Issues 
have been defined to properly summarise most of the concerns related to design. Accordingly, 
the 29 recommendations are grouped under six topics: Unanalysed condition, Robustness of 
design, Ageing, Internal and External Hazard, and Quality of Documentation. 

Additional finding in this study came from the evaluation of the detection mode, i.e. 
how design deficiencies have been detected by licensees. It has been identified that, for IRS 
database, the design issues have been most often revealed by an event with actual 
consequences, rather than, as it would be desirable, by engineering reviews, inspections or 
surveillance activities. The number of detection by actual consequences is increasing over 
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time. Therefore, design reviews and other methods to detect design deficiencies need to be 
more encouraged. 

Licensees have been probably already informed about all important events described in 
this study through different OE communication channels and implemented appropriate actions 
to prevent reoccurrence on their site. Therefore, recommendations from described reports 
should be used to check if applicable ones have been adequately implemented in affected 
NPPs, or if further assessment should be performed, to prioritize necessary changes. 

However, it is also important to note that design process management flaws are evident 
in all events on which main recommendations are based. Therefore, a successful management 
should establish high level of safety and strong culture of safety. To establish effective safety 
strategy necessary for preventing accidents and mitigating the consequences, management 
should integrate good design and engineering features by providing adequate safety margins, 
diversity and redundancy. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The European Network on OEF for NPPs, or “European Clearinghouse”, was 
established in 2008 by European nuclear safety regulators to promote sharing of operating 
experience and disseminate lessons learned from Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) operation. The 
centralised office of the European Clearinghouse is operated by the Joint Research Centre 
(JRC) of the European Commission. 

In depth analyses of families of events - Topical studies, are one of the main technical 
tasks of the European Clearinghouse. These studies are identifying main reoccurring causes, 
contributing factors and lessons learned. They also provide recommendations for reducing the 
possibility for reoccurrence of similar events in the future. 

The Topical report "Events related to Design Deficiency" [1], requested by European 
Clearinghouse members, provides an analysis of the event reports in which design deficiency 
played the main or contributing role in development of event. This report was prepared in 
cooperation with the Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN), France, and 
Gesellschaft für Anlagen und Reaktorsicherheit mbH (GRS), Germany. These institutes 
analysed information from their respective databases, while JRC processed information from 
the IAEA International Reporting System (IRS) and US NRC Licensee Event Reports (LER). 
Finally, JRC staff combined all results and presented it in the study. 

The European Clearinghouse also issued the topical report Analysis of Nuclear Power 
Plants Modifications Events [4] in 2011, which covered NPP events related to modifications 
of Structures, Systems and Components, process software, operational limits and conditions, 
operating procedures and management systems. The Topical Study on NPP Design 
Deficiency study avoided overlapping with that study. "Design deficiency" study is dealing 
with NPP design phase's problems that often require design modifications, while design 
deficiencies in "Modifications" study are mostly coming from the deficiency in modification 
process.  

This paper presents the main results of a study described in the Topical report "Events 
related to Design Deficiency" [1]. The study has been conducted to review the recent 
worldwide operating experience and extract the lessons worth to be learned and 
recommendations to improve the safety performance of nuclear plants. The work covers all 
kinds of commercial power reactors currently or recently in operation. Four sources of 
operating experience for the study have been taken from the IAEA IRS, the US NRC LER, 
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the IRSN, and the GRS Operational Experience (OE) databases. Thousands of event reports 
were screened to select those more relevant for the objectives of the study. 774 event reports 
were chosen for further in-depth study. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

Performed study used data from Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) reported events databases 
- one international and others from France, Germany and United Sates of America.  

2.1 Screening 

To select all relevant events for the study, it was necessary to carry out a screening of 
the information sources used for the study. Used databases are structured in a different way 
with different searching capabilities. For these reasons, the screening criteria were specific for 
each database. Therefore, all selected reports were examined and only those with the most 
valuable lessons were selected for further in-depth analysis.  

The IRS events from last 26 years were retrieved and from 581 event reports selected 
for screening, 297 were retained for the detailed analysis.  

The IRSN database - SAPIDE contains events that occurred in the French NPPs and 
reported since 1973. 103 events from this database were selected for study.  

The German database VERA contains reportable events since 1975. All reported events 
that occurred at German NPPs between 1992 and 2011 were examined and 218 events were 
selected for further study.  

In the US NRC LER database, identification of events relevant for the study resulted in 
341 events. After further analysis, it was decided to use events from 1990, so 156 events were 
selected for further study.   

In total, 774 events have been chosen for in-depth analysis. 

 

2.2 Categorisation  

All selected event reports were classified into categories and families. To group the 
events with similar characteristics, specific sets of families were defined and specific 
assumptions used. This grouping of the events is performed to understand the phenomenology 
of observed events and to help in the extraction of valuable lessons and recommendations. 

Two main pre-defined categories of events were "General plant design 
characteristic/principle affected" and "Design phase concerned". First one is based on IAEA 
safety standard SSR-2/1, "Safety of Nuclear Power Plants: Design" [2], which gives general 
plant requirements for Design basis, Design for safe operation over the lifetime of the plant, 
Human factors, Other design considerations and Safety analysis. The second category 
originates from IAEA GS-G-3.5, "The Management System for Nuclear Installations" [3]. 
Examples of families in this category are “Design initiation”, “Specification of scope and 
planning”; “Work control and planning of design activities”, “Configuration management”, 
etc. 

Other important pre-defined categories include: “Specific plant systems affected”; 
“Affected components”; “Detection mode”; “Impact on safety”; and “Corrective measures”. 
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2.3 Analysis 

The categorisation of events was performed to reveal a phenomenological type's 
distribution of events. It was a simple way to identify dominant event’s families. Events 
grouped around a common topic can disclose a general issue. Depending on impact on safety, 
they can provide the most valuable lessons to stakeholders.  

Since predefined categories could not unambiguously point to the areas that need the 
most of attention, one additional technique has been employed to extract the most important 
topics of concern in the area of NPPs design deficiencies. After the Problem Statement of 
each event has been defined, all Problem Statements were examined and distributed to new-
defined groups, which become the set of Common Major Issues. Those were separately 
analysed and general recommendations based on events under each topic were defined. 

3 RESULTS 

The high dispersion of results in seven main categories from four databases has been 
identified. Additionally, some obvious deficiencies could not be satisfactorily categorised in 
pre-defined categories. Therefore, an additional exercise has been performed which revealed 
the six Common Major Issues that properly summarise most of the concerns related to design. 
These six issues categories are topics that cover 29 recommendations from this study. 
Distribution of these issues categories is presented in graph in Figure 1: Common Major 
Issues.  

 

Figure 1: Common Major Issues1 

According to graph, almost half of US LERs are grouped under "Unanalysed 
Condition" topic. This inconsistency may be result of different reporting criteria, which may 
be more rigorous regarding unanalysed or not-predicted conditions, but also because of rigor 
review process in the USA since more than half of events have been detected by review 
process. Other three databases are showing similar distribution. 

                                                 
1 The values are presented as percentage of total number of selected events in each database 
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3.1 Main findings 

"Unanalysed conditions" group is the most dominant common issue. There are eight 
recommendations defined. Failure to recognise potential safety problems is directly related to 
this topic since many controls and analyses didn’t detect those problems.  In most of the cases 
design failed to appropriately identify either the initiators or contributors of design basis 
accidents, or the failure modes of safety systems during accident conditions.  

The second important group of discovered deficiencies is "Instrumentation and Control" 
(I&C) for which roots of problems are closely connected with design phases. Regarding 
Design Basis Accident (DBA), the IAEA Requirement 19 [2] ask to use DBA to define the 
design bases, i.e. performance criteria for safety related systems and equipment that are 
necessary to control DBA conditions. Unfortunately, some events showed that some I&C 
components important in DBA are vulnerable under those conditions. Therefore, eight 
recommendations were defined to help in the prevention of these I&C weaknesses. 

Design lacking of the necessary robustness can easily bring safety systems in 
undesirable state because of minor deviations from normal operating conditions. That kind of 
events could be prevented if the design process had been performed in accordance with 
standards and proven practice. Requirement 18, “Engineering design rules” of [2] states that 
"methods to ensure a robust design and proven engineering practices shall be applied in the 
design of a NPP to ensure that the fundamental safety functions are achieved for all 
operational states and for all accident conditions." Each issue in this category (debris in 
containment during LOCA, fretting pipes and conduits, power switches too sensitive to 
vibrations and valves stuck by dirt/corrosion) has not been sufficiently considered by the 
relevant engineering discipline. 

The group of "Ageing" deals with events related to inappropriate ageing management 
defined in design phases. Requirement 31 of [2] states: “The design for a nuclear power plant 
shall take due account of ageing and wear out effects in all operational states for which a 
component is credited, including testing, maintenance, maintenance outages, plant states 
during a postulated initiating event and plant states following a postulated initiating event”.  
Engineering Safety Features pumps vibrations, corrosion in primary circuits, subsidence of 
piping, pollution effect, different types of corrosion and other issues addressed under this 
topic caused, contributed or could cause the serious failures of safety systems.  

"Internal and External Hazard" group of recommendations deals with problems that 
have not been identified and their effects not properly evaluated during design phases, and 
therefore created the potential for human induced events that can affect the safety of the NPP. 
Requirement 17 of [2] states that “Hazards shall be considered for determination of the 
postulated initiating events and generated loadings for use in the design of relevant items 
important to safety for the plant…”.  

An important phase in the design process encompasses the detailed design and 
production of design documentation. IAEA GS-G-3.5, The Management System for Nuclear 
Installations [3] states that “calculations, analyses and studies should be documented in 
sufficient detail and should be controlled in such a manner that subsequent users of the 
design, in the various stages of the lifetime of the installation, can understand the design and 
make informed decisions”. State of art technologies that offer integrated systems for all NPP 
drawings, records and other dependent documents, and provide smart interconnections and 
fast access through user-friendly interfaces (e.g. Plant Information Model) should make this 
topic less important in the future. Anyway, lessons from the past made this topic still actual. 
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3.2 Additional findings 

It was noticed that number of events in "Actual consequences" family, from "Detection 
mode" category, is fairly greater than in other families. Since the IRS collects events from 
NPPs from all over the world, this was considered important for further examination. 
Therefore, a trend graph for this category was created (Figure 2: Trend graph of detection 
modes of design deficiency in IRS). According to the graph, the number of events detected by 
actual consequence is increasing through the time.  

Sudden drop in number of events that are detected by surveillance and reviews may be 
the indicator of obsolete or inadequate deficiency detection methods. To avoid this trend, it 
seems necessary to employ some new detection approaches or improve existing ones. 

 

 Figure 2: Trend graph of detection modes of design deficiency in IRS2  

The other three databases show a much higher percentage of deficiencies identified 
through reviews, maintenance, etc. Thus, USA, France and Germany are considered to have 
more adequate approach in detection of reported deficiencies. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the main results of topical study that has been conducted by the 
European Clearinghouse to review the worldwide operating experience from NPP design 
deficiencies events. Many valuable lessons and recommendations are extracted and addressed 
to improve the safety performance of nuclear power plants.  

Four databases of operating experience were used for the study: the IAEA International 
Reporting System database, the Licensee Event Reports of the US NRC, the French 
operational experience database SAPIDE and the German operational experience database 
VERA. Thousands of event reports were screened and 774 reports were selected for in-depth 
study. These event reports were judged to be good source for valuable lessons and 
recommendations. 

                                                 
2 The values are presented as percentage of total number of selected events in given period 
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Selected events were examined and classified according to different criteria, in order to 
get good insight into the nature of the design deficiency problems. The qualitative assessment 
of the events is the main part of the review and main outcome is presented in the form of 
lessons learned and recommendations. 

Additional analysis of failure detection methods was performed for events reported 
through IRS. It was found that design deficiencies are detected mainly in reports with events 
with actual consequences, and not by engineering reviews, inspections or surveillance 
activities, which should be more desirable. Furthermore, the trend of this type of detection 
mode showed increase over time. It is concluded that design reviews and other methods to 
detect design deficiencies should be more promoted and encouraged in some countries. The 
USA, French and German databases showed a higher percentage of deficiencies identified 
through reviews and maintenance.  

Many NPP licensees are informed through different OEF communication channels 
about events described in Topical study of NPP design deficiency. They probably already 
implemented appropriate actions to prevent reoccurrence on their site. Therefore, applicable 
recommendations from described event reports should be verified for adequate 
implementation in affected NPP. 

Recommendations from Topical study of NPP design deficiency are more general and 
they are expected to help licensees and regulatory authorities to define other actions to 
prevent similar events. It is also very desirable to discuss all recommendations with senior 
managers of NPPs These 29 recommendations s study are distributed under following six 
topics that present common major issues which summarises most of the concerns related to 
design: 

• Unanalysed conditions,  

• Instrumentation and control,  

• Robustness of design, 

• Ageing,  

• Internal and external hazard, and  

• Quality of documentation. 

Design process management flaws are evident in all events on which main 
recommendations are based. Therefore, a successful management should establish high level 
of safety and strong culture of safety. To establish effective safety strategy necessary for 
preventing accidents and mitigating the consequences, management should integrate good 
design and engineering features by providing adequate safety margins, diversity and 
redundancy [5]. 
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1 ABSTRACT 

On 5 December 2013 the European Union Council directive 2013/59/EURATOM laying 

down basic safety standards for protection against the dangers arising from exposure to ionising 

radiation (BSS Directive) was adopted. The new BSS Directive is introducing several new 

approaches, therefore some important adjustments in Slovenia had to be done. This article 

describes how the process of transposition was designed and implemented, what were the major 

challenges and what were the solutions. 

The first step of the transposition was done already while the first draft of the future BSS 

Directive was still discussed in Brussels. The first Table of Concordance (TOC) was prepared, 

where for each article of the draft directive the corresponding article in the national legislation 

was identified. In cases where there were not yet appropriate legal requirements available in 

existing legal acts the provisional solution for their implementation was proposed. The major 

challenges are the improvement of protection against radon and changed requirements for 

building materials and consumer products. 

After the adoption of the BSS Directive the TOC was reviewed again this time setting 

more concrete goals how and into which legal act to transpose individual articles and/or 

chapters of the BSS Directive. The transposition team was created from the members of 

Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration and Slovenian Radiation Protection Administration. 

It was concluded that majority of requirements from the BSS Directive will be transposed into 

the revised Act on protection against ionizing radiation and nuclear safety, while some parts 

will go into subordinate legally binding acts.  

Towards the end of 2016 the draft Act was open for public comment. All the comments 

received before the end of that year were considered and most of them also incorporated into 

the revised text. In the spring 2017 the Act went through the inter-ministerial discussion and 

was adopted by the Government in the beginning of July 2017. It is expected to be passed by 

the Parliament in fall 2017. Subordinate legal acts are being prepared in parallel. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

After many years of preparation on 5 December 2013 the European Union Council 

directive 2013/59/EURATOM [1] laying down basic safety standards for protection against the 

dangers arising from exposure to ionising radiation (BSS Directive) was adopted. It is 

requesting from all the EU Member Countries to transpose its provisions into national 

legislations by 6 February 2018. Like all the other EU member countries in Slovenia we have 

initiated the process of transposition very early. The new BSS Directive is based on the similar 

directive from 1996 (Directive 96/29/Euratom) and is also integrating several other directives 

related to the use of high activity sealed sources of ionizing radiation, requirements for outside 

workers, medical exposure and public information (89/618/Euratom, 90/641/Euratom, 

97/43/Euratom and 2003/122/Euratom).  

As all above mentioned directives were already transposed into the existing Slovenian 

legal system, there was no need for writing legislation from scratch. However, the new BSS 

Directive is introducing several new approaches and requirements in different areas, therefore 

some important adjustments in Slovenian legal frame had to be done.  

The main aim of this article is description of how the process of transposition was 

designed and implemented. The reshuffling of legislation of such magnitude and assurance of 

its quality were such a managerial challenge, that we believe it is worth being described. The 

major challenges and solutions in the area of radiation protection are just mentioned in the next 

chapter. They are described in detail in legislation itself and in all the supporting documentation 

produced during its creation. 

 

3 MAIN CHALLENGES AND NEEDS FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN NATIONAL 

LEGISLATION 

The new BSS Directive has merged together five existing directives, which have all been 

transposed into Slovenian legal system in the past. Therefore not everything had to be prepared 

from scratch and the basic structure of Slovenian legally binding documents in that area could 

stay the same. Practically all relevant arrangements in Slovenia are implemented around the 

existing Ionising Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Act (IRPNS Act) [2] which has been 

in force since 2002. The new BSS Directive, however, introduced also several new solutions or 

requirements, which were the challenge for us as they are for the other countries in European 

Union. The following are the most important ones: 

3.1 Clear distinction between three exposure situations: planned, existing and 

emergency 

Already in the existing version of the IRPNS Act legal arrangements have followed such 

distinction. There were provisions how to handle existing exposure situations due to past 

activities. In practice a lot has been done in that respect in last years in Slovenia, so that now 

the number of non-licensed or non-registered existing situations is negligible. For planned 

exposure situation the existing IRPNS Act is requiring the exposure evaluation, which was the 

basis for licencing requirements for each radiation practice. Also the arrangements for 

emergency situations are in place and needed just to be adjusted to new requirements of the 

BSS Directive. 
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Concepts of dose constraints, dose limits and reference levels are clearly defined and 

prescribed in the new legislation.  

3.2 Control of exposures due to naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) and 

radon 

This has required major improvements in our legislation as most of BSS Directive 

requirements are new. It is now prescribed by the IRPNS Act that the national programme for 

reduction of exposure to NORM and radon has to be prepared. However, the new BSS requires 

more detailed distinction of these two programmes. 

The reference level of 300 Bq/m3 of indoor radon concentration is introduced, which is 

significantly lower than before. It is foreseen that this requirement will represent the highest 

part of implementation costs arising from the new IRPNS Act as it might touch considerable 

part of population and entrepreneurs. On the other hand general reduction of the exposure to 

radon might contribute the most to the reduction of consequences to the health of population 

due to the use of ionizing radiation or nuclear power. Indoor radon contributes to the frequency 

of lung cancers. That type of cancer causes death of more than 1000 people per year in Slovenia. 

The foreseen actions (radon reduction programme including widespread measurements in 

Slovenia, improvement of old buildings, change of construction standards and control of 

building materials at the market) could in the future save tens of lives. 

3.3 Control of non-medical exposures and consumer products  

In the past this issue was not recognized to be of major concern in Slovenia. However, 

the appropriate provisions from the BSS Directive are now transposed into the new IRPNS Act. 

The implementation of new requirements for control of consumer good was also introduced 

and now represent a challenge for implementation. 

3.4 New dose limits for eye lenses 

The BSS Directive introduced reduced doses for eye lenses lower for the factor 7.5. The 

new dose limit of 20 mSv was now written into the new IRPNS Act, while before dose limit of 

150 mSv was prescribed in one of subordinated government ordinances. 

3.5 The role of the European Commission and international cooperation 

The new IRPNS Act now incorporates required provisions about reporting to the 

European Commission and about international Peer Review missions. 

3.6 Improvement of emergency preparedness arrangements. 

In addition to clearly defined reference levels for emergency situations provisions for 

harmonisation of responses among European Union member states in case of nuclear 

emergency have been introduced. Requirements for the development of plans for post-accident 

management of contaminated areas were introduced. 

3.7 Exemption and clearance levels are equal  

The BSS Directive introduced the equal specific activity levels for the exemption of 

practices from regulatory control and for the clearance of materials from authorised practices.  
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4 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

4.1 Preparations for transposition 

The process of preparation of the BSS Directive in Brussels was very long. Their first 

drafts were available at the end of the year 2009 and early in 2010. Already at that time it was 

clear that it would take several years before it might be adopted as EU Directive and another 

three to four years before the deadline for the transposition. Our internal estimation at that time 

was that we can expect its requirements to become mandatory for member states towards the 

end of 2015 or even 2016. We were wrong, the transposition date is now 6 February 2018! 

However, the first step of the transposition of new BSS into Slovenian legal system was 

done already in 2010. The special working group at the Slovenian Nuclear Safety 

Administration (SNSA) has prepared the first Table of Concordance (TOC) where for each 

article of the draft directive the corresponding article in the national legislation was identified. 

In cases where there were not yet appropriate legal requirements available in existing legislation 

the provisional solution for their implementation was proposed. Already at that time it was clear 

that the BSS Directive will have to be transposed into number of different legally binding 

documents. The main one remains Ionising Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Act but in 

addition it was identified that some provisions of the directive will have to be transposed into 

at least two governmental decrees and at least 12 rules issued by different ministries.  

 

4.2 The methodology of transposition 

After the adoption of the BSS Directive the TOC was reviewed again this time setting 

more concrete goals how and into which legal act to transpose individual articles and/or 

chapters of the BSS Directive. The transposition team was created from the members of 

Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration and Slovenian Radiation Protection Administration. 

It was concluded that majority of requirements from the BSS Directive will be transposed 

directly into the new IRPNS Act, while some parts will become requirements of the subordinate 

legally binding acts. 

The Table of Concordance (TOC) became the main instrument for control of 

transposition. In summer 2015 its form has crystalized into the table with 4 columns as 

presented in the figure 

 

Figure 1: Example of the content of the master Table of Concordance 

In the left column is the content of each article of the BSS Directive, the second column 

is corresponding text from Slovenian legal act (existing one or one which has been under 

preparation as a draft), the third column is available for any comments and was mainly used 

during the development and the last column is the acronym of the Slovenian legal act into which 

the particular article of BSS Directive is transposed. Most of them are transposed into the new 

IRPNS Act, but in addition some provisions went into 14 other Government decrees or 

Ministerial rules, while several provisions are already properly implemented in Slovenia in 
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other legislation like in the general Act on inspection or Act on protection against natural and 

other disasters. 

Special emphasis was given to the quality control of documents being developed. The 

current version of TOC was available to all members of the transposition team at the shared 

disk space. Its editing and correction, however, was allowed only to two team members. At the 

same time each team member, responsible for drafting individual documents, was responsible 

for his/her master version of that particular draft. He/she had to include in a form of footnote to 

each article in the draft the reference to the article of the BSS Directive being transposed. By 

such arrangements the traceability of transposition was ensured from both sides. By looking 

into the TOC it is now easily possible to determine to which piece of Slovenian legislation each 

and every article of the BSS Directive has been transposed. On the other hand from footnotes 

in the drafts of new legislation it is possible to quickly determine what is the basis in BSS 

Directive for that particular paragraph. 

To make the whole process even more complex we had to take care not only of the 

transposition of the BSS Directive, but also of the Council Directive 2014/87/Euratom of 8 July 

2014 [3] amending Directive 2009/71/Euratom establishing a Community framework for the 

nuclear safety of nuclear installations [4] , Council Directive 2011/70/EURATOM of 19 July 

2011establishing a Community framework for the responsible and safe management of spent 

fuel and radioactive waste [5] , WENRA Reference Levels [6] and IAEA GSR Part 7 

Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency [7]. For each of them the 

separate Table of Concordance was maintained and appropriate footnotes were included into 

the master drafts of newly prepared legal documents. 

 

4.3 The drafting process 

In the summer 2015 after initial TOC at that time, still full of comments and question 

marks, was reviewed and in principle agreed by the team, the first draft of the new IRPNS Act 

was drafted by one senior staff member. The existing Act was taken as a starting point and all 

recognized needs for improvements were added. The number of articles has increased from 

existing 145 to about 185. Because of this and since a substantial number of articles in existing 

Ionising Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Act have to be amended it was already at the 

beginning of this drafting exercise decided that the draft of the Radiation Act should be prepared 

in the form of the “new” Act rather as the amendments to the existing one. 

In the following year, i.e. till the end of summer 2016, the very detailed scrutiny by the 

team of each and every issue in the new draft has followed. The core of the team consisted of 

the senior staff members from Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration and Slovenian 

Radiation Protection Administration. Two to three lawyers were permanently included. There 

were several strategic challenges to be solved like how to design the control of radon, how to 

select which radiation practices should be licensed and for which only registration would be 

enough or what should be appropriate reference levels for emergency situations.  

In parallel with the drafting of the new IRPNS Act several Government ordinances and 

Ministerial rules were open for redrafting and/or amendments. The process of their preparation 

was similar to the main one for the new act: Single person was assigned as the main drafter, he 

or she has prepared the first draft and then the team would go through and finalize it. 

The transposition team was meeting frequently and regularly to sessions lasting several 

hours each. As a rough estimate about 4-5 man years of work was invested into that process. 

Once the team has reached the agreement on all new articles of the new IRPNS Act or other 
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subordinate drafts, the internal debate in both administrations was open seeking additional 

comments and proposals. However, since the key personnel was already part of the 

transposition team, not many comments were received. 

 

4.4 Public and stakeholder comments 

Towards the end of 2016 the draft of the new IRPNS Act was open for public comment. 

That included the comments from all relevant stakeholders ranging from operators of nuclear 

facilities, license holders for radiation practices and the users of sources of ionizing radiation, 

radiation protection experts to nongovernmental organisations and local communities as well 

as members of general public. Everybody was invited to comment and send proposals. 

In less than two months we have received more than one hundred comments from thirteen 

interested persons (individuals and organisations) ranging from complicated conceptual 

questions to small language improvements [8]. The transposition team has reviewed each and 

every comment or proposal and either adopted it or prepared the answer why it believes it is 

not relevant and should not be taken into account. However, in general it could be concluded 

from comments and proposals that there is considerable understanding among professional 

community and general public about the importance of changes being introduced through the 

BSS Directive and also with the way how the improvement of Slovenian legislation was drafted. 

In parallel with the public debate the draft of the new IRPNS Act was also reviewed by 

the Expert Council on Radiation and Nuclear Safety, the advisory body on nuclear safety to the 

Minister of environment and to the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration. They have also 

proposed several improvements, but again have confirmed the general direction of changes is 

appropriate. 

In January 2017 all the comments from public debate together with answers were 

published at the SNSA web page.  

At the same time the draft of the new IRPNS Act was sent to the European Commission 

for their opinion. In accordance with the Article 33 of the EURATOM Treaty, member states 

shall communicate to the European Commission national draft provisions transposing 

EURATOM legislation. The communication shall be done after the national consultation 

procedure is completed or at least three months before their adoption. European Commission 

may issue recommendations within three months after draft provisions are communicated. 

However, by the time this article is written no comments were received. 

 

4.5 Inter-ministerial coordination, Government approval and adoption at the 

Parliament 

Immediately after the public consultation was concluded the draft IRPNS Act was 

prepared for the inter-ministerial commenting, which is the mandatory process before the 

Government adopts the draft and sends it to the Parliament. During that process all the 

ministries and all the special governmental offices have the possibility to comment and request 

improvements if they determine that the new part of legislation could have influence to the 

areas of their responsibilities. In addition to ministries also Language service and Office of 

legislation have to give their approval.  

The language services proved to be unexpectedly demanding. Their task is that all the 

legal documents in the country are using correct Slovenian language. Their experts are experts 

for Slovenian language, not for nuclear and radiation technology. It took us quite some time to 
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come with them to an agreement about the use of special nuclear or radiological terminology, 

some of them being in use already decades but not known outside the professional circles. 

Another demanding discussions were with the Office of legislation, which takes care that 

legislation is in accordance with the Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia and that it is 

properly related to other legislation in force in the country. There were several solutions in the 

draft that needed to be explained in detail to them in order to find mutually acceptable 

improvements of the text. 

In that phase the harmonization with the Ministry of defence, responsible also for the civil 

protection and emergency arrangements in case of accidents, proved to be demanding primarily 

because of not harmonizing with them in earlier stages. On their request all the provisions 

related to emergency preparedness had to be moved from the new IRPNS Act and subordinate 

Ministerial rules into the Government ordinance subordinated to the Act on protection against 

natural and other disasters.  

Another challenging harmonization was with the Ministry of finances regarding the 

financial provisions in case of the bankruptcy of the licence holder and with the Ministry of 

infrastructure regarding the legal status of the public service in charge of radioactive waste 

management. 

A substantial number of corrections, amendments and clarifications was needed also in 

coordination process with other ministries and public bodies. For example, the Information 

Commissioner had a number of comments in the area of personal data protection, the Ministry 

of Labour, Family, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities in the area of harmonization with 

the law governing health and safety at work, the Ministry of Public Administration in the area 

of procedural solutions (notification and registration of practices, partial opinions in procedure 

of approving of construction of new nuclear installation, withdrawing a licence, inspection) and 

the Ministry of Justice in the area of infrastructure facilities, penal provisions and ensuring 

human rights in case of nuclear accident.  

In addition to the above mentioned harmonization and coordination activities a so called 

“MSP Test” had to be prepared, analysing all the financial effects of the new act on the 

economy. A similar analysis was prepared also for the financial effects of the new act on state 

budget. The supporting documents for the Governmental approval of the new act had to include 

a detailed assessment of current situation and reasons for preparing new act, objectives and 

basic principles of the new act, the main solutions of the new act, analysis of legal systems in 

other EU States and harmonisation with the EU Acquis, the assessment of different 

consequences of the new act, implementation of the new act after the adoption, analysis of the 

public hearing, detailed explanations of each proposed article of the new act and text of drafts 

of all new second-level regulation, which need to be issued after the adoption of the new act. 

There are 14 such drafts of different regulations in different stage of preparations, from very 

rough drafts to drafts already in public hearing. These 14 regulations will replace eight existing 

ones in the areas covering radiation practices, while 13 existing regulations, mainly from the 

areas of nuclear safety and security and shipments will remain in force also on the basis of the 

new act. 

In the beginning of July 2017 the Government of Slovenia has approved the draft of new 

IRPNS Act and has sent it to the Parliament of the Republic of Slovenia for the adoption. It is 

expected that the new IRPNS Act will be adopted in fall 2017. By that the majority of BSS 

Directive transposition will be done. In parallel we are working on preparation of several 

Government decrees and Ministerial rules, which are expected to be adopted before the end of 

the year 2017. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The transposition of such a complex legal act as BSS Directive was very challenging task 

for the relatively small team of experts in Slovenia. All the activities had to be planned and 

implemented effectively and efficiently. The strict quality control during drafting process 

helped us to prepare consistent draft. It was further improved by the scrutiny of public 

comments from all the relevant stakeholders. It is expected that in the near future the new act 

as the cornerstone of the transposition will be adopted in the Parliament. After that its 

implementation will bring changes also in a daily work of radiation practitioners and benefits 

to the general public.  
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ABSTRACT 

Many European countries have developed their nuclear emergency preparedness and 
response systems without giving much attention to what their neighbors are doing, which has 
lead to more or less significant differences. Should a nuclear emergency occur, these 
differences can lead to uncoordinated response. As a result, populations would feel unequally 
protected depending on where they live. 

Croatia and Slovenia are the examples of neighboring countries where several 
components of the nuclear emergency preparedness and response system have yet to be 
harmonized. As Krsko NPP is located only some 10 km from the border, the efforts are being 
made by both sides to improve the status in this area. 

The paper focuses on emergency planning zones. The first part provides the summary of 
current international recommendations and the overview of how planning zones are defined in 
the European countries. In the second part the situation concerning Krsko NPP emergency 
planning zones is described.  As the efforts to harmonize the zones didn't produce any results 
so far, two ways to proceed are examined. The first option would be to continue with the 
harmonization efforts until the solution acceptable for both sides is reached and to stay with 
the current planning zones in the meantime. The second option, which seems more likely at 
the moment, would be to continue to strive for the harmonization, but also to try to ensure as 
much coordinated response as possible in the period before the zones are harmonized.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

By definition, an emergency is a non-routine situation which necessitates prompt action 
[1]. Depending on the type of emergency, the action needs to be more or less prompt. For 
instance, in case of river floods a period of unfavorable weather conditions will usually 
precede, providing valuable time to try to prevent flooding and to prepare for the rescue 
operations. Nuclear accidents are, unfortunately, the types of emergency where certain 
protective actions usually have to be taken within hours or even faster to be effective [2]. 
Moreover, required actions might be both complex and time consuming. That's why in order 
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to be able to take actions effectively the preparation has to take place before the accident 
occurs (i.e. in the so-called preparedness phase). 

The areas in which necessary preparations are made are called emergency planning 
zones. The size of such zone is usually given as a radius of a circle centered at the source of 
the potential release. However, the actual boundary of the zone should be established to 
conform to the geographical features such as roads, rivers or administrative boundaries. In a 
particular emergency, protective actions might be warranted only in certain parts of the zone. 
On the other hand, for the worst possible emergencies protective actions might be needed also 
outside the zone. 

The differences in the definitions of the emergency planning zones between the 
neighboring countries could potentially lead to uncoordinated response should an accident 
occur. This applies especially if the location of an emergency is close to a national border, 
which is exactly the case with Krsko Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) situated only some 10 km 
from the Croatian/Slovenian borderline. The importance of harmonizing in this field is 
recognized for quite some time by both counties. 

In this paper most relevant international recommendations related to the emergency 
planning zones are presented and compared. Also, the praxis in the definition of the zones in 
the EU and neighboring countries is explained. After that, current status of the zones for 
Krsko NPP is described and the ways/options to proceed with this issue are discussed. As a 
conclusion, the answer to the question put in the title of the paper is proposed. 

2 MOST RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

EU legislation does not define emergency planning zones, nor does it recommend the 
sizes of the zones. The IAEA publications, however, have covered this subject 3 times during 
the last 15 years and each time the recommendations were altered more or less significantly. 
In 2003 EPR-Method was issued [3] in which 3 zones were proposed: 

1) Precautionary Action Zone (PAZ), 

2) Urgent Protective Action Planning Zone (UPZ) and 

3) Food Restriction Planning Radius1. 

The sizes of the zones are given in the second column of Table 12. In 2007 Safety 
Standards GS-G-2.1 were published [4]. In this document wider range was recommended for 
the UPZ, while food restriction planning radius was not covered at all (see Table 1, third 
column). The publication EPR-NPP Public Protective Actions [2], issued in 2013, is the latest 
IAEA document where the recommendations related to the emergency planning zones are 
given. The following zones are anticipated: 

1) Precautionary Action Zone (PAZ) - An area where comprehensive 
arrangements are made at the preparedness stage to notify the public and have 
the public start to take urgent protective actions and other response actions 
within one hour of the declaration of a General Emergency. The goal is to 
initiate protective actions and other response actions before the start of a release 
warranting protective actions off the site, in order to prevent severe deterministic 
effects. 

                                                 
1 Such area is also known as the "Longer Term Protective Action Zone" (LPZ). 
2 All sizes in the table refer to the reactors with thermal power of more than 1000 MW. 
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2) Urgent Protective Action Planning Zone (UPZ) - An area where 
comprehensive arrangements are made at the preparedness stage to notify the 
public and have the public start to take the urgent protective actions and other 
response actions within about one hour of the declaration of a General 
Emergency. The goal is to initiate protective actions and other response actions 
before or shortly after the start of a release warranting protective actions off the 
site. 

3) Extended Planning Distance (EPD) - The distance to which arrangements are 
made at the preparedness stage so that upon declaration of a General Emergency 
instructions will be provided to reduce inadvertent ingestion and dose rate 
monitoring of deposition conducted to locate hotspots following a release which 
could require evacuation within a day and relocation within a week to a month. 

4) Ingestion and Commodities Planning Distance (ICPD) - The distance to 
which arrangements are made at the preparedness stage so that upon declaration 
of a General Emergency instructions will be provided to place grazing animals 
on protected feed, protect drinking water supplies that directly use rainwater, 
restrict consumption of non-essential local produce, wild-grown products, milk 
from grazing animals, rainwater and animal feed and stop distribution of 
commodities until further assessments are performed. 

Recommended sizes of the zones are presented in the fourth column of Table 1. The 
comparison with GS-G-2.1 indicates that the range for the PAZ stayed the same and that 
lower bound of the UPZ range was increased from 5 to 15 km. The Extended Planning 
Distance (EPD) is newly defined zone, while the Ingestion and Commodities Planning 
Distance (ICPD) corresponds to the former Food Restriction Planning Radius. 

Table 1: IAEA recommendations development 

Emergency planning zone/distance 
Recommended radius (km)  

EPR-Method 
(2003) 

GS-G-2.1 
(2007) 

EPR-NPP 
(2013) 

Precautionary Action Zone (PAZ) 3-5 3-5 3-5 

Urgent Protective Action Planning Zone (UPZ) 25 5-30 15-30 

Extended Planning Distance (EPD) - - 100 

Food Restriction Planning Radius / 
Ingestion and Commodities Planning Distance (ICPD) 

300 - 300 

Besides the recommendations provided by the IAEA, it is important to mention the ones 
jointly formulated by the Heads of the European Radiological Protection Competent 
Authorities (HERCA) and the Western European Nuclear Regulators Association (WENRA). 
In 2014 those two institutions agreed on “HERCA-WENRA Approach for better cross-border 
coordination of protective actions during the early phase of a nuclear accident” [5]. It 
presents general European mechanism for the coordination of emergency preparedness and 
response, which should be independent of the accident scenario. New approach aims to 
prevent the situations presented on the left side of Figure 1, i.e. to align the response between 
neighboring countries as shown on the right side. 
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Figure 1: Uncoordinated (left side) and coordinated response (right side) 

HERCA-WENRA Approach also offers a simplified scheme for the coordination in case 
of a severe accident requiring rapid decisions for protective actions when little or no 
confirmed information is available. In such cases protective actions should be decided on the 
basis of the plant status and weather conditions. Concerning the emergency planning zones, 
HERCA and WENRA consider that in Europe evacuation should be prepared up to 5 km 
around nuclear power plants and sheltering and iodine prophylaxis up to 20 km. Furthermore, 
a general strategy should be defined in order to be able to extend evacuation up to 20 km and 
sheltering and iodine prophylaxis up to 100 km. 

Although HERCA/WENRA Approach was issued only one year after the IAEA EPR-
NPP Public Protective Actions and although both documents should reflect the lessons 
learned from Fukushima accident, the recommendations are not the same. The differences 
relate not only to the names3 and sizes of the zones but also to the ways the protective actions 
should be implemented. Certainly, this does not make life easier for those who would like to 
achieve the compatibility with both approaches. For instance, the IAEA promotes 
implementing protective actions in the PAZ and UPZ in all directions (i.e. within the whole 
circular area) arguing that the wind direction is not easily predictable and that it will change 
during the accident anyhow. HERCA and WENRA promote implementing actions only in 
certain sectors if wind direction is known and steady. 

3 PRAXIS IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

Within the scope of the study entitled "Review of current off-site nuclear emergency 
preparedness and response arrangements in EU member states and neighbouring countries" 
[6], completed in 2014, the data about the emergency planning zones in European counties 
were collected and analyzed. The comparison of the zone sizes for sheltering, evacuation, 
iodine prophylaxis and food restrictions revealed major differences (see Table 2). The zones 
for sheltering varied from a few km to 50 km, with the majority within the range of 10 to 30 
km4. Planning zones for evacuation varied from few km to 50 km as well, but in this case in 
more than half of the countries the radius was 10 km or less. The zones for iodine prophylaxis 
varied over a wide range from a few km to 100 km, while the majority felled within a range of 
10 to 30 km. Finally, planning zones for food restrictions varied from 10 km to the 300 km. In 
some cases, whole countries were considered food restriction zones. 

                                                 
3 In fact, HERCA/WENRA Approach does not name the zones at all. 
4 At the time of study preparation, IAEA guidance on emergency zones ranged from 3 to 5 km for the PAZ and 

from 5 to 30 km for the UPZ. 
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Table 2: Comparison of the planning zones in EU and neighboring countries 

Country 
Emergency planning zone radius (km) 

Sheltering Evacuation 
Iodine 

prophylaxis 
Food 

restrictions 

Belgium 3,5 10 20 Whole country 

Bulgaria 30 30 30 30 

Czech Republic5 13-20 5-10 13-20 13-20 

Finland 20 5 20 - 

France 10 5 10 - 

Germany 10 10 100 Whole country 

Hungary 30 30 30 300 

Netherlands6 20-40-50 5-5,4 20-40-50 - 

Romania 10 10 10 10 

Slovakia7 20-21 20-21 20-21 20-21 

Slovenia 10 10 10 25 

Spain 10 10 10 30 

Sweden 50 50 50 50 

United Kingdom8 1-3,5 1-3,5 1-3,5 - 

Armenia 5 10 5 50 

Switzerland 20 3-5 20 Whole country 

Croatia 25 25 25 100 

Luxembourg 25 25 25 25 

IAEA 15-30 15-30 15-30 300 

In most cases the sizes of the zones were determined on the basis that the estimated dose from 
an assumed release in assumed weather conditions would not exceed a specified intervention 
level or other level of dose9. Hence, the sizes differ considerably because of large differences 
in the assumptions adopted with respect to the magnitude of the accident, weather and 
intervention level. The study determined that the magnitudes of assumed releases vary over 
several orders of magnitude, the variations in weather conditions range from "average" to the 
"worst" and the intervention levels differ by more than an order of magnitude. Given the 
extent of the variability between the assumptions, the authors were surprised that even greater 
differences between emergency planning zone sizes are not apparent. 

4 CURRENT STATUS OF THE ZONES FOR KRSKO NPP 

According to the National Emergency Response Plan for Nuclear and Radiological 
Accidents [7], in Slovenia emergency planning zones for Krsko NPP are defined as follows: 

 Precautionary Action Zone (PAZ) is the area within a 3 km radius of the Krsko 
NPP. In this area, preventive evacuation of the population begins immediately 
upon the declaration of a General Emergency.  

                                                 
5 Different zones are defined for Dukovany and Temelin NPPs. 
6 Different zones are defined for Borssele NPP and for German and Belgian NPPs. 
7 Different zones are defined for Mochovce and Bohunice NPPs. 
8 Detailed emergency plans are developed for indicated radii. Less detailed plans cover the distances up to 15 

km. 
9 In the majority of the countries the probability of occurrence of an accident was not an explicit consideration in 

determining the extent of the emergency planning zones. 
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 Urgent Protective Action Planning Zone (UPZ) is the area within a 10 km radius 
of the Krsko NPP. Protective measures in this area are implemented on the basis 
of the development of an accident and on the basis of measurements. 

 Long-Term Protective Action Planning Zone (LPZ) is the area within a 25 km 
radius of the Krsko NPP. Protective measures are implemented on the basis of 
model and measurement results. 

 Area of General Preparedness is the entire territory of Slovenia. Protective 
measures are implemented on the basis of model and measurement results. 

The PAZ (dark blue line), UPZ (pink line) and LPZ (light blue line) with associated 
sectors are shown on Figure 2. It's easy to notice that the UPZ practically touches Croatian-
Slovenian borderline at certain points, but it doesn't spread into the Croatian territory. 

 

Figure 2: PAZ, UPZ and LPZ as defined in Slovenia 

In Croatia, until recently, two planning zones were in use for Krsko NPP: the Urgent 
Protective Action Planning Zone (UPZ) with 25 km radius and the Long Term Protective 
Action Planning Zone (LPZ) with 100 km radius10. Evidently, the zones defined in such a 
way were not in line with the ones in Slovenia. The opportunity for the harmonization in this 
area appeared in 2013 when the revision of the Slovenian National Emergency Response Plan 
for Nuclear and Radiological Accidents was initiated. For this process dedicated working 
group was established. Croatian representatives were invited to join the group and to 
contribute in the harmonization issues related to the potential accidents in Krsko NPP. 

The activities of the working group were completed in 2015. Unfortunately, the 
attempts to achieve the harmonization concerning the planning zones produced no results11 
[8][9]. In short, the position of the Croatian side was that the planning zones for Krsko NPP 
should be harmonized by strictly following the latest international recommendations, in 
particular the ones given in ref. [2] and [5]. According to the Croatian side, site-specific 
analyses should be used primarily in order to select optimal values of the zone sizes from the 
recommended ranges. The Slovenian side, however, advocated the zones which are identical 
or similar to the existing ones and which do not strictly follow the recommendations from the 

                                                 
10 There was no need to define the PAZ as it would not reach Croatian territory. 
11 The results were produced in other areas, but that's out of the scope of this paper. 
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mentioned documents. Such position was considered to be in line with the results of certain 
site-specific analyses. 

As the efforts to harmonize emergency planning zones didn't produce any results, 
Croatia decided to re-define its zones unilaterally. So, in June 2016, after the completion of 
the threat assessment upgrades [10], new zones were officially adopted [11]. Revised zones 
are in line with both the latest IAEA recommendations [2] and HERCA/WENRA Approach 
[5]. It means that for the emergencies at Krsko NPP three planning zones/distances are 
defined: the UPZ with 20 km radius, EPD with 100 km radius and the ICPD which spreads 
over the whole Croatian territory (see Figure 3). 

       

Figure 3: Croatian UPZ (left) and EPD (right) for the emergencies in Krsko NPP 

5 WAYS TO PROCEED 

Croatian and Slovenian emergency planning zones for potential emergencies in Krsko 
NPP are not harmonized, as it is clearly shown on Figure 4. The opportunity to achieve the 
harmonization within the scope of the upgrade of the Slovenian National Emergency 
Response Plan for Nuclear and Radiological Accidents was lost. It is clear that current status 
does not guarantee coordinated response in case of an accident. 

 

Figure 4: Current Croatian and Slovenian zones for the emergencies in Krsko NPP 
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There appears to be two options to proceed. The first one would be to continue with the 
harmonization efforts until the solution acceptable for both sides is reached (i.e. until the 
zones are finally harmonized) and to stay with the current planning zones in the meantime. 
This option has two major disadvantages. Firstly, it is not clear how long the process might 
last and whether common solution will be reached at all. It should be reminded that 
substantial efforts were already made in the past few years with no results. Secondly, as long 
as the solution is not reached uncoordinated response is to be expected in case of an accident. 
This was clearly demonstrated during the INEX 5 exercise12, where each country acted based 
on its planning zone definitions. The result is shown on Figure 5, it resembles the left side of 
Figure 1 and it is typical example of how the response should not be carried out. 

 

Figure 5: Protective measures implemented during the INEX 5 exercise 

The second option would be to continue to strive for the harmonization, but also to try 
to ensure as much coordinated response as possible in the meantime, i.e. before the zones are 
harmonized. Croatia and Slovenia have already started to work in this direction. It was 
decided that the harmonization efforts will continue on the basis of the HERCA-WENRA 
Approach [5] and with the help of the related Guidance for Bilateral Agreements [12]. In 
order to align the response in the period until the zones are harmonized, both sides are 
supposed to agree not to take any protective actions before the other side is informed. In 
addition, the situations where the discrepancies in emergency response cannot be avoided will 
be identified. For such situations common communication strategy will be elaborated in order 
to be able to provide adequate explanation to the concerned population. 

It has yet to be seen how successful this new efforts will be. In any case, achieving fully 
coordinated response with non-harmonized planning zones doesn't seem to be possible. The 
reason lies in the fact that planning zones (if taken seriously) indicate the level of the 
preparedness to implement protective actions. So, the effectiveness in the implementation 
should not be the same inside and outside the zone. Moreover, it is clear that with non-
harmonized planning zones the portion of the resources spent in the preparedness phase are 
wasted because of the overplanning/underplanning and increased complexity of the 
arrangements in general. Finally, explaining the differences in the response to the public, 
however small they might be, is always challenging. 

                                                 
12 The exercise was organized on 16th March 2016, Slovenia was the host country and the scenario was based on 
potential severe accident in Krsko NPP. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Croatian and Slovenian emergency planning zones used to prepare for the potential 
accidents in Krsko NPP are not harmonized. Although both counties have recognized the 
importance of the coordinated response in case of an emergency, the attempts to harmonize 
the zones didn't produce any results so far. 

At the moment efforts are being made to ensure as much coordinated response as 
possible with non-harmonized planning zones, in order to cover the period until the 
harmonization is achieved. While it might be possible to reach certain level of coordination 
this way, fully aligned response cannot be guaranteed. Also, the differences in the planning 
zones tend to increase the complexity of the emergency preparedness arrangements, which 
will probably result with the increase of the resources spent on both sides. Because of all this, 
the harmonization within reasonable timeframe should stay the priority. 
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ABSTRACT 

During the year 2016 the national public opinion survey on nuclear energy and 

radioactive waste has been carried out in Croatia on the representative sample of 2002 

participants. The stratified sampling method based on county distribution, gender, age, and 

the level of education has been employed on the Croatian population older than 14. Out of 

five defined research hypotheses, only the one claiming that the public feels inadequately 

informed on the subjects of interest was fully confirmed. The remaining four claiming that the 

public is not inclined to nuclear power, that the nuclear power plants in neighbouring 

countries do not effect public opinion, that the level of knowledge on the radioactive waste is 

low, and that there is a correlation between individual’s attitude on nuclear power and the 

level of knowledge, were only partially confirmed or disputed. Where possible, the results of 

the survey were compared to the relevant Eurobarometer surveys. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the year 2009 the Croatian parliament adopted “Energy Strategy of the Republic of 

Croatia” which is based on three main goals: security of energy supply, competitiveness of 

energy system, and sustainability of energy development. As far as nuclear energy is 

concerned, the strategy emphasizes that it is the energy source with the greatest potential for 

greenhouse gases emission reduction. It also recognizes the public dispute on nuclear energy 

issues and suggests that all interested parties should overcome disagreements to enable 

nuclear energy utilization. Mostly due to economic recession over the last six to seven years, 

the guidelines for energy development set by the strategy were not followed. Therefore, the 

Croatian government decided to prepare a new strategy, which is soon to be publicly 

presented.  

In the years 2013 and 2014 the Law on radiological and nuclear safety and the Strategy 

for management of radioactive waste, used sources, and spent fuel, were adopted by the 
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Croatian parliament, respectively. In February 2016 the Croatian State office for radiological 

and nuclear safety initiated a public debate on the programme for strategy implementation. 

One of the factors that will have an influence on planning further actions to support the 

goals of both strategies is the public opinion on the matters of interest, as well as and the 

knowledge on the best ways to conduct any educational or promotional activities. The 

importance of public opinion surveys was recognized a decade ago by the Croatian Electrical 

Utility. A number of surveys targeting student population and addressing nuclear matters 

were carried out from 2007 till 2015. Although interesting, the results of these surveys were 

biased indicating the attitudes of only one population stratum rather than the attitudes of the 

entire population. To overcome this problem the Croatian Electrical Utility with the support 

of the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing decided to 

carry out the national survey on nuclear energy and radioactive waste management. 

The research goals and resulting hypotheses of the survey are presented in Section 2. 

The methodology used to define national representative sample and survey form are described 

in Section 3. In Section 4 the results of the survey, as well as the comparison with the 

corresponding Eurobarometer surveys, and discussion of the results are given. Conclusions 

are given in the Section 5. 

2 RESEARCH GOALS AND HYPOTHESES 

The research goals of the survey were to establish the attitudes of the Croatian public on 

the matters of nuclear energy and radioactive waste management, and the correlation of these 

two subjects in the eyes of the public. The levels of public knowledge on the matters of 

interest, as well as the most efficient ways to inform the public, were also aimed. 

Based on the established research goals the five following survey hypotheses were 

defined: 

1. the Croatian public is not inclined to nuclear power plants, 

2. the nuclear power plants in neighbouring countries do not effect public opinion, 

3. the public feels inadequately informed on the subjects of interest and do not 

have confidence in state institutions, 

4. the level of knowledge on the radioactive waste is relatively low, 

5. there is a correlation between individual’s attitude on nuclear power and the 

level of knowledge 

3 REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE AND SURVEY FORM 

In general, the methodology of defining the representative sample consists of 4 main 

steps: definition of the population of interest, definition of the sampling frame as the 

population subset, selection of the sampling method, and definition of the sample size. The 

population of interest is the entire Croatian population. However, since the representative 

Eurobarometer surveys are addressing the participants older than 14 years the selected subset 

for sampling has been set based on that age constraint. The stratified sampling method has 

been selected with gender, age, regional distribution, and educational level stratums being 

defined based on the latest national consensus from the year 2011 [1]. The initial sample size 

was set to 2000 participants. After automatic rescaling of the targeted population set to the 

initial sample set, the manual adjustment of the obtained results has been conducted in order 
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to round up real numbers to appropriate integers. Ultimately, the sample size has been set to 

2002, with 955 male and1047 female participants. 

The sample size has direct influence on the statistical interpretation of the survey 

results. With the sample size of 2002 and the confidence interval of 95% random sampling 

leads to the following margins of error: 1.3% for the survey results of 10% or 90%, 1.8% for 

the survey results of 20% or 80%, 2.0% for the survey results of 30% or 70%, 2.1% for the 

survey results of 40% or 60%, and 2.2% for the survey result of 50%. 

The survey form has been designed following the two main guidelines: 

 the survey results are to be compared to the appropriate Eurobarometer surveys, 

 the survey should also provide information on the issues related to the survey 

topics that are specific for Croatia. 

Detailed investigation of Eurobarometer surveys revealed that two of them are within 

the proclaimed research goals: “Attitudes towards radioactive waste” from the year 2008 [2] 

and “Europeans and nuclear safety” from the year 2010 [3]. 

Ultimately, the survey form consisted of three sections. In the first section personal 

participant’s information have been asked for, including gender, age, level of finished 

education, and employment status, as well as participant’s selection of the topic she/he would 

like to know more about. The second section included 15 questions addressing nuclear 

energy, while the third one had two questions on radioactive waste. Most of the questions had 

multiple sub-questions. Overall, each participant had to express her/his opinion on more than 

50 questions or statements. 

In the following section the most interesting results of the survey, as well as the 

comparison with the corresponding Eurobarometer surveys, and discussion of the results are 

given. 

4 SURVEY RESULTS AND DISCCUSION 

4.1 Croatian citizens experience nuclear energy as a risk more than as an advantage 

The survey participants were asked to express their opinion on the term “nuclear power 

plant” in general by selecting one out of four offered answers: “The risk is greater than the 

advantage”, “The advantage is greater than the risk”, “Don’t know”, and “Something 

else____”. On the national level 48.4% of participants consider nuclear power plants more as 

a risk than as an advantage, while 27.1% has the opposite attitude. Almost one fifth of the 

participants selected the answer “Don’t know”, while 5,3% selected to express the opinion in 

their own words, with the answers “Chernobyl”, “NPP Krško”, “Catastrophe”, and “Danger” 

being the most used ones. The male population is slightly more inclined to believe that 

nuclear power plants are more advantageous than risky (32.9% males towards 21.9% 

females), while the female population emphasizes the risk (50.0% females towards 46.8% 

males). The answer “Don’t know” was selected more by the females than males (23.0% 

towards 14.8%). The graphical representation of the distribution of the answers is depicted in 

Figure 1. 

The opinion that the nuclear power plants are more risky prevails within all age 

categories, with the maximum observed in category 40-54 years of age for both, the males 

and the females (50.2% and 59.8%, respectively). The distribution of the answers in all of the 

counties is qualitatively identical to the national level. As far as educational categorization is 
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concerned, only the group of male participants with finished faculty believe that nuclear 

power plants are more advantageous than risky. 

The same question has been asked in the Eurobarometer 2010 survey [3]. The 

comparison of the results reveals that Croatian participants are below the EU average for both 

options, the risk is greater than the advantage (48% towards 51%), as well as that the 

advantage is greater than the risk (27% towards 35%). The percentage of Croatian participants 

selecting the answer “Don’t know” is much greater than the EU average (19% and 7%, 

respectively). Graphical representation of grouping of the EU countries in respect towards the 

opinion that the nuclear power plants are more risky than advantageous, is depicted in Figure 

2. 

 
 

Figure 1: The nuclear power plants – a risk or an advantage 

 

Figure 2: EU countries in respect towards the opinion that the nuclear power plants are more 

risky than advantageous 
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4.2 Croatia citizens are ambivalent towards nuclear energy 

The survey participants were asked to express their opinion on nuclear energy in general 

by selecting one out of five offered answers: “Full support”, “Partial (conditional) support”, 

“Partially against”, “Fully against”, and “Neutral”. On the national level only 6.9% of the 

participants express full support to nuclear energy, and additional 33.3% express partial 

support. Partial and full opposition towards nuclear energy was expressed by 19.6% and 

20.3% of the participants, respectively. More than one fifth of the participants selected the 

answer “Neutral”. Slightly more males than females in all age groups expressed partial or full 

support towards nuclear energy, especially in younger age categories. The elders are more 

opposed to nuclear energy than the younger participants, while the neutral attitude is more 

expressed by the females than by the males. The graphical representation of the distribution of 

the answers is depicted in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Position towards nuclear energy 

Survey participants from Istria, northwest, and central Croatia (with the exception of the 

Zagreb County) are more inclined towards nuclear energy, while the participants from eastern 

Croatia and the coastal Croatian counties express larger opposition. As far as educational 

categorization is concerned, with smaller deviations, the support for nuclear energy for both 

genders increases with the level of education while the percentage on neutral participants 

decreases. The influence of education on the percentage of opposing participants is not so 

strongly emphasized. 

The same question has been asked in the Eurobarometer 2008 survey [2]. The 

comparison of the results reveals that Croatian participants are below the EU average for 

support, as well as for opposition to nuclear energy (Croatian support of 40% towards EU 

44%; Croatian opposition of 39% compared to EU 45%). The percentage of Croatian 

participants selecting the answer “Neutral” is almost twice as much as the EU average (21% 

compared to 11%). Graphical representation of the grouping of the EU countries in respect 

towards the support for nuclear energy is depicted in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: EU countries in respect towards the support to nuclear energy 

4.3 Croatian citizens believe that the nuclear share in electricity generation should be 

reduced 

The survey participants were asked on their position towards the application of nuclear 

energy in comparison to other energy sources. Four answers have been offered: “Nuclear 

share should be decreased”, “Nuclear share should remain unchanged”, “Nuclear share should 

be increased”, and “Don’t know”. More than one third of the entire population (37.1%) thinks 

that the nuclear share should be decreased, slightly more males than females (39.1% 

compared to 35.3%). Only 14.2% of the population believes that the nuclear share should be 

increased, with more than double percentage of the males compared to females (19.6% in 

respect to 9.4%). Almost identical percentage of the males and the females think that the 

share should remain unchanged (27.6% males, 28.4% females, and in total 28.0%). The male 

population has more defined position on the topic with only 13.7% selecting the answer 

“Don’t know” as compared to 26.9% of females. The graphical representation of the 

distribution of the answers is depicted in Figure 5. 

Two middle age groups (25-39, and 40-54) which represent the majority of actively 

working population are the greatest opponents to nuclear share increase. The regional 

distribution of opinions does not reveal any particular regularities except for the Dalmatian 

region with majority of population against the increase of nuclear share. Distribution of 

opinions based on education clearly indicates that the share of participants selecting the 

answer “Don’t know” reduces with the increase of education, and that in every educational 

group the share of females opposing the increase of nuclear share is larger than the percentage 

of males. 

The same question has been asked in the Eurobarometer 2010 survey [3]. The 

comparison of the results reveals that the Croatian participants are below the EU average for 

increase of nuclear share (14.2% compared to 17.0%), and above the EU average for decrease 

of nuclear share (37.1% compared to 34%). Once again the percentage of participants 
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selecting the answer “Don’t know” is double as compared to EU average (20.7% compared to 

10.0%). 

 

Figure 5: Position towards nuclear energy in energy mix 

4.4 Majority of the Croatian citizens believes that the nuclear power plants in the 

neighbouring countries represent risk to them and their families 

The survey participants were asked whether the nuclear power plants in Slovenia (NPP 

Krško) and Hungary (NPP Paks) represent risk to them and their families. Five answers have 

been offered: “High risk”, “Medium risk”, “Low risk”, “No risk”, and “Don’t know”. Two 

thirds of the participants believe that these nuclear power plants represent risk (20.1% high 

risk, 26.1% medium risk, and 20.6% low risk), while only 13.8% believe that there is no risk 

to them and their families. Almost one fifth of the participants (19.4%) selected the answer 

“Don’t know”. The graphical representation of the distribution of the answers is depicted in 

Figure 6. 
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Approximately the same share of the male and the female participants selected high and 

medium level of endangerment, while greater share of the males believe that the risk is low, 

or that there is no risk at all. Significantly lower share of the males selected the answer “Don’t 

know” compared to the females (13.9% and 24.5%, respectively). In general, younger 

participants of both genders believe that there is no risk, or that the risk is low, while the older 

participants feel more endangered from the NPP Krško and the NPP Paks.  

The regional distribution of opinions does not reveal any particular regularities. 

Distribution of opinions based on education clearly indicates that the share of participants 

believing the NPPs Krško and Paks represent risk increases with the increase of educational 

level, except for the highest one representing participants with faculty degree. 

4.5 Majority of the Croatian citizens believe that the nuclear power plants should not 

be built in Croatia 

The survey participants were asked to select the location for a hypothetical new NPP 

build. Three answers have been offered: “Location in Croatia”, “Location in a neighbouring 

EU country”, and “Location in a non-EU country”. Almost the quarter of the participants 

selected Croatia (23.3%), two fifths selected neighbouring EU country (41.0%), and 

approximately one third believe that the best location for a new hypothetical NPP building is 

in a non-EU country (35.8%). More males than females selected Croatia as a potential 

location of a new NPP (29.0% compared to 18.1%), while more females than males selected 

neighbouring EU country (44.9% and 36.6%, respectively). The younger participants are 

more in favour of the neighbouring EU country, while the older participants selected non-EU 

country. The graphical representation of the distribution of the answers is depicted in Figure 

7. 

 

Figure 7: Best location for a hypothetical new NPP building 

The regional distribution of opinions does not reveal any particular regularities, except 

for the Istria which is the only region where the majority of participants, mainly the males, 

selected Croatia as the best location for a new hypothetical NPP. In general, the percentage of 
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comparison of the results reveals significant differences. On the average, more than two fifths 
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of the Europeans selected domestic location (41.7%) while in Croatia the share is only 23.3%. 

Neighbouring EU country is the selection of 31.6% of Europeans and 41.0% of Croatian 

participants, and the non-EU country has been selected with the share of 26.7% in EU and 

35.8% in Croatia.  

4.6 Croatian citizens believe that the nuclear power plants should be used for 

electricity generation but not in Croatia, that nuclear power plants are unsafe in 

regard to possible terrorism, and that the operating companies are unreliable 

The survey participants were asked to express their support or dispute to six claims 

related to nuclear power plants by selecting one out of five possible answers: “Full support”, 

“Partial support”, “Partial dispute”, “Full dispute”, and “Don’t know” (Figure 8). More than 

half of the participants fully or partially supports the usage of the NPPs for electricity 

generation (22.0% and 33.4%, respectively) while approximately one third of the participants 

fully or partially disputes that idea (11.3% and 19.3%, respectively). General support for 

nuclear power plants drastically decreases when the possibility of NPP being built in Croatia 

is considered. If the construction is motivated by energy independence the support is 

expressed by slightly more than one third of the participants (13.3% full support and 22.2% 

partial support). Lack of electricity or some other reason result in lower support for a NPP 

construction. Young and middle aged males with higher education are more inclined to 

support NPPs in general, as well as the construction of the NPP in Croatia. Participants from 

Istria and north-western parts of Croatia are more in favour of the NPPs than the participants 

from the rest of the country, especially from Dalmatia. Only one fifth of the participants 

believe that the NPPs are safe from terrorism (7.1% full support and 13.5% partial support), 

and slightly more believe that the companies operating NPPs are reliable (7.6% full support 

and 19.2% partial support). Once again, more inclined to support the claims are younger 

males with higher education.  

 

Figure 8: Claims on nuclear power plants 
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Approximately the same share of participants from the EU and the Croatia fully supports the 
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respectively). In total, partial or full dispute of the claim is almost identical (52% EU, and 

48% Croatia), but significantly more Croatians fully dispute the particular claim (35% in 

Croatia compared to 20% in the EU). Significantly more Croatian participants than the ones 

from the EU did not know the answer to this question (31% and 18%, respectively). As far as 

the claim on the reliability of the NPPs’ operators is concerned, with 27% of participants 

partially or fully supporting the claim, Croatia is well below the EU average (47%). Three and 

a half times more Croatia participants than the ones from the EU did not know the answer to 

this question (35% and 10%, respectively). 

4.7 Television, internet and radio are the main sources of information on everyday 

events for Croatian citizens 

The survey participants were asked to select the information channels which they 

mostly use. Multiple selection has been enabled with the following media offered to choose 

from: “Television”, “Radio”, “Internet”, “Local newspapers”, “National/international daily 

newspapers”, “Weekly magazines”, “Expert publications”, and “Something else”. Four out of 

five participants selected Television (79.9%), followed by Internet (61.0%), Radio (38.5%), 

and National/international daily newspapers (19.5%). Least selected media were Weekly 

magazines (10.8%) and Expert publications (5.0%). The graphical representation of the 

distribution of the answers is depicted in Figure 9. Qualitatively there are no differences 

between males and females, as well as between different counties with the exception of 

Varaždin county where the Internet is in the first place. Younger participants of both genders, 

as well as those with higher education are also more in favour of the Internet. 

 

Figure 9: Information channels 

In the Eurobarometer 2010 survey [3] there was a question resembling the analyzed one 

but it explicitly asked the participants on their preferred information channel on the matters of 

nuclear safety. Further more it had additional options, like “School”, “Friends”, etc. The 

Eurobarometer survey has been conducted almost ten years prior to Croatian survey which 

has a significant impact on the assessment of the Internet option since the internet experienced 

strong development during those ten years. Therefore, we believe that any comparison of the 

results would not be liable. 
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4.8 Croatian citizens do not feel well informed on the subject of nuclear safety 

The survey participants were asked to assess their awareness on the matter of nuclear 

safety by selecting one out of six offered answers: “Very well informed”, “Well informed”, 

“Poorly informed”, “Very poorly informed”, “Don’t know”, and “Something else”. Majority 

of participants are feeling badly informed (46.6%) or very badly informed (17.0%) with only 

4.9% feeling very well informed and 24.1% feeling well informed. The graphical 

representation of the distribution of the answers is depicted in Figure 10. Male participants 

generally feel more informed, and are less inclined to the answer “Don’t know”, while the 

female participants feel “very poorly informed” in almost double the percentage compared to 

males. Participants from Istria and eastern Slavonia feel less informed than the rest of the 

country especially Zagreb and west Slavonia. As expected, the awareness increases with the 

increase of the education. 

 

Figure 10: Participants’ information level on nuclear safety 
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with the following information sources offered to choose from: “Scientists”, “IAEA”, 

“National regulatory body”, “Non-governmental organizations”, “EU”, “Croatian 

government”, “Journalists”, “Private contacts”, “NPP operator”, “Nobody”, and “Something 

else”. Majority of participants selected “Scientists” as the most trustworthy source of 

information (63.6%), followed by “IAEA” (45.9%), and the “National regulatory body – State 

Office for Radiological and Nuclear Safety” (42.1%). Croatian government is in the sixth 

place (15.5%) proceeded by non-governmental organizations (38%) and EU (24.2%). The 

graphical representation of the distribution of the answers is depicted in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Trustworthy sources of information 
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Almost a quarter of the participants believe that nuclear incidents receive extremely or 

partially underestimated media coverage (9.6% and 14.2%, respectively), while slightly over 

a quarter have the opposite position (5.7% extremely excessive and 23.4% partially 

excessive). The largest share of the participants (30.3%) thinks that the nuclear incidents 

receive appropriate media coverage, while 16.8% did not know the answer. The graphical 

representation of the distribution of the answers is depicted in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: Media coverage of the nuclear incidents 
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4.11 Croatian citizens do not believe that the public media give them the adequate 

information to form an opinion on nuclear energy 

The survey participants were asked to express their opinion on whether the public media 

give them the adequate information to form an opinion on the matters of nuclear energy, by 

selecting one out of four offered answers: “Absolutely yes”, “Probably yes”, “Probably not”, 

and “Absolutely not”. More than two thirds of the participants believe that public media do 

not present independent and adequate information to enable them forming an opinion on 

nuclear energy (51.9% probably not and 17.7% absolutely not). Only 5.5% of the participants 

selected the answer “Absolutely yes”. The graphical representation of the distribution of the 

answers is depicted in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: Public media and quality of information on nuclear energy 

Female participants are slightly more critical towards the public media than the opposite 

gender. Similar critical attitude is observed in the age group 25-39, and interestingly, in two 

educational groups: the one with finished primary school and finished university. 

In the Eurobarometer 2010 survey [3] there was a question resembling the analyzed one 

but it had the additional option: “Don’t know”. After the renormalization of the 

Eurobarometer survey data, the comparison revealed that Croatian participants are in general 

slightly more critical towards the quality of public media information. However, the 

differences are within 5%. 

4.12 Croatian citizens’ level of knowledge on radioactive waste is not satisfactory 

The survey participants were asked to validate the truthfulness of a series of claims 

regarding radioactive waste. Two groups of claims have been prepared. The first one 

addressed basic knowledge on classification and generation of radioactive waste, as well as on 

the exposure to radioactivity, and the second one addressed the current status of radioactive 

waste management in Croatia. True claims on the exposure to radioactivity, classification and 

generation of radioactive waste (claims 1 to 6) were correctly identified by more than half of 

the participants with the percentage ranging from 52.2% for the claim on the production of the 

radioactive waste in some non-nuclear industries up to 82.7% for the claim on the possible 

exposure to the radioactivity during some medical examinations. False claim that high level 

radioactive waste is produced only in nuclear reactors was correctly identified by less than the 

third of the participants. Approximately one sixth of the participants correctly identified false 
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statement that quantities of radioactive and chemical waste are similar. True claim that 

radioactive waste in Croatia is stored in Zagreb, as well as the false claim that only NPP 

Krško radioactive waste would be stored in potential Croatian depository was correctly 

identified by slightly more than one fifth of the participants. Percentage of the participants 

that selected the answer “Don’t know” is high, especially for the claims addressing the current 

status of radioactive waste management in Croatia reaching up to almost 70%. The graphical 

representation of the distribution of the answers is depicted in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: Truthfulness of the claims on radioactive waste 

Male participants are slightly more precise in selecting the correct answer, as well as the 

participants in younger and middle aged groups, and the ones with higher education. On the 

average, the highest percentage of correct answers was observed in Primorsko-goranska 

county and the City of Zagreb, while the lowest percentage was observed in the Požeško-

slavonska and the Varaždin counties.  

In the Eurobarometer 2008 survey [2] there was a similar question covering first six 

claims on the basic knowledge on classification and generation of radioactive waste, as well 

as on the exposure to radioactivity. The comparison of the overall results expressed as the 

average percentage of correct answers reveals that the Croatian participants are slightly below 

the EU average (48.3% compared to 55.5%). On the average, the Croatian participants are 

also less incorrect than the EU participants (8.5% compared to 20.5%). However, the average 

percentage of the participants that selected the answer “Don’t know” is much higher in 

Croatia than in the EU (43.2% and 24%, respectively). 

4.13 The Croatian citizens’ do not support the construction of the radioactive waste 

repository in Croatia, although they believe that the waste can be safely stored and 

that every EU country is responsible for its own waste 

The survey participants were asked to express their opinion on the three claims 

addressing the management of the radioactive waste by selecting one out of five offered 

answers: “Full support”, “Partial (conditional) support”, “Partially against”, “Fully against”, 

and “Don’t know”. The statement that the radioactive waste can be stored in the safe manner 
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is fully or partially supported by slightly over half of the participants (51.8%). However less 

than third of the participants fully or partially support the construction of the radioactive 

waste repository in Croatia (32.8%) despite the fact that more than two thirds (70.2%) believe 

that every EU country is responsible for its own radioactive waste. The graphical 

representation of the distribution of the answers is depicted in Figure 15. 

All statements are more supported by the males than by the females. In general, more 

educated and younger participants are more inclined to support all three statements. 

 

Figure 15: Radioactive waste management  

The comparison with the Eurobarometer results is possible only for the statement that 

every country is responsible for its own waste ([2]). Croatian participants express slightly less 

full support to the particular statement (50% compared to 61%). Partial support as well as full 

or partial dispute of the statement, are within the EU average. The largest difference between 

the Croatian and the EU participants is in the percentage of those who did not know how to 

answer the question (17% in Croatia and only 4% in the EU).  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper summary results of the Croatian public opinion survey on nuclear energy 

and radioactive waste were presented. The survey has been carried out on the representative 

sample of 2002 participants (955 males and 1047 females) based on the population consensus 

from the year 2011. The research goals of the survey were to establish the public position on 

the matters of nuclear energy and radioactive waste management, and the correlation of these 

two subjects in the eyes of the public. The levels of public knowledge on the matters of 

interest, as well as the most efficient ways to inform the public, were also aimed. 

Based on the established research goals the five survey hypotheses were defined. The 

results of the survey were used to test the hypotheses with the following conclusions: 

Hypothesis 1. The Croatian public is not inclined to nuclear power plants 

The hypothesis was partially confirmed. Although Croatian citizens support the 

application of nuclear energy for electricity production, the general attitude towards nuclear 

energy is ambivalent with majority of participants voting for the reduction of nuclear energy 

share in the future. The Croatian citizens are against construction of the nuclear power plant 

in Croatia, with potential reasons being that the nuclear power plants are risky and are not 

safe from terrorist attack. 
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Hypothesis 2. The nuclear power plants in neighbouring countries do not affect public 

opinion 

The hypothesis was partially disputed. The majority of the participants believe that the 

best location for a possible new build is in a neighbouring EU country, but still experience the 

existing nuclear power plants in the neighbouring countries as a threat to them and their 

families. 

Hypothesis 3. The public feels inadequately informed on the subjects of interest and do 

not have confidence in state institutions 

The hypothesis was fully confirmed. More than two thirds of the participants feel badly 

and very badly informed on the matters of nuclear safety. State institutions were ranked 

relatively low on the list of the most trustworthy sources of information on the matters of 

nuclear energy and radioactive waste: State office for Radiological and Nuclear Safety on the 

third place, and the Croatian Government on the sixth place. 

Hypothesis 4. The level of knowledge on the radioactive waste is relatively low 

The hypothesis was partially confirmed. Although the level of knowledge on the basic 

issues of the generation and classification of the radioactive waste is not unsatisfactory, the 

level of knowledge on the current status of radioactive waste management in Croatia is 

extremely low. 

Hypothesis 5. There is a correlation between individual’s attitude on nuclear power and 

the level of knowledge 

The hypothesis was partially confirmed by additional correlational analyses, the details 

of which are not given in this paper.  
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ABSTRACT 

The ENEN+ project proposes cost-effective actions to attract, develop and retain new 

talents in nuclear professions. This is a contribution of the ENEN Association, supported by the 

European Commission, to the common strategic goal of all nuclear stakeholders: to preserve, 

maintain and further develop the valuable nuclear knowledge for todays and future generations. 

The ENEN+ project focuses on learners and careers in nuclear reactor engineering and safety, 

waste management and geological disposal, radiation protection and medical applications. 

This paper outlines the most important expected contributions of the project and the 

approaches designed to deliver them. The start of the project is expected on October 1, 2017. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The nuclear knowledge has been one of the major achievements of the mankind. It made 

many significant contributions to sciences and technologies beyond nuclear power. Examples 

include diagnostics through imaging and variety of therapies in medicine, sterilization in food 

processing, and diagnostics in industry, forensics, archaeology and geology, among others. Last 

but not least, the nuclear fission (and fusion in the future) could provide a significant 

contribution to the global efforts to secure sufficient, environmentally acceptable and affordable 

energy. 

The contemporary nuclear technologies exhibit unparalleled levels of safety and 

reliability. This has been made possible through considerable and long-term efforts of the 

excellently educated and trained employees with outstanding safety culture in the industry, 

competent regulatory authorities, research, higher education and technical support (TSO) 

communities worldwide. 

Early warning signs have started to emerge in the 1990s in the various European countries 

underlining the possible shortage of human resources and requirements for replacement of 

qualified nuclear personnel. Retirement of ageing workers, lack of anticipation for preparing 

new generations of skilled workforce, negative public perception of nuclear and lack of interest 

of young people to enter nuclear careers have been recognized as major difficulties encountered 
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in just about all nuclear disciplines. This situation may give rise to the loss of nuclear 

knowledge, which might have already contributed to the reduced competitiveness of EU nuclear 

industry and could, in the future, also potentially contribute to reduced safety and security of 

nuclear activities and installations. 

To overcome this situation several projects have been initiated and promoted by the 

European Commission (EC) regarding Education and Training (E&T) in nuclear. These 

projects led to the creation and strengthening of nuclear E&T communities, such as nuclear 

reactor engineering and safety (ENEN, NEPTUNO), waste management and geological 

disposal (PETRUS), radiation protection (ENETRAP), nuclear safety culture (TRASNUSAFE 

and NUSHARE), nuclear chemistry (CINCH), VVER academy (CORONA), to mention a few, 

and advanced coordination of those communities (ANNETTE). The EURATOM Fission 

Training Schemes (EFTS) are built on the principles of common qualification criteria, mutual 

recognition systems, and the facilitation of mobility of teachers, students and professionals 

across the EU. To date, they have already resulted in a wide range of measures targeting the 

development of nuclear E&T programmes at universities, research institutes and industrial 

training providers. 

The creation of the European Nuclear Education Network (ENEN) in 2003 and gradual 

structuration of E&T in different nuclear sectors are all among the success stories of the 

EURATOM EFTS. However, despite of remarkable results obtained since the launch of the 

EFTS initiatives in early 2000s, it must be recognized that the enrolment of students to nuclear 

disciplines has not yet reached the desired level. A plausible explanation lies in the fact that 

rather than direct support to the recruitment most efforts have been directed towards creation, 

improvement and harmonization of E&T programmes, establishment of adequate schemes and 

frameworks for professional development, pooling of resources and means at European level, 

organizational restructuring and capacity building. These initiatives were indeed greatly needed 

as a premise to reach expected goals, e.g., for maintaining and transferring the expertise of 

nuclear professionals.  

It is now time to consider at its very roots the pipeline of nuclear workforce, tackling the 

problems discouraging young students to elect nuclear matters as their choice for a future 

career. The lack of new talents electing nuclear careers is closely linked to an early loss of 

interest in nuclear sciences and insufficient information about the nuclear careers available to 

both secondary school pupils and university students entering the bachelor and master of 

science levels. 

The ENEN+ project, explained in some detail in the present paper, proposes cost-effective 

actions to attract develop and retain new talents in the nuclear professions. The start of the 

ENEN+ project is scheduled for October 1, 2017. 

2 OBJECTIVES OF THE ENEN+ PROJECT 

The primary motivation of the ENEN+ project is to contribute substantially to the revival 

of the interest of young generations in the careers in nuclear sector. This is to be achieved by 

pursuing the following main objectives:  

• Attract new talents to careers in nuclear. 

• Develop the attracted talents beyond academic curricula. 

• Increase the retention of attracted talents in nuclear careers. 

• Involve the nuclear stakeholders within EU and beyond. 

• Sustain the revived interest for nuclear careers. 

ENEN+ project focuses on learners and careers in the following nuclear disciplines (Figure 1): 

 Nuclear reactor engineering and safety, 

 Waste management and geological disposal, 
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 Radiation protection and 

 Medical applications. 

Integration of further nuclear disciplines (e.g., nuclear chemistry, decommissioning, 

fusion engineering and nuclear security) and sustainability of the ENEN+ accomplishments 

beyond the project life of is foreseen within the existing members of the ENEN Association 

and partnering with ongoing nuclear E&T projects (e.g., CORONA and MEET CINCH). 

The attraction, retention and development of the new nuclear talent can only be sustained 

beyond the project life through strong partnership of all nuclear stakeholders. Involvement of 

various nuclear stakeholders including academia, industry, international organisations (ENS, 

FORATOM, IAEA, NUGENIA and EFOMP) and Technical Support Organisations (TSO) in 

the ENEN+ consortium is therefore of primary importance for the success and sustainability of 

the proposed activities also beyond the life of ENEN+. 

 

 
Figure 1: Outline of the project objectives with the 4 major nuclear fields. 

3 EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PROJECT 

The expected contributions of the projects are explained below, structured by the project 

objectives. 

3.1 Attract new talents to careers in nuclear 

The lack of new talents entering the nuclear fields is closely linked to a general loss of 

interest in nuclear sciences and insufficient information about the careers. To reverse these 

trends and attract students to nuclear careers, it is imperative for the ENEN+ project to provide 

activities focused on the three main target groups of potential talents: 

• Secondary school pupils. Attractive basic information on careers in nuclear will be 

developed, made available in national languages and complemented with an EU wide 

competition of pupils. A summer camp will be organized for the winners of the 

competition. The electronic tools including the social media will be used as far as 

practical. 

• Bachelor students. Most of the nuclear academic curricula within the ENEN association 

concentrate on the master students. The existing efforts to attract the bachelor students to 

pursue master education in nuclear will be strengthened by increasing the level of 

academic preparation for bachelor students. This may involve the reform of the pedagogy 

and culture of teaching in order to create exciting and engaging learning experiences, 

including opportunities for the individual guidance towards nuclear careers and 

opportunities to interact with practitioners of nuclear. 

• Young professionals after graduation. Nuclearization of graduates of non-nuclear 

sciences and technologies has been a considerable source of the nuclear talent throughout 

the nuclear era. Attracting more graduates to nuclearization may require strong support 

from the end-user and will be put in place through attractive e-information and 
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opportunities for individual guidance towards nuclear careers coupled with opportunities 

to interact with practitioners of nuclear. 

Experience from some specific non-nuclear programs such as for example “Women in 

Science” and “Women in Engineering” will be consulted as far as practical to enhance the 

success of recruitment in nuclear fields. 

3.2 Develop the attracted talents within and beyond academic curricula 

The academic education is expected to remain the very basic building block of the future 

nuclear experts and scientists. A sound balance between the knowledge, skills and 

responsibilities may nevertheless need further shift from thinking about pedagogy in terms of 

“teaching” to one that considers “learning” as the primary goal. This may allow to associate 

pedagogy more strongly with learning outcomes and student experience, as for example 

engagement in the professional development activities with the support of industry, including 

course-release for such activities. Providing for this item will entail developing 

workshops/conferences that are suited specifically to this purpose. The use of teaching 

methodologies that include active learning, collaboration, problems/issues-based connections 

and critical thinking has to be developed in this frame and supported by individual career 

guidance and mobility funding. 

The efforts in “European Fission Training Schemes (EFTS)” have been supported by the 

European Commission for more than two decades in the FP6, 7 and H2020 and resulted in the 

development of many academic, vocational and training courses in different nuclear disciplines. 

These trainings are available from the members of the ENEN Association and other training 

providers. The very recent survey developed within the ANNETTE project indicates that the 

need to develop further new courses may still exist in some niche disciplines, e.g., generation 

IV, passive safety, decommissioning etc. For the main nuclear fields, the strategic priority of 

the community has changed to the consolidation and sustainable development of the existing 

courses and programs. This will be achieved through a mobility grant program for learners and 

the development of the voluntary accreditation functionality for nuclear education and training 

activities within the ENEN association. 

The mobility support will focus on the following target groups and activities: 

 B.Sc. students: short term internships (1 month) and presentations at conferences; 

 “Nuclearization” and Life-long learning: Internships and “Nuclearization” courses. 

3.3 Increase the retention of attracted talents 

The retention of attracted talents will be increased primarily through support and 

mentoring of students, enhanced by mobility support. 

Mentoring of students both with respect to career information and academic advising 

must begin as soon as a student is admitted to the university, and continue until graduation. 

Engagement of “senior” (e.g. PhD students) and fresh graduate students as mentors for entering 

students is envisioned. Successful examples of such peer mentoring approaches exist at French 

Engineering Schools, and have demonstrated particular success. This will be further enhanced 

through the opportunities for individual career guidance of students by professors and experts 

from end-user and the mobility support outlined in Section 5 below, Table 1 and Figure 4. 

3.4 Involve the nuclear stakeholders within EU and beyond 

ENEN is an association with roughly 70 institutional members from all around Europe 

and beyond. In addition of the direct communication with the ENEN members, the use of the 
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communication channels which are being established within the ANNETTE project 

(coordinated by ENEN) with nuclear technology platforms (SNETP, IGD-TP and MELODI), 

networks (e.g., ETSON), and international organisations (IAEA, etc.) will be combined with 

the already existing links that ENEN has with the nuclear ETKM communities currently outside 

of the ENEN+ project. These include CORONA, ENETRAP, CINCH, ELINDER etc. 

ENEN Association has a memorandum of understanding and ongoing student exchange 

projects with ETKM institutions in Japan and Russia. Memorandum of understanding between 

ENEN and IAEA enables access to the nuclear education networks in Africa (AFRA-NEST), 

Asia (ANENT), Latin America (LANENT) and countries of ex-Soviet Union (STAR-NET). 

ENEN+ project has also teamed up with FORATOM, ENS, EFOMP and NUGENIA to 

create and implement a communication strategy to ensure active industry and policy maker 

engagement in the ENEN+ initiative, especially after the completion of the ENEN+ project. 

3.5 Sustain the revived interest for nuclear careers 

The purpose of the communication strategy is to ensure consistent communication to the 

industry that aligns decision makers around the strategy to provide sufficient time and resources 

for attraction, development and retainment of new nuclear talents. The objective is also to 

communicate to other stakeholders (including regulators and legislators) the value that can be 

derived from this initiative to maintain industry excellence and improve safety in broad sense 

while ensuring the availability of nuclear expertise into the future. Making the case for adequate 

and sustained funding and support is principally a matter of giving clear indication of the 

benefits to be accrued as well as periodic updates of progress to date. ENEN+ will need to lead 

an advocacy effort with European legislators to influence policy-making and increase the EU 

commitment to nuclear education and research. We also need to develop partnerships with 

media to develop pop-culture appeal. 

In order to be able to plan the nuclear ETKM activities beyond the life of the ENEN+, 

the projections of nuclear workforce needs will be developed together with JRC EHRO-N. This 

will be a basis for the proposal of a joint strategy for European ETKM considering also the 

developments on the international scene. The strategy will propose the goals and activities 

needed to maintain and further develop stable, predictable and fit-for-purpose system for the 

education and training of nuclear scientists and engineers in EU. 

4 ORGANISATION OF THE PROJECT 

The project consortium is a well-balanced blend of relevant actors in the development of 

knowledge, competences and skills in different nuclear sectors in Europe. It is formed by 22 

partners consisting of 8 universities, 5 international organisations, 4 leading research centres, 3 

major industrial companies and 2 technical support organisations (TSO). In addition, 

participation of several third parties including IAEA and further members of the ENEN 

Association and NUGENIA is foreseen. All consortium members have already proven their 

ability to cooperate within several projects in the past.  

The project activities are organized in 7 work packages, depicted in Figure 2. Work 

packages 1-4 are devoted to the attraction, development and retention of learners in different 

stages within the education systems (1: high scool pupils, 2: B.Sc. and M.Sc., 3: nuclearization 

and 4: Ph.D., postdoc and lifelong learning). 

Work package 5 will focus on the development of voluntary accreditation functionality 

within ENEN. The project will be supported by the WP 6 focussing on informing and 

consolidating the nuclear stakeholders and WP7 dealing with the management of the project. 

All work packages embed all four nuclear topics enclosed in the project.  
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Figure 2: Outline of Project Work Plan 

 

The resources to be committed to the execution of the ENEN+ project are depicted in 

Figure 3. The full project costs are estimated at 3,2 MEUR with contribution of European 

Commission amounting to 2,986 MER. More that one third of the Commission support (1M 

EUR) has been dedicated to directly support the mobility actions. 

 

 
Figure 3: Outline of the budget 

5 THE ENEN+ MOBILITY SUPPORT 

The mobility funding will be accessible through competitive calls published at the ENEN 

website. Individual career guidance resulting in “Personal Career Plans”, developed jointly by 

the candidate with mentors from industry and academia, will represent an essential part of the 

selection process. 

The calls will be prepared, published in the ENEN webpage and evaluated by the 

respective committees, based on the following fundamental principles: 

1. Compliance of the proposed activity with the objectives of the ENEN+ project; 

2. Quality of the applicant (e.g., learners from renowned institutions with recognized 

quality such as for example ENEN members will be given priority); 
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3. Quality of the proposed activity (e.g., courses, internships, projects etc. with the 

renowned institutions with recognized quality such as for example ENEN members or 

NUGENIA Label will be given priority; also, priority may be given to activities co-

organized by consortia of ENEN and NUGENIA members and H2020 projects) and 

4. Fraction of co-financing requested (e.g., priority to those who request less than 

maximum lump sums available for given activity). 

The activities eligible to receive mobility support include any education and training 

related activities, which may benefit the learner’s knowledge and skills. In particular, activities 

such as internships, visiting students and researchers, attendance at training courses, summer 

schools, training camps, conferences and similar will be supported. Lump sums for subsistence 

cost are envisioned (Table 1) to support the mobility actions. 
 

Table 1: Maximum lump sums to be awarded per activity 

1 return travel 500 € MAX  

2 training or access fees (case by case, non-profit) 800 € EUR/week 2 000 € MAX 

3 subsistence up to 3 weeks: daily allowance 100 € EUR/day  

4 subsistence months 1-5: stipend 1 100 € EUR/month  

5 subsistence months 6-12: stipend 900 € EUR/month  

6 subsistence months 12-18: stipend 800 € EUR/month  

7 subsistence months 19-24: stipend 700 € EUR/month 24 months MAX 

 

More than 500 mobility activities are planned with this scheme. An illustration of possible 

impacts to be achieved is given in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Expected impact of the ENEN+ mobility package. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The ENEN+ project proposes cost-effective actions to attract, develop and retain new 

talents in nuclear professions. The project aims to reach out to high school pupils, students at 

various stages of the nuclear higher education, postdocs and candidates for nuclearization.  

Career guidance with mobility support exceeding 1.000.000 EUR is envisioned. It is aiming to 

support more than 500 mobility actions during the three-year project. 

The project will focus on nuclear learners in nuclear reactor engineering and safety, waste 

management and geological disposal, radiation protection and medical applications. Integration 

 2000 secondary school pupils reached by information; 
 national secondary school pupil competitions in 15 EU member states; 
 60 secondary school pupils at the nuclear summer camp; 
 200 BSc students at 1 month nuclear internships; 
 100 MSc students at 2 month nuclear internships; 
 50 MSc students at 4 months EMSNE exchange visits; 
 20 BSc or MSc students presenting their work at the international conference; 
 50 PhD candidates or postdocs at 6 month exchange visits/internships; 
 20 PhD candidates or postdocs at 24 month research within EURATOM H2020 projects; 
 30 candidates for “nuclearization” at 1 month trainings; 
 35 candidates for “nuclearization” at 3 month trainings. 
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of further nuclear disciplines (e.g., nuclear chemistry, decommissioning, fusion engineering 

and nuclear security) and sustainability of the ENEN+ accomplishments beyond the project life 

will be given due attention. 

ENEN+ project is a contribution of the ENEN Association, supported by the European 

Commission, to the common strategic goal of all nuclear stakeholders: to preserve, maintain 

and further develop the valuable nuclear knowledge for todays and future generations.  
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ACRONYMS 

ANNETTE H2020 project Advanced Networking for Nuclear Education, Training and Transfer of 

Expertise, http://www.enen-assoc.org/en/training/annette.html 

CINCH Community focused on E&T in nuclear chemistry, also E&T projects including CINCH-II and 

MEET CINCH (http://www.enen-assoc.org/en/training.html) 

CORONA Community focused on E&T in VVER technology, also E&T projects including CORONA II 

(http://www.enen-assoc.org/en/training.html) 

EFOMP European Federation of Οrganisations for Medical Physics, https://www.efomp.org/  

ELINDER Community focused on E&T in nuclear decommissioning and decontamination 

ENEN European Nuclear Network Association (www.enen-assoc.org), also E&T projects including 

ENEN-II and ENEN III (http://www.enen-assoc.org/en/training.html) 

ENETRAP European Network on Education and Training in Radiological Protection, also E&T projects 

including ENETRAP II (http://www.enen-assoc.org/en/training.html) 

ENS European Nuclear Society, http://www.euronuclear.org/  

FORATOM Association, the voice of the European nuclear industry, https://www.foratom.org/ 

IGD-TP Implementing Geological Disposal of Radioactive Waste Technology Platform, 

http://www.igdtp.eu/  

MELODI Multidisciplinary European Low Dose Initiative, http://www.melodi-online.eu/ 

NEPTUNO Nuclear European Platform of Training and University Organisations, FP6 project, 

http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/74107_en.html 

NUGENIA Nuclear Generation II and III Association, http://www.nugenia.eu/  

NUSHARE FP7 Project for sharing & growing nuclear safety culture competence, http://www.enen-

assoc.org/en/training/nushare.html 

PETRUS Community focused on E&T in geological disposal of radioactive waste, also E&T projects 

including PETRUS-II and PETRUS-III (http://www.enen-assoc.org/en/training.html) 

SNETP Sustainable nuclear technology platform, http://www.snetp.eu/  

TRASNUSAFE FP7 Project Training schemes on nuclear safety culture, http://www.enen-

assoc.org/en/training/trasnusafe-fp7.html 

VVER Russian made pressurized water reactor 
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ABSTRACT 

Slovakia has limited and low quality fossil fuels resources.  Moreover, almost eighty 
percent of its hydro potential is utilized. To face projected growth of electricity demand, 
Slovakia has to rely on nuclear power plants electricity production. At present more than 53% 
of the electricity consumed in the Slovak Republic comes from the production of domestic 
nuclear power plants. As predicted, this share will increase in the future. Thus, it is necessary 
to sustain the high quality nuclear education at secondary schools and especially at universities. 
The paper discusses the possibilities and adopted strategies of nuclear education at universities 
in the Slovak Republic. Three-level structure of university education provides opportunities to 
ensure adequate training of nuclear specialists for the needs of the nuclear industry in the Slovak 
Republic and engagement in the international network of nuclear education. Since 1962, 
hundreds of nuclear specialists have been trained in SVŠT in Bratislava (Slovak Technical 
University predecessor) and effectual postgraduate courses and international courses have been 
organized. The wide range of activities related to nuclear education are also presented in the 
paper. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

According to [1], Slovakia has a total electricity power output of 7948 MWe. The fossil 
fuel reserves practically consist only from limited low-quality brown coal. In 2016 the fossil 
fuel sources with overall capacity of 2576 MW produced 5319 GWh which accounted for 
19.4% share of the overall domestic electricity production. The country’s hydro potential is also 
limited with an installed capacity of 2537 MWe and a yearly production share of 17.6%. 
Therefore, since the mid-1950s, Slovakia has been focusing on the use of nuclear power 
resources. At present, four nuclear units with total installed capacity of 1940 MWe and share 
of electricity generation of 53.8% are in operation in two localities. Nuclear power forms an 
essential part of Slovakia’s energy mix. At present, Slovak Republic annually imports 2561 
GWh of electricity, which represents 8.8% of domestic consumption. Given the geographical 
and climatic conditions, the effectivity and usability of renewable energy sources is limited with 
the current generation capacity of 876 MWe. This capacity with the share of 8.8% has according 
to expectations just a limited potential to grow in the next future. Predictions of increasing 
electricity consumption force us to develop new electricity generation capabilities. These 
assumptions are being realized by completion of two VVER-440 V-213 Mochovce units 3&4.  

In addition to the nuclear units under operation the three units (A1 with the KS150 and 
NPP V1 with the two VVER 440 – V230 reactors) are permanently closed and are at the 
different stages of decommissioning. Since 1957 when the construction of the first nuclear 
power plant A1 with KS150 reactor (rus. corpus stalnyj, 150 MWe) was started, the 
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infrastructure necessary for the peaceful use of nuclear energy was built in Slovakia, except of 
the deep geological depository for High-level RAW. 

2 EDUCATION OF FUTURE NUCLEAR EXPERTS 

The beginnings of a new energy production industry were supported with the training of 
the first nuclear industry experts in the mid-1950s. First of all, in 1955 the new Faculty of 
Technology and Nuclear Physics at Charles University in Prague was established. Later in 1960 
this faculty was affiliated to the Czech Technical University in Prague. Currently it is well-
known Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering. The first-ever university 
educated professionals in Czechoslovakia were trained at this institution and abroad (especially 
in the former USSR), to prepare the construction of NPP and associated infrastructure. In 
Slovakia, the beginning of nuclear education started with the foundation of the Department of 
Nuclear Physics and Technology of Slovak University of Technology (SUT) in Bratislava and 
with the Department of Nuclear Physics of the Comenius University in 1962. Later on, the 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and the Faculty of Chemistry of the Slovak University of 
Technology in Bratislava joined the training of nuclear specialists. At the Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering and Faculty of Civil Engineering of Technical College in Košice, the preparation 
of nuclear specialists took place in the 1970s.  

After social changes at the end of 1989, students' orientation diverted from the nuclear 
studies, and the popularity of nuclear industry underwent the first wave of attenuation caused 
by the accident at Unit 4 of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. Consequently, the number of 
students of nuclear engineering dropped to a level where nuclear education remains practically 
only at the Department of Nuclear Physics and Technology of Slovak University of 
Technology. Later, by fusion with Department of Nuclear Physics and Technology of the same 
faculty, the Institute of Nuclear and Physical Engineering (INPE) was established in May 2010. 
Currently INPE continues R&D in the field of nuclear power engineering and physics. Since 
August 2015, the accredited Nuclear and Physical Engineering degree program has been 
accredited in the bachelor and master study program, and is accredited to train students in Ph.D. 
in Physics Engineering and Nuclear Power Engineering. 

The list of specific subjects in bachelor program of Nuclear and Physical Engineering: 
1. Nuclear Installations 
2. Nuclear Physics and Technology 
3. Methods of Material Diagnostics 
4. Computer Networks and Controls in Nuclear and Physical Engineering 
5. Nuclear Reactors 
6. Materials of Nuclear Power Plants 
7. Physics of condensed matter 
8. Quantum Mechanics 
9. Modelling and simulation 

The list of specific subjects in master program of Nuclear and Physical Engineering: 
1. Experimental methods 
2. Nuclear Electronics and Detectors 
3. Applied Optics 
4. Materials Structures and Technologies 
5. Modelling and simulation in nuclear power engineering 
6. Theory of Nuclear Reactors 
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7. Dosimetry 
8. Thermomechanics 
9. Safety and Reliability of Power Engineering Installation 
10. Experimental Reactor Physics 
11. Measurements and Control of Nuclear Power Plants 
12. Operation of Nuclear Power Plants 
13. Decommissioning of Nuclear Power Plants 
14. Nuclear Power Facilities 
15. Superconductivity 
16. The special parts of physics of condensed matter 
17. Photonic materials and metamaterials 
18. Nanotechnology 
19. Accelerators 
20. Electronic Structure of Matter 
21. Radiation Ecology 

The list of specific subjects in PhD. program of Nuclear Power Engineering: 
1. Nuclear and neutron physics 
2. Physics of Nuclear Reactors 
3. Thermohydraulics of Nuclear reactors 
4. Application of material engineering in nuclear power engineering 
5. Nuclear fuel cycle 
6. Dosimetry 
7. Nuclear safety 
8. Management of RAW and irradiated fuel 
9. Decommissioning of Nuclear Power Plants 

3 LIFELONG LEARNING 

The lifelong learning in the field of nuclear engineering has rich tradition on Department 
of Nuclear Physics and Technics. The first postgraduate courses, titled as Operation of Nuclear 
Power Plants, were organized since 1965 till 1987. Since 1997 the postgraduate course on topic 
“NPP Operation Safety Aspects” is organized within two semesters in the form of training 
camps. The study is organized for the workers of nuclear industry in Slovakia and Czech 
Republic. The postgraduate study creates possibilities to acquire and to complement technical 
as well as specialized knowledge from area of safety systems, accidents, reliability, legislation, 
management of severe accidents, human factor, safety of technological and electrical parts of 
NPP, chemical and material aspects, disposal of radioactive waste, nuclear fuel, activities of 
NPP, radiation protection and ecological issues. Lectures are provided by the qualified 
pedagogues and well-experienced engineers from nuclear idustry. The first semester is 
composed of two one-week training camps with duration of 90 hours. Except Introduction to 
study the first semester involves six subjects: 

 Safety aspects of technological and electrical part of NPP – 17 hours 
 Nuclear safety – 20 hours 
 Nuclear physics and technology – 12 hours 
 Nuclear reactors – 15 hours 
 Material aspects of NPP – 10 hours 
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 Radiation safety and protection – 15 hours 

Generally, on the tenth day after completion of the second training camp, the leaving 
examinations are organized. The semester includes also tour of selected nuclear facilities in 
Switzerland. In the frame of the first semester is usually organized a technical tour to selected 
Swiss Nuclear Installations as NAGRA’s research laboratories - Grimsel Test Site, Mon Terri 
Underground Rock laboratory, NPP Beznau and NPP Leibstadt, Swiss Interim storage for spent 
fuel & radwaste treatment centre ZWILAG - Würenlingen and ENSI Brugg (Regulatory body 
of Switzerland).   

The second semester is also composed of two one-week training camps with duration of 
91 hours. The subjects of the second semester are: 

 NPP safety systems – 18 hours 
 Accidents and incidents with impact on NPP operational safety – 20 hours 
 Safety culture and human factor – 13 hours 
 Sever accident management – 10 hours 
 Management of radioactive waste and spent fuel - 5 hours 
 Quality management -10 hours 
 Reliability of NPP – 15 hours 

During the second semester trainees work on final thesis which is at the end independently 
reviewed. The trainees graduate based on the defense of final thesis in front of a committee- 
which is composed from the lecturers. Successful graduates of postgraduate study obtain 
diploma of Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology (FEI STU) in 
Bratislava as an evidence of their increased qualification. Currently, within last 15 turns, more 
than 292 workers from nuclear industry successfully graduated from the postgraduate study 
“NPP Operation Safety Aspects”. At present, the sixteenth turn is ongoing with 15 workers 
from Slovakia and Czech Republic. 

For the workers dealing with NPP decommissioning FEI STU in Bratislava organized 
two-semester postgraduate study on topic “Decommissioning of nuclear facilities”. Graduates 
of the study obtain specialized additional knowledge to their technical or natural science 
university education, which improve their qualification and skills in the field of 
decommissioning of nuclear facilities. In the first semester lectures are organized in two one-
week training camps with total duration of 90 hours. The content of the first semester is: 

 Introduction to study – 1 hour 
 Nuclear chemistry – 10 hours of lectures and 18 hours of practical exercises in radio-

chemical laboratories of Faculty of Natural Science UK in Bratislava 
 Nuclear safety – 18 hours 
 Nuclear and neutron physics – 14 hours 
 Construction of nuclear reactors (A1, V1 and V2) – 17 hours 
 Quality management and legislation – 12 hours 

Within the first semester the tour of selected nuclear facilities in Switzerland is organized 
based on the good experience. Program of the tour is similar to the previous one and is focused 
on the aspects of disposal and storage of radioactive waste and spent fuel as well as the 
preparation of decommissioning process and supervising the process of preparation of NPP 
decommissioning. 
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The second semester is also composed of two one-week training camps with duration of 
91 hours. The subjects of second semester are: 

 Nuclear fuel cycle – 14 hours 
 Radiation safety and protection – 10 hours of lectures and 18 hours of practical exercises 

in radioisotope laboratories FEI STU in Bratislava 
 Decommissioning of NPP and management of radioactive waste – 15 hours 
 Contamination and decontamination of materials – 12 hours 
 Strategy for the final part of the peaceful use of nuclear energy – 11 hours 
 Ecology and nuclear facilities – 10 hours 

After all lectures in each semester final examination in individual subjects are organized. 
During the second semester trainees work on final thesis. Their theses are independently 
reviewed and have to be defended in front of a committee. Successful graduates of postgraduate 
study obtain diploma of FEI STU in Bratislava as an evidence of their higher qualification. 
Postgraduate study was already successfully finished by 37 workers in three turns. Lectures are 
also provided by the qualified pedagogues and well-experienced engineers from Slovak nuclear 
industry. 

Since autumn 2002 and on the basis of request of NPP Jaslovské Bohunice management, 
Department of Nuclear Physics and Technics prepared and have organized periodic training of 
reactor physicists on the experimental reactors of partner universities. Experimental exercises 
offer to reactor physicists a unique opportunity of practical verification of physical processes 
occurring in a nuclear reactor during operational events. Obviously, these experiments are not 
allowed on power scale nuclear reactor. The theoretical knowledge and experimental 
measurements methods of reactor physics are refreshed and improved, what is the main purpose 
of periodical employees’ trainings. It is organized once per year with two days of theoretical 
lectures at FEI STU in Bratislava and with three days of measurements on experimental 
reactors. Experimental exercises are subsequently performed on school reactor at Budapest 
University of Technology and Economics (BUTE) in Budapest, on research reactor TRIGA 
mark II at TU in Wien and on school reactor VR1 at CTU in Prague. Since spring of 2003 the 
periodic preparation is organized also for reactor physicists from NPP Mochovce. This year is 
in preparation phase the 16th turn of periodic training of NPP’s reactor physicists which will be 
held on school reactor at BUTE. 

4 FOREIGN COOPERATION 

The Eugene Wigner Course on Reactor Physics Experiments (EWC) was prepared and 
successfully realized within the European Nuclear Education Network (ENEN) by cooperation 
of Institute of Nuclear Techniques (Budapest University of Technology & Economics) and 
Atominstitut TU Wien, Department of Nuclear Reactors (Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and 
Physical Engineering of Czech Technical University in Prague) and Department of Nuclear 
Physics and Tchnology of Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology 
Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava. The EWC course took 3 weeks and the first run 
was organized in 2003. EWC course consists of three days of theoretical training of 
experimental measurement techniques at the FEI STU in Bratislava. Afterwards, the three 
groups of experimental trainings are subsequently performed at Budapest University of 
Technology & Economics, TU Wien and at Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical 
Engineering of Czech Technical University in Prague. At the end of the course, the participants 
are presenting achieved results in front of committee formed from staff of universities, that are 
organizing the EWC course. 75 students of master and doctoral degree took a part in total five 
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runs of EWC courses together with young researches from Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Finland, Croatia, Israel, Austria, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland, Sweden and Italy. 

5 SPECIALISED TRAININGS 

5.1 Safety, management and utilization of research reactors 

Department of Nuclear Physics and Technology (predecessor of Institute of Nuclear and 
Physical Engineering) at FEI STU in Bratislava organized regional course “Safety, 
management and utilization of research reactors” in cooperation with Atominstitut TU Wien in 
the framework of IAEA activities for young experts from Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey and Ukraine. The 
course was held from 3rd to 26th March 2001 in the FEI STU premises in Bratislava and at 
TRIGA mark II reactor in TU Wien. 

5.2 Nuclear safety course for contractors 

Department of Nuclear Physics and Technology FEI STU in Bratislava organized nuclear 
safety course for nuclear power-plant contractors in cooperation with CENS in the framework 
of NEPTUNO project. The content of the course was focused on nuclear safety for WWER 440 
reactors. The course was held from 2nd to 6th May 2005 in the FEI STU premises in Bratislava 
and the course was attended by 11 workers from Belgium, Bulgaria, Hungary, Slovakia, 
Slovenia and Sweden. 

5.3 Compliance of Contractors with Safety Systems 

In the framework of TRANSNUSAFE project, Institute of Nuclear and Physical 
Engineering (INPE) FEI STU in Bratislava prepared a course “Compliance of Contractors with 
Safety Systems”. Course was held in new opened display of Energoland in NPP Mochovce 
from 21st to 23rd May 2014. 22 participants from Slovakia took a place at the course together 
with one student from Lebanon. 

5.4 European Decommissioning Academy 

INPE FEI STU in Bratislava organized European Decommissioning Academy [2] in 
cooperation with IAEA. The academy was held in hotel SOREA from 7th to 27th June 2015. 
Total 14 participants took a place consisting of PhD. students, national nuclear regulatory staff 
and personnel from Czech, Georgian, Moldavan and Slovak research organizations. In the 
framework of the academy, 4 days long business trip was performed in the NAGRA 
laboratories, NPP Beznau, ZWILAG in Switzerland and JRC Ispa in Italy. 

6 CONCLUSION 

The members of INPE FEI STU in Bratislava are continuously looking for ways how to 
improve and make the nuclear power engineering studies more attractive. By this effort they 
try to contribute to increase of nuclear safety both the Slovak nuclear facilities and relevant 
facilities in whole EU.   
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ABSTRACT 

Public information activities of the Nuclear Training Centre ICJT at the Jožef Stefan 
Institute started 24 years ago. We inform the visitors about nuclear energy in general and about 
Krško Nuclear Power Plant by live lectures, by an exhibition and by radioactivity workshop 
demonstrations.  

Schoolchildren and their teachers are the main target group of information activities. Most 
of them are from the 8th and 9th grade of elementary school, aged 14 to 15. Each year between 
7000 and 8000 youngsters visit the Information Centre. Since 1993, there have been 3656 visits, 
resulting in some 173,000 visitors.  

For more than 20 years, we poll some 1000 youngsters in the springtime when we get the 
most visitors. The poll is always conducted before the lecture or visiting the exhibition, in order 
to obtain an unbiased opinion. 

The year 2017-poll results show poor comprehension of nuclear energy, radiation and 
radioactive waste. A relative majority of youngsters consistently recognizes that NPP Krško 
would be difficult to replace by renewables. More youngsters are in favour of the second unit 
of NPP Krško than against it. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Each year since 1993 we send invitations to all elementary and high schools in Slovenia 
to visit the ICJT Information Centre. Many schools respond and the coverage of the 
communities in Slovenia is reasonably good (Figure 1). 

  

Figure 1: Percentage of population of local communities in Slovenia that have visited ICJT 
since 1993 
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A live lecture about nuclear energy, explanation of basic facts of radioactivity in a 
demonstration lab and a guided tour of the permanent exhibition about nuclear technology are 
the mainstays of the visit, which is adapted to the level of visitors. The bilingual 
(Slovenian/English) “Mini Encyclopaedia of Nuclear Energy” is freely available for every 
visitor. Interested visitors can tour the research reactor TRIGA and/or the Tandetron ion 
accelerator on site. 

The poll has been conducted and the results have been reported for more than 20 years 
[1, 2] using several basic questions derived from the early public opinion research of the Faculty 
of Social Sciences in Ljubljana almost thirty years ago [3] with some questions updated in 2004 
and 2008. The average results in the interval 1993 (or 2004, 2008, respectively) – 2014 and 
their standard deviation represent the “baseline” for comparison with the results from the last 3 
years’ polling. 

In the initial years, polling of youngsters using paper questionnaires may have seemed 
inferior to polling of adult population by interviewers using stationary phones. However, the 
question is arising whether the results of our polling in recent years may carry more weight than 
the traditional stationary phone polling, due to the following reasons: 

 Stationary phones are becoming practically obsolete, 

 The willingness to answer in a phone survey is decreasing and the sample in the 
survey may no longer be representative, rendering the poll results unreliable, 

 In our case all the visiting youngsters are polled unselectively (the only selection 
being the visit of a certain school which does not influence much the individuals’ 
opinion within the group), 

 The statistical weight of our results (approximately 1000 persons per poll) 
considerably exceeds the weight of a traditional stationary phone poll (400-600 
persons per poll).  

The polling of youngsters is not representative for the public of Slovenia. Their perception 
of risks may be more relaxed than the perception of the adults. Still, their positions reflect 
opinions they hear in their families and media information. As already stated, the important 
point is that the unselective sampling method introduces no bias in terms of polled population. 

We conduct the poll every spring and always at the beginning of the visit to obtain 
unbiased opinions based on the knowledge from the school and everyday life. Figure 2 shows 
the age distribution of visiting youngsters. 
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Figure 2: Age distribution of visiting youngsters 

2 RESULTS OF THE 2017 POLL 

We polled 1007 youngsters between March 20 and April 24 (46.3 % female and 53.7 % 
male). Graphs and comments according to the questions in the questionnaire show the results, 
which are divided into five groups covering:  

 General relative perceptions of risks and environmental dangers,  
 Knowledge and understanding of several basic facts of nuclear energy and radioactive 

waste, 
 Reasons for/against nuclear energy 
 Agreement with the potential unit 2 of NPP Krško and awareness about the limitations of 

other sources of electricity, 
 Position towards nuclear energy and sources of information. 

 

Our observation is, that neglecting scatter in the results, the opinion of youngsters turns 
out surprisingly consistent over 20+ years of polling implying some mid-term stability 
regardless of changes or events (e.g. Fukushima accident in Japan in 2011) in the nuclear 
sphere. 
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2.1 General questions about risks, environment and acceptability 

 

Figure 3: Ranking of human activities by perception of risk 
                          (Actual risk based on calculated Loss of Life Expectancy [4]) 

 

Disparity between the actual risk and the perceived risk as rated by the youngsters is 
consistently highest for nuclear energy (Figure 3), like in most countries. Youngsters rate other 
risks, like smoking, alcohol, traffic etc. considerably more realistically as compared to risks 
based on Loss of Life Expectancy [4].  

2.2 Understanding basic facts about nuclear energy, radiation and radioactive waste 

Respondents have to answer whether some statements about nuclear energy are true or 
false. For the left half of statements, the correct answer is “true”, and for the right half, the 
correct answer is “false” (in the actual questionnaire, the statements are given in random order). 
Figure 4 shows the percentage of answers “true” for all statements. Several results are 
disappointing and do not change much over the years. Some 50% of respondents believe that 
radiation from radioactive waste (RW) repository is detectable 1 km from the site and 30% 
think that NPPs cause acid rain. Less than 30% know that NPPs do not contribute to the 
greenhouse effect. This is probably due to lack of information about nuclear energy and 
radioactivity in the elementary school curriculum.  

 

<04‐14> 2015 2016 2017 actual risk
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Figure 4: Agreement with the statements – knowledge about nuclear energy 

 

On the other hand, most youngsters know that NPP Krško produces 1/3 of electricity in 
Slovenia, which is cheaper than electricity produced in thermal power plants. This is probably 
due to media news about political, economic and nuclear safety related aspects of NPP Krško. 

2.3 Reasons for/against nuclear energy 

 

Figure 5: What are the reasons for use of nuclear energy? (One answer possible) 

Lower price stands out (Figure 5) in spite of the high scatter in the other results. This is 
consistent with the result in Figure 4 about the price of the electricity generated by NPP Krško.  
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Figure 6: What are the reasons against nuclear energy? (One answer possible) 

Spent fuel disposal is perceived as the main reason against nuclear power (consistent with 
the result about radiation from the RW repository in Figure 4), stronger even than possibility of 
an accident (Figure 6). 

2.4 Position towards NPP Krško 

 

Figure 7: Do you believe that other sources (e.g., renewables) can replace NPP Krško? 

A relative majority of youngsters consistently recognizes that NPP Krško would be 
difficult to replace by renewables (Figure 7). 
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Figure 8: To what extent do you agree with the second NPP in Krško? 

The share of “partially agree” stands out and does not change much over years (Figure 
8). The sum of more definite answers “totally agree” + “agree” exceeds the sum of answers “do 
not agree” + “strongly disagree”. A high degree of scatter obscures any trend.  

2.5 Position towards nuclear energy and sources of information 

 
 

Figure 9: What is your general opinion on nuclear energy? 

The “Advantages…” exceed the “Risks…” The sum of “Neither” and “I don’t know” is 
actually the prevailing category (Figure 9).  This indication warrants ongoing education and 
information activities. 
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Figure 10: Which three of the following would you trust most to give you information about 

nuclear safety? 
 

Scientists consistently enjoy the highest trust among information sources relevant to 
youngsters. International Atomic Energy Agency, regulatory body, utility and environmental 
organizations have a relatively good credibility over the years, while credibility of the 
government and journalists remains low (Figure 10). 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of this paper was to look for indications that would serve as a feedback for 
ongoing information activities of the Information Centre at the Jožef Stefan Institute: 

 Youngsters strongly overrate risk of nuclear energy as compared to risks in everyday life. 
The knowledge about nuclear energy, radiation and radioactive waste is generally 
deficient.  

 Youngsters perceive low price of nuclear electricity as a good reason for the use of nuclear 
energy. 

 Youngsters perceive spent fuel disposal and possibility of an accident as main reasons 
against nuclear energy. 

 Youngsters are aware about the limitations of renewable sources of electricity. The 
second NPP in Krško has more supporters than opponents. Similarly, the advantages of 
nuclear energy slightly exceed the perceived risks. 

 Recently, category of answer “I don’t know” has markedly increased for all questions. 
This may be due to less information about nuclear in media in recent years. 

 Scientists are consistently the most trusted source of information while government and 
journalists are the least trusted source of information. 
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Neglecting scatter in the results, the opinion of youngsters turns out surprisingly 
consistent over 20+ years of polling implying some mid-term stability regardless of changes or 
events in the nuclear sphere (e.g. Fukushima accident). 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper demonstrates a novel mathematical instrument for quantification of the 

Acquisition path analysis. The numerical estimation of the State-specific factor of nuclear fuel 

cycle of a state is proposed. Application of quantitative approach provides objective and 

impartial assessment of potential nuclear capabilities of the state.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear fuel cycle (NFC) technologies are constantly improving, which provides new 

abilities for potential nuclear weapon production. Thus, it is important to increase reliability of 

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards by modification of the existing 

instruments and models. 

One of the core developments of IAEA regulation system is State-level concept (SLC), 

which contains the comprehensive consideration of the State nuclear program aspects. This 

concept is realized by three main steps: 1) determination of State-specific factors (SSFs); 2) 

Acquisition path analysis (APA); 3) establishing of the effective safeguards measures. Further, 

in accordance with the results, State-level safeguards approaches (SLAs) are developed [1]. 

The IAEA expert group performs all abovementioned steps by means of qualitative 

evaluation of a state nuclear activity. It is evident that such approach is quite subjective and 

therefore receives criticism. In this respect IAEA suggests high-priority tasks to improve state 

characterization factors as well as acquisition path analysis and its implementation techniques 

as a part for Development and Implementation Support Programme for Nuclear Verification 

2016-2017 [2]  

2 STATE SPECIFIC FACTORS 

SSFs represent the collection of information regarding to a State in accordance to its 

safeguards regulation approach. The factors are based on the actual information of the particular 

State and they are evaluated by experts within the safeguards implementation. In general, there 
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are six factors [1,3]. However, APA requires only one SSF that corresponds to the nuclear fuel 

cycle and related technical capabilities of the State. 

2.1 The numerical evaluation of the nuclear fuel cycle of the state 

Due to the evident criticism of the SLC [4], this research suggests development of the 

specific characterization parameters of the nuclear fuel cycle of the state including 

establishment of the particular value for each of them (Table 1). The analysis of Russian and 

worldwide literature was carried out in order to prove the reliability of the created system [5-7].  

Table 1: characterization parameters of the NFC 
№ Parameter  NFC of the State Numerical value 

1 NNFC NFC stages number in edges chain Pcs. 

2 TNFC The NFC facility type, weighting coefficient Ore mining – 0 

 Milling of ore – 0 

Conversion – 1,5 

Enrichment – 3 

Fuel fabrication – 1,5 

Operation: 

- LWR – 1 

- GCR – 1 

- PHWR – 1,5 

- FBR –2 

- Research reactor – 2  

Reactor SNF storage – 1 

Interim storage of SNF – 1,5 

Reprocessing – 2,5 

Final disposal – 0 

3 NTRAN The number of ambient transactions Pcs. 

4 TMAT Nuclear material type at a site Unit of account 

5 Q Nuclear material quantity at a site Unit of account 

6 TPOUT Principal possibility of theft capabilities at different 

stages of NFC, weighting coefficient 

Presence – 1,25 

Absence – 0,75 

7 IE Presence/absence of import/export of nuclear 

material and technologies at different stages of NFC, 

weighting coefficient 

Import – 0,75 

Export – 1,25 

Absence – 1 

Each of the parameters is discussed in more detail below. 

Parameters #1 and #3 correspond to the quantity of NFC facilities and nuclear material 

transactions between these facilities. The increase of these numbers will make safeguards 

administration more difficult. The growth of the facilities number included in NFC leads to the 

increase of the possibilities of the diversion. The transaction is considered as one of the most 

critical stages of the NFC, due to the lack of monitoring and security measures. Thus, the risk 

of undetected theft increases. 

Parameter #2 is proposed taking into account technical difficulties and proliferation time 

of nuclear material for each particular spent nuclear fuel (SNF) stage that are required for the 

diversion to nuclear weapon production. 

The first considered stage is U or Th ore mining. The materials in such form are not 

included into the Common System of Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials, due to the 

fact that it is not valid for nuclear weapon production. 

The ore milling stage comprises the extraction of U from the ore and its further conversion 

into the uranium oxide powder. In general, uranium ore consists of large amount of naturally 

occurring additional elements that are further removed by special physicochemical procedures. 

The final product in this process is U3O8 – powder that contains 90% of naturally enriched 
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uranium. At this stage material is suitable neither for nuclear weapon production nor for 

enrichment; both abovementioned processes require special conversion technologies [7]. 

Uranium conversion is the process in which natural uranium in the form of U3O8 powder 

is converted to UF6, such form of uranium is appropriate for further isotope enrichment [6]. 

Despite the natural enrichment level of the nuclear material, the conversion stage is critical in 

terms of nuclear material proliferation due to the form of the final product. 

Enrichment stage is the most sensitive and critical regarding to the production of nuclear 

weapon quality material, due to the fact that quality of nuclear material is determined by the 

percentage of the fissile isotope (U235 or Pu239). Each of the existing isotope separation 

technologies allows to increase the fissile isotope content to more than 90%, which is sufficient 

for the production of nuclear weapons [7]. 

At the stage of the fuel fabrication the conversion of the enriched material to the form 

suitable for further exploitation in nuclear reactor is performed. The sensitivity of the stage 

mainly depends on the enrichment percentage, which is taken into account by corresponding 

weighting coefficients. The risk of the considered stage in terms of nuclear weapon production 

is related to the existence of the technology for conversion of the gaseous nuclear material into 

a solid that is sufficient for nuclear weapons [5]. 

The next stage of the NFC is the main process in nuclear power engineering. It is the 

operation of a nuclear reactor. The research is conducted within the framework of maintaining 

the international nuclear non-proliferation regime, thus the international classification of reactor 

types can be applied. The following types of reactors are discussed: 

1) Light-water reactor (LWR) type includes the pressurized water reactor (PWR), the 

boiling water reactor (BWR) and the supercritical water reactor (SCWR). When we consider 

nuclear nonproliferation issues, it has to be mentioned that LWR has two main features: low-

enriched uranium (3-5%) fuel (LEU) and poor breeding capabilities. However, the reactor core 

has significant amount of fuel due to its low enrichment level. This fact makes LWR potentially 

capable for clandestine nuclear program [8].  

2) Gas-cooled reactor (GCR) type has the same characteristics as LWR in respect to 

proliferation application. [8]. 

3) Pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR) has controversial properties: on the one hand, 

heavy water has low neutron absorption cross section, that allows to use natural uranium as a 

fuel and exclude the fuel enrichment stage from the NFC – all these facts significantly decrease 

proliferation risks. However, on the other hand, natural uranium has much better breeding 

potential due to conversion U238 isotope to Pu as result of neutron capture [8, 9].  

4) The main feature of Fast breeder reactor (FBR) is a breeding blanket of fertile material 

(usually, natural or depleted uranium) that surrounds the core. The blanket allows to breed 

significant amount of weapon or sub-weapon grade Pu. Beside this fact, one more proliferation 

challenge related to FRB is the possibility to use МОХ-fuel as fissile material. MOX-fuel 

consists of U and Pu isotopes that potentially could lead to diversion of fuel itself for military 

purposes. [9].  

5)  Majority of Research reactors (RR) use high-enriched uranium (HEU) as fuel. IAEA 

has initiated RR conversion from HEU to (LEU) [10]. Despite this fact, many of RR worldwide 

are still not engaged into this initiative. 

The described classification of reactor types intentionally excludes industrial breeder 

reactors that were designed and tailored for weapon-grade plutonium breeding, because that 

type is operated in nuclear weapon states only. 
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Next stage of NFC is SNF reactor storage in a specialized pool at a reactor’s site. This 

process has started immediately after a fuel load of a reactor is removed from the core and 

placed to a pool. Despite of SNF inherent security properties (due to high radiation hazard), it 

may have high percentage of Pu that can be used for military purposes. [5]. Taking into account 

the fact that decision to diverse a material to a weapon program is to be made by government, 

the possibility of application of specialized equipment for handling high-radioactive SNF has 

to be considered. The radioactivity of SNF is significantly decreasing after 3-5 years and, 

usually, spent fuel is transferred to dry or wet interim fuel storage facility. However, it has to 

be mentioned that inherent security level is decreasing as well. At the same time the Pu amount 

still remains the same [6].  So, proliferation risks on stage of interim storage are higher than 

during reactor storage. 

The SNF reprocessing process could be used by a State for separation most valuable 

isotopes and further МОХ-fuel production. Reprocessing stage is the most sensitive in respect 

to development of Pu-based nuclear weapon. Nevertheless, there are some limiting factors: 

high-radiation level, inseparable impurities etc. [11].  

Any NFC has a back-end – disposal of radioactive wastes that has no valuable material 

and not supposed to have any use in further activities. So, wastes are useless in nuclear weapon 

production. Modern waste’s immobilization technologies even more limit the possibilities of 

malicious use of wastes and prevent its’ recovery [11].  

Parameter #6 considers an increase of proliferation risks that is related to the theft 

capabilities of nuclear materials at different stages of NFC. Theft capabilities are understood as 

covered transfer of nuclear material from NFC for malicious purposes that cannot be identified 

during IAEA inspection.  

Parameter #7 is dedicated to indicate presence/absence of import/export of nuclear 

material and technologies. Nuclear technologies import requires application of additional 

procedures of export control, thus decreasing the diversion attractiveness. Otherwise, an export 

of nuclear-related items highlights deep knowledge and know-how of a State and that 

significantly increases diversion possibilities. 

“Nuclear material type at a site” (TMATi) and “Nuclear material quantity at a site” (Qi) are 

the units of account and descripted below by equation (1) and (2). 

TMATi consists of 5 factors, descripting the applicability of nuclear material for production 

of nuclear weapon. The parameter is based on multiplicative model (1) defined by the fact that 

the factors under consideration are interdependent and have strong mutual influence. 

TMATi = WGi  Mi  Ri  Chi  Phi ,      (1) 

where WGi – weapon grade nuclear material («no» = 1, «yes» = 100);  

Mi – presence of inseparable impurities («no» = 1, «yes» = 0,3);  

Ri – inherent security due to high radioactivity («no» = 1, «yes» = 0,3);  

Chi – chemical form («metal» = 1, «ceramics» = 0,9 , «other composition» = 0,8); 

Phi – physical state of a matter («gaseous» = 1, «solid» = 0,7 , «liquid» = 0,3). 

WGi is uranium with enrichment higher than 90% and plutonium that has in composition 

less than 20% of 238, 240, 241, 242 isotopes. Nuclear materials of such quality are called “direct 

use material” that allow to create a nuclear weapon without additional technological process. 
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The factor “Мi” defines presence of impurities that are inseparable at state-of-art methods. 

The impurities taken into account should influence the possibility of military application of 

nuclear material via significant increase of its’ critical mass. 

The inherent security – “Ri” is defined by quantity of short-lived isotopes. 

 “Phi” demonstrates the possibility of application of the current state of nuclear material 

to a weapon program. It is important to mention, that the highest value belongs to a “gaseous” 

state. Despite its unsuitability for direct use in nuclear weapon production, it allows to perform 

material enrichment.  

To define a relative number of nuclear explosive devices that is possible to create, the 

nuclear material quantity has to be taken into account: 

Qi = 
mFISi

SQISi
 ,        (2) 

where mFISi – fissile isotope mass; 

SQISi – IAEA Significant Quantity of the isotope. 

Significant quantity is the approximate amount of nuclear material for which the 

possibility of manufacturing a nuclear explosive device cannot be excluded [12]. 

3 ACQUISITION PATH ANALYSIS  

 SLC' key stage is APA, that covers all technically possible acquisition paths of nuclear 

materials which are suitable for nuclear weapon production. 

APA is performed in three stages: 1) paths’ net modelling, based on IAEA experts review 

approach and physical model; 2) analysis of all possible paths of the developed net; 3) state 

strategic evaluation. 

Mathematically modelled net is calculated in accordance with the graph theory [3]. 

Analogy between APA elements and graph theory is provided in Table 2. 

Table 2: Element analogy 
Graph theory Acquisition path analysis 

Node Material form 

Edge Stage of nuclear fuel cycle 

Path  Acquisition path  

Edge weight  Attraction of an acquisition path 

Qualitative approach to APA is based on the three factors of attractiveness [3] that have 

the roots in GIF methodology [13]. The attractiveness factors are evaluated by IAEA Expert 

Group by relative qualitative scale (from 0 to 3). 

The modelled graph is analyzed in order to estimate paths attractiveness and costs on 

discovering all technically possible acquisition paths. This information is the basis to edge 

weight calculation. Further, the path attractiveness is calculated by totalizing each edge’s 

weight [3]. 

3.1 Mathematical instrument of qualitative approach to Acquisition Path Analysis  

The fundamentals of qualitative approach to APA is the set of parameters with appropriate 

numerical characteristics.  

The multiplicative model is proposed for an edge weight calculation (ωe). The model will 

depend from NFC stage and type and quantity of nuclear material at a facility: 
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ωei = TNFCi  TMATi  Qi .      (3) 

Calculated value of ωe is the most fundamental to identifying the possibility of nuclear 

material diversion of the particular stage of NFC. 

Within the qualitative approach the equation of the general attractiveness is the following: 

lj = 
(∑ei  ∑ IEi  ∑TPOUTi)  (NNFCj + NTRANj)

ne
 ,     (4) 

where ne – path’ edge quantity  

Quantitative evaluation of the general attractiveness of potential acquisition path will be 

more objective in comparison with qualitative approach, because quantitative approach is based 

on the set of weight factors and numerical characteristics.  

4 APPROACH VALIDATION 

The test was conducted on the Hypothetical State, in order to validate the set of 

parameters and mathematical instrument as the whole. The State has three potential paths for 

obtaining a nuclear weapon: #1 is based on HEU RR (enrichment rate is 90%); #2 – LEU RR 

(15%); and #3 – LEU LWR (5%). 

The graph was modeled and the paths were prioritized as the result of APA.  

After paths’ attractiveness comparison (Table 3), it was discovered that the most 

attractive path of nuclear material acquisition is path #1. Despite the path containing small 

quantity of nuclear material, it has “direct use” status. It is important to highlight that the mass 

of material at the path is exceeding the Significant Quantity and is allowing creation of the 

nuclear weapon within a rather short term. Moreover, the weapon-grade of U is the reason of 

high level of vulnerability of three edges at Path #1, at the same time Path #2 and Path #3 have 

only one high-risk edge. 

Table 3: General attractiveness of potential acquisition path of nuclear materials 
 Path #1 Path #2 Path #3 

General attractiveness of path  26 383,41 390,34 11 063,37 

The obtained results have proved the correctness of qualitative approach to APA, because 

the results of proliferation threat identification as at single NFC stages as at each path in general 

have discovered that qualitative and quantitative results coincide. The particular results related 

to research reactors had underlined the importance of IAEA “HEU-LEU” initiative. 

5 CONCLUSION 

The criticism of SLC focuses on the subjective evaluation of SSFs. The quantitative 

approach proposed in this study provides numerical evaluation of the potential paths of 

acquiring the nuclear material that enables the impartiality of the choice of IAEA safeguards 

for further implementation. The approach was successfully validated and the obtained results 

totally correlate with the prior risk qualitative assessment of NFC stages. In further work it is 

suggested to improve the quantitative approach by evaluation of each of the NFC stages 

separately in order to perform comparative analysis of the obtained results. Moreover, the 

approach can be modified by addition of the possibility to determine safeguard measures for 

each particular stage. The final version of the quantitative approach is to be implemented by a 

software. 
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ABSTRACT 

   After September 11th events, the Krško NPP determined the strategy and proposed some 
modifications related to preventive and mitigate measures in case of aircraft crash in accordance with 
the publication NEI 06-12, B.5.b Phase 2 & 3 Submittal Guidance [1]. In parallel the Slovenian Nuclear 
Safety Administration has initiated activities for assurance of as early as possible notification on 
malicious aircraft potentially heading towards the nuclear power plant. The possibilities for effective 
communication between the organizations involved in the aircraft control in case of aircraft swerve were 
investigated. 

   After several years of discussions and administrative arrangements in 2016 the agreement was 
signed between civil and military air traffic controls, the Krško NPP and the Slovenian Nuclear Safety 
Administration. Based on the agreement the procedures were established to promptly, in the matter of 
seconds, alert operators of the NPP about potential danger from the incoming aircraft. By such alert 
operators would have several minutes available for eventual protection of crucial resources and 
personnel. 

   This measure comes as an addition to number of other measures at the nuclear power plant 
prepared for mitigation of large aircraft crash on site including severe accident management guidelines 
and special firefighting equipment.  

   Development and implementation of a multi-party agreement on notification of malicious aircraft 
to enable mitigation actions was recognised as a good performance for Slovenia at the 7th Review 
Meeting of the Convention on Nuclear Safety held in Vienna. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

   Following events of 11. September 2001 when terrorist attacks were held with multiple airplanes 
crashing into different facilities in United States of America international nuclear community started 
intensively looking for a way to prevent similar terrorist events against nuclear facilities or to mitigate 
their consequences. In some countries they have even performed experiments to prove what would be 
the impact of the hit by the big commercial aircraft into the structures of nuclear facilities. Nuclear 
industry together with nuclear regulators have prepared number of different recommendations, the most 
known being the NEI 06-12, B.5.b Phase 2 & 3 Submittal Guideline [1] outlining best possible strategies 
for maintaining the integrity of spent fuel pools and of containments with reactors.  

   These recommendations were followed by many operators of nuclear power plants around the 
World, also in the Nuclear Power Plant Krško in Slovenia, which is 700 MWe two loop pressurised water 
reactor constructed by Westinghouse, starting commercial operation in 1983. During their 
implementation in March 2011 the accident in Fukushima took place. The stress-tests [1] which have 

mailto:andrej.stritar@gov.si
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been performed in Krško NPP as they were performed also in all other nuclear power plants in Europe, 
where just another incentive for even faster implementation of all possible improvements that would 
increase resistance of the NPP towards external events, including the terrorist attack by commercial 
aircraft. Implementation of the NEI 06-12, B.5.b action plan in NPP Krško actually became the integral 
part of the wider strategy for safety upgrade based on the lessons learned from Fukushima.  

   It is, however, not the aim of this article to describe in detail all those safety upgrades at the site 
of Krško NPP, but just to describe the idea and its implementation about early warning of plant operators 
about potential terrorist attack by commercial airplane. 

2 THE NEED FOR EARLY WARNING 

   About ten years ago when the document NEI 06-12, B.5.b [1] became widely known and its 
implementation started, the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) has learned also by off-
site arrangements in different countries aimed to further reduce potential for terrorist attacks to nuclear 
facilities by commercial aircrafts or to mitigate their consequences. It has learned about the 
arrangements where a central state air traffic control would notify each nuclear power plant in case it 
detects the airplane which was either hijacked or would not communicate with the air traffic control and 
was flying in the direction of that nuclear power plant. That warning would give the plant operator at 
least several minutes to prepare for potential impact and thereby at least to some extent mitigate the 
potential consequences. 

   As this matter was rather new for SNSA it took some time to investigate how is air traffic control 
arranged in Slovenia and wider in Europe. In parallel it has been also discussed with the operator of the 
Krško NPP how useful would it be for them to get such early warning and what would be potential 
benefits of it. After some discussions and analysis it was determined that in only several minutes before 
potential impact of the plane to the facility it would be practically impossible to implement any serious 
and effective additional physical protective measure. Even immediate shutdown of the reactor would not 
mean much, as in few minutes that would be gained the decay heat does not drop significantly.  

   It was concluded that the only effective thing that could be done few minutes before the impact 
would be the protection of the available personnel on site. SNSA and the plant operator agreed that it 
would be worth further efforts to establish early warning about incoming potentially dangerous airplanes. 
The plant operator would in such case immediately move all non-essential personnel into the protected 
underground areas just to be available to start mitigating actions immediately after the potential impact. 

 

3 AGREEMENT WITH AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLS 

   After agreeing with the plant operator about the need for the early warning system the SNSA 
has established contacts first with the civil air traffic control of Slovenia (Slovenia Control, Ltd, 
https://www.sloveniacontrol.si/en/) and later also with the military air traffic control. Civil air traffic 
controllers are quite well known also in the wider public as those persons which are in constant contact 
with each and every airplane in the air. They are directing each plane to the appropriate air corridor and 
they are primarily very responsibly taking care not to come to the collision of planes in the air. As 
airplanes are travelling fast, the air traffic controllers have overview of the situation in the air in the very 
wide area. They also communicate constantly with their colleagues air traffic controllers in other 
countries. Slovenian air traffic controllers can “see” the situation in the air very far from Slovenia to the 
central Germany on one side and far into the Balkan peninsula on the other side.  

   Civil air traffic controllers would also very fast, almost immediately, detect if any plane would 
not fly on its announced flight path, would not respond or communicate with controllers or would in any 
other way behave suspiciously. 

   The military air traffic controllers also follow the developments in the air space. As they do not 
have the direct responsibility for guidance of each and every aircraft in the air, they have the possibility 
and time for analysis of the wider situation in the air. They are also tightly connected with their colleagues 
in other countries and they have the responsibility to coordinate any involvement of military forces if 
needed. 

   After SNSA approached both air traffic controls they have both responded very positively. 
Similar kinds of alerting possibilities as SNSA was asking for were already implemented for threats from 
the air to other types of facilities. In principle traffic controllers saw no obstacles for the agreement, 
however it took several years of primarily administrative burdens before the agreement between four 

https://www.sloveniacontrol.si/en/
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parties, the Ministry of Defence for military air traffic control, the Slovenian airspace control, the Krško 
NPP  and the SNSA was signed in June 2016. 

 

4 AGREEMENT ON COOPERATION  

   The Agreement on Cooperation provides a legally binding act among four organisations 
(Ministry of defence, Slovenian control Ltd., Krško NPP and SNSA). Its intention is to prevent or mitigate 
potential adverse consequences of deliberate or accidental aircraft crash at the area of NPP Krško. The 
participating organisations will help the NPP Krško to prepare for such an event. This would allow the 
operators in the control room to evacuate part of the non-essential personnel into the protected areas. 

   According to the Agreement the NPP Krško Control Room is notified if/when: airspace violation 
is detected, if aircraft is violating regulations or it`s granted permissions, if aircraft is hijacked or in if 
there are flights detected in the nearby vicinity of NPP Krško which could potentially jeopardize nuclear 
safety.  

   The notification is sent immediately either from military or civil air traffic control. For that purpose 
special technical arrangements were implemented after the signature of the agreement. Some 
modifications on control panels in the Control Room at NPP and in the control centre at civil air traffic 
controller were implemented. Air traffic controllers have now at their disposal very simple and primarily 
fast arrangement for triggering the alarm in the control room of the NPP over the dedicated 
communication channel. 

   Agreement also relieve air traffic controllers from any liability in case of false alarms. This 
provision was necessary in order to prevent too conservative decision making by controllers. On the 
other hand any false alert under current arrangements would not cause serious expenses for the nuclear 
power plant as any costly immediate shutdown of the reactor and thereby loss of income is not foreseen.  

In the NPP Krško they have put in place operating procedures describing the response to the 
alert from air traffic controllers, operators are properly trained how to behave in such a case and 
occasional exercises are organised to test the response. Potential negative effects of needless 
activation and response of NPP Krško staff was also taken into account in the process of creating the 
operating procedure.  

   SNSA’s efforts on further minimizing potential threat from terrorist attacks by commercial 
airplanes were also observed during the seventh Review Meeting of the Contracting Parties to the 
Convention on Nuclear Safety held from 27. March to 7. April 2017 at the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna, 
Austria where development of a multi-party Agreement on notification of potential malicious aircraft 
activity to enable operator mitigation was commended by the Country Group. 

 

5 CONCLUSION  

   Several years of efforts by Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration have resulted in 
establishment of the early warning system that could reduce the consequences of the potential terrorist 
attack by commercial aircrafts. In case that air traffic controllers detect suspicious behaviour of an 
aircraft potentially threatening the Krško NPP, its operators would be alerted in less than a minute and 
would have opportunity to send part of personnel to the shelter to be ready to start mitigation of potential 
airplane crash. 

   This notification system represent a small improvement of the off-site preparedness to nuclear 
emergencies, hopefully never to be used in a real case! 
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ABSTRACT 

In 2013 the European Union (EU) published the new basic safety standards “for 
protection against the dangerous arising from exposure to ionising radiation” as given in the 
text of the Council Directive 2013/59/Euratom. This directive was published after more than 
15 years of thorough analyses of radiation protection issues and shall be transposed in all 28 
EU Member States. The Directive is based on experiences with implementation of five Euratom 
Directives already transposed, on ICRP 103 publication published in 2007 and on new scientific 
data. In 2014 the IAEA published International Basic Safety Standards regarding radiation 
protection and safety of radiation sources, i.e. IAEA SS GSR Part 3, which is also based on the 
publication ICRP 103 and experiences of more than 160 IAEA Member States.  

Despite the fact that both texts regarding basic safety standards have been drafted in the 
same period of time and are based on the ICRP 103, i.e. introducing three exposure situations, 
there are some significant differences between both documents, e.g. in managing exposure 
situations related to industries using natural occurring radioactive materials. The differences 
span from variations in basic principles of radiation protection to distinctness in technical 
standards, such as the standard related to the exposure due to radon in workplaces. The 
presented systematic analysis of differences shall facilitate communication among EU MSs and 
other countries. This is particularly important taking into account world market of equipment 
producing ionising radiation, world market of materials and control of exposure of itinerant 
workers in all exposure situations. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In 2014 the IAEA published International Basic Safety Standards regarding radiation 
protection and safety of radiation sources, i.e. IAEA General Safety Requirements Part 3 (IAEA 
BSS) [1] sets standards for radiation protection and safety of radiation sources to be used in the 
IAEA Member States. The document superseded the document called “BSS of 1996” published 
in 1996 [2]. The IAEA BSS is based on the publication ICRP 103 [3] and experiences of more 
than 160 IAEA Member States. The document contains around 400 requirements, 52 among 
them are so-called overarching requirements. It contains numerous technical specifications 
applicable for calculations, majority of them given in Schedules I- IV. 

 On the other hand, the IAEA Member States which are at the same time members of the 
European Union (EU), are obliged to implement legal documents of the EU, including those 
related to radiation and nuclear safety. A short presentation of radiation and nuclear safety 
legislation in the EU is given for example in [4]. The very first international safety standards 
related to the use of radiation sources prepared in Europe were drafted in fifties of the last 
century, i.e. in the era when radiation sources were widely used in medicine and the build of 
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new nuclear power plants (NPP) was on the agenda in many countries. Namely, the very first 
nuclear power plant producing commercial electricity, i.e. Obninsk NPP situated around 110 
km from Moscow, started its operation in 1954. The very first document containing safety 
standards related to radiation sources in Europe, i.e. the document called Directive, was 
published only two years later, in 1959. From that time on this document was amended many 
times. In 2013 the EU published the new basic safety standards “for protection against the 
dangerous arising from exposure to ionising radiation” as given in the text of the Council 
Directive 2013/59/Euratom (EU BSS) [5]. This directive was published after more than 15 years 
of thorough analyses of radiation protection issues in EU Members States (MSs) and shall be 
transposed in all 28 EU MSs. The Directive is based on experiences with implementation of 
five Euratom Directives already transposed, on ICRP 103 publication published in 2007 and on 
new scientific data. The document contains around 100 Articles as well as around 20 Annexes 
focused mainly on technical specifications with more than 1000 technical parameters. 

Both documents, i.e. IAEA BSS and EU BSS, are largely harmonised. In particular, the 
authors of the EU BSS were trying to achieve harmonisation with somehow wider acceptable 
safety standards, e.g. application of exemption and clearance default values and values 
applicable for identification of high-activity sealed sources.  

However, despite this effort and despite the fact that both texts have been drafted in the 
same period of time and are based on the ICRP 103, there are some significant differences 
between texts. The differences will lead to differences in regulatory regimes used and can 
hinder the cooperation among regulatory authorities coming from different countries. 
Moreover, understanding of differences is necessary in order to prevent any misunderstanding 
when analysing regulatory regimes of other countries, e.g. when studying the legal framework 
of the country from where the producer of a source such as industrial irradiator or nuclear power 
plant comes. The understanding could be of vital importance when setting requirements related 
to easy transportable sources or materials e.g. consumer products and building materials. The 
understanding of differences is of the vital importance for itinerant workers, experts and 
technical services providing a service in other countries, i.e. not in their own country. 

2 BACKGROUND 

Both documents, i.e. IAEA BSS and EU BSS, set requirements related to comprehensive 
system of radiation protection and safety of radiation sources applicable for planned activities, 
e.g. from planning of operation of an NPP and use of x-ray machines in medical field, as well 
as applicable during nuclear and radiological emergency, e.g. situations including accidents 
such as Fukushima accident. In addition, the system also includes management of radiation 
protection and safety of radiation sources which are not related to planned or emergency 
exposure situations but the exposures nevertheless exist when a regulatory control is 
introduced, e.g. due to contamination of areas by residual materials from past activities. Such 
situations are called existing exposure situations as given in [3]. So both documents introduce 
a system of three exposure situations, i.e. planned exposure situation, emergency exposures 
situation and existing exposure situation. 

In line with [3] both documents emphasise that exposure situations are managed using 
different tools, i.e. dose limits and dose constraints for planned exposure situations regarding 
occupational and public doses and reference levels for emergency and existing exposure 
situations. A need to have wider regulatory flexibility when managing emergency and existing 
exposures as when planned exposures are regulated is clearly demonstrated when comparing 
the regulatory regime at the site with residual contamination due to nuclear accident and a 
regulatory regime applicable for the protection of the population around a new NPP. In the first 
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case reference levels apply as well as intervals of reference intervals while in latter case the 
protection of the population is going to be based on so-called regulatory dose constraints. Both 
standards introduced updated dose limits where necessary, however some differences might be 
noted. They both introduced the same reference levels for emergency exposure situations.  

 The requirements of both documents are related to occupational, medical and public 
exposures. However, the organisation of both documents is very different. Specifically, the 
IAEA BSS structure is based on situations. Within each chapter dedicated to the exposure 
situation the requirements on occupational, medical and public exposures are given. This 
structure is given in table 1. In such a way the regulatory authority should identify the type of 
the exposure and then it should apply requirements for workers, members of the public and 
patients as applicable. On the other hand, the EU BSS is based on occupational, public and 
medical exposures and within each type appropriate requirements for exposure situations are 
given.  

Table 1: Example table 
Exposure Situation Occupational 

Exposure 
Public 
Exposure 

Medical 
Exposure 

1. Planned exposure situation Y Y Y 
2. Emergency exposure 

situation 
Y Y NA 

3. Existing exposure situation Y Y NA 

The comparison of differences in both documents is based on comparing the texts and not 
their implementation in a particular state. Namely, the flexibility is incorporated in both texts. 
As a result, the implementation either the requirements of the IAEA or the requirements of the 
EU although different, might lead to actual same level of radiation protection and safety. The 
differences related to medical exposure situation as given in the scope of the Reqs. 34-42 in the 
IAEA BSS are not analysed in this article. Moreover, only major differences in concepts and 
technical standards are analysed as scrutinizing details of both texts many additional differences 
can be observed.  

However, it must be noted that selection of some issues to be tackled in safety standards 
is somehow arbitrary, i.e. while some radiation safety issues are analysed in one text they are 
ignored in the another. Two examples are given.  

 Specifically, in the EU BSS the operational protection of the public given in Art. 65 
included “acceptance into service of the facility subject to adequate protection being 
provided against …radioactive contamination liable to extend to the ground beneath the 
facility”, i.e. the requirement clearly motivated by the Fukushima accident. No such 
somehow direct provision related to the radioactive contamination beneath the facility is 
given in the IAEA BSS.  

 On the other hand, the IAEA BSS contains paragraphs with no clear pair in the EU BSS. 
An example of such requirement is given in the para. 2.37 stating “…provisions are in 
place for ensuring protection and safety in the handling of deceased persons or human 
remains that are known to contain sealed or unsealed radioactive sources…”. This very 
particular issue is not specifically tackled in the EU BSS at all. 

It must be mentioned that both texts were prepared in line with the overall approach to 
radiation and nuclear safety of organisations publishing them, i.e. IAEA and EU.  

 The IAEA BSS requirements shall be taken into account together with Safety 
Fundamentals [6] and all other General Safety Requirements documents (GSR) given on 
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figure I in [1], as the IAEA is only one of the IAEA GSRs, i.e. GSR Part 3. All together 
seven IAEA GSR exist. In addition, IAEA six Specific Safety Requirements whose list is 
on the figure mentioned shall also be taken into account. 

 The EU BSS which is based on replacement of five EURATOM directives shall be 
transposed into national legislation of MS. Although the transposition is focused only on 
the EU BSS other EU legal acts related to radiation or nuclear safety of the EU shall also 
be studied when implementing overall regulatory framework required by the EU 
legislation, e.g. Nuclear Safety Directive from 2014 [7] and so-called future accident 
legislation. Some details related to other EURATOM legislation are given in [4]. 

The different overall contexts within both safety standards are placed also contributed to 
differences in some requirements. This is visible  in particular in a level of details related to 
some requirements, e.g. the EU BSS gives in the Annex IX an indicative list of information to 
be required including quality assurance and safety assessment. On the other hand, two specific 
IAEA GSR documents are related to these issues, GSR Part 2 is focused on integrated 
management system which should assure quality among others, while safety assessment is a 
theme of the IAEA GSR Part 4 titles. The differences related to the context are also based in 
the fact that the EU BSS is based on the Euratom Treaty [8] defining and also somehow limiting 
the scope of all directives based on the Euratom Treaty. 

2.1 Safety and Security 

In the last decades the security became one of the main issues related to a control of 
facilities and activities that give rise to radiation risks, e.g. the IAEA Nuclear Security Series 
contains detailed recommendations, guides and good practices. The EU BSS does not tackle 
measures related to security at all. Although the IAEA BSS is also not ”dealing with security 
measures” as stated in I.41 of the IAEA BSS, some specific IAEA BSS requirements related to 
security are already clearly introduced in order to achieve interface between safety and security. 
In particular, the so-called principal parties responsible for e.g. registrants, licensees and 
employers, shall prepare guidelines for security as a part of their management system as 
required in para. 2.48. and the safety assessment shall include any modifications to security 
measures in line with the para. 3.32 (f). 

2.2 Use of the ICRP Documents and Standard Values and Relationships 

The authors of the EU BSS addressed the future development of the ICRP documents to 
be used in calculation of doses other than those caused by external exposures. Such future 
oriented document is a novelty in the standards of the EU. The authors of the EU BSS were 
aware of the fact that the preparation of new BSS document requires years.  As a rule the 
preparation takes more than ten years. The authors were aware that EU MSs shall be in line 
with the development of the ICRP methodology when using values and relationship given in 
ICRP 116 [12] and ICRP 119 [13]. The EU BSS requires wither EU BSS methodology or a MS 
approval of values to be used in methodology as given in the Article 4 (96). In the ICRP 103 
[3], a new methodology was introduced by ICRP to calculate doses based on the latest 
knowledge on radiation risks, and this should, where possible, be taken into account by MSs. 
No such provision is given in the IAEA BSS. 

2.3 Dose Limits in Planned Exposure Situation 

Two differences in application of dose limits are noted, one related to apprentices and 
students and other to the public. Namely, while this limit of an equivalent dose to the lens of 
the eye for apprentices of 16 to 18 years is 20 mSv in a year in the IAEA BSS, this limit is 15 
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mSv in the EU BSS. The annual limit of the effective dose for the public exposure is 1mSv, 
however the IAEA BSS has an additional provision in para. III.3. (b) allowing higher value of 
effective dose in a single year provided that the average effective dose over five consecutive 
years does not exceed 1 mSv per year. Such higher value is related for example for authorized, 
justified and planned operational conditions that lead to transitory increases in exposures. 

2.4 Radon Reference Levels 

In both documents exposures related to radon and its daughters are elaborated in details 
as radon exposure is responsible for 6-15% of all lung cancers. Radon exposure is related to 
deaths due to lung cancers of the order of magnitude of 15 000 per year in the USA and 2 500 
deaths per year in the UK [9, 10]. In the documents two major differences related to radon 
exposure can be observed.  

 While EU BSS is tackling also thoron, no requirements related to thoron are given in the 
IAEA BSS. Namely, the indoor exposure to radon and thoron in workplaces, dwellings 
and in other buildings is put in the indicative list of the existing exposure situation in 
Annex XVII of the EU BSS.  

 The second difference between document is related to reference levels to be applied for 
indoor radon concentrations at workplaces. While the reference level for the annual 
average activity concentration in air at workplaces shall not be higher than 300 Bqm–3, 
unless it is warranted by national prevailing circumstances as required in the EU BSS 
such reference level is 1000 Bqm–3. The maximum reference level to be applied in homes 
is 300 Bqm–3 in both documents.  

2.5 Emergency Workers 

The EU BSS is addressing exposures in emergency exposure situation by introducing so-
called “accidental exposure” and “emergency exposure”. An “accidental exposure” is any 
exposure related to an accident except exposure of emergency workers. No such concept exists 
in the IAEA BSS. According to the EU BSS Art. 42 the undertaking is responsible for the 
assessment of the relevant doses and their distribution in the body related to accidental 
exposure. For example, accidental exposure due to an accident in industrial radiography shall 
be assessed by the undertaking. In the IAEA BSS so-called accidental exposure is related only 
to medical exposures. 

Regarding “emergency exposures”, i.e. exposure of emergency workers, the differences 
in documents studied exist. In the EU BSS the reference level related to external radiation for 
emergency occupational exposure shall be set, in general below an effective dose of 100 mSv 
as given in Art. 53. In exceptional situations, in order to save life, prevent severe radiation-
induced health effects, or prevent the development of catastrophic conditions, a reference level 
for an effective dose from external radiation of emergency workers may be set above 100 mSv, 
but not exceeding 500 mSv. Such workers shall be volunteers as noted in Art. 53. On the other 
hand, in the IAEA BSS requires that the workers are volunteers only in cases when guidance 
level of 500 mSv is exceeded as stated in Table IV.2 of the IAEA BSS. 

2.6 Radiation Protection of Workers 

The EU BSS introduces two concepts related to occupational exposures which are not 
considered in the IAEA BSS. Namely, for the purpose of monitoring and surveillance the 
workers are classified in two categories, i.e. category A and B, as required in Art. 40.  
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Moreover, concept of the “specially authorised exposure” is introduced in the Art. 52 EU 
BSS, to be used in exceptional circumstances evaluated case by case, excluding emergencies. 
Specifically, the competent authority may, where a specific operation requires so, authorise 
individual occupational exposures of identified workers exceeding the dose limits for 
occupational exposures, provided that such exposures are limited in time, confined to certain 
working areas and within the maximum exposure levels defined for the particular case by the 
competent authority. Only workers of the category A can be a subject of specially authorised 
exposure. 

While IAEA BSS is not very specific how to track the radiological data of occupational 
exposed workers the EU BSS tackles a specific data system to be managed by MSs. The data 
system for individual radiological monitoring of occupationally exposed workers is given in 
Annex IX of the EU BSS. Namely, a comprehensive list of the data is given for workers 
including outside workers, e.g. official dose record, data on the employment and issuing 
individual radiological monitoring document, as appropriate. 

2.7 Building Materials 

In line with the EU legislative framework enabling so-called free movement of goods in 
the EU a control of building materials and of indoor gamma radiation emitted from them are 
challenging issues which should be taken into account not posing any conflicting situation in 
MS and the EU in general. The EU BSS addresses these issues in Art. 75 by: 

 Setting the reference level for external radiation due to building materials of 1 mSv per 
year in addition to outdoor external exposure,  

 Providing an indicative list of materials to be used for identification of building materials 
which might pose annual dose above a reference level, such as alum-shale, lava, fly ash 
and residues from steel production, 

 Requiring determination of activity concentration of Ra-226, Th-232 and K-40 in such 
building materials before putting them on the market and 

 Requiring the implementation of appropriate measures in building codes or restrictions 
on the use.  

The IAEA BSS does not address this issue in such detailed. Namely, the exposure due to 
construction materials is considered as existing exposure situation implementing the maximum 
reference level of annual exposure to the representative person of 1 mSv as given in para. 5.22 
[1].  

2.8 Industries involving Naturally-occurring Radioactive Materials  

The EU BSS is trying to fully integrate protection against natural radiation sources within 
the overall requirements. In particular, the industrial sectors involving naturally-occurring 
radioactive materials shall be controlled within the scope of requirements applicable for 
planned exposure situations, i.e. the sectors are controlled as a practice in line with the Art. 23 
of the EU BSS. A list of industrial sectors is given in the Annex VI of the EU BSS. A list 
includes: production of thorium compounds and manufacture of thorium-containing products, 
oil and gas production, ground water filtration facilities and mining of ores other than uranium 
ore.  

According to the para. 3.4. of the IAEA BSS, the exposure due to natural sources is, in 
general, considered an existing exposure situation. However, requirements for planned 
exposure situations apply if exposures are a result of involvement of materials with enhanced 
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activity concentration, e.g. in industrial facility. Namely, if activity concentration of any 
radionuclide from the uranium decay chain or the thorium decay chain is greater than 1 Bq/g or 
the activity concentration of K-40 is grate than 10 Bq/g. Such requirements apply also for public 
exposure due to discharges or due to the management of radioactive waste from such facilities 
or activities. No further standards are given in the IAEA BSS. 

2.9 Exposure of the Air Crew and Space Crew 

According to the EU BSS the exposure of air crew to cosmic radiation should be managed 
as a planned exposure situation. However, not all requirements might be applicable as given in 
Art. 35 of the EU BSS. The arrangements of the workplaces include several requirements 
including organisation of working schedules in order to reduce the dosed of the highly exposed 
crew. MS shall also ensure that the exposure of spacecraft crew above the dose limits is 
managed as a specially authorised exposure as given in the Art. 52. On the other hand, taking 
into account the IAEA BSS para. 5.30.-5.33 exposure of aircrew and space crew is considered 
to be existing exposure situation in the IAEA BSS, i.e. no dose limits apply but reference levels 
should be used. 

2.10 Prior Informing to the Members of the Public  

The EU BSS is addressing two different types of informing of members of the public 
likely or actually affected in the event of an emergency. The EU BSS actually repeats the 
requirements from one of the legal acts prepared few years after the Chernobyl accident. 
Specifically, Council Directive 89/618/Euratom from 1989 given in [11] was repealed by the 
EU BSS but its requirements were fully incorporated in the EU BSS. In line with the Art. 70 
and 71 there MSs shall assure not only information to the members of the public actually 
affected in the event of an emergency but also so-called “prior information” shall be given to 
members of the public likely to be affected. Moreover, such information shall not be linked to 
requests and shall be updated and permanently available. A list of data required is given in the 
Annex XII. No such requirement is given in the IAEA BSS. 

2.11 Protective Actions in Case of an Emergency 

The EU BSS is not tackling generic criteria to be used for protection actions in case of an 
emergency affecting EU MS, e.g. a MS can use its own criteria for urgent decontamination, 
immediate decorporation and registration for long term medical follow-up. On a contrary, the 
IAEA BSS gives a table, i.e. Table IV.1, to be used to avoid or to minimize severe deterministic 
effect in case of an emergency.  

3 CONCLUSIONS 

The EU BSS and IAEA BSS are largely harmonised safety standards related to radiation 
protection and safety of radiation sources. Although they were developed in the same period of 
time and are based on the same ICRP document, i.e. ICRP 103 [3], the detailed analysis reveals 
numerous differences. These differences shall be taken into account in cooperation between 
those IAEA MSs which also implement the EURATOM legislation and the EU BSS in 
particular, and other IAEA MS. Identification of differences in a regulatory approaches can 
facilitate efficient cooperation among designers, providers and suppliers of radiation sources 
and equipment as well as others responsible for radiation safety and security, e.g. operators and 
waste management facilities, qualified experts and technical support organisations. 
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ABSTRACT 

Probabilistic safety assessment is a standard method for assessing safety of the nuclear 
power plants and other complex systems. It has been discussed in a number of documents and 
studies since its introduction in 1957. First probabilistic safety assessments were mainly 
focused on the safety of a nuclear power plants during a full power operation. Later, the methods 
and models have been developed also for other plant states including plant shutdown. The 
objective of this paper is to present the differences in the models and the results of probabilistic 
safety assessment for the plant shutdown versus the plant full power operation. The shutdown 
probabilistic safety assessment is developed in a similar manner as the full power probabilistic 
safety assessment, but considering specifics of each particular plant operating state under 
investigation. The differences include different system models, different connections between 
systems and different probabilities or frequencies of events. Consequently, the results are 
different for each particular plant operating state, which may include qualitative differences in 
terms of different minimal cut sets and quantitative differences in terms of different importance 
factors and different frequencies of accident scenarios. Importance of human errors in the 
process of initiating event mitigation (Post-accident) and also during initiating event 
development (Pre-accident) differs considerably between power operation and shutdown states. 
Consideration of different plant operating states within the probabilistic safety assessment 
causes notable increase of complexity of the models. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) is a standard method for assessing safety of the 
complex systems. Since its introduction in WASH-740 in 1957 it has been widely used in the 
field of nuclear technology, for assessing safety of the Nuclear Power Plants (NPP). The method 
itself is discussed in detail by variety of prominent authors and institutions [1]–[6] and only 
basics are to be repeated in this paper. The PSA model consists of Event Trees (ET) and Fault 
Trees (FT). Proper interconnections between both structures, supported with appropriately 
linked basic and initiating events represent the observed elements of a particular complex 
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system in our case the particular NPP. Results of the analysis are usually frequencies of 
undesired end states, in case of Level 1 PSA of a NPP the undesired state is Core Damage (CD). 
Example of ET and FT structure from [7] is presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: ET and FT analysis 

Gates are represented with G# and Basic Events with B#. SS represents Safety System. 
Probability of particular Safety System to successfully accomplish its task could either be 
modelled with underlying Fault Tree (SS1) or on the other hand directly with probability value 
stored in corresponding Basic Event (SS3). The first approach is usually used for modelling 
particular systems, while the later one is utilised for modelling Human Error Probabilities. 

The objective of this paper is to present the differences in the models and the results of 
probabilistic safety assessment for the plant shutdown versus the plant full power operation 
according to the developed method for this purpose. 

2 METHODS 

Following is a brief description of methodology used in this paper. Firstly, the Low Power 
and Shutdown (LPSD) PSA method is explained, followed by brief explanation of used 
importance measures and Human Reliability Analysis (HRA). 

2.1 Low Power and Shutdown PSA 

PSA methods for Low Power and Shutdown (LPSD) operating states of a NPP evolved 
from Full Power (FP) PSA methods some decades after the FP PSA was introduced. Necessity 
for FP to be extended through all of the operating states emerged after some critical events were 
recorded during LPSD operation of NPPs [8], and later on first LPSD PSA analysis reports 
were published [9], [10]. Despite the sub-criticality of the reactor and lower decay heat levels, 
the risk during LPSD was found to be non-negligible.  

Contributors to higher LPSD risk are for example blocked automatic safety functions, 
therefore initiating event mitigation relies in a large extent on operators in control room. 
Additionally, because of increased workload more actions are expected from plant operators 
and other personnel. The increased amount of parallel activities such as repairs, tests and 
maintenance results in higher unavailability of different systems which somehow reduces the 
level of redundancy. LPSD specific procedural guidance is usually somehow insufficient. There 
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is also a higher number of different external maintenance staff from outside organizations which 
increases the complexity of the shutdown activities.  

On the other hand, there are also some differences that affect the risk in positive way. 
Namely, because of the lower decay heat levels, the available time for corrective actions is (in 
most cases) considerably longer, compared to FP operation. Extended time widows lower the 
level of stress and increase the corrective measure success probability [11]. 

Because of stated LPSD specific plant characteristics, FP PSA model cannot be directly 
used for LPSD PSA analysis. Also, use of a single model is inappropriate to cover all of the 
LPSD states. Multi-model approaches are recommended instead. Different models for different 
LPSD plant operating states (POS) could be developed and analysed separately, or into a single 
model with proper inclusion of house events to represent particular POS [12], [13]. However, 
the amount of different LPSD POS could be quite high, even more than a 100 [14]. Therefore 
screening and grouping of some POS has to be made prior the construction of the model for the 
sake of the analysis simplification. Amount of POS after the screening process varies between 
different studies with 11 POS being defined in [14], 15 in [9] and from 2 up to 28 in [15].  

For this paper we have used multi-POS LPSD PSA method. Model contains 15 different 
POS that cover all the LPSD states. Probabilities of different events are weighted in terms of 
particular POS duration and appropriate values and alignments of the systems are chosen 
utilising the house events. Method is discussed in detail in [12]. 

2.2 Importance measures 

A variety of different importance measures are being used by PSA practitioners. Most 
frequently used risk reduction indicator is Fussell-Vesely (FV) importance [16]. As a 
consequence, we have chosen FV importance measures for the importance analysis. It is a 
normalised risk reduction indicator with values ranging between 0 and 1. FV measures the 
overall percent contribution of cut sets containing a basic event of interest to the total risk as 
shown in equation below: 

 

where R represents risk and  is a basic event, for which FV is being calculated. 

2.3 Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) 

Since increased amount of manual actions is required during LPSD , the importance of 
LPSD HRA is even higher, as it is in the case of FP HRA [17]. Additionally, there is also 
increased number of external maintenance staff from outside organizations present at the 
location who frequently work overtime. Because of the increased complexity of human 
interactions during shutdown it is even more important that the HRA is performed in a logical 
manner with inclusion of the HRA specialists. The analysis must be thoroughly documented 
and outcomes such as human error probability (HEP) must be consistent with one another and 
with other probabilities included in the whole PSA [18]. A schematic example of IJS-HRA 
method from [19] is presented in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2: Scheme of IJS-HRA method 

LPSD HRA is associated with a number of difficulties. Because of different operating 
conditions, the values from FP HRA cannot be directly used in LPSD, but should be altered in 
order to represent particular conditions, such as lack of procedural guidance, lack of experience 
and different (usually longer) time frames available for corrective actions. All the HEP 
alterations and also newly introduced HEPs must be consistent and the modifications must be 
justified. LPSD HEP values should also be consistent with those for FP. Since the data available 
for LPSD PSA is limited, most of HEP values rely on expert opinion. Because of limited data 
available the relative uncertainties of the LPSD HEP are greater compared to the FP. Detailed 
HRA analysis for all the HEP contributors is consuming in terms of time and labour. Therefore 
use of the screening cycles approach is a widely used practice in HRA [18]. Using this approach, 
detailed analysis is made for definition of HEP of higher importance only, while other HEPs 
are assigned justified generic value.  

Comparison of HRA quantification methods applicability for FP and LPSD operational 
states is presented in ref. [17]. Some methods (especially time related ones) produce unrealistic 
HEP values, if the time windows durations changes are not properly incorporated in these from 
FP adopted methods. Therefore a success criteria time windows must be properly adjusted in 
order to reflect the real LPSD time windows. Use of time windows in HRA is demonstrated in 
[20]. Methods based on generic data and simulator data that are often used in FP HRA [21] are 
less appropriate for LPSD HRA. During LPSD a majority of corrective actions may be 
performed out of the control room, which makes control room simulator data less useful. A 
good approach for LPSD HEP estimation is to combine different methods for different 
categories of human actions, since not all methods are suitable for analysis of all possible LPSD 
human actions. 

The detailed HRA for studied LPSD model is yet to be done. Most of the HEP values 
therefore originate from generic databases. Base values are additionally weighted in order to 
include different time windows for different POSs.  

3 RESULTS 

In order to demonstrate the difference of Human Factor importance between FP and 
LPSD operation, the results of importance analysis performed during Nuclear Power Plant 
(NPP) PSA follow. Model is derived in RiskSpectrumPSA and is based on publically available 
data for NPP Surry, Unit 1 [9]. Together 15 different Plant Operating States (POS) were 
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modelled to properly incorporate changing conditions of different systems during the LPSD 
operating period. For the sake of transparency only two operating states are presented. POS 1 
and POS 6 are being chosen as representative for FP and LPSD operation respectively. Both 
POS are briefly described below. 

In POS 1 the alignment of the plant systems and conditions in the control room are quite 
similar to FP operation and this POS was therefore chosen as a representative for FP operation. 
The duration of POS 1 is approximately one hour. Contribution of POS 1 to overall LPSD Core 
Damage Frequency (CDF) is below 1%. 

In contrary in POS 6 is the first mid-loop POS. During this POS the plant is operating 
with reduced coolant level and many of safety and redundant systems are being blocked. 
Additionally, there is also a huge amount of different personnel present in both the control room 
and also in other parts of NPP. This additional staff might also lack appropriate knowledge 
regarding NPP system operation. Therefore POS 6 was chosen as a LPSD representative. The 
duration of the POS is approximately 45 hours. Its contribution to overall LPSD (CDF) is 14%, 
which makes it quite important. CDF value for POS 6 is two ranges of magnitude higher, when 
compared to POS 1. 

 

 Figure 3: Contribution of each POS to overall LPSD CDF 

Contribution of each modelled LPSD POS to overall LPSD CDF is shown in Figure 3. 
One can notice, that lowest CDF contributors are POS 1, 5, 8 and 11. Presented results also take 
into account the duration of particular POS. As a consequence, shorter POSs present a smaller 
risk. In POS 1 low risk level is a consequence of similarity to FP operation (automatic safety 
systems being in place) and a very short POS duration. Main characteristic of POS 5, 11 and 8 
is relatively high amount of water in the primary system and therefore additional time available 
for corrective actions. Higher risk of POS 13 is a consequence of specific RHR system 
configuration at the modelled NPP. 

Table 1: Importance Analysis Results 

 POS 1 (FP) POS 6 (LPSD) 
No. Name FV Name FV 

1 IE-T21 0.83 IE-RA 0.91 
2 AFW-PSF-FC-XCONN 0.42 HPI-XHE-FO-FDBLD 0.43 
3 HPI-XHE-FO-FDBLD 0.39 LRHR-XHE-FD 0.32 
4 AFW-CCF-LK-STMBD 0.28 LPI-CCF-FS-SI1AB 0.14 
5 PPS-XHE-FO-PORVS 0.24 RMT-CCF-FA-MSCAL 0.10 
6 IE-S31 0.09 RRHRAB-XHE-FA 0.09 
7 PPS-MOV-FC-1535 0.07 LPR-CCF-FT-860AB 0.08 
8 PPS-MOV-FC-1536 0.07 LPR-CCF-FT-862AB 0.08 
9 HPI-CCF-FT-867CD 0.07 FNBF-XHE-FA 0.07 
10 HPI-CCF-FT-115BD 0.07 IE-RHR36 0.07 
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Table 1 shows the results of importance analysis. Events are ordered in terms of Fussell-
Vesely (FV) Importance measures. Events, that are directly correlated with HEP include “XHE” 
tag in their name. These events are additionally highlighted with yellow colour.  

Initiating event (IE) frequencies for the modelled NPP are currently derived outside 
RiskSpectrum PSA and consequently only values of frequencies are fed into the program prior 
the PSA analysis. As stated in the preceding chapters, human errors also contribute to some 
initiators. Therefore if the IE frequencies were modelled differently (e.g. using FT model), HEP 
events correlated to particular IE would also appear in the table. For that reason, IEs with 
frequencies highly affected by human factors are also important for demonstration of the HEP 
importance. These IEs are highlighted with light orange colour. In LPDS these are RHR related 
IEs. Importance of RHR system in LPSD is high by default, but in our case it has even greater 
significance due to a particular RHR system design. In FP operation, there is only one IE with 
higher human contribution, which is small loss of coolant IE. 

Only first 10 events with FV higher of 7 % are shown in the table. One can see, that in 
FP operation events of higher importance are highly correlated with equipment reliability (tags: 
MOV, PSF). In LPSD the human reliability events have a higher rank, since these are the only 
events (besides those related to common cause failure) that appear in the results. FV importance 
of events from Table 1 correlated to human reliability are additionally presented in Figure 4. It 
should be noted here, that FV values contain also some degree of uncertainty. 
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Figure 4: Human Reliability related events importance, FP (left) and LPSD (right) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of the work was, to present differences in the models and the results of 
probabilistic safety assessment for the plant shutdown versus the plant full power operation. 
The main focus of the paper was the difference of the human factor contribution between these 
two operating states.  

Results show that risk levels differ significantly during the LPSD period. These 
fluctuations are appropriately covered with our multi-POS LPSD modelling approach that was 
used in the analysis. Results also show, that risk is the highest during the periods with decreased 
coolant level (POS 6, 10). Additionally, there is also high risk in the POS 13, which is a 
consequence of specific RHR system configuration of the modelled NPP.  

Increased importance of HEP events proofs significantly higher human factor role during 
the LPSD operating states. This outcome was somehow expected, since some automatic safety 
systems are not available due to the test and maintenance in LPSD and additionally there is also 
an increased number of personnel involved in test and maintenance related tasks during the 
shutdown.  
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